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Journal of 
Heat Transfer 

At the National Heat Transfer Conference in Albuquerque on 
August 16, 1999, the Editorial Board of the Journal of Heat 
Transfer considered and unanimously adopted a common symbol 
list for papers submitted to the Journal. At a meeting later that day, 
the Editors of 20 journals in the field of heat transfer unanimously 
adopted the same list, and will be publicizing its use to authors that 
submit manuscripts to their respective journals. 

This action came after almost two years of consideration and 
revision of the list. 

Authors submitting papers to the Journal of Heat Transfer 
should now use the symbols and definitions in the list, which is 
published in this issue of the Journal and is posted on the JHT web 
page. When these symbols are used, they need not he included in 
the Nomenclature section of the paper. Only those symbols not 
included in the common list need be placed in the Nomenclature of 
a particular paper. Because of the broad range of heat transfer 
topics covered in the Journal, the Common List cannot cover all 

quantities, and the exceptions should be covered as before in the 
individual Nomenclature definitions. 

The Editors hope that the adoption of the Common List will 
make it easier for future readers of heat transfer literature to 
interpret paper content because of the common symbols and def
initions used across the major journals. For the Journal of Heat 
Transfer in particular, eliminating the duplication of definitions 
used in the many papers in a single Journal issue allows the limited 
page count available for the Journal to be put to better use. 

We do expect a certain amount of controversy, because every 
author has particular preferences for nomenclature and symbols. 
We hope that in the long term, the symbols in the Common List 
will be adopted across the field, and will provide a basis for more 
uniform and clear communication in the heat transfer community. 

John R. Howell 
Technical Editor 

Journal of Heat Transfer Copyright © 1999 by ASME NOVEMBER 1999, Vol. 121 / 769 
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NOMENCLATURE 

OUANTITV 
Absorptivity (radiation) 
Absorption Coefficient (radiation) 
Activation Energy of a Reaction 
Amount-of-Substance 

molar flow rate 
molar 'mass velocity' (= N1 Ac) 

Angle 
plane 
solid 
of contact 

Area 
cross-sectional 
surface 

Coefficient of Volume Expansion 
Compressibility Factor (= pv 1RT) 

Complex Refractive Index 
Concentration 

mass (= M/V) 
molar (= N/V) 

Coordinates 
Cartesian 
cylindrical 
spherical 

Density 
mass (=M/V) 
molar (= N/V) 

Diffusion Coefficient 
Diffusivity, Thermal 
(=* /pc , ) 

Dryness Fraction (quality) 
of flow 

Emissive Power (radiation) 
Emissivity (radiation) 
Energy 

kinetic 
potential 
transfer per unit time (power) 

Enthalpy (= U + pV) 
specific, molar 
of reaction 

Entropy 

specific, molar 

Equilibrium (dissociation) constant 
Extinction coefficient 

SYMBOL 

a 
K 

AE 
N 
N 
n 

a, p, y, 9, <|> 
fi, (0 
e 

AC,S 
A,A, 
P =(l/v)(du/dT\ 

z 
m = n-ik 

c, p,. 

x, y, z 
r, <t>. z 
r, 9 , (J) 

P 
P 

D 

a 

X 
* 

X 

E 

8 
E 

K 
W,Q 

H 
h, h 

S 
s, J 

K 
3 = K+a. 

COIIKKKNTSIl'MT 
— 
m"1 

J/kg 
kmol 
kmol/s 
kmol/m2s 

rad 
sr 
rad 

m2 

m2 

K-
— 

— 

kg/m3 

kmol/m3 

m, m, m 
m, rad, m 
m, rad, rad 

kg/m3 

kmol/m3 

m2/s 

m2/s 

— 

W/m2 

— 
J=Nm 
J = Nm 
J = Nm 
W= Nm/s=kg m2/s5 

J 
J/kg, J/kmol 
J 
J/K 

J/kg K, J/kmol K 

— 
m1 
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Force 
weight (force of gravity) 

Fraction 
mass, of species i 
mole, of species i 
void 

of volume flow 

Frequency 
circular 

Gas Constant 
molar (universal) 
specific, of species i 

Gibbs Function (= H - TS) 

specific (= h - Ts) 

molar (=h-Ts) 

Gravitational Acceleration 
standard 

Heat 
quantity of 

rate (power) 

flux (QIA) 

rate per unit volume 

Heat Capacity 

specific (constant v or p) 

molar (constant v or p) 

ratio cp/cv 

Heat Transfer Coefficient 

Helmholtz Function 
( = U - TS) 
specific (=w - Ts) 
molar (=ii - Ts) 

Intensity (radiation) 
Internal Energy 

specific, molar 
Joule - Thomson Coefficient 
Length 

width 
height 
diameter 
radius 
distance along path 
film thickness 
thickness 

Mass 
flow rate 
velocity of flux (flowrate per unit area = M /Ac) 

Mass Transfer Coefficient 
Molar Mass 

F 
MR 

x,> y, 
Xi,yt 

8 

e* 
v , / 
(0 

R 

G 

L 
8 

8 
8. 

Q 

Q,q 

q,q" 

S,q" 

C 

c ,c 
v' p 

c ,c v' p 

Y 
h 

F 
f 
f 
I 
U 
u,u 

\L„=W$>)k 

L 
W 
H 
D 
R 
s 
8 
8, A 
M 

M 
th,pu 

",»> &,» 
M 

N = kg m/s2 

N = kgm/s 2 

— 

Hz = s'1 

rad/s 

J/kmol K 
J/kgK 

J 
J/kg 
J/kmol 

m/s2 

m/s2 

J 

W = J/s 

W/m2 

W/m3 

J/K 

J/kgK 

J/kmol K 

W/m2K 

J 
J/kg 
J/kmol 

W/m2sr 
J 
J/kg, J/kmol 
K/Pa = m2 K/N 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 

kg 
kg/s 
kg/m2s 

m/s 
kg/kmol 
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Mean Free Path 

Optical Thickness 
Phase Function (radiation) 

Pressure 
drop 
partial 

Reflectivity (radiation) 
Scattering Albedo 

Scattering Coefficient (radiation) 
Shear Stress 

Stoichiometric Coefficient 

Surface Tension 

Temperature 
absolute 

Thermal Conductivity 

Time 
Velocity 

components in Cartesian coordinates x, y, z 

View Factor (geometric or configuration factor) 

Viscosity 
dynamic (absolute) 
kinematic (=u/p) 

Volume 
flow rate 
specific.molar 

Work 
rate (power) 

Wavelength 
> ; , • • ' ' ' '• . - ; , ' - • » • ' • > • 

X, I 

X 

O 

P 
Ap 

P, 

P 
co = o-s/(as+K) 

a. 
T 

V 

a 

T 
k 
t 
u 
U, V, W 

F„ 

V 

V 
V 
v,v 
W 
W 
X 

m 
— 
— 
Pa = N/ m2 

Pa 
Pa 
— 
— 
m"1 

Pa = N/m2 = kg/m s2 

— 
N/m = kg/s2 

K 
W/mK 

s 
m/s 
m/s 
— 

Pa s=N s/m2 = kg/m s 
m2/s 

m3 

m'/s 
m3/kg, m3/kmol 

J = Nm 
W = J/s=Nm/s 

m 
' ;"N *"' :'-,,, 

SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS 

OUAMITY 

Bulk 
Critical State 

Fluid 
Gas or Saturated Vapour 
Liquid or Saturated Liquid 
Change of Phase 

fusion 
sublimation 
evaporation 

Mass transfer quantity 

Solid or Saturated Solid 
Wall 
Free-stream 

Inlet 
Outlet 
At Constant Value of Property 
Molar (per unit of amount-of-substance) 
Stagnation (subscript) 

SYMBOL 
b 
c 
f 

R 
1 

Is 
sg 
lK 
m 
s 
w 
00 

in, 1 
out, 2 
p, v, T, etc 
— (overbar) 
0 
H '. f': "":f^)f:fi ̂ '•"i'xJ-V 
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DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS* 

QUANTITY 
Biot Number 
Bond Number 

Dean Number 

Eckert Number 
Euler Number 

Fourier Number 
Friction Factor 

Froude Number 
Galileo Number 
Grashof Number 

Graetz Number 
Knudsen Number (X = mean free path) 

Lewis Number 
Mach Number 

Marangoni Number 

Nusselt Number 
Pellet Number 
Prandtl Number 

Rayleigh Number 
Reynolds Number 
Schmidt Number 
Sherwood Number 
Stanton Number 
Stefan or Jakob Number 
Strouhal Number 
Weber Number 

N •"-:': \ . y : , , . ,', ' O ; : > • '.;-: •'. :'!- , --' |: : ' 

SYMBOL 
Bi = hL/k 

Bo= g(p,-pv)L
2/a 

(rto = tube inner radius; 
Rm„ = coil mean radius) 
Ec = u'/c/IT 

E\i=Ap/(y2pu2) 

Fo = a t/L2 

f=T„/(Kp«2) 
Fr = u/gl 
Ga = LVv2 

Gr= W3*7 

v 2 

Gz = (Re)(Pr) D/L 

Kn = X/L 
Le = (Sc)/(Pr)=a/D 

= u/(yRT/M)"2 for perfect gas 

Ma = — RAT/(a\i) 
dT 

Nu = hUk, 
Pe = (Re)(Pr) 

Pr = ^ 
k 

Ra=(Gr)(Pr) 
Re = uL 1 v = puL / u = thL 1 \x 
Sc=v/D=u/pD 
Sh=hJJD 
St=(Nu)/(Re)(Pr)=/i/pcrH 
SteorJa = crA3ZdA 
Sr = vUu 
We=«2pI/CT 

* The symbol L in the dimensionless groups stands for a generic length, and is defined according to the particular 
geometry being described; i.e., it may be diameter, hydraulic diameter, plate length, etc. 

PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

OUANTITY 
Avogadro's Number 
Boltzmann's Constant 
Planck's Constant 
Stefan-Boltzmann Constant 
Speed of Light in Vacuum 
Universal Gas Constant 

SYMBOL 
N,= 6.0225xlOMkmor' 
k = 1.38066 xlO-23J/K 
h = 6.62608 x 10* Js 
a= 5.6705 lxlO8 W/(m2K4) 
c = 2.99792 x 108 m/s 
fl = 8.31441xl03J/kmol-K 
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Free Drawing and Polymer 
Coating of Silica Glass 
Optical Fibers 
The paper is primarily to highlight the current issues concerning fiber drawing and 
coating. The main emphasis is on high-volume production of silica-based optical fibers by 
using a large preform and a high-speed drawing. The commercial application of these 
processes has led to increasing the productivity in fiber manufacturing and resulted in a 
low cost of produced fibers. In order to systematically address the problems associated 
with the fiber manufacturing process, the fiber drawing system was divided into three 
major functional sections: heating, cooling, and coating zones. The governing equations 
at each section were formulated to describe the process mechanics and to identify the key 
control parameters for drawing and coating. These process parameters are the basic 
elements of implementing a streamline production system of optical fibers. 

1 Introduction 
Since the invention of a silica-based optical fiber with the low 

optical transmission loss (20 dB/km) was first announced by 
Kapron et al. (1970), research and development efforts for the fiber 
technology have led to remarkable achievements in every field 
associated with the lightwave communications applications. Par
ticularly, the manufacturing technology of silica glass optical 
fibers has advanced rapidly to meet the demand for very large 
quantities of low cost fibers for many applications such as ocean 
cable, terrestrial cable, loop, customer premises penetration, etc. It 
is anticipated that fiber demand in the next century will increase 
drastically and outpace current world production capacities when 
an optical fiber network is introduced to the home. Therefore, Paek 
and Schroeder (1988) investigated a method for high volume mass 
production that can provide cost-effective manufacturing of optical 
fibers. The high-volume fiber fabrication basically requires two 
things: One is to produce a large size of an optical fiber preform 
(>8 cm in its diameter). The other is to draw a 125-/xm diameter 
fiber from the preform and to coat it simultaneously with polymer 
materials at a high draw speed, perhaps greater than 20 meters per 
second. However, this paper will specifically deal with the free 
drawing technique. Until the late 1970s, the fiber draw speed was 
typically in the range of 1 ~ 2 m/s. Paek and Schroeder (1981b) 
first demonstrated the draw and coating speed of 5 m/s, using a UV 
curable resin. Prior to this work, Paek and Runk (1978) had 
investigated the neck-down region of a silica glass preform in a 
furnace during fiber drawing process, using a simplified model to 
understand the deformation mechanics. Yin and Jaluria (1998) 
took a rigorous theoretical approach to describe the radiative heat 
transfer of a large and transparent fiber preform in a graphite 
furnace. This calculation was based on a three-dimensional model 
including convection, conduction, and radiation transport between 
the furnace muffle and the necked preform. The results provide 
useful information on a large preform drawing, namely, a 10-cm 
diameter preform drawn into a 125-jam diameter fiber at a draw 
speed of 15 m/s. 

A fiber drawing system is composed of functionally different 
instruments and apparatus such as a high-temperature furnace, 
fiber diameter measurement system, coating applicator, center
ing device, UV curing apparatus, draw tension gauge, and 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF HEAT 
TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, June 18, 1999. Key
words: Coatings, Furnaces, High Temperature, Optical Fiber, Radiation. Associate 
Technical Editor: Y. Jaluria. 

take-up capstan. In modeling the process, the draw tower that is 
normally taller than eight meters is divided into three major 
zones to analyze each section separately, namely the heating 
zone, fiber cooling zone, and coating zone, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The heating zone that includes a high-temperature furnace and 
a precision temperature controller softens a silica-based pre
form made of transparent (diathermanous) material. In the 
formulation of the governing equations, the spectral effects of 
material transparency on the thermal radiation were taken into 
account. In this case, the typical value of bulk emissivity of 
silica glass is taken to be 0.91 (Gardon, 1956). However, it must 
be noted that the emissivity of glass depends not only on the 
temperature and but also on the thickness of a radiating body. 
For example, at 1000CC, a 0.5-cm thick silica glass has an 
emissivity of 0.6 (Petrov and Reznik, 1973). The softening 
point of silica glass ranges from 1400 to 2350°C. The viscosity 
of silica glass in the temperature of 1935 to 2322°C varies from 
10586 to 104'63 poises (Bacon et al., 1960). In order to heat the 
preform to the softening point and then to pull a fiber, two types 
of the furnaces are commonly used. They are a zirconia induc
tion furnace and a graphite resistance furnace. The basic con
figuration of the zirconia furnace is that a silica vicar unit 
containing either a single or a double-jacketed zirconia suscep-
tor tube surrounded by a thick layer of zirconia grain insulation 
is placed within an induction coil. For the graphite furnace case, 
the introduction of an inert gas such as nitrogen or argon into 
the furnace cavity is needed to protect the graphite heating 
elements from oxidation. To draw, for example, ~ a 400 km 
length of fiber from a 8-cm diameter and a 1-m long silica 
preform, the draw furnace should have a bore diameter larger 
than 10 cm with a longer heating zone. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
broad temperature distribution along the furnace wall yields a 
mild temperature gradient across the preform diameter and thus 
provides a low-fiber draw tension. On the other hand, the 
narrow heat zone as indicated by the dotted line in the figure 
induces an extremely high draw tension in case of drawing a 
fiber from a large preform. Therefore, to achieve a high-speed 
draw, a low tension at 1 m/s is essential, because tension is 
linearly proportional to draw speed. In case of drawing the 
nominal diameter fiber (125 jam), the tension at the draw speed 
of 1 m/s should be less than 10 g regardless of a preform size. 
A high tension induces strength degradation due to the fatigue 
effect, producing an extremely weak fiber and causing the fiber 
to break during drawing (Kalish and Tariyal, 1978), Sakaguchi 
and Kimura (1985a) obtained a draw speed as high as 20 m/s. 
Later, Kobayashi et al. (1991) achieved ~22 m/s (1300 m/min) 
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that has been so far known to be the maximum draw speed in a 
two layer coating on the fiber. Therefore, fiber manufacturers 
are making every effort to increase draw and coating speed in 
order to improve their fiber productivity. The current situation 
of fiber manufacturers is very serious to find a solution that can 
provide a method of pulling a fiber not only from a large 
preform but also at a high rate, perhaps exceeding 30 m/s. In 
addition, note that high tension affects optical and mechanical 
properties of fiber such as index of refraction, residual stresses, 
and transmission loss (Bateson, 1958; Krohn and Cooper, 1969; 
Hanafusa et a l , 1985; Bouten et al , 1989). 

We have so far discussed primarily the case of bare fiber 
drawing with no application of polymer in-line coating on the fiber 
surface. According to the work of Griffth (1920), fine glass fibers 
were shown to be of high strength due to the flawless condition of 
their surface. The theoretical strength of silica bare fiber is known 
to be approximately 70,000 kg/cm2 (one million psi) in air, which 
indicates that silica glass fibers are truly much stronger than piano 
wires. However, it is easily degraded due to surface damage when 
a bare fiber comes in contact with a foreign particle or matter. 
Thus, it is imperative to put a coating material on an optical fiber, 
to protect their surface from external damage and to preserve the 
fiber's pristine state strength. In addition to draw tension, there is 
another crucial factor to be considered in high-speed coating. It is 
the effect of the temperature Tc that is the temperature of the fiber 
entering coating material in the coating applicator (Paek and 
Schroeder, 1981b). This temperature increases as the fiber draw 
speed increases. Therefore, this temperature must be maintained 
below a certain point to prevent the coating material from over
heating. Otherwise, it causes burning the material or losing the 
integrity of material. The maximum allowable Tc value for poly
mer coating material was found to be ~80°C. An important thing 
to note is that the meniscus formed by the fiber entering the coating 

material will collapse when the temperature is higher than that 
point. Particularly in coating of a fiber with a nonpressurized 
applicator, the maintenance of this meniscus is absolutely neces
sary to ensure proper wetting of resin material on the fiber surface 
and to yield a uniform and smooth coating. 

Therefore, the cooling zone defined by region L between the 
bottom of furnace and the top of coating applicator is an important 
parameter in determining the maximum draw speed (Fig. 1). One 
way of maintaining a low Tc is to provide a long distance L. This 
will allow a fiber to sufficiently be cooled down by surrounding air 
so that Tc may reach the desirable point before it contacts the 
coating material. Evidently, this requires very high draw tower in 
order to implement a high-speed coating. The alternative way is to 
cool the fiber by blowing pre-dried gas of high thermal conduc
tivity, i.e., helium gas. In this case, a special care must be taken to 
avoid an excessive flow over the fiber that may abrade the fiber 
surface, and localized dynamic pressure may also enhance the 
surface degradation by abrasion or corrosion (fatigue). However, 
the extremely rapid cooling of a fiber during drawing helps to give 
a better strength but tends to increase the fiber transmission loss 
(Bateson, 1958; Anderson, 1958). 

Lastly, it is also important to find how high viscous polymer 
flow in a coating die causes fiber surface damage. In high-speed 
coating, the shear rate becomes so large that a fiber coated at a high 
speed often exhibits poor strength. It is suspected that high draw 
tension and viscous friction on the fiber surface by prepolymer 
solution in the coating die may contribute to the weak fiber 
strength. The common practice for reducing a high shear force in 
fiber manufacturing is to heat the coating applicator to reduce the 
polymer viscosity. The viscosity level set for coating is normally 
in the range of 10 poises. 

The three zones (preform heating, fiber cooling, and fiber coat-
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Fig. 1 Schematic of high-speed drawing and coating showing heating 
zone, fiber cooling zone, and coating zone 

ing) of a fiber draw system as shown in Fig. 1 will be systemati
cally described below in detail. 
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Fig. 2 Furnace configuration with two and four turn coils, and sche
matic illustration of neck elongation by pulling 

2 Fiber Draw Furnace 
Silica glass is one of a few high-temperature materials with 

noncrystalline properties. Its softening point ranges from 1400°C 
to 2300°C. Thus, a specially designed high-temperature furnace is 
needed to process this material. Particularly, for the fiber draw 
application a particle-free environment of furnace cavity is imper
ative in order to produce a pristine state of fiber surface. This 
assures high strength of a produced fiber. For fiber drawing appli
cations, two types of electric furnaces are commonly used. They 
are a graphite furnace and a zirconia furnace. The zirconia indue -

Nomenclature (cont.) 

V, = preform feed speed 
V2 = fiber draw speed 
W = total power UV power for fiber 
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tion or resistance furnace is designed to be operated under atmo
spheric environment, while the graphite furnace must be operated 
under a nonoxidation atmosphere sustained by introduction of inert 
gases (typically argon, nitrogen, and helium) into the furnace 
cavity. The flow of these inert gases is essential to protecting the 
graphite muffle from burning. The strength of convection current 
within the furnace is the sum of forced convection by gas blowing 
from the furnace bottom and natural convection by high-
temperature heating. On the other hand, the zirconia furnace in
duces only natural convection between the preform and the muffle. 
Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient around the preform in the 
zirconia furnace is substantially different from that in the graphite 
furnace. Within the draw furnace, cooling of an optical fiber 
preform is predominantly due to convection, but heating is thermal 
radiation emitting from the furnace wall. In consideration of those 
complex dynamics, designing of a reliable furnace that can provide 
not only a long furnace lifetime but also produce a low-loss and 
high-strength fibers is challenging. 

1 Large Bore Zirconia Induction Furnace. For the power 
calculation, a zirconia induction furnace is considered. Free draw
ing of optical fibers with a graphite furnace is almost the same as 
that with a zirconia furnace except for gas flowing inside the 
furnace cavity. To understand the relationship between draw ten
sion and neck-down shape of the preform in the furnace, we take 
an elongational and Newtonian flow model. It assumes that o\, = 
3rj(3Vz/dz) and that V, is a function of z only, where o\z is the 
axial (z) stress component acting on the surface normal to the z 
direction and Vz is the velocity component in the z direction within 
the neck-down region in the furnace. This is a valid assumption for 
a long neck-down region with a high viscosity, TJ is the silica 
viscosity and strongly depends on temperature, which may be 
expressed in terms of activation energy AE by the following 
formula, 17 = TJ0 exp(A£7/?gT), where rj,, is pre-exponential 
constant and Rg the gas constant. When a fiber of its diameter d2 

is pulled in the z direction at a speed of V2, draw tension F can be 
formulated from the above aa expression together with the mass 
conservation V2{d2l2)2 = Vz(z)R(z)2 into the following form 
(Paek and Runk, 1978): 

^TTT,(T)V1dl 
dR 

~d~z~ 
(1) 

In the above equation, silica viscosity 17 and neck-shape R(z) 
are evaluated at the point where the maximum furnace temperature 
Tj occurs in the furnace (see Fig. 2). A longer neck-shape obtained 
with a longer heating zone gives a lower value of (HR)dRldz and 
viscosity, thereby reducing the tension F. Figure 2 shows a qual
itative description of two neck shapes formed by the two different 
induction coils presenting a longer neck formation under the 
broader heat zone. The temperature profiles along the susceptor 
produced by the two turn and four turn induction coil are also 
given in the figure, where the dotted curve represents the temper
ature profile obtained from the two turn coil furnace and the solid 
line from the four turn coil. The heat zone of four turn coil furnace 
is twice as large as that of two turn coil furnace (Runk, 1977). The 
heat zone is determined by the measurement of temperature dis
tribution along the furnace wall (Issa et al, 1996). 

2 Power Requirement. In order to calculate the input power 
P„ (watt) under a steady-state condition, we consider a susceptor 
cylinder as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the power calculation the effect 
of a silica glass preform in the furnace cavity is not considered 
since the maximum power is needed to operate the furnace under 
the situation that the furnace bore is empty and its both ends are 
fully opened. Let us define the radiation flux leaving the differen
tial area dA'2 as qa and the incoming flux arriving at the same 
differential area as q>. The energy balance at dA'2 gives the 
following relation with the input flux, q (w/cm2), 

dAz OAj 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3 (a) The coordinate system of the susceptor and geometric rela
tion for radiation exchange between two differential areas in the suscep
tor; (b) temperature distribution along the susceptor wall 

When the outer surface of the tube is assumed insulated, some 
part of the outgoing flux q0 will be lost through the two open ends. 
This will be a major loss of thermal radiation from the system, but 
a majority of the radiation flux will be confined within the furnace 
cavity. The open ends are considered black disks at room temper
ature. To determine the incoming flux o, it is necessary to know 
the view factor dF^2 between differential surfaces, dA2 and dA'2. 
The view factor is given by the reference (Siegel and Howell, 
1972), 

dF, 1 
(k + 1.5|JC' - JC|) 

[(*' ~x)2+ l ] 3 (3) 

where x = z/D, x' = z!ID and D is the susceptor bore diameter. 
Therefore, the incoming radiative flux q, can be obtained by 
summing up all the outgoing flux q0 over the entire surface that 
falls upon dA2. 

q0dF^2dx' (4) 

q(z) = tf0(z) ~ qXz). (2) 

Therefore, from Eq. (2) the power P„ coupled into the zirconia 
susceptor tube can be calculated by integrating q over the entire 
inner surface of the tube. Namely, 

P,„ = TTD I q0dz ~ TTD I q0dF]_2dx'dz, (5) 
' o •> 0 •> 0 

where b = LID. It is seen in Eq. (5) that the power P„ can be 
obtained when q0 is known. 

The value of q0 can be determined by measuring temperature 
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along the susceptor tube wall with an optical pyrometer. The 
relation between q0 and the measured temperature is given by 
qa — e,o"7*4, where e, is the emissivity of the zirconia susceptor 
and cr the Stefan Boltzmann constant. The emissivity of zirconia 
susceptor is assumed to be constant and equal to 0.7. The furnace 
temperature, 7} is the temperature at the midpoint of the furnace, 
representing the maximum value of the temperature distribution 
along the wall (Fig. 3(b)). A power generator supplies electromag
netic field to the induction coil around the susceptor tube through 
a microwave waveguide. The coupling coefficient C is given by 
C = PJP„ where P„ is the power coupled to the susceptor and 
P, the total power supplied. In this case, the value of the coupling 
coefficient C was determined to be 0.47 (Davies and Simpson, 
1979), giving the calculated power P, to be 14.7 kw at Tf = 
2250°C for the two turn coil and 24.8 kw at Tf = 2100°C for the 
four turn coil. The measured powers were ~15 kw and —24.5 kw, 
respectively, for the two turn coil and the four turn coil both at an 
operating temperature of 2100°C. Hence, it can be concluded that 
at least 30-kw power supply is needed to draw a 125-/xm diameter 
fiber from a 7.5-cm diameter preform with low tension (Paek and 
Schroeder, 1988). Recently, Rajala et al. (1998) investigated the 
design of a graphite induction furnace capable of drawing a large 
preform at high speed. A 44-kw power supply unit was used to 
operate a furnace susceptor with a 8-cm graphite bore at 2250°C. 
It is shown that under the same draw conditions the graphite 
furnace needs more energy than the zirconia furnace since there is 
the heat loss due to forced cooling by the inert gas flow inside the 
furnace cavity. 

3 Neck-Down Region in Furnace. The main aim of this 
study is to understand how the neck-down region affects the 
geometry or the properties of drawn fibers; namely, fiber diameter 
variations, fiber strength, optical loss, core index change, germa
nium defect generation, etc. (Hanawa et al., 1987; Scherer, 1979; 
Scherer, 1980). Lee and Jaluria (1995, 1996) formulated the com
plicated governing equations with the minimum approximations 
and assumptions to solve the thermal radiation problem of trans
parent material in the fiber draw process. Also, Kaminski (1995) 
studied the heat transfer problem with combined radiation and 
convection in a fiber draw furnace, using a two-dimensional, 
axisymmetric energy equation. In this case, the temperature dis
tribution in a glass preform was calculated based on a measured 
neck shape. However, it must be noted that the accurate prediction 
of a neck shape in a draw furnace is the main interest of this 
section and can be achieved by solving the energy and momentum 
equations simultaneously. The two equations are coupled by the 
viscosity equation of silica glass that is a strong function of 
temperature. 

Most optical fibers are drawn from a silica preform by periph
erally heating as described in Fig. 4. Given the rod feed and fiber 
draw speeds, the draw-down ratio is determined by the conserva
tion of mass. As a fused silica rod having a diameter dx proceeds 
through the heat zone of the furnace, its temperature and viscosity 
will vary along its axial direction z due to the furnace heat 
distribution. The extensional deformation of the preform rod by 
pulling yields a "neck-down" shape within the heating zone. This 
neck-down shape described by R(z) is influenced by different 
drawing conditions and in turn influences the fiber diameter uni
formity (Smithgall, 1979; Mulpur and Thompson, 1996). The R(z) 
is determined by the draw parameters such as furnace temperature, 
draw tension, draw speed, preform diameter, fiber diameter, etc., 
and is found by solving the mass, momentum, and energy equa
tions simultaneously. In the drawing process, the viscosity in the 
viscoelastic flow of silica glass is so high that the Reynolds 
number of the flow field is small and the inertia terms of the 
momentum equations can be ignored. Therefore, the momentum 
equation can be written in the following way (Paek and Runk, 
1978): 

z=o 

Fig. 4 Physical model and its coordinates system in the furnace draw
ing of optical fibers 

dcTzz 1 5 
PS + - ^ - + 1 irJrarZ) r dr 
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dr dz r 

0, 

0, 

(6) 

(7) 

where p and g are the density of silica glass and the acceleration 
due to gravity, respectively. The boundary conditions of the neck-
down region are 

V, V, 
at z 
at z 

0, 
(8) 

The boundary conditions are set to be the two points where the 
deformation of the preform starts and ends. Therefore, the begin
ning of the neck-down at z = 0 maintains the preform size (R, = 
d,/2) at which the feeding speed is V,, while its end at z = L{ 

maintains the fiber size (R2 = d2/2) at which the draw speed is 
V2, as shown in Fig. 2. The free boundary condition at r = R(z) 
is given by 

o\;» + 2aHrn = 0, (9) 

where a is the surface tension, Hc the mean curvature of the 
surface, and o-,y the stress tensor defined by 

(10) 

Note that the subscripts i and,/ of cr,7 refer to a stress component 
acting in the / direction on the plane perpendicular to the j 
direction and atj = alh The H can be written by 
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From Eq. (11), the free boundary condition can be divided into 
two equations in terms of z and r components. 

crzznz + annr + 2aHcnz = 0, 

arznz + <Trrnr + 2aHcnr = 0. 

(12) 

(13) 

Here, n = nzz + nrr. The z and r components of the unit vector 
n can be expressed as 

R' 
" ( 1 + R'2)"2' 

1 

d + R'2)1'2' 

(14) 

(15) 

where 

R' = 
dR 

~dz' 

By multiplying Eq. (6) by 2-nrdr and integrating it from 0 to 
R(z), one obtains 

pgR2 + 2 | r -y1 dr + 2Rarz(R) = 0. (16) 

From Eq. (12), the solution of Eq. (16) can be obtained subject 
to the boundary conditions at the both ends of neck-down region. 

Vz(z) = C, 
VR2 3 7)R2 

4a 1 

3 I -r)R2 

0 

where 

4a fL' l 

R2dz\dz 

R'RHcdz\dz + V,, (17) 

R2dz\dz 

3 |o tf>[}/'RH'dt)dz\ \l^\ 
The velocity component V,. of V = {Vz, V,} can be determined 

from the equation of continuity, V, = — { rV'z. 
Now, let us consider the formulation of energy equation which 

is coupled with the momentum equation through the viscosity of 
the material. From Fig. 4, the heat flux leaving differential area 
dA2 of the susceptor will be partially absorbed by differential area 
dA i in the neck-down region of the preform. A portion of the 
absorbed energy will be conducted through the neck-down region 
while the rest will be lost to the surroundings in the form of 
thermal radiation and convection. For such a diathermanous or 
transparent material the radiative transfer within the material is 
significant, especially at elevated temperatures. The conduction 
due to radiation contribution must be added to the nonradiative 
heat conduction. Therefore, the apparent thermal conductivity, K, 
will be the sum of the nonradiative conductivity, Kc, and radiative 
conductivity, Kr. The Kr is expressed by 

Kr = 
16w2oT3 

37 
(18) 

where n is the refractive index of silica glass, a the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, and y the absorption coefficient of silica 
glass. For the value of y = 0.2 cm-1 the conductivity Kr is 
calculated to be approximately 0.25 w/cm °C in the temperature 

Table 1 Material properties of silica (from Paek and 
Kurkjian, 1975) 

Thermal Conductivity Kv (cal/s cm °C) 
Density p (g/cm3) 
Specific heat C,, (cal/g °C) 
Elastic modulus E (kg/cm2) 
Linear expansion coefficient ae (°CT') 
Surface tension a (dyne/cm) at 2000°C 

0.0064 
2.2 
0.25 
8.25 X 105 

5.5 X 10~7 

310 

range of 1500 to 2000°C and the value of Kc is -0.05 w/cm °C. 
The density and specific heat of fused silica are p = 2.2 g/cm3 and 
C„ = 0.25 cayg °C (Table 1). 

When the heat transfer coefficient surrounding the preform in 
the furnace is defined by h, the Biot number (hd,/4K) is calculated 
to be less than 0.1. Thus, the temperature gradient across the 
preform rod with its diameter d, can be neglected. If the rod 
diameter is less than 1.5 cm, the condition can be easily satisfied 
and the energy equation can be reduced to a one-dimensional 
problem. However, for a large size preform a modeling requires 
the formulation of a three-dimensional radiative heat conduction 
equation. Since the analysis of the neck-down region in a three-
dimensional case is extremely complex and beyond the scope of 
this paper, the one-dimensional coupled radiative heat conduction 
equations are illustrated to describe the temperature distribution 
along the elongated silica glass rod. The heat flux qz and heat 
conduction in the z direction with a variable cross section (A = 
•nR2) can be formulated by the energy balance in the control 
volume (Fig. 4) as 

-K, 
dT 

Tz' Kr(T) 
dT 

~dz' 
(19) 

dT d{qzA) 
pCpVl{z)^- + 

dz Adz 

2{e<r(T4 - T4
0) + h(T ~ T0)} 2Q2 

R R 
(20) 

where e is the emissivity of silica glass, and Vz = R2Vt/R
2. A 

detailed expression of Q2-i is given in the Appendix. We need to 
define two proper boundary conditions within the neck-down 
region in order to solve the coupled first-order differential equa
tions of Eq. (19) and Eq. (20). The softening point T, of silica glass 
is taken at two boundary points, z = 0 and z = Lf at which the 
deformation of the preform is to start and end as mentioned earlier. 
Thus, the region between these two points will maintain a temper
ature higher than T, (~1600°C). 

T=TS at z = 0, 
T=TS at z = Lf. 

(21) 

However, it must be noted that the values of emissivity e and 
heat transfer coefficient h depend strongly on the thickness of a 
sample. For example, the emissivity of silica glass changes signif
icantly if the thickness is less than 0.2 cm (Petrov, 1973). Since the 
dimensional reduction in the neck-down region is so large (1.5 cm 
to 0.01 cm), the emissivity is taken to be 0.6 in the region where 
the diameter of the neck-down region is greater than 0.2 cm, while 
in the fiber region it is assumed to be 0.1. In the intermediate 
region the two values are smoothly connected with a polynomial. 
Similarly, the heat transfer coefficient h in the intermediate region 
defined above is also obtained by smoothly connecting the value of 
1.5 X 10"2 w/cm2 °C in the bulk region to that of 3 X 10~2 w/cm2 

°C in the fiber region (Paek and Runk, 1978). Thus, the following 
iterative computational scheme is used to calculate the temperature 
distribution T(z) along the neck-down region, velocity Vz(z) and 
the neck shape: 

(i) an arbitrary neck shape R(z) is assumed for a set of 
drawing condition (V2, du d2, Tf, F). 
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(1992). 

(ii) The temperature T(z) can be obtained from Eq. (19) and 
Eq. (20) using the arbitrary neck shape R(z). Then, the 
viscosity T)(7) is determined from the relation between the 
viscosity and the temperature of silica glass, namely, 
T,(r) = TJO exp(AE/RgT). 

(iii) The viscosity and the assumed neck shape are substituted 
into Eq. (17) to obtain the velocity V,(z). which will yield 
a new neck shape R(z) from the conservation of mass. 
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Fig. 6 Temperature distributions along the neck-down region for three 
different draw speeds 

and predicted the tension at the draw speed of 1 m/s to be ~10 g. 
Rajala et al. (1998) recently reported the experimental results of 
high-speed drawing. The measured data for draw tension versus 
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The iterative steps of (i), (ii), and (iii) are repeated until the neck 
shape is converged. Three or four iterations are sufficient to reach 
the final solutions (Fig. 5(a)). In order to warrant fast convergence 
in the iterative scheme, the initial neck shape used for this com
putation is the measured profile with a linear voltage transducer 
after the preform is quenched by removing it quickly from the 
furnace during the fiber draw. Similarly, Choudhury et al. (1995) 
also developed an analytical and numerical model to calculate the 
shape of the neck-down region formed during fiber drawing in the 
furnace. The result is shown in Fig. 5(b). Figure 6 shows the 
temperature distributions T( z) for three different values of draw 
speeds. Particularly in this experiment, a 100-/xm diameter fiber 
was drawn from a 1.2-cm diameter fused silica rod at three 
different drawing speeds (V2 = 100 cm/s, V2 = 200 cm/s, V2 = 
300 cm/s). The corresponding draw tensions are measured to be 
16, 32, and 48 g, respectively. On the other hand, the tension was 
calculated from Eq. (1) by using the values of R(z), dRIdz and 
viscosity at the Tf point. The measured and the calculated tensions 
are compared and given in Fig. 7(a). The results of this low-speed 
drawing case indicated that the draw tension was in a linear 
proportion with the draw speed. Also, Choudhury et al. (1995) 
modeled rigorously the radiation transport in a fiber draw furnace 
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Fig. 7 (a) Comparison of calculated and measured drawing tension, (b) 
Draw tension versus drawing speed with two furnace Input powers: 85 
percent (D) and 90 percent (•) (from Rajala et al., 1998). 
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drawing speed in high-speed drawing also show a linear relation
ship as given in Fig. 1(b). 

In this low-speed draw cases, the lengths of neck-down region 
were Lf = 20, 25 , and 29 cm, respectively. Recently, Vaidya and 
Mihalacopoulos (1998) investigated the neck-down profile in high
speed drawing. It was shown from both of low and high-speed 
drawing cases that the length of neck-down also varies linearly 
with draw speed. 

3 Fiber Cooling 

The fiber exiting from the bottom of the furnace by free drawing 
is cooled rapidly by the surrounding air or by blowing a gas 
(helium). Most of analyses dealing with fiber cooling were formu
lated on the basis of an approximated method such as Reynolds' 
analogy or boundary layer approximations. Generally, the heat 
transfer coefficient is calculated based on the boundary layer 
approximations. However, it must be noted that the calculation of 
fiber cooling based on the boundary layer approximations may not 
be applicable because the boundary layer thickness is of the same 
order of magnitude as the fiber diameter. Physically, it seems 
difficult to imagine how a thin boundary layer can establish along 
the length of a fiber having a very thin diameter (125-ju.m diam
eter). Therefore, a new novel analysis on the heat transfer problem 
associated with flow over a needle-like body such as a fiber should 
be explored, since the fiber cooling time depends mainly on an 
accuracy of the value of heat transfer coefficient, h (Anderson, 
1958; Arridge and Prior, 1964). Paek and Kurkjian (1975) devel
oped a method for calculating the fiber cooling time while a fiber 
is being drawn. The analysis is applicable to obtaining the cooling 
rate regardless of convection modes (natural convection or forced 
convection), provided that the heat transfer coefficient is known. 
Conversely, using the equation of fiber cooling, one can also 
obtain accurately the heat transfer coefficient from a measured 
fiber temperature at a certain position and draw parameters. Im
portantly, it is worthy to remember that the cooling time is the key 
factor determining a fiber coating speed. 

In the cooling rate calculation, the fiber temperature near the 
bottom of the furnace is designated as T„ the softening point. 
Setting z — 0 at the bottom of the furnace as an origin, we can 
formulate the governing equation along the fiber by taking energy 
balance (see the cooling zone in Fig. 1). The physical size of the 
fiber diameter is so small that the emissivity of the silica fiber is 
also negligibly small (Petrov et al., 1973) and thus, the radiative 
contribution to cooling can be ignored. The transverse temperature 
gradient can also be neglected because of smaller dimension of 
fiber diameter. Therefore, the one-dimensional steady-state heat 
conduction equation can be formulated based on the energy bal
ance from a local control volume in the fiber cooling zone as (Paek 
and Schroeder, 1981b), 

d2T* 

~dz~~ 

dzT 4h(T - T0 

1? pC»d. p"2 
(23) 

where K is the thermal diffusivity of silica glass. Since the fiber is 
to cool down to ambient temperature T0, the boundary conditions 
can be set as 

T=Ta at z = 0, 
T=T0 at z = co. (24) 

The following nondimensional variables and parameters are 
introduced. 

T* = (T-T0)/(T,-T0), z* = z/d2, 

A = V2d2/K, H = 4hd2/Kc (25) 

With Eqs. (24) and (25), Eq. (23) can be rewritten in the 
following forms: 

dz * 2 

dT* 

~dz* 
HT* = 0, 

T* = 1 at z* = 0, 
T* = 0 at z* = oo. 

(26) 

(27) 

Assuming that all material properties remain constant during the 
drawing period (see Table 1), one can find the solution of Eq. (26). 
Namely, 

1 
T* = exp] - - ( ^/A2 + AH - A)z" (28) 

Since a fiber draw speed V2 is much faster than thermal diffu
sion speed, Eq. (28) can be further simplified as shown below: 

A2>4H, 
or 

d2\~ 
V-, K 

\6hd0 

> Kr 

Hence, it can be reduced to a simpler form, 

T-T0 

^rzTT= e xP 
4hz 

pCpd2V7 

(29) 

(30) 

In this drawing experiment, h is found to be 7.2 X 10~3 cal/cm2s 
°C. T, and T0 are chosen to be 1600 and 25°C, respectively (Paek 
and Schroeder, 1981b). The draw speed V2 in Eq. (30) can be 
replaced with zlt, where t is the cooling time. Then, the following 
expression for fiber cooling is obtained: 

T, - T0 
exp 

4ht 

pCpd2 
(3D 

Numerous calculations and measurements have been made for 
the cooling rate of fibers produced at a moderate temperature 
(~1250°C) (Bateson, 1958; Burgmann, 1970). Glicksman (1968) 
estimated the Nusselt number by using the boundary layer approx
imation to calculate the time required for cooling from 1750 to 200 
and 100CC. Even though all the properties of materials involved 
are assumed to be independent of temperature, it is difficult to 
exactly calculate the heat transfer coefficient h around an ex
tremely thin body like a fiber. For example, Arridge and Prior 
(1964) measured the cooling rate of silica fibers of different 
diameters drawn at different speeds. The experimental data are 
given in Fig. 8(a). The heat transfer coefficient h was calculated 
from these measured data by using Eq. (31) and its value was 
obtained to be ~7 X 10~3 cal/s cm2 °C for the high-temperature 
region (T > 100°C) and 1 X 10"3 cal/s cm2 °C for t > 300 ms 
in the region of T < 100°C. Subsequently, these results were also 
experimentally confirmed by Kyriacou et al. (1990). Vaskopulos et 
al. (1992, 1995), and Choudhury et al. (1994) further studied active 
cooling of optical fibers. In this study, Vaskopulos et al. (1992, 
1995) designed a cooling apparatus for opposing flow to increase 
the heat transfer coefficient h. Subsequently, Vaskopulos et al. 
(1992) found experimentally that the heat transfer effect is approx
imately fivefold increased simply by changing nitrogen to helium 
gas. This is believed to be due to the increase in the thermal 
conductivity approximately six times. Recently, Gossiaux et al. 
(1998) studied numerically on fiber cooling by using a water-
cooled tube in which a gas is introduced to increase heat transfer. 
The calculated results are shown in Fig. 8(b). 

In addition to the method using Eq. (31), there are two other 
ways of determining the heat transfer coefficient h accurately by 
using Eq. (30). The methods are called the one-point measurement 
technique and the two-point measurement technique, which can be 
applied to both of natural cooling and forced cooling. In the 
one-point measurement technique the temperature measurement 
system is placed at the distance L between the furnace and the 
coating applicator to measure the fiber temperature, while the draw 
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Fig. 9 Fiber temperature Tc versus coating speed V2 for different loca
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speed is changed (see Fig. 1). For example, when a fiber is drawn 
at two different speeds of V2 and V\, the corresponding temper
atures, 7, and T2 will be recorded by the temperature measurement 
system. Thus, the substitution of the measured data into Eq. (30) 
gives the following relation: 

exp 
4hL 

pCpd2 

1 
(32) 

From the above equation, the heat transfer coefficient h can be 
obtained since all the variables and parameters are known except 
the coefficient h. 

Similarly, the two-point measurement technique can also deter
mine the heat transfer coefficient h by measuring the fiber tem
peratures T, and T2 at two different locations, L, and L2, while a 
fiber is being drawn at a speed of W The following expression can 
be obtained from Eq. (30). Namely, 

T,-T0 

T,- T, = exp -
Ah 

PCpd2V; 
(L, (33) 

Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient h can be found from the 
above equation. Considering the difficulties of analyzing high-
temperature heat transfer and flow problems associated with fiber 
drawing, we found that the applications of Eq. (30) have led to the 
convenient and simple ways of determining the heat transfer 
coefficient h as demonstrated by Eq. (32) and Eq. (33) (Paek and 
Kurkjian, 1975). 

As discussed earlier, let us define the fiber temperature at the 
entrance of coating applicator as Tc. From Eq. (30), the Tc values 
for different coating speed V2 in terms of L are compared with the 
measured values and shown in Fig. 9. However, at this point it 
must be noted that a coating speed entirely depends on the tem
perature Tc. In fact, the value of Tc for polymer coating materials 
is generally less than 100°C. As mentioned earlier, its value is 

taken to be 80°C. Putting T = Tc and z = L into Eq. (30), we can 
determine the relationship between draw speed V2 and the distance 
L. Therefore, the following relation can be obtained: 

L = 
pcpd2n 

4h 
(34) 

where 

fl = In 
Tr~ Tr 

The equation shows that distance L is linearly proportional to 
draw speed. This gives us the important result that the height of a 
draw tower increases linearly with a draw speed. Thus, this allows 
us to estimate a draw tower height required for achieving a desired 
draw speed. Therefore, in designing a high-speed coating system 
the following considerations must be taken: (1) to provide a 
sufficient distance between the furnace and coating applicator, and 
(2) to attach a gas blowing device around the fiber to cool it 
effectively (Paek and Schroeder, 1979; Vaskopulos et al., 1992; 
Gossiaux et al., 1998). Nowadays, it is common to find the draw 
towers higher than 22 meters in fiber manufacturing plants. 

4 Fiber Coating 

The application of a thin layer coating on an optical fiber is to 
provide a protection of its surface and to preserve the pristine state 
of its strength. Many candidates for coating materials can be 
grouped into two categories: one includes organic materials; for 
example, UV curable material (Epoxy Acrylate, Urethane), ther
mally curable material (silicone), hot melt coating (EVA), etc. The 
other includes inorganic materials such as, metallic coating, silicon 
nitride, carbon coating, and so forth. However, all those materials 
must meet a variety of the stringent coating requirements for 
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mechanical and optical properties to assure a good performance of 
coated fibers. To avoid possible contamination and damage on the 
fiber surface the coating apparatus is in-line with the drawing 
system so that the fiber can be immediately coated while it is being 
drawn. Since the UV curable polymer materials are found to be the 
choice of high-speed coating among different polymerization 
schemes, nowadays they are exclusively used in fiber manufactur
ing. In implementing a high-speed fiber coating technology, there 
are two fundamental drawbacks that limit the draw speed and 
affect fiber strength as well. One is the fiber cooling rate problem. 
The other is the high shear rate problem as a draw speed increases. 
Therefore, this section will only focus on the polymer coating 
technology practiced in the fiber production. 

1 Coating Mechanics. Figure 10 shows a schematic dia
gram of a pressurized coating applicator. In the pressurized coating 
die with a length d, the coating material velocity u along the z 
direction can be expressed as (Sakaguchi and Kimura, 1985b), 

3 u 1 3w 

dr1 • + 
r dr 

1 dp 

fl dz' 
(35) 

where /x is the viscosity of a coating material and p the pressure in 
the die. The boundary conditions are 

u = V2, at 
u = 0, at 

R: (36) 

where 2R2 and 2Rd are the diameters of the fiber and die, respec
tively. From the above equation, the pressure gradient can be 
obtained. Namely, 

dp 

3z 
W 2 

R2
cl- 2R2

2\n 
R,, 

(37) 

When the pressure gradient is replaced by Ap/d, it can be noticed 
that the pressure is directly related to the viscosity and the draw 
speed. Therefore, for a given viscosity at a set temperature, the 
optimum pressure can be chosen to coat a fiber at a desired speed. 
However, we notice that a high shear force damages the fiber 
surface, resulting in a weak strength of the fiber. To avoid this 
situation, the coating material is normally heated to reduce its 
viscosity as mentioned earlier. 

From Eqs. (34) and (35) the solution u can be obtained as 

2R2\n^ 

r2 - Rl - 2R2, In (38) 

Therefore, the flow rate Q, which can be obtained from the 
expression 2 77 /£,' urdr is needed to determine the coated fiber 
diameter 2R0. From the conservation of mass, the coated fiber 
diameter 2RB is found to be 

Rl = 
(Rl RV 

R2-2R2
2ln~ 

(39) 

This equation shows that when the pressure is optimized the coated 
fiber diameter only depends on the sizes of fiber and die (Sakagu
chi and Kimura, 1985). The coating thickness defined by H„ = 
(R0 — R2) is nominally 50 /urn, which must be maintained 
uniformly on the fiber surface regardless of fiber draw speed. 
Kobayashi et al. (1991) developed high-speed UV curable resins 
that were successfully applied for coating a fiber at a rate of 21.7 
m/s (1300 m/min). These coated fibers demonstrated the satisfac
tory results that met the stringent requirements for the mechanical 
properties and the transmission characteristics. Koaizawa et al. 
(1995) studied the mechanism of the coating diameter decrease 
due to insufficient cooling, while the pressure was not optimized. 
The two-layer coating model provides useful information on a 
concentric geometry of two different viscosities around a fiber 
moving at a high speed. 

2 Shear Force in Coating Application. In coating, it is 
always observed that two menisci are formed. One is at the free 
surface where the fiber enters, and the other at the fiber exiting side 
of the coating die. They are designated by M, and M2, as shown 
in Fig. 10. When the fiber drawing speed exceeds a certain point, 
the meniscus (M,) at the fiber entrance side collapses due to the Tc 

rise beyond the tolerable point. The meniscus collapse causes no 
wetting on the fiber surface, consequently inhibiting fiber coating. 
The second meniscus (M2) formed at the exiting side also controls 
the uniformity of a coating. The stability of the lower meniscus is 
due largely to the shear induced within the applicator. The appli
cator die of length d, where the coating thickness is controlled has 
a thin tube shape with a diameter (2Rd). In this case, the flow 
motion in the coating die is well described by Chida et al. (1982). 
When the dimensionless variable f defined by (r - R2)l{Rd -
R2), the profiles of normalized velocity u* = u/V2 are similar 
along the axis. In the above the r refers to the radial distance 
measured from the fiber axis and R2 is the fiber radius. The shear 
rate -y acting on the fiber surface can be expressed as (see Fig. 10) 

du 

a?' 
du*. V, 

H l0 (Rd - Ri 
(40) 
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The value of du*/d£\0 is constant for a given pressure p and 
designated as B{p). 

From Eq. (40), it can be found that the shear rate induced during 
high-speed coating is also linearly proportional to the fiber draw 
speed, V2. The shear stress rn is given by 

M7- (41) 

Thus, the pulling tension Fc in coating can be calculated by 
integrating the shear stress T„ over the fiber surface (2irR2d) in 
the die. Finally, the coating tension Fc can be expressed by 

F,= 
2TTR2ixB(p)V2d 

(42) 

The above equation explicitly shows the functional relationships 
among the parameters and variables, helping in understanding the 
effects of the parameters such as coating speed, fiber radius, 
viscosity of coating material, and coating die dimensions on the 
tension Ft. (Paek and Schroeder, 1981b). As the draw tension F is 
a linear dependence on the draw speed, so the coating tension Fc 

varies linearly with the draw speed. In high-speed coating, this 
shear must be minimized to produce a desirable coating. Accord
ing to Eq. (42) there are two ways to lower the value of Fc. One 
is simply to shorten the die length d. The other is to heat the 
coating material to effectively reduce its viscosity. However, the 
heating temperature is normally limited to 60°C because of the 
gelation problem of polymer. At 50°C the viscosity becomes 9 
poises, while it is 60 poises at 25°C. Therefore, the total pulling 
tension, FT in coating is the sum of F and Fc. Sakaguchi and 
Kimura (1985a) demonstrated successfully high-speed coating us
ing the pressurized applicator shown in Fig. 10. They achieved a 
coating speed as high as 20 m/s with a pressure of P — 7 kg/cm2 

and FT = 120 g. The coating application parameters used were 
2R2 = 1 2 5 /i,m, 2R,, = 0.35 mm, die length d = 0.2 mm and 
/LL(7) = 9 poises. 

3 Photopolymerization of Coating Material. In a prepoly-
mer solution mixed with a photoinitiator, polymerization process 
can be described in three steps: (1) initiation, (2) propagation, and 
(3) termination. The first step is that the initiator (S) absorbs the 
photon (h v) and a sufficient absorption cleaves the chemical bonds 
of molecules to form the free radicals (Walker et al, 1970; Paek 
and Schroeder, 1981a; Kokubun et al, 1989). The excitation and 
fragmentation processes are described in the following way. 

S + hv -» S*, S* 2R- (43) 

where R • refers to the free radical. In^he subsequent step, these 
radicals react rapidly with a monomer M, and progressively grow 
the chains to cross-link into the polymer network (Ferington, 
1959). 

M + /?• RM-RM- + M RMM • (propagation). 
(44) 

This propagation continues until it is terminated by hydrogen. 
However, the required UV power is determined by the initial step 
described by Eq. (43). Let us consider a case of fiber drawing with 
a speed of V2 (cm/s). The fiber coated to a thickness by passing 
through a coating die is immediately cured by UV radiation. The 
coating thickness Hx is defined by Hx = (R0 — R2) where 2R0 

is the coated fiber diameter. For a photoinitiator having an activa-

Table 2 Data of photoinitiator (Irgacure 651 from Paek and 
Schroeder, 1981) 

Activation energy A£,. (kcal/mole) 
Density p, (g/cm3) 
Molecular weight Mw 
Molar absorption coefficient ak (liter/mole cm) at A 340 nm 

70 
1.2 

256 
320 

Table 3 Radiated power in the effective spectral range (300-
400 nm) of 200 w/in. medium pressure mercury arc lamp 

Wavelength A (nm) 

296.7 
302.5 
313.0 
334.1 
365.0 
404.5 

Unit Length Radiation 
P A (w/cm) 

0.7874 
1.2598 
2.1654 
0.5512 
4.7638 
2.4015 

tion energy A£c (kcal/mole) and molar concentration [c], the 
required UV power Pc (watt) can be formulated as 

Pe=irkEc-[c](R2
0-Rl)-V2. (45) 

The concentration level of photoinitiator added to the prepoly-
mer solution is 3 — 5 percent of which 4 percent concentration 
corresponds to ~2 X 10~4 mole/cm3 (see Table 2). Thus, the 
substitution of 2R0 = 225 /xm and 2R2 = 125 /xm with [c] and 
AEC into Eq. (45) gives the following result: 

P,. = 0.016 V, (46) 

For example, in case of a draw speed of 100 cm/s, the power is 
calculated to be 1.6 W. However, it must be noted that Eq. (46) is 
formulated based on the assumption that all the power supplied to 
the lamp is converted to UV light and then totally absorbed in the 
coating material. In a real system, there will be the component 
losses of the system, for example, in spectral power conversion of 
the lamp, in the reflector unit itself, etc. The total system perfor
mance can be expressed in terms of the overall efficiency and will 
ultimately determine the required power W such as IV = PJe,. 
Therefore, the estimation of overall efficiency e, is the key to the 
power calculation. The efficiency is largely dependent on the 
design of a system, and will be determined by the performance of 
the unit and chemical characteristics of the prepolymer. The curing 
unit consists of a mercury arc lamp and a reflector with efficiencies 
e i and e2, respectively. Defining the absorptivity of the prepolymer 
solution, e3 in percent, one can write e, = e,e2e}. Hence, the 
evaluation of each efficiency of e,, e2, and e3 is required to 
determine the overall efficiency e, of the system. The calculation 
is as follows. 

(a) Lamp Efficiency e,. The medium to high-pressure mer
cury arc lamps are the most common energy sources for photo
chemical reactions, but their emission spectra are not continuous. 
The typical spectral distribution of the power per unit length, P , 
(W/cm) of the medium pressure lamp used in the experiment, is 
given in Table 3. The absorption of the photoinitiator is most 
pronounced in the range of 300 to 400 nm. The power outside this 
range will not contribute to producing the free radicals. Therefore, 
e, can be expressed by 

ZP, 
(47) 

where P0 is the rated lamp power per unit length and equal to 
78.74 W/cm (200 W/in), and the summation in the above expres
sion runs from 300 nm to 400 nm, yielding —12 w/cm. Hence, the 
value of e, is calculated to be —0.15. 

(b) Reflector Efficiency e2. The reflector chamber is com
posed of two or four cylindroids (elliptic cylinder) of which the 
efficiency e2 can be broken into two parts, based on whether the 
rays are focused or not. As shown in Fig. 11, the UV flux within 
an angle j3 is diverging toward the second focal plane. The energy 
density in the neighborhood of the focal point is much smaller 
compared to that of the focused beam. Thus, the contribution of the 
nonfocusing beam to the prepolymer coating on a fiber will be of 
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Since the values of e,, e2, and e3 are known, the overall 
efficiency e, can be computed simply by multiplying together. 

Reflecting surface 

Coated Fiber 

Focal Plane 

Fig. 11 Cross-sectioned cylindroidal reflector and imaged spot size in 
the focal plane 

little significance. On the other hand, the rays within the angle S 
behind the lamp, blocked by its envelope will not contribute to the 
polymerization process at all. The contributing UV light will be the 
rays reflected from the portion of reflector surface covered by an 
angle of [2TT — (j3 + 8)]. When the effectiveness TJ, of a reflector 
is defined as the ratio of the focusing rays to the UV light leaving 
the lamp, it can be written as 

Vi 
2 7 7 - (j8 + S) 

2TT ' 
(48) 

Since the angle (/3 + 8) is close to ir, the value of -n, is equal to 
-0 .5 . 

As shown in Fig. 11 „ the reflected UV light is focusing to a spot 
size Sc in the focal plane, where the coated fiber is to be cured by 
passing through. The spot size is only determined by the lamp 
diameter and reflector quality. The effective ratio r\2 defined by a 
ratio of the coated fiber diameter 2Ra to the focused spot Sc is 
expressed by T/2 = 2R0/SC. The value of Sc is determined by 
measuring the light intensity distribution along the focal plane. For 
this measurement, an IL 730A digital actinic radiometer and a 
1-mm diameter pinhole detector were used with a UV bandpass 
filter. The value of Sc was measured to be —1.2 cm and t]2 is 
—0.02 for a 225 p,m coated fiber. Therefore, the efficiency of the 
reflector, e2 is given by e2 = T),T)2 and equal to —10~2. 

(c) Absorptivity e3. The UV radiation incident on an absorb
ing media decreases exponentially when passing through its thick
ness. The absorption e3 of light depends on the molar concentra
tion [c] of a photoinitiator molar absorption coefficient aA and 
coating thickness H„. From the Beer's law, the absorptivity can be 
written as 

e, = 1 exp{-aA[c]/}, (49) 

where / = 2H„ and H„ = 50 /urn. The molar absorption coeffi
cient aA is taken to be 320 liter/mole • cm at the wavelength of 340 
nm (Table 2). The four percent initiator by weight in the prepoly-
mer solution amounts to —2 X 10~4 mole/cm3. Thus, the absorp
tivity e3 is calculated to be —0.5 for / = 100 /nm. 

e, = 7.5 X 10 (50) 

Thus, the total required power W can be finally expressed in 
terms of the draw speed V2. 

W = 21V, (51) 

The fiber coating speed V2 in the unit of cm/s yields W in watts. 
Consequently, when considering a coating speed in the range of 
4 — 5 m/s, the power required to cure polymer material at that 
speed will be - 1 0 kW. 

5 Discussion 

It should be mentioned that fiber cooling and reheating for 
annealing influence the optical and mechanical characteristics of a 
fiber such as transmission loss and fiber strength. The lightguiding 
fiber consists of the core and cladding that are two different kinds 
of materials. To produce a low-loss and high-strength fiber, it is 
necessary to fully investigate the draw mechanics and to quanti
tatively identify the effects on the fiber performance. For example, 
the effect of draw tension on the fiber strength is directly related to 
the compositions of the core and cladding materials (Krohn and 
Cooper, 1969). Certain combinations of the composition materials 
for core and cladding can change the state of axial component of 
the residual stresses in the cladding from the tensile stress to 
compressive stress or vice versa (Paek and Kurkjian, 1975). Many 
investigators (Anderegg, 1939; Moley et al, 1964) studied the 
tensile strength of fused silica fibers as a function of fiber diameter. 
They showed that the finer fibers tend to give higher strength than 
larger diameter fibers. In absence of gas blowing, the cooling rate 
is basically determined by the fiber diameter. First, let us examine 
the effect of fiber cooling rate on the fiber strength with a low draw 
tension (low draw speed). According to Anderson (1958) a 
quenching time estimated to be of order of the Maxwell relaxation 
time T = TJ/G inhibits the formation of flaw in glass fibers, where 
T) is the viscosity of glass and G the shear modulus. This implies 
higher strength value for the fiber than that for bulk glass. Hillig 
(1961) measured the ultimate strength at liquid nitrogen tempera
ture ( - 196°C) to be 140,000 kg/cm2 (2 million psi). In air and at 
room temperature the maximum strength is approximately 70,000 
kg/cm2 (1 million psi). Griffith (1920) also estimated the theoret
ical strength of a silica fiber based on the intrinsic bonding forces 
of molecular structure of a solid. He reached a conclusion that 
0.1E is a good estimate of a reasonable value for the theoretical 
limit of the ultimate strength. Here, E is the Young's modulus of 
silica glass, which is 825,000 kg/cm2. In fact, the average strength 
of manufactured optical fibers falls far below this figure. We 
believe this is primarily due to surface flaws, internal defects, 
inclusions, or minute bubbles, etc. 

Secondly, let us discuss the effect of fiber draw speed (draw 
tension) on the fiber strength in conjunction with the cooling rate. 
It was mentioned earlier that as the draw speed increases, the draw 
tension also increases in a linear fashion. Therefore, in the drawing 
process stresses are induced in the composite structure of a fiber, 
which will partially remain as residual stresses when the fiber 
cools down to room temperature. The residual stresses ultimately 
influence the fiber strength (Maklad et al., 1979). For example, the 
compressive state of the residual stress in the fiber cladding is 
considered to be favorable since it helps prevent a flaw or defect 
from growing. However, it is worthy of noting that the state of 
compression and tension of the residual stresses depends upon the 
composition of fiber structure and the draw conditions (Mohr et al., 
1980; Kurkjian and Paek, 1978). Bouten et al. (1989) investigated 
the strength of fibers with different residual tensile stresses at the 
surface in order to predict the lifetime of fibers. The strength and 
lifetime experiment determines the fatigue coefficient that is a key 
parameter in predicting the survival time of a fiber under a certain 
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applied tension, when a fiber cable is installed for communications 
applications. 

In addition, it is also important to note that the optical fiber loss 
is partly influenced by the drawing conditions. Hanawa (1987) 
studied the optical characteristics of silica-core with fluorine-
doped silica cladding to clarify the effect of the drawing conditions 
on the optical transmission loss. They established the relationship 
between the draw-induced excess loss at the wavelength of 1.55 
jxm. The excess loss in silica core fibers decreases rapidly with 
increasing drawing temperature, reaching its minimum value near 
2270°K. But the loss in germania doped silica core fiber varies 
with drawing temperature. In this case, the increased loss is par
ticularly pronounced in the long wavelength. This indicates that 
the increase in optical fiber loss depends on the draw tension that 
is determined by the furnace temperature, draw speed, and preform 
diameter. 

Polymer coatings may not be impervious to moisture (Wang 
et al., 1979). The moisture that permeates through the polymer 
coating degrades the fiber strength under a tension over a period 
of time due to fatigue. Considerable efforts have been given to 
many different types of hermetic coatings. Particularly, metallic 
coatings such as copper, tin, silver, aluminum, etc. are attractive 
for hermetically sealing glass surfaces. An ideal hermetic coat
ing material should be easily applied at a high draw speed and 
should not introduce any additional optical loss. Metallic coat
ings have unique advantages: (1) high fatigue parameter, (2) 
higher strength, (3) high-temperature resistance and (4) solder-
ability (Bubel et al., 1989; Biswas et al., 1995; Simkins et al., 
1995; Bogtyrjov et al., 1996). Those advantages of metallic 
coatings over polymer-based coating are attractive to fiber 
manufacturers for the unique applications of fiber-based optical 
devices and components. 

6 Summary 
We have discussed the calculation of the neck-down shape of 

preform in the draw furnace and its temperature response, using 
one-dimensional scheme of the radiative heat conduction in a 
silica-based glass (transparent material). Those results are appli
cable to a small diameter silica preform. For a large size preform, 
it is evident that the formulation of a three-dimensional coupled 
equations of viscoelastic flow and radiative heat conduction in the 
neck-down region is needed. The implementation of the high
speed drawing (>20 m/s) for a large size preform has always faced 
the high draw tension problem. Regardless of how fast a fiber is to 
be drawn, it is desirable that the draw tension should not exceed 
150 g in order to achieve continuous pulling without break during 
fiber draw operation (Sakaguchi, 1984). Therefore, the tension at 1 
m/s draw speed should be as low as possible, perhaps, less than 
4 g. To achieve this low tension the viscosity of the silica glass 
must be uniformly low across the diameter of the preform in the 
furnace. Thus, fiber manufacturers will be searching a new furnace 
for a high-volume production. 

As explained previously, the high-speed coating requires the 
installation of a tall draw tower with a helium gas blowing system. 
The next concern is how to coat a polymer material on the fiber 
without damaging the glass surface. To minimize the shear force 
occurring in high-speed coating, many pressurized coating appli
cators with heating element have been investigated. In addition, it 
must be pointed out that two-layer coating is applied to reduce the 
microbending loss that is an added loss due to the stiffness of the 
coating (Bouten et al., 1989). The inner layer coating is chosen to 
be a soft material to eliminate the microbending loss while the 
outer coating is a stiff material needed to protect the fiber from 
external damage. Finally, the coated fibers should meet the strin
gent reliability requirements such as strength, fatigue, aging, uni
formity, concentricity, durability, etc. 
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APPENDIX 

The explicit expression of g2-i in Eq. (20) is obtained from the 
shape factor between two surfaces, 1 and 2. From Fig. 12, drawing 
a line to connect two differential dA, and dA2 whose distance is 
denoted by S yields the angles 6, and 62 with respect to the unit 
vector n, and h2 normal to surface 1 and 2, respectively. dq2__, 
defined as a radiative flux leaving the differential area dA2 that 
arrives at dAu can be expressed by 

dq2-i = e(z)JU)dA2dFMl_llAl, 

where /(£) is the radiative flux along surface 2. 
The differential shape factor is given by 

dF, 
cos 02

 c o s 0\dAt 

(Al) 

(A2) 

Now, it is necessary to perform an integration over area A 2 to 
obtain the total contribution due to surface 2. Therefore, the 
expression for Q2_, is written as 

Z=0 

Fig. 12 Coordinate system of the elongated preform in the furnace and geometric 
relation between preform surface 1 and susceptor surface 2 
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7(f) cos 6, cos 0a 
22-i = e(z) I ^ 2 dA2. (A3) 

where 

S2={£-z)2+(a-R)2, cos 0, = cos 

( £ - z ) 
2 * - " ' 

From the geometric relation among the angles 0,, 62, and d, Eq. (a — R) 
(A3) can be rewritten as c o s °i= 5 • s m ^ = 

R' 
2e(z)(a ~ R)a (b~' / ( £ ) [ - * ' ( £ - z) + (a - R)]dj "* ° ~ ~ (1 + R'*)M' ** ° ~ 

62-1 - n _L o ' 2 \ i / 2 

1 

(1 + R'2)1 

(1 + i? '2) ' 

[ ( £ - z ) 2 + ( a - i ? ) 2 ] 2 

From Eq. (A4), 221 can be determined when the flux J(£) is 
(A4) provided. 
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Heat Transfer Enhancement and 
Vortex Flow Structure Over a 
Heated Cylinder Oscillating in 
the Crossflow Direction 
Experiments are preformed to study the flow structure and heat transfer over a heated 
oscillating cylinder. Both flow visualization using a smoke wire and local heat transfer 
measurements around the cylinder were made. The excitation frequencies of the cylinder 
are selected at FJF„ = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3. These include excitations at harmonic, 
subharmonic, superharmonic, and nonharmonic frequencies. Synchronization of vortex 
shedding with the cylinder excitation occurs not only at Fe/F„ = 1 but also at Fe/F„ = 
3, which can greatly enhance the heat transfer. The simultaneous enhancement of heat 
transfer at the stagnation point, its downstream region, and the wake region of the flow 
suggests that different modes of instabilities occurring in the shear layer of the near wake 
are actually initiated and amplified far upstream in the stagnation point, which were 
suppressed in the accelerated flow region and re-amplified in the decelerated flow region. 
As long as the dominant mode of the instability is amplified by the excitation of cylinder, 
enhancement of heat transfer can be obtained. During the experiments, the Reynolds 
numbers vary from 1600 to 4800, the ratios of oscillation amplitude to diameter of the 
cylinder from 0.064 to 0.016. 

Introduction 
Any thermal device during its normal operation will encounter 

some degree of vibration. The vibration may be generated from the 
flow itself and/or other components in motion. These kinds of 
vibrations usually have small amplitudes and relatively high or low 
frequency. In practical design of a thermal system, vibrations 
under this small amplitude are not considered and their effects on 
the wall heat transfer are neglected. This paper takes an example 
to show that even vibration at a very small amplitude, in the order 
of 0—2 mm (AID less than 0.1), may have a significant effect on 
both the flow and the heat transfer. The example selected is the 
flow over a heated cylinder oscillating in a direction transverse to 
the mean flow. 

In the past, most of the work on heat transfer from an oscillating 
cylinder has been performed under vigorous oscillation, i.e., with 
large amplitude (in the order from 1 to 4 cm, i.e., AID = 0.2 to 
2) and relatively high frequencies (in the order from 0.5 to 2 Hz). 
A significant enhancement in the heat transfer has been found 
(Leung et al., 1981). Kezios and Prasanna (1966) reported a 20 
percent increase in the average heat transfer from transverse os
cillation of a cylinder. Saxena and Laird (1978) observed that local 
heat transfer can be enhanced up to 60 percent higher for a cylinder 
oscillating transversely to the mean water flow. Takahashi and 
Endoh (1990) found a significant increase in heat transfer for a 
streamwise oscillating cylinder. The increase in heat transfer is 
attributed to vibration which gives rise to turbulence in the case of 
laminar boundary layer flow. However, there are other works 
(Sreenivasan and Ramachandran, 1961; Mori and Tokuda, 1966) 
that found no appreciable effects of vibration on the heat transfer. 
In general, it has been recognized that rapid, small amplitude 
oscillations of approximately 2 mm (AID = 0.1 or less) at 30 Hz 
would cause no significant increase in heat transfer. 

For numerical studies, only a few works are found. Karanth et 
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al. (1994) solved the vorticity transport and energy equations at a 
low Reynolds number, Re = 200, and found that the heat transfer 
rate from the cylinder oscillating both in the transverse and the 
streamwise direction increases with increase in velocity amplitude. 

In the field of fluid mechanics, there are numerous reports either 
numerical (Hurlbut et al, 1982; Lecointe and Piquet, 1989; Chang 
and Sa, 1992; Liu et al., 1992) or experimental (Koopmann, 1967; 
Griffin and Votaw, 1972; Griffin and Romberg, 1974 and 1976; 
Tanida et al., 1973; Ongoren and Rockwell, 1988a,b) studies of 
flow structure over a cylinder vibrating either in the direction 
transverse or in line to the mean flow. Good review articles can be 
found in other references (Berger and Wille, 1972; Sarpkaya, 
1979; Bearman, 1984). Of particular interest in these reports are 
the significant variations in the vortex flow structure near the back 
of the cylinder and the significant increase in the average drag 
force for vibration in the lock-in frequency. From the relationship 
of the Reynolds analogy, significant increase in the average drag 
over the cylinder, which is mainly due to the viscous force effect, 
implies that a significant increase in heat transfer can be expected, 
especially for vibration in the lock-in frequency. This is the con
dition when the cylinder excitation synchronizes with vortex shed
ding. When the lock-in phenomenon occurs, the amplitude need 
not be large. In theory (Blevins, 1990), the amplitude can be 
significantly less than a few tenth or hundredth millimeters (i.e., 
hundredth AID ratios). These conclusions further stimulate our 
interest to study the flow and heat transfer over a cylinder oscil
lating at small amplitude. 

The present paper presents an experimental study of the flow 
structure and heat transfer of air moving over a heated cylinder 
oscillating at small amplitudes, in the direction transverse to the 
mean flow. The excitation frequency of the cylinder versus the 
shedding frequency of the vortex ranges from 0 to 3. The Reynolds 
number ranges from 1600 to 4800. Both flow visualization and 
local heat transfer measurements around the cylinder are made and 
compared with published results for a stationary cylinder. Flow 
visualization is made by smoke generation, which is facilitated 
upstream of the cylinder by a thin, electrically heated wire coated 
with oil. The temperature distributions around the cylinder wall are 
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measured with K-type thermocouples, which are used to obtain the 
heat transfer data. The variation of the flow structure and the heat 
transfer with the oscillating amplitudes and frequencies of the 
cylinder will be systematically discussed. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 
The cylinder is 50 cm long and is made of 0.3-cm thick Bakelite 

tube which has outside diameter of 3 cm. The purpose for selecting 
a thin Bakelite tube is first to reduce both the radial and the 
circumferential conduction of heat, second to reduce the vibration 
load of the cylinder and third to maintain a certain kind of rigidity 
which causes no deformation during vibration. To further reduce 
the circumferential conduction of heat, a 0.05-cm thick rubber tube 
is used to cover the cylinder. This makes the outside diameter of 
the cylinder 3.1 cm. A thin 0.015-mm thin stainless steel foil is 
glued on the tube. After passing electric current through the foil, 
the cylinder surface can be heated uniformly at desired heat flux 
conditions. The tube ends are sealed with rubber for insulation. 
The total heat loss to the ambient, which includes the conduction 
loss along the cylinder wall and the radiation loss directly from the 
steel foil, is estimated to be less than two percent. 

The cylinder is placed horizontally in the test section of the wind 
tunnel which has a cross section of 30 cm X 30 cm. The wind 
tunnel can provide an uniform air flow over the cylinder with a 
turbulence intensity less than 0.7 percent. The wall of the test 
section is made of Plexiglas to allow for flow visualization. A 
vertical slot 3.5 cm wide is cut on both the side walls of the wind 
tunnel to allow the cylinder to oscillate in the vertical direction. 
The cylinder is held by an aluminum frame which is connected to 
a vibration exciter (Type 4809, made by B&K). Two ball bearings 
fixed on the side walls of the wind tunnel are used to allow the 
frame of the cylinder to oscillate in the direction transverse to the 
mean flow but prevent from oscillating in the streamwise direction. 
The vibration signals (sinusoidal) with controlled frequency are 
initiated from a function generator, then amplified with a power 
amplifier (Type 2706, made by B&K) and finally are sent to the 
exciter. An accelerometer is attached to the cylinder wall to ac
quire and monitor the amplitude of the vibration. 

To measure the circumferential temperature distribution around 
the cylinder wall, a total of 30 thermocouples are inserted individ
ually into equally spaced small holes drilled in the tube wall in 
such a way that the thermocouple junctions can be attached to the 
heated steel foil. All the thermocouples used have a very small 
diameter d = 0.05 mm. This can further reduce the vibration load 
of the cylinder. To check the axial conduction loss along the 
cylinder wall, some additional thermocouples are embedded in the 
tube wall close to the ends. All the temperature signals are ac
quired with a data logger and sent into a PC for data processing 
and plotting. Before the experiments, all the thermocouples are 
calibrated in a constant temperature bath to ensure a measurement 
accuracy of ±0.1 °C. 

To ensure that the stainless steel foil is heated uniformly, the 

entire foil is cut into a number of long strips that are axial. Each 
strip is heated individually with an equal amount of DC power. 
With the desired voltage, V, and current, /, passing through the 
thin strip, the heat flux along the surface can be calculated and is 
equal to VIIA, where A is the area of the strip. The local heat 
transfer coefficient can be determined with the following equation: 

h = q/(Tw-T0). (1) 

The uncertainty of the experimental data obtained in the present 
system is determined according to the procedure outlined by Kline 
and McClintock (1953). It is found that the maximum uncertainty 
in the local Nusselt number is 3.47 percent, and the Reynolds 
number is 5.67 percent. 

From the correlations listed in the references (Roshko, 1954; 
Zdravkovich, 1986), the Strouhal number of the vortex shedding in 
the current experimental range of the Reynolds numbers covered 
was F„D/u„ = 0.194. Therefore, the shedding frequency of the 
vortex can be calculated at a given flow speed and a known size of 
cylinder. The calculated shedding frequencies agree well with the 
ones obtained from our experimental observations. Therefore, the 
previous correlation was adopted to find the shedding frequencies 
of the vortex in the present work. 

During the experiments, the excitation frequencies of the cylin
der are selected at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3 times the formation 
frequency of the vortex. In this way, one could examine the effect 
of the cylinder excitation on the flow and heat transfer at subhar-
monic frequencies FJF„ = 0.5, synchronization FJF„ = 1, 
superharmonic frequencies FJFn = 2, 3, and nonharmonic fre
quencies FJF„ = 1.5, 2.5. 

Results and Discussions 

1 Flow Visualizations. The flow visualization experiments 
performed by Koopmann (1967), Griffin and Votaw (1972), and 
Griffin and Ramberg (1974) are at very low Reynolds numbers 
(Re s 200). In addition, the wake structures obtained by Zdravk
ovich (1982) and Ongoren and Rockwell (1988) are for water, 
which may not be used for air. In addition, the excitation frequen
cies of the cylinder versus the vortex shedding frequency made 
before are all less than 1.17, which does not cover the current 
experimental ranges. Therefore, flow visualization is still required 
to provide a better understanding of the phenomenon. 

In general, the flow visualization results indicate that although 
the vortex structure may vary significantly as the cylinder oscil
lates at different frequencies and amplitudes selected in the present 
experimental conditions, the vortex shedding frequency does not 
change. Therefore, the complete duration for the initiation, the 
growth and the breakdown of vortex will not be affected by the 
different frequencies and amplitudes of the cylinder excitation. In 
the following presentation, instead of the complete cycle of the 
vortex formation, only the vortex structure at two particular in
stants, i.e., tITe = 0.33 and 0.66, are presented and compared 
with each other at different excitation frequencies. 

Nomenclature 

A = amplitude of oscillating cylinder Nuave = average Nusselt number, h^Dlk Greek Symbols 
D = diameter of cylinder 
Fe = frequency of oscillating cylinder 
F„ = vortex shedding frequency 

h = convective heat transfer coefficient 
/ = electric current 

/tave = average heat transfer coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity of air 

Nu = local Nusselt number, hDlk 

q = heat flux 
Re = Reynolds number, u0Dlv 
St = Strouhal number 

t = time 
Te = the period for complete cycle of 

vortex formation, IIFn 

T = temperature 
« = velocity 
V = voltage 

v = kinematic viscosity 
6 = angle measured from the stagna

tion point 

Subscripts 

ave = refers to average 
o = refers to freestream 

stag = refers to stagnation 
w = refers to the wall of cylinder 
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Figure 1(a) shows the vortex formation process in the wake 
region when the cylinder is stationary. In general, it can be seen 
that the vortex formation length is relatively long and it decreases 
with increasing the Reynolds number (in the current experimental 
range). This finding agrees with Unal and Rockwell (1988) and 
Ongoren and Rockwell (1988). One can expect that the formation 
of vortices and their intense mixing with the wake flow have little 
effect on the heat transfer in the back side of the cylinder, even 
when the Reynolds number is higher and the mixing activities 
become more intense. The formation of the vortex is apparently 
due to exponential growth of small disturbances where the domi
nant mode (fundamental) of frequency is the vortex shedding 
frequency F„. The small disturbances also include superharmonics 
of F„ and the small-scale instability found by others (Gerrard, 
1978). However, it was found (Unal and Rockwell, 1988) that the 
spectral energy at these frequencies is relatively small as compared 
with the fundamental frequency. The formation length is primarily 
affected by the instability at the fundamental frequency F„. 

When the cylinder oscillates at the shedding frequency of the 
vortex, i.e., cylinder oscillation synchronizes with vortex shedding, 
the small disturbance at the fundamental frequency can be greatly 
amplified, which greatly shortens the formation length of the 
vortex, as shown in Fig. \(b). The vortex that appears at tITe = 
0.33 or 0.66 is much stronger and closer to the cylinder than the 
case when the cylinder is stationary. The synchronization occur
ring for cylinder oscillation at F„ has been found by many inves
tigators listed in the references. One can expect that the intense 
vortex activity in the close vicinity of the cylinder can greatly 
enhance the wall heat transfer in that region. 

For the case when FJF„ = 3, the vortex formation and growth 
process, as shown in Fig. 1(c), is very much similar to the case 
when FJF„ = 1. It appears that the cylinder oscillation synchro
nizes in every three cycles with the vortex shedding. The expla
nation for the occurrence of synchronization is given in Figs. 
2(a)-2(c). When the cylinder is stationary, the vortex is shed 
alternatively at upper and lower side of the cylinder. The solid dots 
represent the occurrence of vortex formation. At FJF„ = 1, the 
phase of vortex shedding is completely locked-in with the phase of 
cylinder displacement. The excitation energy of the cylinder can be 
readily transmitted into the small disturbance of the shear layer and 
cause the amplification. This also occurs for the case when FJ 
F„ = 3. In other words, the lock-in frequencies occur at both 
FJF„ = 1 and 3. 

For excitation at another superharmonic frequency, i.e., FJ 
F„ = 2, the synchronization of vortex shedding with the cylinder 
oscillation does not occur, as shown in Fig. 1(d). However, the 
vortex formation and growth is stronger and closer to the cylinder 
than the case when the cylinder is stationary, but is not so stronger 
and closer as the case when synchronization occurs. Similar situ
ations occur for cylinder excitation at FJF„ = 2.5 and 0.5, as 
shown in Figs. 1 (e) and 1(/). As explained in Figs. 2(d), 2(e), and 
2(f), only one side (either upper or lower side) of the vortex 
shedding can be synchronized with the cylinder excitation. For the 
case when FJF„ = 2.5 or 0.5, the synchronization of vortex 
shedding occurs every four of the vortex formation. One can 
expect that the vortex is weaker and farther away from the cylinder 
than the case when FJF„ = 2 and synchronization of vortex 
shedding occurs at every two of the vortex formation. However, it 
appears that the vortex structure for FJF„ = 2.5 is slightly 
stronger and is able to generate more turbulent mixing than the 
case for FJFn = 0.5. At FJF„ = 1.5, the vortex shedding is 
completely out of phase with the cylinder excitation, as shown in 
Fig. 2(g). The vortex structure is more irregular which generates 
turbulent mixing with the wake flow, shown in Fig. 1(g). The 
irregular vortex structure is attributed to the nonharmonic oscilla
tion of the cylinder which amplifies the small disturbance of 
nonharmonic frequency in the shear layer. This is expected to 
enhance the heat transfer in the back of the cylinder. 

Journal of Heat Transfer 

Fig. 1 Vortex structure at t/Te = 0.33 and 0.66 for Re = 1600, AID = 
0.064 and (a) FJF„ = 0, (b) FJF„ = 1, (c) FJFn = 3, (d) FJF„ = 2, (e) F.IF„ 
= 2.5, (f) FJFn = 0.5 and (g) F.IF„ = 1.5 
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Fig. 2 Phase of vortex shedding (dots) relative to phase of cylinder 
displacement (sin curve) as function of time for (a) FJF„ = 0, (b) FJF„ = 
1, (c) FJFn = 3, (d) FJFn = 2, (e) Fe/F„ = 2.5, ( 0 F0/F„ = 0.5, and (g) Fe/F„ 
= 1.5 

heat transfer in the back side of the cylinder, shown in Fig. 3 for 
Re = 9600 (Liang, 1996). The separation point of flow which can 
be inferred from the minimum in the heat transfer data occurs at 
6 = 80 deg. This trend agrees with the results of Giedt (1949), 
except the minimum heat transfer is lower. Therefore, one can 
expect that the flow in the front of the cylinder is laminar. This is 
also confirmed in the previous flow visualization. 

In general, all the data in the front side of the cylinder in the 
region of 6 < 80 deg or d > 280 deg agree very well with the 
Frossling solution. However, in the back side of the cylinder there 
are some discrepancies between different works. One can expect 
that the discrepancies are attributed to the different size of cylin
ders used in different works which result in different types of flow 
and lead to different levels in the enhancement of the heat transfer. 
In the work of Krall and Eckert, the cylinder used is very small 
which had a diameter of 4.73 mm. To achieve the same Reynolds 
number as in the current work, the flow velocity has to be much 
higher (about seven times greater) than that of the current work. 
This can lead to a turbulent boundary layer in the front side and a 
delay in the occurrence in the separation point. The occurrence of 
flow separation at a later stage, i.e., at 9 = 110 deg as indicated by 
the minimum in heat transfer of Krall and Eckert in Fig. 3 confirms 
this point. In addition, this turbulence in flow can significantly 
shorten the formation length of the vortex and enhance the heat 
transfer in the back of the cylinder, as shown in Fig. 3. The 
significant reduction in the formation length at a higher velocity is 
also found in other work (Unal and Rockwell, 1988). 

When the cylinder oscillates with an amplitude of AID = . 
0.064, the heat transfer can be significantly enhanced, as shown in 
Fig. 4. When synchronization of cylinder oscillation with the 
vortex shedding occurs, the heat transfer results are much greater 
than the case at desynchronization. In addition, the heat transfer for 
the synchronization at FJF„ = 3 is greater than the case at 
F JF „ = 1. It appears that the occurrence of synchronization at a 
higher oscillation frequency can generate a higher heat transfer 
rate. This is also occurred in the case at desynchronization, as 
shown in Fig. 4 for FJF„ = 2.5 and FJF„ = 0.5 where 
instability of flow can still be amplified as explained in Figs. 2(e) 
and 2(f). The heat transfer in the former is higher than in the latter. 
One can conclude from these observations that as long as the 
instability of the flow can be amplified by the cylinder excitation, 
the heat transfer at a higher frequency oscillation is higher than at 
a low-frequency oscillation. It appears that the higher frequency 
oscillation can provide more energy to disturb the flow and en
hance the heat transfer at a higher rate. At synchronizations, the 

2 Heat Transfer. Let's consider the case when the cylinder 
is stationary. The forward stagnation point has the maximum heat 
transfer while the rear stagnation point has the minimum heat 
transfer, as shown in Fig. 3. The significantly higher heat transfer 
is attributed to the occurrence of three dimensional counter rotat
ing vortices at the forward stagnation point (Gau and Chung, 
1991). This unstable flow can significantly enhance the heat trans
fer. As the flow moves downstream, the acceleration of the flow by 
the convex surface has an effect to stabilize the flow and suppress 
the instability generated at the stagnation point. This effect reduces 
the heat transfer. One suspects that this instability of the flow can 
be reinitiated as the flow moves across the maximum velocity 
point and becomes decelerated. This will be discussed later. The 
deceleration of flow can amplify the instability while the adverse 
pressure gradient causing the deceleration can make the boundary 
layer flow separate from the wall and cause the occurrence of wake 
flow. As the vortex shedding as a result from amplification of the 
instability grows slowly and does not generate much turbulence, 
the heat transfer in the wake region will be relatively low, as 
shown in Fig. 3. This is the case, which is covered in the range of 
current experiments, when the Reynolds number is low. As the 
Reynolds number become higher, a rapid growth of vortices and 
their intense interaction with the wake flow can occur which may 
lead to generation of turbulence. This can significantly enhance the 
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current measurements and the published reports when the cylinder is 
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Fig. 4 The Nusselt number distributions around the cylinder at different 
excitation frequencies for Re = 1600, AID = 0.064 

enhancement of the heat transfer in the wake region is due to the 
rapid growth of vortices and their intense interaction with the wake 
flow. 

Notice that the heat transfer in the other regions, especially in 
forward stagnation point, is also significantly enhanced. Since the 
intense activity of the vortices in the wake region could not 
possibly affect the flow in the upstream, especially in the forward 
stagnation point. One can readily conclude this point from flow 
visualization experiments. It appears that the cylinder excitations 
not only amplify the instability occurring in the shear layer of the 
near wake but also the instability occurring at the stagnation point 
and its downstream region. The only chance that the dominant 
mode of instability in these regions can be amplified simulta
neously by the cylinder excitation is that the dominant modes of 
instability, i.e., the fundamental frequencies, in these regions are 
the same. Therefore, one confirms the former suspicion discussed 
in the first paragraph of this section, i.e., the instability occurring 
in the shear layer of the near wake is actually generated far 
upstream in the stagnation point region. 

At FJF„ = 2, which is the case when either the upper or the 
lower side of vortices can be amplified, the heat transfer is signif
icantly lower than the case at synchronization. However, the heat 
transfer at FJF„ = 2 is very close to the case at a higher 
frequency, i.e., FJF„ = 2.5, where amplification of the vortex by 
the excitation occurs only in one side and once every other vortex. 
It appears that the heat transfer enhancement due to a more intense 
amplification of the vortex at FJF„ = 2 as discussed in the 
previous section of flow visualization is counterbalanced by the 
heat transfer enhancement due to a higher frequency excitation at 
FJF„ = 2.5. Note that at FJF„ = 1.5 when none of the vortices 
can be amplified by the cylinder excitation, the heat transfer results 
are even higher than the case at FJF„ = 0.5, where every other 
vortex in either upper or lower side of the cylinder can be ampli
fied. It appears that from previous flow visualization for FJF„ = 
1.5 other modes of the instability in the vortex can be amplified 
which can greatly disturb the vortex structure and lead to intense 
mixing of the vortex with the mainflow. In addition, the heat 
transfer at the stagnation point and its downstream region is also 
enhanced greatly. This suggests that the other mode of the insta
bility in these regions is also amplified. It appears that not only the 
fundamental mode but also the other modes of the instability 
occurring in the near wake are actually initiated far upstream at the 
stagnation point. 

When the Reynolds number is higher, the shedding frequency of 
vortex increases significantly. Due to the limitation of the current 

experimental facility, the maximum frequency of excitation one 
can reach is FJFn = 1.5 for Re = 3200 and FJF„ = 1.0 for 
Re = 4800. The synchronization of cylinder oscillation with 
vortex shedding can still significantly enhance the heat transfer as 
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). However, the percentage of the heat 
transfer enhancement at higher Reynolds number is lower than at 
a lower Reynolds number. This is attributed to the fact that at a 
higher Reynolds number the amplification of disturbance by the 
cylinder excitations is not so efficient as the amplification of 
disturbance by the flow itself. Therefore, one can expect that to get 
the same percentage of heat transfer enhancement, the excitation 
energy, i.e., the excitation amplitude, provided must be greater. 
Note that the heat transfer at FJF„ = 1.5 is still higher than the 
case at FJF„ = 0.5. 

At a lower amplitude excitation of the cylinder, as shown in 
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the heat transfer enhancement is greatly 
reduced. In other words, the excitation energy provided is not 
enough to disturb or amplify the instability and enhance the heat 
transfer. Even at synchronization for FJF„ = 1, the heat transfer 
enhancement is not so significant and is less than the case when the 
cylinder oscillates at a higher frequency, which can provide more 
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Fig. 6 The Nusselt number distributions around the cylinder at different 
excitation frequencies for Re - 1600 and (a) AID = 0.032 and (to) AID = 
0.016 

energy to disturb the flow. The enhancement in the heat transfer is 
almost proportional to the magnitude of the excitation frequency. 
However, for synchronization at a higher frequency, i.e., FJF„ = 
3, significant enhancement in the heat transfer is still observed. 
Similar trend as discussed previously can be observed in Fig. 7 for 
the stagnation point heat transfer and Fig. 8 for the average heat 
transfer. In the experimental ranges covered for the Reynolds 
number from 1600 to 4800 and AID from 0.016 to 0.064, in 
general, the increase in the Reynolds number or the decrease in the 
excitation amplitude of the cylinder leads to a less enhancement of 
heat transfer. To obtain a higher heat transfer enhancement at 
small-amplitude oscillation, the excitation frequencies must be 
large. 

Conclusions 

Flow visualization has provided a clear vortex structure which 
grows more rapidly as the dominant mode of the instability in the 
shear layer can be amplified by the excitation. Synchronization of 
the vortex shedding with the cylinder oscillation occurs not only at 
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FJF„ = 1 but also at FJF„ — 3, which can greatly enhance the 
heat transfer in the wake region. The accompanying enhancement 
of the heat transfer in both the stagnation point and its downstream 
region suggests that the dominant mode of the instability occurring 
in the wake region is actually initiated far upstream at the stagna
tion point. This is also the case for other modes of instability 
occurring in the wake region. As long as the instability mode in the 
wake or in the stagnation point region is amplified, heat transfer 
enhancement can be expected. In addition, the enhancement in the 
heat transfer is proportional to the magnitude of the excitation 
frequency. However, at a higher Reynolds number or a smaller 
amplitude of cylinder excitation, the enhancement in the heat 
transfer become less. 
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Coupling Between Heat and 
Momentum Transfer 
Mechanisms for Drag-Reducing 
Polymer and Surfactant 
Solutions 
Drag-reducing solutions exhibit simultaneous friction and heat transfer reductions, yet it 
has been widely believed that there is no direct coupling between the two. In this work, 
we have conducted a study to re-examine this issue, using measurements of friction and 
heat transfer over a wide range of flow conditions from onset to asymptotic, various pipe 
diameters, and several polymer and surfactant solutions. Contrary to some earlier 
suggestions, our tests show that no decoupling of the momentum and heat transfer 
mechanisms was seen at the onset of drag reduction, nor upon departure from the 
asymptotes, but rather that the friction and heat transfer reductions change simulta
neously in those regions. For asymptotic surfactant and polymer solutions, the ratio of 
heat transfer and drag reductions was seen to be constant over a large range of Reynolds 
numbers, if modified definitions of the reduction parameters are used. In the nonasymp-
totic region, however, the ratio of heat transfer to drag reductions is higher and is a 
function of the reduction level, but is approximately the same for polymer and surfactant 
solutions. This variation is consistent with the concept of a direct coupling through a 
nonunity constant Pr„ as also suggested by our local measurements of temperature and 
velocity profiles. We also saw that our diameter scaling technique for friction applies 
equally well to heat transfer. These findings allow us to predict directly the heat transfer 
from friction measurements or vice versa for these drag-reducing fluids, and also suggest 
that a strong coupling exists between the heat and momentum transfer mechanisms. 

1 Introduction 
It has been shown repeatedly that small amounts of polymers or 

surfactant additives lead to reduced turbulent friction and heat 
transfer coefficients compared to those of water. Early analyses 
implied that the drag reduction characteristics have a direct equiv
alent in the heat transfer reduction; for example, that the maximum 
drag reduction asymptote (MDRA) has an equivalent maximum 
heat transfer reduction asymptote (MHTRA). This could also mean 
that the Reynolds analogy suggesting that the turbulent Prandtl 
number (Pr,) is equal to 1, is as much applicable for these fluids as 
it is for water (Poreh and Paz, 1968; Kale, 1977; Smith and 
Edwards, 1981). It was later suggested, however, by Cho and 
Hartnett (1982) and others, that this assumption is not proper 
because the percentage reductions corresponding to the MHTRA 
are always significantly larger than those for the MDRA. In addi
tion, for nonasymptotic fluids, the percentage of heat transfer 
reduction (HTR) is normally higher than the percentage of drag 
reduction (DR) at the same Reynolds number (Re). (The defini
tions we use here for DR and HTR are 

(CFwT- CF) (Nu,y r - Nu) 
DR = X 100; HTR = ^ X 100 

CF Nu„ 

where "W, V stands for turbulent flow of water at the same 
Reynolds number.) 
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This difference in the reduction levels may indicate that a direct 
coupling between the heat and momentum transfers through a Pr, 
of about 1, does not hold for this type of fluids. Indeed, various 
eddy diffusivity models were developed, most of them predicting 
a Pr, much greater than one (e.g., Kale, 1977; Mizushina et al., 
1975; Yoon and Ghajar, 1987). Roethig and Matthys (1988), for 
example, estimated values of Pr, on the order of 10-15 for as
ymptotic conditions. Such a large difference between the eddy 
diffusivities is a striking concept, and it is indeed a very interesting 
issue worth looking at carefully because of the fundamental im
plications that it may have. 

Other consequences of this apparently increased Pr, is a differ
ence between heat and momentum developing lengths and a dif
ference between the velocity and temperature profiles. With re
spect to the entry lengths, Ng et al. (1980) observed that the 
thermal development region was at least three times longer than 
that for friction for the fluids they studied, and that many of the 
experimental setups used previously did not have the minimum 
length needed for the development of the temperature profile. Toh 
and Ghajar (1988) and Matthys (1991) also observed thermally 
developing flow even after 600 D, with little or no effect of the 
Reynolds number after appropriate nondimensionalization, 
whereas it was generally believed that the momentum entrance 
length was only about 100 diameters. Recently, however, we have 
revisited the problem of the relationship between HTR and DR 
within the developing region for surfactant solutions (Gasljevic 
and Matthys, 1997) and we have seen that—contrary to what was 
believed to be the case for most polymer solutions—the friction 
and heat transfer coefficients for cationic surfactants were still 
changing at the same rate 300 D downstream of the entrance, when 
nondimensionalized by the "fully developed" values measured at 
more than 650 D downstream. This finding could imply that the Pr, 
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is not as large as that predicted by some earlier studies, at least for 
surfactant solutions. This notion is also supported by some of our 
recent studies on turbulent temperature profiles (to be presented 
elsewhere). 

Besides the possibility of higher Pr„ there was also a possibility 
of complete decoupling of the two exchange mechanisms in some 
limited regions. For instance, previous experimental evidence 
seemed to suggest that there are different onsets for drag and heat 
transfer reductions. To complicate the matter further, it was shown 
(Ng and Hartnett, 1979; Matthys, 1991) that in the process of 
degrading an asymptotic polymer solution, the HTR begins to 
decrease from its asymptotic level before the DR does, suggesting 
that in this region the DR and HTR are decoupled. We decided 
therefore to investigate this latter issue further, and to look in more 
detail at the relationship between DR and HTR close to the 
asymptotic regimes. 

Finally, we have recently studied the diameter effect on friction, 
and we have developed a simple correlation based on bulk velocity 
that allows us to scale readily DR up or down with diameter. If a 
fixed relationship between DR and HTR does not exist, the HTR 
would likely not be well represented by the correlation applicable 
to the DR. On the other hand, if a fixed relationship does exist, the 
diameter effect on heat transfer should be the same as that for DR. 
This issue still had to be resolved prior to the present study. 

To address the problem of relationship between the two transfer 
mechanisms, we rely in this work on global measurements of the 
friction coefficient and Nusselt number. Although local measure
ments of velocity and temperature profiles (which we will address 
elsewhere) are best suited for direct determination of the Pr„ the 
global measurements can contribute greatly as well to the discus
sion, and particularly so in the region at and close to onset, where 
profile measurements become inaccurate because of the smaller 
velocity and temperature gradients. Global measurements are also 
the best tool for resolving the problem of possible decoupling 
during departure from the asymptotes by dilution or degradation. 
The aim of the present work was therefore to analyze the relation
ship between the DR and HTR by performing measurements of 
both, under wide experimental conditions and for various drag-
reducing fluids. 

2 Experimental Setup and Procedure 
The experimental setup consists of four stainless steel tubes of 

2, 5, 10, and 20-mm inner diameters. These tubes are fed from a 
pressurized tank by a distribution line. The pipes are 1000 diam
eters long each, except for the largest pipe which is 680 diameters 
long. This setup was previously used for studies of the diameter 
effect on friction (for details on this setup see Gasljevic (1990) and 
Aguilar (1995), and only additional instrumentation was needed 
for the heat transfer measurements. 

The pipes were fitted with temperature sensors (miniature 100 
ft, 10 X 2 mm RTDs), cemented on top of the outer wall at 860 
and 960 diameters downstream of the entrance, and at 634 and 675 
diameters for the 20-mm pipe. Another RTD (100 Cl) was placed 

in the supply manifold of the pipes for bulk temperature measure
ments. This shielded probe was inserted perpendicular to the flow 
at the pipe entrance. The three RTDs for each pipe were connected 
to a precision multimeter (Keithley 199 DMM/Scanner). Errors in 
the measurements were reduced by noise rejection and averaging 
techniques. A near-uniform wall heat flux condition was provided 
by two 20 kW DC power supplies connected directly to each pipe 
by means of customized copper clamps providing very good 
electrical contact (in order to prevent contact heating). The heat 
transfer measurement technique is described in more detail in 
Gasljevic and Matthys (1997). For better comparison, we con
trolled the heating in such a way that for each experiment the bulk 
temperature was about the same at the location where both DR and 
HTR are measured. All these experiments were carried out in a 
once-through mode to avoid unintentional flow perturbations and 
fluid degradation, and the flow rate was measured continuously by 
discharging the fluid into instrumented calibrated tanks. 

The equipment was calibrated for friction and heat transfer 
measurements by running tests with tap water. The results were 
successfully compared with some of the better correlations for 
Newtonian fluids for friction coefficients (Blasius, 1913; 
Filomenko, 1954; Petukov, 1970); and for heat transfer coeffi
cients (Kays, 1966; Petukov, 1970; Sleicherand Rouse, 1975). The 
accuracy of the flow rate measurement is about one to two percent 
(Gasljevic, 1990). Altogether, the uncertainty of our experimental 
data for water is estimated to be about five percent for the friction 
measurements, and eight to ten percent for the Nusselt number 
over most of the velocities covered, and somewhat higher— 
between seven to eight percent for friction and 12 to 15 percent for 
heat—for low velocities. The expected uncertainty is lower for the 
drag-reducing solutions where the temperature differences be
tween the wall and bulk temperatures are bigger and the uncer
tainty becomes proportionally smaller. The uncertainty in the 
calculation of the relative drag and heat transfer reductions is also 
about half of those for Cf and Nu because the errors in some of the 
parameters cancel out when the HTR and DR ratios are calculated. 

We used three different drag-reducing fluids, one polymer and 
two surfactant solutions, each in a number of concentrations: 
Separan AP-273, a hydrolized high-molecular weight polymer by 
Dow chemicals; SPE 95285, a nonionic surfactant developed in 
collaboration with Dr. M. Hellsten at Akzo Nobel Chemicals; and 
Ethoquad T13-27, a cationic surfactant by Akzo Nobel Chemicals. 
The water used as solvent was deionized or tap water, and in the 
case of the 50 ppm Separan solution small amounts of NaCl were 
added to the tap water in order to illustrate the effect of salts on the 
drag-reducing ability of the fluid. We have also examined data 
from other authors. 

When working with drag-reducing fluids, it is often critical to 
measure and take properly into account the viscosity if we want to 
avoid large errors. We have therefore systematically measured the 
viscosity of the fluids either with Couette or high-shear capillary 
systems. For the polymer solutions with concentrations of 50 ppm 
or less, the viscosity was found to be very close to that of water at 

Nomenclature 

Cf = 2rJpV2 = friction coefficient 
D = pipe diameter (mm) 

h = q"/AT„.b = heat transfer coefficient 
(W/m K) 

kf = fluids thermal conduc
tivity (W/mK) 

Nu = hDlkf = Nusselt number 
Pr = via = Prandtl number 

Pr, = eje,., = turbulent Prandtl num
ber 

Re = VDIv = Reynolds number 

Jp = shear velocity (m/s) 
V = bulk velocity (m/s) 

Greek Letters 
: klpC = thermal diffusivity 

(m2/s) 
e = eddy diffusivity (m2/s) 

A7VJ, = wall to bulk temperature 
difference (°C) 

v = kinematic viscosity 
(m7s) 

p = density (kg/m3) 
7„ = shear stress at the wall (N/m2) 

Subscripts 

H = relative to heat 
L = relative to laminar flow 

M = relative to momentum 
T = relative to turbulent flow 

W = relative to the solvent (water) 
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shear rates comparable to those encountered in the pipe runs; for 
polymer concentrations of 100 ppm, the apparent wall viscosity 
was used to compute the Reynolds number and the corresponding 
DR and HTR values. For the 4000 ppm nonionic surfactant solu
tion, the viscosity at room temperature was about twice as high as 
water, but at the temperature used in the tests (33-35°C), the 
viscosity was also found to be close to that of water. To most of the 
Ethoquad T13-27 solutions, we added 3 mM/1 of copper hydroxide 
Cu(OH)2 in order to increase the stability of the fluid and to reduce 
the viscosity to the water level as well. When this approach was 
not followed, the apparent wall viscosity of the surfactant solution 
was used to compute the Reynolds number, DR and HTR values 
(as in Figs. 7 and 8). Except for the test with the 4000 ppm 
nonionic surfactant, all the other fluids were tested at room tem
perature (approx. 20°C.) Unless otherwise indicated, all fluids 
exhibited a molecular Prandtl number of about 6 during these tests. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Diameter Effect on Drag and Heat Transfer Reduction. 
We have recently conducted a study of the diameter effect on 
polymeric drag-reducing fluids (Gasljevic et al., 1999). According 
to our results, the DR data measured in various pipe diameters for 
these fluids can be represented by a single curve if plotted as a 
function of the bulk velocity. It was then decided to investigate the 
diameter effect on the heat transfer, and to verify the validity of the 
same correlation for heat transfer reduction. For this purpose we 
performed simultaneous measurements of DR and HTR under 
various conditions. Figure 1 shows our results for a nonasymptotic 
20-ppm polyacrylamide (Separan AP-273) solution measured in 
four pipes of 2, 5, 10, and 20-mm inner diameter. As can be seen 
in the upper graph, the HTR scales with bulk velocity just as well 
as DR does, which means that the ratio between HTR and DR does 
not depend on the pipe diameter in this representation. The ratio 
does, however, depend on the flow velocity, as seen in the lower 
graph, with a ratio tending to about 1.15 at high DR levels. In a 
previous article (Aguilar et al., 1998), the data scatter at low 
velocities was attributed to the difficulty in conducting these 
measurements in that region, but it was later observed that this 
scatter was more likely due to viscosity and buoyancy effects, as 
discussed below. 

This independence of the HTR/DR ratio on the pipe diameter 
suggests that the diameter effect on heat transfer is the same as that 
on friction, essentially eliminating the diameter effect on heat 
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Fig. 2 Maximum drag reduction asymptote (MDRA) and maximum heat 
transfer asymptote (MHTRA) from Cho and Hartnett (1982) plotted as DR, 
TRD, HTR, and TRH versus Reynolds number. The ratios between the 
corresponding heat transfer and friction parameters are also shown in 
the lower graph. 

transfer as a separate problem. In addition to its usefulness for 
predictions, this finding has theoretical implications in that it 
suggests that a strong coupling does exist between the heat and 
momentum transfer mechanisms. The dependence of the HTR/DR 
ratio on velocity indicates that this coupling may not be a simple 
relationship, however. 

3.2 Maximum Drag and Heat Transfer Reductions (As
ymptotic Regime). Figure 2 shows the maximum drag and heat 
transfer asymptotes (MDRA and MHTRA) proposed by Cho and 
Hartnett (1982) for polymer solutions. The asymptotes are pre
sented in two ways; on the one hand in terms of the usual DR and 
HTR (solid lines), and on the other hand, in terms of the param
eters that we have recently referred to as "turbulence reduction-
drag" (TRD) and "turbulence reduction-heat" (TRH) (the dashed 
lines). These latter quantities are defined as follows: 

TRD = 
(CF cF) 

TRH 
(NuWJ - Nu) 

(Nu,yi7- - NuW|L) 

X 100; 

X 100 

Fig. 1 Diameter and velocity effects on DR, HTR, and the HTR/DR ratio 
for a polymer solution 

where the subscript T stands for turbulent flow, L for laminar flow, 
and W for the solvent (water). 

(Regarding the second representation, similar parameters have 
been proposed in earlier studies as an alternative to the percentage 
reduction parameters (DR and HTR). The former are indeed phys
ically more meaningful since they reflect the degree of turbulence 
reduction with respect to full laminarization rather than to an 
artificial zero-viscosity fluid (Astarita et al., 1969; Schmitt, 1988). 
They were disregarded early on, though, because they incorporate 
an additional parameter (the laminar friction coefficient) and be
cause the difference between these and the DR and HTR param
eters is in some cases small. We have recently shown (Gasljevic 
and Matthys, 1999), however, that although both representations 
are equally useful in providing information in some cases, in some 
others the TRH and TRD definitions may indeed be much better 
than DR and HTR.) 

The ratio of the two reductions is calculated for both presenta
tions and shown in the lower graph of Fig. 2. We can see that the 
ratio between HTR and DR is dependent on the Reynolds number, 
whereas TRH/TRD is about independent of the Reynolds number 
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Fig. 3 Asymptotic values of drag and heat transfer plotted as DR, TRD, 
HTR, and TRH versus Reynolds number for various surfactant concen
trations. The MDRA proposed by Zakln et al. (1996) is shown for com
parison (dashed line). The ratios between the corresponding heat and 
friction parameters are also shown in the lower graph. All solutions 
showed water-like viscosity under the test conditions (solvent: tap water, 
pipe ID = 20 mm). 

(since both TRD and TRH are as well), and is about 1.06. (If 
Virk's asymptote is used for friction instead of Cho and Hartnett's, 
a slightly higher value in the ratio is obtained, i.e., about 1.12.) The 
HTR/DR ratio decreases here from about 1.2 to 1.1 as the Reyn
olds number increases, in good agreement with Fig. 1. 

Figure 3 (top) shows data for asymptotic friction and heat 
expressed both in terms of DR and HTR (hollow symbols) and in 
terms of TRD and TRH (solid symbols) for various asymptotic 
surfactant solutions. The HTR/DR and TRH/TRD ratios are also 
shown (bottom). As it has been frequently observed, higher levels 
of reductions are achieved with surfactant than with polymer 
solutions. It is also seen that the power-law asymptotic correlation 
proposed by Zakin et al. (1996) fits our data reasonably well. The 
TRH/TRD ratio is again practically independent on Re, showing a 
value of approximately 1.07, very close to that for the polymer 
solution asymptotes (1.06). This difference between the ratios 
obtained for the surfactant and polymer solutions may be consid
ered to be well within the limits of experimental error. 

3.3 Intermediate Drag and Heat Transfer Reductions 
(Nonasymptotic Regime). We have seen above that a constant 
ratio between the reductions in heat and drag holds for asymptotic 
drag reduction if our "turbulence reduction parameters" (TRH and 
TRD) are used. However, in the nonasymptotic regime, the 
HTR/DR ratio clearly depends on velocity (as does the HTR/DR 
ratio for any asymptotic reductions—although much less as seen in 
Fig. 2). We decided then to examine the generality of the ratio 
between TRH and TRD (or HTR and DR) for nonasymptotic 
fluids, including both polymers and surfactants. Figure 4 (top) 
shows results of simultaneous heat transfer and friction measure
ments for polymer solutions, presented as TRH versus TRD. The 
TRH/TRD ratio (which was independent of Reynolds number for 
asymptotic conditions) is also shown (bottom) as a function of 
TRD. This is a convenient representation because it allows us to 
see easily the relative variation of TRH with TRD, and it is also 
independent of the fluid drag-reducing ability. 

Data from three sources are presented: Various polyacrylamide 
(Separan AP-273) solutions of different concentrations prepared in 
our laboratory; a 20 ppm Separan AP-273 solution used by Mat-
thys (1991) at three different levels of degradation; and two 
polyethylene oxide solutions (Polyox) used by Yoon and Ghajar 

(1987). The results of Matthys and of Yoon show a practically 
constant TRH/TRD, whereas our data show an increased ratio at 
low levels of TRD. The difference in results is likely not due to 
different solutions, because Matthys' and ours were the same type 
of polymer. In an earlier article (Aguilar et al., 1998), we plotted 
all these results together and considered TRH/TRD to be approx
imately constant with Re, although with a relatively large scatter at 
low reduction levels. However, after a detailed analysis, we de
cided to distinguish the two groups of results, and it is seen here 
that all our solutions show a stronger variation of the ratio com
pared to the measurements of Yoon and Ghajar or Matthys, which 
show more constant values. The reason for this discrepancy is not 
yet fully known, but it is likely that it originated in the variations 
of the experimental conditions, including differences in the quality 
of the solvents. 

Our measurements of temperature profiles for fluids which are 
believed to be well represented by Virk's three-layers velocity 
profile model, such as these low concentration Separan solutions, 
indicate that the Pr, is about constant and equal to 5 or 6 across the 
region of the pipe radius where drag-reducing effects occur (the 
elastic layer, according to Virk's three-layers model). Based on 
this finding, we have made use of a simple mathematical model to 
calculate the TRH and TRD using Virk's three-layer velocity 
profile, a constant Pr, = 5, and the assumption of equal thickness 
for the momentum and thermal elastic layers. The results of these 
calculations are shown as the upper dashed line on Fig. 4 (top), 
indicating that TRH should increase faster than TRD with increas
ing level of reduction right after the onset. The values of TRH/ 
TRD computed with this model are also plotted as a dashed line in 
the lower portion of Fig. 4 showing a reasonably good fit with our 
data. (The difference between the modeled and the measured 
values could be reduced or eliminated if the thickness of the 
thermal elastic layer is reduced relative to the thickness of the 
momentum elastic layer in the model, or if the Pr, is somewhat 
reduced in the region closer to the wall. For our purposes here, 
however, the point was not to improve the model (e.g., by tuning 
Pr,), but rather simply to show that the variation of TRH/TRD 
which we measured is reasonable.) As expected, TRH/TRD at high 
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levels of TRD approaches the constant value measured for asymp
totic conditions (about 1.06). 

Figure 5 shows results for surfactant solutions, including data 
close to onset, together with our data for the polymer solutions 
shown in Fig. 4. The results for surfactants are close to those for 
polymer solutions. Both surfactant solutions used in these exper
iments had water-like viscosity (see Section 2), which we endeav
ored to achieve to eliminate the effect of strong viscosity depen
dence on the shear rate in the calculations of friction and heat 
transfer coefficients. In this case the fluids were found to show a 
Pr, of approximately 5. We also see that TRH/TRD increases 
significantly at very low levels of drag reduction. (It should be 
noted, however, that the measurement uncertainty is larger in this 
region.) As we see, for both polymer and surfactants, a Pr, of about 
5 in the mathematical model gives predictions that fit well the 
experimental data. For the surfactants, it was possible to obtain 
measurements closer to the onset, which show a sharper increase 
in TRH than in TRD, as was indeed predicted by the model. Since 
the surfactants used for these tests had water-like viscosity, a 
practical advantage of knowing this ratio is that it can also be used 
to determine whether or not other more viscous solutions are in 
reality asymptotic. Viscosity affects TRD and TRH in opposite 
directions, which means that the fluid might have a high viscosity 
if the expected TRH/TRD ratio is not obtained in simultaneous 
drag and heat transfer tests. 

Overall, these results suggest that although TRH/TRD seems to 
be a function of the level of drag-reducing effects (TRD), there is 
indeed a strong coupling between the heat transfer and friction 
reductions for these fluids through a constant, or approximately 
constant, nonunity Pr,. In addition, it appears that both surfactant 
and polymer solutions exhibit very similar TRH/TRD ratios. 

(A word of caution is appropriate here, however. All our results 
reported here, except for those shown in Figs. 7 and 8, correspond 
to fluids with a molecular Prandtl number of about 6 around 
ambient temperature. Some later tests conducted with fluids ex
hibiting significantly higher Pr (e.g., 40 to 60 for some surfactant 
solutions) showed a somewhat higher TRH/TRD ratio at low Re, 
however. We are presently investigating further this issue through 
direct measurements of the temperature profiles and the prelimi
nary findings suggest that the viscous layer may be significantly 

thickened for some fluids, which would indeed cause the molecular 
Prandtl number to affect the TRH/TRD ratio. These results will be 
published elsewhere.) 

3.4 Onset of Heat Transfer and Friction Reduction Phe
nomena. A possible decoupling between heat transfer and fric
tion has been thought to take place at the onset of drag and/or heat 
transfer reductions, each of which could conceivably occur at a 
different shear stress. Different onsets means that there would be 
some drag reduction without heat transfer reduction, or vice versa. 
This was apparently observed in some previous studies (Mizushina 
and Usui, 1977; Kwack et al., 1982). This concept is puzzling, 
however, if one thinks in terms of the physical flow/fluid interac
tion mechanisms behind turbulent viscoelastic drag reduction, and 
one might think it rather unlikely. Accordingly, we undertook 
investigations to reexamine this issue. In these experiments, the 
heat transfer and friction coefficients were measured in pipes of 
various diameters and with various flow velocities. The velocity 
was lowered systematically, so that the TRD for all pipes was 
reduced until Newtonian turbulent friction coefficients were de
tected (i.e., DR = TRD = 0 percent). 

Some data for a surfactant solution are shown in Fig. 6, where 
we plot TRD (hollow symbols) and TRH (solid symbols) as a 
function of shear velocity, i.e., of shear stress. Data for both a 
10-mm and a 20-mm pipes are shown. The TRD data are as 
measured, but the TRH data have been corrected by a constant 
Nusselt number multiplicator coefficient (different for each pipe) 
to remove a small positive constant offset (ten percent or less, i.e., 
within the limits of uncertainty for that region) in TRH observed in 
the data before onset. This is not necessary for the purpose of 
estimating the onset of drag and heat transfer reductions, but it 
makes the figure much clearer and we have therefore decided to 
include it here for better illustration of the onset effect. (Practically 
speaking, this correction only shifts the curves vertically in this 
graph.) This offset may result from buoyancy effects (described 
elsewhere) or from instrumentation calibration errors, but its con
stancy before onset over a wide range of velocities clearly suggests 
that it is indeed purely a measurement offset rather than a true 
viscoelastic reduction effect, and is therefore not affecting our 
onset evaluation. 

The data for both pipes are seen to be very similar, as expected 
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asymptotic regions: effect of a decrease in concentration for a surfactant 
solution. (TRHcorr and TRDcorr are calculated by using the solution appar
ent viscosity at the wall, rather than the solvent viscosity as used for TRH 
and TRD) (pipe ID = 20 mm). 

in this representation. To quantify better the onsets, we show 
calculated linear regressions through both pipe data, both before 
and after the sharp increase in TRH and TRD. Whereas such a 
procedure is approximate, we nevertheless clearly see through the 
extrapolated intersections of the regressions that the onsets for 
both friction and heat transfer reductions take place at about the 
same shear stress (corresponding to about u* = 0.15 m/s in this 
case) i.e., simultaneously. This is in sharp contrast to the concept 
that heat transfer and friction might depart from Newtonian be
havior under different flow conditions, as some have suggested. It 
is also interesting to see that the data confirm that the onsets take 
place at the same shear stress for both pipe diameters. 

3.5 Departure From Asymptotic Behavior. Another ap
parent contradiction with the idea of coupling through constant Pr, 
is an observation reported by some authors (Ng and Hartnett, 1979; 
Matthys, 1991) that HTR departs from its asymptotic value sooner 
than DR during the process of degradation. If this is indeed the 
case, then the momentum and heat transfer mechanisms would not 
be coupled in this region. It appears that relatively small uncer
tainties in viscosity estimations might account for the apparent 
initial decrease in the friction and the apparent rapid increase in 
heat transfer after the start of degradation shown in Ng and 
Hartnett (1979). Once compensated for, this viscosity effect would 
indeed lead to data consistent with simultaneous departure of heat 
transfer and friction coefficients from their asymptotic values. This 
viscosity effect would not explain the data in Matthys (1991), but 
it is possible that the latter may have been affected by buoyancy 
effects as described above. In an attempt to clarify these issues, we 
conducted dedicated experiments with the same polymer solution 
(Separan AP-273) and with a surfactant solution (Ethoquad T13-
27). In both cases we started out with a fluid showing asymptotic 
TRD and TRH, but the procedure by which we departed gradually 
from the asymptotic conditions was different. Figure 7 shows the 
experimental data for the surfactant solution, which was gradually 
diluted until a clear decrease of TRD and TRH occurred. This 
sudden change results from the critical shear stress for micellar 
breakup becoming smaller at that reduced concentration than the 
actual shear stress in the pipe. Samples of each concentration were 
taken in order to measure the viscosity in a capillary pipe viscom
eter at the same apparent shear stress as the flow in the pipe. The 
corresponding molecular Prandtl number ranged from about 15 at 

high concentration to about 6 at low concentration (and similar 
numbers for the polymer solution discussed in Fig. 8 at no and high 
degradation, respectively.) The TRD and TRH values with no 
correction for viscosity are shown in Fig. 7 as the hollow symbols 
(assuming a constant viscosity equal to that of the solvent), 
whereas the solid ones are calculated with the actual solution 
viscosity. It should be noted that the viscosity corrections affect 
heat transfer and friction in opposite directions. The effect is not 
large here, because we have used a fluid with a viscosity close to 
that of water, which is advantageous if we want to reduce the 
possible errors due to the complex issue of appropriate choice of 
viscosity. Throughout all levels of dilution we see a constant ratio 
of approximately 1.07 again (with larger scatter after the sudden 
drop because of calculation uncertainties there). It is also apparent 
that both heat transfer and friction drop off suddenly at the same 
concentration, suggesting again that they are coupled in the near-
asymptote region and that departure form asymptotic conditions 
takes place simultaneously for drag and heat transfer. 

Figure 8 shows the data for the polymer solution experiment. A 
relatively high concentration of Separan AP-273 (100 ppm) was 
used to provide enough resistance to mechanical degradation, 
resulting in a noticeable increase of the fluid viscosity. In this case 
the fluid was gradually degraded by recirculation in a loop includ
ing a near-closed valve generating high shear stresses. Simulta
neous TRD and TRH measurements in the loop were conducted at 
various times. As with the surfactant solution, samples of fluid 
were taken at every stage and their viscosity was measured with a 
capillary viscometer at approximately the same apparent shear 
stress as in the pipe. Again, the TRD and TRH values with and 
without correction for viscosity are shown. We see that the depar
ture from asymptotic conditions occurs at the same time for 
friction and heat transfer, and that further decreases appear to 
occur in parallel. The TRH/TRD ratio is indeed again remarkably 
constant throughout the whole range of degradation levels and 
again remains at a value very close to 1.07. These data again 
reinforce the notion that a strong coupling exists between heat and 
friction under asymptotic and near-asymptotic conditions. These 
results for both polymer and surfactant solutions all do indeed 
appear to be contradicting the notion suggested in some earlier 
studies that heat transfer reduction may depart earlier from its 
asymptote than the friction. 
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4 Summary and Conclusions 
In this work we investigated the coupling between drag and heat 

transfer reductions for polymer and surfactant solutions through 
the use of global flow parameters (friction and heat transfer coef
ficients). 

In the asymptotic regime an approximately constant value of the 
TRH/TRD ratio is found if modified definitions of the level of 
reductions are used. The ratio of these modified reduction defini
tions, which we referred as turbulence reduction-heat (TRH) and 
turbulence reduction-drag (TRD) was found to be about 1.06 for 
polymer and surfactant solutions. 

In the nonasymptotic regime, however, TRH/TRD is a function 
of the level of drag reduction. At high levels of TRD the ratio is 
equal to its value measured for asymptotic regime, whereas it 
increases with decreasing TRD. The reason for this behavior is 
likely that TRH increases much faster than TRD with increasing 
velocity after the onset. 

A simple mathematical model based on a three-layers velocity 
profile model, on our measurements of temperature profiles for the 
same fluids (showing a Pr, of about 5 or 6 within the elastic layer), 
and on the assumption of the same thickness for both thermal and 
momentum elastic layers, would predict the same type of behavior. 
Altogether, a strong coupling between the heat and momentum 
exchange mechanisms is indeed suggested, although certainly not 
as simple as the Newtonian Reynolds analogy of a unity turbulent 
Prandtl number. 

Decoupling of the two exchange mechanisms was also sug
gested by some authors in the region close to the onset and in the 
vicinity of asymptotes. Our tests with both surfactant and polymer 
solutions in both regions showed the opposite, i.e., a strong cou
pling of the two exchange mechanisms: In simultaneous measure
ments of heat transfer and friction at increasing flow velocity, drag 
and heat transfer reductions appeared to begin to take place at the 
same onset shear stress. In tests in a circulation loop with asymp
totic fluids, the first signs of departure from the asymptotes due to 
either mechanical degradation or dilution appeared at the same 
time for drag and heat transfer. 

On the theoretical side these results are very interesting in that 
they suggest a much stronger coupling between heat and momen
tum transfer than was generally believed recently, but yet not the 
full physical coupling (Pr, «* 1) seen for Newtonian fluids. 

On the practical side, these findings are also very useful. As the 
ratio TRH/TRD appeared to be a unique function of TRD even for 
very different fluids such as polymer and surfactant solutions, one 
can readily predict the heat reduction based on measurements of 
drag reduction, or vice versa. This may also be particularly useful 
for surfactant solutions which exhibit a strong dependence of the 
viscosity on shear rate. For example, if simultaneous measure
ments of friction and heat transfer reductions are made, one could 
easily check if the viscosity used in evaluating both friction and 
heat transfer coefficients is appropriate by testing for the expected 
ratio of reductions. This is particularly convenient for the asymp
totic regime, for which the ratio is a constant. 

Our study of the diameter effect on heat transfer for drag-
reducing fluids showed that the scaling procedure proposed for 
friction holds just as well for heat transfer; i.e., that the ratio 
between heat transfer and drag reduction does not depend on pipe 
diameter. 

Finally, the observation that the same ratio holds for both the 
surfactant and polymer solutions does support the notion that the 
drag reduction phenomenon involves similar physical mechanisms 
for both type of solutions. 
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The Effect of Drainage 
Configuration on Heat Transfer 
Under an Impinging Liquid Jet 
Array 
The heat transfer characteristics of single and dual-exit drainage configurations for 
arrays of liquid jets impinging normal to a heated isoflux plate has been studied 
experimentally. The interaction of drainage channel crossflow from upstream jets and the 
stagnation jets and its impact on heat transfer was the focus of the investigation. Infrared 
thermography was used to measure the local temperature distribution on the heated plate, 
from which local heat transfer coefficients were determined. A single jet diameter was 
used, and jet arrays with jet-to-jet spacings of 4.8, 6, 8, and 12 jet diameters were studied. 
Average jet Reynolds numbers in the range 400-5000 were investigated for jet nozzle-
to-impingement plate spacings of 1, 2, and 4 jet diameters for fully flooded (submerged) 
drainage flow. A single jet-to-plate spacing large enough to yield free-surface jets was 
also studied. The data reveal a complex dependence of local and average Nusselt numbers 
on the geometric parameters which describe the problem configuration. 

Introduction 
Impinging jets provide high transport coefficients which make 

them attractive for use in applications such as paper drying, 
quenching of metals, turbine blade cooling, and thermal control of 
a variety of high heat flux devices (electronics, X-ray optics, etc.). 
Impinging liquid jets provide particularly high heat/mass transfer. 
Although such jets yield very high heat transfer coefficients in the 
stagnation zone, the transport drops quite rapidly as the fluid 
transists from impingement at the jet stagnation point to parallel 
flow. For this reason jets are often used in arrays in industrial 
practice. There has been considerable recent work investigating the 
fundamental transport behavior of single liquid jets. There is a 
considerable body of literature dealing with crossflow effects on 
heat transfer under arrays of air jets (Florschuetz et al., 1980; 
Florschuetz et al., 1981; Hollworth and Berry, 1978; Huang et al., 
1998; Kercher and Tabakoff, 1970; Obot and Trabold, 1987; Van 
Treuren et al., 1994). These studies have thoroughly investigated 
the influence of crossflow of spent air on heat transfer over a wide 
range of relevant problem parameters. Recent reviews surveying 
the literature on liquid jets (Lienhard, 1995; Webb and Ma, 1995) 
reveal few investigations characterizing the behavior of liquid jet 
arrays. More recent studies include those of Pan and Webb (1995), 
Lienhard et al. (1996), and Oh et al. (1998). These investigations 
have focused largely on arrays for which cross-flow effects, which 
potentially degrade the high stagnation heat transfer associated 
with impinging jets, are designed to be minimal. 

This study deals with the effect of drainage configuration on the 
transport behavior of liquid jet arrays in confined channels. Heat 
transfer phenomena are studied for both flooding (submerged) and 
free-surface jet arrays conditions. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

The apparatus for study of the effects of drainage configuration 
on heat transfer under an array of impinging liquid jets consisted 
of the liquid delivery and metering system, the heater plate, and the 
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local temperature measurement system. These will now be de
scribed in detail, followed by the experimental procedure. 

Flow Delivery System. The flow delivery system is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. House supply water at 517 kPa (75 psi) 
was delivered to two vertically mounted rotameters which were 
configured in parallel. The two flowmeters provided two different 
ranges (maxima 1.3 X 10^4 m3/s and 9.5 X 10~4 mVs, respec
tively) for optimal control of the water flow rate and metering. 
After passing through the flowmeters the water was directed to the 
top of a plenum 100 mm square by 130 mm high. Inside the walled 
Plexiglas plenum the water passed through two baffle plates before 
entering a 9.5-mm thick jet orifice plate attached to the bottom of 
the plenum. The plenum was designed to accommodate one of four 
such orifice plates, each with a different nozzle array configuration 
(5 X 5, 7 X 7, 9 X 9, and 11 X 11 jet arrays corresponding, 
respectively, to dimensionless jet-to-jet spacings of sld = 12, 8, 
6, and 4.8 in a square jet array pattern). The jet orifice diameter 
was maintained constant among all plates at d = 1.6 mm. Plenum-
side orifice entrances were countersunk at 45-deg angles to provide 
smooth inlets. After passing through the orifice plate the water 
impinged against a heated plate of area 90 mm X 100 mm. The 
spent fluid flowed in a rectangular channel bounded by the jet 
orifice plate on top, the heated impingement plate on bottom, and 
copper electrical bus bars which formed the side walls. Single and 
dual-exit configurations were studied, which permitted channel 
drainage from one or both ends of the channel, respectively, as 
seen in the lower panel of Fig. 1. The orifice plate was positioned 
at a desired distance z from the impingement plate using precision-
machined spacer rods, after which the bus bars were pressed firmly 
against the plenum/orifice plate assembly to form a water-tight 
seal. No leakage was observed between the copper bus bars and the 
vertical walls of the plenum. 

Four different nozzle-to-plate spacings were investigated in the 
study corresponding to zld = 1, 2, 4, and a final spacing which 
would ensure free-surface flow for all jets in the array (typically 15 
diameters). The spacing chosen for the free-surface jets insured 
that jet acceleration and necking due to gravity was less than five 
percent of the jet exit values, with the exception of the very low 
Reynolds number experiments where it reached as high as ten 
percent. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the experimental apparatus 

A jet-average Reynolds number was calculated from the total 
metered water flow rate from the relation 

Re 
4G 

mrdv (1) 

where G is the total flow rate through all orifices and n is the total 
number of jets in the array. 

To evaluate the differences in jet velocity due to drainage 
channel streamwise variations in pressure the apparatus was mod
ified to permit the collection of pressure data in the channel. 
Pressure difference data were taken for the sld = 4.8 orifice plate 
for the single-exit flow condition, since the heat transfer data for 
this experimental condition showed the greatest influence of jet 
velocity variations in the streamwise direction. The bus bars which 
formed the side walls of the flow channel were replaced in the 
pressure measurement experiments by Plexiglas plates. Pressure 
taps were drilled in one of the Plexiglas side walls at five equi-
spaced locations along the channel. These holes were used to 
measure the pressure difference between the plenum directly 
above the jet orifice plate and the flow channel at the five stream-
wise locations. The taps were located in the side wall of the flow 

channel so as to measure the difference between plenum pressure 
and static pressure in the channel. Data were taken for four 
different operating conditions: zld = 1 and 4 at representative low 
and high flow rates. The acquired pressure difference data permit
ted the estimate of the distribution of flow rates among jets in the 
array along the streamwise direction. 

Heated Impingement Plate. The impingement plate was 
composed of a 0.025-mm thick sheet of stainless steel shim stock 
which was connected to two large copper bus bars (see Fig. 1). The 
bus bars were contoured along one edge so as to provide good 
contact area with the metal foil heater, in a design similar to that 
used previously (Pan et al., 1992). The metallic foil heater was 
stretched tightly to prevent deflection by the impinging force of the 
jets. This was accomplished by systematically tightening threaded 
rods connected to, but electrically insulated from the bus bars. 
Measurements of impingement plate displacement under the jet 
array revealed a maximum deflection of less than 0.04 mm (0.0015 
in.). The bus bars provided not only uniform distribution of the 
electrical power to the heater foil, but also served as the bounding 
side walls in the channel flow following impingement of the jets. 
The bus bars were attached by welding cable to two DC power 
supplies connected in parallel, with a maximum total amperage 
capacity of 240 amps. 

The total power dissipated in the foil heater was calculated by 
the product of the voltage drop and the current drawn. The power 
supplies provided accurate digital readout of the total current 
drawn by the foil heater during heating. Since considerable voltage 
drop can occur in the contact between the copper bus bars and the 
foil heater, voltage taps were attached directly to one edge of the 
heater foil at a known distance along the direction of current flow. 
The total power was then determined by the product of the sum of 
the current from the two power supplies, and the measured voltage 
drop across the heater. The heat flux imposed was then calculated 
as the ratio of the Ohmic dissipation to the area defined by the 
heater width and the heater length between voltage taps. 

Temperature Measurement. The local temperature of the 
heated impingement plate was measured using a two-dimensional 
infrared imaging camera. The unwetted underside of the heated 
foil was painted flat black (to maximize emission and minimize 
reflections), and was imaged through an infrared, front-surface 
mirror by the thermal imaging camera. The infrared image was 
recorded on a conventional video cassette recorder for subsequent 
playback and analysis using commercial frame grabber hardware 
and image manipulation software. The optical configuration used 
in this study yielded spatial temperature resolution on the heated 
plate of the order of 0.3 mm. During the experimentation, the 
liquid jet temperature Tj was measured radiometrically by imaging 
the unheated foil exposed to jet impingement. A precision liquid-
in-glass thermometer positioned in the plenum provided a refer
ence measurement for comparison. The local heated plate temper
ature Tp was measured after electrical current was applied to the 
heater and under the cooling effects of the impinging jet array. The 
local heat transfer coefficient was calculated from the heat flux 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A 
d 
G 

h 
h 

hr 

= impingement plate area 
= inside diameter of jet 
= total volumetric flow through jet 

array 
= heat transfer coefficient 
= plate-average heat transfer coeffi

cient 
= row-average heat transfer coefficient 

k = thermal conductivity 

L = plate length 
n = number of jets in the array 

Nu = local Nusselt number, hdlk 
Nu = plate-average Nusselt number, 

__ hdlk 
Nu,. = row-average Nusselt number, 

h,d/k 
q" = plate heat flux 

Re 
s 

Tj 
T 

T 

= jet-average Reynolds number 
= jet-to-jet spacing (center-to-center) 
= jet temperature 
= local impingement plate tempera

ture 
= average plate temperature 
= average temperature below jet row 
= nozzle-to-plate spacing 
= kinematic viscosity 
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imposed at the heater foil and the measured liquid jet and local 
plate temperatures from Newton's law of cooling: 

h = q"/(T„-Tj). (2) 

The registration of positions in the infrared images and the phys
ical location on the heated plate was accomplished by matching 
drastic changes.in the emissivity of the imaged system with known 
physical components and their positions. 

The infrared thermography system was calibrated using the 
procedure outlined by Pan et al. (1992), and described in detail by 
Garrett (1998). While the plate was unheated electrically, heated 
water was directed through the array and the infrared image of the 
plate was acquired. The water temperature was measured using the 
precision mercury-in-glass thermometer. With such high heat 
transfer coefficients (h > 20,000 W/m2K) the plate assumed the 
impinging jet water temperature. The measured plate radiance was 
then related to the known plate (jet water) temperature independent 
of the radiative properties on the imaged side of the impingement 
plate. This procedure was followed for 15 different water temper
atures spanning the plate temperature range observed in the ex
periments, and a calibration table was developed. This procedure 
yields accuracy in measured plate temperature of ±0.1 °C. 

The two-dimensional infrared images associated with the jet 
array cooling were extracted from the recorded images using the 
frame grabber hardware and software. Local Nusselt numbers were 
calculated for the array from the heat transfer coefficient deter
mined according to Eq. (2) and from the definition of Nu used 
here, which is based on the jet orifice diameter. Row-average 
Nusselt numbers were determined from plate temperature data in 
areas on the heated plate defined by a row of jets perpendicular to 
the crossflow direction according to the relation 

— q"d 
Nu< -ij^m (3) 

where Tr is the average heated surface temperature under the jet 
row in question. The plate-average Nusselt number was deter
mined for the full heated plate per the relation 

— q"d 
Nu = T - - — (4) 

(Tp - Tj)k 

where Tf is the average plate temperature. Note that the jet orifice 
diameter d is the characteristic length used in the definitions of 
local and average Nusselt number. The row-average and plate-
average temperatures used in Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively, were 
calculated by area-averaging the local impingement surface tem
perature data measured. The side columns of jets (column parallel 
to drainage flow and adjacent to the bounding side walls) and exit 
row jets were not used in the determination of the plate-average 
Nusselt number in order to eliminate end effects and anomalous 
exit row phenomena. 

An uncertainty analysis was performed by the method outlined 
in Beckwith et al. (1982), and full details of the analysis may be 
found in Garrett (1998). The calibrated infrared imaging system 
yielded measured temperature differences (Tp — T/) conserva
tively accurate to 0.3°C. Voltage and current for the heated im
pingement plate were measured to 0.02 V and 0.3 A, respectively. 
Water flow rates were measured to 2.5 percent of flowmeter full 
scale. These were the dominant contributions to uncertainty in 
dimensionless quantities. The uncertainty in average jet Reynolds 
number was found to be 3.9 percent and 10.8 percent for Re = 
3600 and 820, respectively. Corresponding uncertainties in Nusselt 
number were 4.6 percent and 8.3 percent, respectively. 

Results and Discussion 

Jet Flow Distribution. An understanding of the flow rate 
distribution among jets in the orifice plate is critical to the under
standing of the local and average heat transfer phenomena. Using 

1 3 r 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig. 2 Distribution of flow through each jet row for the sld = 4.8 array 
configuration 

the measured pressure differences between plenum and drainage 
channel, the fluid flow rate through each row of jet orifices was 
calculated from the energy equation (Gerhart and Gross, 1985). All 
pressure losses were included in the analysis. Since the pressure 
difference was measured at only five streamwise locations, the data 
were interpolated to determine the flow rate through each of the jet 
rows in the array. Velocities in each of the jet rows were deter
mined with the constraint that the sum of jet flows from all rows 
matched the metered total flow rate. The predicted distributions are 
shown in Fig. 2 as a percentage of total flow through each row of 
jets for nominal Reynolds numbers 1100 and 2500 for sld = 4.8 
(11 X 11 array), zld = 1 and 4, with the single-exit drainage 
configuration. The final row of jets did not impinge completely on 
the impingement plate, so it is not included here. However, its 
contribution to the total flow was included in the calculation. 

Figure 2 reveals that the larger nozzle-to-plate spacing results in 
more uniform flow rate distribution among jet rows. There is little 
variation in the percent of total flow among the rows of jets for 
zld = 4 for both Reynolds numbers studied. However, there is 
significant variation in the distribution for zld = 1; the fraction of 
total array flow through each row of orifices varies from slightly 
over six percent in the upstream-most row (row 1) to 12.5 percent 
in the final row of holes. This is due to the fact that pressures in the 
upstream region of the drainage channel are higher than those 
downstream near the exit. Resulting pressure differences are lower 
upstream than near the exit with correspondingly lower jet veloc
ities. This has been observed previously in air jet arrays with 
confined crossflow (Kercher and Tabakoff, 1970; Florschuetz et 
al., 1981; Van Treuren et al, 1994). This nonuniform flow distri
bution among jets in the array cannot be avoided if the orifices are 
fed from a common plenum. As will be seen in sections to follow, 
the nonuniform flow distribution will impact the local and row-
average Nusselt number distribution along the impingement plate. 
It is expected that the flow rate distribution would be uniform 
through the array for free-surface jet conditions, since the orifice 
exit pressure is identical for all jets along the length of the flow 
channel for this condition. 

Plate-Average Nusselt Number. The variation in plate-
average Nusselt number with Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 3 
for the zld = 4 configuration for all jet-to-jet spacings studied. 
Nusselt numbers have been normalized by Pr"3 to facilitate later 
comparison with air jet array studies. All properties were deter
mined at the average film temperature. The solid and dashed lines 
are least-squares fits of the dual-exit and single-exit drainage 
configuration data, respectively. The empirical correlations will be 
presented and discussed later. The general trends in these data are 
representative of those for other nozzle-to-plate spacings studied. 

Figure 3 reveals that the dual-exit configuration results in higher 
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Fig. 3 Variation of plate-average Nusselt number with Reynolds number 
for the zld = 4 nozzle-to-plate spacing 

average Nusselt number than the single-exit system. The differ
ence in Nu between the two drainage modes is modest, but 
consistent. Recall that the spent fluid is free to exit on both sides 
of the bounding channel in the dual-exit configuration, whereas the 
crossflow accumulates entirely in one direction for single-exit 
drainage. The dual exit configuration thus minimizes the influence 
of crossflow. Therefore, stagnation flow heat transfer has more 
influence on overall heat transfer from the heated plate than the 
channel flow heat transfer resulting from increased crossflow. This 
is consistent with the intuitive observation that well-drained arrays 
yield higher average heat transfer than those for which drainage is 
somehow inhibited and where the resulting parallel flow momen
tum interrupts the stagnation flow. A comparison of data from this 
study with the empirical correlation developed for the well-drained 
square array configuration of Pan and Webb (1995) showed aver
age square-array module Nusselt numbers to be between 20 per
cent and 30 percent higher than for the confined exit flow results 
presented here (Garrett, 1998). 

Finally, the data of Fig. 3 reveal that the plate-average Nusselt 
number is higher for lower jet-to-jet spacings (i.e., more dense jet 
arrays). A higher density of jets yields stagnation flow with its 
associated higher transport over greater area on the impingement 
plate. Further, it is consistent with prior air jet array studies (e.g., 
Kercher and Tabakoff, 1970; Hollworth and Berry, 1978; Flor-
schuetz et al., 1981). It is also true that, for the same average 
Reynolds number as defined here, denser jet arrays have higher 
overall mass flow rate, which would produce more intense cross-
flow heat transfer as well. The plate-average heat transfer coeffi
cient h for the different jet array configurations is compared on the 
basis of overall array mass flow rate G in Fig. 4 for the single-exit 
drainage configuration and the two extremes in nozzle-to-plate 
spacing studied, zld — 1 and free-surface jets. A higher plate-
average heat transfer coefficient indicates more effective cooling 
with resulting lower average plate temperature for the isoflux 
boundary condition. The figure shows that on the basis of identical 
total mass flow rate through the jet array, the higher jet-to-jet 
spacing (less populated array) yields a higher plate-average heat 
transfer coefficient. This was also observed by Hollworth and 
Berry (1978) and Obot and Trabold (1987) for air jet arrays. Using 
the total fluid delivered to the heated plate as the basis for com
parison, the sparse array has the overall thermal advantage. How
ever, it will be shown later that sparse arrays yield considerable 
more variation in local heat transfer. 

Single submerged impinging jets exhibit a maximum in Nusselt 
number as a function of the nozzle-to-plate spacing in the range 
z/<5? = 5 — 8 (Martin, 1977). This spacing corresponds to the end 
of the jet potential core where the jet velocity is still substantially 
equal to the nozzle exit velocity, and the turbulence due to shear 
between jet and ambient fluid is a maximum. To investigate this 
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Fig. 4 Variation of plate-average heat transfer coefficient with total 
array flow rate for the zld = 1 and free-surface jet conditions 

phenomenon for liquid jet arrays with crossflow, the influence of 
nozzle-to-plate spacing on plate-average Nusselt number was care
fully studied for two Reynolds numbers with the s/d = 4.8 jet 
array, single-exit configuration. The results are shown in Fig. 5 
where the plate-average Nusselt number is plotted as a function of 
the nozzle-to-plate spacing. As zld is increased the flow character 
changes from a flooded channel/submerged jet flow to free-surface 
jets. The free-surface jet regime is characterized by distinct free-
surface jets issuing from each orifice in the array, subsequently 
forming a layer of liquid along the heated plate whose local 
thickness depends on s/d and Re. There is a transition regime 
which separates the fully flooded (submerged) channel flow from 
the free-surface jet flow. This transition regime is characterized by 
an upstream portion of the channel being flooded and the remain
ing portion near the channel exit being free-surface; the "interface" 
between flooded and free-surface portions is displaced upstream as 
Re is reduced or zld is increased. The filled symbols in Fig. 5 
indicate the fully flooded regime, the open symbols denote the 
free-surface regime, and the shaded symbols reflect zld values 
where transition between the two occurs. It appears that the tran-
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Fig. 5 Variation of plate-average Nusselt number with nozzle-to-plate 
spacing for the sld = 4.8 array. Filled symbols denote fully flooded 
channel flow, open symbols indicate free-surface Jets, and the shaded 
symbols reflect transition between the flooded and free-surface regimes. 
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Table 1 Constants for the empirical correlation of Eq. (5) for 
the zld = 4 configuration 

Single-exit drainage Dual-exit drainage 

sld 

4.8 
6 
8 
12 

A 

0.042 
0.019 
0.0099 
0.048 

m 

0.82 
0.88 
0.95 
0.70 

A 

0.041 
0.022 
0.0089 
0.041 

m 

0.84 
0.88 
0.97 
0.73 

sition occurs at or near zld — 12 for both Reynolds numbers 
explored. The Nusselt number maximum observed previously for 
single submerged jets is also exhibited in the jet flow/crossflow 
configuration. Further, the maximum is found for zld *= 4, which 
is perhaps lower than the zld = 5-8 range published for single 
submerged jets. This reduction in the zld corresponding to maxi
mum heat transfer has been observed in some previous studies of 
air jet arrays with crossflow (Hollworth and Berry, 1978; some 
suggestion of maximum in Obot and Trabold, 1987). The average 
Nusselt number at values of zld above the transition jet-to-plate 
spacing (zld «* 12) is nearly constant. 

Figure 5 shows clearly that free-surface jet arrays exhibit lower 
transport characteristics than the submerged jet arrays. This gen
eral observation is typical of all experimental data in the study. The 
difference can be quite dramatic; the Re = 1760 data reveal a 
25-40 percent drop in Nu between the maximum in the flooded jet 
array at zld «* 4 and the values found in the free-surface regime 
(zld > 12). The reason for the reduced heat transfer in the 
free-surface regime will be discussed later where the row-average 
Nusselt number data are explored. 

As revealed by the data of Fig. 5, the Nu versus Re data of Fig. 
3 for zld = 4 represent the optimum spacing for plate-average heat 
transfer coefficient. Given this optimum heat transfer condition, 
the data for zld = 4 were correlated empirically for both the 
single-exit and dual-exit configurations, for all jet-to-jet spacings 
studied over the range of Reynolds number in the investigation. 
The form of the correlation used is 

Nu/Pr"3 = A Re" (5) 

where A and m are constants determined from the least-squares 
correlation of the measurements. The correlation results are sum
marized in Table 1. It is seen that the exponent m varies between 
0.70 and 0.97. With the exception of the sld = 12 array, the 
exponent m increases with increasing sld, as was observed by 
Kercher and Tabakoff (1970) for air jet arrays with crossflow. The 
exponent for turbulent channel flow would be expected to be m ^ 
0.8, as opposed to m « 0.5 characteristic of stagnation flow (Pan 
et al., 1992; Gabour and Lienhard, 1993). It is clear that the 
superposition of stagnation flow and crossflow in the channel 
yields heat transfer characteristics different from either mecha
nism. Even the most sparse array (sld = 12), for which the 
crossflow is a minimum and the jets act rather independently, 
exhibits average heat transfer behavior somewhat different from 
single submerged liquid jets. 

The correlated plate-average Nusselt number for submerged jets 
from the present study (in the single-exit configuration) is com
pared to previously published correlations for air jet arrays in Fig. 
6. Unless noted otherwise in the figure (as in the case of limits in 
the experimental conditions studied) the correlation data shown 
were generated for sld = 6 and zld = 4. As a rule, previous 
correlations suggest that Nu is proportional to Re'", where m is 
approximately 0.8. Kercher and Tabakoff found that the Reynolds 
number exponent m increased from 0.6 to 0.95 for jet-to-jet 
spacing increasing from sld = 3 and 12. Obot and Trabold (1987) 
presented three different correlations depending on the nature of 
the crossflow configuration (minimum, intermediate, and maxi
mum crossflow), with greater crossflow effect reducing the plate-
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Fig. 6 Comparison of present study with previous results for air jet 
arrays with crossflow 

average Nusselt number. The range of plate-average Nusselt num
ber bounded by minimum and maximum crossflow configurations 
from that study is shown in Fig. 6. The investigations of Kercher 
and Tabakoff (1970) and Florschuetz et_al. (1981) adopted an 
empirical correlation of the general form Nu/Pr"3 = 4> Re™ f(s/d, 
zld), where the function f(sld, zld) accounts for the influence of 
jet-to-jet and nozzle-to-plate spacing on average heat transfer, and 
4> is a heat transfer degradation factor accounting for the influence 
of local crossflow. Both f(s/d, zld) and </> were presented graph
ically. Ranges in average Nusselt number given by their correla
tions are shown in Fig. 6, with maximum crossflow reducing the 
minimum-crossflow Nu by approximately 60 percent in both cases. 

As seen in Fig. 6, differences exist in the magnitudes of corre
lated average Nusselt number among the studies. The results of 
this study lie within the range of all investigations. The differences 
in correlated Nusselt number may possibly be explained by vari
ations in plenum and jet orifice design (with associated differences 
in jet velocity distribution and turbulence level), heated impinge
ment plate length, etc. It has been previously shown that impinging 
jet heat transfer is significantly affected by the jet velocity distri
bution (Pan and Webb, 1992; Obot et al., 1979) and the turbulence 
level (Hoogendoorn, 1977; Kestin and Wood, 1971). 

Row-Average Nusselt Number. The row-average Nusselt 
number is shown as a function of jet row in the array for the sld = 
8, dual-exit configuration in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) displays the 
influence of Reynolds number, while Fig. 1(b) reveals the depen
dence on zld. The general symmetry expected for dual-exit drain
age is seen in the data about the channel centerline. The row-
average Nusselt number clearly rises with Reynolds number. 
Further, it may be seen that Nur displays greater dependence on 
row number as Reynolds number is increased; the Re = 700 data 
in Fig. 7(a) are nearly uniform over the channel length, while there 
is considerably more variation in Nur for Re = 3570. 

Figure 1(b) shows interesting behavior as zld increases. Nu,. 
increases with increasing nozzle-to-plate spacing from zld = 1 to 
4, then falls as z/d is further increased to the free-surface jet 
regime. This behavior was previously observed in the plate-
average Nusselt number data of Fig. 5. For identical Reynolds 
number, Fig. 1(b) shows that the shape of the Nur profile changes 
as the flow makes its transition from the fully flooded regime to the 
free-surface jet regime. The flooded regime features a local max
imum in Nur at the channel center, whereas local maxima occur at 
the channel exits for the free-surface jet regime. For the fully 
flooded case, the heated plate near the channel center is exposed 
largely to stagnation flow with its associated high local heat 
transfer, while the impinging jets downstream (on either side of the 
channel center for the dual-exit configuration) are weakened by the 
accumulated crossflow of upstream mass flow. In the free-surface 
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Fig. 7 Variation of row-average Nusselt number with location (row) for the s/d = 8 array configura
tion: (a) dependence on Reynolds number and (b) dependence on nozzle-to-plate spacing 

regime puddling occurs in the flow channel, with pockets of air and 
liquid separated by a free-surface interface. A two-dimensional 
depiction of the observed puddling and resulting stratification of 
the free surface profile along the channel length for the dual-exit 
configuration is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 8. Near the center 
of the channel the puddling was deepest, with successively thinner 
layers proceeding toward the channel exits on both sides. Thus, the 
impinging jets in this free-surface regime were forced to penetrate 
a thick turbulent liquid layer near the channel center, which is 
speculated to have reduced the jet stagnation momentum and 
associated stagnation heat transfer of the impinging jets there. The 
result, seen in Fig. 1(b), is row-average Nusselt numbers lower 
than that seen for the flooded cases at zld — 1 and 4, particularly 
near the center of the channel. The accumulated drainage flow 
exits the channel in a thin fast-moving layer, which results in 
relatively intense film heat transfer in those regions (rows 1 and 8 
in Fig. 1(b)). Thus, local maxima in Nu,. are observed at the exits 
of the channel. Overall, the result is lower row-average heat 
transfer coefficients throughout most of the channel in the free-
surface regime, with corresponding lower plate-average heat trans
fer. 

The row-average Nusselt number for the single-exit configura
tion is shown in Fig. 9 for all jet-to-jet spacings studied at zld = 
1 for Reynolds numbers which are nearly the same. Comparison at 
identical Re was not possible, but the conclusions drawn are not 
sensitive to Reynolds number. The data have been plotted as a 
function of normalized channel position, x/L, where L is the 
streamwise length of the heated plate, and x is defined such that 
x = 0 is the upstream channel boundary and x = L coincides with 

exit 

Impingement plate 

the downstream location of the (single) exit. These data are gen
erally representative of profiles for other zld investigated in the 
fully flooded regime. There is a general decreasing trend in Nu, 
with increasing x/L for the s/d = 6, 8, and 12 arrays. However, 
there is a local minimum in the Nu, behavior for the s/d = 4.8 
data near x/L = 0.5. Channel flow heat transfer is characteristi
cally less effective than stagnation flow, so the decreasing trend in 
Nu, with x/L is seen where the crossflow momentum may disrupt 
the impinging jets. Additionally, recall that for the same average 
Reynolds number, the total mass flow rate increases with decreas
ing s/d (increasing total number of jets in a given array area). 
Smaller jet-to-jet spacing with associated higher mass flow may 
result in increasingly higher crossflow intensity for downstream 
jets (at identical zld). As s/d is reduced (at constant zld), the 
combination of accumulated mass flow from upstream and the 
increasing jet flow rate in downstream jets (with associated strong 
stagnation transport) produces intense heat transfer. This yields a 
local minimum in Nu, at xlL «* 0.5 with increasing magnitudes 
thereafter. Monotonic decreases in the row-average Nusselt num
ber profile for jet-to-jet spacings of s/d = 6, 8, and 12 were 
observed for all zld investigated with the exception_of the s/d = 
6, zld = 4 configuration where a local minimum in Nu, was seen 
very near the channel exit (Garrett, 1998). 

The local minimum in Nu, for the s/d = 4.8 array configuration 
observed in Fig. 9 for zld = 1 was displaced downstream as zld 
was increased. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, where profiles of Nu,. 
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Fig. 8 Two-dimensional illustration of puddling and free-surface strati
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ration tion along the heated plate for the zld = 1 condition 
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Fig. 10 Illustration of streamwise displacement of the local minimum in 
row-average Nusselt number as the nozzle-to-plate spacing is increased 
for sld = 4.8 

are plotted as a function of position in the channel ( j e t row) for 
zld = 1 , 2 , and 4 at a nominal Reynolds number of Re = 2100. 
The location of the local minimum in the row-average Nusselt 
number is clearly evident (shown by the arrows). It is seen that the 
local minimum in Nur moves downstream with increasing nozzle-
to-plate spacing. Recall that higher jet mass flow rates were ob
served for downstream jets at low zld (see Fig. 2). The local 
increase in Nur at downstream locations is perhaps the result of 
more intense stagnation flow here due to higher jet velocities. The 
suggestion is that the position where improved jet stagnation flow 
heat transfer commences moves as the channel becomes restricted 
(reduced zld). Although not verified here, it may be speculated 
that this complex phenomenon would also be observed for less 
dense arrays (higher s/d) at Reynolds numbers higher than those 
investigated here. It may be concluded that nonmonotonic row
wise heat transfer is experienced as s/d and/or zld are decreased. 
The phenomenon is quite complex and the local Nusselt number 
behavior would be difficult to correlate. 

Local Heat Transfer. Local Nusselt number data are dis
played in two forms, with the objective of illustrating and drawing 
qualitative conclusions in support of those made previously with 
regard to average Nusselt number behavior. Gray-scale contour 
information is shown in Fig. 11 showing several streamwise col
umns of heated impingement plate area for the single-exit config
uration at zld = 1. These data are local Nusselt number contours 
calculated directly from the infrared images. The jet stagnation 
areas are distinguishable clearly as locally high Nusselt number 
regions (lighter gray shades), with areas of lower transport be
tween jet stagnation zones (darker gray shades). At extreme up
stream locations in the channel these high transport regions are 
near-concentric circles with highest Nu in the center. Downstream, 
the crossflow disrupts the impinging jets, deflecting the jet slightly 
downstream. The local heat transfer then becomes a superposition 
of stagnation flow and accumulated channel flow. The elongation 
of locally higher Nusselt number distributions under the jets is 
particularly evident near the exit. These trends are similar to those 
reported by Huang et al. (1998) for local heat transfer under air jet 
arrays. 

The local Nu contours of Fig. 11 suggest that the stagnation 
zones may be less affected by crossflow for increasing jet-to-jet 
spacing. This is evidenced by more concentric impingement heat 
transfer zones even for jets downstream near the channel exit (see, 

Wall Crossflow direction 

Fig. 11 Gray-scale contours of local Nusselt number for the four jet-to-
jet spacings investigated at zld = 1 

e.g., sld = 12). It would seem that with sparsely populated jet 
arrays there is ample drainage flow area between jets, permitting 
channel flow with reduced disturbance of the impinging jets them
selves. The radial drainage from adjacent jets in the cross-stream 
direction influences jet heat transfer more dramatically for smaller 
sld; the elliptical shape of the stagnation region at sld = 4.8 is 
evident even at extreme upstream jet rows, where neighboring jets 
in the same row "squeeze" the otherwise concentric impingement 
zone below jets in the array, similar to that observed by Van 
Treuren et al. (1994) for confined air jet arrays. 

Figure 12 illustrates profiles of the local Nusselt number distri
bution along a streamwise line joining jet centers, and a stream-
wise line midway between jet centers for zld = 1, Re = 2070, at 
sld = 6 and 12. For the profiles along lines connecting jet centers, 
the oscillatory nature of the Nu profiles illustrates the regions of 
high and low transport directly beneath and between the jets, 
respectively. Although the peak local Nusselt numbers are nearly 
the same for the two jet-to-jet spacings shown, the average along 
the line is considerably lower for the sld = 12 data profiles 
(corresponding to lower minima in Nu). This is consistent with the 
plate-average and row-average Nusselt number data presented 
previously, which showed lower average Nusselt numbers for 
sparse jet arrays. The Nu profiles corresponding to locations mid
way between the jets exhibit variation only in the extreme up
stream regions where crossflow effects are minimal. They are 
otherwise nearly constant with denser jet arrays yielding higher Nu 
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Fig. 12 Streamwise profiles of the local Nusselt number along a stream-
wise line joining jet centers (solid line) and a streamwise line midway 
between jet centers (dashed line) for two jet-to-jet spacings, zld = 1, Re = 
2070 
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along the line. Such strong oscillations in local Nusselt number 
have been observed previously in air jet arrays with crossflow 
(Florschuetz et al., 1980; Huang et al., 1998). 

All other experimental parameters remaining the same, the 
impact of crossflow appears to increase for decreasing sld. This is 
due to the combined effects of greater proximity among jets and 
greater total flow rate in the array (with resulting higher accumu
lation of fluid to be drained from the channel). Figures 11 and 12 
suggest that the local heat transfer at the stagnation point is not 
significantly affected by crossflow; the magnitude of maximum 
Nusselt number is nearly the same for both jet-to-jet spacings 
shown in Fig. 12. However, there is a reduction in local heat 
transfer coefficient in the area between jets, evidenced in both the 
contours of Fig. 11 and the between-jet data of Fig. 12. 

Conclusions 

Heat transfer data have been reported for impinging liquid jets 
issuing into a channel whose drainage is confined. Free-surface 
and flooded jets were studied for four different jet-to-jet spacings 
and four different nozzle-to-plate spacings. The results reveal that 
the plate-average heat transfer coefficient increases for decreasing 
jet-to-jet spacing. However, on the basis of identical total array 
flow rate, the average heat transfer coefficient is highest for the 
sparse array. A maximum in plate-average Nusselt number was 
observed for z/d «< 4, with reduced heat transfer for configurations 
at z/d below and above this value. As the nozzle-to-plate spacing 
is increased to approximately 12 diameters, the channel flow 
makes a transition from flooded (submerged) flow to distinct 
free-surface jets with a liquid layer blanketing the heated plate. 
Free-surface jet array heat transfer is found to be considerably 
lower than that for the fully flooded regime, believed due to the 
ineffective penetration by jets of the puddling and resulting liquid 
layer along the plate. There is substantial variation in the local heat 
transfer on the heated impingement plate with highest values 
directly beneath the impinging jets and lowest values along a 
streamwise line midway between the jets. Crossflow and the pres
ence of close neighboring jets has the effect of rendering normally 
concentric heat transfer zones around the stagnation point elliptical 
with some slight deflection of the jet's effect downstream. 
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Local Heat Transfer in a 
Rotating Square Channel 
With Jet Impingement 
The influence of rotation and jet mass flow rate on the local heat transfer coefficient for 
a single confined impinging round jet with a fixed jet-to-wall spacing of Hid = 5 was 
studied for the jet Reynolds number from 6500 to 26,000 and the rotational Reynolds 
number from 0 to 112,000. The local heat transfer coefficient along the surface is 
measured and the effect of the rotation on the stagnation (peak) point, local and average 
Nusselt number, is presented and discussed. Furthermore, a correlation was developed for 
the average Nusselt number in terms of the parameters of Res and Ren. In general, the 
combined jet impingement and rotation effect are shown to affect the heat transfer 
response. Rotation decreases the average Nusselt number values from 15 to 25 percent in 
outward and inward radial flow, respectively. Finally, comparisons of the present data 
with existing results for multijets with rotation were also made. 

Introduction 
Jet impingement cooling has long been an area of active re

search, and with an ever-increasing scope of applications, the field 
continues to attract plenty of attention. Extensive reviews of flow 
and heat transfer between impinging jets and a flat plate have been 
reported by Becko (1976) and Martin (1977). Impingement jets 
can be applied to the locations of interest and produce very high 
local heat transfer rates with minimal consumption of fluid. In 
addition, heat transfer on rotating disks is also a commonly occur
ring topic in convection heat transfer, especially in rotating ma
chinery. This process is particularly important to protect the local 
hot spots such as occur near the stagnation region of gas turbine 
blades. A number of investigators have studied the flow phenom
ena and heat transfer characteristics for a circular impinging jet 
onto a flat plate. These are including the local heat transfer and the 
correlations of the average Nusselt number in terms of relevant 
parameters (Gardon and Cobonpue, 1962; Gardon and Akfirt, 
1966) However, the impingement cooling studied in the past was 
forced on a flat plate. 

Recently, Gau and Chung (1991) experimentally studied the 
surface curvature effect on the slot air jet impingement cooling 
flow and heat transfer process. Data for the stagnation point and 
the average Nusselt number over the curved surface were exten
sively extracted. Jambunathan et al. (1992) studied the impinge
ment cooling of a single air jet and correlated the local convective 
heat transfer coefficient as a function of Re, zld, xld, and Pr. 
Huber and Viskanta (1994) reported the results of the effect of 
jet-to-wall spacing on convective heat transfer in a confined im
pinging jet. More recently, Garimella and Rice (1995) experimen
tally investigated the local heat transfer from a small heat source to 
a perpendicular injection of a confined liquid jet. 

Several papers related to a rotating free (unenclosed) disk in an 
impinging round jet were reported by Metzger and Grochowsky 
(1977) and Popiel and Boguslawski (1986), respectively. The 
study done by Metzger and Grochowsky (1977) concerns mea
surements of the average convective heat transfer characteristics 
on the jet-side disk face. Popiel and Boguslawski (1986) measured 
the distributions of the local heat transfer coefficient versus the 
rotational Reynolds number. Identification of flow conditions at 

which impinging jets provide effective intensification of convec
tive processes on rotating disks was achieved. Moreover, when 
impingement is not on the axis of the rotation, the rotating disk 
induces on its surface an axisymmetric wall jet which interacts 
with the impinging jet to produce a cross flow effect, affecting the 
jet trajectories and consequently affecting the distribution of im
pingement heat transfer rates. Metzger et al. (1991) developed an 
experimental method applied to the measurement of local heat 
transfer on a rotating disk, with flow between the disk and a closely 
spaced stator disk provided by jet impingement onto the disk from 
a single jet nozzle in the stator. 

In spite of the foregoing discussion, it is found that the studies 
of confined impingement coolings on a flat wall with rotation with 
applications to gas turbines are relatively scarce. Bunker et al. 
(1992a, b) experimentally studied local heat transfer in turbine disk 
cavities in rotor and stator cooling with hub and radial location 
injection of a coolant. The effect of channel rotation on jet im
pingement cooling by arrays of circular jets in two channels was 
studied by Parsons et al. (1998) and Parsons and Han (1998). 

Based on the literature review with rotation, it is found that, in 
addition to the aspect ratio, the ratio of wall temperature to local 
fluid temperature, and which wall is heated, the local Nusselt 
number in the flow direction of the impingement of a confined air 
jet on a constant heat flux smooth flat plate is a function of 
following variables and it can be written in the following form: 

Nu = Nu(Rej., Ren, Hid, xld, q) (1) 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF HEAT 
TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, Aug. 24, 1997; 
revision received, June 15, 1999. Keywords: Heat Transfer, Impingement, Jets, 
Rotating, Turbines. Associate Technical Editor: J. Han. 

in which HId is jet-to-wall spacing, q stands for surface heat flux, 
x is the flow direction, and d is jet hole diameter. Re, is the jet 
Reynolds number based on nozzle diameter, Vjd/v and Re,i is the 
rotational Reynolds number based on the rotational speed il and 
the rotating radius R. 

In this work an experimental study of the heat transfer of a 
single circular air jet on a heated flat rotating wall was studied for 
Re, from 6500 to 26,000, Hid = 5, and Refi from 16,000 to 
112,000 with a constant heat flux level of 6890 W/m2. Tempera
ture measurements for the target were made to quantitatively 
determine the local heat transfer coefficients under various Re, and 
Ren. The heat transfer results were correlated in terms of the 
relevant parameters such as Re; and Rea to provide a thermal 
design basis for related applications. Table 1 gives the relevant 
parameters of the present study. The objectives of the study are 
threefold: (1) to apply the experimental method developed to the 
acquisition of local data for heat transfer between a rotating 
channel and impinging jet, (2) to explore the effects of Re,, and 
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Table 1 Nozzle geometries and operating conditions in the channel under study 

geometries 
W (mm) 

-10 

H(mm) 

10 

AR(II/W) L(mm) 

170 

d(mm) Ln(nini) I'll (mm) 

150 

Ln/D 

4.5 

(H/d) 

relavent 
parameters 

Re, (Jet Reynolds number) Re.. = 
SIR2 (Rotational Reynolds number) 
~ (R= 1 +rn ) 

6500- 26000 0-112000 

test section 
boundary 
conditions 

Q.=constant heat flux ( 6980 W/m2) 
T2 =T3 =T4 = isothermal(25 °C) 

Axis of 
L: test section length 

• L • 

Reji on stagnation and local heat transfer characteristics in a single 
circular confined jet with rotation, and (3) to broaden our funda
mental understanding of the confined circular jet with rotation. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The experimental setup and details for temperature measure

ment are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The facility is 
mainly comprised of a heated section, compressor, a motor, a heat 
source, two slip ring assemblies, and a data logger (see Fig. 1 for 
details). The hollow rotating shaft is driven by 1 HP DC motor 
with a toothed belt drive pulley system through a frequency-
controlled motor controller with a maximum rotating speed of 
1600 rpm. The rotation speed is measured by a digital photo 
tachometer and varies up to 420 rpm. The rotating shaft and 
supporting bearing system are horizontally mounted on a rigid, 
heavy steel plate. The rotating channel is connected perpendicu
larly to the rotating shaft. The impinging air jet with average jet 
exit horizontally about 50 to 250 m/s issuing from the nozzle is 
supplied with a high-pressure compressor (5 HP motor driven) 
system. The air pressure in the compressor tank is in the range of 
6 — 8 kg/cm2. Air is compressed and stored in a 200 L air tank at 
a specified pressure for eliminating air surge. Air flow rate is 
controlled and measured by a precise pressure regulator (model 
FCK-500). To obtain the accurate flow rate, the measured flow rate 

should be compensated due to the temperature effect with a factor 
of 0.3%/°C which was suggested by the manufacturer. A flexible 
tube at the end of the air supply system is connected to the air jet 
chamber, which is composed of two air plena. The upper plenum 
is made of 12-mm thick plexiglas which is 170 mm long and the 
internal cross section is 10 X 10 mm. The lower plenum is 
designed and constructed for the flexibility in interchanging dif
ferent circular nozzle configurations. The details of the test section 
assembly are also presented in Fig. 2. 

The main part was a strip of 0.1-mm thick copper plate with a 
heating section of nominal 110 X 12-mm etched thin-foil heater 
with a thickness of 0.1 mm exposed to the coolant to warrant a 
nearly uniform heat flux hold. The test section consisted of a 
square channel with a cross section of 10 X 10 mm mounted on a 
shaft supported by two bearings. The rotating shaft speed is mea
sured by a digital photo tachometer. The air jet generated from the 
air jet chamber normally impinges onto the center of a heated 
impingement block. The size of the heated impingement block is 
110 mm long, 12 mm wide, and 12.2 mm thick. The heated 
impingement plate composed of three layers is also shown in Fig. 
2 (see, section A-A for details). The first layer is the heated 
impingement surface, made of a 0.1-mm thick copper sheet with a 
size of 110 X 12 mm. It is polished to minimize the surface 
roughness and emissivity. Therefore, it reduces radiative heat 

Nomenclature 

A = area of heated surface 
d = jet hole diameter ( = 2 mm) 
h = convective heat transfer coeffi

cient, q/(TWiX — T/) 
k = thermal conductivity of air 
L = test section length (=170 mm) 
( = downstream (lateral) length 

(=85 mm) 
= jet hole length ( = 9 mm) 
= local Nusselt number, hdlk 
= local Nusselt number with rotation 
= local Nusselt number without rota

tion 
= stagnation (peak) Nusselt number, 

h„dlk 
q = surface heat flux, QJA 
R = rotating radius ( = rn + €) 

Nu 
Nu, 
Nu., 

Nu„ 

Re, = jet Reynolds number, Vjd/v 
R e a = rotational Reynolds number based 

on the rotating radius, SlR2lv 
ra = the distance from the center of 

rotating axis to the end of test 
section indicated in Table 1 
(=150 mm) 

S = dimensionless distance between 
the stagnations point (stationary) 
to the peak point 

Tj = jet exit temperature 
T„iX = local wall temperature 

Vj = average jet exit velocity 
x = lateral distance from the midpoint 

of the test section 
xld = dimensionless lateral distance 

H = jet-to-wall spacing (=10 mm) 
Hid = dimensionless jet-to-wall spacing 

Greek Symbols 

v = kinematic viscosity at T, 
CI = rotational speed 

Subscripts 

aw = adiabatic wall 
b, x = local bulk mean fluid temperature 

j = jet 
r, o = stagnation point with rotation 

x = local downstream position 
w = wall/surface 

w, x = local wall temperature 
0 = stagnation point 

— = average 
Cl = rotation 
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup and instrumentation details of temperature 
measurement (side view) 

plexiglas bus blocks, which were in turn connected to power leads. 
The jet nozzle is stuck on a balsa wood plate with a jet hole length 
to jet diameter of LJd = 4.5 served as a jet plate which has a 
thickness of 38 mm. The jet direction relative to rotation axis is in 
parallel, but exit flow (wall jet) direction is perpendicular to the 
rotation axis. To reduce the heat loss from the jet plate, it is also 
covered with 12-mm thickness plexiglas, which ensures that the 
impingement plate and the jet plate are insulated. The assembly 
was fixed in a stainless steel frame with a screwed flange. The 
source of power from the circuit was an autotransformer, supplied 
from a standard 110 V, 60 Hz AC wall outlet. For the present 
study, the transformer was designed for a load output of 20, 40, 
and 60 V with a maximum current of 3 amps. The supplied power 
to the heating foils is measured by an accurate digital power meter. 
Two additional thermocouples are used to measure the bulk flow 
temperature of working fluid at the inlet/exit. All the temperature 
signals are acquired with a data logger (YEW Model 3088) and 
sent into a 486 PC for data processing and plotting. 

losses. The second layer is a 110 X 12-mm etched thin-foil heater 
with a thickness of 0.1 mm, cemented on the inner surface of the 
first layer. The etched thin-foil heater, which can be applied to a 
voltage range of 0-60 V, is used for heating the copper plate. The 
third layer (i.e., outer layer) is a 12-mm thick plexiglas, which is 
adhered to the backside of the film heater to prevent conductive 
heat losses from the heaters. It is so designed that the maximum 
heat flux can be reached to 0.15 MW/m2. The temperature of the 
center of the inner surface (exposed to the flow) of the heater was 
measured by 23-gage 40 Fe-Cn thermocouples which were elec
trically insulated from the thin-foil heater. The spacing of any two 
neighboring thermocouples is 5 mm. The thermocouples were 
spring-loaded against the copper surface and a silicone paste 
(cement) was applied to each thermocouple bead to provide elec
trical isolation with good thermal contact. The test plate is de
signed to provide a known heat flux and allow measurement of the 
wall temperature at various locations. Temperatures measured at 
the bottom surface of the heated impingement plate were used with 
a solution of the two-dimensional heat equation to obtain the 
temperature field within the plate and the distribution of the 
convection heat transfer coefficient along the impingement sur
face. A two-dimensional conduction model was used to provide 
wall temperature correction estimates for the measurements. 

The strip on either side of the active section was connected to 

Data Reduction 
For estimating the convective heat flux dissipated from the 

heated impingement plate, based on the energy balance, it is 
proposed that at steady state, the total heat generated by the 
thin-foil heater Q, is converted into the following heat transfer 
modes during the experiments: (1) conductive heat loss, Qc; (2) 
radiative heat loss, Q,\ and (3) convective heat dissipated from the 
impingement plate, Q,.„. That is, 

Qc, = Q,~Qc- Q, (2) 

This energy balance of Eq. (2) calculates the net convective 
heat, <2„, dissipated from the impingement plate to the air jet in 
the confinement. Heat loss measurements were obtained with no 
coolant flow (i.e., no jet impingement) with the channel ends 
sealed and the internal recirculation was restricted as well and 
constant electrical power was supplied under steady-state condi
tions with rotation. The total power input to heater is Q, which 
equals I2R. Here / is the electric circuit of the AC power supply 
and R is the resistance of the thin-foil heater. It was verified in 
preliminary tests that the variation of resistance with temperature 
could be neglected (less than ±0.2 percent), as the heater temper
ature variation was less than 40 K in the present study and the 
variation in resistivity with temperature is extremely small. Qr is 
the radiative heat loss from the copper surface to its surroundings. 

Plexiglas Temperature measurement 
, smooth exit duct position and impinging surface 

- 3 0 • ! - . . 1 1 0 -

Plexlglas 
smooth exit duct 

(a) front view 

110 -

tempera ture measurement 

section A-A 

© N53P 

(c) side view of test section Detail of B 

Fig. 2 Detailed dimensions of the test section 

2», 
nozzle diameter d 

(b) side view 

© 2 3 Thermocouples along the 
Power ^ center line of heated plates 
supply j 

(rS) 2 Thermocouples located at 
inlet/exit for bulk temperature 

H I Plexiglas 
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ffiH Copper plate 
H i Film heater 

Unit: mm 
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Fig. 3 Effect of rotational Reynolds number on the axial variation of local Nusselt 
number or Re; = 6500 

It is calculated using thermal diffuse gray-body networks. Based 
on the above analysis, the maximum radiative heat loss is less than 
five percent of the total power input for all the cases under study. 
Qc is the conductive heat loss to the copper plate and balsa block 
and was calculated using a two-dimensional conduction mode and, 
eventually, to the room through the plexiglas. It is found that Qc 

value varies from 5-20 percent of the total input power. 
Before the experiments, all the thermocouples are calibrated in 

a constant temperature bath to ensure the measurement accuracy of 
±0.1CC. In each test run, the mass flow rate is adjusted to give the 
desired Reynolds number. After steady state is reached, the tem
perature distribution on the test plate is measured. It usually takes 
30 minutes to reach steady state except for the first data set. To get 
the local Nusselt number, one uses the following equation: 

hr — 
Qc, 

A(TW,X - Tb,x) • (3) 

The area A of the heated surface was carefully measured for 
each test section. The value of Tb%x is obtained by an energy 
balance. 

Consequently, based on Eq. (3), an average heat transfer coef
ficient (Gardon and Akfirt, 1966) for the surface can be secured as 
follows: 

2 hx(TWiX- Tj)Ax 

2 (TWJC - Tj)Ax 

(4) 

where n stands for a half-number of temperature measurement 
points (= 11 for this study), i is the ith measurement point, and Ax 
is the distance between two consecutive measurement points. 
Experimental data were taken in both rotating and stationary 
channels. Rotational speeds of 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, 360, and 
420 rpm were set in a clockwise direction. 

Uncertainty Analysis 
The uncertainty in the measurement can be categorized into two 

parts. The first is from the mass flow rate, the second is due to the 
convective heat transfer coefficient. The former is caused by the 
flow meter. The jet temperatures were measured just upstream of 
the nozzle inlet and were maintained at 25 ± 0.1 CC throughout the 
experiments. Jet flow rates were measured upstream of the plena 
using a floating meter (HC Model P-23-41G) which was accurate 

to within one percent of full-scale (0.5 1/s). The inlet Prandtl 
number was 0.7 (±0.5 percent) based on the jet exit temperature. 
The flow rates were used to determine mean nozzle discharge 
velocities from which impingement velocities were calculated. The 
uncertainty in Nusselt number was influenced primarily by the 
determination of heat flux and wall temperature. The heat flux was 
corrected, followed by Eq. (2). The determination of the heated 
impingement wall temperature was related to the thermal resis
tance of the adhesive layer (~0.1 mm) between the thermocouple 
bead and bottom wall of the copper plate. Since the thermal 
resistance of the adhesive layer is extremely small (typical value; 
7 X 10~10 m2KW~'), the uncertainty was determined to be negli
gible (4.9 X 10~6°C). The uncertainty in Reynolds number was 
affected by measurement of the flow rate and the nozzle exit area. 
Based on the above uncertainty estimate, the uncertainty in Re; 

was 6.2 percent and the Nusselt number was found to be less than 
16 percent. 

Results and Discussion 

Based on the previous studies (Parsons and Han, 1998; Parsons 
et al , 1998), the Nusselt number inside a rotating square channel 
with jet impingement is governed by the rotating mean radius, jet 
flow rate, rotational speed, duct length, jet-to-wall spacing, wall 
heat flux and flow direction (radial outward/or radial inward flow). 
For a duct of fixed length, jet-to-wall spacing, and rotating mean 
radius, the Nusselt number can be expressed as a function of Re,, 
Ren, x/d, and q. Moreover, the average Nusselt number is found 
as a function of Re; and Ren. 

Effect of Rotation on Local Nusselt Number. Streamwise 
(axial) variation of local heat transfer was measured as a function 
of axial distance from the stagnation (peak) point and rotational 
Reynolds number. Figure 3 shows local Nusselt number obtained 
at jet Reynolds number = 6500. In all aspects except the peak 
location, conditions are virtually identical to those of previous 
studies for confined jets. Again, the streamwise range of the results 
acquired has been extended by marking seven separate tests for 
different Ren. As is evident, little additional information was 
acquired as compared to the stationary channel except for the 
magnitude of Nu and the peak point shift toward the radially 
outward due to rotation. It can be observed that the Nu decreases 
as Ren increases. In addition, the near-symmetric distribution of 
heat transfer radially outward from the peak point strongly sug
gests that the rotation has little effect on the heat transfer near the 
impingement location. Figure 4 presents similar results for Re; = 
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Fig. 4 Effect of rotational Reynolds number on the axial variation of local Nusselt number 
for Re/ = 26,000 

26,000. The preceding discussion of Fig. 3 applies equally well to 
all the curves shown in Fig. 4. Comparison of the results of Fig. 4 
with those of Fig. 3 shows that for the same rotational speed the 
heat transfer rates are greater than 2.5 times of their level. How
ever, the radially outward effect (positive x direction) due to 
rotation seems much smaller at Re, = 26,000 as the loci of the 
peak shows. This also means that the center thermocouple is not 
always the stagnation point. Detailed shifts under different Rea for 
different jet flow rates are tabulated in Table 2 and were also 
plotted against Rea as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, the observation 
regarding the character of the results of Figs. 3 and 4 is that the 
streamwise (axial) heat transfer distribution is essentially domi
nated by the impingement character of the flow. Furthermore, the 
fact that the flow rate is provided at the center of rotating channel 
and forced outward radially through the channel with minor rota
tion effect. This is because the present jet velocity is parallel to the 
rotation vector. There is no Coriolis force due to the jet. However, 
there is Coriolis force in the lateral (spanwise) direction due to exit 
jet flow which generated the secondary flow in the cross section of 
the channel perpendicular to the radially out/inward flow. More
over, the centrifugal force is now in the radially outward direction. 
Such effect decreases as Re, increases (e.g., Re; = 26,000). As a 
result, the heat transfer coefficients are high on/or near the center 
region of the channel, where the forced velocities are large, and 
then decrease gradually in the axial direction. This behavior is 
quite similar to that of Metzger et al. (1991). Near the exit of the 
outward/inward radial channel, large velocity gradients near the 
target wall were produced; therefore, high Nusselt number values 

Table 2 Distance between stagnation (stationary, Re« = 0) to the peak 
point 

Ren\ 

0 

16000 

32000 

48000 

64000 

80000 

96000 

112000 

6500 

0 

1.54 

1.67 

1.81 

2.05 

2.46 

2.49 

2.51 

9750 

0 

1.46 

1.57 

1.67 

1.94 

2.25 

2.45 

2.47 

13000 

0 

1.29 

1.44 

1.55 

1.83 

2.05 

2.37 

2.44 

16250 

0 

1.19 

1.32 

1.47 

1.67 

1.90 

2.14 

2.35 

19500 

0 

1.09 

1.21 

1.35 

1.54 

1.75 

1.94 

2.19 

22750 

0 

1.04 

1.15 

1.30 

1.51 

1.65 

1.84 

2.12 

26000 

0 

1.02 

1.13 

1.27 

1.46 

1.61 

1.81 

2.07 

were observed. Furthermore, Nusselt number values in the radially 
outward channel were higher when compared with those in radi
ally inward channel. The distance (5) between the stagnation 
(Rea = 0) to the loci of the peak shown in Fig. 5 strongly suggests 
that a radially outward flow was induced with rotation. The shift S 
was increased as Rea increases. However, this effect is not sig
nificant at higher jet flow rates until Re; gets small (^ 13,000). This 
is quite expected since the rotating channel induces on the channel 
surface a symmetric wall jet. Also included in Fig. 5 is a composite 
correlation made for Re ;, Ren, and S for further examination. It is 
again found the shift would increase as Rea increases. However, it 
decreases as Re, increases. The moderate power dependence on 
each Ren (=0.329) and Re, ( = 0.275) seems roughly equal in the 
magnitude but the trend is opposite. 

Effect of Rey and Ren on Nur and Nu v Figure 6 shows the 
variation of average Nusselt number calculated from Eq. (4) and 
Nu,.0 with two different Re^ for seven different jet Reynolds 
numbers. The effect of Re, in this study is clearly observed. It is 
seen that the value of Nur increases with an increase in Re;. Nur in 
outward radial flow was about ten percent higher when compared 
to that in inward radial flow at the corresponding Rey. Moreover, 
there seems no differences in Nu values with nonrotation cases in 
which the outward/inward radial flow have the same Nu values for 
different Re, as expected. Figure 7 shows the effect of rotation on 
the Nusselt number distribution at two different Re;. The trend 
showed that rotation did not significantly change Nusselt number 
distribution, but decreased Nusselt number values slightly. This is 
perhaps because the rotation-induced centrifugal force causes the 
jets to bend and deflect away from the target walls which results in 
a lower velocity gradient near the target walls and, consequently, 
reduces the impingement effect on target walls. It is speculated that 
the bending and deflection jets due to rotation induced centrifugal 
force would result in a lower impingement effect on the target 
walls. Therefore, lower heat transfer values were recorded with 
rotation as shown in Fig. 7. 

It has been found that for planar air jets (Gardon and Akfirt, 
1966) the axial variation of stagnation point heat transfer is af
fected by two factors: one is arrival jet velocity at the centerline 
and the other is the turbulent intensity. Since the present Hid = 5 
is within the so-called potential core, the jet velocity at centerline 
remains unchanged. As to turbulence, the present results show that 
it significantly enhances the impingement heat transfer. Stagnation 
point heat transfer rates were measured and collected as a function 
of jet exit velocity and rotational speed. The results are also 
exhibited in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 depicts the variation of 
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Fig. 5 Distance from stagnation (stationary, Ren = 0) to the loci of the peak 

stagnation point Nusselt number with rotational speeds for seven 
jet Reynolds numbers, while Fig. 7 illustrates the variation of Nur„ 
with jet Reynolds number for eight rotational speeds. As shown in 
Fig. 7, there is a distinct rotational speed dependence as compared 
to the corresponding distribution of Fig. 6 in the functional rela
tionship of stagnation point Nusselt number with jet Reynolds 
number. Lower stagnation point heat transfer rates were observed 
for higher Ren as one would expect due to the reasons stated 
above. This observation is consistent with the corresponding re
sults of of Fig. 6. The rotational speed dependence was ascribed to 
decay of the turbulence for initially turbulent jets as stated in the 
work of Gardon and Akfirt (1966). It is speculated that this effect 
of initial turbulence would be reduced for impingement with 
rotation in the present study. This would be expected because the 
turbulence intensity may be reduced as the formation of counter/ 
corotating vortices of the secondary flow occur due to Coriolis 
forces with exit jet flow and centrifugal force. The present result 
was also shown that the strength of the aforementioned secondary 
flow gets stronger as Re; increases and weaker as Ren increases. 

Heat Transfer Reduction and Correlation of Nur with Pa
rameter (Rey, Ren). Figure 8 presents the axial distributions of 
the Nusselt number ratio, Nu,./Nu, under different rotating condi
tion. The influence due to the rotation is clearly noted and the 
reduction due to rotation seems much higher at lower Re; (e.g. 40 
percent reduction (max. value) at Rej = 6500) than that at a 
higher Re; (e.g. 25 percent reduction (max. value) at Re; = 
26,000) at the maximum rotational speed (i.e., Re^ = 112,000). In 
general, Fig. 8 shows that the Nusselt number ratio is dependent 
upon the axial positions. For the results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 at 
Ren = 0, the heat transfer rates exhibit a bell-shape-like curve as 
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those of rotating channels except the different positions for stag
nation (peak) point located. Namely, for a fixed Ren the heat 
transfer rate also decreases as the axial distance increases. How
ever, the decreasing rate seems a little different. It is found that the 
decrease with streamwise distance variation in the heat transfer 
rate in a rotating channel with jet impingement is quicker than that 
in a stationary channel. Based on the reasons stated above, it is 
therefore that the curves of Nu ratios shown in Fig. 8 show a weak 
dependence on axial distance and exhibit a moderate decrease as 
the axial distance increases. The maximum Nu ratios were found 
at about xld «* 2.5, as Fig. 8 shows. 

Figure 9 shows the outward/inward radial flow channel aver
aged Nusselt number values for various rotational speeds and jet 
Reynolds numbers. Correlations were developed for the radially 
outward and inward flow, respectively, and have the form of Nu,. 
~ Re°503 (see Fig. 9(a)) and Nu,. ~ Re°'498 (see Fig. 9(b)). Nusselt 
number values obtained with those in the outward radial flow 
channel were a little bit higher when compared with those in the 
inward flow. This is because of rotation-induced centrifugal forces, 
which cause the exit jet flow (wall jet) accelerating (outward radial 
flow)/or decelerating (inward radial flow). Taking further inspec
tion examination of Fig. 9 at a fixed rotational speed, rotation again 
decreased the average Nusselt number values 15 to 25 percent 
(below nonrotating values) at Re; = 26,000 and 6500, respec
tively. The figure also indicates that the average Nusselt number 
decreased with an increase in rotational speeds. Correlations were 
also developed and have the form of Nu,. ~ Ren

0052 (see Fig. 9(a)) 
and Nur ~ Ren0054 (see Fig. 9(b)) for the radial outward and 
inward channel, respectively. Based on the relationship of Re; and 
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Ren with Nur found before, the composite correlations were thus Each power dependence on the_parameter strongly suggests that 
developed for both the radially outward and inward channel in the 
following from: 

(outward radial flow) 

(inward radial flow) 

Nu^ = 0.329 Ref 0 3 Ren 0 0 " 

N u > 0.327 R e ^ R e / 0 5 4 

for 6500 < Re, s 26,000 

and 16,000 s Re(i < 112,000. (5) 

the average Nusselt number Nur of the present study is mainly 
affected by these parameters. 

Comparisons of the present results with those of Akella and Han 
(1998) was made as also shown in Fig. 9 in which channel-averaged 
impingement heat transfer from rotating two-pass rectangular chan
nels with multijets was reported. The power dependence of Re; on Nu 
in Akella and Han (1998) was found to be 0.56 (first channel) to 0.57 
(second channel), while it is 0.503 (outward) and 0.498 (inward), 
respectively, in different channels for this study. Therefore, the influ-
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ence of Re; on Nu, looks similar based on the magnitude of the power 
dependence of Re;. In fact, in general, for impingement heat transfer, 
the target wall local Nusselt number is proportional to Re"' where 
0.5 < m < 0.8 (Parsons et al., 1998). The present data of Nur and 
Nu,,„ follow the same trend for the entire Re; with the Nur,„ the 
highest. Figure 10 shows the similar results of Figs. 9 for the corre
lations of the stagnation point heat transfer on Re; and Ren- The 
results are shown in the following form: 

Nur,D= 0.187 Re;
0596Reft

0047 

for 6500 < Re; < 26,000 

and 16,000 < R e f l < l 12,000. (6) 

Again, Re; and Ren have also some influences on Nuro. 

Concluding Remarks 
A study of the measured distribution of the local heat transfer 

coefficients along a rotating channel surface with a single round jet 
impingement has made it possible to examine, for the first time, the 
effect of a number of parameters. The combined influence of the jet 
Reynolds number and rotational Reynolds number was examined and 
discussed. Nusselt number values in the radially outward channel 
were about ten percent higher when compared to those at the corre
sponding location in the radially inward channel at the corresponding 
Re, (6500 < Re, < 26,000). It was found that the increase in 
rotational speed results in a decrease in streamwise (axial) heat trans
fer distribution along the channel surface and, consequently, it also 
results in an average Nusselt number decrease of about 15-25 percent, 
depending on the magnitude of Re,. The heat reduction rate seems 
consistent with those of the previous studies of Akella and Han (1998) 
and Mattern and Hennecke (1996) for multijets. 
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Effect of Aperture Geometry on 
Heat Transfer in Tilted Partially 
Open Cavities 
Free convection from a square, tilted partially open cavity was investigated experi
mentally. The experiment was carried out to study the effect of the aperture geometry 
on the heat transfer between the cavity and the surrounding air. Four different 
geometrical arrangements for the opening were investigated: (1) high wall slit, (2) 
low wall slit, (3) centered wall slit, and (4) uniform wall slots. Each opening arrange
ment was studied at opening ratios (i.e., ratio of opening height to cavity height) of 
0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. The average heat transfer coefficient between the cavity and the 
surrounding air was estimated for each geometrical arrangement for tilt angles 
ranging from —90 deg to +90 deg with increments of 15 deg and at a constant heat 
flux Grashof number of 5.5 X 70s. The results showed that for tilt angles between 
90 and 75 deg, the heat transfer coefficient has a small value that is independent of 
the geometrical arrangement of the opening. The value of the heat transfer coefficient 
increases sharply with decreasing tilt angle until an angle value of zero degrees is 
reached. The increase in the heat transfer coefficient continues in the negative range 
of tilt angle but not in the same rate as in the positive range of the tilt angle. The 
uniform slot arrangement gave in general higher heat transfer coefficient than the 
other three arrangements of the opening. Large differences in the heat transfer 
coefficient were observed between the high and the low wall slits where the high wall 
slit is found to transfer more heat to the surroundings than the low wall slit. Correla
tions were developed to predict the average Nusselt number of the cavity in terms of 
the opening ratio and the cavity tilt angle for cavities with high wall slit, low wall 
slit, centered wall slit, and the uniform wall slots. 

1 Introduction 
Heat transfer in cavities is receiving increasing attention be

cause of the various applications in engineering; e.g., passive 
solar heating, energy conservation in buildings, solar concen
trating receivers, and electronic equipment. The present experi
ment adds some information in the area of open cavity design 
where heat transfer by natural convection is the main mecha
nism of heat transfer. 

Many investigations have been carried out previously to study 
heat transfer in cavities by natural convection. Experimental as 
well as numerical works have been reported for cavities with 
various fluids. Cavities, in general, are classified to be either 
closed or opened (where one side is open to surroundings). 
Figure 1 presents the general geometry of a tilted partially open 
cavity. The tilt of the cavity is identified by the angle a between 
wall number 1 and the vertical axis, with a taken positive in 
the clockwise direction as shown in the figure. The geometrical 
parameters that affect the heat transfer between the cavity and 
the surroundings are: the aspect ratio (AR = HIB), opening 
ratio (OR = a/H), the opening displacement ratio (DR = dl 
H), and the tilt angle a. Grashof and Prandtl numbers are also 
important parameters in the determination of heat transfer in 
cavities. 

One of the early works that was reported for heat transfer 
from open cavities is that of Le Quere et al. (1981). In this 
work a fully open square cavity with isothermal walls was 
studied numerically. Tilt angles of 0, 20, and 45 deg were 
considered for Grashof numbers Gr„ ranging between 104 and 

107. The effect of changing the aspect ratio from 1 to 0.5 or 2 
was studied for cavities with a = 0 deg and GrH = 107. The 
authors found that the flow field within the cavity and in the 
aperture plane is determined mainly by local heat transfer ef
fects. They also showed that changes in cavity orientation pro
duce striking variations in cavity flow patterns due to the inter
changing heat transfer roles of the walls as the cavity is inclined. 
Thermal losses from the cavity decreased as a increased due 
to the stable stratification of the flow. 

Several other investigators studied heat transfer by natural 
convection from open cavities. Some of these studies focused 
on the effect of varying the aspect ratio and/or the opening 
ratio of the cavity on the flow pattern and on the heat transfer 
from the cavity. Other studies investigated the effect of varying 
the tilt angle of the cavity and/or the conditions of its walls on 
heat transfer. 

Table 1 summarizes some of the previous work on fully/ 
partially open cavities. Four types of boundary conditions are 
included in the review. The explanation of the various types of 
boundary conditions on the walls of the cavity is given in Table 
2. A cavity is considered fully open when the opening ratio is 
equal to 1 (OR = 1), and partially open when OR < 1. In 
Table 1, two forms of the Grashof number are used, one when 
the cavity has isothermal wall(s) and the other when the cavity 
has constant heat flux on the wall(s). The Grashof number for 
a cavity with isothermal walls is defined as follows: 

GrL = gf3 • 
TJL 3 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OP 
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, Jan. 14, 
1998; revision received Sept. 22, 1998. Keywords: Cavities, Convection, Experi
mental, Heat Transfer, Natural Convection. Associate Technical Editor: R. Doug
lass. 

where L is a characteristic length of the cavity (either B or H) 
and T„ is the temperature of the wall. The Grashof number 
for cavities with walls having constant heat flux is defined as 
follows: 
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Or? = g/3 

Fig. 1 Geometry of a partially open cavity 

kv 

where q" is the heat flux to the wall. 
A common feature for all the cavity studies listed in Table 

1 is that DR = 0.5, i.e., the aperture is at the center of wall 4. 
None of these studies have covered the case when the aperture 
is located off the center of wall 4, i.e., when DR < 0.5 or DR 
> 0.5. Of special interest are cavities with an aperture having 
DR = 0.5 OR and DR = 1 - 0.5OR, i.e., when the cavity has 
a slit at the bottom and at the top of wall 4, respectively. These 
geometries are of special importance in solar and air condition
ing applications. A third geometry which is of special interest in 
electronic equipment is when wall 4 has a uniformly distributed 
longitudinal slots. Here, the opening ratio is defined as OR -
nalH where n is the number of slots and a is the height of each 
slot. Heat transfer data for the above three geometries; cavity 
with high wall slit, cavity with low wall slit, and cavity with 

Table 1 Review of previous work on fully/partially open cavities 

Reference 

LeQuere et al. 

Penot 
Miyamoto et al. 

Showole and Tarasuk 

Angirasa et al. 
Sernas and Kyriakides 
Hess and Henze 
Chan and Tien 
Chan and Tien 
Angirasa et al. 
Lin and Xin 
Mohamad 
Chakroun et al. 
Elsayed et al. 
Elsayed 
present 

1981 

1982 
1989 

1993 

1995 
1982 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1992 
1992 
1995 
1997 
1998 
1998 

AR 

1 
0.5,2 
1 
1 
1 
0.25, 0.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1, 0.143 
0.143 
1 
1 
0.5, 2, 1 
0.25, 0.5, 
1 
1 
1 

Geometry 

1 

1 

OR 

0.5, 1 
0.5, 1 

0.5, 1 

0.25, 0.5, 1 

0.25, 0.5, 0.75 

DR 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
#* 

B.C.* 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
E 
C 
D 
E 

a 

0, 20, 45 
0 
0, ±45, 90 
- 4 5 £" a £ 
0 
- 9 0 =s a < 
-90 , - 4 5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 8 0 < a £ 
- 9 0 =s a £ 
- 6 0 == a £ 
0 
- 9 0 < a < 

80 

- 3 0 

0 
90 
90 

90 

Pr 

0.73 
0.73 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.70 
7 
1,7 
8.7 
0.1 < Pr < 1 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.71 
0.72 
0.7 

Gr or Ra 

10" £ Gr„ s 10' 
Gr„ = 10' 
103 £ GrH s 10' 
7 X 103 < Ra„ < 7 x I04 

1 £ Ra» £ 7 X 105 

10" < Ra„ < 5 X 105 

103 < Ra„ < 5 X 105 

10" £ GrH £ 10' 
Gr„ = 10' 
3 X 1010 s R a „ < 2 X 10" 
103 s Ra„ s 10' 
106 £ Ra„ £ 10s 

102 £ Ra„ £ 10s 

Ra„ = 1010, 10" 
103 £ Ra„ £ 10' 
Gv% = 5.5 X 10s 

102 £ Gr„ £ 105 

Gr„ = 105, 10', 1010 

Grg = 5.5 X 108 

* see table 2 for explanation 
** 0 < DR < 1, and uniform slots 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

= height of aperture 
= cavity aspect ratio, =HIB 
= width of the cavity 
= distance from the centerline of the 

opening to the base of the cavity 
= opening displacement ratio, = dl 

H 
= configuration factor between hot 

wall and aperture 
= Grashof number for cavity with 

isothermal wall(s) 
= Grashof number for cavity with 

wall(s) having constant heat flux 
h = local value of heat transfer coef

ficient 
h = average convective heat transfer 

coefficient 
H = width of the cavity 
/ = electric current 
k = thermal conductivity of air 

kw = thermal conductivity of the Plexi-
glas walls 

a 
AR 

B 
d 

DR 

Gr, 

Gr? 

L = characteristic length of the 
cavity, also the length of the 
cavity 

Nu = average Nusselt number 
ANu = uncertainty in Nu 

(ANu)p = precision limit error in Nu 
(ANu)/, = bias limit error in the variable 

Nu 
OR = opening ratio, =alH 
q" = convective heat transfer rate 

per unit area of the wall, also 
constant heat flux to a wall 

q"c = conductive heat loss rate per 
unit area of the hot wall 

q"r = radiation heat loss rate per unit 
area of the hot wall 

s = distance along a wall 
T = temperature 

Tp = average temperature of hot 
plate 

Tpi = strip surface temperature of the 
hot wall 

Too = ambient temperature 
t — thickness of Plexiglas walls 

V = voltage 
x = one of the variables used in the 

determination of Nu 
A % = bias limit error in the variable x, 
Axpi = precision limit error in the vari

able Xj 
a = tilt angle of cavity, positive direc

tion in clock wise direction, see 
Fig. 1 

P = coefficient of thermal expansion 
of air 

e = emissivity of the heated wall (alu
minum plate) 

v = kinematic viscosity of air 
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
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Table 2 Explanation for the types of boundary conditions 
given in Table 1 

B.C. type 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

1 

T„ 
T„ 
T„ 
Tc 

<?" 

Boundary 

2 

T„ 
T„ 
a 
a 
a 

condition on walls 

3 

T„ 
Tx 

a 
a 
a 

4 

T„ 
N/A 
a 
a 
a 

Notes: T,. < Tx < TK, a = adiabatic, N/A not applicable, and q" 
constant heat flux on the wall 

uniform wall slots are not available in the literature to the best 
of the author's knowledge. The results of these geometries will 
be very useful for several engineering applications. 

In the present work, three different geometrical arrangements 
of the opening slit were studied; high wall slit, low wall slit, 
and uniform wall slots. For each arrangement, three different 
opening ratios were examined; i.e., at OR = 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. 
The results of the centered wall slit and fully open cavity were 
obtained from Chakroun et al. (1997) for comparison purpose. 
Geometries of the cavities that are considered in the present 
work are shown in Fig. 2. For all these arrangements, the varia
tion of the Nusselt number with the tilt angle is presented for 
tilt angles ranging from —90 deg to +90 deg with an increment 
of 15 deg, and at Gr# = 5.5 X 108. 

2 Experimental Setup and Procedure 
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. A brief description 

of the apparatus is given below. A more detailed discussion can 
be found in Chakroun et al. (1997). 

The setup consists of a rectangular cavity with H = B = 
14.85 cm and L = 91.45 cm. The cavity is mounted on rotatable 
frame which can vary the tilt angle. The angle of rotation is 
measured with respect to the vertical axis (see Fig. 1) and can 
be read from a protractor. 

Figure 4 shows a cross-sectional view of the cavity. The side 
of the cavity which faces the aperture (heated surface) is made 
of an aluminum plate (14.85 cm X 91.45 cm and 0.6 cm thick) 
and the other sides are made of Plexiglas (1.0 cm thick). The 
heating system consists of flexible heating pads which affix to 
the aluminum plate. The heating pads provide a constant heat 
flux to the plate. A total of 18 heaters (each is 7.5 cm X 10 
cm) were used. A thick piece of hard Plexiglas insulation is 

OR=0.25 0R=0.50 

high wall 
slit 

low wall 
slit 

uniform 
slots 

Fig. 2 Geometries of cavities that are considered in the present work 
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pressed against the pads to ensure that the heaters are in good 
contact with the aluminum plate. All pads are connected in 
parallel, hence they receive the same power. The heat input to 
the pads is controlled by an electric circuit composed of a 240 
V power supply and a voltage regulator. The voltage and the 
current applied to the heaters are measured continuously by a 
digital voltmeter and an ammeter with accuracy of 0.025 per
cent, plus two least-significant digits, respectively. All sides of 
the cavity, including the plate, are insulated with a 5-cm thick 
glass wool to minimize heat loss from the cavity. 

The surface temperature of the aluminum plate is monitored 
using five thermocouples, equally spaced, across the width of 
the plate (see Fig. 4) . In addition, surface thermocouples were 
fixed on the inside and outside of the side walls. Also, to esti
mate the heat loss from behind the pads, a Plexiglas plate was 
fixed behind the aluminum plate, and thermocouples were in
stalled on both surfaces of the plate. The ambient temperature 
outside the opening of the cavity is measured by a separate 
thermocouple. All 25 thermocouples (shown in Fig. 4) were 
connected to a digital recorder to record the temperature once 
steady-state was achieved. The steady-state condition was con
sidered to be achieved when the differences in the wall tempera
tures were not changing by more than 0.2°C within 15 minutes. 
For a given opening ratio, the cavity was rotated by an increment 
of 15 deg between —90 deg and +90 deg around the vertical 
axis. A total of 12 runs were carried out for each opening 
arrangement. 

3 Nusselt Number Data Reduction Equation 
The average Nusselt number from the cavity is defined as 

k 
Nu = (1) 

where h is the average heat transfer coefficient between the 
cavity and the surroundings, B is the width of the cavity, and 
k is the thermal conductivity of the air in the cavity. In terms 
of the local heat transfer coefficient h, Eq. (1) is rewritten in 
the following form: 

Nu = l B f " 
kH Jo 

hdy (2) 

where y and H are as defined in Fig. 1. When wall 1 is heated 
at constant heat flux q", the local heat transfer coefficient is 
given by the equation 

h = 
(T„ - r.) 

(3) 

where Tp is the local temperature of the wall. Dividing the wall 
into five equal sections, Eqs. (2) and (3) are combined to give 

Nu" = # I q 

5k - (Tpi - r.) 
(4) 

where ;' is the order of the various sections on the heated plate. 
To calculate q", an energy balance for the heated plate gives 

IV = HL{q" + q"c + q"r) (5) 

where / and V are the current and the voltage to the heating 
elements, q" is the heat lost through all walls of the cavity to 
the ambient, and q" is the heat transferred by radiation from 
the hot wall to the surroundings as seen through the aperture. 
The double primes indicate that the heat transfer term is per 
unit area of the hot wall. Using Eq. (5), Eq. (4) becomes 

IV i"-g")/(Tni -TA. (6) Nu 
5fc t HL 

The radiation heat loss q" from the hot wall is estimated as 
follows: 
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Fig. 3 Main features of the experimental setup 

q"r = a[{Tp + 273)4 - (Too + 273)] 
1 - e 

(7) 

where Tp is the average temperature of the hot wall, e is its 
emissivity and Fpa is the configuration factor between the plate 
and the aperture. In Eq. (7) it is assumed that the surrounding 
is a black body at temperature T„. The configuration factor Fpa 

is calculated from the analytical expression given by Gross et 
al. (1981). 

The conduction heat loss q" in Eq. (6) is the sum of the heat 
loss through walls 2, 3, 4 and 5 (see Fig. 4) . This is expressed 
as follows: 

„ K 4 P (T r ^ ds 

qc= — L (TJJ - Tj,0) — 
n J=2 Jo tj 

(8) 

where j is the wall identification number, kw is the thermal 
conductivity of the Plexiglas walls, t is the thickness of the 
Plexiglas walls, s is the distance along the walls, and 7},, and 
7},0 are the local temperatures on the inner and outer surfaces 
of they'th wall, respectively (see Fig. 4) . The temperature distri
bution on the inner and outer surfaces of walls 2 through 5 is 
found to fit linear relations. These relations are used to deter

mine the local surface temperatures in Eq. (7). Using Eqs. (7) 
and (8), the expression of Nu given by Eq. (6) yields 

- a[(Tp + 273)4 - (T„ + 273)4] 
1 - e 1 

+ — 
e F„c 

(9) 

The above expression shows explicitly all the variables involved 
in the experimental determination of N u . 

The uncertainty in the experimental ly determined Nusselt 
number was estimated based on the A N S I / A S M E Standard on 
Measurement Uncertainty ( 1 9 8 6 ) following the procedure of 
Coleman and Steele ( 1 9 8 9 ) . The uncertainty A N u in the value 
of Nu is expressed as follows: 

ANu = V(ANu)? + (ANu) (10) 

where the subscripts b and p refer, respectively, to the bias and 
precision limit errors. Now, Eq. (9) is rewritten in the following 
form: 

Nu = Nu(*,, x-i, » ^m) (11) 

where X\ to xm are the variables that affect the determination 
of Nu. The values of (ANu),, and (ANu);, are then determined 
as follows: 

N ^ = V (^ (ANu)^ = I 

(ANu)l = f ( | ^ Axbi 

<9NuN 

V dxi 
Ax, (12) 

„. „ . , a \ / <9Nu\-r r , , _ 
+ 2 | — — —— A*ftlAje62 + . . . . (13) 

OX\ / \ OXi j 

aluminum plate 
plexiglass wall 
plexiglass wall 
plexiglass wall 
heating pads 

hard insulation 
plexiglass back wall 
glasswool insulation 
thermocouple junction 

Axbl is the bias limit error in the variable x,, and AxbiAxbj is 
the correlated bias limit error for variables x and xj. 

A computer program was prepared to determine Nu and 
ANu using Eqs. (9) and (10), respectively. Central differencing 

Fig. 4 Cross-sectional view of the cavity with thermocouple locations was used to determine the partial derivatives <9Nu/ftc,. The 
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Table 3 Precision and bias limit errors for the variables 
used to determine Nu 

Variable, x Ax, Axh 

electric current, / 
electric volt, V 
temperature (any), T 
distance (any) 
thermal conductivity of air 
thermal conductivity of Plexiglas 
emissivity of aluminum 

0.23% 
0.5% 
0.1°C 
0 
0 
3% 
0 

0.2% 
0.3% 
0.23"C 
0.03 mm 
0.5% 
3% 
10% 

values of Axpi and_/Axbi of the various variables used in the 
determination of Nu are given in Table 3. Only the bias limit 
errors of temperature readings are correlated with each other 
since the same thermocouple wires were used to measure all 
the temperatures. The value of AxhiAxbj for all temperatures 
was taken equal to 0.18°C. 

It was found that the uncertainty ANu—for the data of Nu 
which will be reported later in the following section—ranges 
from four percent to ten percent depending on the values of 
OR,DR, and a. 

4 Results and Discussions 

4.1 Presentation of Results. As discussed earlier, the ex
perimental work was performed to study the effect of the aper
ture geometry of a tilted, partially open cavity on the rate of 
heat transfer between the cavity and the surrounding air. For 
each run, the heat transfer coefficient was obtained for tilt angles 
ranging between - 9 0 to 90 deg with increments of 15 deg, with 
the aspect ratio of the cavity taken to be one and in a controlled 
temperature environment (T* = 22°C). In all experiments, the 
heated wall was found to be isothermal within ±0.3°C under 
constant heat flux condition. Therefore the stratification in the 
present cases was relatively mild. The average temperature of 
the heated wall was found to be dependent on the tilt angle of 
the cavity and the dimension and geometry of the aperture of 
the cavity. Figures 5 to 11 include the variation of Nu for 
various aperture geometry and at different values of OR. The 
figures also include the variation of Nu with a as predicted by 
the correlations developed later in Section 4.2. 

Figure 5 presents the variation of average temperature of the 
heated wall and the average Nusselt number with the tilt angle 
of the cavity for the case of the centered wall slit. Data for 
opening ratios of 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 are presented. As shown in 
the figure, the average wall temperature Tp increases with the 
increase of the tilt angle of the cavity and/or with the decrease 
of the opening ratio. The figure also shows that the average 
Nusselt number decreases as the opening ratio decreases and/ 
or as the tilt angle increases. When the opening ratio decreases, 
the circulation motion of air inside the cavity becomes slower 
thus resulting in a decrease in the rate of heat transfer to the 
surroundings. For opening ratios of 1 and 0.5, the difference in 
the rate of heat transfer is seen only between angles of —30 
and 60 where the values of Nusselt numbers for OR = 0.5 are 
slightly less than those of OR = 1. For OR = 0.25, the effect 
is found in almost all the tilt angles. At zero tilt angle, a cavity 
with an opening ratio of 1.0 has a larger Nusselt number than 
that with an opening ratio of 0.5 and 0.25 by 8.4 percent and 
39.2 percent, respectively. 

Figure 6 presents the results for a cavity with a high wall 
slit. The data are presented for opening ratios of 0.25, 0.5, and 
0.75. As shown in the figure, the opening ratio of 0.75 gives 
the minimum values of the average wall temperature and the 
maximum values of Nusselt number for all the tilt angles. Not 
much difference is seen between OR of 0.75 and 0.5 because 
the difference is within the uncertainty of the measurements. For 
OR = 0.25, the values of Nusselt number show an appreciable 
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decrease and an increase in Tp in comparison to those of OR = 
0.5 or OR = 0.75 for tilt angle less than 30. At zero tilt angle, 
a cavity with an opening ratio of 0.75 has a larger Nusselt 
number than opening ratios of 0.5 and 0.25 by 3.5 percent and 
32.3 percent, respectively. 

Figure 7 presents the results for the low wall slit. The trend 
of the variation of the wall average temperature and the average 
Nusselt number with the tilt angle of the cavity and the opening 
ratio is the same as that for the case of the high wall slit. At 
zero tilt angle, an opening ratio of 0.75 has a larger Nusselt 
number than opening ratios of 0.5 and 0.25 by 21.9 percent and 
136 percent, respectively. 

Figure 8 presents the data for uniformly distributed wall slits. 
The data is presented for opening ratios of 0.25 and 0.5. Heat 
transfer for an opening ratio of 0.5 gives values of Nusselt 
number greater than those for opening ratio of 0.25 for all the 
tilt angles. The Nusselt number for OR = 0.5 is larger than that 
of 0.25 by 17 percent and 26 percent at tilt angle of zero and 
-90 , respectively. 

For a given arrangement and at a certain value of OR, the 
effect of changing the tilt angle a on Nu depends on the range 
over which a is changed. Two zones are identified: a < 0 deg 
and a > 0 deg. The case with a < 0 deg represents all cavities 
with heat flow in the upward direction. Here, heat is transferred 
in the same direction with the buoyancy force. Within this zone 
a change in a has a negligible effect of Nu. The case with a 
> 0 deg, however, behaves differently. This is the case when 
heat is transferred in a downward direction, i.e., in the opposite 
direction to the buoyancy force. Here, as a is increased, the 
buoyancy component that opposes the flow of heat increases 
and thus convection is suppressed. On the limiting case when 
a = 90 deg, heat is transferred only by conduction through the 
air in the cavity, since this air becomes fully stratified. There
fore, as a approaches 90 deg, Nu approaches 1.0 as shown in 
the figures. 

Figure 9 shows the variation of the Nusselt number with 
the cavity tilt angle for opening ratio of 0.25 and for all four 

arrangements; centered, high, low, and uniformly distributed 
wall slits. It is clear from the results in the figure that no trend 
can be predicted for the effect of the opening geometry on the 
rate of heat transfer at a < —60 deg. At a > - 6 0 deg it is 
clear that cavities with low wall slit give the least amount of 
heat transfer in comparison with other cases. Other than the 
low wall slit, one cannot derive conclusions on the preference 
of one opening geometry over the other with respect to the rate 
of heat transfer. 

Figure 10 presents similar results when opening ratio of 0.5 
is used. It is clear here that the uniformly distributed wall slots 
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have the highest values of Nusselt number for all the tilt angles. 
The low wall slit arrangement gives the lowest values of Nusselt 
number for all tilt angles. At a tilt angle of zero degrees the 
uniformly distributed wall slots have a higher Nusselt number 
than the high, centered, and low wall slits by 6.87 percent, 15.7 
percent, and 42.43 percent, respectively. 

Figure 11 shows the variation of Nusselt number with the 
cavity tilt angle for the high and low wall slits of opening ratio 
of 0.75. The high wall slit always has a higher value of Nusselt 
number than that of the low wall slit for all tilt angles. At a tilt 
angle of zero deg, the high wall slit has a higher Nusselt number 
than the low wall slit by 14.3 percent. 

4.2 Empirical Correlations. Four empirical correlations 
were developed to fit the experimental data in Figs. 5 to 11. 
The expressions for these correlations are as follows: 
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Fig. 11 Variation of Nusselt number with cavity tilt angles for two types 
of cavities at OR = 0.75 
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Fig. 12 Effect of tilt angle and position of opening on the heat transfer 
from a cavity 

Nu = 
154(0.9 + O.lOrt) 0.07 

5.1 + exp(2.78a) OR' 

B high wall slit (0.25 < OR < 0.75) 

154(0.755 + 0.43O/0 0.75 
Nu 

5.1 + exp(3a) OR 

(14) 

(15) 

C low wall slit (0.25 s O/? < 0.75) 

Nu = 
154(0.95 + 0.130/?) 1 

5.1 + exp(3.5a) OR 

D uniformly distributed wall slots (0.25 

Nu = 
154(0.77 + 0.7O/Q 

5.1 + exp(3.2a) 

cos3 a (16) 

< O f t < 0.5) 

(17) 

In the above correlations a is the tilt angle of the cavity (in 
radians). The correlations are valid for cavities of AR = 1, with 
type E boundary conditions (see Table 2) and at Grg = 5.5 X 
108. Figures 5 to 8 depict comparisons between these correla
tions and the experimental data. The agreement between these 
correlations and their corresponding data is within the experi
mental uncertainty of the experiments. These correlations can
not be used at different Grashof's number, therefore their use
fulness is limited. More experimentation is needed to cover 
wider range of Grashof\s numbers. 

4.3 Heat Transfer Mechanism. The results in Figs. 5 to 
11 together with the previous discussion on these figures can 
now be used to understand the dependence of the average Nus
selt number on both the tilt angle of the cavity and the geometry 
of its opening. For this purpose, consider cases of the high wall 
slit and the low wall slit with various tilt angles as shown in 
Fig. 12. In these cavities heat is transferred by the buoyancy 
driven flow. Starting with a tilt angle equal to - 9 0 deg, both 
the high wall slit and the low wall slit have the same flow 
pattern and temperature distribution, thus resulting in the same 
value of Nu (see Figs. 9, 10, and 11). As the tilt angle increases 
to approach zero tilt angle (i.e., vertical cavity), a stagnant zone 
of air starts to exist in the low wall slit cavity as a result of 
stratification. This may lead to using only a fraction of the 
surface area of the heated wall to derive the flow through the 
cavity (see Fig. 12). The conclusion is that the low wall slit 
cavity has a lower value of Nu than that of the high wall slit 
cavity. When the tilt angle reaches zero, i.e., the cavity becomes 
vertical, a sizable zone in the low wall slit cavity becomes 
stratified, thus causing an appreciable drop in the value of Nu 
in comparison with that given by the high wall slit cavity. Notice 
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Table 4 Comparison of values of Nu from square 

OR 

1 
1 
1 
flat 
0.5 
0.5 
flat 
1 
1 

DR 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
plate 
0.75 
0.25 
plate 
0.5 
0.5 

Nu 

24.5 
26.4* 
27.9* 
27.7 
26.1 
25.9 
26.8 
28.1 
30.6 

* by interpolation of available data using the relation Nu = C[Rci 

here the effect of the height of the slit which indicates that 
reducing the opening ratio increases the difference in the values 
of Nu for the high and low wall slits (see Figs. 9 to 12). An 
increase in the tilt angle beyond 0 deg causes the development 
of a stratified zone in the high wall slit cavity and increases the 
size of the stratified zone in the low wall slit cavity, as shown 
in Fig. 12. This causes the decrease of the value of Nu in both 
geometries. As the cavity reaches a tilt angle of 90 deg the air 
within the cavity becomes fully stratified and heat transfer in 
this case takes place by conduction only, since convection is 
suppressed. At this position Nu becomes 1 in both geometries 
(see Figs. 9 to 11). Another interesting phenomenon is observed 
in the analysis of the results. Referring to Fig. 9 for cavities 
with OR = 025, one finds a sudden change in the trend of 
variation of Nu with a for tilt angles between - 3 0 deg to - 6 0 
deg. This sudden change in the value of Nu is more pronounced 
in the low wall slit than in the high wall slit. This is may be 
related to dependence of the geometry of the stratified zone and 
the point of flow separation on the heated surface on the value 
of the tilt angle and the position and size of the opening of the 
cavity. The previous observation needs to be further investigated 
numerically and/or experimentally at different Grashof num
bers. 

Le Quere et al. (1981) showed that flow unsteadiness arises 
for values of Gr > 106 in open cavities. Vafai and Ettefagh 
(1990a, b) investigated further this phenomenon in vertical 
open cavities. They found that there is an oscillation in the 
value of the Nusselt number from the cavity and there is a 
one to one relationship between the frequency of the periodic 
oscillations in Nu and the central vortex's oscillations and loca
tion inside the cavity. They also showed that the frequency of 
the oscillations of Nu increases linearly as Ra increases. Also, 
Angirasa et al. (1995) showed that steady flow can not be 
reached in a vertical square cavity with isothermal walls when 
GtH is increased to 107 (same range of the present work). The 
authors showed that there is an instability that begins at the 
lower corner and then spreads along the vertical wall to the top 
corner. This leads to oscillation in the value of the Nusselt 
numbers from the cavity and from the bottom, vertical and the 
top sides as well. They also showed that the oscillation in the 
value of Nu is more pronounced for the bottom and for the 
vertical sides of the cavity than that for the top side. These 
oscillation behaviors of Nu cannot be detected in the present 
work because the recorded temperatures were collected for a 
long term time average. 

4.4 Comparison With Literature. Comparison of the 
present work with that in the literature is not an easy task. One of 
the reasons is that the present work was carried out at boundary 
conditions different from those available in literature (see Ta
bles 1 and 2). Another reason is that there is no work available 
in the literature for the present geometry under the present range 
of Ra and a. It was possible, however, to compare few cases 
in the present work with some previous work from literature. 
Table 4 shows comparison of the values of Nu from a cavity 

(AR = 1) as obtained from present work and literature 

B.C. type Reference 

E 
C 
C 

E 
D 

E 
A 

present, Chakroun et al. (1997) 
Mohamad (1995) 
Chan and Tien (1985) 
Churchill and Chu (1975) 
present work 
Elsayed (1998), cold walls, i.e., T„ < 7". 
Churchill and Chu (1975) 
present, Chakroun et al. (1997) 
Showole and Tarasuk (1993) 

with a = 0, Ra = 7.6 X 106, OR = 1 and DR =JX5. Here it 
should be mentioned that in the determination of Nu from the 
work of Mohamad (1995) and Chan and Tien (1985), a relation 
in the form 

Nu = cxRf 

was used _to_ fit the available data around Ra = 7.6 X 106. The 
value of Nu from a vertical flat plate with isothermal surface 
is also included in the table. Table 4 also compares the value 
of Nu for a cavity with a = 0, Ra = 6.7 X 105, OR = 0.5, DR 
= 0.75 (i.e., high wall slit) with the numerical work of Elsayed 
(1998) at the same conditions except for the position of the 
opening and the type of the boundary condition. It should be 
noticed that a cold cavity with low wall slit is equivalent to a 
warm cavity with high wall slit according to the heat transfer 
mechanism given in the previous section. 

The third case of comparison in Table 4 is for the case of a 
cavity with a = - 3 0 deg, Ra = 7.7 X 106, OR = , and DR = 
1. Notice here that a cavity of type A boundary conditions gives 
higher value of Nu than that obtained from a cavity with type 
E boundary conditions since Type A uses larger heating surface 
than that of type E. 

Conclusions 

Free convection heat transfer from rectangular, tilted partially 
open cavities has been investigated experimentally. Four differ
ent geometrical arrangements for the opening were presented; 
opening in the center, top, bottom, and opening in the form of 
slots distributed uniformly along the wall facing the heated 
surface. Conduction and radiation losses are taken into account 
in the determination of average Nusselt number of the cavity. 
For the centered wall slit, the heat transfer decreases as the 
opening ratio decreases and/or the tilt angle increases. The heat 
transfer for the low wall slit cavity is smaller in all the test 
cases than that of the high wall slit cavity. For an opening ratio 
of 0.5, the uniformly distributed wall slot have the highest heat 
transfer for all values of tilt angle than the center, high, and 
low wall slit. For 0.25 opening ratio, no definite trend can be 
seen when the heat transfer for the four different arrangements 
are compared together. 
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Inverse Natural Convection 
Problem of Estimating Wall 
Heat Flux Using a Moving 
Sensor 
The inverse problem of determining heat flux at the bottom wall of a two-dimensional 
cavity from temperature measurement in the domain is considered. The Boussinesq 
equation is used to model the natural convection induced by the wall heat flux. The inverse 
natural convection problem is posed as a minimization problem of the performance 
function, which is the sum of square residuals between calculated and observed temper
ature, by means of a conjugate gradient method. Instead of employing several fixed 
sensors, a single sensor is used which is moving at a given frequency over the bottom wall. 
The present method solves the inverse natural convection problem accurately without a 
priori information about the unknown function to be estimated. 

1 Introduction 
Inverse heat transfer problems have many applications in vari

ous branches of science and engineering. Contrary to the direct 
problem which consists of computing the consequences of given 
causes, the inverse problem is associated with the reversal of the 
cause-effect sequence and consists of finding the unknown causes 
of known consequences. In many situations, the direct measure
ment of the cause is impossible or not practical and one is forced 
to estimate the cause from the observation of the effect. Specific 
examples are the determination of the outer surface condition 
during the re-entry of a space vehicle; temperature measurement in 
glass manufacturing; determination of the heat transfer coefficient 
when the measurement of surface temperature is extremely diffi
cult due to a hostile environment such as high temperature, ero
sion, or surface sublimination; and so forth. The solution of these 
inverse problems is not straightforward due to their ill-posedness 
in the sense of Hadamard: Small perturbations in the observed 
functions may result in large changes in the corresponding solu
tions (Beck and Arnold, 1977). The ill-posed nature renders many 
algorithms used for direct problems inapplicable to inverse prob
lems, and special numerical techniques must be employed to 
stabilize the calculation results. One commonly adopted technique 
is the regularization that imposes additional restrictions on the 
admissible solution. Recently, conjugate gradient methods, where 
the regularization is inherently built in the iterative procedure, 
have been employed in the solution of inverse heat conduction 
problems (IHCP) and found to be very efficient (Jarny et al., 1991). 

There are many engineering devices and processes where nat
ural convection occurs and has significant influences on heat 
transfer rates. Examples of large scale are the liquid metal nuclear 
reactor at the shutdown stage and many crystal growth processes 
such as the Czochralski process and the Bridgman process. Exam
ples of smaller scale are modern electronic devices. In those 
processes and devices, natural convection is induced by a heat 
source or a heat flux at the boundary. In many situations it is very 
difficult or even impossible to measure the strength of the heat 
source or the magnitude of the heat flux directly. Therefore, it is 
very important to develop techniques of inverse natural convection 
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problems which are as rigorous and as efficient as those for the 
IHCP. Contrary to the IHCP, inverse convection problems have 
not been frequently addressed partly due to their mathematical 
complexity as compared to the inverse heat conduction. Convec-
tive heat transfer is governed by a set of nonlinear partial differ
ential equations including the continuity equation, the Navier-
Stokes equation, and the energy equation. Therefore convection 
problems are difficult to solve and very few papers devoted to 
inverse convection have been published so far. Moutsoglou (1980) 
investigated a steady two-dimensional laminar free-convection 
flow in a vertical channel. The governing equations are simplified 
by neglecting the axial diffusion of momentum and heat and 
further by decoupling the longitudinal and lateral pressure gradi
ents, through which the governing equations are parabolized. He 
considers the case when the heat flux at one wall is unknown and 
the temperature for the other insulated wall can be measured. To 
circumvent the ill-posedness of the problem, the sequential func
tion specification method is adopted, which is well suited for 
parabolic problems. Huang and Ozisik (1992) considers an inverse 
problem of linear forced convection in the fully developed channel 
flow. Since the velocity profile is assumed, they deal only with the 
energy equation to determine the unknown wall heat flux from 
some temperature measurements at certain locations in the chan
nel. They employ the conjugate gradient method, which consists of 
the sensitivity problem and the adjoint problem as well as the 
direct problem. Prud'homme and Ngugen (1997) considers an 
inverse natural convection problem employing a conjugate gradi
ent method. They adopt the stream function-vorticity formulation 
to describe the flow field and use the adjoint variable method to 
determine the conjugate direction. 

In the present work we consider an inverse convection prob
lem of determining the wall heat flux from the temperature 
measurement within the flow. The natural convection governing 
equation, the Boussinesq equation, is employed without any 
simplification to determine the velocity and temperature fields. 
The inverse problem is posed as an optimization problem which 
is solved by a conjugate gradient method, employing the adjoint 
equation to obtain the descent direction. The advantage of the 
present algorithm adopted is that no a priori information is 
needed on the shape of the unknown function, since the solution 
automatically determines the functional form over the domain. 
Because the governing equation is not simplified in the present 
analysis of the inverse natural convection problem, this method 
can be applied to many different inverse convection problems to 
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yield rigorous results. Another important feature of the present 
investigation is the employment of one moving sensor instead 
of several fixed sensors for the determination of the distribution 
of the wall heat flux. It is obvious that we need several fixed 
sensors to resolve the spatial variation of the wall heat flux, the 
number of sensors required increasing according to the spatial 
complexity of wall heat flux function. But it shall be shown that 
a single moving sensor can detect complicated functions of the 
wall heat flux efficiently. 

2 The System and Governing Equations 
We consider a two-dimensional rectangular cavity filled with 

a Boussinesq fluid. At the bottom wall an unknown function of 
heat flux is imposed. The side walls are kept adiabatic while the 
top boundary is maintained at a constant temperature. Due to 
the heat flux through the bottom wall, convection is induced 
inside the cavity. The flow pattern and magnitude are deter
mined by the shape of the heat flux function/(JC) imposed at the 
bottom. Since the temperature field inside the cavity is decided 
mainly by the fluid flow in the cavity, we try to determine the 
unknown function of space-dependent wall heat flux from the 
unsteady readings of a moving temperature sensor located in the 
cavity. This rather simple flow geometry facilitates the demon
stration of the present algorithm for the inverse natural convec
tion problems. 

We use superscript asterisk to denote dimensional quantities, 
and introduce the following dimensionless variables: 

y 

T = 

Kt* 

P' = 

K 

2 p * dyP 
(1) 

where T* is the temperature, T*M is the temperature at the upper 
r*ot is the nominal bottom temperature of the system, t* is wall, 

time, v* is the velocity field, P* is the pressure field, K is the 
thermal diffusivity, p is the density, dx is the half-width of the 
cavity and dy is the half-depth of the cavity. Then the set of 
governing equations in dimensionless variables are 

0 (2) 

<-i, i) T=0, v = 0 

dx 

J', I) 

nTtr l ' j r f / r /Tt ' t f 
minv^K^r-yff/'.l 

4-4.--f--,l'-'-i-V-Ai- M-t-H-r-i-iii 
-K-

-'-h-V-i * rwrnr 

JS*II 
Kfcft 

dT 

3* 
•0, v=0 

(-1. -I) ar 
dy 

(J, -1) 

k(K„-TJ 
-Kx), v=0 

Fig. 1 The system domain and the initial velocity and temperature 
fields. The grid system (40 x 20) employed in the Chebyshev 
pseudospectral method is also depicted. 

dv 

It + v • Vv = -VP + PrV2v + R Pr7j 

dT 

Jt + v V T = v2r 

where P is the modified pressure given by 

dl 
Tlf) -\ agy, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

a is the thermal expansion coefficient, j is the unit vector in the 
y-direction, and g is the gravitational constant. The reference 
temperature T*f is determined by 

T,cf = 2 (That + TcoU). (6) 

The dimensionless group R is the Rayleigh number and Pr is the 
Prandtl number defined as follows: 

R = at 
(- 'hot T co ld)" , . 

KV 

V 
P r = -

K 

(7) 

(8) 

Nomenclature 

d'(x) = conjugate direction, Eq. (29) 
dx = half-width of the system domain 
dy = half-depth of the system domain 

f{x) = heat flux function 
8f = variation of the heat flux func

tion 
g = gravitational constant 

GX ( 1 ) = matrix defined in Eq. (59) 

GX ( 2 ) 

GY<" 

GY ( 2 ) 

8J 

matrix defined in Eq. (60) 

matrix defined in Eq. (61) 

matrix defined in Eq. (62) 
performance function, Eq. (13) 
variation of the performance 
function / 

V7 = gradient of the performance 
function 

k = thermal conductivity 
NX = number of cells in the 

^-direction in the Chebyshev 
pseudospectral method 

NY = number of cells in the y-direction 
in the Chebyshev pseudospectral 
method 

P = pressure 
Pr = Prandtl number 

8P = variation of the pressure field 
q = adjoint pressure field 
r = optimal step length in the conju

gate gradient method, Eq. (35) 
R = Rayleigh number 
T = temperature field 

= temperature at the boundary 
= nominal bottom temperature 
= reference temperature of the sys

tem 
= variation of the temperature field 
= time 

final time 
= velocity field 

variation of the velocity field 

T* cold 
T * 
1 hoi 
7** 
1 ref 

8T 
t 

tf 
v 

8v 

Greek Symbols 

a = thermal expansion coefficient 
7 ' = parameter defined in Eq. (30) 

S(x) = Dirac delta function 
TJ = adjoint temperature field 
K = thermal diffusivity 
v = kinematic viscosity 
£ = adjoint velocity field 

£, = the x-component of £ 
£y = the y-component of £ 
p = density 
T = tf ~ t 

u) = sweeping frequency of the mov
ing sensor (Eq. (14)) 

Superscripts 

* = dimensional quantities 
t = measured variable 

Subscripts 

m = measurement point 
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fix) 50 -

Fig. 2 A heat flux function of arbitrary shape 

where v is the kinematic viscosity. The relevant initial and bound
ary conditions are 

t = 0, v = v0(je,jO. T=T„(x,y) 

y = - h o, 
ST 

k(T* 7* cold) 
fix) (12) 

where the initial velocity and temperature fields, v0 and T0, are the 
steady fields wi th / (x) = 77.25 (constant). Here, k is the thermal 
conductivity of the fluid. Figure 1 depicts the system with the grids 
(40 X 20) employed in the numerical computation. Also plotted is 
the initial velocity field v0 and the isotherms for the initial tem
perature field T0. 

3 The Inverse Natural Convection Problem 
The temperature field inside the domain, which can be easily 

measured at various locations, is determined by the heat flux 
function f(x). Therefore, f(x) can be estimated by using the 
measured values of the temperature field at certain locations. The 
performance function for the identification off(x) is expressed by 
the sum of square residuals between the calculated and observed 
temperature as follows: 

J = • 

(9) 

[T(x,„(t), ym(t), t) - T\xm(t), ym(t), t)]2dt (13) 

: 1 , v = 0, 
dT 

dx 
= 0 

v = + i , v = o, r = o 

where T(xm(t), y,„(t), t) is the calculated temperature, and 
(10) T\xm(t), ym(t), t) is the observed temperature at the moving 

observation location (jc,„(f)> ym{t)). The measurement point*,,, = 
(11) (xm(t), y,„(t)) is moving according to 

(2) x - poisitions of sensor 
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Fig. 3 The estimated heat flux functions for the case of Fig. 2; (a) with a single moving sensor with <a = 2, (b) with 2 fixed 
sensors, (c) with 5 fixed sensors, (d) with 11 fixed sensors 
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Fig. 4 Some standard shapes of heat flux functions f(x) considered in 
the present investigation; (a) case I, (b) case II, (c) case III 

x,» = 
x„,{t) 

liriat 

t, 

y. 

J(f)=U [T(x„„ ym, t) - T\xm, ym, t)]2dt 

+ v • Vv + VP - PrV2v - R PrTj dildt 

+ I q[V-\]dildt- I T) 
dT 

~dt 
+ v-VT 

v2sr dCldt. (16) 

In fact, the adjoint variables £, q, and rj are the Lagrange multi
pliers usually employed in the constrained optimization. The vari
ation of J, 8J, is then given by the following equation: 

[" 8J = [T(xm, ym, t) - T\x„„ y,„, t)]8T(xm, y,„, t)dt 
•> o 

dSv 

1)7 + S v Vv + v VSv + VSP 

- PrV2Sv - R PrSTfidndt + \ q[V • 8\]dtldt 
' 0 M l 

d 
— 8T + Sv VJT 
at 

+ v vsr- v2sr dCldt. (17) 

Integrating 8J by parts both in space and time, and exploiting the 
boundary conditions for v, Sv, T and 8T, the gradient of J, V7, 
defined in Eq. (15) is found to be the following: 

V7 
^(^hol ^ cold) 

dt (18) 
y=-\ 

while the adjoint variables £, q, and T) must satisfy 

at 
+ V V £ = V<? - PrV2£ + £ - ( V v ) r + -qVT (19) 

V - £ = 0 (20) 

(14) 

3T) 

~al + V V T ; = - V 2 T ) - R P r £ v - [T(x, y, t) 

where a = 1.0, w is the frequency and tf is the duration of 
measurement. Here, it is assumed that the sensor is moving only 
horizontally at a fixed vertical location, yl,. To minimize the 
performance function (13), we need the gradient of J, VJ, which 
is defined by 

-P(x,y,t)]8(x-x,„)8(y-ym) (21) 

where 8(x) is the Dirac delta function, superscript T in Eq. (19) 
means the transpose, and £ = (£ \ £"). The relevant boundary 
conditions are 

8J(f)=J(f+8f)-J(f) = (VJ, 8f) VJ(x)8f(x)dx 

(15) 

where tf, the final time, is 1.5. The function VJ can be obtained by 
introducing the adjoint variables £, q, and r/ such that the perfor
mance function can be rewritten as follows: 

3TJ 
x = ± l , £ = 0 , ^r=0 

3 6X 

y = - l , * = 0 . ^ = 0 

y = + l , £ = 0 , 17 = 0. 

The starting conditions are 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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Fig. 5 Convergence rate of the conjugate gradient iteration for the three cases of Fig. 4 

£(x, t = tf) = 0, T)(x, t = tf) = 0. (25) 

For the convenience of numerical integration, we change the time 
variable and rewrite Eqs. (19) and (21) as follows: 

AT 
v V £ = -Vq + P r V 2 £ - £ - ( V v ) r - TJVT (26) 

J(f - rd') = i [T(xm, vm; / ; - rd') - T\xm, y„„ t)]2dt. 
' o 

(32) 

The directional derivative of T at/(jc) in the direction of d(x), 
denoted as ST, is defined by 

v Vr)= +V2r) + RPr^ + [T(x,y, t) 8T = lim 
6^0 

T(f+ ed)-T(J) 
(33) 

- T\x, y, f)]8(x - x,„)8(y - ym) (27) 

where T = ts — t and tf is the final time. 
The Fletcher-Reeves method (Fletcher and Reeves, 1964), 

which is one of the conjugate gradient methods, is successfully 
applied to the minimization of the performance function, using the 
gradient of J determined by Eq. (18). The search direction or the 
conjugate direction at the first step is determined by 

Then, the term T{xm, y„,;f - rd') in Eq. (32) is approximated by 

T{xm, ym;f - rd') = T(x,„, ym\f) - 8T{xm, y,„, t)r. (34) 

Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (32), partially differentiating it with 
respect to r and setting the resulting equation equal to zero, the 
value of r that minimizes J(f — rd') is obtained as 

d°(x) = VJ(x) V k(T hot TcM) 
dt. (28) 

7 = - l where 

Beginning the second iteration step, the conjugate direction is 
given by 

d'(x) = VJ'(x) + yidi~\x) (29) 

8J> 

1? 

K'= [8T(x„„ y„„ t)]2dt 
o 

(35) 

(36) 

where 

y = 

(VJ'(x))2dx 

(yr~\x))2dx 

and 

87' [T(x„„ y„„ t) - T\xm, ym, t)]8T(x,„, ym, t)dt. (37) 

(30) 
The sensitivity equations which determine 8T is given by the 
following set of equations. 

and i is the iteration number. Once the conjugate direction is 
obtained, the heat flux function/(x) is updated in that direction. 

V • 8v = 0 (38) 

f+l(x) = fix) - rd'(x) (31) dt 
Sv+ S v Vv + v-VSv = -V8P + PrV2Sv + RPrSTj 

The optimal step length r in the direction d'(x) is obtained by 
minimizing J(f - rd') with respect to r. Formally, J(f - rd') is 
expressed as dt 

8T + Sv • V r + v • VST = V 2 8r 

(39) 

(40) 
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Fig. 6 The estimated profiles of heat flux function f(x) for the three 
cases of Fig. 4 when the sweeping frequency w = 5 

The relevant initial and boundary conditions for the set of sensi
tivity equations are 

t = 0, 8V(JC, y, t = 0) = 0, 6T(JC, y, t = 0) = 0 (41) 

a 
x= ± 1 , 8v = 0, 

dx sr = o 

>>=+! , Sv = 0, 8T= 0 

(42) 

(43) 

8v = 0, 
fly 

87 = 
</,, 

k(X hot 
•</ ( * ) . (44) 

The present algorithm of the conjugate gradient method is sum
marized as follows. 

1 Assume the heat flux function/(x) and calculate the velocity 
and temperature fields by solving Eqs. (2)—(12). 

2 Solve the adjoint Eqs. (20), (22)~(27) from T = 0 to T = tf. 
3 VJ is determined by Eq. (18). 
4 The conjugate direction d'(x) is given by Eq. (29) with y' 

determined by Eq. (30). 
5 Solve the sensitivity Eqs. (38)~(44). 
6 The optimal step length in the conjugate direction d'(x) is 

determined by Eq. (35). 
7 The heat flux function/(x) is updated according to Eq. (31). 
8 Repeat the above procedure until convergence. 

4 The Chebyshev Pseudospectral Method 

The sets of equations governing the present problem of inverse 
natural convection, i.e., the set of Eqs. (2)~(12) for the direct 
problem, the set of Eqs. (20), (22)~(27) for the adjoint problem 
and the set of Eqs. (38)~(44) for the sensitivity problem, are 
solved by employing the following time splitting scheme to im
pose the solenoidal conditions, Eqs. (2), (20), and (38), implicitly: 

Direct Problem. 

Prediction Step. 

v* — v" 

Ar 

Pressure Equation. 

Correction Step. 

Energy Equation. 

T - II + 1 rp II 

A/ 

Adjoint Equation. 

Prediction Step. 

AT 

Pressure Equation. 

-v"- Vv" + P r V V + RPr7"j 

V2P"+I = — V • v* 
Af 

-VP'H 

Ar 

vr,+1 + v2r" 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

v ' -V£ ' + P r V 2 £ ' - £'-(Vv'; 

v y AT v-r* 

TJVT' (49) 

(50) 

Correction Step. 

A T 
• = -Vq' (51) 

Energy Adjoint Equation. 

AT 
•VT, ' + I + V V + 1 + RPr(F) ' + 1 + [Tl+] 

- ( r t ) ' + l ] 8 U - x , „ ) 8 ( > ' - . y , „ ) (52) 
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Fig. 7 The effect of the sweeping frequency of the moving sensor on the accuracy of the estimation; (a) w - 0.5, (b) 
(c) to = 2.0, (d) to = 5.0 

<o = 1.0, 

Sensitivity Equation. 

Prediction Step. 

8v* - Sv" 

At 

Pressure Equation. 

8V«. W " - v" • VSv" + PrV2Sv" + R P r S r j 

Xj = COS 

y>j = cos 

ir(i - 1) 
NX 

vU- 1) 

(1 << <iVX + 1) (57) 

(l = s ; < i v y + l ) (58) 

V28 p„+i = v - S v* 
Af 

Correction Step. 

3v"+1 - Sv* 

It = 

Energy Sensitivity Equation. 

srn+1 - ST" 

-VSP" 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

where NX and /VY are the number of computational cells in the x 
and y-direction, respectively. Then the first and second partial 
derivatives of a function u(x, y), defined for - 1 < x s 1 and 
— 1 ^ v s 1, can be approximated by 

Af -8v"+1-vr •vsr ,+1 + v2srn 

(56) 

The discretization of the spatial derivatives in Eqs. (45)~(56) is 
performed by using the Chebyshev pseudospectral method (Ku et 
al., 1987). Adoption of this technique allows one to approximate 
the differentiation of a function with matrix multiplication. Ac
cording to the Chebyshev pseudospectral method the collocation 
points are selected as 

3w 

dx 

d2u 

Sx2 

du 

d2u 

(Xi, yj) = X G X J / ' I I U , , yj) 

NX+l 

(xt, yj) = E GXfu{xh yj) 

NY+t 

{xt, y,) = X GYJ/'M*/. y,) 
I-1 

NY+> 

(x„yj)= E GYJMx„y,). 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

The detailed expression for the matrices GX(1), GX<2), GY(I), 

and GY<2) are given in Ku et al. (1987). Numerical inversion of 
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large matrices arising in Eqs. (46), (48), (50), (52), (54), and 
(56) has been done by the tensor-product method. 

5 Result 
We examine the efficiency and accuracy of the present inverse 

analysis for estimating the spatially varying function of an un
known wall heat fiux/(x) at the bottom of the domain. Several test 
cases have been run with simulated measurements T\x,„(t), 
y,„(t)), and the estimated heat flux is compared with the exact one. 
The grid system adopted is (40 X 20), which is found to be 
sufficient to resolve the flow and temperature fields when dx = 1 
cm, dy = 0.5 cm, thermal diffusivity K = 2.06 X 10"5 m2/s, 
thermal conductivity k — 0.02575 W/m • K, the measurement 
duration tf = 1.5 and the Prandtl number Pr = 0.72. The dimen-
sionless vertical distance of the sensor from the bottom wall, as 
given by yl in Eq. (14), is assumed to be 0.04775 if not specified 
otherwise. In the following, the accuracy of the estimation is 
quantified by the following definition of estimation error: 

Error = 
IIA. • / « 

exactfj Li 

l[/e» 
(63) 

where || • ||t2 is the usual L2-norm. The simulated measurements 
containing measurement errors are generated by adding random 
errors to the computed exact temperatures as follows: 

d (=r t ) + W(7 (64) 

where a determines the noise level, which takes values of 0.0, 0.1, 
0.5, and w is a random number between -2.576 s a> < 2.576. In 
fact, a is the standard deviation of the measurement errors which 
is assumed to be the same for all measurements, and w is the 
Gaussian distributed random error. The above range of w value 
corresponds to 99 percent confidence bound for the temperature 
measurement. Specifically, a = 0.1 corresponds to about two 
percent relative measurement error and a = 0.5 induces about ten 
percent relative measurement error. 

To demonstrate the efficiency of a single moving sensor as 
compared to the fixed sensors for solving the inverse natural 
convection problem at hand, we first consider a heat flux function 
of arbitrary shape as depicted in Fig. 2. We try to estimate this 
function using a moving sensor and several fixed sensors, respec
tively, assuming there is no measurement error, i.e., a = 0. The 
estimated heat flux function employing a single moving sensor 
with the sweeping frequency co = 2 (cf. Eq. (14)) is given in Fig. 
3(a), while the estimated functions using 2, 5, and 11 fixed sensors 
are shown in Fig. 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), respectively. In these 
figures, the location of the sensors and the estimation errors are 
also indicated. It is obvious that we need more than 11 fixed 
sensors to estimate with reasonable accuracy the heat flux function 
of Fig. 2, while a single moving sensor with w = 2 could estimate 
the heat flux profile very accurately. 

Figures 4(a) ~4(c) show some well-defined functions of heat 
flux/(x) which are employed in the investigation of the present 
algorithm of inverse natural convection problem using a moving 
sensor. The equation off(x) for the three cases shown in Fig. 4 are 
as follows. 

(Case I) f(x) = 51.5* + 77.25 ( - 1 < * < 0 ) 

f(x) = -51 .5x + 77.25 ( 0 < * < 1 ) (65) 

(Case II) f(x) = 20.6 sin irx + 46.35 ( - 1 < J C < 1 ) (66) 

(Caselll) fix) = 36.05 ( - 1 < x < - 0 . 5 ; 0.5 < x < 1) 

fix) =72.1 ( - 0 . 5 < x < 0 . 5 ) (67) 

When there is no measurement error, the convergence rate of the 
conjugate gradient procedure employing a single moving sensor 
with w = 5.0 is shown in Fig. 5 for the above three cases (Eqs. 
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Fig. 8 The effect of vertical location of sensor, yl„ on the accuracy of 
the estimated heat flux profiles; (a) the vertical distance (dimensionless) 
from the bottom wall is 0.0732; (b) the vertical distance (dimensionless) 
from the bottom wall is 0.1031 

(65)~(67)). The resulting converged estimations of the heat flux 
function f(x) for the above three cases are plotted in Fig. 
6(a)~6(c). Figure 6(a) is the converged estimation of/(x) for the 
case I after 56 iterations with the estimation error of 1.6995 X 
10~4. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) are the converged estimations for the 
case II and the case III, respectively, with the corresponding 
estimation errors of 2.4896 X 10"4 and 4.9069 X 10"3. 

The next consideration is the effect of the sweeping frequency 
of the moving sensor, co, on the accuracy of the estimation. The 
heat flux function for the case I of Fig. 4 is estimated using a single 
moving sensor with u> = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0, respectively, when 
there is no measurement error. Figures 7(a)~7(d) are the resulting 
estimation with the corresponding estimation errors indicated. 
Generally, the estimation error decreases as the sweeping fre
quency &> increases. When co is 0.5 (cf. Fig. 7(a)), the sensor moves 
starting from x = 0 to x = 1 and then returns to x = 0 for the 
duration of measurement tf. Therefore, the left half of the domain, 
— 1 < x s 0, is not scanned by the sensor and, as expected, the 
estimation of/(;t) for — 1 £ x < 0 is much less accurate than that 
for 0 < x ^ 1. When co value is larger than 1.0, the sensor scans 
the domain horizontally at least two times, and the estimation is 
quite accurate over the whole range (Fig. 7(b)~7(d)). If the sensor 
adopted has slow response time and causes troubles in temperature 
measurement, we can increase the dimensionless measurement 
duration ts. The value of tf is taken to be 1.5 to save the CPU time 
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Fig. 9 The effect of noise level a- on the accuracy of the estimated heat 
flux function; (a) a = 0.1, (b) a - 0.5 

of the numerical computation. If we increase tf, not only the 
experimental measurement will become easier but also the numer
ical algorithm will yield better results. 

Figures 8(o)~8(fc) show the effect of vertical location of the 
moving sensor, yl, on the accuracy of the estimated heat flux 
profile for the case I, when there is no measurement error and the 
sweeping frequency co = 5.0. The default distance dimensionless 
has been 0.04775 (cf. Fig. 6(a)), and Fig. 8(a) is for the dimen
sionless distance of 0.0732 and Fig. 8(b) is for the dimensionless 
vertical distance of 0.1031. Comparing results of Figs. 8(a)~8(b) 
with that of Fig. 6(a) we find that as the vertical location of the 
moving sensor approaches the bottom wall where the heat flux is 
imposed, the accuracy improves, since the sensitivity of the tem
perature field with respect to the imposed wall heat flux increases 
as yl decreases. 

Finally, the effect of noise level on the accuracy of the estimated 
heat flux function/(x) is investigated. In all practical experimental 
situations it is expected that some errors will be induced into 
measurements. For the case of employing a moving sensor, the 
measurement error includes the uncertainty in sensor location as 
well. The following discrepancy principle is adopted as the stop
ping criterion of the iterative procedure of the conjugate gradient 
method when there are measurement errors (Alifanov, 1972; 
Huang et al., 1992). Assume the measurement errors be the same 
for all horizontal locations, i.e., 

T(x,„, y,„) - T'](xm, y,„) = o\ 

Introducing this result into Eq. (13), we find 

a2dt • jo-'t. 

(68) 

(69) 

Then the discrepancy principle for the stopping criterion is taken 
as 

J<e2 (70) 

If the functional / has a minimum value that is larger than e2 the 
following criterion is used to stop the iteration: 

^(/<i+1)) - Jin < (71) 

where e, is a prescribed small number. Figures 9(a)~9{b) show 
the estimated heat flux functions for the case I of Fig. 4 for various 
values of the noise level a when a> = 5.0. Comparing results of 
Figs. 9(a)~9(b) with that of Fig. 6(a) where there is no measure
ment error, it is revealed that accuracy of estimation deteriorates as 
the noise level increases. 

6 Conclusion 
The inverse natural convection problem of estimating wall heat 

flux from the temperature measurement within the flow is inves
tigated by employing the conjugate gradient method. The gradient 
of the performance function needed in the conjugate gradient 
iteration is obtained by solving the adjoint equation. The conjugate 
gradient method, where the regularization is built in implicitly, 
could alleviate the ill-posedness symptoms of the inverse natural 
convection problems. One interesting facet of the present investi
gation is the employment of a single moving sensor instead of 
several fixed sensors to estimate the spatially varying heat flux 

f{x). In certain situations the implementation of a moving sensor 
may be more difficult than the implementation of several fixed 
sensors, but for many other situations the employment of a single 
moving sensor is quite feasible and economical especially when 
using modern optical diagnostic techniques. The present method is 
found to solve the inverse natural convection problem accurately 
without a priori information about the unknown function to be 
estimated. The effects of sweeping frequency of the moving sen
sor, the vertical location of the moving sensor and the measure
ment noise level on the accuracy of the estimation are investigated. 

Contrary to the previous works on inverse natural convection 
problems, the present method employs the exact Boussinesq equa
tion without any simplifications, and therefore can be applied to 
many different problems of inverse natural convection to yield 
rigorous results. 
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Mixture Fraction Statistics of 
Plane Self-Preserving Buoyant 
Turbulent Adiabatic Wall 
Plumes 
Measurements of the mixture fraction properties of plane buoyant turbulent adiabatic wall 
plumes (adiabatic wall plumes) are described, emphasizing conditions far from the source 
where self-preserving behavior is approximated. The experiments involved helium/air 
mixtures rising along a smooth, plane and vertical wall. Mean and fluctuating mixture 
fractions were measured using laser-induced iodine fluorescence. Self-preserving behav
ior was observed 92-155 source widths above the source, yielding smaller normalized 
plume widths and near-wall mean mixture fractions than earlier measurements. Self-
preserving adiabatic wall plumes mix slower than comparable free line plumes (which 
have 58 percent larger normalized widths) because the wall prevents mixing on one side 
and inhibits large-scale turbulent motion. Measurements of probability density functions, 
temporal power spectra, and temporal integral scales of mixture fraction fluctuations are 
also reported. 

Introduction 
Plane turbulent wall plumes are caused by line sources of 

buoyancy along the base of flat walls. These flows are of interest 
because they are a classical buoyant turbulent flow with numerous 
applications for confined natural convection processes and un
wanted fires. Thus, the objective of the present investigation was to 
extend recent measurements of turbulent round and free line 
plumes (Dai and Faeth, 1996; Dai et al., 1994, 1995a, b; Sangras 
et al., 1998) to consider plane turbulent wall plumes using similar 
methods. Present observations were limited to turbulent wall 
plumes along smooth plane vertical surfaces for conditions where 
the streamwise buoyancy flux is conserved, which corresponds to 
flow along an adiabatic wall for a thermal plume. 

Present measurements emphasize fully developed conditions far 
from the source where effects of source disturbances and momen
tum have been lost. Free line plumes become self-preserving at 
these conditions which simplifies reporting and interpreting mea
surements of their properties (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). Adi
abatic wall plumes never formally approach self-preserving behav
ior, however, because the streamwise growth rates of the near-wall 
boundary layer and the outer plume-like region are not the same. 
Nevertheless, the outer plume-like region grows more rapidly than 
the near-wall boundary layer and eventually dominates wall 
plumes far from the source, where wall plumes approximate self-
preserving behavior with scaling similar to free line plumes (Grella 
and Faeth, 1975; Liburdy and Faeth, 1978). Thus, self-preserving 
behavior of adiabatic wall plumes was sought in this approximate 
sense during the present investigation. 

Ellison and Turner (1959) and Turner (1973) describe some of 
the earliest studies of wall plumes, considering adiabatic wall 
plumes consisting of saline solutions in still water. The entrain-
ment rates that they observed for wall plumes were much smaller 
than those observed for turbulent free line plumes by Rouse et al. 
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(1952) and Lee and Emmons (1961). This behavior was attributed 
to the wall both preventing mixing on one side and inhibiting the 
cross stream turbulent motion needed for effective mixing. 

Grella and Faeth (1975) report hot-wire probe measurements of 
velocities and temperatures in weakly buoyant turbulent adiabatic 
wall plumes along smooth vertical surfaces. A linear array of small 
flames was used for the buoyant source; therefore, source dimen
sions are hard to define and plume buoyancy fluxes are difficult to 
quantify due to near-source heat losses. The measurements suggest 
that approximate self-preserving behavior was approached but 
could not be achieved due to the limited dynamic range of hot-wire 
probes. Ljuboja and Rodi (1981) subsequently predicted the prop
erties of these flows using a turbulence model that included effects 
of buoyancy/turbulence interactions. The agreement between pre
dictions and measurements was reasonably good for conditions 
farthest from the source which best approached approximate self-
preserving behavior. 

Lai et al. (1986) and Lai and Faeth (1987) reported laser 
velocimetry (LV) and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measure
ments of mean and fluctuating velocities and concentrations in 
weakly buoyant adiabatic wall plumes. Gas mixtures leaving a slot 
provided the buoyancy source so that uncertainties of source sizes 
and heat losses were absent and source dimensions and buoyancy 
fluxes were well defined. These measurements were used to eval
uate predictions based on simplified mixing length and turbulence 
models, finding good predictions of mean properties but relatively 
ineffective predictions of turbulence properties. These measure
ments were limited to flow development at near-source conditions, 
0 s (x — x„)lb < 37.5, so that self-preserving behavior was not 
achieved. This behavior is consistent with recent measurements of 
turbulent free line plumes where self-preserving behavior was only 
observed for (x — x0)lb > 76 (Sangras et al., 1998). 

In addition to large values of (x - x„)/b to avoid effects of 
source disturbances, approximate self-preserving behavior also 
requires large values of (x — x0)/lM to avoid effects of source 
momentum (Turner, 1973). Noting that plume behavior dominates 
adiabatic wall plumes at self-preserving conditions, lM can be 
defined by analogy to free line plumes having uniform source 
properties, as follows (List, 1982): 

*/b = (p0/px)u
2J{buog\po - poo|/p„)2 

(1) 
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where the absolute value of the initial density difference is used to 
account for both rising and falling plumes. A related parameter 
used to characterize source momentum properties is the source 
Froude number, Fr„, defined for adiabatic wall plumes by analogy 
to free line plumes, as follows: 

Frl = Pou
1A2bg\P.-p£ (2) 

Using these parameters, the measurements of Lai et al. (1986) and 
Lai and Faeth (1987) were limited to (x — x0)llu ^ 5 which is 
small compared to the values on the order of 10 required for 
buoyancy-dominated self-preserving behavior for free line plumes 
(Sangras et al., 1998). 

In view of these observations, the objective of the present 
investigation was to measure the mean and fluctuating scalar 
properties of adiabatic wall plumes, emphasizing conditions within 
the approximate self-preserving region far from the source. The 
experiments consisted of helium/air source flows, along a smooth 
plane and vertical wall in still air at standard temperature and 
pressure, which provides straightforward specifications of source 
dimensions and plume buoyancy fluxes. Scalar properties were 
characterized by mixture fractions, defined as the mass fraction of 
source gas in a sample (Sangras et al., 1998). Measurements of 
mixture fractions were carried out using iodine vapor LIF in order 
to provide the large dynamic range needed to reach approximate 
self-preserving conditions. 

Experimental Methods 
Apparatus. Experimental methods were similar to the free 

line plume study of Sangras et al. (1998). The plumes were 
observed in an enclosure (3400 X 2000 X 3600 mm high) that had 
porous side walls (parallel to the source) and a porous ceiling made 
of filter material. This approach controlled room disturbances and 
ambient light leakage into the test enclosure while allowing free 
inflow of entrained air and free exhaust of the plume. The source 
slot (876 mm long X 9.4 mm wide) was mounted flush to a flat 
floor (876 mm long X 610 mm wide) with the vertical wall 
mounted adjacent to one edge of the slot. The floor/slot/wall 
assembly was mounted in turn normal to end walls (2440 mm 
high X 610 mm wide). A screen array (2 screens, 16 mesh X 0.20 
mm wire diameter, separated by a distance of 38 mm) was installed 
across the outer edge of the end walls (facing the vertical wall) to 

further control room disturbances, following Gutmark and Wyg-
nanski (1976), Sangras et al. (1998) and references cited therein. 
The entire floor/slot/wall assembly was traversed to accommodate 
rigid optical instruments in the same manner as Sangras et al. 
(1998). 

Gas supplies to the source were metered and measured using 
critical flow orifices in conjunction with pressure regulators. These 
flow rates were calibrated using either wet test or turbine flow 
meters. After mixing, the source flows passed through beds of 
iodine flakes and feed lines having length-to-diameter ratios of 
1200 to ensure uniformly seeded mixtures. Uniform source flow 
properties were provided by a bed of beads, a filter and a 3.4:1 
contraction at the slot exit. 

Instrumentation. The LIF signal was produced by an argon-
ion laser operating at 514.5 nm (measuring volume diameter at e~2 

points of 0.16 mm with a maximum optical power of 1800 mW). 
The laser beam was horizontal and directed normal to the wall. The 
beam passed through an opening in the wall and was captured by 
a horn trap. Laser power was monitored to correct for power 
fluctuations. Absorption of the laser beam in the flow was less than 
one percent, and was even smaller for fluorescence emissions, so 
that it was not necessary to account for effects of absorption when 
data was processed. 

LIF observations were made through windows (457 mm wide X 
203 mm high) mounted flush to the inner surface of the end walls 
and centered on the laser beam height. Collecting optics were f5.1 
with a diameter of 100 mm. The LIF signal was separated from 
light scattered at the laser line using long-pass optical filters having 
a cutoff wavelength of 530 nm. The detector aperture provided a 
measuring volume length of 2 mm. Signal detection, processing, 
and calibration were the same as Sangras et al. (1998). 

Effects of differential diffusion of helium and iodine vapor were 
small, less than 0.1 percent, based on binary diffusivity estimates 
from Bird et al. (1960) and the analysis of Starner and Bilger 
(1983). Gradient broadening errors were also small, less than one 
percent. Experimental uncertainties (95 percent confidence) were 
found following Moffat (1982) as discussed by Sangras et al. 
(1998), yielding maximum experimental uncertainties of the flow 
properties, as follows: 6 percent for F(y/(x — x„)), 10 percent for 
F'(y/(x - x0)), 10 percent for_PDF(/), 40 percent for the 
low-frequency region of E}(n)/(Tff'

2), and 35 percent for B0
njjl 

Nomenclature 

F(y/(x 

F'(y/(x 

b 
B0 

d 
:f(n) 

f 
*.)) 

x.)) 

Fr0 

g 
h 

'M 

/„ 

= source width 
= source buoyancy flux 
= source diameter 
= temporal power spec

tral density of/ 
= mixture fraction 
= normalized self-

preserving cross stream 
distribution of/ 

= normalized self-
preserving cross stream 
distributions of/' 

= source Froude num
ber, Eq. (2) 

= acceleration of gravity 
= characteristic plume 

width based on / , Eq. 
(5) 

= Morton length scale, 
Eq. (1) 

= characteristic plume 
width based on u, Eq. 
(8) 

n 
PDF(/) 

Rec 

Re„ 

u 
U(y/(x - *„)) 

x 

y 

= frequency 
= probability density 

function of mixture 
fraction 

= characteristic plume 
Reynolds number, Eq. 
(9) 

= source Reynolds num
ber, 2u„blv0 

= streamwise velocity 
= normalized self-

preserving cross 
stream distribution of 
u 

= vertical streamwise 
distance above source 

= cross stream distance 
normal to wall surface 

z = normalized distance parallel to 
slot source, measured from its 
midplane location 

Z = source length 
v = kinematic viscosity 
p = density 
7f = temporal integral scale of mixture 

fraction fluctuations 

Subscripts 

max = condition where the property 
reaches a maximum value 

o = initial value or virtual origin loca
tion 

oo = ambient value 

Superscripts 

( ) = time-averaged mean value 
( )' = root-mean-squared fluctuating 

value 
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Table 1 Summary of plane buoyant turbulent adiabatic wall 
plume test conditions" 

Source properties 

Helium concentration (percent by volume) 
Density (kg/m3) 
Kinematic viscosity (mm2/s) 
Average velocity (mm/s) 
Buoyancy flux, B„ (mVs3) 
Density ratio, p„lp„ 
Reynolds number, Re„ 
Froude number, Fr„ 
Morton length scale, lM/b 

Case 1 

29.0 
0.871 

22.1 
868 

0.0200 
0.750 

740 
3.50 
7.7 

Case 2 

52.3 
0.639 

31.3 
1240 

0.0514 
0.550 

745 
3.20 
6.1 

" Helium/air sources directed vertically upward at the base of a vertical 
smooth plane wall in still air with an ambient pressure of 99 ± 0.5 kPa and 
temperature of 297 ± 0.5 K. Pure gas properties as follows: air density of 
1.161 kg/m3, air kinematic viscosity of 15.9 mm2/s, helium density of 
0.163 kg/m3, and helium kinematic viscosity of 122.5 mm2/s. Source slot 
width and length of 9.4 and 876 mm. Virtual origin based on / of xjb = 
0 determined from present measurements in the range (x - x„)/b = 
92-155 and (x - x„)/lM = 12-21. 

(x - x„). These uncertainties were maintained down to half the 
maximum value of each measured parameter (excluding the spike 
region of the PDF) but increased at smaller values roughly in
versely proportional to the value of the parameter. 

Test Conditions. The test conditions are summarized in Table 
1. Two source flows were considered in order to test scaling of 
source properties in the region of self-preserving behavior. Ap
proximate self-preserving behavior for adiabatic wall plumes was 
only observed relatively far from the source at (x - x0)lb s 92; 
therefore, the locations of the virtual origin could not be distin
guished from xjb = 0 within present experimental uncertainties. 

Self-Preserving Scaling 
The state relationship for density as a function of mixture 

fraction, assuming an ideal gas mixture, can be found in Dai et al. 
(1994). Far from the source where the flow becomes self-
preserving, this expression can be approximated as follows: 

p = p . + / p . ( l -pJp„),f<l. (3) 

Assuming approximate self-preserving behavior for adiabatic wall 
plumes, in the sense discussed earlier, mean and fluctuating mix
ture fractions can be scaled in terms of self-preserving variables, as 
follows (List, 1982): 

F(y/(x-x„)) or F'(y/(x-x0)) 

= Qovf)gB;v\x - xa)\\ - pJPo\ (4) 

where F{yl(x — x„)) and F'(y/(x — x„)) are appropriately scaled 
cross stream profile functions of mean and fluctuating mixture 
fractions, which approximate universal functions far from the 
source where Eq. (3) applies. A characteristic plume width, lf, 
based on / i s also defined, similar to turbulent free line plumes, as 
follows (Dai et al., 1994): 

F(lf/(x - xJ) /F(0) (5) 

For plane turbulent adiabatic wall plumes, F decreases monoton-
ically as y increases and there is only one location where Eq. (5) 
is satisfied. The source buoyancy flux, B„, is a conserved scalar of 
the flow which can be found as follows for plane plumes having 
uniform source properties (List, 1982): 

B„ = bu„g\p0 - pj\lpx (6) 

The corresponding approximate self-preserving relationship for 
mean streamwise velocities was not studied here but these prop
erties are useful for defining the turbulence properties of the wall 
plumes. Thus, mean streamwise velocities within approximate 
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Fig. 1 Cross stream distributions of mean mixture fractions In plane 
buoyant turbulent plumes. Measurements of Grella and Faeth (1975), Lai 
and Faeth (1987), and the present Investigation for adiabatic wall plumes; 
measurements of Liburdy and Faeth (1978) for isothermal wall plumes; 
and measurements of Sangras et al. (1998) for free line plumes. Results 
from Grella and Faeth (1975), Liburdy and Faeth (1978), and Lai and Faeth 
(1987) are for their largest distances from the source. 

self-preserving turbulent adiabatic wall plumes can be scaled in 
terms of self-preserving variables, as follows (List, 1982): 

U(y/(x - xj) = u/Bl'2 (7) 

where U(y/(x — x„)) is an appropriately scaled cross stream 
profile function. A characteristic plume width based on u, l„, is 
also defined, similar to turbulent free line plumes, as follows (Dai 
et al., 1995a): 

U(l„/(x - x0))IU^ = (8) 

where /„ is the largest value of cross stream distance where Eq. (8) 
is satisfied, noting that U is a double-valued function of y. The 
corresponding characteristic plume Reynolds number can be writ
ten as follows for approximate self-preserving conditions (Sangras 
et al, 1998): 

Rer JJv„ = Um!txB
]J3lJvx. (9) 

For present purposes, values of Umm and /„ were taken as averages 
of the measurements farthest from the source reported by Grella 
and Faeth (1975). 

Results and Discussion 

Mean Mixture Fractions. Distributions of mean mixture 
fractions in the approximate self-preserving region of the flow will 
be considered first. Present measurements of cross stream distri
butions of mean mixture fractions for the two sources are illus
trated in Fig. 1. The scaling parameters of Eq. (4) have been used 
when plotting the figure so that the value of the ordinate is 
F(y/(x — x„)). Results for z/Z = 0 and \ (where z is measured 
from a position halfway between the end walls), are in good 
agreement with each other which confirms the two-dimensionality 
of the flow. The present measurements also yield universal distri
butions within experimental uncertainties for 92 £ (x — x„)/b < 
155 and 12 < (x - x0)/lM £ 21 with flow aspect ratios of Z/lf a 
7.9, as required for self-preserving flow. Present conditions within 
the self-preserving region of the flow correspond to 3800 £ 
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Table 2 Development of plane turbulent adiabatic wall 
plumes" 

Source (x - x„)lb l/(x - x„) 

Lai etal. (1986) 10.0 0.173 
20.0 0.118 
37.5 0.093 

Present (self-preserving region) 92-155 0.076 

" Plane turbulent adiabatic wall plumes in still and unstratified environ
ments. 

Rec < 6700 which is comparable to conditions within the self-
preserving region of round and plane free turbulent plumes of 
2500 < Rec < 7500 observed by Dai et al. (1994, 1995a,b) and 
Sangras et al. (1998). These are reasonably large values of char
acteristic Reynolds numbers for turbulent plume-like flows. For 
example, this range is comparable to the largest values of Ree 

where measurements of turbulent wake properties have been re
ported, while turbulent wakes exhibit self-preserving turbulence 
properties at values of Ree as small as 70 (Wu and Faeth, 1993). 

Measurements of F for a variety of plane turbulent plumes have 
been plotted in Fig. 1 for comparison with the present measure
ments, as follows: results for adiabatic wall plumes from Grella 
and Faeth (1975) and Lai and Faeth (1987), results for isothermal 
wall plumes from Liburdy and Faeth (1978), and results for free 
line plumes from Sangras et al. (1998). The measurements of 
Grella and Faeth (1975), Lai and Faeth (1987), and Liburdy and 
Faeth (1978) all exhibit streamwise variations of mean mixture 
fractions scaled for approximate self-preserving behavior; thus, the 
distributions plotted in Fig. 1 for these measurements are for 
conditions farthest from the source. The remaining results from 
Sangras et al. (1998) and the present study represent scaled mean 
mixture fractions averaged over the self-preserving portions of the 
plumes. 

Considering the three adiabatic wall plume results in Fig. 1, it is 
evident that the measurements of Lai and Faeth (1987) are con
siderably broader than the present results (22 percent broader at the 
e ~' points of the distributions) and that the values of F for both 
Grella and Faeth (1975), and Lai and Faeth (1987) are consider
ably larger than the present results near the wall (up to 31 percent 
larger). The larger scaled widths of the mean mixture fraction 
distributions of the earlier adiabatic wall plumes are typical of 
conditions in the developing plume region before self-preserving 
behavior is achieved. Developing flow was especially evident for 
the measurements of Lai and Faeth (1987) which were limited to 
(x — x„)lb < 37.5 while self-preserving behavior was only 
observed much farther from the source (x — xa)/b a 92, during 
the present investigation. This behavior is illustrated by the values 
of lfl{x -~ x„) summarized in Table 2 for the measurements of Lai 
et al. (1986) and the present investigation. The progressive reduc
tion of l/(x — x„) with increasing distance from the source, 
tending toward the value observed during the present investigation, 
is quite evident. The corresponding streamwise locations of the 
measurements of Grella and Faeth (1975) cannot be stated in terms 
of (x — x„)lb because their source dimensions are not well 
defined; nevertheless, it is encouraging that the characteristic width 
of these measurements at the largest distance from the source is in 
good agreement with the present measurements. 

Differences between the magnitudes of the scaled mean mixture 
fraction measurements of Grella and Faeth (1975) and the present 
investigation can be attributed to problems of specifying the buoy
ancy flux, B„, for the measurements of Grella and Faeth (1975). In 
particular, B,„ was accurately prescribed by the gas mixture at the 
source exit for the present study but B„ had to be obtained from 
measurements of plume velocity and temperature properties for the 
study of Grella and Faeth (1975) due to the difficulties of deter
mining energy losses from thermal plumes near the source. This 
approach introduces significant uncertainties in B„, particularly 
because a significant portion of B„ is transported by streamwise 

turbulent motion, e.g., Dai et al. (1995b) and George et al. (1977) 
find that streamwise turbulent transport contributes 15-16 percent 
of B„ for round buoyant turbulent plumes with similar levels 
anticipated for plane turbulent plumes. The streamwise transport 
contribution to B0 was not measured by Grella and Faeth (1975) 
and had to be ignored so that the corresponding underestimation of 
B0 tends to increase values of F compared to present results as 
seen in Fig. 1. 

The comparison between the distributions of F for adiabatic 
wall plumes and free line plumes, plotted in Fig. 1, is also of 
interest. Both sets of results represent self-preserving behavior and 
have the same buoyancy flux. Comparing the two flows, it is 
evident that the adiabatic wall plumes spread much slower than the 
free line plumes. For example, the characteristic widths, lf, are 58 
percent larger for the free line plumes than for the adiabatic wall 
plumes whereas the maximum scaled mean mixture fraction, F(0), 
is 2.7 times larger for adiabatic wall plumes than for the free line 
plumes. This behavior has unfortunate implications for the envi
ronment of unwanted fires within structures where the reduced 
mixing rates of fire plumes along surfaces allow heated regions to 
extend much farther from the source than would be the case for 
unconfined fires; this behavior tends to enhance fire spread rates. 
These effects also tend to reduce dilution rates of pollutants and 
other hazardous substances within buoyant flows along surfaces 
compared to unconfined buoyant flows. 

Reduced rates of mixing of adiabatic wall plumes compared to 
free line plumes can be attributed to reduced access to the ambient 
environment, the direct effects of wall friction and inhibition of 
turbulent mixing by the presence of the wall. The reduced access 
to the ambient environment comes about because adiabatic wall 
plumes can only mix on one side while free line plumes can mix 
on both sides. This effect might be expected to increase the 
maximum scaled mean mixture fraction, F(0), by a factor of 2; 
instead, F(0) increases even more, by a factor of 2.7, which 
suggests that other effects are influencing mixing rates as well. The 
direct effect of wall friction, however, does not explain any sig
nificant tendency to retard mixing rates for adiabatic wall plumes. 
For example, earlier studies of adiabatic wall plumes show the 
direct effects of wall friction on plume structure are small because 
the wall boundary layer is much thinner than the outer plume-like 
region as self-preserving conditions are approached (Grella and 
Faeth, 1975; Lai et al., 1986; Lai and Faeth, 1987). Thus, the 
presence of the wall must reduce mixing in its own right, probably 
by inhibiting cross stream turbulent motion at the largest scales 
that significantly contribute to the mixing of free line plumes. 

Results for isothermal wall plumes due to Liburdy and Faeth 
(1978) plotted in Fig. 1 also support the idea that the main 
functions of the wall are to limit mixing to just one side of the 
plume and to inhibit turbulent motion at the largest scales which 
tends to reduce mixing rates. In particular, Liburdy and Faeth 
(1978) find little effect of direct transport to the wall on reducing 
values of F as self-preserving conditions are approached (although 
wall heat losses near the source are very important for these 
thermal plumes). On the other hand, wall heat losses shift the 
maximum value of F away from the wall, tending to increase the 
thickness of the flow. This increased thickness accommodates 
larger scales of turbulence which increases mixing rates as evi
denced by the smaller Fmm for isothermal wall plumes than for 
adiabatic wall plumes. 

The differences between the various flows plotted in Fig. 1 are 
quantified in Table 3, where the aspect ratio of the slot, Zlb, the 
range of streamwise distances studied (JC — x„)lb, the smallest 
flow aspect ratios, (Z/lf)mn, the streamwise distance in terms of 
Morton length scale, (x_ — x„)llw, and the corresponding values of 
lfl(x ~ x„), Fm„ and fm,Jfmnt are summarized to the extent they 
are known for adiabatic wall plumes, isothermal wall plumes, and 
free line plumes. Earlier results for wall plumes exhibit some 
evolution of F with distance from the source over the range of the 
measurements; therefore, only findings farthest from the source are 
shown in the table in these cases. The measurements of Grella and 
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buoyant turbulent adiabatic wall plumes: Case 1 flow at (x - x0)lb = 1 1 0 

Faeth (1975), Liburdy and Faeth (1978) and Liburdy et al. (1979) 
employed linear arrays of small flames as thermal sources for the 
plumes so that source dimensions cannot be prescribed for these 
results. Variations of flow widths and values of F between the 
various flows have already been discussed in connection with Fig. 
1; the properties of mixture fraction fluctuations will be taken up 
next. 

Mixture Fraction Fluctuations. Measurements of cross 
stream distributions of mixture fraction fluctuations are plotted in 
Fig. 2. In addition to the present measurements for the same 
conditions as / in Fig. 1, other measurements have been plotted in 
the figure, as follows: adiabatic wall plumes from Lai and Faeth 
(1987), isothermal wall plumes from Liburdy and Faeth (1978), 
and free line plumes from Sangras et al. (1998). As before, the 
measurements of Lai and Faeth (1987) and Liburdy and Faeth 
(1978) do not extend to fully self-preserving conditions so that 
only their results farthest from the source are shown. The remain
ing results from Sangras et al. (1998) and the present study 
represent scaled mixture fraction fluctuations in the self-preserving 
portions of the flow. 

Present measurements of F' exhibit self-preserving behavior 
within experimental uncertainties over the test range. F' becomes 
small as the wall and the free stream are approached and reaches 
a maximum near y/(x — x„) = 0.02. The values of/' are actually 
larger for adiabatic wall plumes near this maximum than the values 
observed in free line plumes at similar conditions because the 
values of/ in this region are larger for adiabatic wall plumes than 
for free line plumes. The values of mixture fraction fluctuation 
intensities near the maximum / condition, however, are actually 
smaller for adiabatic wall plumes than for free line plumes, e.g., 37 
percent as opposed to 47 percent, see Table 3, which is consistent 
with the wall stabilizing large-scale turbulent motion, and thus 
turbulent mixing. The adiabatic wall plume results of Lai and 
Faeth (1987) are similar to present results in terms of magnitudes, 
e.g., the values of f'ma/fma for the two studies are 34 and 37 
percent, respectively. The distribution of F' is considerably 
broader for the measurements of Lai and Faeth (1987) than the 
present study, however, which follows because self-preserving 

conditions were not reached, as noted earlier. The measurements 
of Liburdy et al. (1979) for isothermal wall plumes are consider
ably smaller than the other wall plumes for reasons that have yet 
to be explained; values of/!„„„//,„„ for this flow are also lower than 
for all the other plumes, e.g., 25 percent, see Table 3. 

Probability Density Functions. The measured PDF(/) are 
illustrated in Fig. 3 for self-preserving adiabatic wall plumes. 
These results are for the Case 1 source at various cross stream 
distances and (x — x„)lb = 110 but results at other self-
preserving conditions were similar. The measurements are com
pared with predictions of clipped-Gaussian and beta function dis
tributions which frequently are used to represent PDF(/) for 
modeling purposes (Lockwood and Naguib, 1_975). These distri
butions are prescribed by the values o f / a n d / ' at each position. 

The PDF(/) illustrated in Fig. 3 exhibit progressively increasing 
spikes at/' = 0 as yl(x — x„) increases, representative of increas
ing time periods spent in ambient fluid as the outer edge of the flow 
is approached. Both distributions provide a reasonably good rep
resentation of the measured PDF's. All these properties are similar 
to earlier findings for free line plumes (Sangras et al., 1998). 

Temporal Power Spectral Densities. Typical temporal 
power spectra are illustrated in Fig. 4 for self-preserving adiabatic 
wall plumes. These results are for 92 < (x — x„)/b s 155 with 
the Case 1 plume but results for other self-preserving conditions 
are similar. These measurements are normalized by local turbu
lence properties as described by Hinze (1975). 

These spectra are qualitatively similar to earlier results for round 
plumes reported by Dai et al. (1994) and for free line plumes 
reported by Sangras et al. (1998). The normalized spectra are 
relatively independent of cross stream position at each streamwise 
location. The spectra exhibit a prominent —5/3 power decay in an 
inertial-convective subrange for scalar property fluctuations where 
effects of molecular diffusion are small (Tennekes and Lumley, 
1972) followed by a prominent —3 power decay in an inertial-
diffusion subrange for scalar property fluctuations where effects of 
molecular diffusion are significant (Papanicolaou and List, 1987). 
The latter region is not observed in nonbuoyant flows and repre
sents an important buoyancy/turbulence interaction. 
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Fig. 4 Typical temporal power spectral densities of mixture fraction 
fluctuations in plane self-preserving buoyant turbulent adiabatic wall 
plumes: Case 1 flow at (x - x0)lb = 92,110, and 155 

Temporal Integral Scales. The properties of the temporal 
power spectra are completed by temporal integral scales, which are 
plotted as a function of cross stream distance in Fig. 5. These 
measurements are limited to the case 1 source for 92 < (x — 
x0)lb < 155, however, results at other self-preserving conditions 
are similar. The correlation for the temporal integral scales of 
self-preserving free line plumes from Sangras et al. (1998) is also 
shown in the plot for comparison with the present results. The 
present results provide a scattered correlation when plotted in the 
manner of Fig. 5; nevertheless, these results agree with the free 
line plume results within experimental uncertainties in spite of 
increased width of free line plumes. The shape of the plot generally 
agrees with expectations for temporal integral scales based on 
Taylor's hypothesis, as discussed by Sangras et al. (1998). 
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Fig. 5 Cross stream distributions of temporal integral scales of mixture 
fraction fluctuations in plane self-preserving buoyant turbulent plumes. 
Measurements of the present investigation for adiabatic wall plumes; 
measurements of Sangras et al. (1998) for free line plumes. 

Conclusions 
Mixture fraction statistics were measured in plane turbulent 

adiabatic wall plumes rising along flat smooth vertical walls in still 
air. Conditions far from the source were emphasized where effects 
of source disturbances are lost and the outer plume-like region of 
the flow approximates self-preserving behavior with scaling sim
ilar to self-preserving free line plumes. The test conditions con
sisted of buoyant jet sources of helium and air to obtain the source 
properties summarized in Table 1 with measurements involving 
(x - x„)lb in the range 92-155 and (x - x0)llu in the range 
12-21. The major conclusions of the study are as follows: 

1 The present measurements yielded distributions of mean 
mixture fractions that approximated self-preserving behavior in the 
outer plume-like region of the flow for (x — x0)lb > 92. In this 
region distributions of mean mixture fractions were up to 22 
percent narrower, with scaled values at the wall up to 31 percent 
smaller than earlier results using buoyant jet sources in the liter
ature. These differences were caused by past difficulties in achiev
ing adequate distances from the source to reach self-preserving 
conditions and accurately determining the value of the buoyancy 
flux needed to scale self-preserving properties during the earlier 
studies. 

2 Self-preserving turbulent adiabatic wall plumes mix much 
slower than comparable free line plumes with characteristic plume 
widths 58 percent larger and scaled maximum mean mixture 
fractions 2.7 times smaller for free line plumes than for compara
ble adiabatic wall plumes mainly because the wall limits mixing to 
one side of the flow and inhibits the large-scale turbulent motion 
that is mainly responsible for mixing. 

3 Cross stream distributions of mixture fraction fluctuations 
exhibit reduced values near the wall as expected. The stabilizing 
effect of the wall also reduces maximum mean mixture fraction 
fluctuation intensities in self-preserving plane turbulent adiabatic 
wall plumes compared to corresponding turbulent free line plumes, 
e.g., the maximum intensities for the two flows are 37 and 47 
percent, respectively. 

4 The probability density functions of mixture fractions in 
self-preserving adiabatic wall plumes are approximated reasonably 
well by either clipped Gaussian or beta function distributions 
similar to corresponding free line plumes. 

5 The low-frequency portion of the spectra of mixture fraction 
fluctuations scale in a relatively universal manner while the spectra 
exhibit —5/3 power inertial-convective and —3 power inertial-
diffusive decay regions. This behavior is typical of other turbulent 
plumes with the prominent —3 power inertial-diffusive decay 
region being a characteristic of buoyant flows that is not seen in 
nonbuoyant flows. 

6 Temporal integral scales could be correlated in a relatively 
universal manner in terms of self-preserving parameters, with 
results for adiabatic wall plumes in qualitative agreement with the 
behavior of corresponding free line plumes. 
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Far-Infrared Transmittance and 
Reflectance of YBa2Cu307-s 
Films on Si Substrates 
The transmittance and reflectance of superconductive YBa2Cu307.s (YBCO) thin films 
deposited on Si substrates have been measured in the far-infrared frequency region from 
10 to 100 cm'1 (wavelength from 1000 to 100 pm) at temperatures between 10 and 300 
K. The effects of interference, optical resonance, and antireflection on the radiative 
properties of high-temperature superconducting (HTSC) films are observed and quanti
tatively analyzed. Furthermore, we have measured the reflectance of the HTSC film-
substrate composites for radiation incident on the substrate side (backside reflectance) for 
the first time. The backside reflectance increases significantly from the normal state to the 
superconducting state at certain frequencies; this experimentally demonstrates that HTSC 
films can be used to build far-infrared intensity modulators. The complex refractive index 
of the YBCO films is determined from the measured transmittance using the Drude model 
in the normal state and a two-fluid model in the superconducting state. The complex 
refractive index obtained from this study is useful for various applications of YBCO films, 
including radiation modulators, detectors, and Fabry-Perot resonators. 

1 Introduction 
The radiative properties of high-temperature superconducting 

(HTSC) films change rapidly from the normal state to the super
conducting state in the far-infrared region. This distinguishing 
characteristic of HTSC films may be used in designing thermo-
optoelectronic devices such as infrared detectors, intensity and 
phase modulators, and radiation shields (Zhang and Frenkel, 1994; 
Zhang, 1998). Additionally, the reflectance of HTSC thin films 
differs significantly for radiation incident on the substrate side of 
the film-substrate composite (also called backside illumination) as 
compared to radiation incident on the film side. Recently, Zhang 
(1998) presented a design analysis of far-infrared intensity mod
ulators using YBa2Cu307.6 (YBCO) films by evaluating the reflec
tance for various design structures in both the superconducting and 
normal states. This work predicted large differences in the back
side reflectance between the superconducting and normal states. 
To date, the reflectance of HTSC films has been measured only for 
radiation incident on the film side (Renk, 1992; Tanner and Ti-
musk, 1992; Zhang et al., 1994). In order to confirm the features 
associated with the backside illumination, there is a need for 
measurements of the radiative properties of HTSC films for radi
ation incident on the substrate. 

For the development of HTSC applications, the choice of the 
substrate material is an important issue. Substrates commonly used 
for growing HTSC films include MgO, SrTi03, LaA103, yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ), and sapphire (Chen et al, 1995; Phillips, 
1996). Several promising far-infrared applications of HTSC films, 
such as bolometers, modulators, and resonators, demand that the 
substrate be transparent in the spectral region of interest. Fenner et 
al. (1993) presented transmittance measurements for various sub
strates, NdGaOj, LaA103, MgO, YSZ, and Si, in the mid and 
far-infrared regions. This study showed that the transmittance of Si 
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is generally higher than that of the other substrates in the measured 
spectral region. (The transmittance of pure Si is slightly greater 
than 0.5 at wavelengths longer than 20 |U.m.) The higher transmit
tance of Si in a broad spectral region allows new optical designs 
such as backside-illuminated HTSC microbolometers (Rice et al., 
1994). At present, Si substrates have received significant attention 
from the electronics industry due to the feasibility of lithographi
cally patterning HTSC films and the potential integration of semi
conductor and superconducting electronics (Phillips, 1996). High-
quality YBCO films have been successfully grown on Si substrates 
using pulsed laser ablation (Fork et al., 1991; Mechin et al., 1996) 
but very few measurements have been done to determine the 
radiative properties of such films. Berberich et al. (1993) measured 
the transmittance and reflectance of imperfect YBCO films depos
ited on Si substrates. These films were of poor quality because they 
were deposited on Si substrates without buffer layers, and the 
reflectance was measured only at room temperature. Karrai et al. 
(1992) studied the transmittance of YBCO thin films on Si sub
strates with and without a magnetic field. However, the substrates 
were intentionally wedged to avoid interference effects. Most of 
the reported radiative properties of HTSC superconductors were 
for opaque samples or thin films on thick substrates (Tanner and 
Timusk, 1992; Zhang et al., 1994). For transmittance measure
ments, the interference effects associated with the substrate were 
often neglected by either averaging over a free spectral range or 
using wedged substrates (Gao et al., 1991; Karrai et al , 1992; 
Zhang et al., 1992; Cunsolo et al., 1993). Knowledge of the 
radiative properties of thin YBCO films deposited on thin sub
strates is essential for designing optoelectronic devices including 
radiation modulators and Fabry-Perot resonators (Renk et al., 
1990; Genzel et al., 1992; Malone et al., 1993; Zhang, 1998). 

The transmittance and reflectance of thin films on transparent 
substrates typically oscillate periodically as the optical frequency 
changes, as a result of multiple reflections inside the substrate. 
This oscillation is particularly prevalent in the far infrared because 
the wavelength is comparable with the substrate thickness. Hadni 
et al. (1995) measured the far-infrared transmittance of several 
YBCO films deposited on MgO substrates. The interference fea
tures associated with the substrate were clearly seen in their study 
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at frequencies from 10 to 40 cm"1. In the present study, several 
infrared spectrometers have been used to measure both the trans
mittance and reflectance of YBCO films (^35-nm thick) deposited 
on Si substrates (=200-/xm thick), in the frequency region from 10 
cm-1 to 100 cm"' (wavelength from 1000 to 100 /im) from room 
temperature down to 10 K. The transmittance was measured with 
radiation incident on the film side and the reflectance was mea
sured for radiation incident both on the film and on the substrate. 
The transmittance of the film-substrate composite is the same for 
radiation incident on the film side and the substrate side. The 
spectral resolution is chosen high enough to measure the effects of 
interference associated with the substrate. 

Accurate assessments of the potential of YBCO films in opto
electronic applications require the determination of the frequency-
dependent radiative properties. Knowledge of the complex dielec
tric function of the YBCO film facilitates the computation of 
radiative properties in desired spectral regions (Phelan et al., 1991; 
1992). Due to their complicated crystalline structures, the refrac
tive index of the HTSC materials may vary significantly depending 
on the method of preparation, oxygen content, thickness, and 
microstructure (Choi et al, 1992; Renk, 1992; Tanner and Timusk, 
1992; Flik et al., 1992). In the present study, the measured trans
mittance spectra are used to determine the complex dielectric 
function e((o) of YBCO films deposited on Si substrates. In the 
normal state, a two-component model, consisting of a temperature-
dependent free-carrier absorption term (the Drude term) and a 
temperature-independent mid-infrared term (the Lorentz term), is 
used for computing e(w). In the superconducting state, the con
ventional two-fluid model is used for computing e(<w) (Tanner and 
Timusk, 1992). The spectral transmittance and reflectance are 
calculated with the transfer-matrix method using the refractive 
indices and thicknesses of the film and the substrate. The dielectric 
functions are determined at different temperatures by comparing 
model predictions with measured results. Our measurements dem
onstrate the feasibility of using thin HTSC films deposited on 
transparent substrates as radiation modulators. The frequency and 
temperature-dependent refractive index of the HTSC films ob
tained from the present study will facilitate future design of po
tential far-infrared devices based on YBCO films on Si substrates. 

2 Experiments 

2.1 YBCO Film Preparation. The YBCO films were de
posited by pulsed laser ablation using an excimer laser operated at 
a wavelength of 248 nm. A single-crystal (100) Si wafer, polished 
on both sides with a thickness of approximately 200 /i,m and a 
diameter of 76 mm, was used as the substrate. The wafer is slightly 
boron-doped and has an electric resistivity of ^1000 ft-cm. The Si 
wafer, was cut into approximately 12 X 12 mm2 pieces for the 
deposition of the YBCO. Ag paste was used to mount the substrate 
onto a substrate holder in the deposition chamber. At high tem
peratures, Ag may diffuse into the Si substrate. Therefore, a 
320-nm thick Si02 layer was deposited by chemical vapor depo-

^^^^sxss^^^NSN^^^s^^s>c<^^^ 
Si SUBSTRATE (»200 nm) 

- YBCO (35 nm) 

-CeO,(10nm) 

' YSZ (20 nm) 

Fig. 1 Structure of the film-substrate composite (the lateral dimensions 
are ~12 x 12 mm2) 

sition (CVD) on the backside of the Si substrate before the appli
cation of the Ag paste. The substrate was heated to 1063 K for the 
deposition of a 20-nm thick YSZ layer and then a 10-nm thick 
Ce02 layer on the Si substrate. These buffer layers are required for 
growing high-quality superconducting films (Mechin et al., 1996). 
A YBCO film of 35 nm was deposited on the top of the buffer 
layers at 1043 K in an optimized 0 2 environment (Rice et al, 
1994). The thicknesses of the thin films were determined by 
calibrations of the rate of deposition. The YBCO films formed this 
way are a-b plane oriented (c-axis is parallel to the surface 
normal) with a critical temperature (Tc) between 86 and 88 K. 

Several steps were followed to remove the Ag paste and the 
Si02 layer. First, the YBCO film was covered by a photoresist. 
Second, nitric acid (HN03) was used to remove Ag paste and then 
hydrofluoric acid (HF) was used to etch off the Si02 layer. Third, 
the photoresist was removed using acetone. Finally the film was 
rinsed with isopropanol. The structure of the film is shown in Fig. 
1. Some damage to the film may have taken place during this 
stripping process since the critical temperature of several films 
dropped to 80 to 82 K after the removal of the photoresist. 
However, scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images showed 
no evidence of microcracks or other surface damage. 

2.2 Transmittance and Reflection Measurements. The 
transmittance spectra of the films were measured using a slow-scan 
Michelson interferometer with a Hg-arc lamp as the source (Gao, 
1992). The entire interferometer chamber is evacuated to eliminate 
the absorption by atmospheric gases. The source radiation is mod
ulated by a rotating chopper inside the chamber to allow lock-in 
detection. This procedure allows only in-phase modulated radia
tion to be detected and thus minimizes the effect of external noise. 
The radiation is guided by mirrors and light pipes to the sample 
and thence to the detector. Polyethylene windows, which are 
transparent in the far-infrared region, are used to seal the cryostat. 
The detection system consists of a 4.2 K He-cooled Si bolometer. 
A preamplifier and lock-in electronics are used to measure the 
detector output signal. 

The sample holder consists of two identical copper plates with 
equally sized apertures in the middle. The copper plates are 
mounted at a right angle. One aperture is covered by the specimen 
and the other is left blank for the reference measurement. The 
sample holder is mounted on the cold finger of the cryostat. The 
cold finger is kept in high vacuum and cooled by flowing liquid He 

Nomenclature 

c0 = speed of light in vacuum, 2.9979 X 
108 m/s 

d = thickness, m 
fs = fraction of superconducting electrons 
•• = (-1)"2 

k = imaginary part of refractive index 
N = complex refractive index 
n = real part of the refractive index 
ne= electron number density, m"' 
r — reflection coefficient 
T = transmittance 
Tc= critical temperature, K 

y 

8 
Aw 
7« 

£ 

dimensionless admittance of the 
film 
phase change 
free spectral range, m"1 

damping constant in the Lorentz 
term, rad/s; (1 rad/s = 5.3089 X 
10"12 cm"1) 
dielectric function 
electric permittivity of free space, 
8.8542 X 10~12C -V"1 • m"1 

high-frequency dielectric constant 
wavelength in vacuum, m 

1/T = electron scattering rate, rad/s 
crDC= DC conductivity, (ft • m)"1 

w = angular frequency, rad/s 
ioc = center frequency, rad/s 
a),, = plasma frequency, rad/s 
(iipi. = plasma frequency in the Lorentz 

term, rad/s 

Subscripts 

/ = f i l m 
Si = silicon 
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at 4.2 K, which results in conductive cooling of the specimen. A 
diffusion pump is used to achieve a vacuum of 1CT2 Pa inside the 
cryostat before cooling; the actual pressure should be much lower 
due to cryopumping. The liquid He is transferred from a liquid-
helium tank via an evacuated transfer line. The specimen temper
ature is measured using a Si diode. An automatic temperature 
controller was used to adjust the temperature of the specimen using 
a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control scheme and an 
electric heater wrapped around the cold finger. The temperature 
variation was within 0.5 K of the set temperature for measurements 
above 100 K. During the measurements at 10 K and 50 K, the 
variation of temperature was about 1 K from the set temperature. 

The cryostat, along with the sample holder, is introduced verti
cally into the interferometer chamber. The cryostat can be rotated 
so that either the blank aperture or the specimen is in the beam path 
of the far-infrared radiation. For the transmittance measurement, 
the spectrum obtained with the blank is taken as the background 
spectrum. The cryostat is then rotated by 90 degrees to introduce 
the specimen in the beam path. The exact position of the cryostat 
for the blank aperture or for the specimen is determined by gently 
rotating the cryostat until the signal is maximum. The transmitted 
spectrum of the specimen is divided by the background spectrum 
to obtain the transmittance. The spectral resolution is approxi
mately 0.5 cnT1. 

The reflectance was measured using a commercial fast-scan 
Fourier transform spectrometer. The spectrum is averaged over 
128 scans and the resolution is «°1 cm"1. Here, the far-infrared 
beam is directed to either the specimen or a Au mirror by a 
combination of plane and elliptical mirrors. The angle of incidence 
in the reflectance measurement is *»7.5 deg with a beam diver
gence of 7.5 deg. The Au mirror is used as the reference for the 
reflectance measurements at all temperatures. In the far-infrared 
region, the reflectance of the gold is greater than 0.995 at room 
temperature and increases at lower temperatures. Hence, the re
flectivity of the Au mirror is taken to be 1. 

The transmittance and reflectance of bare Si substrates were 
measured at different temperatures to evaluate the measurement 
uncertainty. The refractive index of single-crystal Si has been well 
documented (Loewenstein et al., 1973). The use of the high-
resistivity single-crystal Si has essentially eliminated absorption in 
the substrate. The measured transmittance shows interference pat
terns with TmM about 1, Tmin about 0.3, and a free spectral range Aw 
(the wave number interval between two interference maxima) 
about 7 cm"1. Even a small variation in the substrate thickness 
(dsi) or its refractive index (»si) can affect Aw, since Aw = 
(2nsirfsi)"

1. The Si thickness is determined from the free spectral 
range by assuming that nsi = 3.42 at frequencies from 10 to 100 
cm-1 (Loewenstein et al., 1973). The actual angles of incidence in 
the transmittance measurement have a spread up to 18 degrees as 
a result of the beam divergence in the light pipe. The effect of 
inclined incidence on Aw (and hence ds{) is less than 0.5 percent 
since the angle of refraction inside the silicon is small. The 
transmittance extrema shift toward higher frequencies as the tem
perature decreases, indicating a decrease of the refractive index 
since the thickness change can be neglected (Loewenstein et al, 
1973). The measured transmittance is compared with the calcu
lated transmittance to determine the refractive index at different 
temperatures. The results are nsi = 3.405 at 200 K, 3.395 at 100 K, 
and 3.39 at 50 K and 10 K. For the same Si wafer, the transmit
tance maxima become the reflectance minima at all temperatures. 

Although the interference patterns in the measured transmit
tance and reflectance of the Si substrate match theoretical predic
tions, the radiometric accuracy is not as high. The maximum 
transmittance often varies between 0.95 and 1.05 or more near the 
spectral cutoffs. The reflectance minimum is always greater than 
zero, which may be caused by the insufficient spectral resolution. 
The root-mean-square difference between the measured and the 
calculated values shows a standard uncertainty of =0.05 in both 
the transmittance and reflectance. Hence, the expanded uncertainty 
(95 percent confidence) is estimated to be 0.1 for all measure-
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Fig. 2 Measured transmittance of YBCO films on Si substrates at vari
ous temperatures 

ments. This uncertainty is large compared with the measurements 
without sharp interference fringes, which could be caused by many 
parameters, such as detector nonlinearity, misalignment, phase 
error, and multiple reflections between the sample, windows, and 
the beam splitter (Griffiths and de Haseth, 1986; Zhang et al., 
1996). 

Figure 2 shows the measured transmittance of two specimens, 
identified as Sample A and Sample B, at various temperatures. 
The transmittance spectra oscillate periodically due to interfer
ence effects inside the substrate with Aw slightly higher than 7 
cm"1. In the normal state, the fringe-averaged transmittance, 
defined as f(w) = (1/Aw) ST-^Jil T(co')dco', is nearly uniform 
for all the measured frequencies at any given temperature but 
decreases gradually as the temperature is lowered. This de
crease is expected because the electrical conductivity of the 
YBCO film increases as temperature decreases. The interfer
ence pattern is quite periodic over the studied wave number 
range at any given temperature, but varies significantly as the 
temperature is changed from 300 K to 100 K. Not only do the 
peak locations vary with temperature but also the fringe con
trast (the relative amplitude of oscillation) changes signifi
cantly. There is a phase shift of IT rad between the 300 K and 
100 K data; that is, the transmittance maxima at one tempera
ture correspond to the transmittance minima at the other. Fur
thermore, the spectrum at 200 K for Sample A has no discern
ible interference fringes, which can be attributed to an 
antireflection effect of the YBCO film. In the superconducting 
state, the fringe-averaged transmittance is lower at smaller 
frequencies and increases toward higher frequencies. The peak 
transmittance is higher at lower temperatures. This is caused by 
the optical resonance effect in the film-substrate composite and 
by decreasing losses in the film. The antireflection effect on the 
interference pattern at 200 K and the effect of optical resonance 
on the peak transmittance in the superconducting state are 
discussed in Section 5. 

The measured reflectance spectra of Sample A are shown in Fig. 
3 for radiation incident on the substrate. The fringe-averaged 
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Fig. 3 Measured reflectance for radiation incident on the substrate 
(backside) 

reflectance is nearly independent of wave number in the normal 
state, but increases toward smaller frequencies in the supercon
ducting state. The reflectance increases sharply as the temperature 
is reduced to below the critical temperature and increases slightly 
as the temperature is further reduced. The fringe contrast is much 
higher in the superconducting state than in the normal state. In a 
way similar to the transmittance, the fringe contrast is much 
smaller at 200 K than at 300 K and 100 K. At frequencies where 
the transmittance is maximum, the reflectance for radiation inci
dent on the substrate decreases to minimum values. The large 
change in the reflectance of YBCO films at particular frequencies, 
from the superconducting to the normal state, experimentally dem
onstrate that HTSC films can be used to construct far-infrared 
intensity modulators as proposed by Zhang (1998). 

Using suitable dielectric function models, the complex refrac
tive index of the YBCO film is determined by fitting the measured 
transmittance data because the transmittance measurement has a 
better spectral resolution, which is especially important in the 
region where sharp interference extrema occur. Comparison is also 
made between the calculated and measured reflectance whenever 
the data are available. Detailed discussions are given below. 

3 Analysis 

3.1 Dielectric Function Models for the Superconductor 
YBCO. The optical properties of superconducting YBCO 
change abruptly from the normal state to the superconducting state. 
Hence, different dielectric function models are used in the normal 
and superconducting states (Tanner and Timusk, 1992). In the 
normal state, the frequency-dependent complex dielectric function 
can be modeled as a sum of the Drude term (eDrodc), the Lorentz 
term (eUorcntz), and a high-frequency constant (e„ ra 5): 

e(0>) — eD r a < | e + fiLorenlz "•" £* 0) 
The Drude term describes the electronic behavior in the infrared 

region by assuming that free electrons (or holes) are accelerated in 
the presence of an electric field and that collisions result in a 
damping force. Thus, the Drude term can be expressed as 

(2) 
(o(a> + i/r) 

where w is the angular frequency, a>P is the plasma frequency, and 
1/T is the electron scattering rate. The plasma frequency is defined 
as top = nee

2/me0, where ne, e, and m are the electron number 
density, charge, and effective mass, and e0 is the electric permit
tivity of free space. The plasma frequency, the scattering rate, and 
the DC electrical conductivity crDC are related by 

From Eqs. (2) and (3), only crDC and 1/T are needed to calculate 
€Dmdc' 

The Lorentz term can be derived by assuming that the electrons 
are bound to their nuclei by harmonic forces and are subjected to 
damping forces. Lorentz terms are also commonly used to model 
infrared active phonons. The phonon contributions, however, can 
be neglected compared to the electronic contributions (Choi et al., 
1992). This neglect is particularly valid in the far infrared because 
the resonant frequencies of most phonons are in the mid-infrared 
region. For HTSC materials, however, there is a broadband mid-
infrared electronic absorption, which is typically modeled with a 
Lorentz term (Tanner and Timusk, 1992). This contribution is 
therefore expressed as 

^Lonmlz 2 

to„ (£07, 
(4) 

where <*>,„, a>e, and ye are, respectively, the plasma frequency, 
center frequency, and damping constant of the mid-infrared band. 
Due to the relatively weak effect of the Lorentz term in the far 
infrared, a single oscillator is used with the parameters fixed to 
those recommended by Zhang et al. (1994), i.e., a>e = 1800 cm"', 
<A = 18000 cm'1, and ye = 5400 cm"'. The effect of the 
mid-infrared band on the radiative properties of the film is very 
weak at frequencies between 10 and 100 cm"', because eLore„te is 
essentially a real constant, ^(w^/to,,)2 in the far infrared. Calcu
lations using different Lorentz parameters, such as we = 1800 
cm"1, co„, = 24150 cm"1, ye = 7500 cm"1 (Flik et al., 1992), do 
not modify significantly the transmittance and reflectance of the 
film-substrate composite. 

Below the critical temperature Tc, the free-carrier part of the 
dielectric function is described by a two-fluid model. In this model, 
only a fraction of electrons (/,) are assumed to be in the condensed 
phase (or superconducting state) and the remaining electrons are in 
the normal state. The superconducting electrons move without any 
scattering, and the value of fs is assumed temperature-dependent. 
The contribution of the superconducting electrons to the dielectric 
function is 

(5) 

The Drude term remains due to the presence of normal electrons 
with a number density of (1 — fs)ne. The dielectric function in the 
superconducting state is therefore modeled as 

* M =/Iesu„ + (1 ~/,)eDradC + eLorentz + e« (6) 

eoi"' 
(3) 

3.2 Fitting Procedure. The transfer-matrix method, de
scribed by Zhang and Flik (1993), is used to compute the trans
mittance and reflectance of the film-substrate composite shown in 
Fig. 1. The Si substrate is assumed to be nonabsorbing and to have 
the temperature-dependent refractive index described in Section 
2.2. The effective thickness of the Si substrate is determined by 
matching the interference patterns between the calculated and 
measured spectra. The angle of incidence has little effect except 
for a slight shift in the frequencies of the interference fringes, 
which has already been accounted for using the effective thickness 
of the Si substrate. Hence, the angle of incidence is assumed to be 
normal in all calculations. 

The absorption of dielectric materials, such as YSZ and Ce02, 
is very weak in the far-infrared region, especially for thickness less 
than 20 nm. The dielectric constant of YSZ is 25 and that of Ce02 

is 17 in the far-infrared and microwave regions (Grischkowsky and 
Keiding, 1990; Phillips, 1996). In all cases, the addition of the 
YSZ and Ce02 layers has essentially no effect on the calculated 
transmittance and reflectance. Therefore, the YSZ and Ce02 layers 
are omitted in the calculations and not discussed further. 

The real part nf((o) and imaginary part kf(,a>) of the complex 
refractive index of the YBCO film are related to the dielectric 
function by 
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Table 1 Fitting parameters, where the expanded uncertainties are esti
mated to be ten percent in 1/o-DC, 20 percent in 1/T, and 20 percent in fs 

Temp. 

(K) 

300 

200 

100 

50 

10 

Sampl 

1/CJDC 

(|iQ-cm) 

800 

538 

306 

-

-

e A (L = 

ft 

-

-

-

0.25 

0.35 

81.5) 

1/T 

(cm"') 

600 

400 

230 

150 

190 

Samp! 

1/CTDC 

(uQ-cm) 

700 

460 

290 

-

-

e B {Tc = 

ft 

-

-

-

0.30 

0.40 

80.2) 

Vx 

(cm"1) 

600 

440 

275 

180 

220 

ikt)2 = e(ay) (J) 

where e(w) is calculated from Eq. (1) and Eq. (6) for the normal 
and superconducting states, respectively. The refractive index of 
YBCO is used to calculate the transmittance and reflectance of the 
film-substrate composite. 

In the normal state, <xnc and 1/T are taken as adjustable param
eters. Their values are determined by fitting the calculated trans
mittance to the measured transmittance. The best fit is obtained 
when the root-mean-square difference is the smallest. In some 
cases, the differences in the fringe-averaged transmittance and the 
peak transmittance are also used to determine the best fit when the 
root-mean-square difference is not so sensitive to the parameters. 
Our calculations show that the radiative properties depend strongly 
on crDC but weakly on 1/T, suggesting a larger uncertainty in 1/T. 
The fitted values of o-DC and 1/T at room temperature are used to 
compute the plasma frequency from Eq. (3). The plasma frequency 
is proportional to the total electron density and is typically constant 
over temperature (Kamaras et al., 1990; Tanner and Timusk, 
1992). Hence, at other temperatures in the normal state, the scat
tering rate is the only adjustable parameter. Both the 
superconducting-electron fraction/, and the scattering rate 1/T are 
considered to be adjustable parameters in computing the dielectric 
function of YBCO in the superconducting state. 

4 Results 
The fitting parameters for both specimens are shown in Table 1 

(Kumar, 1999). The difference in the fitted values may be caused 
by the slight variation in the film deposition conditions. Figure 4 
compares the fitted and measured transmittance of Sample A. The 
fitted and measured values agree well with a root-mean-square 
difference of less than 0.03 in most cases. At temperatures greater 
than Tc, both the scattering rate and the resistivity drop almost 
linearly with decreasing temperature. At these temperatures, the 
scattering rate is dominated by the temperature-dependent elec
tronic scattering, which governs the linear dependence of resistiv
ity on the temperature. At low temperatures, below Tc, the 
temperature-dependent scattering ceases to exist, and the remain
ing scattering is mainly due to impurities and lattice defects, which 
should be temperature-independent (Flik et al., 1992). This scat
tering rate should be constant at low temperatures. However, the 
best agreement between the measured and calculated transmittance 
at 10 K was achieved with a scattering rate higher than that for 50 
K. This unexpected higher scattering rate at lower temperatures 
needs further investigation, although it could simply be caused by 
the experimental uncertainty. Bonn et al. (1992) showed that the 
scattering rate of YBCO decreases drastically as the temperature is 
reduced below Tc, due to the rapid reduction of the density of 
thermally activated quasi-particles. Their results, however, were 

for a single-crystal YBa2Cu307 of extremely high quality with 
fs <= 1 at very low temperatures. 

Even at very low temperatures, there is a large fraction (1 — /,) 
of normal-state electrons in the thin YBCO films. For conventional 
superconductors, / , should be zero at temperatures much lower 
than Tc. The definition of/, for HTSC materials is rather ambig
uous. Some researchers obtained higher values of/, by assuming 
that a portion of the YBCO film is not superconductive, also 
known as "dead layer" (Renk, 1992; Hadni et al , 1995). In the 
present study, the superconducting fraction is calculated without 
assuming any dead layer, and this may account for the small values 
of/, obtained in this study. Another reason may be the higher DC 
resistivity (l/(rDC) of our YBCO films in the normal state. The DC 
resistivity is strongly affected by the choice of the substrate and 
buffer layers, by their thicknesses, as well as by the thickness of 
the YBCO film (Mechin et al, 1996). The damage caused by the 
stripping process as mentioned in Section 2.1 may have reduced/, 
as well. Although the critical temperature of Sample A is slightly 
higher than that of sample B, the fraction of superconducting 
electrons of Sample A is less than that of sample B. This may be 
explained by the fact that Sample A has a higher electrical resis
tivity and scattering rate. 

The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of YBCO 
calculated from Eq. (7) using the fitting parameters for Sample A 
are shown in Fig. 5. Both nf and ks increase as the wave number 
decreases at all temperatures. In the normal state, nf «* kf, as 
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Fig. 4 Comparison between the measured and fitted transmittance for 
Sample A: (a) normal state; (b) 50 K; (c) 10 K 
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Fig. 5 Complex refractive index of the YBCO film (Sample A) 

expected for a metallic film, and both ns and kf increase with 
decreasing temperature. As the film becomes superconducting, nf 

drops suddenly but k{ exhibits an abrupt increase, especially at low 
frequencies. As the temperature is further reduced from 50 K to 10 
K, nf continues to decrease whereas kf continues to increase. 
Below Tc, kf > nf; because the film is largely inductive in its 
optical response. The refractive index of Sample B has a similar 
trend (Kumar, 1999), but now in the superconducting state the 
imaginary part is even greater and the real part is even smaller due 
to a slightly larger fraction of superconducting electrons (see Table 
1). The expanded uncertainty in the real and imaginary parts of the 
refractive index is estimated to be ten percent. 

Figure 6 compares the measured with the calculated reflectance 
at 50 K and 10 K for radiation incident on the substrate. The 
measured and calculated reflectance is in reasonable agreement. At 
the reflectance minima, the calculated values are much lower than 
those measured, which may be caused by insufficient resolution in 
the measured reflectance or by the beam divergence. Further 
improvements in radiometric accuracy and spectral resolution are 
required in order to resolve the discrepancy between the measured 
and calculated reflectance. 

phase change in the film. Note that iV, = 1, N2 = Nf, and N3 = 
nsi correspond to the refractive indices of the air, film, and the 
substrate, respectively, and c0 is speed of light in vacuum. If 12/8/1 
<̂  1, which is satisfied for the thin YBCO film in the normal state, 
then exp(2('8/) «* 1 + 2i8f. The requirement of 12(8/1 <S 1 is 
equivalent to (1) df < A/4TT&/ (the film thickness is much smaller 
than the radiation penetration depth), where A is the wavelength in 
vacuum, and (2) df <̂  A/4irn/. After some manipulation, Eq. (8) 
becomes 

N3 - iV, + iSfN2{l + N3/N2)(l - Nl/Nl) 

"N3 + Ni - i8fN2(\ - N3/N2){\ - N^/Nij (9) 

Assume |Arr1/A 2̂| *̂  1 and \N3/N2\ < 1, which are also valid since 
the refractive index and extinction coefficient of metallic films 
(such as YBCO in the normal state) are generally much greater 
than the refractive index of dielectric materials (such as the Si 
substrate used here). Then, 

N3- AT, + iSfN2 

' N3 + N] - idfN2 
(10) 

Equation (10) is the same as that derived by McKnight et al. 
(1987), but here it is obtained directly from Maxwell's equations 
without assuming that the film is infinitely thin. It is convenient to 
define a dimensionless admittance, v = —i8f(Nf), which in 
general is a complex quantity. As discussed above, the dielectric 
function of YBCO in the normal state is dominated by the Drude 
term, which becomes purely imaginary at frequencies much 
smaller than the scattering rate (WT < 1); hence, e(a>) «* i<jocla>e0. 
From the definitions of y and 8/, y «* crDCdf/coe0 is a real positive 
constant in the very far infrared. When y = nsi — 1, the reflection 
coefficient given by Eq. (10) becomes zero for incidence on the 
substrate. For N3 = nsi °= 3.4, the required DC resistivity (1/CTDC) 
is «*550 jail-cm for df = 35 nm. The DC resistivity obtained by 
fitting the transmittance at 200 K of 538 ^Cl-cm is very close to 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 The Antireflection Effect. For Sample A, measure
ments reveal that the minima in the transmittance at 300 K ap
proximately correspond to the maxima at 100 K, 50 K, and 10 K 
(see Fig. 2(a)). The measured transmittance at 200 K has no 
discernible interference fringes. This interesting change in the 
interference pattern is analyzed below by considering the radiation 
incident from the substrate and reflected by the film. The reflection 
coefficient at the substrate-film interface is the ratio of the reflected 
to the incident electric waves (Heavens, 1965): 

-r23 + r2,e 128/ 

1 - r23r2le' 
(8) 

where, for normal incidence, r2i = (N2
 — NI)/(N2 + N,) and 

fn = (N2 — N3)/(N2 + N3), and Sf = wdfN2/c0 is the complex 
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Fig. 6 Measured and calculated backside reflectance for Sample A at 50 
K and 10 K 
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this value. However, because the scattering rate is only 400 cm-1 

at 200 K (see Table 1), there are residual interference fringes. 
Because of all the assumptions made earlier, interference fringes 
persist in the calculated transmittance even with l/ffDC ^ 550 
IxCl-cm. McKnight et al. (1987) analyzed and experimentally 
demonstrated the effect of antireflection coating (also called 
impedance-matched coating) on the transmittance of a Si wafer 
coated with a Ni-Cr film. In that work, the scattering rate was 
much greater than 100 cm"1, and the fringe contrast in the mea
sured transmittance was much smaller. 

The change from transmittance maxima at 300 K to transmit
tance minima at 100 K at fixed wave number can be explained by 
the sign change of the reflection coefficient given by Eq. (10) as 
the DC resistivity passes ^550 ;uXl-cm. The change in the sign of 
this coefficient, combined with the interference effect inside the Si 
substrate, will result in a phase shift of IT rad in the interference 
pattern and thus causing the transmittance to change from maxima 
to minima and vise versa. The calculated transmittance and reflec
tance agree extremely well in terms of the interference patterns at 
all temperatures except for Sample A at 200 K. The actual phase 
at 200 K is very complicated because the assumptions used in 
deriving Eq. (10) are not perfectly met. The discrepancy in the 
phase between the calculated and the measured transmittance at 
200 K suggests that the scattering rate is complex and may depend 
on the wave number. Modified Drude models with a complex and 
frequency-dependent scattering rate have been used for the study 
of HTSC materials (Varma et al., 1989; Virosztek and Ruvalds 
1990; Renk, 1992; Quinlan et al., 1996). Further studies are needed 
to investigate the applicability of these models to thin YBCO films 
on Si substrates. 

The fringe patterns of Sample B differs from those of Sample A, 
because their characteristics are different. From Fig. 2(b) and 
Table 1, we can estimate that the interference contrast for Sample 
B would be the smallest at a temperature somewhere between 300 
K and 200 K, where its DC electric resistivity is near 550 /ull-cm. 
The condition for impedance matching with the Si substrate is that 
(<TDCdf)~l «* 157 CI. Hence, it is possible to construct antireflec
tion coatings with a YBCO film on Si substrate at room temper
ature by increasing the film thickness. The practical applications of 
the antireflection effect using HTSC films need further exploration. 

5.2 The Effect of Optical Resonance. The measured spec
tra for both specimens at 10 K and 50 K have sharper transmittance 
maxima and reflectance minima than the spectra obtained above 
the critical temperature (see Figs. 2 and 3). In addition, the peak 
transmittance at 10 K is even higher than that at 50 K. The 
transmittance is expected to decrease as the temperature is lowered 
since the YBCO material becomes more and more conductive. The 
unexpected higher transmittance at lower temperatures in certain 
spectral bands is the result of optical resonance in the film-
substrate composite. A simple optical resonator is a dielectric layer 
coated with highly reflecting films on both sides. By varying the 
reflection coefficient of one or both coatings, the transmittance of 
the resonator can be altered significantly. This resonance effect 
will result in very high transmittance values at particular frequen
cies (Klein and Furtak, 1986). In the present study, the specimen 
is analogous to an optical resonator made of a thin YBCO film 
coated on only one side of the Si substrate. As the temperature is 
reduced to below the critical temperature, the reflection coefficient 
of the YBCO film increases sharply. The large reflection coeffi
cient, coupled with the interference effects in the substrate, can 
significantly increase the measured transmittance at certain fre
quencies. The observed resonance effects demonstrate that YBCO 
films deposited on Si substrates have the potential for construction 
of Fabry-Perot resonators (Renk et al., 1990; Genzel et al, 1992; 
Malone et al., 1993). Further studies are needed to construct 
resonance structures using two identical films facing each other to 
optimize the performance of such resonators. The calculated min
imum transmittance is slightly lower at 10 K than at 50 K. This is 
consistent with the measured values for Sample B. The measured 
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Frequency (cm"1) 

Fig. 7 Calculated film side reflectance for Sample A 

minimum transmittance for Sample A is nearly the same at 10 K 
and 50 K at large frequencies. However, the expected difference is 
smaller than the experimental uncertainty. 

5.3 The Film Side Reflectance. The film side reflectance 
for Sample A is calculated using the fitted parameters and is shown 
in Fig. 7. In the normal state, the peak locations of the interference 
fringes remain at the same frequency. The film side reflectance 
shows a higher fringe contrast in the normal state and a lower 
fringe contrast in the superconducting state when compared to the 
substrate side reflectance. The reflectance measurements on sev
eral sample films for the film side incidence agree well with the 
above-mentioned pattern (Kumar, 1999). 

6 Conclusions 
We have measured the transmittance and reflectance of thin 

YBCO films deposited on transparent Si substrates in the far-
infrared region at temperatures from 10 K to 300 K. The measure
ments show fringes caused by interference effects within the Si 
substrate. The change in the DC conductivity of the YBCO film 
with temperature causes a change in the reflection coefficient at the 
substrate-film interface, which results in a variation of the inter
ference pattern. Matching of the admittance of the YBCO film with 
the refractive index of the Si substrate will yield a zero reflection 
coefficient at the substrate-film interface and thus eliminate the 
fringes in the measured transmittance. A change in the sign of the 
reflection coefficient results in a phase change of TT rad in the 
interference pattern. 

Sharp increases in the transmittance maxima in the supercon
ducting state indicate that optical resonance has occurred within 
the film-substrate composite. The reflectance for radiation incident 
on the substrate increases significantly upon switching from the 
normal state to the superconducting state. These phenomena dem
onstrate that the HTSC thin films on transparent substrates can be 
used to build far-infrared devices, such as optical resonators and 
radiation modulators. 

The transmittance and reflectance are calculated using the Drude 
model in the normal state and the two-fluid model in the super
conducting state. The predicted values agree closely with the 
measured values using only a few adjustable parameters. The 
complex refractive index of the YBCO films is thus obtained at 
different temperatures. The imaginary part increases steeply as the 
superconducting state is reached but the real part shows a sudden 
decrease. The refractive index of YBCO films obtained from this 
study is important for the design of promising devices using HTSC 
thin films. Future research is needed to improve the quality of the 
YBCO films on Si substrates as well as the reproducibility of the 
deposition process. Methods for improving the radiometric accu
racy in the spectrometric measurements with sharp interference 
fringes need to be further investigated. 
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The Role of Bubble Waiting 
Time in Steady Nucleate Boiling 
Experimental results previously reported by Ibrahim and Judd were examined in order to 
determine the role of bubble waiting time in steady nucleate boiling. The analysis 
identified that the time elapsed between the formation of bubbles at a nucleation site is the 
time required for the liquid which replaced the previous bubble to acquire sufficient 
energy to sustain the growth of the subsequent bubble, and not the time required to 
establish the conditions required to enable the nucleus, which formed at the nucleation 
site, to commence growing into a bubble. 

Introduction 
From the very earliest attempts to quantify nucleate boiling heat 

transfer, the importance of being able to predict the frequency of 
bubble formation at the boiling surface was recognized. When it 
was believed that the bubbles acted in isolation to promote the 
transfer of energy from the boiling surface, it was thought that the 
boiling heat flux was simply related to the product of the frequency 
of bubble formation, the number of active boiling sites per unit 
area, and the energy transferred by a single bubble as it moved 
away from the boiling surface. Subsequent research has revealed 
that this model of nucleate boiling heat transfer is overly simplistic 
in as much as bubbles interact in directions both parallel and 
perpendicular to the boiling surface to form vapor agglomerations, 
but it is still held that the frequency of bubble formation deter
mines the rate at which bubbles promote the movement of energy 
away from the boiling surface. 

The various theoretical heat transfer models, founded upon 
different perspectives of the nucleate boiling phenomenon, all 
require knowledge of the frequency of bubble formation. The 
bubble period, the inverse of the bubble frequency, is comprised of 
a growing period during which the bubble size increases and/or 
decreases until it departs from or collapses at the surface and a 
waiting period which it has been traditionally thought was deter
mined by the necessity of reestablishing the conditions required for 
the initiation of the nucleus which appeared at the nucleation 
cavity after the departure or collapse of the preceding bubble. 

f=U(t, + tw (1) 

While there are a number of relationships capable of reliably 
predicting bubble growth and/or collapse for specified thermo-
physical properties, superheat, and subcooling such that the pre
diction of bubble growing period is not a problem, the prediction 
of bubble waiting period is a different matter. 

Theoretical relationships capable of predicting the waiting pe
riod as a function of cavity radius, superheat, and subcooling based 
upon the thermodynamic conditions that have to be established in 
order to upset the stability of the nucleus can be derived from the 
theories of Hsu (1962) and Han and Griffith (1965). 

Hatton and Hall (1966) published the results of an investigation 
that they performed into the frequency of bubble emission as a 
function of cavity radius obtained by boiling water on a stainless 
steel surface containing artificial nucleation cavities. Their exper
imental results showed that the frequency of bubble emission 
decreased markedly with increasing cavity radius. Good agreement 
was obtained between their predictions and results. 

Singh, Mikic, and Rohsenow (1976) advanced a nucleation 
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model capable of predicting the waiting period as a function of 
cavity radius and superheat based upon the rate at which heat 
transferred from the surface surrounding the nucleation cavity to 
the liquid flowing into it after the departure of the preceding 
bubble would be able to convert the liquid to vapor. The waiting 
period was deemed to have ended when the rate of vapor gener
ation caused the liquid penetrating the nucleation cavity to reverse 
direction. Experiments were performed in water boiling on a 
copper surface that contained artificial nucleation cavities drilled 
by a laser beam to test this model but poor agreement was ob
served. 

The predictions of these relationships have been found to greatly 
underestimate the values of waiting time observed experimentally. 

Effect of Subcooling on Bubble Growing and Waiting 
Time 

Ibrahim and Judd (1985) presented the results of an experiment 
to investigate the growing and waiting time of bubbles forming in 
water boiling on a copper surface. The growth and departure or 
collapse of bubbles forming at seven different naturally occurring 
nucleation sites was studied in detail for different combinations of 
heat flux and subcooling. For each experiment performed, a con
ductance probe capable of sensing the presence of vapor or liquid 
at the location of the tip was located a small distance above the 
surface, and the signals corresponding to the growing and waiting 
times of 5000 successive bubbles were stored in a computer. The 
results of the analysis of the results obtained at nucleation site E at 
a heat flux of 166 kW/m2 and various levels of subcooling ranging 
from 0 to 20CC is presented in Fig. 1. 

The most curious aspect of the results is the manner in which the 
waiting time results varied with subcooling. Similar variations 
were found in the waiting time results obtained at the different 
nucleation sites under different combinations of heat flux and 
subcooling. As indicated in the figure, the variation of the growing 
time results with subcooling is in excellent agreement with the 
predictions of a theoretical model represented by Eq. (6) in that 
paper, but the variation of waiting time with subcooling was most 
unusual. The initial increase in waiting time with increasing sub
cooling is consistent with classical nucleation theory in as much as 
it is apparent that longer waiting times would be required to heat 
the liquid in the vicinity of a nucleation site to the condition at 
which a nucleation could occur. However, it was not possible to 
explain the apparent decrease in waiting time with increasing 
subcooling at the time that the paper was published. 

Subsequent study of the experimental results presented by Ibra
him and Judd (1985) led to the conclusion that nucleation could 
not be the mechanism responsible for the initial increase in waiting 
time with increasing subcooling as had been claimed. As seen in 
Fig. 2, the waiting time measurements obtained during the forma
tion of bubbles at Site E were almost independent of heat flux 
under nearly saturated boiling conditions. Nucleation theory would 
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Fig. 1 Variation of waiting and growing times with subcooling for bub
bles forming at Site E according to Ibrahim and Judd (1985) 

have predicted that the bubble waiting time at the higher level of 
heat flux should have been much less than that at the lower level 
of heat flux in as much as the temperature of the liquid which 
replaced the previous departing bubble should have increased 
much more rapidly at the higher heat flux than at the lower heat 
flux and the conditions required for a nucleus to begin to grow into 
a bubble should have been established in a shorter period of time. 
Obviously, something other than nucleation theory is required to 
explain both the "upgoing" and "downgoing" waiting time results. 

Interpretation of the Waiting Time Measurements 
The waiting time measurements, and the growing time measure

ments, were obtained from analysis of the signals generated by a 
conductance probe located above an active nucleation site on the 
boiling surface. The process is depicted schematically in Fig. 3 
along with a voltage signal typical of that produced by the con
ductance probe as a function of elapsed time. The sensing element 
was 0.020-in. diameter varnished copper magnet wire supported 
within a small stainless steel capillary tube which in turn was 
coaxially located in the conical tip of the conductance probe. The 
conductance probe was mounted on an X—Y stage capable of 
moving the sensing element over the boiling surface and position
ing it at the locations where the formation of bubbles was the 
greatest which were deemed to be the nucleation sites. 

The distance S at which the tip of the sensing element was 
located above the boiling surface could be adjusted as well, but 
little control was exerted over this variable. From time to time, the 
varnish would chip off the magnet wire, requiring the sensing 
element to be repaired. Each time that this occurred, additional 
magnet wire was withdrawn from the conductance probe. The 
conductance probe was placed in a jig so that the wire could be cut 
with a sharp blade, such that the tip would be located no more than 
1 mm above the boiling surface. It was thought that the voltage 
signal generated at this location would differ very little from that 
which would have been generated if the tip had been located right 
at the surface, so that the exact distance at which the tip of the 
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Fig. 2 Superposition of the waiting time measurements for bubbles 
forming at Site E for all levels of heat flux investigated 

sensing element was located above the surface would not be 
important. This assumption turned out to be responsible for the 
incorrect interpretation of the experimental results reported previ
ously in Ibrahim and Judd (1985) as will be explained below. 

As depicted in Fig. 3, the voltage signal was high whenever 
liquid occupied the gap between the tip of the sensing element and 
the boiling surface and the voltage signal was low whenever vapor 
occupied the gap between the tip of the sensing element and the 
boiling surface. A voltage level was set in the manner indicated in 
the illustration to discriminate between these two states. A counter 
within the computer, which was started whenever the voltage 
signal went below the Schmitt trigger level, was zeroed and started 
again whenever the voltage signal went above the Schmitt trigger 
level. The number of counts accumulated while the signal was 
above or below the Schmitt trigger level, which is proportional to 
the waiting or growing times, respectively, was then transferred 
into memory. The process described was allowed to continue until 
stable average values of waiting and growing times had been 
obtained. These values were the results presented in Ibrahim and 
Judd (1985). 

The proper interpretation of the results can only be realized with 
the help of a bubble growth model such as that of Mikic, Rohse-
now and Griffith (1970) which is capable of predicting bubble 
radius as a function of growing time, waiting time and subcooling. 
Figure 4 depicts the variation of bubble radius R (t) with elapsed 
time t for 0 !Ub = 0°C, 2.7°C, 6.1°C, 11.4°C and 14.2°C at qIA = 
166 kW/m2 and clearly distinguishes the bubbles which grow to 
departure size from those which collapse in place. While there is 
very little difference in the growing times at ®,„b = 6.1°C and ©sub 

= 8.9°C, the bubbles forming under these conditions end entirely 
differently. Failure to understand the way in which subcooling 
affects bubble growth was responsible for the incorrect interpre
tation of the values of bubble growing and waiting time reported in 
Ibrahim and Judd (1985). 

The relationship between the variation of bubble radius and time 
and the apparent and actual growing and waiting times is shown 
schematically in Fig. 5. The uppermost diagram relates to bubbles 
that grew to departure size and the lowermost diagram relates to 

Nomenclature 

C, 
f 

k, 
qlAT 

R 

= specific heat of the liquid 
= frequency of bubble formation 
= latent heat of vapourization 
= thermal conductivity of the liquid 
= heat flux 
= radius of a bubble 
= elapsed time 
= actual growing time 
= time at which growth relationship 

peaks 

T, 
T 
1 Kil 

= actual waiting time 8 
= time at which bubble makes con

tact with probe ®„b 

= time at which bubble breaks con- @sup 

tact with probe p, 
= temperature of the boiling surface p„ 
= saturation temperature TS 

= temperature of the boiling liquid T,„ 
= thermal diffusivity of the liquid 

= distance of probe tip from boiling 
surface 

= liquid subcooling ©suh = Tm - T„ 
= liquid superheat @„p = Tw - TSM 

= density of the liquid 
= density of the vapor 
= apparent (measured) growing time 
= apparent (measured) waiting time 
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the operation of the conductance 
probe illustrating the variation of the voltage signal 

bubbles that grew and collapsed in place. The dashed horizontal 
line represents the location of the tip of the sensing element of the 
conductance probe. For those bubbles that grew to departure size, 
the apparent growing and waiting times Tg and T„ are only slightly 
different than the actual growing and waiting times tg and t„, but 
for those bubbles that collapsed in place, the apparent growing and 
waiting times TS and T„ are completely different than the actual 
growing and waiting times tg and tw. 

The Physical Model 
It is implicitly assumed in the theory underlying the Mikic, 

Rohsenow, and Griffith (1970) model that a nucleus, upon growing 
into a bubble, lifts the superheated liquid layer that formed at the 
boiling surface during the waiting period and pushes it ahead of it. 
The energy required for the bubble to continue to grow is derived 
from the superheated layer, and the rate at which the bubble grows 
is governed by the rate of energy transfer occurring at the liquid/ 
vapor interface. So long as energy flows toward the liquid/vapor 
interface, the bubble will increase in size until it ultimately departs 
from the surface. However, if at any time energy should flow away 
from the liquid/vapor interface, the bubble will decrease in size 
until it ultimately collapses at the surface. Whether or not a 
reversal in the direction of energy flow at the liquid/vapor interface 
occurs before the bubble attains departure size will determine 
which course a bubble will take. 

MIKIC ROHSENOW AND GRIFFITH SOLUTION 
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Fig. 4 Variation of bubble radius with time according to Mikic, Rohse
now, and Griffith (1970) for bubbles forming at Site E 

Bubble Growth 
and 

Departure 

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of bubbles that departed from the 
surface and bubbles that collapsed at the surface 

The following relationship was presented in Mikic, Rohsenow, 
and Griffith (1970) to predict the energy flow between the super
heated liquid layer and the vapor/liquid interface per unit surface 

q{t) 
= J3k, 

®s, ®. 
*^nc^t ^va,(t + tw) 

(2) 

Accordingly, it is apparent that the flow of energy between the 
superheated liquid layer and the vapor/liquid interface would re
verse and the growing bubble would begin to collapse whenever 

© e. 
. V7ra<f/> yljrai(tp +1») 

0 

l. 

(3) 

(4) 
p I \ ^ sup/ 

The radius at which energy flow reversal occurs is predicted by 

R(tp) = 2 I P ' C '®-
IT pvhf. 

V<VP 

(5) 

according to the Mikic, Rohsenow, and Griffith (1970) relation
ship. 

If the energy flow from the boiling surface to the superheated 
layer during the waiting time is exactly that required by the bubble 
to attain the radius at which the energy flow reversal occurs, then 
tjtp will be equal to unity. As a consequence, whether or not a 
bubble ultimately grows to departure size or collapses to the size 
of a nucleus will be determined by the relationship 

©„/es, (6) 

The dimensionless subcooling which distinguishes the conditions 
under which bubbles depart from the surface from those under 
which bubbles collapse at the surface is given by the relationship 

©sub/®. = ( e . - ©sup)/©w = 1 - 1 / ^ = 0.293. (7) 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of theoretical prediction of TJI9 as a function of 0BUb/6„ with Ibrahim and 
Judd's (1985) experimental results 

The remainder of the paper is devoted to demonstrating that this 
simple relationship is in fact substantiated by the results of Ibrahim 
and Judd (1985) in which it was observed that the apparent waiting 
time T„ first increased and then decreased with increasing subcool-
ing ®snb at constant heat flux qIA. 

For those conditions under which the bubbles departed from the 
surface, the superheat ©sup and the time t at which the bubble 
made/broke contact with the tip of the sensing element at distance 
8 from the boiling surface combined together in such a way that 
&mpVt\lS = 15.165 and @sa?Vtj8 = 21.382. The apparent 
values of growing time and waiting time TS and T„, respectively, 
are related to (t,/t„) and (t2ltw) according to 

Tw ̂  K + f, = (tjtj + (tj/tj = 1 + (ft/f J 
Tg h - tx (f2/fw) " ( f , / f j (t2/tj - {tjtj (8) 

where, in accordance with the Mikic, Rohsenow, and Griffith 
theory, 

, ' v 

= tan 

= tan 

2 arctan 

2 arctan 

0.122 1 -

0.377 1 

(9) 

(10) 

For those test conditions under which the bubbles collapsed at the 
surface, the relationship (t2 - t,)/tw = 0.0914(@sob/®„,)-2-630 

correlated the difference in the times at which the bubble made/ 
broke contact with the tip of the sensing element (t2 — tx)ltw with 
the ratio @sub/@w. The apparent values of growing time and 
waiting time TS and rw are related to (t2 - t{)/tu according to 

(t„ + ts) - (t2- tx) l + (tg/tj 
1 (11) Ts (t2-t,) (t2-tl)/t„ 

where, in accordance with the Mikic, Rohsenow, and Griffith theory, 

t„ 
= tan 2 arctan 1 

®sub 

"©7 (12) 

The curves superimposed on the experimental results presented in Fig. 
6 in the form of a plot of TJTS versus ©sub/®„ for bubble formation 
at Site E are predicted by Eq. (8) and Eq. (11), respectively. The 

favorable agreement between the experimental results and the pre
dicted curves is corroboration of the validity of the analysis per
formed. 

Concluding Remarks 
The Mikic, Rohsenow, and Griffith (1970) bubble growth model 

assumes implicitly that the conditions for a nucleus to commence 
growing into a bubble have been satisfied. In the model, the 
waiting time is the time required for the liquid which replaced the 
previous bubble to acquire sufficient energy to sustain the growth 
of the subsequent bubble to be formed at this location. If in fact all 
bubble formation, growth, and departure or collapse in pool boil
ing behaved in this way as the analysis described above suggests, 
it must be concluded that bubble nucleation theory does not play a 
significant role in determining the frequency of bubble formation. 

This conclusion does not infer that bubble nucleation theory is 
invalid because it is self-evident that there must be conditions that 
have to be satisfied for the nucleus that formed at the mouth of the 
nucleation cavity after the departure or collapse of the preceding 
bubble to commence growing. However, the implication is that the 
time required to satisfy these conditions is small with respect to the 
time required to create a superheated liquid layer containing suf
ficient energy to sustain the next cycle of bubble formation, 
growth, and departure or collapse. All of the existing nucleate 
boiling heat transfer models that depend upon the prediction of the 
frequency of bubble formation should be reviewed in the context 
of this new understanding of the phenomenon. 
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Analysis of the Polarity 
Influence on Nucleate Pool 
Boiling Under a DC 
Electric Field 
An experimental study of the action of an intense electric field on the pool boiling of 
n-pentane is presented. By the application of a 25 kV/cm electric field strength, a threefold 
heat transfer enhancement is obtained. The effect of the electric field polarity has been 
researched. In nucleate boiling, the negative polarity allows to obtain a heat transfer 
enhancement, which is better than the one obtained in positive polarity. However, in 
natural convection and near the critical heat flux, the polarity of the electric field has a 
low influence on the heat transfer. The interpretations of the observed results are based 
on the action of the electric field on the boiling phenomenon and more particularly on the 
analysis of the electric field distribution between the electrodes. The influence of the space 
charge injection and the effect of the temperature on the electric field distribution have 
been investigated. The results obtained in the two cases of polarity are discussed in terms 
of effects of electrical and thermal phenomena on the distribution of the electric field 
between the electrodes. 

1 Introduction 

In many experiments on boiling heat transfer, a great enhancement 
of heat transfer has been observed by the application of an electric 
field. It is known that numerous mechanisms are responsible for this 
enhancement which depends on different parameters. This complex 
phenomenon depends on the electrical fluid properties such as the 
dielectric permittivity and the electrical conductivity. It also depends 
on electrical parameters such as the electric field strength, the electric 
field uniformity, which is determined by the geometry of the elec
trodes generating the electric field, the voltage period for AC electric 
fields or the polarity for DC electric fields. 

The effect of the electric field polarity was outlined in some 
works, dinger et al. (1971) reported the voltage polarity influence 
on the water boiling. For a negative voltage, they found that, for 
nucleate boiling, the overall effect of the applied voltage is always 
a decrease of the heated surface temperature. For a positive volt
age, this effect depends on the quantity of current passing through 
the boiling water. For the film boiling regime, the results reveal 
that a negative applied voltage is much more effective for the 
destabilization of the vapor film than a positive voltage. According 
to Olinger, these phenomena are mainly due to a significant change 
in the surface wettability and to the charge accumulation in the 
vicinity of the surface that tends to counteract the dipole alignment 
of molecules and, thus, to destroy the nonwetting condition at the 
heated surface. 

Schnurmann et al. (1972) studied heat transfer by convection for 
a thin wire in a liquid. They shown that the electric field polarity 
affects the magnitude of the heat flux enhancement in polar liquids 
but has no influence in ion-free liquids. The observed polarity 
effects, in presence of a minute concentration of ions, suggest that 
this could be an ion wind. Kawahira et al. (1990) reported exper
iments on the electric field polarity effects concerning boiling heat 
transfer of R-11. They found that a negative DC source is better for 
R-ll boiling. However, a positive DC source is preferable for a 
refrigerant-oil mixture. For cooling small heating elements, Hi-
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jikata et al. (1994) found that the heat transfer enhancement is 
larger for negative than for positive applied voltages for a R-ll3-
ethanol mixture but no polarity effects are observed for FC-72. The 
authors attribute the polarity effects to convection induced by ions 
exchange within the mixture. Takahashi et al. (1994) studied the 
enhancement of R-123 pool boiling heat transfer by utilizing 
electric fields. The polarity effects were studied for large and small 
electrical conductivities. For R-123, the enhancement effects of 
applying negative high voltages are negligible for nucleate boiling 
and are large near the critical heat flux. 

Instead of many experimental results on polarity effects on 
boiling phenomenon, no quantified detailed explanations of these 
effects have been reported. In this paper, the effect of DC electric 
field polarity on the nucleate heat transfer is particularly analyzed 
in order to clarify the mechanisms governing these phenomena. 

2 Experimental Apparatus 
The experimental apparatus (Zaghdoudi, 1996) shown in Fig. 1 

consists of a cylindrical glass tank closed at both ends by circular 
nylon flanges. The working fluid, chosen for the experimental inves
tigation is the n-pentane, because of its dielectric properties and low 
toxicity. It is a nonpolar fluid which has a low relative dielectric 
permittivity (e = 1.8) and an electrical conductivity ae equal to 
6.7.10~9 O"1 • m"1. The horizontal heat transfer surface is the end of 
a copper rod of 3 cm in diameter and of 9 cm in length. It is polished 
with an emery paper No. 600 (30-jum roughness). Heat is supplied to 
the heat transfer surface by two electric resistances so that a heat flux 
of up 115 W/cm2 can be reached. A water-cooled condenser con
denses the vapor generated from the boiling surface and the conden
sate naturally returns to the liquid pool by gravity. A heating coil 
wound around the glass enclosure is used to adjust the temperature of 
the working fluid. The electric field is applied by means of a high 
voltage DC power supply that provides voltages of up to 30 kV and 
DC currents of up to 5 niA. In order to have a uniform field, a 
flat-plane electrode configuration is used. The heating element used as 
one electrode is electrically grounded. The high-voltage electrode of 
either positive or negative polarity is made of a brass mesh (0.5-mm 
wire diameter, 2.5-mm width openings); its void percentage is about 
of 54 percent. The grid (6-cm diameter) can be moved up and down 
vertically by moving a supporting rod. Spacing between the electrodes 
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Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus 

varies from 0.5 cm to 3 cm so the electric field strength can vary for 
an applied voltage. The accuracy on the high voltage is about ± 1 
percent. Two thermocouples measure, respectively, the vapor and 
liquid temperatures. The liquid thermocouple is placed so that its 
measure is always the same as the vapor one. The copper block 
contains four thermocouples at different depth locations along its 
central axis providing temperature measurements for the wall tem
perature (by extrapolation of the linear curve until the heated surface) 
and the heat flux (deduced from the temperature variation slope). A 
numerical simulation achieved by finite element method shows that 
the temperature and the heat flux are uniform on the heated surface, so 
the heat transfer coefficient is almost constant for the whole surface. 
The heat transfer coefficient h is calculated using 

h 
q 

AM,., (1) 

where A is the heated surface area. 
The 95 percent confidence uncertainty in the experimental result 

is given by the following equation: 

8h 

~h 

2 /SArS ! 

V A r s a 

First, the absolute error on AT.,, is evaluated as follows: 

dATsa 
ST„ 

<3ArSf 

~afZ S7V 

= ^(8Twy+(8Tj\ 

The absolute error on Tsu is 8Tat = 0.4 + 0.0043\T\ where T is 
the measured temperature. For n-pentane, at P = 1 bar which 
corresponds to Tsa, = 36°C, the absolute error is S7Sill = ±0.5 K. 
The absolute error on T„, can be evaluated from the measured 
temperatures inside the copper block. It depends on the tempera
ture levels during the tests, so for low heat flux 8T„ = ± 2 K and 
for high heat flux 8TW = +1 .5K. 

The uncertainty of q, determined by a same manner, is ±2 
percent. The uncertainty on the surface area is ± 1 percent. Then, 
the uncertainty on the heat transfer coefficient is approximately ±7 
percent for high heat fluxes and ±23 percent for the lower ones. 

3 Experimental Results 

Experimental tests have been carried out with saturated 
n-pentane (95 percent purity) at an average pressure of 1 bar, 
which corresponds to a saturation temperature of 36°C. The vessel 
is filled with n-pentane until the liquid-vapor interface is 9 cm 
above the heat transfer surface. Before starting experiments the 
fluid is degassed by boiling allowing the noncondensable gases to 
vent through the condenser. For each test run, the surface is heated 
sufficiently (95 percent of the critical heat flux) to degas the 
heating surface and the working fluid. The experiments are carried 
out as the high voltage is applied, after that the boiling curves are 
obtained for decreasing heat fluxes, starting at a value near the 
critical condition. Data, including current and voltage measure
ments, thermocouples readings and the vessel pressure, are re
corded after the achievement of steady state. 

3.1 Positive Polarity. The polarity of the upper electrode is 
positive with the heated surface electrically grounded. Boiling 
curves obtained, according to this polarity, are shown in Fig. 2 
(Zaghdoudi, 1995). As the electric field strength is increased, the 
wall temperature decreases and the curves q = /(ATsal) are shifted 
towards the higher heat flux densities. For example, in nucleate 
boiling regime, with a 24 K superheat, a threefold increase in the 
heat transfer coefficient is obtained for 25 kV. The visual obser
vations of the boiling phenomenon highlight three flow boiling 
regimes according to the applied high voltage. In zero-electric field 
conditions, isolated bubbles appear on the wall for a heat flux equal 
to approximately 5 W/cm2. Natural convection has still a major 
effect on heat transfer. For applied voltages lower than 10 kV 
(E„ < 10 kV/cm), bubbles are weakly influenced by the electric 
field and the boiling phenomenon is similar to what is observed 

Nomenclature 

a = {\lae)d(rJST, KT1 

b = (l/e)de/dT, KT1 

d = electrode gap, m 
D — electric induction, F • V • m2 

E = electric field, V • m"' 
E„ = applied electric field, V • m' 
/„ = electric force, N • m"3 

h = heat transfer coefficient, W • m~ 
K"1 

j = current density, A • m 2 

q = heat flux, W • m~2 

qv = electric charge density, C • m 3 

T = temperature, K 
T„ = reference temperature, K 
V = voltage, V 

V„ = applied voltage, V 

z = ascendant axis, m 

Greek Symbols 

j3 = isobaric expansion coefficient, 
K"1 

Arsat = T„ - Tm, K 
6 = absolute dielectric permittivity, 

F -m" 1 

er = relative dielectric permittivity 
e0 = vacuum dielectric permittivity, 

F -m" 1 

S = thermal boundary layer thickness, 
m 

<se = electrical conductivity, O ' • rrT1 

/A,, = electrical charge mobility, m2 • 
V - ' - s " ' 

re = relaxation time, s 
T„ = relaxation time at T„ 
p = density, kg • rrT3 

f = E (z = Q)IE0 

4> = j/jmHL 

Subscripts 

c = collecting 
C = Coulomb 
d = dielectrophoretic 
e = electric 

el — electrostrictive 
; = injecting 

w = heated wall 
sat = saturation 
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without electric field. At high voltages, larger than 10 kV, the 
bubbles become smaller, their number increases and the convec
tion due to their departure is higher. 

3.2 Negative Polarity. During all these tests, the heated wall 
is still grounded and the mesh is connected to a negative potential 
so that the electric field direction is inverted, being oriented from 
the heated wall to the brass mesh. In Fig. 3 are shown the boiling 
curves obtained for a negative polarity for different high voltages 
equal to —5, —10, —15, and —20 kV, respectively. From an 
overview of the data in Fig. 3, it is seen that the negative high 
voltages increase nucleate heat transfer. The shift of the boiling 
curves is greater for the lower voltages than that for the stronger 
ones. Figure 4 depicts the comparison of the critical heat fluxes 
obtained for positive and negative polarities. It appears that the 
critical heat flux increases with the applied voltage and the aug
mentation is nearly the same for both positive and negative polar
ities, as it will be explained later. Figure 5 shows the heat transfer 
coefficients as a function of the applied voltage for different heat 
fluxes. The asymmetry of the curves in comparison with zero-field 
conditions shows that the heat transfer coefficients obtained for a 
negative polarity are greater than those obtained for the positive 
one. In Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) are shown the ratio h(V)lh(Q) of heat 
transfer coefficients with and without electric field as a function of 
the applied voltage. At low heat fluxes, the heat transfer enhance
ment is almost the same for both polarities. In nucleate boiling 
regime, for example, q = 14.4 W/cm2 , the ratio increase is about 
24 percent for V = - 2 0 kV and 12 percent for V = + 2 0 kV. The 
enhancement obtained for a negative polarity is then twice higher 
than for a positive polarity. For q = 27 W/cm2 , the enhancement 
for V = —20 kV is about 16 percent and 12 percent for V = + 2 0 
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Fig. 3 EHD enhancement of boiling n-pentane (negative polarity) 

kV. In both cases, the enhancement heat transfer ratio decreases 
when heat flux increases. 

4 Analysis of the Experimental Results 
The heat transfer enhancement is due, on one hand, to the 

electric volume forces in the bulk fluid, on the other hand, to the 
interfacial electric forces at the bubble interface. In this section, the 
electric volume forces effect is particularly analyzed. The electric 
forces within the dielectric fluid are given by 

1 , 1 
f„ = qvK ~ 2E § r a d * + 2 g r a d 

de 
PdpE2 (2) 

The first term is the Coulomb force exerted on the space electric 
charges in the dielectric fluid. The second term is the dielectro-
phoretic force due to the spatial gradient of the dielectric permit
tivity in the fluid. Physically, this force acts on polarization 
charges appearing in the dielectric medium under the electric field 
effect. The third term is the electrostrictive force caused on one 
hand, by the variation of the dielectric permittivity as a function of 
the density, on the other hand, by the nonuniformity of electric 
field in the medium. The analysis of the effect of f„ on the heat 
transfer rates requires the knowledge of the electric field distribu
tion at the heat transfer surface. This distribution depends on the 
temperature gradient near the heated surface and on the electrical 
conduction, which is mainly due to electric charge injection from 
the electrodes. 

4.1 Electric Field Distribution Between the Electrodes. 

Space Charge Injection Effect on the Electric Field Distribution. 
For isothermal dielectric liquids of low electrical conductivity, the 
process of electric charge generation is referred as an injection 

O q = 27.0 W/cm2 

D q = 22.5 W/cm2 

A q ' 1 8 . 1 W/cm2 

O q - 1 4 . 4 W/cm2 

X q = 10.9 W/cm2 

• q - 5.7 W/cm1 

* q = 3.6 W/cm2 

• q = 0.9 W/cm2 

Fig. 5 Heat transfer coefficient versus the applied voltage for various 
heat fluxes 
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Fig. 6 Heat transfer coefficient ratios as a function of the applied volt
age; (a) low heat fluxes, (b) high heat fluxes 

phenomenon. This phenomenon does not result of any injection 
process at the electrodes but is due to the heterocharges appearing 
in the vicinity of the electrodes (MacCluskey et a l , 1991). It 
results in an increase of the electric conduction within the liquid at 
strong electric fields and depends greatly on the liquid-electrodes 
system and on the electric field polarity. Indeed, in the case of a 
positive polarity, the heated surface is referred to the injecting 
electrode and the mesh to the collecting electrode (Fig. 7(a)). 
However, in the case of a negative polarity, the role of the 
electrodes is opposite (Fig. 1(b)). In an isothermal dielectric me
dium, the electric field is not uniform between the injecting and 
collecting electrodes. The electric field distributions between the 
electrodes for a positive polarity is given by 

j = <reE + neq„E 

d iv j = 0 

d i v D = div (eE) = qv. 

Combining the set of Eqs. (3) yields 

ju.ee dE2 

J 2 dz 

(3) 

(4) 

Since jxe and e are constants for an isothermal medium and since 
the current density is constant (current conservation), Eq. (4) is a 
linear first-order differential equation with respect to z which can 
be solved analytically. So, the electric field distribution is 

(z + A)1'2. (5) 

Edz — Ead — V0 

Equation (6) yields to an expression of the form 

*jd 
1 + 

A \ 3/2 

d 

(6) 

(7) 

A is determined by a complete knowledge of E,„ j and the 
electrical properties /j ,e and e of the dielectric medium. A particular 
case is A = 0 for which the electric field strength at the injecting 
electrode is zero. For this case, the current density reaches its 
highest value and is expressed by 

9 El 
./max o t^e^ J v " / 

By introducing the injection ratio M* = j / j „ m and the ratio £ = E 
(z = 0)/E0, Eqs. (5) and (7) can be written as 

t / /= ( . / ' + 4 / 9 £ 2 ) 3 / 2 - - ( 4 / 9 £ 2 ) 3 ' 2 . (9) 

By integration of Eq. (9), the electric potential is found to be 

V 1 

Vo
 = p\ ^ ^ + 

H: 4 | 2 \ 3/2-1 

~9~ (10) 

For a negative polarity, the boundary condition given by Eq. (6) is 
modified and the electric field distribution is given by 

E 

E~„ [Hd -(z/d)) + ev (ID 

The dimensionless electric field variations E( z)IE„ are plotted in 
Fig. 8 as a function of the dimensionless electrode gap zld for a 
positive polarity (Fig. 8(a)) and a negative polarity (Fig. 8(b)) 
corresponding to different injection ratios i//. For both polarities, it 
can be seen that when the injection ratio increases the electric field 
near the injecting electrode decreases and becomes lower than the 
applied electric field E0 whereas near the collecting electrode the 
electric field is higher than E„. So, for a positive polarity, the 
electric field strength near the grounded wall is weaker than E0 

and, for a negative polarity, the electric field strength is weaker 
near the mesh. It can be also noticed that when the negative 
injected space charges in the dielectric increase (s// = 1), the 
electric field approaches zero at the injecting electrode whereas at 
the collecting electrode the electric field is 1.5 E„. 

Experimental results concerning the electrical potential distri
butions between two electrodes (electrode gap d = 5 mm) for a 
positive polarity have been obtained by Yabe et al. (1994) (Fig. 9). 
The electrical potential measurements in an isothermal dielectric 
medium (R-123) are deduced from the voltage-current character
istics of an electrostatic probe. The deviation from the uniform 
electric fields (dashed lines) depends on the applied voltage. Yabe 
et al. have suggested that negative charges are generated at the 
cathode and the area where the negative charges exist would be 

mesh 

Eo 

+_y 
Ec>Eo 

E,<E (, 

mesh 

heated wall ?77. 

(a) positive polarity 

- V 
Ei < Eo 

Ec>li> 

heated wall 7//, 

(b) negative polarity 

The constant A is determined by the following boundary condition: Fig. 7 Injection phenomenon in both positive and negative polarities 
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Fig. 10 Comparison between the theoretical results (Eq. (10)) and the 
experimental results (positive polarity) of Yabe et al. (1994) 

spread according to the injection phenomenon. Figures 10(a) and 
10(b) compare the electrical potential variations between the elec
trodes determined by Eq. (10) to those determined experimentally 
by Yabe et al., for V = 3 kV and V = 5 kV, respectively. The 
injection ratios which are considered in the model are equal to 0.2 
for V = 3 kV and 0.4 for V = 5 kV. As shown in Fig. 10, our 
results agree very well with those of Yabe et al. 
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Fig. 9 Potential distribution in R-123 for positive polarity (Yabe et al., 
1994) 

The Temperature Gradient Effect on the Electric Field Distri
bution. For nonisothermal conditions, a thermal boundary layer 
appears near the heated wall and, far away the heat transfer 
surface, the liquid is in saturation conditions. When an electric 
field is applied, a density of electric charges qv appears within the 
thermal boundary layer. This charge depends on the dielectric 
permittivity and the electrical conductivity gradients due to the 
spatial temperature gradient. qv is given by (Appendix A, Eq. 
(A2)): 

1 
creE • grad re = — D • grad te (12) 

re , the relaxation time of electric charges, is the ratio between the 
dielectric permittivity and the electrical conductivity. By assuming 
linear variations of a, with T, the relaxation time variations with 
temperature can be expressed as follows: 

e = 60 1 -b(T-T0) 

o-„ ae0 1 + a(T - T0) 

- b(T - T0) 

+ a(T-T0)-
(13) 

T „ is the relaxation time at the reference temperature T„. The 
electric charge density, which appears in the thermal boundary 
layer, is given by the following expression: 

e dr. dT 

-{b + a) dT 

(1 + a ( r - r 0 ) ) ( l -b(T-T0)) dz 
( E - z ) . (14) 
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For a positive polarity, qv is negative (Fig. 11(a)) and it is positive 
for a negative polarity (Fig. 11(b)). 

For a nonpolar dielectric liquid, the electric charges appearing in 
the thermal boundary layer result essentially from the electrical 
conductivity variations with the temperature because the dielectric 
permittivity gradient is negligible. These charges modify the dis
tribution of electric field near the wall because the electric current 
must be constant. If a linear temperature profile within the thermal 
boundary layer is assumed, the electric field distribution between 
the electrodes is expressed by (Appendix A): 

R d 1 
0 < z < S, 

E° ± 1 ( A] I I 
A2 \ A , - A 2 S / A,-A28 

z> 8, 
E _ E(8) 

ET~~E~7 

d — 8 A , - A2z 

(15) 

1.00 

0.95 

<£ 0.90 

0.85 

0.80 

a/b = 5 

0 0.02 0.04 ,0.06 0.08 0.1 
z/d 

S is the thermal boundary layer thickness. A, and A 2 are defined by 
the following expressions: 

A , = 1 -a(T„ 

aATsa 
(16) 

Plots of the dimensionless electric field variations EIE„ against the 
dimensionless electrode gap z/d for two values of the alb ratio are 
shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(A), respectively. The thermal bound
ary layer thickness is equal to 0.05 d (the electrode gap is 1 cm). 
For w-pentane, the dielectric permittivity coefficient b is equal to 
0.16.10"2 KT1. According to these figures, the electric field 
strength decreases in the thermal boundary layer as the superheat 
Arsat increases. Indeed, for alb = 5, the electric field strength at 
the heated wall (z = 0) is equal to 0.88 E„ for a 20 K superheat. 
On the high voltage electrode mesh (z = d), the electric field 
strength is a little higher than the applied electric field strength E„. 
For alb equal to 10, the decrease of the electric field strength is 
higher than in the previous case. Since the dielectric permittivity 
coefficient is fixed, these results evidence the effect of the electri
cal conductivity coefficient that depends greatly on the purity of 
the working fluid. So, for a given superheat AT,,, the electric field 
decrease is a result of an increase of the electrical conductivity 
coefficient a. These results do not depend on the electric field 
polarity, but only on the temperature gradient near the heated 
surface. 

In conclusion, the electric field gradient between the electrodes 
can be explained in terms of electrical effects (injection phenom
enon) and thermal effects. For a positive polarity, these two effects 
lead to a decrease of the electric field near the heat transfer surface. 
For a negative polarity, the thermal effects tend to decrease the 
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Fig. 11 Electric charge generation due to the temperature gradient 
within the thermal boundary layer 
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Fig. 12 E(z)IE0 variations as a function of z/d for different superheats 
(positive polarity) 

electric field strength near the wall whereas the electrical effects 
tend to improve it. 

4.2 Study of the Electric Forces. Substituting Eq. (14) into 
the Coulomb term in Eq. (2) yields 

eE2 dre dT 

Te dT dz 
(17) 

This force is directed from the heat transfer surface to the fluid for 
both polarities. However, its intensity is higher for a negative 
polarity than for a positive polarity because the electric field 
strength is weaker for the positive polarity than for the negative 
one. 

The sum of the dielectrophoretic and electrostrictive forces can 
be expressed as 

3e 

(e - Q ( c + 2€„) 

6e„e2 grad/ ) 2 (18) 

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (18) is a force fs 

depending on the dielectric permittivity variations with tempera
ture and the second term is a force fc depending on the spatial 
electric field variations between the electrodes. In this equation, 
the dielectric permittivity gradient is written as follows: 

grad 6 grad T + grad p. (19) 
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Using the temperature density variations (p = p„(l — ji(T — 
T0))) and the Clausius-Mossotti relation (pde/dp = (e — e„)(e + 
2e„)/3e„), valid for nonpolar dielectric liquids whose the dielectric 
permittivity depends only on density and not on temperature, Eq. 
(19) can be expressed as 

grad e = 
j3(e - e j (e + 2e„) 

3e„ 

dT 

~dz 
z. (20) 

Consequently, the components of the total force can be written as 
follows: 

2(e - e„) 

3e 

j8(e - e0)(e + 2e„ 

3e„ 

( 6 - 6 J ( e + 26 o)rf£>2(z) 

6e„e2 dz 

(21) 

(22) 

Since the dielectric permittivity decreases when the temperature 
increases, the term between brackets of Eq. (21) is positive and 
consequently fe is directed from the liquid to the boiling surface. 
As f0 is a function of the electric induction gradient, it is a function 
of the applied electric field polarity. Indeed, if the polarity is 
positive, fD is directed from the heated surface to the fluid. For a 
negative polarity, the fD direction is opposite. So, for a negative 
polarity, fD and fs directions are the same towards the heated 
surface. In Fig. 13 are shown the dimensionless electric forces 
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components fjf0, fjf„, and fDlf„ as a function of the dimension-
less electrode gap (z/d) for two a/b ratios equal to 5 and 10, 
respectively. The force/„ expressed by e0E

2
al2d is the electric 

force exerted between the electrodes in the vacuum submitted to a 
uniform electric field. For a given alb ratio, the different compo
nents are stronger far away from the heated wall. However, fe 

decreases as the electrical conductivity coefficient increases 
whereas fc and fD strengths increase. Figure 14 shows the /„ 
variations versus the applied electric field E„. For E0 — 30 kV/cm, 
/„ is equal to 4000 N/m3. So, for a 20 K superheat, fe is approx
imately equal to 28 000 N/m3 for alb = 5 and about 24 000 N/m3 

for alb = 10. 

4.3 The Effect of the Electric Forces on the Heat Transfer. 

Case of a Positive Polarity. At low heat fluxes, the heat 
transfer mechanisms are governed by those of the natural convec
tion. When an electric field is applied, the electric forces appearing 
within the thermal boundary layer have opposite effects. The 
Coulomb forces are directed from the heated surface towards the 
fluid and the sum of the dielectrophoretic and electrostrictive 
forces is directed towards the heated surface because the fe 

strength is higher than the fD one. Moreover, the electric forces 
within the thermal boundary layer are weaker than those appearing 
far away from the heated surface due to a weaker electric field 
strength within the thermal boundary layer. This force difference 
induces an electroconvective movement, thus the thermal bound
ary layer is decreased and consequently the wall temperature too, 
when heat flux is imposed. 

In nucleate boiling, the bubble growth is governed by the 
thermal conduction through the macrolayer surrounding the bubble 
and the evaporation of the microlayer lying between the bottom of 
the bubble and the heated surface (Fig. 15(a)). When an electric 
field is applied, the electroconvective movements appear not only 
between two bubbles but also around the bubble. Due to the 
electroconvective movements, the macrolayer thickness decreases 
and the heat transfer within the macrolayer is increased. The 
interfacial stresses acting on the bubble involve a deformation of 
its shape. The bubble shape becomes elongated along the direction 
of the electric field and is very close to that of a prolate spheroid. 
Due to the electric forces, the bubbles are pressed against the heat 
transfer surface, the effect of which is an intense evaporation of the 
microlayer (Fig. 15(b)). Consequently, the heat transfer enhance
ment through both macrolayer and microlayer causes a faster 
bubble growth, increasing their departure frequency. Thus, con-
vective movements are more important and result in bubbles, 
which carry the heat away from the surface. 

Case of a Negative Polarity. For a negative polarity, tD and f6 

directions are the same, that is towards the heated surface. They 
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Fig. 15 Schematic of the heat transfer mechanisms; (a) without electric 
field; (b) with electric field 

tend to press the bubbles against the heated surface, which results 
in a better evaporation of the microlayer located between the 
bubble base and the wall and leads to a faster growth of the bubble. 

This analysis also explains the results obtained for low heat 
fluxes (natural convection) and high heat fluxes. Indeed, for the 
natural convection, the Coulomb forces are predominating. These 
forces, which are greater for a negative polarity than for a positive 
one, enable an increase of the electroconvective movements and 
consequently an improvement of heat transfer rates. For high heat 
fluxes, the bubbles coalesce to form large amounts of vapor. 
However, the rapid growth of the bubbles is limited by interfacial 
effects. Indeed, the liquid-vapor interface becomes unstable under 
the action of inertia and surface tension forces (Helmoltz instabil
ity). The presence of an electric field drastically modifies the 
liquid-vapor interface stability and the disturbance wavelength, 
which depends on the square of the applied electric field, de
creases. So, the thermal performance obtained for a negative 
polarity and for a positive polarity are the same. 

5 Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of a 

uniform electric field on natural convection and boiling heat trans
fer for n-pentane. The experiments carried out on pool boiling heat 
transfer on a horizontal surface allow for a threefold heat transfer 
enhancement. The heat transfer enhancement is greater for natural 
convection heat transfer than for nucleate boiling. Moreover, it 
was found that the heat transfer coefficient enhancement decreases 
when heat flux approaches the critical condition. The polarity of 
the applied voltage affects the boiling heat transfer. For a negative 
polarity, the heat transfer enhancement is higher than the one 

obtained for a positive polarity. The experimental result analysis is 
based on the study of the electric force effects. This has led to the 
analysis of the electric field distribution between the electrodes. It 
is shown that the electric field is affected by both the injection 
phenomenon (electrical effect) and the temperature gradient (ther
mal effect). Indeed, the electric field near the injecting electrode 
decreases when the injection ratio increases. The results obtained 
by the model agree with the experimental results of Yabe et al. 
(1994). The electric field strength decreases when the heated 
surface temperature increases. This decrease in the electric field 
strength depends greatly on the electrical conductivity variations 
with temperature. 
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A P P E N D I X 

Temperature Gradient Influence on the Electric Field 
Distribution 

From the current continuity and the electric induction equations 
(set of Eqs. (3)), we can write 

a,, div E + E grad ae = 0 

e div E + E • grad e = qv. (Al) 

From these equations, we obtain the following expression of qv: 

ae I 1 6 \ 1 
qv = — D — grad e - -3 grad ae\ = — (D • grad TJ. 

(A2) 

By considering the e and cre variations with temperature, Eq. (A2) 
can be written as 

_ D dre dT 
q"'~ + 7e~dT~dl 

(b + a)D dT 

~ + (TT^-rjXiT^r^T^y^- (A3) 

The sign (—) corresponds to the positive polarity and the sign ( + ) 
to the negative polarity. 

The second equation in the set (Al) yields an expression of the 
form 

dD (b + a)D dT 

~d^= + 9 ' = \ l +a{T~T0)){[ +b(T~:rTjj^- ( A 4 ) 
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The following first-order ordinary differential equation is then 
obtained (case of a positive polarity): 

dD 

~D~ \ +a(T- T0) \-b{T- T, 

If a linear temperature profile is used, on the form 

Arsat T = r„ - -=? Zl 

* * • ( A 5 ) 

the following differential equation is obtained: 

-A2 B2 dD 

IT A2z B, - B2z 
dz 

where 

Ax = \+a{T„-T0) B , = 1 + b(Tp - T0) 
_ aAr s a t _ bATsM 

A2 - — g - B 2 - — g -

Integrating Eq. (A7) yields an expression of the form 

D = K 
B, B2z 

Ai - A2z ' 

K is determined by the following boundary condition: 

EBd = Edz = 
D 

dz 

(A6) 

CA7~) Thus, K is expressed as 

K = 

D 
dz + 

D(z=8) 

e(z = 8) 
dz. 

e(T„)E0d 

(1/A2) In (A!/(A, - A28) + (d - S)/(A, - A2b) 

and the electric field variations between the electrodes are ex
pressed in the following form: 

E _ 

E„ A, 

K 

A2z 
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Pool Boiling Critical Heat Flux 
in Reduced Gravity 
An experimental investigation has been conducted to measure pool boiling critical heat 
fluxes in reduced gravity. A horizontal cylindrical cartridge heater immersed in water at 
reduced pressures during parabolic flights on NASA's KC-135 resulted in boiling on the 
heater surface. Visual observations and qualitative data trends indicate that the conven
tional Taylor-Helmholtz. instability model still governs the critical heat flux mechanism 
over the range of gravitational accelerations of the current study, which range from 
0.0005 < g/g„ < 0.044. Using data from more than 40 individual tests, two semi-
empirical correlations have been developed to account for the effect of thermocapillary 
flow, which tends to decrease the critical heat flux below the predictions of previous 
correlations. 

Introduction 

Two-phase heat transfer mechanisms in reduced gravity are of 
considerable practical interest in a number of space applications, 
including the design of spacecraft thermal control systems incor
porating heat pipes or capillary-pumped loops, or the development 
of cryogenic storage and transport systems. In addition, future 
chemical and materials processing in microgravity environments 
may involve distillation or quenching, both of which employ 
gravity-dependent two-phase heat transfer processes. Though 
much has been learned from recent reduced-gravity experiments, 
which have examined nucleate pool boiling at low heat fluxes, as 
recently noted by Oka et al. (1992), we currently have no reliable 
means to predict critical heat flux (CHF) under microgravity 
conditions. 

In addition to providing a means for accurately predicting CHF, 
studies in reduced gravity also provide information regarding the 
fundamental mechanisms of boiling, which may improve our un
derstanding of two-phase heat transfer in terrestrial applications. 
Most models of boiling heat transfer and critical heat flux yield 
correlations that include gravity as a parameter. Predictions of pool 
boiling heat transfer coefficients which have exhibited the greatest 
versatility in terrestrial applications typically fail to accurately 
predict the relatively insensitive nature of heat transfer coefficients 
to variations in the local gravitational acceleration. Critical heat 
flux predictions, however, seem to predict the correct trends as the 
CHF decreases with decreasing gravity. Prior to the current inves
tigation, the amount of reduced-gravity CHF data available has 
been insufficient to draw firm conclusions regarding the applica
bility of the current models. It has been assumed that the momen
tum and thermocapillary effects will overtake buoyancy as gov
erning mechanisms in CHF as the local gravitational acceleration 
is reduced, but the relative significance of the gravity-dependence 
has not previously been adequately quantified. 

The current experimental study seeks to add significantly to the 
available reduced-gravity critical heat flux data. Forty individual 
measurements of CHF conditions have been obtained using a 
horizontal cylindrical heater immersed in water at reduced pres
sure over a range of 0.0005 < glg„ < 0.044 obtained in 
parabolic flights aboard NASA's KC-135 aircraft. Although the 
data in this range of gravitational accelerations may not be directly 
applicable to the design of equipment for use in Martian or Lunar 
environments, comparison of these data with previous theoretical 
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CHF predictions will help elucidate the relative significance of 
thermocapillary flow and buoyancy in reduced gravity and will 
significantly enhance the general understanding of the factors that 
govern the critical heat flux mechanisms. 

Hydrodynamic CHF Theory 

The most widely accepted theoretical model for predicting crit
ical heat flux in pool boiling is based on hydrodynamic instability 
between the liquid and vapor flowing in the vicinity of the heated 
surface. These fluid motions are driven by buoyancy, so the local 
gravitational acceleration appears as a parameter in CHF predic
tive correlations. 

Figure 1 illustrates the idealized Taylor-Helmholtz instability 
mechanism associated with pool boiling critical heat flux on a 
horizontal flat plate. Columns of vapor rise from the heated surface 
at equally spaced nodes corresponding to the "most dangerous" 
wavelength of Taylor instability, A„. The radius of the vapor 
columns is assumed to be equal to one fourth of the Taylor node 
spacing. CHF occurs when the vapor jets become Helmholtz 
unstable at the wavelength A„ which is assumed to be the same 
order of magnitude as A0. Growth of these waves on the liquid-
vapor interface blocks liquid flow to the heated surface resulting in 
dryout and subsequent film boiling. 

Zuber derived an expression for predicting the critical heat flux 
on infinite flat-plate heaters based on the limiting vapor flux 
required to trigger Helmholtz instability in the vapor columns: 

< ? ; = 24 
Jp~,r hfs[ag(pL - p,,)]1 

(1) 

Lienhard and Dhir (1973) extended this predictive method to 
other finite geometries, such as cylinders and spheres, by imposing 
the requirement that the velocity in the vapor film at the onset of 
film boiling must match the velocity in the column of vapor in 
which the Helmholtz instability occurs. This analysis resulted in 
predictive correlations in which the ratio of the characteristic 
physical dimension of the heater (i.e., radius) to the bubble length 
scale (sometimes called the Laplace coefficient) appears as a 
nondimensional parameter. This term, R', serves to account for the 
effects of changes in heater size: 

8(PL - Pv) 
R' =R 

For small cylinders (R' < 1.0): 
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(3) 
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Fig. 1 Vapor columns on a heated surface 

and for small spheres (/?' < 4.0): 

q'iv _ 1-734 
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while for large spheres (/?' > 4.0): 

4l£ 
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= 0.84. 

(4) 

(5) 

Upon application of this criterion to the original Zuber correlation 
and comparison with a broader range of data, Lienhard and Dhir 
also suggested a minor modification for the prediction of CHF on 
infinite flat-plate heaters: 

H L D 

q"z 
1.14. (6) 

Based on the available experimental data, these equations have 
been found to accurately correlate CHF down to R' = 0.02 
(Straub et al., 1990). 

The characteristic bubble dimension used in Eq. (2) is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the gravitational acceleration, 
and is intended to serve as an indicator of the relative size of the 
bubbles upon departure from the heated surface. In counter-
weighted drop tower experiments, Siegel and Keshock (1964) 
found that the bubble departure diameter varied in proportion to 
g~"2. It seems appropriate then to treat the bubble length scale in 
the CHF correlations as a parameter which changes with variations 
in the local gravitational acceleration. 

If the correlations by Lienhard and Dhir (1973) correctly predict 
the gravitational dependence of the critical heat flux, the CHF 
should be proportional to g"4 for flat plates and large spheres. 
Similarly, considering Eq. (l)-Eq. (4), the CHF should be propor
tional to g"8 for small cylinders, and should be independent of 
gravity for small spheres. 

Previous Studies 
Although there have been numerous studies of pool boiling in 

reduced gravity, the majority have not attained CHF due to the 
relatively limited power available from the test facilities. Table 1 
lists the previous experiments which have measured and/or ob

served critical heat flux conditions along with the test fluids, heater 
geometries, and means of obtaining the reduced-gravity environ
ment. The range of conditions considered in previous studies is 
fairly broad, yet the total amount of data available is rather sparse. 
Several of these experiments obtained only one or two CHF values 
due to the limited scope typically associated with such studies. In 
addition, most recent studies have emphasized measurements of 
two-phase heat transfer coefficients at low heat fluxes and very low 
gravity levels (such as those attained in orbital flights or shielded 
drop towers) rather than critical heat flux mechanisms at interme
diate gravity levels, which are the focus of the current study. 

As noted in Table 1, various means of attaining a reduced-
gravity environment have been employed in previous studies. 
Orbital or ballistic rocket flights offer true microgravity conditions 
for a lengthy duration, but are many times more expensive to 
design and operate than other techniques. A significant advantage 
of drop towers is their ability to produce steady, fractional-gravity 
conditions through the use of counterweights, as employed by 
Usiskin and Siegel (1961). Also, the gravitational field can be 
measured by observing the rate of descent, eliminating the need for 
accelerometers. Recent experiments by Abe et al. (1994) and 
Tokura et al. (1994) used the JAMIC 710 m drop shaft facility in 
Hokkaido, Japan which provides approximately 10.0 seconds of 
microgravity (g/g„ = 10~5). Parabolic flights can provide micro-
gravity conditions for approximately ten seconds if the apparatus 
can float freely in the aircraft. Fixed experiments such as the 
current study, can experience a broad range of gravitational accel
erations lasting 25 seconds or longer, depending on the type of 
parabola flown. Parabolic flights generally have more electrical 
power available than the other reduced-gravity environments, and 
also allow researchers to directly observe and accompany experi
ments rather than to observe them remotely. 

Figure 2 illustrates a plot of the ratio of the CHF measured in 
reduced gravity to that measured (or in some cases predicted) in a 
terrestrial gravitational environment using the same heater and test 
conditions. These data were obtained from the references listed in 
Table 1 and are classified according to the heater geometry. Lines 
corresponding to the g"8 and g"4 dependence of CHF associated 
with the Lienhard and Dhir (1973) predictions are also illustrated 
for clarification. 

As illustrated, most of the previous cylinder CHF data closely 
follow the g1/s line, generally falling slightly below the trend 
predicted by Eq. (3). Similarly, the data obtained for large spheres 
tend to fall slightly below the g1'4 trend. The sphere data at lower 
gravitational accelerations qualify as small spheres (/?' < 4.0), 
and as expected, are not affected as much by variations in the local 
gravitational acceleration. 

There are several possible explanations why the flat-plate data 
fall mostly above the predicted g "4 trend: First, the heaters used in 
all of the previous reduced gravity pool boiling CHF experiments 
do not qualify as "infinite" flat plates. To approximate an infinite 
flat plate experimentally, one must employ a plate with dimensions 

Nomenclature 

k = 
q" = 
R = 

R' = 

= dimensionless empirical con
stants 

= energy (J) 
= local gravitational acceleration 

(m/s2) 
= Earth gravitational acceleration 

(9.81 m/s2) 
enthalpy of vaporization (J/kg) 
thermal conductivity (W/m • K) 
heat flux (W/m2) 
heater radius (m) 
dimensionless radius defined by 
Eq. (2) 

T = temperature (K) 
distance from heated surface (m) 

Greek 

A0 = ' "most dangerous" wavelength of 
Taylor instability (m) 
wavelength of Helmholtz instability 
(m) 

n , = dimensionless parameter defined by 
Eq. (19) 

p = density (kg/m3) 
a = surface tension (N/m) 

Subscripts 

CHF = critical heat flux 
g = associated with buoyancy 
L = liquid 

LD = Lienhard and Dhir (1973) CHF 
prediction 

tot = total 
v = vapor 
Z = Zuber CHF prediction 
a = associated with thermocapillary 

forces 
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Table 1 Summary of reduced-gravity CHF studies 

Study 

Usiskin and Siegel (1961) 
Merte and Clark (1964) 
Zell et al. (1989) 
Merte (1990) 
Straub et al. (1990) 
Abe et al. (1994) 
Tokura et al. (1994) 
Oka et al. (1995) 
Straub et al. (1996) 
Lee et al. (1997) 
Current study 

Fluid 

water 
nitrogen 
R-12 
hydrogen 
R-113 
water-ethanol mixture 
methanol 
n-pentane, R-113 
R-ll 
R-113 
water 

Heater Geometry 

horizontal wire 
copper spheres 
wires 
copper sphere 
wire & flat plate 
flat plate 
horizontal wires 
flat plate 
sphere (0.26 mm) 
flat plate 
horizontal cylinder 

Reduced-g Test Platform 

drop tower, 1.0 sec. 
drop tower, 1.4 sec. 
KC-135 parabolic flight 
drop tower, 1.4 sec. 
TEXUS ballistic rocket 
drop tower, 10.0 sec. 
drop tower, 10.0 sec. 
Caravelle parabolic flight 
Space Shuttle (Spacelab) 
Space Shuttle (GAS) 
KC-135 parabolic flight 

significantly larger than KD with vertical side walls at the edge of 
the heater to prevent horizontal in-flow of liquid (Lienhard and 
Dhir, 1973). Smaller unconfined plates will exhibit higher critical 
heat fluxes than predicted by the infinite plate correlation. Also, at 
very low gravitational levels, the wavelength of Helmholtz insta
bility may exceed the extent of the liquid pool, thereby disrupting 
the hydrodynamic mechanisms of CHF and invalidating the con
ventional model. Second, these data were obtained in environ
ments in which the direction of the gravitational acceleration 
varies randomly. The conventional model assumes that the plate is 
pointing upward with gravity pulling bubbles directly away from 
the plate, whereas lateral accelerations may have significantly 
affected the previous reduced-gravity studies. Third, in the previ
ous flat-plate experiments, gravity is so low that its effects may be 
virtually negligible compared to other forces. Straub (1993) pro
posed a "micro-wedge" model of pool boiling heat transfer in 
micro-gravity or zero-gravity fields in which thermocapillary con
vection, liquid momentum, and interfacial curvature effects com
bine to govern transient bubble growth and eventual dryout. Such 
considerations are probably relevant to the previous flat-plate data. 
Despite ongoing research which has successfully described some 
aspects of bubble behavior, the micro-wedge model has not yet 
been shown capable of accurate prediction of the critical heat flux. 

Current Experimental Investigation 

The Two-Phase Heat Transfer Laboratory at Texas A&M Uni
versity has conducted an experimental investigation to measure 
and visually observe critical heat fluxes at reduced gravity envi
ronments. The experiments were performed aboard the KC-135 
aircraft (NASA 931) operated by NASA Johnson Space Center's 
Reduced-Gravity Program at Ellington Field in Houston, Texas. 

Experimental Apparatus. Figure 3 illustrates the experimen
tal test chamber used in the current study. The test fluid (distilled 
water) was contained in a rectangular enclosure with a width of 
203 mm, height of 152 mm, and internal depth of 76 mm. The top, 
bottom and sides were stainless steel, and the front and back were 
constructed of 12.7-mm-thick clear polycarbonate (Lexan) to al
low visual observation of the boiling process. The critical heat flux 
experiments were performed with the cylindrical cartridge heater 
located approximately 60 mm above the center of the lower plate. 
A sheathed T-type thermocouple monitored the bulk liquid tem
perature at a location approximately 40 mm below the center of the 
upper plate. An absolute pressure transducer measured the fluid 
pressure at the same elevation as the heater. 

The upper plate consisted of a hollow structure formed by 
stainless steel and copper plates bolted together with a porous 
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copper medium sandwiched between them. This allowed the test 
apparatus to be cooled by passing liquid nitrogen through the 
upper plate assembly. The flow rate of the liquid nitrogen was 
adjusted manually to maintain the desired bulk fluid temperature. 
The test fluid was connected to a piston accumulator, which was in 
turn connected to a vacuum ejector powered by compressed air. 
This system maintained the test fluid at reduced pressures, and 
therefore reduced saturation temperatures, to meet NASA's safety 
requirements regarding the maximum allowable external surface 
temperature. The strip heater at the base of the test chamber was 
used in a previous reduced-gravity study (Shatto et al., 1996) 
which measured boiling heat transfer coefficients on the flat plate 
heater at heat fluxes near the onset of nucleate boiling. 

The 500 Watt cartridge heater was used in the current CHF 
experiments. The heater consists of a Nichrome wire wound 
around a ceramic core covered with an Inconel-800 sheath. At the 
center of the heated section, a K-type thermocouple monitors the 
temperature of the ceramic core. This thermocouple is connected 
to a controller programmed to turn off the electric power to the 
heater if it exceeds a certain temperature. 

The test chamber was mounted in an instrument rack and 
surrounded by digital panel meters that displayed the gravitational 
acceleration (as measured by the KC-135's accelerometer), tem
peratures of the cartridge heater and bulk liquid, pressure, and 
voltage applied to the cartridge heater. These data were recorded 
along with the visual observations of the boiling process by filming 
the front panel with an 8-mm video camera. This data acquisition 
method insured accurate temporal coordination between the visual 
observations and measured parameters. 

Experimental Procedures. Critical heat flux experiments 
were conducted on three separate flights consisting of 40 to 45 
parabolas each. The test apparatus was attached to the floor of the 
aircraft. The heater was turned on at 50 percent of its maximum 
power for approximately 20 minutes preceding the first parabola to 
heat the fluid to near the saturation temperature. Before the first 
parabola, the heater power was decreased to approximately two 
percent of full power. The heat flux was maintained at a constant 
level during each parabola, and CHF was obtained by gradual 
reduction of the gravitational acceleration. The voltage was then 
increased during each "pull-out" maneuver. Smaller power adjust
ments were made above the lowest heat flux at which CHF 
occurred, to measure the effect of gravity on the CHF. 

The KC-135 normally flies in a trajectory which involves an 

abrupt decrease in gravitational acceleration at the beginning of 
each reduced-gravity portion of the flight. In the current study, the 
aircraft entered each parabola gradually, so that the transition from 
the high-gravity "pull-in" maneuver to the desired reduced-gravity 
condition occurred over a time period of several seconds. Though 
this technique would result in less time for freely floating exper
iments, this slow gravity transient was beneficial to the current 
study, because it reduced the effects of residual buoyant convec
tion and allowed a more precise measurement of the gravitational 
acceleration at which CHF occurred. CHF was detected visually as 
an abrupt transition from individual bubble departure to the for
mation of a thick, stable vapor film on the heater. The temperature 
excursion of the heater, though noticeable, did not occur rapidly 
enough to discern the precise conditions under which dryout 
began. 

During some parabolas, the slow changes in gravitational ac
celeration during the middle portion of the parabola were large 
enough to cause rewetting of the heater surface. As the pilots 
corrected this gravitational "jitter" the CHF would occur again, 
thereby allowing the measurement of two CHF conditions in a 
single parabola. No systematic difference was noted between these 
data and the data associated with the pull-in transient. This indi
cates that the residual natural convection from the high-gravity 
pull-in maneuver did not significantly affect the measured values 
of CHF. 

Results 

Visual Observations. In the current experimental study, heat 
fluxes below the CHF resulted in the formation of individual 
bubbles on the cartridge heater which sprang from the surface in 
all radial directions, with the bubbles departure rate from the 
surface occurring at higher frequency as the heat flux was in
creased. Straub et al. (1996) referred to this phenomenon as 
"sparkling boiling." Tokura et al. (1994) also reported a very 
similar phenomenon. 

Upon reaching the CHF the boiling process changed suddenly 
and dramatically. A thick, pulsating vapor film completely envel
oped the heated portion of the cartridge heater, and visible obser
vation of the radial ejection of small bubbles appeared to cease 
immediately. The CHF always occurred simultaneously over the 
entire heated portion of the cartridge heater. At high heat fluxes 
(above 200 kW/m2), where CHF occurred at relatively high grav-
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itational accelerations, the vapor film ejected columns of vapor at 
regular intervals, in keeping with the physical model of Taylor 
instabilities. The spacing between bubble departure nodes in stable 
film boiling is predicted by the "most dangerous" wavelength, KD, 
of Taylor instability, which is inversely proportional to the grav
itational acceleration (as described below). Therefore, at lower 
gravitational accelerations, the interval between vapor columns 
would have been longer than the heater, so only one cohesive 
vapor bubble was observed. These observations agree with those 
of previous researchers, such as Tokura et al. (1994), who ob
served that at high heat flux, bubbles grew large and spherical and 
enveloped the wire. Usiskin and Siegel (1961) also found that the 
physical appearance of the film boiling regime was the same in 
reduced gravity as in terrestrial gravity, noting that the formation 
of bubbles at alternately spaced locations persisted for low-gravity 
fields. Similarly, in their parabolic flight experiments with a flat 
plate heater, Oka et al. (1995) noticed no difference in physical 
process toward the critical heat flux between g/g„ = 10~2 and 
terrestrial gravity. These observations tend to support the conclu
sion that the Taylor-Helmholtz instability model continues, to 
some extent, to govern the CHF at gravitational accelerations well 
below those of terrestrial conditions. 

Saturation State. Forty individual instances of departure 
from nucleate boiling were recorded during the current experimen
tal investigation. The measured pressures and bulk liquid temper
atures associated with each CHF occurrence are plotted in Fig. 4 
along with the saturation curve for water. Most of these data 
exhibit subcooling of less than 2.0 K. Considering these relatively 
low levels of measured subcooling and the proximity of the bulk 
temperature measurement to the upper cooling surface, it is rea
sonable to assume that the effects of liquid subcooling were 
negligible. 

Gravitational Field Effects. In Fig. 5, the CHF values mea
sured in the current study are plotted as a function of the local 

gravitational acceleration. Also shown in this plot is the CHF 
prediction by Lienhard and Dhir (1973) for small cylinders eval
uated for water at an average pressure of 22.0 kPa. (For the heater 
used in the current study R' < 0.4.) Though 40 CHF measure
ments were recorded, only 14 data points are shown in Fig. 5. For 
several heat flux levels, CHF values were obtained multiple times 
through repeated tests. As illustrated in Fig. 5 some points repre
sent the average of several data at a single heat flux level. The 
horizontal error bars represent the scatter in these averaged data 
added to the ±0.0005 • g0 uncertainty of the accelerometer 
measurements. The vertical error bars represent the ±2.8 percent 
uncertainty in the measured heat flux. 

It is evident from Fig. 5 that the correlation by Lienhard and 
Dhir (1973) overpredicts the CHF with an average error of ap
proximately 40 percent over the entire range of gravitational 
acceleration considered in the current study. This is consistent with 
most of the results from previous experimental studies, as shown 
in Fig. 2. Though the amount by which the Taylor-Helmholtz 
instability models overpredict the data is not alarming in light of 
the data scatter typically found in experimental two-phase heat 
transfer studies, the observation that this overprediction occurs 
consistently in several studies leads one to consider and identify 
other factors that may play a significant role in reduced gravity 
pool boiling. 

Effects of Thermocapillary Flow 
The reduction in CHF below the values predicted by conven

tional models, which has been observed in most experimental 
studies in reduced gravity fields, may be attributable to thermo
capillary flow. The current study seeks a means of quantifying the 
relative effects of convection driven by surface tension gradients 
and buoyancy-driven convection. 

Basic Mechanisms. A tangential force may be exerted at a 
liquid-vapor interface if the surface tension varies from point to 
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point. The magnitude of this force is proportional to the surface 
tension gradient and causes the fluid at the interface to move in the 
direction of increasing surface tension. For pure fluids surface 
tension decreases with increasing temperature, except for some 
liquid crystals and some metals (Legros et al, 1990). Abrupt 
temperature gradients associated with high heat fluxes can cause 
these thermocapillary forces to be quite large. 

The qualitative effect of thermocapillary flow on the critical heat 
flux can be understood by considering a vapor bubble adjacent to 
a heated surface. Close to the surface, the high liquid temperature 
will result in a relatively low surface tension. The portion of the 
bubble's liquid-vapor interface that is most distant from the heated 
surface will encounter the lowest fluid temperature, and therefore 
will exhibit the highest surface tension. The fluid at the interface 
will be pulled toward the region of high surface tension, that is, 
away from the wall. Because the liquid has a much higher viscosity 
than the vapor, it has a greater tendency to move with the fluid at 
the interface. By pushing liquid away from the heated surface, the 
vapor bubble tends to be impelled toward the heated region. This 
force tends to counteract the bubble departure mechanisms, and 
would therefore reduce the CHF value. 

Several researchers have alluded to the possible significance of 
thermocapillary flow in reduced-gravity boiling. Straub et al. 
(1990) observed that at low gravity levels surface tension and 
thermocapillary convection dominate the boiling mechanism. The 
same researchers also observed very strong thermocapillary con
vection around bubbles which enabled them, in terrestrial tests 

with a flat plate oriented downward, to pump hot liquid from the 
boundary layer against the buoyancy force. 

The Marangoni Effect in Mixtures. In many fluid mixtures, 
the surface tension is very sensitive to the relative concentration of 
the components. When a fluid mixture boils, the concentration 
varies along the liquid-vapor interface. The concentration of the 
more volatile component in the bulk liquid is greater than that near 
the heated surface. In many mixtures, the surface tension of the 
more volatile component is less than that of the less volatile 
component. This is sometimes called a "positive" mixture. In that 
case, the surface tension gradient pulls the liquid toward the heated 
wall. 

It has long been known that the critical heat flux for "positive" 
mixtures may significantly exceed that for either pure component. 
Surface tension gradients due to composition gradients cause shear 
stresses that can enhance the flow and significantly affect the CHF. 
In a study seeking to quantify this effect, McGillis and Carey 
(1996) noted that gradients in temperature may also be expected to 
influence the CHF in an analogous manner. The qualitative effect 
of thermocapillary flow on CHF in most pure fluids would be the 
opposite of that exhibited by positive mixtures, but the means of 
quantifying these effects should be similar. 

This enhancement of the CHF in binary mixtures has even been 
observed experimentally in reduced gravity. In experiments with 
mixtures of ethanol and water, Abe et al. (1994) noted that bubbles 
in mixtures detached immediately from the surface. The liquid 
layer was prevented from thinning by the liquid supplied to the 
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bottom of the bubble, which was promoted by the Marangoni 
effect. The microgravity reduction in CHF in binary mixtures 
( 2 0 - 4 0 percent) was considerably smaller than in pure fluids 
(50 -85 percent). 

Analysis of Thermocapillary Effects on Reduced-Gravity 
CHF. The theoretical development presented in the current study 
is analogous to the work of McGillis and Carey (1996) which 
quantified the influence of the Marangoni effect on CHF of binary 
mixtures in terrestrial conditions. 

Figure 6 presents a side view of the vapor columns associated 
with the Taylor-Helmholtz instability CHF model. As in Fig. 1, the 
centers of the vapor columns are situated at the Taylor nodes 
spaced evenly at a distance of AD, and the column radii are one 
fourth of this interval. The current analysis considers the balance 
of gravitational potential energy, Eg, and energy associated with 
thermocapillary forces, Ea, acting within the cubic unit cell control 
volume shown in Fig. 6, which has dimensions kn on each side, 
where 

A0 = 2TT 
3a 

g(PL- Pv) 
(7) 

The gravitational potential energy available within the unit cell 
to remove vapor from the heated surface can be expressed as 

Eg = g(pt ~ Pv) ' (volume of vapor in unit cell) 

X (5 height of unit cell). 

Considering the unit cell and vapor column dimensions in Fig. 6, 
this becomes 

Es = g(pL Pv) 16 
(8) 

If one assumes, as a rough approximation, a uniform temperature 
gradient within the unit cell, the potential energy associated with 
the thermocapillary stress at the liquid-vapor interface can be 
expressed as 

da dT 
Ea = -j= • — • (cell height) • (column surface area). 

dl dz 

Again, considering the unit cell dimensions in Fig. 6, this becomes 

En 

da dT 

df"dz' 

TTA; 
(9) 

Applying an additional assumption that the heat transfer due to 
conduction in the liquid will be some constant fraction of the total 
heat flux, the temperature gradient can be approximated as 

dT 

Tz' 
-cq 

(10) 

The energy per unit cell associated with surface tension then 
becomes 

E= -
CTT\D\ da 

dT k, 
(11) 

The forces associated with gravity and surface tension work 
against each other, so 

^ I n l *-* o 
irK 

32 S(PL~PV)+ 2 

CTT\D da q" 

dT k, 
(12) 

Expressing the conventional CHF prediction by Zuber from Eq. (1) 
in terms of the gravitational potential energy defined in Eq. (8) 
yields 

24 Pvh 
32aE„ 

TP*M. 
(13) 

In the current model, to consider the effects of thermocapillary 
flow, £ t o l from Eq. (12) replaces Eg in Eq. (13). Performing this 
substitution and expanding the terms yields 

' CHF - 2 4 Pvhfg 
O-giPL p„) 16ccr da q" 

plkD dT kL 
(14) 

Factoring out the left-hand term in the brackets gives 

VgiPL-Pv)1"* 
- 2~4 P A s PI 

g(PL-

5c da q" 

p„)AD dT kL 
(15) 

Recognizing the Zuber CHF prediction in Eq. (15) and rearranging 
the definition of Ac 

g(PL~ Pv) = 3 a 

to substitute into Eq. (15) yields 

2TT 

4 CHF 4cAD da q" 
1 +3~iT*a"df'T, 

(16) 

(17) 

Following the recommendation of McGillis and Carey (1996) it 
is proposed here that this equation can be applied to other geom
etries such as cylinders and spheres if the appropriate correlation 
from Lienhard and Dhir (1973) replaces the Zuber CHF prediction. 
Also, to avoid a cumbersome or iterative solution, the heat flux 
appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (17) can be estimated using 
the Lienhard and Dhir correlations, so Eq. (17) becomes 

H CHF 

q'lo 
1 

Ac\D da q"LD 

3ir2a"df' ~k[ 
(18) 

To express this and subsequent expressions succinctly, a new 
empirical constant (c, = 4C/3TT 2 ) can be defined, and the positive 
nondimensional parameter 

n , s 
-\D da q'lB 

a dT kL 
(19) 

developed. The parameter H{ is similar to the "dynamic Bond 
number" which governs the qualitative behavior of drops and 
bubbles subjected to thermocapillary stresses in fluids with uni
form temperature gradients (Wei and Subramanian, 1995). 

Equation (18) can now be expressed as 

4 CHF 

1^ = [ i - C l n , ] ' (20) 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of Eq. (20) with the data 

This new model has been applied to the data from the current 
experimental study along with data from the drop tower experi
ments with water boiling on a horizontal wire performed by 
Usiskin and Siegel (1961). The results are shown in Fig. 7, where 
the gravitational variation of CHF as predicted by the current 
model is compared with the predictions of Lienhard and Dhir 

(1973). The constant c, was set equal to 0.001, which yields the 
lowest average absolute error. This correlation tends to overpredict 
most of the data of the current study. Higher values of the empir
ical constant c, yield better results at higher values of glg„ but 
result in nonreal results at lower gravitational accelerations. One 
may be inclined to interpret this as an indicator of the lower limit 
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Table 2 Error summary 

Correlation Average Error R.M.S. Error 

Lienhard and Dhir (1973) 39 percent 41 percent 
Eq. (20) 18 percent 25 percent 
Eq. (21) 4 percent 15 percent 

of gravitational accelerations for which the model is valid, with 
gravitational effects becoming negligible below this range. How
ever, Eq. (20) may also yield nonreal results for fluids other than 
water, even at gravitational levels where the conventional Tayloi-
Helmholtz CHF model is known to accurately predict the CHF, 
indicating that the constant c, = 0.001 is not universal. This may 
lead one to seek a correlation with more favorable asymptotic 
behavior. 

Treating the | exponent in Eq. (20) as an empirical constant 
along with c, and applying nonlinear regression to fit the resulting 
correlation to the experimental data from the current study and the 
data from Usiskin and Siegel (1961) yields the following empirical 
correlation: 

In Fig. 8 the correlation obtained through nonlinear regression, Eq. 
(21), is compared with the same data used in Fig. 7. Though this 
correlation tends to underpredict the Siegel and Usiskin (1961) 
data by an average of 14 percent, it provides a better correlation of 
both the trend and magnitude of the data from the current study. 
Also, this correlation provides reasonable CHF predictions for a 
broader range of conditions, as it does not suffer from the problem 
of yielding imaginary values at lower levels of gravitational ac
celeration. Usiskin and Siegel noted that their CHF measurements 
may be higher than the actual CHF by approximately 25 percent 
due to the very short duration of their drop tower experiments (1.0 
second). The nonlinear regression then correlates this data to 
within the experimental limits of uncertainty. 

Table 2 presents the average percentage error and R.M.S. error 
associated with the three correlations considered as applied to the 
data from the current experimental investigation and the data from 
Usiskin and Siegel (1961). 

Conclusions 
The current experimental investigation has measured 40 indi

vidual values of critical heat flux during reduced-gravity parabolic 
flights aboard the KC-135 aircraft. For water boiling on a cylin
drical heater in the range 0.0005 < glg„ < 0.044, the CHF was 
found to decrease continuously with decreasing gravity. Both the 
visual observations of this and previous experiments and the 
qualitative trends of CHF as a function of gravitational accelera
tion support the view that the conventional Taylor-Helmholtz 
stability criterion continues to govern the CHF mechanism down 
to at least glg„ = 0.001. 

The reduction in the CHF values below the predictions of 
previous correlations has been attributed to thermocapillary forces 
which tend to inhibit the flow of vapor away from the heated 
surface. The current study has developed a method to quantify the 
opposing thermocapillary and buoyancy forces at the liquid-vapor 
interface. In addition to providing a means of identifying situations 
in which thermocapillary effects may be significant, this study 
furthers understanding of the relevant mechanisms in reduced 
gravity boiling. 

Previous researchers have observed the effects of thermocapil
lary flow on pool boiling CHF of binary mixtures, both in reduced 

gravity and terrestrial gravity conditions. These results raise the 
possibility of using "positive" binary mixtures to accommodate 
large heat fluxes in true microgravity or zero-gravity environ
ments. 

Two semi-empirical equations have been developed to correlate 
CHF data in reduced gravity. The correlation based on nonlinear 
regression yields a better fit to the data, but has a weaker theoret
ical foundation than Eq. (20). Additional experimental data would 
be useful in testing the relative merits of these two correlations. 
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Forced Convection 
Condensation on a Horizontal 
Tube: Influence of Turbulence 
in the Vapor and Liquid Phases 
An implicit finite difference scheme is used to solve the problem of condensation of pure 
vapors flowing vertically downwards around a horizontal tube. The incompressible flow 
equations coupled at the interface for the liquid and vapor phases are solved. The 
pressure gradient, inertia, and enthalpy convection terms are retained in this analysis, 
and the influence of turbulence in the two phases is considered. The calculated results for 
laminar flow and those from different mixing length turbulence models are compared with 
experimental results for condensation of steam and R113. The results presented show that 
the average condensation heat transfer coefficients obtained using Kato's turbulence 
model in the condensate film and Pletcher's model in the vapor phase, are in good 
agreement with the experimental data. 

1 Introduction 
Laminar filmwise condensation on a horizontal cylinder placed 

in quiescent vapor was solved by Nusselt (1916) with simplifying 
assumptions. The boundary layer equations of the condensate film, 
by taking into account the inertia and convection terms, were 
solved by Sparrow and Gregg (1959) using similarity transforma
tion. For forced convection condensation on a cylinder, Shek-
riladze and Gomelauri (1966) assumed that the shear stress at the 
liquid vapor interface is equal to the loss of momentum flux of 
condensing vapor. They used a Nusselt-type analysis for conden
sate film in laminar flow and proposed Eq. (1), which gave fairly 
good agreement with experimental data for low vapor velocities 
(A > 1) but did not give satisfactory results for high-vapor 
velocities (A < 1). 

N u ( R e ) • 0.64-(1 + (1 + 1.69-A)0'5)C 0) 
Rose (1984) analyzed the effect of pressure gradient on the heat 

transfer coefficient using the Shekriladze and Gomelauri (1966) 
asymptotic shear stress expression. He assumed that the contribu
tion to heat transfer for high-velocity vapor flow is negligible for 
the lower region of the tube surface where condensate accumulates 
to give a thick liquid film. For laminar flow of condensate film, the 
following equations are proposed by Rose (1984): 

P > A/8 Nu(Re)" 
0.9-(1 + G'1)0-3 + 0.728 -Ac 

(1 + 3 . 4 4 - A 0 5 + A)0'25 

(2) 

P < A/8 Nu(Re) _0-5 

0.64-(1 + 1 .81-P) 0 M 9 - (1 + G- 1 ) a 3 + 0.728-A0-5 

(1 + 3.51 -A0 5 3 + A)c 

(3) 

Memory et al. (1993) and Hsu and Yang (1999) have extended 
this analysis to take into account temperature variation around the 
tube surface. An explicit finite difference scheme was used by 
Panday (1988) to analyze the effects of inertia and convection 
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received, June 25, 1999. Keywords: Condension, Cylinder, Forced Convection, Heat 
Transfer, Turbulent. Associate Technical Editor: B. Chung. 

terms in the condensate flow using the Shekriladze and Gomelauri 
hypothesis. Fujii et al. (1972) used an integral analysis to solve 
two-phase equations for flow without pressure gradient and assum
ing a parabolic velocity profile in the vapor boundary layer. Thus, 
the vapor boundary layer separation was not taken into account in 
their analysis. Neglecting inertia and convection terms in conden
sate film, they proposed the following equation: 

Nu(Re) = 0.9(1 + G 1 + 
0.276-A 

(o.9-(i + G~y-y 
(4) 

The coupled boundary layer equations for laminar film conden
sation on a cylinder have been solved by Gaddis (1979) using 
series solutions and potential flow in the vapor phase. An implicit 
scheme (Keller's box method) has been used by Di Marzo and 
Casarella (1985) to obtain numerical solutions of coupled bound
ary layer equations for laminar flow by using scaling laws for 
low-velocity and high-velocity flows. They defined a critical 
Froude number, which allows a distinction between the two solu
tion domains. Two-phase flow equations for laminar filmwise 
condensation on a bundle of tubes have been solved using an 
implicit procedure by Asbik et al. (1994). Assuming potential flow 
in the vapor phase, they introduced local acceleration of vapor 
velocity due to nonuniform passage between tubes. 

In the above-mentioned analyses, the cylinder surface is as
sumed isothermal. None of these investigations could successfully 
correlate experimental data for high-vapor velocities (A < 1). The 
differences in the theoretical and experimental results for high-
vapor velocities has often been assigned to turbulence in the liquid 
film and the formation of ripples at the surface of the liquid film 
due to vapor shear. Kutateladze and Gogonin (1985) have pre
sented experimental results for R21 and R12. Accurate measure
ments of the condensation of steam flowing over a horizontal 
cylinder have been obtained Michael et al. (1989). Experimental 
results for the condensation of R-l 13 have been reported by Lee et 
al. (1984) and by Honda et al. (1986). Cavallini et al. (1986) have 
presented results for the condensation of R l l . Precise measure
ments of the condensation of ethylene glycol have been reported 
by Memory and Rose (1986). The difference between the experi
mental results and those obtained from theoretical analysis is 
attributed to the following causes: 
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• On the one hand the temperature distribution of the tube 
surface is nonisothermal (Memory and Rose, 1991; Zhou and 
Rose, 1996). Conjugate heat transfer analysis made by Honda and 
Fujii (1984) shows that the circumferential condensate surface 
would develop an approximately sinusoidal temperature distribu
tion. In addition, they showed that the overall heat transfer would 
be influenced particularly at high vapor velocities and for tubes 
with low thermal conductivities. Recent investigations of Morrison 
et al. (1998) confirm this analysis. 
• On the other hand Michael et al. (1989) suggested that for high 
vapor velocities the condensate film can be under turbulent regime. 
Sarma et al. (1998) have analyzed the influence of turbulence in 
the condensate film using Colburn analogy for the definition of 
interfacial shear at the liquid vapor interface and Kato's expression 
of eddy diffusivity for turbulence. Their results based on the 
assumption that the friction coefficient in condensing flows is 
identical to that in single-phase flows show fair agreement with the 
experimental data. 

To the authors' knowledge the solution of the coupled boundary 
layer equations of the condensate film and vapor flow taking into 
account the turbulence in the two phases have not been presented 
so far for condensation on a cylinder. The case of condensing flow 
between parallel plates has been treated by Louahlia and Panday 
(1996). The present article investigates the influence of turbulence 
on film condensation of pure saturated vapor flowing in the direc
tion of gravity perpendicular to a horizontal isothermal cylinder. 
The governing equations of the liquid and vapor phases coupled at 
the liquid vapor interface are solved numerically using an implicit 
finite difference marching method. Different mixing length turbu
lence models are applied in the liquid and vapor phases and their 
results are compared with available experimental data. 

Though Bellinghausen and Renz (1992), have reported good 
agreement with their experimental results for condensing flows 
inside a vertical tube using k-e model, only mixing length models 
are chosen for this study as they require less computational effort 
and give satisfactory results with only a few arbitrary constants. 

2 Analysis 

2.1 Physical Model. The physical model and the coordinate 
system is shown in Fig. 1. Dry saturated vapor with temperature Ts 

Nomenclature 
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Fig. 1 Physical model and numerical grid 

and oncoming velocity U0 flows perpendicularly downwards 
across an infinitely long horizontal cylinder. The cylinder wall 
temperature is lower than the vapor saturation temperature. A thin 
condensate film is formed and flows under the influence of gravity, 
the pressure gradient, and interfacial shear. The x-coordinate is 
taken along the cylinder surface with its origin at the upper 
intersection between the surface and the axis of symmetry. The 
j-coordinate is taken along the outward normal to the wall. 

To solve the problem the following simplifying assumptions 
have been made: (i) The wall temperature is constant, (ii) All 
physical properties are constant, (iii) Surface tension effect is 
negligible, (iv) The thickness of the condensate film and that of the 
vapor boundary layer are much smaller than the tube radius, (v) 
The vapor is saturated and dry. (vi) The heat exchange downward 
of the vapor separation point is negligible, (vii) Vapor flow outside 
the vapor boundary layer is potential. 

A brief justification for these assumptions is given here. As most 
of the theoretical analyses and experimental results on condensa
tion are reported for constant wall temperature and constant phys
ical properties we have retained these assumptions to simplify the 
calculations and to facilitate comparison with other works however 
the calculation procedure can be used for variable wall temperature 
case. 

As regards the flow of the condensate, surface waves have been 
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Fig. 2 Combined thickness of condensate film and vapor boundary layer 

observed and empirical formulas for mean heat transfer coeffi
cients have been suggested (Kutateladze and Gogonin, 1979). 
Increased mass transfer for wavy air-water interface have also 
been reported (Cohen, 1983). Various authors have analyzed the 
stability of flowing liquid films (Unsal, 1983) but the influence of 
the waves on heat transfer coefficients is not clearly understood. 
Unsal (1983) has shown that the gravity has a destabilizing effect 
and the condensation has a stabilizing effect. Hung et al. (1996) 
have shown that the condensate film flow is more stable compared 
to an isothermal flow. Unsal (1988) has shown that surface tension 
has little effect on film stability and Chou and Chen (1997) have 
found that the variation of the surface tension with temperature 
stabilizes the condensate film. Jayanti and Hewitt (1997) have 
analyzed the influence of waves of given shape on heat transfer in 
condensation in the absence of shear stress at the interface. Their 
work shows that the heat transfer is mainly due to conduction 
through the liquid film and that the mean velocity of the liquid flow 
is higher in the presence of waves. 

The resolution of coupled equations of condensation for the 
time-dependent interactions between flowing vapor and moving 
waves with changing shape is a formidable problem and is beyond 
the scope of this paper. For gas liquid stratified flow in a tube the 
presence of waves leads to increased turbulence and secondary 
flows due to coupling between turbulent fluctuations and wave 
motion (Line et al, 1991). The measurements of stratified air-
water flows show that the wave structure behaves as a rough wall 
(Toba, 1988) and the mean velocity profiles remain logarithmic 
though the slope changes (Cheung and Street, 1988). Speck et al. 
(1997) did not observe surface waves in their visualization study of 
air water flow on a cylinder of 18-mm diameter but found that the 
separation angle is modified. We have therefore assumed that the 
vapor-liquid interface is without waves allowing the turbulence 
models to take care of the increased turbulence induced by the 
presence of waves, if any. Smooth interface assumption is also 
usually made for stratified gas-liquid flows (Lombardi et al., 1996), 
assuming the interface without waves allows the neglect of time-
dependent pressure gradients related to the variation of the local 
curvature of the liquid-vapor interface and surface tension. 

For single-phase flows on a cylinder, the turbulent intensity has 
an important effect on heat and mass transfer coefficients even at 
the stagnation point (Morgan, 1975; Mizushina, 1972). Recent 
work by Scholten and Murray (1998) shows that the whole flow 
field pulsates due to detachment of vortices and the shape of the 
local heat transfer coefficient curve is strongly dependent on the 
turbulent intensity of the freestream flow. Transition to turbulence 
in their work with single-phase air flow on a cylinder is reported 

for the product of turbulence intensity (Tu) times the Reynolds 
number (Re) of around 1500. 

In condensing flows the detachment of liquid drops at the 
bottom of the tube is a source of further complication. Detailed 
measurements of pressure distribution and local velocity profiles 
of the condensate film and the vapor flow for condensing flows are 
not reported in the literature and only the mean heat transfer 
coefficients are generally measured. 

Due to lack of information on local flow structure and transition 
to turbulent flow we have assumed in this analysis that the flow is 
turbulent over the whole circumference. For single-phase air flow 
on a cylinder, the numerical solution is dependent on boundary 
conditions used (Paolino et al , 1986; Song and Yuan, 1990). The 
potential flow is often used for these calculations (Karabulut and 
Ataer, 1998) as the measured pressure distribution up to the 
separation point is close to that theoretically obtained (Mizushina 
et al., 1972). Single-phase high Reynolds number turbulent flows 
on a cylinder are difficult to simulate numerically and require the 
vorticity boundary condition at the surface which poses the prob
lem for condensing flows with moving liquid-vapor interface. 

In the absence of measured pressure distribution profiles for 
condensing flows on a cylinder we have assumed potential flow in 
the vapor phase outside the vapor boundary layer. Condensate film 
thickness is of the order of a few hundredths of a millimeter 
(Gadis, 1979; Panday, 1988). Results of present calculations show 
(see Fig. 2) that the combined thickness of the condensate film and 
the vapor boundary layer just before separation is negligible com
pared to the cylinder radius. 

2.2 Governing Equations. Based on the above-mentioned 
assumptions the conservation equations are written as follows: 
For the vapor boundary layer: 

duv 

dx 

dUy duv 

P V l H v - j J + f v - ^ 

dVy 
0 (continuity) (5) 

dp d 

dx dy (/"- + M()v 
dliv 

(momentum). (6) 

For the liquid film: 

duL dvL 

dx 3y 
0 (continuity) (7) 
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du. du. 
f"-'\Ut'a7+VL-^ 

dp a 
dx dy 

dT dT 1 

(M + /A,)L 

d 

du. 

Uldx + Vldy pL-Cp'dy 

dy 

(k + k,)L 

(momentum) (8) 

3y 
(energy). 

(9) 

The pressure gradient and the tangential velocity at the edge of 
vapor boundary layer are obtained from potential flow as follows: 

dp 

dx 
— uc 

ue = 2 • UQ • sin 0 

du, —2-pv- Ul 
• n • c i n 1") C\\ 

p v dx sinUO). 

(10) 

(11) 

2.3 Boundary and Compatibility Conditions. 

At the wall (y = 0): 

"/.: vL = 0 and T = Tw = const. 

At the liquid vapor interface (y = S): 
uL = uv and T = Ts 

duL duv 

fo + H,)L—=(» + »,) vjy 

PL - VL ~ UL 
as 
dx — PV' \ Vy — UV 

as 
dx 

At the edge of the vapor boundary (y = S + A): 
uv = 2 • U0 • sin 0. 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
The thickness of the liquid film is determined by a heat balance 
stating that the heat transferred at the body surface is equal to 
the heat released at the liquid vapor interface by the condensa
tion process minus the heat that is convected away by the liquid 
film. Along with the boundary layer approximation, this balance 
can be written as 

dT\ 

Jy) 
d 

dx 
j = 0 

Pi • UL • (hfg + CP(T, - T)) • dy (17) 

Thus, the thickness of the liquid layer links the momentum and 
energy equations through the heat balance on the condensate film. 

3 Turbulence Models 
Various turbulence models based on the knowledge of single-

phase flow have been proposed in the literature, k-e type turbu
lence models were not retained for this analysis as detailed exper
imental results regarding velocity profiles and turbulent kinetic 
energy for condensing flows of vapors are not available to justify 
the coefficients in these models. A brief description of the models 
used in this study is given herewith. In order to compare different 
turbulence models we have voluntarily refrained from tuning the 
coefficients to fit the data. 

The mixing length concept was introduced by Prandtl and 
successfully applied to the study of single-phase turbulent flow 
(Schlichting, 1979). Using Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis, 
turbulent viscosity is expressed as 

V< = Pi.-L2„ (18) 

Turbulent conductivity is expressed using the analogy between 
heat flux and momentum transfer. The usual assumption is that the 
turbulent Prandtl number is in the range of 0.9-1.0 for commonly 
used fluids in turbulent boundary layers and that it has little effect 
for air and high Prandtl number fluids (Bremhorst and Krebs, 
1993). Kays (1994) shows that close to the wall the turbulent 

Prandtl number approaches 1.00 and gradually falls to 0.85 in the 
log region. He suggests a value of 1.07 for 0 < y + < 5. As the 
local heat transfer depends on near wall characteristics turbulent 
Prandtl number of 1.00 is used for present calculations: 

k,= 
Cp- p., 

Pr, • (19) 

3.1 Van Driest Model. Van Driest (1956) proposed the use 
of an exponential damping coefficient, which forces the mixing 
length to zero at the wall: 

Lm = 0.4 • y 1 - expl -
y_ 
26 

(20) 

3.3 Pletcher Model. Various modifications to the Van Dri
est model have been proposed in the literature (Mudawwar and 
El-Masri, 1986; Granville, 1990). Pletcher (1974) suggests a gen
eralization of Van Driest's type damping function for flows with 
transpiration and pressure gradients. The boundary layer for this 
model is divided into two regions. 

For the internal region (L„, < 0.089A) it is assumed that 

L,„ = 0 . 4 1 - y y 1 - exp - — ^\ + v + u+ + p*y+ ^yji 

(21) 

For the external region (L,„ > 0.089A) where turbulent trans
port is dominant, the mixing length is supposed constant, 

0 .089A, (22) 

where A is the boundary layer thickness (A = 8 in the liquid phase 
and A = A in the vapor phase). 

3.2 Von Karman Similarity Hypothesis. Von Karman 
(1939) proposed a rule that allows establishing the dependence of 
mixing length on space coordinates. He assumed that the turbulent 
fluctuations are similar at all point of the field of flow and that they 
differ from point to point only by time and length scale factors. 

For the velocity distribution, he supposed the existence of three 
different regions in the vicinity of a solid wall: 

w., 
• laminar sublayer 0 < y < 5 — = 0 (23) 

transition layer 5 < y+ < 30 

fully turbulent layer 30 < y* < S' 

p. 5 

/A/ 

2.5 

(24) 

- 1. (25) 

3.4 Kato Model. Kato et al. (1967) proposed a criterion for 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow, which gives the ratio of 
energy of mean flow and that dissipated near the wall. They 
suggested the following expression for turbulent viscosity for both 
free and forced convection flow: 

- = 0 . 4 - y + [ l exp(-0 .0017-(y + ) 2 ) ] . (26) 

4 Calculation Procedure 
In order to solve the system of equations the curvilinear inte

gration domain, x-y is transformed in a rectangular one using a 
new system of coordinates £-o> as follows: 

£ = x = r, 

y_ 0 < w < 1 
g 1 < to < 6 

0 < £ < IT • r, 

in the liquid phase 
in the vapor phase. 

(27) 

(28) 
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To guarantee that the edge of the vapor boundary layer does not 
exceed the £-&) plane the value of the maximum w is set to 6. 

4.1 Transformed Equations. In the new system of coordi
nates the equations to be solved for the vapor boundary layer are 

dUy 98 dlly dVy 
8-^ry- w - r r ' - r V -— = 0 

3£ 34; 36) 3ft) 

I bUy ft) 38 9Uy\ Vy 9uv 

Uv'\~di~~8'~dl;'~dlo) + ~S~'lko~ 

(29) 

I dp 1 3 

pv 3£ pv8
2 dco 

(H + p,)v 

3Uy 

dco 

and for the liquid film flow the equations become 

9uL 

'9uL ft) 88 8UL 

^~dj~~8'~8£'~da)) ' 8 3w 

88 8ui dvr 

34; do) da) 

vL 8uL 

(30) 

(31) 

g - s i n 
1 dp 1 

PL 3£ pL82 da) 

8uL 
(p + p,)L — (32) 

I8T ft) 88 8T\ vL dT 
UL'[~dl;~~8'Ji'JZ)) +T"iho 

1 

pL-Cp-8
2 do) 

(k + k,)L 

9T 

do) 

The transformed boundary and compatibility conditions are 

• at the wall (to = 0): 

vL
[ 0 and T = Tw = const. 

at the liquid vapor interface (to = 1): 

uL = uv and T = Ts. 

{p. + p,)L 8uL (p + p,,)y8uv 

PL-\VL- uL 

da) 

88 

H 

dco 

= Pv ' »v 
3S 

at the edge of the vapor boundary: 

uv = 2 • U« • sin I — 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 
The enthalpy balance in the liquid film gives 

kj 

8 ' 
8T\ 

H 
v ' u = 0 

3 
= H 

pL-uL- (hfg + CP(TS - T)) • dco (39) 

4.2 Finite Difference Scheme. The integration domain in 
the £-0) plane is divided into cells of dimensions A£ and Aw and 
indexed by integers ;' andy. Linearized form of equations are used 
where any var iable/ (general function used in the place of uL, uv, 
T) appearing in the equations is lagged and the derivatives of the 
var iab le /a re evaluated by central differences as follows: 

3 / , v - 4 / , - l i / . + / , _ 2J 

2A£ 

fij+\ ~ 2'fij + / y - i 

9o) 
Jij+i Ji. j ' - i 

2 - A w 
d2f 

do)' 

Aw2 (40) 

The method of resolution requires the values of different variables 
for all grid points in (;'-l) and (i-2) planes. The details of the 
calculation procedure are given by Louahlia and Panday (1996), 
and will not be repeated in detail. A summary of the calculation 
procedure is given below. 

The momentum equations (Eqs. (30) and (32)) for the vapor and 
liquid phases and the boundary conditions are written in a matrix 
form [ A ] [ K , J = [5] and solved using Gaussian elimination to 
obtain longitudinal velocity (uid) at different grid points. The 
continuity equations (Eqs. (29) and (31)) in both phases are then 
solved using backward differences in the ^-direction and central 
differences in the ft)-direction for a Active node (i, j + 1/2). The 
energy Eq. (33) for the liquid layer written in matrix form is then 
solved using Gaussian elimination. The calculated temperature and 
velocity profiles are then substituted in the heat balance equation 
and the error in the enthalpy balance is calculated using Simpson's 
method for evaluating the integral. This procedure is repeated for 
two arbitrarily chosen values of liquid film thickness S. 

Er = 
kL 18T 

8, \3&) 
w=i 

[ 8 - PL-uL-(hft+Cp(T,-T))-dto],j (41) 
af 

If the heat balance is not satisfied, a new value for the liquid film 
thickness is assumed and the calculation procedure is repeated. The 
new value of 8 at nth iteration is obtained using the secant method: 

g«+i = 8 " - ( 8 " - S"-') 
E: 

(42) 

Iterations are continued until a satisfactory value of 8 is obtained. 
The convergence is reached after six to seven iterations. Once 

the heat balance equation is satisfied within an accuracy of 10~6, 
the solution is advanced one step and downstream locations are 
computed. The to value corresponding to the edge (A) of the vapor 
boundary layer is determined by observing the velocity profile in 
the vapor boundary layer. The value of w where ujue S: 0.98 is 
reached is considered to be the limit of the vapor boundary layer. 
The calculation procedure is continued until separation occurs and 
the boundary layer model becomes invalid. Vapor boundary layer 
separation is obtained from a test on the velocity gradients. Cal
culations are stopped when velocity gradient at the liquid-vapor 
interface becomes zero. 

4.4 Calculation of the Heat Transfer Coefficient. At each 
grid plane (i) the heat flux density exchanged at the wall and the 
local condensation heat transfer coefficient (hi) are estimated 
using Fourier's conduction law: 

_kL9T 
qiA ~ 8, 9(0 

k± 

S," Aft> 

9 u 
T — T 
1 s l w 

(43) 

The mean condensation heat transfer coefficient is obtained by 
numerical integration of the local values using trapezoidal method: 

h = 
1 

e,-r, 6c-r i J 

hxdx = 
v r, 

0 '"0 

2 = (*,-*!-.). (44) 

4.3 Starting Procedure. To start the calculations, velocity 
and temperature profiles are required for all the grid points at / = 
1 and (' = 2 planes. These are obtained by neglecting inertia and 
convection terms in the condensate film and using the power series 
expansion given by Fujii et al. (1972). Neglecting pressure gradi
ent terms and assuming 
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Table 1(a) Influence of grid size on numerical results for laminar and 
turbulent flow (Kato's model In liquid phase, Pletcher's model In vapor 
phase) condensation 

Steam U0 = 10m/s G = 4,16 AT=20°C Ts=110°C 

Grid size (x, y) 

541 x 45 

541 X 49 

541 X 51 

401 X 51 

471 X 51 

541 X 51 

NuRe~as laminar 

0,64084 

0,64321 

0,64924 

0,65134 

0,65042 

0,64924 

NuRe'°s turbulent 

1,3919 

1,3966 

1,4010 

1,3998 

1,4000 

1,4010 

Table 1(b) Comparison of numerical results for laminar flow condensa
tion with Eq. (3) for two different freestream velocities 

Vapor velocity U0 ( m/s ) 

Number of grid points (x, y) 

Computed NuRe"s 

Rose - equation (3) 

1 

541 x51 

1.2952 

1,2536 

10 

541 X 51 

0,64924 

0,75069 

S2 = A0 + A2X
2 + . . . 

!,„, = BlX + BM1 +..., 

(45) 

(46) 

Fujii et al. obtained the following equations for A0, B,, A2, and 
A/S: 

{F^Al + {6F3}AJ1 + {-36F2(8F + H) + 30R2F2(H + 4)}A4
0 

+ { -144-F 2 (18F + H) + 360R2F2H}Al 

+ {432F//(8F + H) - 90R2FH(5H + 8)}Ag 

+ {S64FH2 - \0S0R2FH2}A0 

+ {-1728//2 + \080R2H2(H + 1)} = 0 (47) 

PvP-v. 

2H F 
fi,= — - Z A 0 and A, = 

F3Al 

and 

where 

A 

S 
4 • ^v(ue - uint) 

H.L[2-ulm-8^ue^-sm(F-X)jj 

8 Ul CpLAT 
X F g-r, P r - V 

An 6 '*° 2 24 -B , + 10 -F -A 0 
(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

Among two real and positive roots of Eq. (50) the smaller one is 
adopted. The film thickness and velocities at planes i = 1 and i = 2 
are calculated using Eq. (45) and (46) to start the calculations. 

5 Results and Discussion 
This study represents an attempt to predict the average values of 

the heat transfer coefficients with the assumption that the liquid 
film flow and the vapor flow are turbulent. Several models are used 
to evaluate turbulent heat transfer coefficients. In the liquid film, 
Van Driest, Von Karman, Pletcher, and Kato expressions for 
turbulent viscosity are used. As for the vapor flow, Pletcher's 
mixing length model was adopted with the assumption that vapor 
condensation at the interface can be assimilated with boundary 
layer suction. 

The influence of the grid for condensation of steam is shown in 
Table 1(a). The condensate film thickness is of the order of a few 
hundredths of a millimeter (Figs. 2 and 3) and the truncation error 
increases for a number of grid points in the liquid film beyond a 
certain limit. The same is true for the heat balance on the cylinder 
periphery. The best results are obtained for 50 intervals in the 
liquid film and 540 intervals on the cylinder periphery. For the 
vapor flow the interval in the v-direction is 1.5 times that in the 
liquid. A total of 200 intervals in the vapor film are used to 
guarantee that the vapor boundary layer thickness does not trans
gress the dimensions of the numerical grid. 

The average Nusselt number in laminar regime at 1 m/s and 10 m/s 
vapor velocities are compared with Eq. (3) proposed by Rose in Table 
1(b). The slight difference obtained is logical as the present calcula
tions take into account inertia and enthalpy convection terms which 
are ignored in the analysis by Rose. The calculations have been 
carried out on a PC equipped with a 200 MHz Pentium microproces
sor and for one value of oncoming vapor velocity the average com
putation time was of the order of two minutes. 

5.1 Numerical Results. Numerical results presented here
with have been obtained using a uniform 541 X 51 grid in the 

8/D 

-a-laminar - two phase resolution 

-A- turbulent - Kato liquid phase - Pletcher vapor phase 

-ai- laminar - Shekriladze and Gomelauri's hypothesis 

-A— turbulent • Kato liquid phase 

Shekriladze and Gomelauri's hypothesis 

r-A-TA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A A A A-

— I — I — i — i — I — I — I — I — I — r ^ - i — i — i — l — i — l — i — i — i — i — i — I — i — i — i — i — i — i — i — i — l — i — i — 

0 60 anSle 120 180 

Fig. 3 Condensate film thickness (steam - U0 ~ 10 m/s; T, = 110°C; T„ - T„ = 20°C) 
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Fig. 4 Variation of local Nusselt number for condensation of steam on 14-mm diameter tube 

liquid film. The thickness of the liquid film and vapor boundary (Tv = 110°C; Ts - T„ = 20°C) is shown in Fig. 2. The 
layer for the laminar nTmwise condensation of steam on a nondimensional condensate film thickness (S/D) from the upper 
14-mm diameter tube with an oncoming vapor velocity of 1 m/s stagnation point to the lower stagnation point for the same case 
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Fig. 5(a) Variation of local friction coefficient for U0 = 10 m/s ' 
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Fig. 5(6) Variation of local friction coefficient for U0 = 60 m/s 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of numerical results with different equations for the variation of the mean heat 
transfer coefficients 

is shown in Fig. 3 for a vapor velocity of 10 m/s. The different 
cases represented are: 

• laminar regime for liquid and vapor flow with equality of shear 
stress at interface, 

• laminar flow of condensate with Shekriladze and Gomelauri's 
hypothesis (vapor flow equations not solved), 

• turbulent flow regime (Kato's model in the liquid phase and 
Pletcher's model in the vapor phase), and 

• turbulent flow regime with Shekriladze and Gomelauri's hy
pothesis (Kato's model in the liquid phase). 

The variation of the film thickness is found to be monotonically 
increasing. The condensate film thickness obtained from the solu
tion of coupled equations for laminar flow are different from those 
calculated with the Shekriladze and Gomelauri hypothesis. It is 
seen that the condensate thickness decreases in turbulent regime 
and reaches a minimum around 6 = 90 deg when the Shekriladze 
and Gomelauri hypothesis is used along with the turbulence model 
of Kato in the liquid film. The variation of the liquid film thickness 
obtained by solving the coupled equations in the liquid and vapor 
phases for turbulent flow differs considerably from that obtained 
by the asymptotic shear stress model of Shekriladze and 
Gomelauri in which the vapor phase equations are not solved. 

The variation of local Nusselt number for the condensation of 
steam (T, = 110°C; Ts - T„ = 20°C; 14 mm. tube diameter and 
U0 = 10 m/s.) is presented in Fig. 4 for different turbulence 
models. The solution of the coupled equations for laminar flow are 
also presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that when the liquid film is 
assumed turbulent there is an important modification in the local 
Nusselt number compared to laminar flow results with a maximum 
occurring around 80 deg. It is observed that the Kato model in the 
liquid phase gives the highest value of local Nusselt numbers. 

The friction coefficients at the liquid vapor interface, obtained 
by solving the coupled liquid-vapor phase equations with different 
turbulence models in the liquid phase, are compared in Figs. 5(a) 
and 5(b) with those assumed by Sarma et al. (1998) using Colbu-
rn's analogy. In their analysis the interfacial shear is obtained from 
the following equations where C and n are coefficients depending 
on vapor Reynolds number: 
local friction coefficient 

Cf{6) = C•^^•Re'l^, sin 8 

-- (1/2- pv-AVl sin2 0)-C}(0). 

(51) 

(52) 

The variation of local friction coefficient for high freestream vapor 
velocities reveals that the use of friction coefficient in the analysis 
of Sarma et al. (1998) evaluated from heat transfer measurements 
in single phase flows: 

• overestimates the shear stress at the liquid vapor interface for 
laminar flow, and 

• underestimates the shear stress at the liquid vapor interface for 
turbulent flow. 

The present results for the average heat transfer, for both lam
inar and turbulent flow conditions, are compared in Fig. 6 with the 
Eqs. (1), (3), and (4), for the condensation of steam. At low vapor 
velocities and for laminar flow conditions the present calculations 
are in good agreement with equations. At increasing vapor veloc
ities the results of the present calculations give higher average 
Nusselt numbers. Figure 7 shows the angular position 6„ which 
corresponds to the separation in vapor boundary layer for different 
values of the Froude number and for various condensation rate 
parameters G, where 

G = 
AT-It (IILPL\ 

Pt" hfg \ fivpv) 
(53) 

It is noted that for turbulent flow, the separation occurs further 
downstream and a higher condensation rate delays the flow rever
sal or separation. This is due to the suction effect caused by the 
condensation process, which is enhanced by the introduction of 
turbulence. This remark is in agreement with the visual observa
tions reported by Memory and Rose (1995). 

Rose (1984) approximated the angle of separation for laminar 
film condensation as function of suction parameter S by 

= 1.76 + 0.164 • S + 0.00869 • S2 (54) 

In Fig. 8 the angle of separation for laminar and turbulent (Pletch
er's model in vapor phase and Kato's model in liquid phase) flow 
is compared with Eq. (54) for condensation rate parameter G = 
4.17. Figure 8 confirms that turbulent flow delays separation and, 
the results for laminar flow are in fair agreement with Eq. (54). 
Karabulut and Ataer (1998) have obtained the following separation 
positions for single-phase laminar convective heat transfer, from 
and to an isolated cylinder in crossflow: 

• at 110 deg for 300 K surface temperature and 900 K freestream 
temperature. 

• at 99 deg for 900 K surface temperature and 300 K freestream 
temperature. 

It is interesting to note that the present calculations for coupled 
laminar flow of liquid and vapor and for low condensation rate 
(thin liquid film) gives the position of the separation point at 
around 115 deg. For higher condensation rate in laminar flow, the 
position of separation is located around 125 deg. This shows that 
the presence of a thin liquid film delays separation to a lower 
position downstream (Speck et al., 1997). 

5.2 Comparison With Experimental Results. In order to 
check the validity of different turbulence models and accuracy of 
the computational method, present numerical results are compared 
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Fig. 7 Angular position of separation in the vapor boundary layer 

with those obtained experimentally. Measured values of local heat 
transfer for condensing flows on a cylinder are not available so 
only mean heat transfer coefficients are compared. 

In Fig. 9, the experimental data of Michael et al. (1989) for 
saturated steam at 110°C condensing near atmospheric pressure on 
a tube of 14-mm diameter, are compared with the numerical results 
for vapor velocities in the range 5 to 60 m/s. The predictions from 
the present calculations using Kato's turbulence model in the 
liquid phase and Pletcher's model in the vapor phase seem to be in 
reasonably good agreement with experimental data. Figure 10 
shows the dependence of heat transfer coefficients on the mean 
temperature drop for different turbulence models at 50 m/s vapor 
velocity in comparison with data of Michael et al. (1989). It can be 
seen that for low condensation rate (low temperature drop) there is 
no major influence of the turbulence models on the heat transfer 
(the liquid film is thin and turbulent effects are negligible). Figure 
10 confirms Michael's suggestion, that the heat transfer increasing 
with AT at high vapor velocities could be associated with effects 
of turbulence in the condensate film (the shear stress at the liquid 
vapor interface increases with increasing condensation rate). 

The experimental data of Honda et al. (1986) for the condensa
tion of R-113, on a 19 mm diameter tube is compared in Fig. 11 
with the calculated values based on average heat transfer coeffi
cients for vapor velocities in the range of 1 to 8 m/s. Honda et al. 
noticed that the measured values of Nusselt number (Nu) are 
greater compared to theoretical predictions and the difference 

increases as U0 increases. They explained this enhancement by the 
turbulent mixing in the condensate film and surface waves that 
they observed by dye tracer visualization. In Fig. 11 it can be seen 
that the agreement between numerical results and experimental 
data is fairly good for low A values (which corresponds to high Ua 

values) when using Kato's model in liquid phase and Pletcher's 
model in vapor phase. Numerical results for low temperature drop 
(AT = 4°C) were irrelevant as to the influence of turbulence on 
the average heat transfer. 

5.3 Equation for Mean Heat Transfer Coefficient. Fig
ures 12(a) and (b) show the numerical results for the laminar flow 
condensation and those obtained by using Kato's turbulence model 
in the liquid phase and Pletcher's turbulence model in the vapor 
phase. A linear regression using Mathematica software was used to 
obtain equations representing calculated values. The case of lam
inar flow of condensate and vapor assuming a dependence of Nu • 
Re"05 as a function of the parameter A lead to the following 
equation for A < 49: 

Nu-Re 0.703(1 +0 .25A 0 2 5 ) ' (55) 

The experimental results show a deviation from laminar theory for 
A < 1 (Panday, 1988). Therefore, for turbulent flows of vapor and 
condensate an equation was obtained to represent numerical results 
for A < 1: 

radians 

• equation (54) 

laminar flow 

turbulent flow 

3 s 3.5 

Fig. 8 Comparison of separation angle for laminar and turbulent condensation 
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for all the values of the parameter A used in our calculations the 
(56) following equation for the average Nusselt number is then ob

tained by combining the dependence on the parameter A for the 
Different values of the coefficient B were obtained for different laminar and turbulent condensation: 
fluids; B = 0.44 for steam, B = 1.09 for Rl 13, and £ = 0.72 for 
Rl 1. The dependence on parameter G has been analyzed by Rose [ ( \ 
(1989) for laminar flow condensation on a flat plate. For the Nu,-Re~0-5 = 0.291 
present case of condensation on a cylinder we have adopted the 
dependence on parameter G as suggested by Fuji (1972) and used (1 + 0.8 • A) 
by Rose (1984). To represent numerical results in turbulent regime + 

0.75- 1 + + 0.25-A1 

(0.25-A 0 5 + 1.75 -A) 
(57) 
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Fig. 12(b) Comparison of numerical results for laminar flow with Eq. (57) 

The scatter of the numerical data compared to Eq. (57) is seen in 
Figures 12(a) and (b). The maximum error is about 26 percent. The 
proposed equation is compared in Fig. 13, with the experimental 
data of Honda et al. (1986) for R-l 13, Eq. (4) of Fujii et al. (1972) 
and with the numerical results of Sarma et al. (1998). For each 
case, two lines corresponding to the smallest and the largest value 
of AT are plotted. Equation (57) correlates the experimental data 
with reasonable accuracy. 

6 Concluding Remarks 
The film condensation of pure saturated vapor flowing in the 

direction of gravity perpendicular to a horizontal cylinder is studied 
by solving the coupled boundary layer equations using an implicit 
finite difference scheme and the assumption of potential flow in the 
vapor phase. These equations are coupled at the liquid vapor interface 
by equality of shear stress, longitudinal velocity, and mass flux. 
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Fig. 13 Comparison of present analysis with theory and experimental data 
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Different mixing length turbulence models are applied both in the 
liquid and vapor phase and the results are compared with available 
experimental data. The conclusions are as follows: 

• The comparison of present results with the previous experimental 
and theoretical results shows that the present analysis is satisfac
tory for predicting condensation characteristics for steam and 
refrigerants with the assumption of turbulent regime during film 
condensation. The flow and heat transfer characteristics are con
siderably affected when the turbulent regime is considered. 

• It is found that the estimation of average heat transfer coefficients, 
by applying Kato's turbulence model in the liquid phase and 
Pletcher's turbulence model in the vapor phase, are in good 
agreement with the experimental data of Michael et al. (1989) for 
steam and with those of Honda et al. (1986) for refrigerant R-l 13. 

• An equation representing numerical results is proposed for the 
average heat transfer coefficient. Equation (57) is found to agree 
satisfactorily for condensation of vapors. Application of mixing 
length turbulence models is validated for the study of turbulent 
condensate films on a tube with external flow of vapor. 
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A Heat and Mass Transfer 
Analysis of the Ignition and 
Extinction of Solid Char 
Particles 
The present work studies the ignition and extinction of a spherical solid fuel particle 
exposed to a quiescent, hot, oxygen-containing environment. Using particle sizes and 
ambient temperature and oxygen concentration as parameters, the ignition, burning, and 
extinction of particles were parametrically analyzed by studying the relative heat pro
duction and heat-loss rates. For a given ambient condition, the results showed that it is 
possible that both large and small particles might not ignite at all. When a particle burns, 
its size decreases with time and its combustion characteristics are altered. The extinction 
condition may be reached due solely to the diminishing size of the particle. The particle 
extinction diameter was calculated. It strongly depends on the ambient condition and the 
reaction rate, but not on the initial particle size. 

Introduction 

Ignition, combustion, and extinction of a solid fuel particle 
when it is exposed to a hot and oxygen-content environment are 
the phenomena that involve many physical and chemical pro
cesses. Physical processes are mainly the heat and mass transport 
between the particle and its surrounding, and chemical processes 
are particle oxidation, devolatilization, and oxidation of volatile 
gases in the gas phase. These processes are transient, coupled with 
each other, and depend strongly on the fuel's physical and chem
ical properties. Among these properties, the particle size has been 
recognized as a dominant parameter that strongly affects the mech
anisms of the ignition and combustion of single, solid fuel parti
cles. 

Ubhayakar (1976) presented a theoretical model to analyze the 
combustion characteristics of a spherical carbon particle. He 
showed that when a particle is burning quasi-steadily, the particle 
size decreases with time. Therefore, the combustion mechanism is 
altered and the extinction condition may be reached due solely to 
the diminishing size of the burning particle. 

Annamalai and Durbetaki (1977) analyzed the ignition of coal 
particles assuming heterogeneous reactions in the absence of ho
mogeneous reactions and homogeneous reactions in the absence of 
heterogeneous reactions. They reported that, for a given oxygen 
concentration, the minimum gas temperature required for the par
ticle to ignite decreases as the particle size increases for both 
homogeneous ignition and heterogeneous ignition. Similar results 
were reported by Brooks and Essenhigh (1986) who studied the 
variation of ignition temperatures of anthracite, bituminous, and 
char particles. Their predicted and experimental results indicate 
that the minimum ignition temperature decreases as particle diam
eter and oxygen concentration increase. Gururajan et al. (1990) 
developed a detailed model for the steady-state combustion of a 
coal particle. The model accounted for both surface oxidation and 
volatile combustion in the gas phase. They showed that the gas-
phase ignition temperature is inversely proportional to the particle 
size and oxygen concentration. They also reported that surface 
oxidation influences the ignition temperature only for small parti
cles or at high oxygen concentration. 
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Two ignition mechanisms for coal particles have been reported 
(Karcz et al., 1980; Gomer and Vastola, 1985; Du and Annamalai, 
1994; Kharbat et al., 1995). Whether a particle is ignited hetero-
geneously or homogeneously depends on the relative rates of the 
heating of particle surface, the evolution of the volatile gases, the 
surface oxidation reactions, and the oxidation of the volatile gases 
in the gas phase. These rates are essentially particle-size depen
dent. Karez et al. (1980) studied the ignition of a bituminous coal, 
an anthracite, and a char produced from bituminous coal. Using the 
heterogeneous ignition model, they concluded that the coal parti
cles ignited heterogeneously for smaller-particle diameters and 
homogeneously for larger-particle diameters. Gomez and Vastola 
(1985), using gas analysis and light intensity techniques, studied 
the ignition of Wyoming subbituminous coal in air. Single coal 
particles of diameters from 850 to 1000 /xm and gas temperatures 
from 928 to 1283 K were used. Both heterogeneous and homoge
neous mechanisms were observed and the transition from hetero
geneous ignition to homogeneous ignition occurred when the gas 
temperature increased. Du and Annamalai (1994) and Kharbat et 
al. (1995) reported that when an isolated particle is injected into a 
hot gas, the mechanism by which the particle ignites depends on 
the gas temperature, the volatile content, the fixed carbon, and the 
particle size. For a gas temperature lower than 900 K, particles 
smaller than 50 /xm cannot be ignited either by the homogeneous 
or heterogeneous mode. For gas temperatures from 1000 K to 1100 
K, heterogeneous ignition is expected for most coal sizes smaller 
900 fjitn and homogeneous ignition is expected to occur only for 
larger (>900 JU-M) and high-volatile coals when the gas tempera
ture exceeds 1100 K. 

Effects of the particle size on the temperature distribution in the 
interior of a coal particle was also reported (Gat, 1986). Phuoc and 
Mathur (1991) developed a theoretical model to calculate the 
intra-particle heat transfer behavior of a coal particle when it is 
undergoing heating and devolatilization. They reported that the 
temperature field of the interior of a coal particle is not uniform 
and it depends strongly on the particle size, the heating rate, and 
the particle thermal conductivity. For a given condition of thermal 
conductivity and heating rate, a particle of larger size has a 
large-temperature gradient in its interior. Due to such a tempera
ture gradient, the devolatilization process might proceed in the 
form of a devolatilization front, which is initiated from the particle 
surface and moves inward into the center of the particle. Hertzberg 
et al. (1988) analyzed existing data and their data on mass loss and 
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devolatilization time for various coal particles using radiant flux 
from a C02 laser beam. They concluded that devolatilization 
proceeds at a rate determined by the heat transport rate. The 
devolatilization front is driven through the particle by the heat 
source flux, leaving a hotter char zone on the decomposed side in 
the wake of the devolatilization front, and a cooler unreacted coal 
zone ahead of the devolatilization front. Thus, for fine coal parti
cles, the devolatilization time is short, the particle is totally devola-
tized and the flame propagation process is associated entirely with 
the hydrocarbon volatiles emitted during the devolatilization pro
cess. For coarse particles, the devolatilization time is long and the 
particle can no longer be totally devolatized, and only the regions 
close to the particle surface can contribute volatiles to the flame. 
The heat transport-driven devolatilization front was also observed 
by Phuoc and Maloney (1988), who measured the coal devolatil
ization times using an electrodynamic balance with two coal 
particle sizes of 60 jam and 120 fim which were subjected to laser 
radiation intensities varying from 500 to 2500 W/cm2. They re
ported that the time required for complete devolatilization depends 
strongly on particle size and heat flux. 

It is clear that particle size is an important parameter that can 
alter the mechanisms of ignition, combustion, and extinction of a 
solid fuel. Its effect can be simply explained in terms of the heat 
and mass interaction between the particle and the gas phase. 
According to the thermal ignition theory, ignition occurs when 
heat loss is counterbalanced by heat generation. Since heat loss 
becomes large when the particle is small, and the oxygen concen
tration at the particle surface decreases when the particle is large, 
this condition is difficult to meet for both small and large particles. 
It will be shown later that there exist an upper and lower limits of 
the particle size by which ignition is impossible. And, as the 
particle is burning, its size is decreasing, heat loss is increasing and 
the combustion process is altered from diffusion to a kinetically 
controlled regime. As a result, extinction condition may be reached 
due solely to the diminishing size of the particle. Such a lower 
limit of the particle size has been reported by Annamalai (1979), 
Du and Annamalai (1994), and Kharbat et al. (1995). However the 
upper size limit, as resulted by the increase in radiation loss 
coupled with decreased oxygen concentration, has not been dis
cussed by the early work which we will discuss in detail. 

The Theoretical Model 
The present work considers a spherical solid carbon particle of 

initial radius r,j, and uniform temperature, Ts, being exposed to a 
hot, quiescent air of temperature Tt and oxygen concentration 
Y02,e. The particle is heated and its temperature increases. As the 
particle temperature increases, oxidation reactions at the particle 
surface ensue. Oxygen is assumed to diffuse toward the particle 
surface. It reacts with the particle to form gaseous products, which 

diffuse outward into the gas phase where homogeneous combus
tion might occur. In this case, oxygen concentration reaching the 
surface is reduced and so is the heat loss. Compensating effects are 
present. Since this work analyzes the ignition and extinction of a 
particle based only on the competition between heat generation 
and heat loss, such compensating effects will not alter the physics 
of the problem. The gas-phase oxidation is, therefore, neglected by 
the present analysis. Combustion and ignition of such a particle 
depends on reaction rates, heat and mass transport at the particle 
surface, and the particle size. Thus, by simply analyzing these 
processes as a function of the particle size, the burning character
istics of the particle, along with its ignition and extinction phe
nomena, can be investigated. In so doing, the following assump
tions are made: 

(i) the process is quasi-steady for the gas phase; 
(ii) the hot air behaves like an ideal gas and has a constant 

temperature Te, pressure, and oxygen mass fraction Y„,\ 
(iii) pgD and As/cps are constant and the Lewis Number is 

unity; 
(iv) the particle temperature is initially uniform at its surface 

temperature T,; 
(v) particle thermal properties and physical properties are 

constant, intra-particle heat and mass transfer are ne
glected; 

(vi) the surface reaction is exothermic, first order in oxygen 
concentration; and 

(vii) the following reaction is assumed for the carbon reaction: 
C + 0 2 = C02 , and the rate is expressed in terms of an 
Arrhenius equation. 

The gas-phase conservation equations are 
Mass: 

m = 4Ttr2
sws. 

Species: 

dY, d dYi 
m ~. -j- A-irr p,D - j — 

dr dr u s dr 

(1) 

(2) 

where i is 02 , C02, and N2 

Temperature: 

dT„ dTe 

dr dr "s dr 0 (3) 

where Tg is the gas temperature (K), Y, is the mass fraction of 
species i, ps is the gas density (g/cm3), m is the mass flow rate 
(g/s), and D is the diffusivity (crnVs). The equation of state is 

Nomenclature 

A = frequency factor (cm/s) r 
cp = specific heat (cal/g-K) r, 

Ccp = specific heat ratio T 
D = diffusion coefficient (crnVs) t 

D2j = the dimensionless reaction heat w, 
constant Y, 

DUs = the dimensionless reaction number e 
D„ = the dimensionless radiation num- 6 

ber A 
E = activation energy (cal/gmole) v 
m = mass flow rate (g/s) £ 

m* = the dimensionless mass flow rate p 
q = heat of reaction (cal/g) 
R = gas constant (cal/gmole-K) 

r-coordinate (cm) 
particle radius (cm) 
temperature (K) 
time (s) 
reaction time (g/cm2-s) 
species concentration 
the emissivity 
the dimensionless temperature 
thermal conductivity (cal/cm2-s-K) 
stoichiometric ratio 
dimensionless particle size 
density (g/cm3) 

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
(1.356 X 10~12 cal/cm2-s-K4) 

T = dimensionless time 

Subscripts 

C02 = carbon dioxide 
E = extinction 
e = ambient condition 
g = gas phase 
;' = species, initial 
/ = ignition 

N2 = nitrogen 
02 = oxygen 

s = particle 
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Qg 1 S Qrtsfi re 
(4) and Y01/, YC02r, are given as 

where pref and TTc! are the reference density and temperature, 
respectively. The reaction rate ws (g of carbon/cm2-s) is expressed 
in terms of an Arrhenius equation as 

Qg,sYo2,sAe (5) 

where A is the frequency factor (cm/s); E is the activation energy 
(cal/gmole); p g , is the gas density at the particle surface (g/cm3); 
R is the gas constant (cal/gmole-K); and T, is the particle temper
ature (K). 
Boundary Conditions: 
At r = r„: 

ith 
t r 

i = Os 

= rs: 

T 
1 g 

N2, 

= Te; 

dTs 

dr 

and C02. 

Yi,e; 

dYi 

dr 

Yc02 

= 0 

. = 0.0 

T = T 
1 g l s 

with i = 02 , N2, and C02. 

2r 

Y,,s 

mY02,s - A7rriSgD[ 
(dY0 

mYc, 

\ dr 

A 2 JdY™ 

-v02m 

vC01m 

„ 2 JdY™ = 0 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

where v is the stoichiometric ratio (v01 = 32/12; i>co2 = 44/12). 
The time rate of change of the particle temperature is given as 

dTs 3[g'(t)-f(t)] 
dt 4 - n T ^ c ^ (12) 

where the heat loss/' (t), and the heat generation g' (t) are given as 

(13) g'(t) = m(q - cp_gTs 

fit) = 4 T T / ; -K 
dTt 

dr 

c T ) 
*" p,S •*- S / 

+ ae(T4, - r*) 

and the changing particle size is given 

dr, — m 

dt 4-rrr^Q, 

(14) 

(15) 

where q (cal/g) is the heat of reaction, cp_s (cal/g-K) is the specific 
heat of the gas, cpj (cal/g-K) is the specific heat of the solid, A„ 
(cal/cm2-s-K) is the gas thermal conductivity, a (1.356 X 10 
cal./cm2-s-K4) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and e is the solid 
emissivity. In Eq. (13), mcpgTs represents the heat transported by 
the combustion products, and mcpJTs, which is resulted from the 
time derivative of the particle energy, d{A-TrrlpscPi,T^I3dt, rep
resents the heat contributed by the receding surface. For fuels such 
that cPtS ** c,,,s, m(cp ., — cps)Ts might be probably small com
pared with the combustion heat, and it might be negligible. 

Thus, the solutions for Ts and Y,\ (i = 02 , N2, and C02) are 

(Y02,e + v02)e -m/4TrrsQgD 
Vol 

Yco2,= vCQ2(\-e-'m^D). 

In addition, we have 

dr 

-m(T, - Te) 

ATtrlggD \ 1 

-ml^irrsQuD 

, -m/4TTrjp..D I 

m = 4tTrsQgD In 
Yo2,e + ^02 

4i7r5Ag 
m = In 

_ YQ2,.I + "02. 

mcp,g(Ts- Te) 

4<nr,A, 
dT 

Tr 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

To simplify the above equations, we define the following di-
mensionless constants: 

QrcfTKfRArs 

D, 

D„^ 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

where Dls is the dimensionless reaction number, D2,s is the di-
mensionless reaction heat, Da is the dimensionless radiation num
ber, T is the dimensionless time, £ is the dimensionless particle 
size, 6 is the dimensionless temperature, Ccp is the ratio of the 
specific heat, and m* is the dimensionless mass flow rate. 

The dimensionless temperature of the particle is 

EQ,D 

qR 
E — r 

Fr ' cp 

<re / 

Btefl KfACp s \ 

iQgDt 

Q.r1.., ' %" 

m 

47rrspeD ' 

_ cp.g 

p,s 

E\A 

R) 

' rs,i 

RT 

E 

de, I 
(28) 

where f(t) and g(t) are the dimensionless heat loss and heat 
generation, respectively, 

? « = (D2,s ~ Cepe, + 0.) 
DKsY02,se 

(29) 

f(t) = Ccpm*(Os ~ 6e 1 - e 

The dimensionless particle size becomes 

T +DaDu(6*-e*). (30) 

dk -DUsY02,se-"°-

Y'• = Y + (Y- - Y ) 
\ — e -mHirrQgD 

-m/4-Trrsi>gD 

-mlA-nrQgD 

Tg=T„ + {T, - Te) 
1 

(16) 

(17) 

dr 3£0S 

and the dimensionless mass flow rate is 

m* = In 
Yo2.e + v 0 2 

. YQ2,S + " 0 2 _ 

*02,se 

(3D 
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Particle Temperature 

Fig. 1 Diagrammatic plot of the heat loss and the heat generation at the 
particle surface 

In 
m*(6s- 9e) 

i 
dd 

(32) 

Ignition and Extinction Conditions. The thermal theory of 
ignition states that when a particle is dropped into an environment 
of temperature Te, ignition occurs when heat generation is equal to 
heat loss from the particle, (ddjdj = 0), and the rate of change 
of heat generation with the particle temperature is equal to the rate 
of change of heat loss with the particle temperature. Figure 1 
shows the diagrammatic plot of fit) and git) as a function of the 
particle temperature to illustrate such an ignition condition. The 
curves show the intersections of fit) and git) at I, U, and E. The 
intersections at I and E correspond to two stable solutions and the 
intersection at U corresponds to an unstable solution, which can 
jump up and down to the two stable solutions at I and E depending 
on the particle heating conditions. When U coincides with I, fit) 
becomes equal and tangential to git) at I, (Jit) = g(t) and 
dgit)/dds = dfit)/d0s at I). Thus, ignition occurs at 0vl and the 
particle continues to burn stably to 0,E. When U coincides with E, 
fit) becomes equal and tangential to git) at E. The heat generation, 
git), is no longer sufficient to counterbalance the heat loss, fit). 
Extinction is said to occur at 0SiE and the particle temperature drops 
rapidly to 0Sil. 

This condition provides information on the minimum ambient 
temperature, (#„,,), required to ignite the particle irrespective of 
any time limitation. However, when the environment temperature, 
0„, is higher than the required minimum ignition temperature the 
particle will ignite at some time, and ddjdr is not equal to zero. 
Du and Annamalai (1994) showed that if the ambient temperature 
is equal to the required minimum ignition temperature, deJ, then 
d2e,/dT2 = 0 and dQJdr = 0 at ignition. If 0, > 6,,, then 
d28Jdr2 = 0 and ddjdr > 0 at ignition. Thus, the ignition and 
extinction conditions are evaluated as follows. 
Ignition: 

d26. 
= 0.0; 

Extinction: 

d% 

1? 0.0; 

d(h 
dr 

dds 

~dr 

>0.0 . 

<0.0. 

(33) 

(34) 

The determination of d26Jdr2 requires storage of particle tem
peratures for three time steps. An alternate procedure is used to 
estimate the ignition condition and the particle ignition tempera
ture. From Eq. (28), d28,/dT2 is calculated as 

d2Bs 

1^ 
dg df\ 1 dds 2d£dOs 

d"¥s ~ dTJ F ^dr ~ f rfT ~dr 

For small m*, e "'7(1 - e '"") —» 
calculated from Eqs. (18), and (32) as 

(35) 

l/m*. Then Y02„, can be 

z^m, (36) 

i + (1W + "02)0,., ~ 

and the heat loss/(?) reduces to 

f(t) = Ccp(8s-6e)+DaDuA8t ?")• (37) 

It is assumed that dfydr is small before ignition, and for d26J 
dr2 = 0.0 and dBJdr > 0, it is required that 

dg_^df_ 
des des' 

(38) 

By differentiating git), fit), m*, and Y02r, with respect to 0S and 
using condition dgldQ, = df/dO, given by Eq. (38), the ignition 
condition and the particle ignition temperature can be calculated 
by the following equations: 

n, 
( n 2 + n3)YQ2,eDUs 

1 +(Y02.e+ V0l)DUs 

where 

n, Ccp + 4D(J.D,„,6 

n, 1 - c„, 

n3 
(D2j-ccpe,J+eIJ)(i -0,.,-) 

1 + (Y02,e + v0i)Di 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

The solutions of the above equations with respect to 0„, D,.,, 
D2l, D„, and £ determine the burning characteristics of a solid fuel 
particle. The heat loss, fit), strongly depends on £, and the heat 
generation, git), is directly proportional to the reaction rate, which 
is large when the reaction is diffusion-controlled and small when 
the reaction is kinetically controlled. 

To calculate the rate, Eq. (21) is usable only when the combus
tion rate is totally dependent on the inward diffusion of the oxygen 
toward the particle surface, and the oxygen concentration must lie 
in the range 0 < Yn Equation (21), however, is no 
longer valid for the combustion rate calculation when Y02,, is equal 
to F02,e- In this case, the rate must be determined by the Arrhenius 
equation given by Eq. (5), which essentially depends on the kinetic 
parameters and the particle temperature. Thus, it is clear that when 
Y02,s approaches Y07e, the particle burns under the kinetically 
controlled regime, and when Y02,s is close to zero, the combustion 
is under the diffusion-controlled regime. Figure 2 shows the vari
ation of F0 2 ( with the particle size for Y02i, = 0.232 and 0, = 
0.099, 0.115, and 0.132. It is clear that Y02j depends strongly on 
the particle temperature and the particle size. For small particles, 
Y02iS was close to Y02e and dropped drastically as the particle size 
increased. Thus, these two combustion regimes are dictated by the 
particle size. The diffusion-controlled regime exists for very large 
particles and the kinetic-controlled regime exists for very small 
particles. For most practical cases, however, the burning is in the 
kinetic-diffusive regime (Fu and Zhang, 1993, Zeng and Fu, 1996). 

From Eqs. (28) and (31), one can write an equation describing 
the change of the particle temperature with respect to the receding 
surface as follows: 
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Fig. 2 Oxygen concentration at the particle surface as a function of the 
particle size (D1|S); {Y02,B = 0.232; 0. = 0.082; D„ = 0.925; D: 8S = 0.1; A: 
0S = 0.115; • : 0, = 0.132) 

(43) 
d6s -38s[g(t)-f(t)] 1/fl, 

di £ DuY02j
 6 ' 

Letting Ccp = 1, ddjd£ can be approximated as 

dds ~38s 

dk € 

D2,s {8s-8e)e
m- Da($]-Q\)em'~ 

8S D\J,Y02J *Q2,s 
(44) 

The first term in the bracket represents the heat generation, the 
second and third terms are for the heat loss by conduction and 
radiation, respectively. From Eq. (36), J91,^02,.. and Dlr/Y02,s are 
given as 

D"Ym* WDUs + (Y02,e+v01)e^/8s] 

Da = P„ [ l + ( F o v + Vo2)DUse-ie°/6s] 

Yo2,s Y02:e 

(45) 

(46) 

Thus, for large particles, the radiative heat loss becomes dom
inant while the conductive heat loss approaches a finite value, 
which is equal to (1 - dJ8s)(Y02,e + Vo2)/Y02,e- This might lead 
to the existence of a critical particle size, beyond which the 
radiative heat loss is able to counterbalance the combustion heat, 
and particle extinction occurs. For a particle whose size is below 
such a critical value, the burning is continued, and its size de
creases with time. Since DUsY02s -» 0, and DJY02,S -» DJY02e, 
as the particle size becomes small, the heat loss from conduction 
becomes dominant. The combustion heat generation, g(t), is get
ting smaller because the combustion regime is altered from the 
diffusion to the kinetically controlled regime. Eventually, the heat 
generation is no longer able to counterbalance the heat loss and the 
extinction condition may be reached due to the diminishing size of 
the burning particle. Figure 3 shows the plot of/(f) and g(t) as a 
function of the particle temperature for two different values of 
£>,,. Figure 3(a) shows that/(f) was tangential to g(t) at the stable 
solution I when D u = 174.7. Thus, ignition occurs at 0S, and the 
particle continues to burn stably to 8!:E and g(t) is always higher 
than/(f)- As particle size decreases, both curves shift to the right. 
The heat loss,/(f), became tangential to g(t) at the stable solution 
E as shown in Fig. 3(b) where DUs = 27.95. The heat generation, 
g(t), was no longer sufficient to counterbalance the heat loss,/(f). 
Thus, extinction occurred at 8sE. Since 9S,E is very much higher 
than 8SJ, the particle will continue to burn, and its temperature will 
rapidly drop. The combustion has completely ceased when the 
particle temperature drops below 8sj. 

Thus, by using a simple analysis of heat and mass transfer 
processes associated with the combustion of a solid fuel particle, 

0.3 

OJ 

•9 

3 0 1 

0.0 

4.1 

A: D l s = 174.7 

°« 
P 

03 

0J 

0.1 

0.0 

B: D l s =27.95 
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Fig. 3 Heat loss and heat generation as a function of the particle di-
mensionless temperature, 6S; (Y02ie = 0.232; 0„ = 0.082; D„ = 0.925) 

effects of the particle size on the particle ignition, extinction, and 
carbon burnout, etc., can be studied. These effects will be dis
cussed in the next section. 

Results and Discussions 
Using the numerical procedures developed by Phuoc and 

Mathur (1991), the above equations were calculated numerically 
with 8„ Dls, D2s, Da, etc., as parameters. Since the chemical 
reaction rate associated with the equations proceeds at different 
temperature with very different rates whose time scales can be 
different by several orders of magnitude, solving these equations 
requires variable time steps. Explicit methods are not stable when 
a time step is larger than any characteristic time scale (Cohen et al., 
1975) and not suitable for solving these equations. Implicit meth
ods then are preferred because they are stable for any time step. 
Table 1 lists the physical and chemical constants used in the 
present calculations. These data were used by Du and Annamalai 
(1994) in their investigation or the transient ignition of an isolated 
coal particle. Since these constants are used as reference data for 
evaluating the base values for 8e, D] s, D2s, Da, etc., the accuracy 
of these data is, therefore, not critical for the current study. 

Particle ignition temperatures, 8si, as a function of the particle 
size, r „ , with radiation effect, with D„ — 0.925, and without 
radiation effect, when D„ = 0, are shown in Fig. 4. Other 
parameters were kept constant at values calculated using the phys
ical and chemical properties in Table 1. The ambient oxygen 
concentration, and dimensionless temperature were kept constant 
at 0.232 and 0.089, respectively. The curves obtained with the 
radiation effect showed that, as the particle size increased, the 
particle ignition temperature decreased. After it reached a mini
mum value, the particle ignition temperature started increasing as 
the particle size increased further. Information given in Fig. 2 
shows that Y02j was close to Y02,c for small particles, and close to 
zero for large particles. Thus, to overcome the lack of sufficient 
oxygen reaching its surface, a large particle requires a higher 
ignition temperature to generate sufficient heat for ignition. For a 

Table 1 Physical and chemical properties 

A 
E 
q 
PP 
r 

Pref 

' ref 

C,M 

P. 
e 

3020.75 m/s 
100.9 MJ/kmole 
32819 kJ/kg 
0.5 x 10^ kg/m-s 
1.18 kJ/kg-K 
1170 kg/m3 

300 K 
1.25 kJ/kg-K 
1200 kg/m3 

0.8 
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Fig. 4 Particle ignition temperature (6,,) as a function of the particle 
size; (0e = 0.082; Y02,. = 0.232; • : D„ = 0.925; • : D„ = 0) 

small particle, the rate of heat loss, which inversely depends on 
particle size, becomes significant. Although oxygen is available at 
its surface, the particle temperature must be high enough for the 
heat release to overcome such a significant heat loss. 

When radiation was neglected, the particle ignition temperature 
was lower than that when radiation was included. The significant 
effect, however, is the difference in the behavior of the particle 
ignition temperature with respect to the increase of the particle 
size. The minimum value of the particle ignition temperature does 
not exist in this case. In fact, the particle ignition temperature was 
found to monotonically decrease when the particle size increased. 
This result is attributed to the fact that the rate of change of the 
heat loss with respect to the particle temperature depends only on 
\Jrs. Thus, the ignition condition now requires that dg(t)/dds is 
proportional to kjrs, which monotonically decreases as the par
ticle size increases. 

Ignition and Nonignition Domains. The effect of the particle 
size on the particle ignition temperature shown above indicates 
that, for a given ambient condition, it is possible that both very 
small and very large particles do not ignite at all. Figure 5 shows 
the required size (in terms of £>,,.,) of a fuel particle for ignition to 
occur at a given ambient condition. The ambient temperature was 
0.082 and the ambient oxygen concentration was varied up to 1.0. 
Calculations were done with radiation and without radiation. The 
curves divided the plot into two regions: the region to the right of 
the curves was designated as the ignition region and the one to the 
left of the curves was designated as the no-ignition region. 
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Fig. S Particle size required for Ignition at a given ambient condition 
showing the Ignition and no-Ignition domain (0, = 0.082; O: calculated 
with D„ = 0.925; • : calculated with D„ = 0,0) 
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Fig. 6 Particle dimenslonless temperature (0„) as a function of the 
dlmenslonless time (T) showing the effect of the particle size (»„ = 0.082; 
Vo2,o = 0.232; solid circle: Du = 174.7; plus sign: D1>a = 5242; empty 
square: 0,,, = 87.36) 

When radiation was not included, Dls at ignition increased as 
the ambient oxygen concentration decreased. In this case, the 
ignition region was not bounded but extended to infinity. When 
radiation was included, the result was very different. It was ob
served that no ignition was possible regardless of the particle size 
for Y02,e less than 0.125. For F o v higher than 0.125, however, 
there were two solutions for Du for every value of Y02e. As a 
result, the ignition domain was bounded by the upper and lower 
limits of Di, . This means that ignition will prevail only for a 
particle of any size that lies within these limits. And, for particle 
sizes that are outside these limits, no ignition can occur. 

To demonstrate this result the particle temperatures as a function 
of time were plotted in Fig. 6 showing that both small and large 
particles could not ignite. The ambient temperature and oxygen 
concentration were 0.082 and 0.232, respectively. The inflection 
point was obtained only for 100 /am particle, (£>,, = 174.73), 
and it occurred when T was about 4.6 and 6„ was about 0.09, 
indicating that the particle ignited. After ignition, its temperature 
sharply increased and the particle burned steadily at temperature 
6„, which was approximately 1.66, (Ts = 2025 K). As the particle 
size reduced to about 30 jam, (D,,, = 52.5), particle extinction 
occurred. For 50 jam, (£>,,, = 83.68), and 3000 jam, (Du = 
5242) particles, no inflection point was obtained, and the temper
ature curves leveled off at 9S = 0.086 and 0, = 0.098, respec
tively. 

These no-ignition and ignition domains were obtained by keep
ing the ambient oxygen concentration at a fixed value and using 
the ambient temperature as a parameter. The results are shown in 
Fig. 7 for Y02ie = 0.232. Similar to the results shown in Fig. 5, the 
curves divided the plot into two regions: the ignition region and the 
noignition region. When Da = 0, the curve extended to infinity as 
the ambient temperature decreased. When D„ was not equal to 
zero, ignition was not possible for Qe less than 0.070. For 8e higher 
than 0.070, however, there exist two solutions for D u for every 
value of 8e. When 6e was higher than 0.078, the upper bound of 
Dls became constant at 5093 while the lower bound of DXj 

decreased. 
Using the ignition/extinction conditions described above, the 

shape of the curves in Figs. 5 and 7 can be theoretically con
structed. To do so, we let dQJd£, in Eq. (44) be equal to zero, and 
with Eqs. (45) and (46) we obtain the following theoretical equa
tion: 

[0, + (*Ve + VadD^e 

= (». 

-1/0.1 

-Bt)e
x"- + D0DM-B$e. (47) 
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Here the RHS represents the heat loss f(t) and the LHS repre
sents the heat generation g(t). Equation (47), therefore, describes 
the ignition/extinction conditions at / and E shown in Fig. 3. For 
a given condition of Y02,c, and Qe and with Da > 0 there must exist 
two corresponding values of DUs representing the upper and lower 
bounds of the curves in Figs. 5 and 7. When Da = 0 the heat loss 
caused by radiation drops out, the upper bound disappears, and 
Dls simply extends to infinity when Y02e decreases as described 
by the following equation: 

D, 
es(ds~6e)e

l 

D2,J0 (o, - ee)(Y02,e + va2) • 
(48) 

It is important to note that, the solutions for Eqs. (47) and (48) 
are plausible only in the range 6e £ 6S £ 0sm,x, and D2sY02e > 
(6, - ee)(Yo2.e + v02) + D^dt - 0>'" ' ' . 'Where 6s'ma is the 
maximum particle burning temperature, which can be calculated 
by letting Y02j in Eq. (32) be equal to zero. The condition imposed 
on Y0Xe indicates that there must be a minimum value of Y02,e 

below which ignition is impossible. Such a minimum value was 
shown in Fig. 5. 

When a solid particle is dropped into an environment at a 
specified temperature and oxygen concentration, it is heated, its 
temperature increases, and its size decreases. The reduction of the 
particle size during this period is caused by the effect of the 
Arrhenius rate equation, which always has a finite value at any 
particle temperature. If its initial size is smaller than the lower limit 
of the ignition domain, ignition cannot occur regardless how long 
the particle is heated. If its initial size is larger than the upper limit, 
ignition will not occur until its size reaches the upper limit of the 
ignition domain. After ignition, the particle continues to burn, and 
its size continues to decrease. As the particle size is reduced, heat 
loss is increased, and the combustion is switching to the kinetically 
controlled regime producing less heat. Thus, the extinction condi
tion is reached when the particle size reduces to a critical value at 
which combustion heat is not sufficient to overcome heat loss. 
Since the particle temperature still remains higher than the ignition 
temperature after extinction, the particle will continue to burn with 
a rapid temperature drop. The combustion ceases completely when 
the particle temperature becomes lower than its ignition tempera
ture. Using the conditions described above, such critical sizes (rsiC) 
were calculated, and the results were shown in Fig. 8. It was clear 
that rS]C existed for every combustion condition, and it did not 
depend on the initial particle size, but depended strongly on the 
ambient temperature and the oxygen concentration. For example, 
as the initial size increased from 30 jam to 500 jam, rsf remained 
the same for a given combustion condition but it decreased from 
15.89 /am to 2.39 /xm when Y02e increased from 0.232 to 0.6. 

Thus, the existence of such a critical size is an unavoidable 
physical fact. 

If £; is the particle size remaining after burn, the combustion 
efficiency of a solid fuel particle is defined as 

(49) 

Figures 9 to 11 show the burning efficiency <£> for various 
conditions of ambient temperature, ambient oxygen concentration 
and initial particle size. It is clear that the burning efficiency can be 
improved by increasing initial particle size, ambient temperature, 
and oxygen concentration. For example, as the initial size in
creased from 30 /am to 400 /am, the burning efficiency increased 
from 68 percent to 96 percent for Y02e = 0.232, from 90 percent 
to 99 percent for F0 

for Y0Xe = 0.6. 
= 0.4, and from 92 percent to 99.4 percent 

Conclusions 
A simple one-dimensional model for ignition and extinction of 

a solid fuel particle was carried out. By using the heat and mass 
transfer at the particle surface, the model was able to investigate 
the effects of the particle size and the combustion environment on 
the particle ignition, extinction, and burnout. 

By keeping the ambient oxygen concentration fixed and using 
the ambient temperature as a parameter, the model showed the 

Fig. 9 Burning efficiency as a function of the ambient oxygen concen
tration: showing the effect of the Initial particle size (6e = 0.082; D„ = 
0.925; • : r v = 400 fim; O: rs,/ = 200 /u,m; • : rS|, = 100 ftm) 
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existence of the ignition and nonignition domains. Thus, for a 
given condition, it is possible that both large and small particles 
could not ignite. When a particle is burning, its size decreases with 
time. The extinction condition is reached when its size reduces 
below a critical value. Such a critical size was found to depend on 
the combustion environment but not on the particle initial size. 

The lower limit of the particle size discussed here are similar to 
the reports by Annamalai (1979), Annamalai and Ryan (1993), Du 
and Annamalai (1994), and Kharbat et al. (1995). However, there 
are no existing experimental data on the upper size limit. Anna-
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Fig. 11 Burning efficiency as a function of the initial particle size (0„: 
0.082; 0„ = 0.925; • : Y02,e = 0.6; A; V02,. = 0.232) 

malai and Ryan (1993) reviewed a large amount of recent studies 
showing that most of the experimental data is limited to particle 
size of 0.6 mm and the existence of the upper limit of the particle 
size is caused by the increase in radiation loss coupled with the 
decrease in oxygen concentration. 

The burning efficiency of a fuel particle was defined and it 
depends on both the combustion environment and the initial par
ticle size. It has been known that other factors such as fuel 
physical/chemical structure, fuel properties, etc., strongly affect 
the burning efficiency. These factors, however, were not studied 
here. 

The assumptions of uniform particle temperature and one-
dimensional flow for the gas phase might not be justified when the 
particle size becomes large because buoyancy effect and intra-
particle temperature gradient might be significant for large parti
cles. Therefore, the results reported here on large particles are only 
for model demonstration purposes, and must be used with care. 
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The Leidenfrost Point: 
Experimental Study and 
Assessment of Existing Models 
This study presents a detailed and thorough parametric study of the Leidenfrost point 
(LFP), which serves as the temperature boundary between the transition and film boiling 
regimes. Sessile drop evaporation experiments were conducted with acetone, benzene, 
FC-72, and water on heated aluminum surfaces with either polished, particle blasted, or 
rough sanded finishes to observe the influential effects of fluid properties, surface 
roughness, and surface contamination on the LFP. A weak relationship between surface 
energies and the LFP was observed by performing droplet evaporation experiments with 
water on polished copper, nickel, and silver surfaces. Additional parameters which were 
investigated and found to have negligible influence on the LFP included liquid subcooling, 
liquid degassing, surface roughness on the polished level, and the presence of polishing 
paste residues. The accumulated LFP data of this study was used to assess several existing 
models which attempt to identify the mechanisms which govern the LFP. The disagree
ment between the experimental LFP values and those predicted by the various models 
suggests that an accurate and robust theoretical model which effectively captures the LFP 
mechanisms is currently unavailable. 

1 Introduction 
Recent demands for superior material properties and more effi

cient use of materials and production time are forcing manufac
turers to develop intelligent processing techniques for enhanced 
process control in order to better dictate the end product. In the 
heat treatment and processing of metallic alloys, the desire to 
obtain parts of enhanced and uniform mechanical properties is 
requiring increased control over heat removal rates and enhanced 
temperature control. In particular, spray quenching has been 
shown (Bernardin and Mudawar, 1995) to be an effective means to 
control and enhance the cooling rates of heat treatable aluminum 
alloys. Rapid quenching is required to obtain high material 
strength, while uniform temperature control is necessary to reduce 
warping and deformation. In addition, the quench rate and material 
properties of aluminum alloys following solution heat treatment 
are dictated mainly by low heat flux, high-temperature film boiling 
spray heat transfer, and the Leidenfrost point (LFP) which forms 
the lower temperature limit of the film boiling regime (Bernardin, 
1993). Thus, when quenching most aluminum alloys, it is desirable 
to traverse through the film boiling temperature range and get 
below the LFP as quickly as possible. Consequently, accurate 
knowledge of the Leidenfrost temperature is necessary if accurate 
and enhanced control of the quenching process and resulting 
material properties is desired. 

A common technique used for determining the Leidenfrost 
temperature requires measuring evaporation times of liquid sessile 
droplets of a given initial volume over a range of surface temper
atures to produce a droplet evaporation curve as shown in Fig. 
1(b). The curve displays droplet evaporation lifetime versus sur
face temperature and exhibits the four distinct heat transfer re
gimes shown on the traditional pool boiling curve of Fig. 1(a). In 
the single-phase regime, characterized by long evaporation times, 
heat from the surface is conducted through the liquid film and is 
dissipated by evaporation at the liquid-gas interface. In the nucle
ate boiling regime, vapor bubble production and the corresponding 
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TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, Feb. 2, 1998; revision 
received, Mar. 18, 1999. Keywords: Boiling, Droplet, Evaporation, Film, Heat Trans
fer, Two-Phase. Associate Technical Editor: D. Kaminski. 

heat flux increase dramatically, thus decreasing the droplet life
time. The upper limit of the nucleate boiling regime, known as 
critical heat flux (CHF), corresponds to a maximum heat flux and 
minimum drop lifetime. In the transition regime, a noncontinuous, 
insulating vapor layer develops beneath portions of the droplet, 
leading to reduced evaporation rates and increased drop lifetime. 
At the upper end of the transition boiling regime, referred to as the 
LFP, the vapor layer grows substantially to prevent any significant 
contact between the drop and surface and the droplet evaporation 
time reaches a maximum. At surface temperatures above the LFP, 
the droplet remains separated from the surface by a thin vapor 
layer through which heat is conducted. 

Literature Review and Focus of Current Study. Table 1 
displays the large variations in the Leidenfrost temperature for 
water which have been reported in the literature. The discrepancies 
in these reported values arise from differences in size of the liquid 
mass, method of liquid deposition, amount of liquid subcooling, 
solid thermal properties, surface material and finish, pressure, and 
presence of impurities. These parameters and their observed ef
fects on the LFP are summarized in Table 2 along with the 
corresponding references. 

While many of the LFP investigations have been qualitative in 
nature, several studies have reported various correlations for pre
dicting the Leidenfrost temperature. One of the correlations most 
frequently referred to is a semi-empirical expression developed by 
Baumeister and Simon (1973). Adapting the superheat limit model 
of Spiegler et al. (1963), Baumeister and Simon included correc
tions to account for the thermal properties of the heated surface 
and wetting characteristics of the liquid-solid system, and arrived 
at the following semi-empirical expression: 

T = T 
1 leid.meas -* / 

0.844TJ 1 - exp -0 .016 
'f J 

exp(3.066 X 106j3) erfc (1758 J/3) 
(1) 

where 
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Fig. 1 (a) Boiling curve for a hot surface in a stagnant bath of liquid at saturation temperature and (b) 
sessile drop evaporation curve 

|3 = kspscPiS' 

The temperature generally measured and reported as the LFP 
corresponds to that of the solid in the near vicinity of the surface. 
To be more precise, it is better practice to associate the LFP with 
the temperature of the liquid-solid interface, which is often several 
degrees less than that measured within the solid. It is commonly 
accepted that during the initial stages of droplet-surface contact, 
the interface temperature between the liquid and solid is dictated 
by the thermal properties of the liquid and solid as well as by their 
initial temperatures. This interface temperature, T,, is given by the 
solution to the one-dimensional energy equation with semi-infinite 
body boundary conditions (Eckert and Drake, 1972) 

= (kPcXX,„+(kpcp)f%,, 
Ti ' (kpc,,)™ + (kpc,,)0/ ' 

The first objective of this study is to present previously devel-
(2) oped models that attempt to describe the governing LFP mecha

nisms. Next, experimental LFP data for several different liquid-
solid systems from the current study will be used to assess these 
models to display their weaknesses. Based upon lack of experi
mental validation and sound scientific arguments, a need for a 
correct and robust theoretical model that correctly captures the 
LFP mechanisms will be identified. 

2 Previous LFP Models 
This section discusses several of the most commonly proposed 

mechanisms for the LFP for droplets and the minimum film boiling 
point for pools of liquid. Table 3 contains a pictorial summary and 
corresponding correlations associated with the various models. 

(3) Hydrodynamic Instability Hypotheses. Several authors (Zu-
ber, 1958; Berenson, 1961; Hosier and Westwater, 1962; Yao and 

Nomenclature 

At = atomic weight of surface material 
cp = specific heat with constant pressure 
d = droplet diameter 
g = gravitational constant 
h = enthalpy 

h'fs = modified latent heat of vaporiza
tion = cp(Tf — Tm) + hlg 

J = vapor embryo formation rate per 
unit volume of liquid 

k = thermal conductivity 
kb = Boltzmann constant 
M = molecular weight, constant 
m = mass of a single molecule 
N = number of liquid molecules per 

unit volume 
Na = Avogadro's number 
P = pressure 

Q„ = heat of adsorption 
R = particular gas constant, drop, film, 

or bubble radius 
T = temperature 
u = droplet velocity 
v = specific volume, velocity 

Greek Symbols 

)3 = surface thermal parameter (kpcp) ~ 
T = number of monolayer surface ad

sorption sites 
17 = parameter for embryo formation 

rate equation 
A = wavelength 
p, = dynamic viscosity 
d = contact angle 
p = density 
cr = surface tension 

T„ = molecule residence time on sur
face 

Subscripts 

c = critical 
/ = liquid 

fg = difference between liquid and va
por 

g = vapor 
;' = interface 

leid = Leidenfrost point 
mfb = minimum film boiling point 

o = initial 
r = reduced property 
s = surface, wall 

sat = saturation 
thn = thermodynamic homogeneous nu-

cleation limit 
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Table 1 Summary of Leidenfrost temperatures for water (P •• 
as reported in the literature 

= 101.3 kPa) 

Reference 
Blaszkowska 

and Zakrzewka 
(1930) 

Borishansky 
and Kutateladze 

(1947)t 

Borishansky 
(1953)t 

Tamura and 
Tanasawa 

(1959) 
Gottfried 
(1962)t 

Betta(1963)tt 
Lee(1965)tf 

Godleski and 
Bell (1966) 

Gottfried et al. 
(1966) 

Kutateladzc and 
Borishanski 

(1966) 
Patel and Bell 

(1966) 

Baumeister et 
al. (1970) 

Emmerson 
(1975) 

Xiong and 
Yuen(1991) 

TtewCC) 
157 

310 
255 

222 
194 
250 
237 

302 

285 

245 
280 
320 

280 

250 

305 

515 
305, 325 
230, 235 

>200 
235 
155 
265 

<184 

282 
316 
284 

280-310 

Surface Material 
Silver 

Graphite 

Brass 
Brass 
Copper 
Copper 

Stainless steel 

Stainless steel 

Not given 
Not given 
Stainless steel 

Stainless steel 

Not given 

Stainless steel 

Pyrex (3-4 mis) 
Stainless steel (3-4 rms) 
Brass (3-4 rms) 
Brass fresh polish (3-4 rms) 
Aluminum (3-4 rms) 
Alum, fresh pol, (3-4 rms) 
Aluminum (25 rms) 
Gold fresh polish 

Stainless steel 
Monel 
Brass 
Stainless steel 

Notes 

Tf= 20 °C 
T/= 85 °C 

7/=19°C 
Tf= 89 °C 
7/= 20 °C 
7/= 85 °C 
^0=4.5 mm 

Tf= 25 °C 
3.7 < d0 < 4.3 
4.6 < d0 

7.8 < d0 

7W= 264 °C for 
extended liquid 
masses and 161 °C for 
transient technique 

0.05<F<10ml 
extended masses 
d0 = 0.39 mm 
d0 = 0.39 & 2.25 mm 
do = 0.39 & 2.25 mm 
d0 = 2.25 mm 
d0 = 0.39 & 2.25 mm 
dQ - 0.39 mm 
d0 ~ 2.25 mm 
d0 - 2.25 mm 
LFP also given for 
pressures of 210, 315, 
420, and 525 kPa 

Henry, 1978) have used a hydrodynamic stability theory by Taylor 
(1950) to describe the minimum film boiling temperature for pool 
boiling. Assuming potential flow and a sinusoidal disturbance 
between two fluids of different densities (the more dense on top), 
Taylor (1950) used a first-order perturbation analysis to show that 
gravity induced interfacial disturbances with wavelengths given by 
the following expression will be most likely to grow and disrupt 
the smooth horizontal interface: 

X,, = 2-n-
3 07 

s(Pf~ P») 
(4) 

Berenson (1961) showed that the bubble spacing in film boiling 
was hydrodynamically controlled by a Taylor-type instability and 
that the presence of the corresponding vapor layer and bubble 
departure supported film boiling by keeping the liquid from con
tacting the heated surface. Berenson's analytical expression, Eq. 
(5), to predict the minimum film pool boiling temperature, Tmfb, 
coincides with the point at which vapor is not generated rapidly 
enough to sustain the Taylor waves at the liquid-vapor interface. 

rmfb = rsat +0 .127 

1* As referenced from Patel and Bell (1966), t t As referenced from Testa and Nicotra (1986) 

(5) 

Sakurai et al. (1982) and Groenveld (1982) showed that Beren
son's model was only fair in predicting their minimum film boiling 
temperature data at low pressures and was in extreme error at high 
pressures. 

Metastable Liquid—Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Nu-
cleation Hypotheses. Yao and Henry (1978) and Sakurai et al. 
(1982) proposed that spontaneous bubble nucleation at the liquid-
solid interface is the mechanism for the minimum pool film boiling 
point. Bubble nucleation can be either heterogeneous, in which the 
vapor bubbles are produced within cavities at a solid-liquid inter-

Table 2 Summary of the Influential LFP parameters 

Parameter 
Size of 

liquid mass 

Method of 
liquid 

deposition 

Liquid 
subcooling 

Solid 
thermal 

properties 

Surface 
conditions 

Pressure 

Observations/References 
• LFP independent of liquid mass size (Gottfried et al. 1966 and Patel and Bell, 1966). 
• LPF increased with droplet volume (Nishio and Hirata, 1978). 
• LFP differed between steady state drop size technique using a pipet and the transient sessile 

drop technique (Godleski and Bell, 1966). 
• LFP increased with droplet velocity (Patel and Bell, 1966, Yao and Cai, 1988; Klinzinger 
al, 1993; and Labeish, 1994). 
• LFP did not differ between sessile and impinging drops (u0 < 5 m/s) (Bell, 1967 and Nishio 

and Hirata, 1978). 
• Liquid subcooling had little effect on LFP for water on polished aluminum, brass, and 

stainless steel, but did cause an increased LFP on Pyrex (Baumeister et al 1970). 
• Subcooling increased drop lifetime but did not influence the LFP (Hiroyasu et al., 1974). 
• Subcooling raised the LFP for water and other fluids at high pressures where both sensible 

and latent heat exchange are significant (Emmerson and Snoek, 1978). 
• LFP increases as solid thermal capacitance decreases (Patel and Bell, 1966; Baumeister et 
al, 1970; and Nishio and Harata, 1978). 
• Baumeister and Simon (1973) developed a LFP correlation accounts for solid thermal 
properties. 
• LFP independent of solid thermal diffusivity (Bell, 1967 and Emmerson, 1975). 
• Gottfried et al. (1966) estimated that the vapor layer beneath a film boiling sessile water drop 

was on the order of 10 urn, which is on the same length scale as surface aspirates on machine 
finished surfaces (Bernardin, 1993). Thus, rough surfaces in comparison to polished surfaces 
would be expected to require a higher LFP to support a thicker vapor layer to avoid liquid-
solid contact for a sessile drop (Bradfield 1966). 

• LFP increased as surface roughness and fouling increased (Baumeister et al, 1970; 
Baumeister and Simon, 1973; and Nishio and Hirata, 1978). In contrast, Bell 

(1967) claimed that surface oxide Films had a negligible effect on the LFP for droplets. 
• LFP increased with increasing surface porosity (Avedisian and Koplik, 1987). 
• LFP decreased with increased advancing contact angle in pool boiling (Kovalev, 1966; Unal 
et al., 1992; and Labeish, 1994 and Ramilison and Lienhard, 1987). 
• LFP increased with pressure for various fluids (Nikolayev el al, 1974; Hiroyasu et al, 1974; 

and Emmerson, 1975; Emmerson and Snoek, 1978) 
• (Tleld - Tsat) found to remain constant for various pressures (Hiroyasu et al, Emmerson, 
Nishio and Hirata, 1978, and Testa and Nicotra, 1986). 
• Rhodes and Bell (1978) observed (T/ejd • Tsa{) for Freon-114 to be constant over a reduced 

pressure range of 0.125 to 0,350 and found it to decrease with increasing pressure above this 
range. Klimenko and Snytin (1990) reported similar findings for four inorganic fluids. 
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Table 3 Summary of proposed LFP models 

Model Pictorial Description Relevant Correlations 

Hydrodynamic 
Instability 

o 
-H ^d K-

TTT^TTTTTTTT^ 

Most dangerous wavelength: 

X j =2K 
JKJf 

Isotherm 
" r Saturation 

Metastable 
liquid-
mechanical 
stability 

Mechanical stabiltiy condition: 

'dP) 

dv 
= 0 

[unstable ^Vapor 
region spinodal 

Liquid Spinodal 

Spinodal or liquid superheat limit: 
(using Van der Waals eqn.) 

Metastable 
liquid -
kinetic 
stability 

Homogeneous nucleation limit: 

f3aV'5 f -16,1 a3 

\M, 

r\ = cxp' 

Homogeneous nucleation 
RT, J 

Tfbp..,(Tf)-pf]2 

Thermo-
mechanical 
effect 

Film 
boiling 

LFP^ 
Transition 
boiling 

CHF 
Nucleate 
boiling 
Incipience 

• " < & • 

m oO° ? "Liquid 
flow 

Implicit energy balance for LFP: 

*.(r.>*/0L«)=ft5^(r.>v/(r«)] 
[pMidypm,(Te)] 

Wettability -
contact 
angle 

Contact angle temperature dependence 

c™(e)=i+c(r„,~rp 

Wettabiltiy -
surface 
adsorption 

Continuous Discontinuous 
Monolayer Monolayer 

Monolayer molecular surface coverage 
temperature dependence: 

a 
r- ^jaur±)f9s 

Nafh„ RT, 

face as a result of the imperfect wetting of the liquid, or homoge
neous, where the bubble nuclei are formed completely within the 
liquid due to density fluctuations over a duration of 10 to 1(T8 s 
(Skripov et al., 1980). 

In the discussion that follows, the metastable state and related 
physics of homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation are briefly 
presented. A more detailed and lengthier discussion of the subject 
can be found in Skripov (1974) and Carey (1992). 

In classical thermodynamics, phase transitions for simple com
pressible substances are treated as quasi-equilibrium events at 
conditions corresponding to the saturation state. Between the sat
urated liquid and saturated vapor states exists a two-phase region 
where liquid and vapor coexist. Within this region, the temperature 
and pressure of the two phases must be constant, and the Gibbs 
function, chemical potential, and fugacity of each phase must be 
equal. In real-phase transformations, deviations from classical 
thermodynamics occur under nonequilibrium conditions, such as 
the superheating of a liquid above its boiling point. These non-
equilibrium or metastable states are of practical interest and are 
important in determining limits or boundaries of real systems. 

Shown on the pressure-volume diagram in the pictorial of Table 
3 are the superheated liquid and supercooled vapor regions sepa
rated by an unstable region. The lines separating these regions are 
referred to as the liquid and vapor spinodals, which represent the 
maximum superheating and supercooling limits. 

Two different approaches have been used in the literature to 
predict the superheat limit. The first, based on a mechanical 
stability condition described by Eberhart and Schnyders (1973) 
and Carey (1992) for a closed system containing a pure substance 
which is not in thermodynamic equilibrium, is given as 

DP 
dv 

< 0 . (6) 

Along the portion of the isotherm between the spinodal lines of 
Fig. 2, the inequality dp/dv > 0 violates the mechanical stability 
criterion given by Eq. (6). For this reason, this area is referred to 
as the unstable region. In the metastable and stable regions, where 
dp/dv < 0, the liquid or vapor may remain in its form indefinitely. 
The spinodal limit, at which dp/dv = 0, represents the onset of 
instability. 

Cubic equations of state such as Van der Waals (Spiegler et al., 
1963), Himpan (Lienhard and Karimi, 1981), and Berthelot 
(Blander and Katz, 1975) posses the type of behavior within the 
vapor dome as discussed above and thus can be used to predict the 
spinodal limit. Van der Walls equation in terms of the reduced 
variables P, = PIP,, T, = TITe, and v, = vlvc, which have been 
nondimensionalized with the corresponding critical point vari
ables, can be written as 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of sessile drop experimental apparatus 

uously with temperature. However, because the exponential term 
has such a strong dependence on the liquid equilibrium tempera
ture, Tf, there exists a small temperature range over which the 
embryo formation rate begins to increase in a drastic manner. It is 
within this temperature range that the critical embryo formation 
rate required to initiate homogeneous nucleation is defined with a 
corresponding value of Tf equal to the maximum superheat or 
kinetic homogeneous nucleation temperature. From experimental 
superheat data for a large variety of fluids at atmospheric pressure, 
Blander and Katz (1975) obtained a threshold value of 1012 m~3 

s-1. Using this value for J, Eq. (10) can be solved iteratively for 
the maximum superheat temperature of a given liquid. 

Carey (1992) showed how the development of Eq. (10) can be 
modified to account for the liquid contact angle, 8, and thus 
describe the heterogeneous nucleation rate of a liquid at a perfectly 
smooth surface: 

J = 
iV?'3(l +cos 6) (2Fa 

IF exp 
-16TTFO-3 

3k„Tf[i}Pm(Tf) PfV\ 
(12) 

where 

Pr = 
8rr 

3vr — 1 (7) 

Using this form of Van der Walls equation of state, the condition 
of mechanical stability given by Eq. (6), and the fact that P, < 1 
for most fluids at atmospheric conditions, the thermodynamic 
homogeneous nucleation temperature limit, r,h„, can be derived as 
(Spiegler et al., 1963) 

r,hn = 0.8447; (8) 

where absolute temperature quantities are used. Modified forms of 
Eq. (8) using other equations of state and the success of these 
models in predicting the superheat limits of liquids are discussed in 
Carey (1992). 

For fluids at higher pressures up to the critical point, Lienhard 
(1976) offered the following maximum superheat correlation: 

0.905 + 0 . 0 9 5 ( ^ ? (9) 

where absolute temperatures are implied. 
The second approach to describing the maximum liquid super

heat temperature is referred to as the kinetic homogeneous nucle
ation theory, which bases the temperature and pressure dependence 
of bubble nucleation on molecular fluctuation probability. At and 
above saturation conditions, molecular fluctuations occur in such a 
way to cause a localized decrease in the liquid density, leading to 
the formation of vapor embryos. The fluctuation probability in
creases with temperature, and at the superheat temperature limit, 
the probability of a high bubble embryo formation rate is sufficient 
to transform the liquid to vapor. 

By using conventional bubble nucleation theory, Carey showed 
how Eq. (10) could be derived to describe the rate of critical-size 
embryo formation, J, for a superheated liquid 

J = N, 
3a 

exp' 
-16TT(T3 

M„TfcqPjTf) ~ PfY 

where 

T) = exp 
"j[Pf-Pm(Tfm 

RT, 

(10) 

(ID 

Slightly different assumptions have led to minor variations of Eq. 
(10) by several authors (Skripov, 1974; Blander and Katz, 1975; 
and Lienhard and Karimi, 1981). 

The embryo formation rate given by Eq. (10) increases contin-

F = -
2 + 3 cos 9 - cos36 

(13) 

The principle factor which is not accounted for in the homoge
neous and heterogeneous nucleation models is the influence on the 
molecular interactions caused by the presence of the solid-liquid 
interface. Surface energies become influential and continuum fluid 
theories are not necessarily valid within 50 A of the interface. 
Gerwick and Yadigaroglu (1992) recognized that liquid molecular 
interactions at an interface will be quite different from the bulk 
liquid. Using statistical mechanics, they developed a modified 
equation of state for the liquid which was a function of the distance 
from the solid surface. This equation of state was used to predict 
the superheat limit of the liquid and thus the rewetting or Leiden-
frost temperature of the surface. 

Thermomechanical Effect Hypothesis. Schroeder-Richter 
and Bartsch (1990) refuted the superheated metastable hypothesis 
of Spiegler et al. (1963) and proposed that the liquid and vapor 
near the solid surface are in saturated states at different pressures. 
The authors used, a nonequilibrium flow boiling model with con
servation equations and appropriate boundary conditions across 
the liquid-vapor interface, along with assumptions that the liquid 
immediately in front of the interface is at the Leidenfrost temper
ature, and that the change in enthalpy during the evaporation is 
supplied solely by the mechanical energy of the depressurizing 
liquid to establish the following implicit equation for the Leiden
frost temperature: 

hg(Tg) - hf(Tkii) 

= 0.5[vg(Tg) - vf{T*JIpm(TlJ - pJ.Tt)]. (14) 

Using saturation tables and an iterative procedure, Eq. (14) can be 
solved for the LFP. 

Wettability Hypotheses. It has been speculated by several 
researchers that the temperature dependence of the contact angle is 
influential in controlling the Leidenfrost phenomenon. In a funda
mental study by Adamson (1972), a theoretical model was devel
oped that related the molecular surface adsorption of a solid to the 
liquid-solid contact angle: 

= 1 + C(TC0 - T) bHa-b) (15) 

where Tco represents a pseudo-critical temperature, or the temper
ature at which the contact angle goes to zero, C is an integration 
constant, and b and a are temperature-independent coefficients 
from a molecular force balance expression given by Adamson. It 
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is evident from Eq. (15) that the contact angle decreases with 
increasing temperature, a trend consistent with experimental find
ings. 

Based upon the work of Adamson, Olek et al. (1988) presented 
a semi-theoretical analysis which suggests that the rewetting tem
perature or LFP corresponds to a zero contact angle or perfect 
wetting. The authors suggested that at the temperature, TL.„, where 
the contact angle goes to zero, the liquid drop spreads into a 
sufficiently thin film such that enough vapor can be generated to 
disjoin the film from the surface. Olek et al. were only able to 
provide experimental data for two water-nonmetallic solid systems 
with which to evaluate their model. Their comparison showed fair 
agreement between the predicted and measured temperature-
dependent contact angle trends. However, they failed to provide 
Leidenfrost temperature data for the two surfaces. 

Segev and Bankoff (1980) offered a more plausible explanation 
of the Leidenfrost phenomenon based on wetting characteristics. 
They proposed that wetting of a hot solid surface by a liquid is 
controlled by a microscopic precursor film which advances in front 
of the much thicker spreading liquid film. The presence of the thin 
film, which is required for the advancing and wetting of the 
remainder of the liquid, is controlled by the temperature-dependent 
surface adsorption characteristics. The precursor film thickness 
decreases with increasing temperature and drops off sharply as the 
temperature threshold (the LFP) is reached. Above this tempera
ture, adsorption of the liquid molecules beyond a monolayer is no 
longer possible, and surface wetting cannot occur. 

Segev and Bankoff based their model on the Langmuir adsorp
tion isotherm 

r exp(^) 
r0 /(2irMRTysr0\ (QA ( 1 6 ) 

which describes the fraction of total monolayer surface adsorption 
sites, r„, occupied by foreign molecules in terms of the liquid-
solid interface temperature, T;, heat of adsorption, Q,n and resi
dence time of a molecule in the adsorbed state, T„. Segev and 
Bankoff claimed that the LFP corresponds to a surface monolayer 
coverage fraction of 0.9, and by using F0 = 10" molecules/mz 

and T0 = 10~'3 s, Eq. (16) can be solved explicitly for the surface 
temperature if the heat of adsorption of the fluid's vapor on the 
solid is known. 

3 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The sessile drop apparatus shown in Fig. 2 was used to study 

the evaporation characteristics of droplets on a heated surface. 
In particular, the liquid/solid interface temperature correspond
ing to the Leidenfrost point was determined from droplet evap
oration curves for a variety of operating conditions. The sessile 
drop facility consisted of an instrumented test heater module, 
temperature controller, and a syringe. The various working 
fluids included acetone, benzene, FC-72, an inert fluorocarbon 
produced by the 3M corporation, and distilled water. Several 
test heater modules were fabricated from either a solid alumi
num or copper cylinder with a shallow concave surface de
signed to contain the liquid droplets during states of transition 
and film boiling. To investigate surface material effects on the 
LFP, several copper heater modules were also electroplated 
with either silver or nickel to a thickness of 0.025 mm. The 
heater module was mounted in an insulating shell formed from 
G-7 phenolic, which is capable of withstanding surface temper
atures of 300°C for short durations. An Ogden Type 33 tem
perature controller, a Watlow 150 Watt cartridge heater, and a 
calibrated Chromel-Alumel (type K) thermocouple (calibrated 
accuracy = ±0.2°C) located 2.5 mm beneath the center of the 
test surface were used to monitor and control the surface 
temperature. A finite element analysis and several thermocouple 

measurements near the edge of the module were used to verify 
that the temperature distribution across the plane just beneath 
the surface was uniform and representative of the surface tem
perature. Three different surface finishes including polished, 
particle blasted, and rough sanded, with arithmetic average 
surface roughness values of 97, 970, and 2960 nm, respectively, 
were used in the study. A glass syringe with a 24-gauge hypo
dermic needle having a 0.58-mm (0.023-in.) outer diameter, 
was used to slowly dispense droplets of uniform diameter onto 
the test heater. A static force balance between gravity and 
surface tension dictated the nearly consistent droplet diameter 
for a given fluid. A high-speed Ektapro motion analyzer was 
used to verify that the slow droplet generation technique pro
duced uniformly sized droplets within an error band of ten 
percent. Preliminary tests, performed with water and different 
diameter needles, revealed no dependence of the LFP on initial 
droplet size. This is consistent with findings reported by Gaot-
tfried et al. (1966) and Patel and Bell (1966). Consequently, 
only one initial droplet diameter (fluid dependent) was used in 
this study. 

For each test, single droplet evaporation times were recorded 
versus surface temperature over a temperature range encompassing 
the entire boiling spectrum for each particular fluid. The experi
ments began by dispensing a single drop from a syringe onto the 
center of the test surface at a temperature well within the film 
boiling regime from an approximate height of 1 cm. A manual 
digital stopwatch was used to record the time to the nearest tenth 
of a second for complete visual evaporation of the drop. To 
minimize timer (±0.1 s) and initial droplet size (±10 percent) 
errors, five evaporation times were recorded for each temperature 
increment and then averaged together. This procedure was per
formed for ten-degree centigrade surface temperature increments 
from a temperature within the fluid's film boiling regime down to 
the boiling incipience temperature, with finer two degree centi
grade increments being made around the LFP. Each set of droplet 
evaporation data was used to generate a droplet evaporation curve, 
similar to the one displayed in Fig. 1(b), from which the LFP was 
identified by interpolation. The Leidenfrost temperature, or 
droplet/solid interface temperature corresponding to the LFP, was 
then determined with Eq. (3), using the measured surface temper
ature corresponding to the LFP. 

The sources of experimental error in determining the Leiden
frost temperature included uncertainties in initial droplet size (±10 
percent), droplet evaporation time (±0.1 s), and surface tempera
ture measurement (±0.2°C). An additional error was imposed by 
the graphical LFP interpolation uncertainty caused by the 2°C gap 
between data points near the LFP on the droplet evaporation plots. 
The uncertainty in droplet evaporation time was deemed minimal 
since the accuracy of the timer was nearly two orders of magnitude 
smaller than typical droplet evaporation times near the LFP. The 
uncertainty in droplet size was minimized by taking the average 
evaporation time of five droplets at each data point. The temper
ature measurement uncertainty combined with the graphical LFP 
interpolation error created by the 2°C gap between data points, 
resulted in a total experimental uncertainty of 4.4°C. This was 
found to be consistent with reproducibility tests that revealed the 
LFP measurements were repeatable within ±5°C. 

An extensive database was required for identifying key influ
ential parameters and to assess several analytical and theoretical 
models. Consequently, the experimental procedure was performed 
for four different test fluids with and without degassing, various 
degrees of liquid subcooling, four different surface materials, a 
variety of surface finishes, and different forms of surface contam
ination. To investigate the effect of surface impurities left behind 
from previous drops, two different tests were performed. In one 
case, the surface was wiped clean with a fine tissue between 
successive drops, and in the other case, the surface was left as is. 
More detailed operating conditions for the various tests are dis
cussed with the experimental results. 
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Table 4 Leidenfrost temperatures for various fluids and aluminum surface conditions 

Fluid 

Acetone (wiped) 

Acetone (unwiped) 

Benzene (wiped) 

Benzene (unwiped) 

FC-72 (wiped) 

FC-72 (unwiped) 

Water (wiped) 

Water (unwiped) 

Polished 

135 
[130,140,135] 

185 
[185, 185] 

175 

180 

90 

115 

171 
[l75, 180,160, 17o] 

225 
[220, 230] 

T,eiA°Q 

Surface Finish 

Particle Blasted 

155 
[160, 150] 

200 
[195,205] 

220 

215 

110 

110 

250 
[250, 250] 

280 
[280, 280] 

Rough Sanded 

160 
[160, 160] 

178 
[180,175] 

218 

215 

120 

120 

263 
[260, 265] 

263 
[260, 265] 

4 Experimental Results and Discussion 
In the discussions that follow, the reported empirical Leidenfrost 

temperatures correspond to measured surface temperatures at the 
LFP. However, in the evaluations of the LFP models (Table 6), 
both the empirical Leidenfrost temperatures and adjusted LFP 
values (using Eq. (3) to account for the liquid/solid interface) are 
presented. 

Table 4 presents the LFP data for acetone, benzene, FC-72, and 
distilled water on three different aluminum surface finishes for 
both wiped and unwiped conditions between successive drops. The 
average LFP values are displayed with large text in Table 4 while 
the small test in brackets indicates Leidenfrost temperatures from 
individual runs when more than one test was performed for a 
single set of operating conditions. The focus of this experimental 
data was to study the effects of fluid properties, surface roughness, 
and surface contamination on the LFP. 

The Leidenfrost temperature data of Table 4 indicate the fol
lowing general trends: 

Effect of Surface Roughness: For all test fluids, polished 
surfaces had significantly lower Leidenfrost temperatures than 
particle blasted and rough sanded surfaces. The surface roughness 
dependence of the Leidenfrost temperature is speculated to be 
related to intermittent liquid-solid contact caused by surface aspi
rates poking through the thin vapor layer, which, as reported by 
Labeish (1994), is on the order of 1 /im. As the surface roughness 
increases, a thicker vapor layer, and hence a higher surface tem
perature, is required to keep the liquid separated from the solid 
surface. This effect would be expected to taper off as surface 
roughness increases, which is observed in the similar Leidenfrost 
temperatures for the particle blasted and rough sanded surfaces. 

Effect of Surface Contamination: A wiped surface generally 
had a considerably lower Leidenfrost temperature than an unwiped 
surface. This was most evident for the polished surface and to a 
lesser degree for the particle blasted and rough sanded surfaces. 

The surface deposits left from previous drops tended to serve as 
vapor bubble nucleation sources when making contact with newly 
deposited drops, much in the same way as the surface aspirates 
acted on the rougher surfaces. With deposits present, a higher 
surface temperature was required to sustain film boiling. This 
finding is consistent with those of Baumeister et al. (1970) who 
found that the Leidenfrost temperature for water on a freshly 
polished aluminum surface was 155°C, 70°C less than that of a 
conventional contaminated surface. It is intuitively obvious that 
surface contamination from previous drops will act to increase the 
roughness on a polished surface to a much larger degree than for 
an initially much rougher surface. This explains why the Leiden
frost temperature for a polished surface is highly influenced by 
deposits while the rougher surfaces are not. 

Table 5 presents Leidenfrost temperature data for water and a 
variety of polished surface materials. The numbers in large text 
indicate average LFP temperature values while the numbers in 
small text and brackets indicate single experimental data points. 
The accuracy and sensitivity of the measurements resulted in a 
±15°C band around the average Leidenfrost temperatures tabu
lated herein. The focus of this portion of the study was to inves
tigate the influences of surface material, surface contamination 
from polishing pastes, surface roughness on the polished level, 
liquid subcooling, and liquid degassing on the LFP. 

Effect of Surface Material and Polishing Paste Residue: 
Leidenfrost temperature values were obtained for water on pol
ished aluminum, silver, nickel, and copper. The average Leiden
frost temperature is nearly identical for the aluminum, silver, and 
nickel surfaces but is significantly higher for the copper surface. 
The higher LFP value of the copper surface is speculated to be the 
result of surface roughening which accompanied large amounts of 
surface oxidation during heating. Jeschar et al. (1984) also re
ported a higher Leidenfrost temperature for copper compared to 
nickel and, as in this study, attributed this to roughening of the 
copper test piece by heavy oxidation. Labeish (1994) reported 
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Table 5 Measured Leidenfrost temperatures for water on polished sur
faces 

Surface 

Aluminum 

Silver 

Nickel 

Copper 

Nickel 

Copper 

Aluminum 

Aluminum 

Aluminum 

Aluminum 

Aluminum 

Aluminum 

Aluminum 

Aluminum 

Tkhi (°C) 

17oM 

[185 17(1 

176 [m M 

173 i1 n 

[|85 203 

198 H J 

181 

180 I9( 
175 19( 
170 

193 M 

175 

170 17.' 
180 

[190 18(1 
1 8 , [ l 9 0 16^ 

185 M 
[175 16(3 

ml1 8 0 "i 

178 l l 6 3 

175 

170 

160 

Notes 

• Study: material effect 
• Surface: polished with 45. 30. 15. 9. 6. & 3 
micron diamond paste and chemically cleaned 
• Study: material effect 
• Surface: polished with 45. 30. 15. 9. 6, & 3 
micron diamond paste, silver plated, polished with 
Simichrome, wiped with acetone, oxidized upon 
heating 
• Study: material effect 
• Surface: polished with 45, 30,15, 9. 6, & 3 
micron diamond paste, nickel plated, wiped with 
acetone, no apparent oxidation 
• Study: material effect 
• Surface: polished with 45. 30. 15.9. 6, & 3 
micron diamond paste and chemically cleaned, 
heavy oxidation upon heating surface 

»Study: material effect 
• Surface: polished with Simichrome. nickel plated. 
wiped with acetone, no apparent oxidation 

• Study: material effect 
• Surface: polished with Simichrome paste, heavy 
oxiation upon heating surface 

• Study: roughness effect 
• Surface Prep.: polished with 45 micron paste 

• Study: roughness effect 
• Surface: polished with 45. 30. & 15 micron 
diamond paste 
• Study: roughness effect 
• Surface: polished with 45. 30. 15. 9. 6. & 3 
micron diamond paste 
• Study: roughness effect 
* Surface: polished w/45 , 30, 15, 9, 6, & 3 micron 
diamond paste then with Simichrome paste 

• Study: degassing effects (water degassed) 
• Surface: polished with 9,6, & 3 micron diamond 
paste and chemically cleaned 
• Study: subcooling effect (Tf= 90 °C) 

• Surface: polished with 45, 30, 15, 9, 6, & 3 
micron diamond paste and chemically cleaned 

• Study: subcooling effect (7y= 60 °C) 

• Surface: polished with 45. 30. 15. 9. 6. & 3 
micron diamond paste and chemically cleaned 
• Study: polishing paste effect 
• Surface: polished with Simichrome, then soaked 
& wiped with acetone 

theoretical rewetting wall temperatures for smooth surfaces of 
different materials wetted by water drops. Accounting for surface 
thermal properties and neglecting surface effects, nearly identical 
rewetting temperatures of 270, 282, and 292°C were predicted for 
copper, nickel, and carbon steel, respectively. These predictions, 
while higher in absolute value than those reported in this study, 
indicate a relative insensitivity of the LFP to surface chemistry 
effects. 

As the data of Table 5 indicates, no significant difference was 
observed in the Leidenfrost temperatures of polished aluminum 

samples with the following surface finish preparations: polished 
with Simichrome paste; polished with Simichrome paste followed 
by soaking and wiping with acetone to remove the paste residue; 
and, polished with an array of diamond compounds followed by an 
acid bath chemical cleaning. The lack of variability in the LFP 
values for these three surfaces suggests that the polishing paste 
residue has little influence on the LFP. 

Effect of Surface Roughness on the Polished Level: Aver
age Leidenfrost temperatures for water on aluminum surfaces 
polished with different grades of diamond polishing compound all 
fell within a 15°C band, thus indicating no significant dependence 
of the LFP on surface roughness on the polished level. 

Effect of Liquid Subcooling: For identical surface condi
tions, water liquid subcoolings of 10, 40, and 80°C resulted in 
Leidenfrost temperatures of 170, 170, and 175°C, respectively. 
The lack of sensitivity of the LFP on liquid subcooling results 
because the small amount of liquid contained in a single droplet, 
regardless of initial temperature, is rapidly heated to near saturated 
conditions when placed on the surface. This finding was also 
reported by Hiroyasu et al. (1974) and Grissom and Wierum 
(1981). 

Effect of Liquid Degassing: Table 5 lists average Leidenfrost 
temperatures of 170°C and 178CC for nondegassed and degassed 
water, respectively, on a polished aluminum surface. Negligible dif
ferences of less than five percent were observed between nondegassed 
and degassed Leidenfrost temperatures for acetone and FC-72 on 
polished aluminum as well. Clearly, the effect of air and other non-
condensible gases within the liquid on the LFP is minimal. 

5 Assessment of Models 
As mentioned previously, the temperature generally measured and 

reported as the LFP corresponds to that of the solid in the near vicinity 
of the surface. However, boiling is an interfacial phenomenon, and 
thus it is better practice to associate the LFP with the temperature of 
the liquid-solid interface. In the model assessments that follow, both 
the empirical Leidenfrost temperatures measured within the solid, and 
adjusted LFP values (using Eq. (3) to account for the liquid/solid 
interface) are presented in Table 6 for comparison. 

Evaluation of Instability Models. To investigate whether or 
not a Taylor-type instability could control the Leidenfrost phenom
enon, a length scale comparison can be made between the droplet 
diameter and the Taylor most dangerous interfacial wavelength, 
Arf. For Benzene, FC-72, and water the corresponding values of A,, 
are 17.7, 8.4, and 27.3 mm, respectively. These wavelengths are of 
the same order or larger than typical droplet diameters, which 
indicates that the Taylor interfacial instability, while possibly 
suitable for pool boiling analysis, does not lend itself to isolated 

Table 6 Comparison of various Leidenfrost temperature (°C) models to experimental data 
for a polished aluminum surface 

Fluid 

Acetone 

Benzene 

Water 

FC-72 

Measured 
Leidenfrost 
temperature 

(°C) 

134 

175 

170 

90 

Corrected 
liquid/solid 

interface 
Leidenfrost 
temperature 
(eqn. (3)) 

132 

172 

162 

89 

Bcrenson 
(1961) 
hydro-

dynamic 
model 

152 

140 

152 

t 

Thermo
dynamic 
liomogen. 
nucleation 

limit 
temperature 

156 

201 

273 

106 

Kinetic 
liomogen. 
nucleation 

limit 
temperature 

198 

239 

310 

144 

Baumcister 
and Simon 

(1973) 
correlation 

130 

171 

156 

102 

Schroeder-
Richter and 

Bartsch 
(1990) 
thermo-

mechanical 
model 

% 

180 

221 

116 

% Fluid properties unavailable to evaluate model. 
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boiling drops. Table 6 compares predictions for Tle[i, using Beren-
son's (1961) model for Tm{b (Eq. (5)) to experimentally measured 
sessile drop Leidenfrost temperatures for several of the fluids used 
in this study. The predictions show significant error for acetone 
and benzene and give only satisfactory results for water. 

Evaluation of Metastable Liquid Models. Two theoretical 
models, the thermodynamic or mechanical stability model and the 
kinetic homogeneous nucleation model, have been developed us
ing entirely different approaches to predict the maximum super
heat temperature of liquids. However, attempting to use these 
models to predict the Leidenfrost temperature for sessile drops has 
not met reasonable success. 

The Leidenfrost point correlation of Baumeister and Simon 
(1973) contains two sources of concern. First, in developing a 
conduction model to account for a decrease in the surface temper
ature at liquid-solid contact, the authors fail to explain how they 
arrived at the chosen value of an average heat transfer coefficient. 
Second and most importantly, Baumeister and Simon introduce a 
surface energy correction factor to the superheat model of Spiegler 
et al. While this factor leads to a correlation which successfully fits 
the data, the results may be deceiving in that they suggests that 
homogeneous nucleation, around which the correlation is con
structed, is the mechanism governing the Leidenfrost phenome
non, when in fact, it may not be. 

Experimental Leidenfrost temperatures for various liquids on a 
polished aluminum surface from the current study are compared to 
thermodynamic and kinetic superheat limits as well as the correlation 
of Baumeister and Simon (1973) in Table 6. All predictions were 
made with absolute temperature quantities and then converted to 
degrees Celsius. For the theoretical metastable liquid models, the 
superheat limits are considerably higher than the measured Leiden
frost temperatures for all fluids tested, consistent with the results of 
Spiegler et al. (1963). The semi-empirical correlation by Baumeister 
and Simon agrees quite well with the experimental data of the present 
study, but as previously mentioned, it fails to accurately model the 
physics governing the process. Obviously, superheat criteria alone do 
not accurately describe the Leidenfrost phenomenon for sessile drops 
on a heated surface. 

While elegant, the modified equation of state and homogeneous 
nucleation model of Gerwick and Yadigaroglu (1992) involved 
several assumptions which severely limit its applicability and 
accuracy. First, a simple hard-sphere potential interaction model 
using London dispersion forces was used to describe the molecular 
interactions. This limits the model's applicability to nonpolar 
liquids, since liquids such as water, with highly polar hydrogen 
bonding forces, would not lend themselves to such modeling with 
any high degree of accuracy. Second, a parameter describing the 
strength of the wall-fluid interactions was stated to be unknown for 
most practical applications. Consequently, a simplified model 
which related this parameter to the contact angle was employed. 
The major argument against this simplification is that the contact 
angle is typically measured over a distance which is at least six 
orders of magnitude larger than the thickness of the fluid layer 
influenced by the presence of the solid surface. In fact, Adamson 
(1982) has hypothesized that the microscopic contact angle at the 
leading edge of the liquid film, which is on the order of several 
molecular diameters in thickness, is significantly smaller than the 
macroscopic contact angle commonly reported. In addition, the 
contact angle is highly influenced by surface roughness and im
purities (Miller and Neogi, 1985; Bernardin et al., 1997), making 
it a highly undefined variable. 

Evaluation of Nonequilibrium Model. Table 6 compares 
Leidenfrost temperatures predicted by Eq. (14) to experimentally 
measured values for several different fluids. The prediction for 
Benzene is quite good, while that for FC-72 is satisfactory, and the 
estimate for water is extremely poor. 

Several problems exist in the development of Eq. (14) and its 
application to predicting the Leidenfrost temperature for droplets. 
First, the original model was constructed to emulate a vertical 
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dry-out flow boiling situation, a condition far from that of a sessile 
or impinging droplet. Next, and more importantly, the concept of 
saturated states at different pressures for the liquid and vapor 
rather than metastable superheating of the liquid at constant pres
sure is unsupported. Metastable states for fluids have been fre
quently observed (Avedisian, 1982; Shepherd and Sturtevant, 
1982; McCann et al., 1989) and the physics of such nonequilib
rium states have been well documented (Eberhart and Schnyders, 
1973; Skripov, 1974; Lienhard and Karimi, 1978; Carey, 1992). In 
fact, liquid superheating forms the entire well established basis for 
bubble nucleation theory in boiling (Han and Griffith, 1965; 
Blander et al., 1971). 

Evaluation of Wettability Models. The reasoning behind the 
contact angle model of Olek et al. (1988) appears unrealistic. In 
addition, the implicit equation for the LFP is difficult to verify 
since the required coefficients are only available for a few liquid-
solid systems for which no Leidenfrost temperature data exists. 
The temperature-dependent contact angle measurements found by 
Bernardin and Mudawar (1997) for water on aluminum show little 
indication of a zero contact angle condition acting as the Leiden
frost point mechanism. Also in contrast to the model of Olek et al., 
nearly identical Leidenfrost temperatures were obtained in this 
study for two identically polished aluminum surfaces, one of 
which was left with a polishing paste residue, and the other which 
was chemically cleaned. Also, nearly identical Leidenfrost tem
peratures were obtained for aluminum, silver, and nickel surfaces, 
all of which have different wetting characteristics. The contact 
angle depends to such a large extent on the surface conditions 
(roughness, contamination, adsorption), as well as on liquid ve
locity and direction, it is a difficult parameter to characterize and 
effectively utilize. Thus it can be concluded that while surface 
wetting, as measured by the contact angle, may play a role in 
boiling heat transfer, it is not the controlling LFP mechanism. 

The surface adsorption hypothesis of Segev and Bankoff (1980) is 
very difficult to verify for a liquid-surface combination because it 
requires the corresponding heat of adsorption of the fluid's vapor on 
the solid surface. Correct knowledge of the chemical makeup of a 
solid surface is very difficult to obtain. The presence of oxide layers 
or adsorbed layers of grease and other impurities changes the surface 
chemistry considerably. In addition, the experimental data of this 
study tends to disprove the hypothesis proposed by Segev and 
Bankoff. Using heat of adsorption for water vapor on aluminum oxide 
(McCormick and Westwater, 1965) and nickel oxide (Matsuda et al., 
1992), Eq. (16) predicts Leidenfrost temperatures of 162 and 425°C 
for saturated water on aluminum and nickel, respectively. The pre
dicted LFP value for the aluminum surface agrees reasonably well 
with the corresponding experimental value of 170°C, however, the 
model fails miserably for the nickel surface which had an experimen
tal Leidenfrost temperature of 175°C. Segev and Bankoff s model 
suggests that the LFP for an aluminum surface possessing a polishing 
paste residue would be significantly different from an identically 
polished surface without the residue, a trend not observed in the 
experimental data of this study. 

6 Conclusions 
Sessile drop evaporation experiments were performed for a wide 

variety of operating conditions to establish a large LFP data base 
for identifying key influential parameters and assessing existing 
LFP models. From the experimental results, several key conclu
sions concerning the influential LFP parameters can be drawn. 

• Liquid subcooling, the presence of dissolved gasses, and sur
face roughness on the polished level do not significantly influ
ence the Leidenfrost temperature. 

• Surface thermal properties will act to control the interface and 
hence Leidenfrost temperature. However, aside from thermal 
properties, the LFP is relatively insensitive to surface material as 
far as surface energies and wetting characteristics are concerned. 

• Surface roughness, beyond that on the polished level, appears to 
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be a dominant parameter in controlling the Leidenfrost behavior. 
The data indicate, that for a given fluid, a polished surface pos
sesses a relatively low Leidenfrost temperature in comparison to a 
particle blasted or rough sanded surface. In addition, surface 
impurities or deposits act to increase the relative surface roughness 
and the corresponding Leidenfrost temperature. 

Sound arguments supported by experimental data were used to 
assess several hypothetical models of the LFP mechanism. These 
models were shown to lack robustness and were ineffective in 
predicting the Leidenfrost temperature. A model which success
fully captures the Leidenfrost mechanism is currently being devel
oped to account for several parameters which were found to 
actively influence the LFP in both previous investigations and the 
current study. These parameters include thermal properties of the 
solid, thermal and thermodynamic properties of the liquid, solid 
surface structure, pressure, and droplet impact velocity. 
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Complete Condensation of 
Forced Convection Two-Phase 
Flow in a Miniature Tube 
A physical and mathematical model of annular film condensation in a miniature tube has 
been developed. In the model the liquid flow has been coupled with the vapor flow along 
the liquid-vapor interface through the interfacial temperature, heat flux, shear stress, and 
pressure jump conditions due to surface tension effects. The model predicts the shape of 
the liquid-vapor interface along the condenser and the length of the two-phase flow 
region. The numerical results show that complete condensation of the incoming vapor is 
possible at comparatively low heat loads. Observations from a flow visualization exper
iment of water vapor condensing in a horizontal glass tube confirm the existence and 
qualitative features of annular film condensation leading to the complete condensation 
phenomenon in small diameter (d < 3.5 mm) circular tubes. 

Introduction 
The need for reliable, high performance, price competitive elec

tronic devices, most notably electronic chips, has created demand 
for comparably small heat transfer devices capable of removing 
the required heat load within a known and preferably limited 
temperature range. Closed two-phase devices such as heat pipes 
and thermosyphons have been and are being used successfully for 
this application. Typically, these use a spreading strategy and have 
a large number of small circular channels arranged in parallel rows 
in a rectangular body. Whatever configuration is used, the heat 
energy removed at the chip is transported away and rejected from 
the system by condensation at a remote location. A fundamental 
understanding of the condensation process in small diameter chan
nels is necessary to optimize design configurations. 

In a review of the operating limitations of micro/miniature 
devices for possible use in electronic cooling applications Cao and 
Faghri (1994) describe several experimental studies some of which 
included visualization of circular tube heat pipes and thermosy
phons with inside diameters in the range of 3.6-1.0 mm. Li et al. 
(1992) performed experiments on cylindrical tube heat pipes with 
inner diameters of 1.2 mm and 2.5 mm. One particular observation 
from their results was that circular miniature heat pipes were much 
more sensitive to amount of fill than conventional size heat pipes. 
Lee et al. (1992) studied the two-phase flow and heat transfer 
characteristics of thermosyphons with and without concentric wire 
inserts. The inside diameters of the thermosyphons were 3.6 mm-
1.0 mm. They found that for a thermosyphon of less than 2.3-mm 
ID, wire inserts were necessary to achieve normal operation as a 
heat transfer device. Chen et al. (1992) conducted flow visualiza
tion experiments on a 2-mm ID glass heat pipe. Four basic flow 
patterns were observed over the range of operating conditions that 
included liquid projectile flow, slug flow, suspended liquid col
umn, and annular flow. In retrospect it may be seen that observa
tions cited in the three studies above are most likely a result of the 
effects of surface tension. Unlike conventional size passages in 
which surface tension effects are limited, surface tension in min
iature size channels can have a significant role on the overall 
hydrodynamics and in particular on the thin films that are believed 
to be the dominant mechanism controlling the heat transfer char
acteristics. 
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For miniature circular tubes the flow regime maps for conden
sation in conventional size tubes may not be relevant because of 
the role of surface tension in the hydrodynamics. Presently, very 
limited data are available concerning the basic flow patterns for 
two-phase flow with or without heat transfer in miniature circular 
tubes. It follows that little is known about the mechanisms asso
ciated with transition in these flows. 

Condensation in conventional size circular tubes comprises a 
well-defined body of work. Much of the early work was motivated 
by the power and chemical process industries. Collier and Thome 
(1994) present a generally accepted description of the two-phase 
flow patterns during forced convection condensation in conven
tional size horizontal tubes with co-current flow. In order of 
increasing velocity, the flow is found to be stratified, slug, plug or 
wavy, and annular. The stratified flow pattern is found when there 
are small vapor velocities and low interfacial shear forces. It is 
assumed that a laminar film of condensate runs down the inner 
circumferential surface of the tube and collects in the lower portion 
of the tube. Slug, plug, and wavy flow patterns are essentially 
stratified flows where vapor shear forces are becoming significant. 
At much higher total mass flow rates annular flow is found. Shear 
forces are large in this regime and the effect of gravity is negligi
ble. It is important to note that in conventional size horizontal 
tubes this flow regime is believed to have a significant fraction of 
liquid droplets entrained in the vapor core. 

Baker (1954) presented one of the earliest regime maps for 
two-phase flow patterns based on a collection of experimental data 
for adiabatic gas-liquid flows in pipes from 25.4-101.6 mm inside 
diameter. Although the axes of his plot were dimensional, the 
content of Baker's map became a well accepted standard for 
predicting flow regime. An important paper by Bell et al. (1970) 
established a link between the various empirical correlations for 
heat transfer coefficient and their proper interpretation in terms of 
flow regime. After an extensive review of the available correla
tions it was demonstrated that determination of the proper flow 
regime was necessary in order to choose the proper correlation. 
Also, the specific limits of validity for each of the condensation 
correlations were stated. The results presented in this paper may 
seem obvious now but, at the time, research work in condensation 
lacked this perspective. 

The earliest flow visualization on a condensing two-phase flow 
with heat transfer reported by Soliman and Azer (1971) used R-12 
condensing in a 12.7-mm inside diameter horizontal tube. Their 
concern was that the majority of two phase flow studies were 
biased towards boiling and that the flow regime maps available in 
the literature might not be applicable to condensation. Experiments 
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were conducted over a wide range of conditions including mass 
flux rates of 25.6-301.9 kg/m2 s, quality at the exit 0-0.95, as well 
as various superheats and coolant flow rates. Six major flow 
patterns were identified (plug, slug, wavy, semiannular, annular, 
and spray) in addition to three transitional ones (annular-wavy, 
semiannular-wavy, spray-annular). They concluded that the flow 
map of Baker was inadequate for representation of the flow pat
terns existing in horizontal tubes during the condensation process. 

Traviss and Rohsenow (1973) also performed a similar study of 
condensing flow with the same purpose—to determine if any of the 
existing flow maps were valid for condensing flows in horizontal 
tubes. Using R-12 in an 8.0-mm inside diameter tube over a wide 
range of operating conditions, four flow patterns were observed— 
dispersed, annular, semiannular, and slug. Results from their ob
servations as well as the Soliman and Azer (1971) data were 
plotted on a number of flow maps including the standard Baker 
map. They concluded that adiabatic two-phase flow could be used 
to predict flow regimes for condensation with the qualification that 
for tube diameters of less than 25.4 mm, the flow regime bound
aries given by Baker could not be considered distinct lines and 
required a modified interpretation to be successfully applied. It is 
interesting to note that neither of the R-12 visual studies mentioned 
above observed a bubble flow pattern. 

Taitel and Dukler (1976) developed an analytical method for 
prediction of flow regime transition between five basic flow pat
terns. Their approach was based on the analysis of each of the 
phases, separately, in an adiabatic stratified flow. Then based on a 
postulation of the physical process by which transition can occur 
(from one specified flow pattern to another), a criteria is deter
mined by nondimensionalization of the equations derived in their 
analysis. The results are plotted on a generalized flow regime map 
as lines marking the boundary of the flow regimes. Three different 
sets of axes are used for the suggested generalized flow map; 
however, all use the Martinelli parameter as the abscissa. A com
parison to experimental data for air water flows on the superficial 
liquid and vapor velocity axes for horizontal tubes of 13-50 mm 
inside diameter and show very satisfactory agreement. This work 
was a significant contribution to the study of condensation in 
horizontal tubes because it presented an a priori determination of 
flow regime regardless of mass flow rate, tube diameter and 
substance based on an analysis free of specific empirical two phase 
flow correlations. 

Breber et al. (1980), using an extensive collection of data from 

the literature, demonstrated the method of Taitel and Dukler 
(1976) to be specifically applicable to condensation in horizontal 
tubes. Experimental data from more than 700 condensation flow 
regime observations in the literature which included water, R-12 
and R-113, tube inside diameters of 4.8-50.8 mm, and a wide 
range of operating parameters were used for the comparison. No 
adiabatic data were used. With the exception of data from the 
smallest inside diameter tube (4.8 mm), agreement with the flow 
regime transition boundaries as predicted by Taitel and Dukler was 
good. A simplified criterion is suggested for determining the 
transition boundaries. Sardesai et al. (1981) provided a detailed 
examination of the transition from annular to stratified/wavy flow 
during condensation in a horizontal tube. Experiments were con
ducted for local heat transfer coefficients during condensation of a 
pure vapor. Approximately 800 measurements of local heat trans
fer coefficients were made for the condensation of five different 
substances (R-113, propanol, methanol, n-pentane, water) cover
ing a wide range of mass flow rates. The transition from annular to 
stratified/wavy flow was found to be close to that recommended by 
Taitel and Dukler and distinct, i.e., not a region or area about a 
curve. 

Analysis of condensation in a horizontal tube is limited to a 
particular flow pattern. The stratified flow problem was considered 
by Chaddock (1957) and Chato (1962) for stagnant vapor and for 
the case of pressure gradient in the tube by Rufer and Kezios 
(1966). 

The methods of analysis for condensation in a vertical tube have 
been found to be applicable to the annular flow pattern in both 
horizontal tube condensation and a reduced gravity environment. 
Because of the symmetry in both upward and downward flow the 
analysis of condensation in a vertical tube is a problem that has 
been treated extensively. Many of the studies use the same type of 
one-dimensional analysis as the classic Nusselt approach which 
has been modified to account for pressure drop in the vapor due to 
both friction at the liquid/vapor interface and momentum exchange 
between the vapor and liquid due to the condensation mass flux. 
This approach was used by Seban and Hodgson (1982) with the 
assumptions of downward laminar flow of liquid and a linear 
temperature distribution in the liquid film. The vapor flow is 
considered one-dimensional and a friction coefficient based on 
both a modified empirical correlation for pipe flow and a term to 
account for the flux of momentum normal to the vapor at the liquid 
surface, is used. One of the practical limits of vertical tube con-

Nomenclature 

cp = specific heat at constant pressure, 
J/(kg-K) 

/,,„ = interfacial friction factor 
/„ = vapor friction factor 

hfg = latent heat of vaporization, J/kg 
/;„ = outer surface convective heat 

transfer coefficient, W/(m2 K) 
k = thermal conductivity, W/(m-K) 

Ls = length of the liquid film to the 
point of complete condensation 
(Fig. 1), m 

K = curvature, m ' 
m = mass flow rate, kg/s 

m, = total mass flow rate, kg/s 
m,iin = liquid mass flow rate at z = 0, 

kg/s 
m" = total mass flux, kg/m2 s 
Ma = w„/V->'(,fisr~, Mach number 

p = pressure, Pa 
pd = disjoining pressure, Pa 
q = heat flux, W/m2 

Q = Q = 2JTR J'0 qwdz -
(CpjthiT, — cllUnm,:mTiM), axial 
heat flow due to phase change, W 

Gin — 2in = rn^Jifg, input heat flow 
rate, W 

r = radial coordinate, m 
R = inner radius of the channel, m 

Rs = gas constant, J/(kg-K) 
Re = 2w„(R ~ S)p„/ja„, axial vapor 

Reynolds number 
Rer = 2vVi&(R — S)p„//i„, radial vapor 

Reynolds number 
T = temperature, K 
v = radial velocity, m/s 

w = axial velocity, m/s 
w = area-averaged axial velocity, m/s 
z = axial coordinate, m 

Greek Symbols 

a = accommodation coefficient 
j3 = momentum flux coefficient 

7o = Cpic,,, ratio of specific heats 

A = dSldz 
8 = liquid film thickness, m 
/A = dynamic viscosity, Pa-s 
p = density, kg/m3 

a — surface tension, N/m 
9 = inclination angle 

Subscripts 

ent = entrance 
in = at z = 0 
/ = liquid 

men = meniscus 
sat = saturation 

v — vapor 
w = wall 
8 = liquid film free surface 
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Fig. 1 Description of the physical model for annular film condensation 
in a miniature tube; (a) structure of two-phase flow for complete conden
sation, (jb) coordinate system and conventions for film condensation 
model 

densation, known as flooding, was predicted by Seban and Faghri 
(1984). This occurs in a vertical tube with an upward flow of vapor 
and a downward flow of liquid and results in a condition of 
nonstationary blocking of the vapor flow by liquid near the en
trance to the tube and a resultant large rise in pressure drop. 
Another case of shear-dominated condensing flow is presented by 
Faghri and Chow (1988) for a micro-gravity environment with 
condensate being removed by suction at the wall. 

The objective of this work is to model annular film condensation 
in miniature circular cylinder tubes where capillary phenomena 
can conceivably result in blocking of the tube cross section with 
liquid at some distance from the condenser entrance. A simple flow 
visualization experiment was conducted to provide a means for 
verifying the phenomenon associated with complete condensation 
at low mass fluxes and to gain an understanding of the important 
qualitative features of the problem. A physical description is 
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Vapor condenses inside a tube forming a 

stationary liquid-vapor interface. At some point downstream of the 
inlet, all the incoming vapor is condensed and only liquid flows in 
the tube cross section. This can occur due to surface tension effects 
that are usually neglected in film condensation models for tubes 
with larger diameters. This problem seems to be of practical use, 
since two-phase heat transfer in miniature channels is under ex
tensive study. 

Flow Visualization in Miniature Tubes 
A simple flow visualization experiment was performed to allow 

observation of the condensation flow pattern over the entire region 
of two-phase flow in a horizontal glass tube. Three tubes of 
diameters 3.4, 2.3, and 1.6 mm were used. Each small-diameter 
tube was arranged to be the horizontal leg in a glass loop thermo-
syphon. Water was used for all experiments. Condensation could 
be directly observed in the glass tube test section through a 
transparent cooling water jacket. The total mass flow rate of vapor 
to the tube was controlled by the heating rate. Cooling on the 
external wall of the glass tube test section was provided by using 
forced circulation of water from a commercial constant tempera
ture bath. 

The loop thermosyphon shown in Fig. 2, fabricated from boro-
silicate (commonly known as "Pyrex") was used to perform the 
flow visualization on small diameter tubes. Two 20-mm diameter 
vertically oriented tubes acted as reservoirs, one for heating of the 
liquid forming the vapor reservoir and one for collecting conden
sate. The test section was a small horizontal diameter tube of the 
chosen diameter which connected the two reservoirs near the top. 
A larger diameter (10-mm) horizontal tube connecting the reser
voirs near the bottom served as a return line for the condensate to 
the heater reservoir. A single opening on the upper portion of the 
condensate reservoir allowed for filling and deareation. The entire 
outer surface of the loop was insulated except for the region of heat 
removal at the condenser. A flexible foil heater, with a nominal 
resistance of 21.98 ohm, was in direct contact with the outer wall 
of the heater reservoir. Thermal insulation was placed outside the 
heater and was continuous with the insulation for the entire device, 
therefore minimizing heat loss to the surroundings. Forced circu
lation of water from a commercial constant temperature bath 
provided the means of cooling on the outer wall of the test section 
tube. A 16-mm outside diameter, 1.0-mm wall thickness, circular 
glass tube concentric with the test section was used as a cooling 
jacket. The initial portion of the test section was insulated to allow 

•<out 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of loop thermosyphon used for flow visualization of complete condensation in a 
horizontal miniature glass tube 
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Fig. 3 Schematic of test section for condensation flow visualization experiments 

for flow development of the incoming vapor. A schematic of the 
test section is seen in Fig. 3. The internal surfaces of the loop 
device were cleaned by filling with methanol and using an ultra
sonic bath for agitation. After being blown with grade 5 nitrogen 
gas, the internal volume was rinsed several times with experimen
tal grade water. The system was deareated initially by completely 
filling the internal volume with liquid and then heating to create 
vapor which was boiled off through the filling/vent valve. The 
volume of triply distilled HPLC grade water contained in the loop 
during testing was typically 80-100 ml. Periodic boiling off of 
vapor prior to operation for experiments was done to insure the 
removal of any possible air from leaks. Repeatability of the oper
ating conditions for complete condensation proved to be a good 
indicator of the presence of noncondensable gases in the system. 
Starting of the system required at least two hours to reach an initial 
steady-state operation. 

Temperature of the vapor in the heater reservoir and the vapor 
in the condensate reservoir were measured. These are assumed to 
be the (uniform) saturation temperature in each respective reser
voir volume. A variable autotransformer (Variac) with 120 VAC 
input controlled the supply of power to the flexible foil heater. 
Power was measured using an ammeter and voltmeter. Thus, mass 
flow rate of the vapor from the heater reservoir to the tube was 
controlled by the heating rate. 

Black and white photography using a 35-mm camera with either 
a 100 mm or a 200 mm micro-Nikkor lens was the primary source 
of documentation. In addition, video recordings were made dem
onstrating the transition between steady-state conditions. 

Photographic Results. Flow patterns are reported for three 
different diameter tubes at heat loads into the tube which corre
spond to relatively low mass flux rates. The mass flow rate of 
vapor into the test section, which is the same as the total mass flow 
rate, is ra = Q,lhk where Q, (W) is referred to as the heat load into 
the tube and is found from the power to the heater on the loop 
thermosyphon vapor generator reservoir minus the heating rate 
loss to the surroundings. The latent heat, hlt, is found as a function 
of the inlet vapor temperature. The total mass flux at the inlet is 
then m" = ml A where A is the flow cross-sectional area of the 
tube. In this work the inlet conditions are referred to by the heat 
load into the tube. Table 1 provides the equivalent mass fluxes for 
the experimental results presented. The range of inlet saturation 
pressure for water tested was 6.324 kPa < psa,jn < 6.858 kPa. 

Photographs of the two-phase flow region for low-pressure 
water condensing in a horizontal 3.4-mm diameter tube are shown 
in Fig. 4(a). The flow direction is right to left with only vapor 
entering the tube. The entire region of two-phase flow is seen in the 
photographs. A liquid film forms on the tube wall about the vapor 
flow. The film thickness at the bottom is seen to be thicker than on 
the top wall over most of the axial length for which two-phase flow 
exists. At the end of the two-phase flow region the meniscus-like 
shape of the liquid-vapor interface can be seen. In the first photo
graph the heat load into the condenser is Q, = 3.06 W, resulting 

in complete condensation at a length of 10 mm. The next four 
photographs show the flow pattern for larger heat loads. As the 
heat load increases the film thickness on the bottom of the tube is 
seen to increase. The draining of the liquid film under the influence 
of gravity results in a greater liquid film thickness in the bottom 
portion of the tube. In conventional-size tubes this effect is referred 
to as stratification. However, stratification in these small-diameter 
tubes does not result in a horizontal surface for the liquid in the 
bottom portion of the tube. Note that the film thickness on the 
bottom wall decreases prior to the termination of the two-phase 
flow region. For all results presented the flow field is observed to 
be steady, i.e., the instantaneous values of the condensation length 
and local film thickness do not change with time. 

Figures 4(b) and 4(c) present close up photographs of low 
pressure water condensing in horizontal tubes of 2.3 and 1,6-mm 
diameter, respectively. The entire region of two-phase flow is not 
seen in either set of pictures because of the relatively long lengths 
for complete condensation relative to the tube diameter. These 
pictures are included to show the qualitative similarity in the flow 
pattern for the three different diameter tubes. Because of stratifi
cation an unsymmetric liquid film exists over most of the two-
phase flow region in all tubes tested. As the tube diameter becomes 
smaller, the stratification effect is lessened. In all tubes, as the mass 
flux rate increases to and approaches the limit for which steady 
complete condensation will occur, the stratification effect produces 
a significant difference in film thickness between the top and the 
bottom of the tube and results in a collection of liquid near the end 
of the annular film region. For the higher heat load cases in Fig. 
4(b) this phenomenon is seen very clearly. This is a result of the 
interaction of shear and capillary forces with the liquid inventory 
from stratification. At the end of the two-phase flow, i.e., the 
location where vapor flow ceases and only liquid occupies the tube 
cross-sectional area, a meniscus-like interface is formed. The film 
thickness never appears to achieve a significant dimension of the 
tube dimension, except near the end of the two-phase flow region. 

Table 1 Experimental data for complete condensation of water in three 
horizontal, miniature Pyrex tubes from loop thermosyphon experiments 

d=3.4 mm 

Q ( W ) 
3.05 
5.29 
8.87 

14.05 

d=2.3 mm 
1.71 
3.8$ 
9.04 

11.$8 

d=1.6 mm 
2.12 
5.09 
8.58 

Tv (C) 
38.6 
38.4 
37.9 
37.8 

14.5 
25.0 
22.9 
14.9 

19.8 
32.7 
19.9 

rh (kg/s) 
xlO"6 

1.270 
1.192 
3.579 
5.003 

0.701 
1.593 
3.595 
4.905 

0.875 
1.101 
3.572 

m" 
(kg/m !s) 

0.140 
0.141 
0.405 
0.551 

0.159 
0.383 
0.890 
1.1*1 

0.435 
1.045 
1.777 

L, (mm) 

10 
18 
14 
38 

43 
60 

151 
190 

21 
41 
50 
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Fig. 4 Photographs of the steady flow pattern during complete conden
sation of low-pressure water vapor In three miniature horizontal tubes; 
(a) 3.4-mm Inside tube diameter, (b) 2.3-mm inside tube diameter, (c) 
1.6-mm inside tube diameter 

The change of sign of surface curvature of the film thickness 
occurs regardless of the degree of stratification. Clearly the capil
lary force plays a role in the terminal region of the two-phase flow. 

Unsteady Condensation. The primary purpose of the flow 
visualization was to provide a means to verify the steady complete 
condensation process. However, some observations about the con
densation flow pattern at heat loads, and hence mass fluxes, greater 
than those seen in the pictures may be of interest. Specific com
ments will be limited to the 3.4-mm tube, but in all three tubes 
similar flow behaviors were observed. Eventually the steady flow 
pattern ceases to exist. At Q, = 14.47 W the flow field appears as 
it is described above, except the instantaneous length of the two-
phase region is no longer steady. It varies slowly about an average 
location. This is the same type of behavior that is observed when 
increasing or decreasing heat loads in the low heat load range. It 
appears to be a quasi-steady response. The unsteadiness is believed 
to be caused by the local unsteadiness of the cooling water in the 
cooling water jacket. At Q, = 33.1 W slug flow begins. The slug 
formation is very well behaved. It occurs at the same relative 
location in the two-phase flow region and with a very precise 
period corresponding to heat load. The slug always forms at the 
location near the end of the two-phase flow region where the liquid 
collection creates a relatively large film thickness on the bottom 
wall. Thus, when the slug forms it travels a very short distance 
(approximately two tube diameters) before merging with the liq
uid. The formation of the slug, its travel downstream and its 
merging with the liquid all occur within a fraction of a second. The 
build up of the liquid film thickness at the location of formation 
may take several seconds, again, depending on the heat load. 

Effect of Noncondensable Gases. Extensive testing of the 
three loop thermosyphons was conducted to establish repeatability 
of the observed results. As a result of this experience, it became 
apparent that the presence of air in the system had a significant 
effect on the observed flow pattern associated with a prescribed 
heat load. The condensation length was always much greater if air 
was present. The film thickness profile on the bottom wall is 
noticeably different. Transition phenomena are effected. When air 
is present the heat load at transition is significantly different from 
those measured when a pure vapor was present. Each of the 
transition flow patterns were affected. For transition from steady 
complete condensation, the quasi-steady change of the condensa
tion length began at much lower heat loads. During slug formation 
the period became very irregular and bubbles would be formed as 
a result of the slug event. Although this investigation was not 
intended to be a systematic investigation of noncondensable gas 
effect on condensation, these observations are important in under
standing experimental results of condensation small-diameter 
tubes. 

Mathematical Formulation 
A steady-state mathematical model of condensation, which 

leads to complete condensation is developed, which includes cou
pled vapor and liquid flows with shear stresses at the liquid free 
surface due to the vapor-liquid frictional interaction and surface 
tension gradient. The model is based on the following simplifying 
assumptions: 

1 The vapor is saturated and there is no temperature gradient 
in the vapor in the radial direction. 

2 Heat transport in the thin liquid film is due to conduction in 
the radial direction only. 

3 Inertia terms can be neglected for the viscous flow in the 
liquid films with low Reynolds numbers. 

4 Force on liquid due to surface tension is much greater than 
the gravitational force and the gravitational body force is ne
glected. Therefore the liquid is distributed onto the walls in an 
axisymmetric film. 

5 The solid tube wall is infinitely thin so that its thermal 
resistance in the radial direction can be neglected as well as the 
axial heat conduction. 

This model is different from traditional models for film conden
sation in tubes due to the following features: 

1 The liquid momentum conservation equation in cylindrical 
coordinates is utilized and the corresponding expression for the 
shear stress at the liquid-vapor interface is used. 

2 For extremely small channels and film thickness, the dis
joining pressure and the interfacial resistance can affect both the 
liquid and vapor flow, therefore the terms containing the disjoining 
pressure and interfacial resistance are included in the model. 

3 The effect of the surface tension on the fluid flow is included 
in the model and the two principal radii of the liquid-vapor 
interface curvature are used in the Laplace-Young equation. 

4 Liquid subcooling is accounted for in the model, since it can 
result in a significant variation of the wall temperature under 
convective cooling conditions. 

The cylindrical coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 1(b). 
Both the vapor and liquid flow along the z-coordinate. The phys
ical situation should be described taking into consideration the 
vapor compressibility and the vapor temperature variation along 
the channel. Also the second principal radius of curvature of the 
liquid-vapor interface should be accounted for while it is usually 
neglected in modeling of film flows in tubes of larger diameters. 
Within the assumptions considered above, the mass and energy 
balances for the liquid film shown in Fig. 1(a) yield 

rw,(r)dr -
2irp, 

Q(z) 
(1) 
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m, in is the liquid mass flow rate at the condenser inlet and Q(z) is 
the rate of heat through a given cross section due to phase change 
for z > 0 and is defined as follows: 

Q(z) = 2TTR \ qwdz - {cpJm,T,- cpJMm,MT,iB). (2) 

q„(z) is the heat flux at the solid-liquid interface due to heat 
conduction through a cylindrical film with a thickness of 8 bal
anced with the liquid enthalpy change. Note that Ts > T„ and 
therefore Q(z) in Eq. (1) will be a negative quantity. The heat flux 
at the wall is 

I ™ ' « 

R In [R/(R - 8)] (3) 

where Ts is the local temperature of the liquid-vapor interface. 
From Eqs. (2) and (3) we obtain the following equation for the heat 
rate rejected per unit axial length of the tube: 

dz 
= 2irk, 

Tw I * 

In [R/(R - 8)] dz 
(Cpjrh/Ti] (4) 

where T, is the area-averaged liquid temperature for a given z 
location. For consideration of subcooling in the condensed liquid, 
T, is found from an area average given by 

rT,(r)dr 

[R2-(R-8)2] 
(5) 

where T,(r) is the assumed liquid film temperature profile given by 
the temperature distribution in a cylindrical wall. 

TM = TS + 
Tw 7*s 

In (6) 

In 
R 

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) and integrating results in an 
expression for T,(r). The derivative of T, in the axial is approxi
mated by 

dT, 

Iz dz 

dTw 

dz 

dTs 

dz 
In 

R 

X In 

R 

R 1 

R - S ~ 2 

[R2-(R-8)2] 

R2 (R-sy\ 

where the change of film thickness in the axial direction is as
sumed to be negligibly small. This assumption may need to be 
reconsidered; however, the reduction in mathematical complexity 
of the formulation resulting from its use is significant. 

The axial momentum conservation for viscous flow in a liquid 
film in which the inertia terms are assumed to be negligible is 

1 d 

r dr 

dw, 

~~dr 

1 (dp, 

p, \ dz 
+ p,g sin <p (8) 

The boundary conditions for the last equation are the no-slip 
condition at r = R and shear stresses at the liquid-vapor interface 
due to the frictional liquid-vapor interaction, T, „, and the surface 
tension gradient related to the interfacial temperature gradient 
along the channel. 

dw, 

(r=R-

w,\ 

1 

= 0 

da dTs 

~dT~dz 

(9) 

(10) 

where T5 is the local liquid-vapor interface temperature and the 
term with dcr/dT is due to the Marangoni effect. 

Taking into account the effect of the condensation process on 
the shear stress term, an expression from Munoz-Cobol et al. 
(1996) for annular filmwise condensation in vertical tubes with 
noncondensable gases is used for T,„. 

T, i„0fl7[exp(fl') - 1], (11) 

where T, „0 is defined as the interfacial shear stress in the absence 
of phase change and is given by 

T;,„o = 0 .5/ ,„p„(w„- (12) 

and a1 is the ratio of the local condensation mass flow rate to the 
vapor mass flux rebounding from the interface which is approxi
mated by 

dQ I 
-j-l [irRhfgptf,,„(wv - w,iS)] 

8 

2R 
/,,„ = /„ l + 3 6 0 

(13) 

(14) 

and / , „ is the interfacial friction factor from Wallis (1969). From 
an experimental study for a simulated change of phase the vapor 
friction factor, / „ , is given as follows (Bowman and Hitchcock, 
1988; Jang et al., 1991): 

/ „ = 16[1.2337 - 0 .2337 e x p ( - 0 . 0 3 6 3 Re,.)] 

X [exp(1.2 Ma)]/Re. (15) 

Re r is found using the vapor suction velocity at the liquid-vapor 
interface due to condensation, vnS, which is defined through the 
condensing mass flux. 

vv,s '• 
dQ 1 

dz 2IT(R — S)hfgpv 
(16) 

Solving Eqs. (8)—(10), the velocity profile is expressed as fol
lows: 

1 dp, 

p, dz 
(R2-r2) + 

(R-S)2 

In 

+ £ C R - 8 ) l n - . (17) 

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (1), we obtain the following equation 
for the axial pressure gradient in the liquid: 

4P/ 
dz 

Pig sin 9 + p, 

R 

2irp, \hfg 

X 
(R-S)2 

T6 + -T- 'F + 

% i . j + E(R - S)F 

(R-8)2 R2 

where 

F = 
(R-8)2 

In 
R 

Hi 

(18) 

(19) 

The pressure difference between the vapor and liquid phases is 
due to capillary effects (Faghri, 1995). 

(d28 
1 + 

~d~z 

+ -
1 dS 

_, cos I atan ~r-
8 \ dz 

~P„ (20) 
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The term with cosine on the right-hand side of this equation is due 
to the second principal radius of interfacial curvature. Introducing 
an additional variable 

dd/dz = A, 

Eq. (20) can be rewritten as follows: 

fz = [i + (Ayr<Pv~p, + Pd cos (atan A) 

R- 8 

(21) 

(22) 

The integral equations of mass conservation for the vapor and 
liquid flows take the following form: 

PvAvWv(z) = < inp„,i,A, in + Q{z)lhk (23) 

p,A;vP,(z) = w,iinp,,inA,iin - Q{z)lhh (24) 

A„ = TT(R — S)2' is the cross-sectional area of the vapor channel. 
wvin is the average vapor velocity at z = 0. 

The compressible quasi-one-dimensional momentum equation 
for the vapor flow in the form suggested by Bankston and Smith 
(1973) is modified to account for nonuniformity of the vapor 
cross-sectional area of the liquid-vapor interface following Faghri 
(1995). 

dpv 1 
j z (-(ivpvw

2
vAv) -fvPvw

2MR - 8) 

+ 2TT(R - 8)pvv
2
vS sin (atan A) (25) 

with |3„ = 1.33 for small radial Reynolds numbers. 
The perfect gas law is employed to account for the compress

ibility of the vapor flow, 

P» = 
Pv 

R,TV-

Therefore, 

dpv 

~dz' 

1 

RI dz Tv T\ dz 

(26) 

(27) 

The saturated vapor temperature and pressure are related by the 
Clausius-Clapeyron equation which can be written in the following 
form: 

dT„ 

~dz 

dp„RgT
2
v 

dz pvhfs ' 
(28) 

The seven first-order differential equations, Eqs. (4), (18), (21), 
(22), (25), (27), and (28), include the following seven variables: 8, 
A, Pi, Q, />„, p„, and Tv. Therefore, seven boundary conditions are 
set forth at z = 0: 

(29) 

(30) 

Pi = Pv.i 

s = 
A = 

Sin 

= 0 

2a 
Pd 

2 = 0 

Pv^Pv.n 

Pv,in = 

' Pv.satt-' u.in) 

P vM 

RJv 

T = T 
1 v 1 v,m 

(31) 

(32) 

(33). 

(34) 

(35) 

In the boundary condition given by Eq. (29), Sin is defined from the 
condition that in the adiabatic zone just prior to the entrance of the 

condenser the liquid and vapor pressure gradients should be equal. 
To find 8m, Eqs. (18) and (25) should be solved for the case of Q = 
0, v„iS '= 0, dAJdz = 0 and dTsldz = 0. The boundary 
condition, Eq. (32), directly follows from Eq. (2). There are also 
parameters mUn and w„,in and an additional variable Ts involved in 
this problem. They will be considered using additional algebraic 
equations. The parameter m,-m should be found using a constitutive 
condition at the entrance of the condenser 

QJh •h 
(36) 

where Qm is the total heat load into the condenser. Also w„in = 
QJ(h/gpvAKJ. 

The liquid-vapor interface temperature, Ts, differs from the 
saturated bulk vapor temperature because of the interfacial resis
tance and effects of curvature on saturation pressure over liquid 
films. The interfacial resistance is defined as (Faghri, 1995) 

2a K 
^nfs 

Pv (Pm)s 
(37) 

where pv and (psx)s are the saturation pressures corresponding to 
Tv and Ts, the temperatures associated with the thin liquid film 
interface, respectively. The following two algebraic equations 
should be solved to determine r 8 for every point along the 
z-direction. The relation between the saturation vapor pressure 
over the thin condensing film, (p8„)s, affected by the surface 
tension, and the normal saturation pressure corresponding to Ts, 
Pat(Ts), is given by the extended Kelvin equation (Faghri, 1995) 

(psat)s = Pm(.Ts) exp 
(Pm)s - pJJs) - aK + pd 

PiRgTs 
(38) 

where K is the local curvature of the liquid-vapor interface defined 
by the term in outer brackets in Eq. (20). Notice that under steady 
conditions, qs is due to heat conduction through the liquid film. It 
follows from Eqs. (3) and (37) 

T + 
R 

In-
R 

k,(R - 8) R - 8 \2 

2a 

hf, 

^2rrRs 

Pv (Pm)s 
(39) 

Equations (38) and (39) determine the interfacial temperature, Ts, 
and pressure, (pal)s, for a given vapor pressure, pv - p„,sa,(r„), 
temperature of the solid-liquid interface, T„, and the liquid film 
thickness, 8. Note that T„ is the local temperature of the wall and 
can vary along the condenser depending on the cooling conditions. 

For the case of variable wall temperature Tw becomes an addi
tional variable. If the convective heat transfer coefficient at the 
outer tube wall, h„, and the cooling liquid temperature, Tx, are 
known, the local wall temperature can be defined using an energy 
balance 

h0(Tw 

1 dQ 

2TTR dz ' 
(40) 

To solve this problem, the first-order ordinary differential equa
tion, Eq. (40), must be added to the seven previously specified. The 
additional boundary condition is given by 

= 0, (41) 

Numerical Procedure 
Equations (4), (18), (21), (22), (25), (27), and (28) with corre

sponding boundary conditions have been solved using the standard 
Runge-Kutta procedure. Algebraic Eqs. (38) and (39) with two 
unknowns, (pSM)s and Ts, have been solved numerically for every 
point on z using Wegstein's iteration method. All the unknown 
variables were found with the accuracy of 0.0005 percent. During 
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Fig. 5 Annular film condensation In a circular tube with constant wall temperature bound
ary condition. R = 1.5 mm, T„ = 340 K, Tv = 363 K, m = 0.01 g/s. (a) Film thickness versus 
position, (o) vapor pressure versus position, (c) liquid pressure versus position, (d) cumu
lative heat rejected versus position. 

the numerical procedure the interval Q < z < L6 was divided into 
at least 500 parts, and the thermophysical properties of the satu
rated vapor and liquid were recalculated for each of the parts at the 
corresponding vapor temperature T„( z). 

The length of the two-phase zone is given by the numerical 
solution. At the end of the two-phase zone dkldz became infinitely 
large and the film thickness increased dramatically causing the 
solution to breakdown. 

Results and Discussion 
Numerical solutions for steady-state axisymmetric annular film 

condensation of water in a tube with constant wall temperature and 
convective boundary conditions are presented. Two cases of heat-
load-in are presented, one representing complete condensation and 
the other incomplete condensation. Complete condensation is de
fined as the condensation of all incoming vapor in a filmwise 
manner in which the vapor flow terminates at a well-defined 
location forming a steady meniscus-like interface. The condition of 
complete condensation requires the overall energy balance to be 
satisfied. Thus, the energy convected into the tube, or heat-load-in, 
Qin (W), must be equal to the cumulative heat rate rejected from 

the condensing vapor in the tube, referred to simply as Q (W). This 
occurs over a distance from the inlet to the tube known as the 
condensation length, L6 (m). Incomplete condensation is said to 
exist for a heat-load-in greater than Qin (W) for complete conden
sation. 

Parametric studies of the surface tension and tube diameter 
demonstrate that complete condensation occurs for a range of 
conditions for annular film condensation in small diameter tubes. 

Figure 5(a) shows variation of the liquid film thickness along 
the condenser with a vapor inlet temperature of 363 K and a 
constant wall temperature of 340 K for two cases of heat-load-in, 
Qia = 10 W and Q,„ = 12 W. The total mass flow rate of m, = 
1.00 X 10"6 (kg/s) is the same for both cases. The film thickness 
decreases in the downstream direction before converging due to 
the capillary forces acting at the liquid-vapor interface. Conden
sation is more intensive in the region where the film thickness is at 
the minimum. The values of 8in will be different for each case of 
heat-load-in even though the total mass flow rate and thermal 
boundary conditions are the same. At the inlet, the mass flow rates 
of liquid and vapor adjust themselves to satisfy the energy balance. 
The vapor pressure drop across the condensation length is insig-
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nificant compared to the liquid pressure drop as shown in Figs. 5{b, 
c). 

Figure 5(d) shows the cumulative sum of the heat removed from 
the vapor by condensation. For the case of Qm - 10 W, repre
senting complete condensation, all the incoming vapor is con
densed and a location is calculated for the beginning of single 
phase (liquid) flow in the tube. Thus all the heat transfer and 
associated pressure drop occurs upstream of this location. Al
though the incomplete condensation case represents a valid nu
merical solution of the equations modeling axisymmetric film 
condensation, it must be considered with reference to an overall 
energy balance to provide a meaningful physical interpretation. 
For the case of incomplete condensation, Qm = 12 W, not all of the 
heat-load-in to the tube is rejected at the termination of the calcu
lation. At the termination of the calculation the final value of Q at 
z = Ls is seen to be less than Qm. Thus the overall energy balance 
is not satisfied. 

During complete condensation the values of the dependent 
variables (Sin, ph pv, Q) are the steady field solution of the 
two-phase flow and independent of time as calculated and as 
interpreted physically. The simple physical interpretation is that 
the calculated liquid film profile is in fact stationary and goes to the 
radius of the tube at Lg. Obviously the vapor mass flow rate 
becomes zero at this point also. However, during incomplete 
condensation, the numerical solution is interpreted as representing 
a time-averaged steady-state two-phase flow field where the vapor 
mass flow rate does not terminate at the calculated condensation 
length. For values of Qm greater than but close to the maximum 
heat-load-in, the incomplete condensation solution predicts that 
two-phase flow will exist downstream of the point calculated for 
Ls. By implication, the flow field will no longer be steady in an 
instantaneous sense. 

In Fig. 6 results are presented for a significantly lower vapor 
inlet and wall temperatures, although the total mass flow rate is the 
same and the vapor-wall temperature difference remains 23 K. The 
trends for film thickness, pressure in the vapor, pressure in the 
liquid, and cumulative heat removed shown in Figs. 6(a, b, c, d) 
are similar to the previous results; however, the value of heat-
load-in for complete condensation, Qm, is lower. 

The influence of the wall temperature on the computed value of 
condensation length, Ls, and the parameter heat-load-in, Qm, for 
two mass flow rates of 1.00 X 10~6 and 3.00 X 10"6 (kg/s) is 
shown in Fig. 7. All results are for a fixed value of the vapor 
temperature at the inlet of TvM = 323 K. Obviously, for very small 
vapor-wall temperature differences the condensation length in
creases and the heat rate rejected becomes very small. Figure 7(c) 
shows the change in the value of the film thickness at the inlet to 
the condenser as a function of wall temperature. 

Results obtained for the convective cooling boundary condition 
are shown in Fig. 8. A significant increase in the wall temperature 
just prior to the point of complete condensation, coincident with 
the thinning of the liquid film, is seen in Fig. 8(d). A decrease of 
the outer wall convective heat transfer coefficient, h„, from 20,000 
to 15,000 W/m2 K resulted in an increase of the wall temperature 
along the length of the condenser, an increase in the maximum 
wall temperature, and a longer condensation length as shown in 
Fig. 8(a, d). 

Summary of the Complete Condensation Phenomenon. 
Features of complete condensation in the annular film regime 
include an instantaneous steady flow field characterized by the 
segregation of liquid and vapor into distinct regions within the 
tube, the confluence of the liquid film at the termination of cocur-
rent two-phase flow, and the beginning of single-phase (liquid) 
flow. This forms a well-defined location marking the transition to 
single-phase (liquid) flow. The axial distance from the inlet of the 
condenser tube at z = 0 to the location at which the entire cross 
section is filled with liquid, is defined as Ls, the condensation 
length. Downstream of the meniscus-like surface at the confluence 
of the liquid film, the entire cross section of the tube is occupied 

Q in = 8 W (complete condensation) 
Q in = 10 W (incomplete condensation) 
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Fig. 6 Annular film condensation in a circular tube with constant wall 
temperature boundary condition. R = 1.5 mm, Tw = 300 K, Tv = 323 K, 
m = 0.01 g/s. (a) Film thickness versus position, (b) vapor pressure 
versus position, (c) liquid pressure versus position, (d) cumulative heat 
rejected versus position. 

by liquid. Any additional heat removal downstream of this location 
results only in subcooling of the liquid. 

For a given total mass flow rate and tube wall temperature (or 
convective heat transfer coefficient, h0, and ambient temperature, 
T„) the condensation length changes with heat-load-in, Qm. As the 
heat load is increased, the limit for complete condensation is 
reached. Beyond this limit the steady state flow pattern character
istic of the complete condensation phenomenon breaks down and 
condensation is said to be incomplete. The flow pattern changes to 
one that is no longer strictly steady. It is presumed for incomplete 
condensation that a more general two-phase bubbly-type flow 
exists. 

Parametric Study of Surface Tension. The effect of surface 
tension on annular film condensation in a R = 1.5-mm tube is 
demonstrated with results from a constant wall temperature exam
ple. A reference case is used as a basis of comparison. This 
reference case is the complete condensation condition with a 
constant wall temperature of 300 K, as previously presented. The 
conditions for the reference case are T„ = 300 K, Tvi„ = 323 K, 
m, = 1.00 X 10^6 (kg/s), Qm = 8 W and cr = amm. This last 
condition states that the surface tension of water is the normal 
value as specified in the material property reference (Faghri, 
1995). Results are given for two cases in which the surface tension 
property value has been changed but the same total mass flow rate, 
wall temperature, and vapor inlet temperature as the reference case 
are used. These are shown as 2<x, for an increase by a factor of two 
in the value of surface tension, and { a, for a decrease by one half 
in the value of surface tension. 

Figure 9 presents the results for S, the film thickness, pv - pvM, 
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Fig. 7 Parameters of annular film condensation as a function of wall 
temperature for in a circular tube for the constant temperature boundary 
condition. R = 1.5 mm, Tv = 323 K. (a) Cumulative heat load rejected 
versus wall temperature, (b) condensation length versus wall tempera
ture, (c) inlet film thickness versus wall temperature. 

the pressure in the vapor, p, - pnin, the liquid pressure, and Q, the 
cumulative heat removed. Previously, it was seen that for the 
reference conditions (cr = crnoml) complete condensation is 
achieved. For the case of {cr, seen in Fig. 9(d), only 6.2 W are 
rejected from the condenser and incomplete condensation results. 
At this location approximately 1,500 jam downstream from the 
entrance, the calculation terminates. Note the terminal length of 
the calculation for this case of reduced surface tension is signifi
cantly less than that for the complete condensation case with a 
normal value of surface tension. The pressure change in the vapor, 
shown in Fig. 9(b), is greater when considered up to the terminal 
point, than the case with normal surface tension. Figure 9(c) shows 
a greater pressure drop in the liquid up to the terminal length. 

For a doubling of the value of surface tension, complete con
densation occurs at less than the maximum condition. This fact is 
only uncovered by further calculations and is not revealed directly 
by any of the results presented here. For the case of 2cr, complete 
condensation occurs at a heat-load-in greater than 9 W. 

Results of computations for three different values of surface 
tension, the normal value, twice the normal value, and one half the 
normal value demonstrate that for an increasing value of surface 

tension, the maximum heat rate removed at complete condensation 
increases, with all other inputs fixed. 

Parametric Study of Radius. Results are presented for min
iature tubes of three different diameters of R = 1.5, 1.0, and 0.5 
mm. The same constant wall temperature reference case is used 
were R = 1,5-mm tube, T„ = 300 K, Tvi„ = 323 K, m, = 1.00 X 
10"6 (kg/s), and Qm = 8 W. This case represents complete 
condensation at the specified total mass flow rate. A comparison is 
made based on the condition that the mass flux, m", (kg/m2 s), is 
constant. The reference case is used to determine the constant 
value for mass flux of m" = 1.41 kg/m2 s. Figure 10 presents the 
results for S, the film thickness, pv — pvM, the pressure in the 
vapor, p, - pvim the liquid pressure, and Q, the cumulative heat 
removed. The axial film profile is qualitatively different in the 
smaller diameter tubes. As the capillary force becomes larger due 
to both principal radii of curvature becoming smaller, it plays a 
larger role in the liquid film dynamics. In Fig. 10(a) the liquid film 
profile for R = 1.0 mm, Qin = 6.2 W, the film thickness increases 
along the length of the tube before decreasing to a minimum value 
of 12.7 /j-m. This is a case of complete condensation at a value of 
Qm well below the maximum value. The pressure drop in the vapor 
for the R = 1.0-mm tube in Fig. 10(£>) is seen, after an initial 
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Fig. 8 Annular film condensation in a circular tube with convectlve 
cooling boundary condition. R = 1.5 mm, r„ = 333 K, m = 0.01 g/s, Q\„ = 
5.83 W. (a) Film thickness versus position, (b) vapor pressure versus 
position, (c) liquid pressure versus position, (d) wall temperature versus 
position. 
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change to be nearly zero over a significant portion of the passage 
length. At the smallest radius, R = 0.5 mm, there is significant 
pressure recovery in the vapor. 

Both smaller radii, R = 1.0 and 0.5 mm, represent complete 
condensation at values of Qm well below the maximum value 
possible for the given parameters of total mass flow rate, wall 
temperature, and vapor inlet temperature. It is interesting to note 
that a simple calculation based on Q, the cumulative heat load 
removed, in Fig. 10(d) demonstrates a considerable increase in the 
average wall heat flux removed (W/m2) for condensation in 
smaller diameter tubes. 

Conclusions 
Based on the numerical results and visual observations, the 

following conclusions have been made. 

1 Length of film condensation in miniature tubes is very 
restricted due to surface tension effects that result in liquid block
ing a short distance from the condenser inlet. Therefore, conden
sation in miniature tubes differs from that in larger diameter tubes. 

2 The complete condensation length is a nonlinear function of 
the vapor-wall temperature difference, increasing with the temper
ature difference approaching zero. 

3 Pressure drop in the vapor phase was usually insignificant 
compared to the pressure drop in liquid. Consequently, the vapor 
temperature variation along the condenser was infinitesimal. 

4 The film thickness decreases significantly just prior to the 
location of complete condensation. 
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Fig. 9 Parametric study of surface tension for annular film condensa
tion in a circular tube with a constant temperature boundary condition. 
I I = 1.5 mm, Tw = 300 K, Tv = 323 K, m = 0.01 g/s. (a) Film thickness 
versus position, (b) vapor pressure versus position, (c) liquid pressure 
versus position, (a) heat load rejected versus position. 
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Fig. 10 Parametric study of radius for annular film condensation in a 
circular tube with a constant temperature boundary condition. Mass flux 
at the inlet is constant (m" = 1.41 kg/m2 s) based on the reference case 
of I I = 1.5 mm, T„ = 300 K, Tv = 323 K, m = 0.01 g/s. (a) Film thickness 
versus position, (b) vapor pressure versus position, (c) liquid pressure 
versus position, (d) heat load rejected versus position. 

5 Variation of the wall temperature can be significant for 
convective cooling boundary conditions. 

6 Complete condensation in small diameter tubes is a truly 
steady phenomenon. 

7 A very distinct transition is anticipated between the steady 
phenomenon of complete condensation and the next two-phase 
flow regime, which is referred to here as incomplete condensation. 
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Analysis of Coupled Nuclear/ 
Thermal Instabilities of 
Two-Phase Flows in 
Parallel Boiling Channels 
An analytical model is proposed to study the two-phase flow instabilities of in-phase and 
out-of-phase modes in parallel boiling channels. This model takes into consideration the 
interaction between channels with different void fraction variations by modeling the 
diffusion of neutrons. Linear stability analysis in the frequency domain is performed to 
obtain stability boundaries and flow oscillation modes. In the case of parallel two 
channels, two types of stability boundaries are found to exist on the stability map; one for 
the instability of the in-phase mode and the other for that of the out-of-phase mode 
respectively. For a certain range of the void-reactivity coefficient, the void-reactivity 
feedback loop is found to be unstable in a certain region on the stability map, which has 
an effect on the stability of the in-phase mode. The interaction between channels affects 
the instability of the out-of-phase mode. The results are also obtained for the case of three 
and four channels. It is found that the channels having stronger interaction between them 
are more likely to oscillate in-phase with each other, while those having weaker inter
action are more likely to oscillate out-of-phase with each other. 

Introduction 
The flow instability in boiling water reactors is one of the most 

important problems for reactor control, design, and safety. The 
instability was observed in boiling water type test reactors, as well 
as in early power reactors that were cooled by natural circulation. 
This subject is receiving renewed interest because of the two 
representative instability events encountered in the commercial 
BWRs. One was the well-published event that occurred in LaSalle 
2, USA (U.S. NRC, 1988), in which severe oscillations of the 
neutron flux and the core flow rate eventually caused the reactor 
scramming. This event was a core-wide instability, in which the 
neutron flux, the flow rate, and the void fraction oscillated almost 
in-phase at every point in the core. The other was the oscillation 
observed in Caorso, Italy during its dynamic tests (Gialdi et al., 
1985). This was an out-of-phase oscillation with a 180-degree 
phase difference between one half of the core and the other half. 
This instability was later referred as the regional instability. The 
regional instability has characteristics similar to those of the par
allel channel instability, although it involves the spatial depen
dence of neutron dynamics. It was considered that the fundamental 
mechanisms of core-wide and regional instabilities are almost the 
same; the thermal-hydraulic instability known as the density wave 
instability coupled with the neutron dynamics by the void-
reactivity feedback loop. 

For the analysis of the BWR instabilities, a few time-domain 
computer codes with the space-dependent neutron dynamics model 
have been developed in recent years. Several numerical simula
tions of the core-wide in-phase and the regional out-of-phase 
instabilities have been performed with these codes, and have 
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produced excellent results (Enomoto et al, 1986; Takigawa et al, 
1987; Muto et al., 1990; Valtonen, 1990; Takeuchi and Takigawa, 
1994). Araya et al. (1992) tried to estimate the stability boundary 
by the time-domain transient analysis code RETRAN, and ob
tained good results about the instability of the in-phase mode. The 
time-domain numerical simulation is advantageous in analyzing 
phenomena including nonlinearities, such as the transient events 
and limit-cycle oscillations. It is, however, less efficient in deter
mining the stability boundaries because of possible dependence of 
the results on a specific time-integration scheme, and because of 
long CPU time. Therefore, the frequency-domain linear analysis, 
which requires very short CPU time, has been performed to obtain 
many suggestive results (Boure et al., 1973; Lahey, 1986; Blake-
man and March-Leuba, 1989). These analysis codes, so far pre
sented, usually adopted the point reactor dynamics model. There
fore, the object of such codes was limited to analyze only the 
instability of the in-phase mode. March-Leuba and Blakeman 
(1991) studied the instability of the subcritical neutronic mode, and 
obtained the stability boundaries for the out-of-phase mode on the 
power-flow map using the frequency-domain code LAPUR. 

In this paper, a frequency-domain analytical model is proposed 
to study the instabilities of the in-phase and the out-of-phase 
modes in parallel boiling channels. The nuclear and thermal-
hydraulic dynamics are coupled with the void-reactivity feedback. 
Also, the point reactor dynamics model is modified to take into 
account the effect of mutual interaction between channels having 
different void fraction variations. The stability boundaries and the 
oscillation modes are obtained, and the mechanisms of the two-
phase flow instability are discussed. 

Analytical Model 
Figure 1 shows the analytical model, which consists of parallel 

boiling channels. Each channel with a uniformly heated section is 
assumed to correspond to one of the divided regions or subcores of 
a BWR core. Due to the void-reactivity feedback, heating rate 
changes as the void fraction changes. In this model, the point 
kinetics equation is applied to each channel with the assumption 
that each subcore behaves like an independent core. However, 
each subcore in the actual BWRs interacts with the others. If the 
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Fig. 1 Analytical model 

Pump 

void fraction varies in a certain subcore, other subcores will be 
affected due to the neutron diffusion. An analytical model, which 
is schematically shown in Fig. 2, is thus proposed. The neutron 
flux variation in subcore 1 is mostly produced by the void-
reactivity vaiiation due to the void fraction variation in subcore 1. 
However, it is assumed that a part of it is caused by neutron 
diffusion from subcores 2 and 3. Similarly, the void-reactivity 
variation in subcore 1 leads to the power disturbances in subcores 
2 and 3 due to the neutron diffusion. To take into account the 
interaction between subcores, a coefficient Hu is introduced, 
whose physical meaning will be elaborated later. With the coeffi
cient, the power disturbance in subcore 1 is assumed to be given as 
the summation of contributions from every subcore, i.e., the power 

Ch. 2 
Hi2 8k Hi3 6k3 

Ch. 1 

Fig. 2 Analytical model for the channel-to-channel interaction due to 
the void-reactivity feedback 

disturbances in subcore J multiplied by the coefficient Hu. In the 
case of a three-channel system as shown in Fig. 2, where the 
abbreviation Ch stands for "Channel," the power disturbance of 
subcore 1 is given by 

8n, 
W||G8il8f, + Hl2G„a8lc2 + H I J G 0 5 ^ 3 (1) 

where GRJ is the transfer function of subcore J derived from its 
neutron dynamics equations, and 8kj is the reactivity perturbation 
of subcore J. The power disturbance of each subcore is thus 
governed by the interaction between subcores. 

In the thermodynamic analysis, the following assumptions are 
adopted. 

1 The two-phase flow is one-dimensional, incompressible, and 
homogeneous flow. 

2 The properties of the fluid are constant. 
3 The heat flux of the heated section is axially uniform. 

Nomenclature 

A = cross-sectional area (m ) 
Af = cross-sectional area of the fuel rod 

(m2) 
A0 = cross-sectional area of the channel 

(m2) 
C, = number density of delayed neutron 

precursor for group i 
C„ = void-reactivity coefficient, defined 

in (22) 
F = loop transfer function 
Fr = Froude number 
g = gravitational acceleration (ms~2) 
G = loop transfer function 

Hu = coefficient of the interaction be
tween channels, defined in Eq. 
(23) 

h — specific enthalpy (Jkg 's ') 
hf = specific enthalpy of the coolant at 

satuated state (Jkg~'sH) 
h/s = latent heat ( Jkg"V) 
Ja = Jacob or subcooling number 
j = imaginary number, =(—l)"2 

k — effective multiplication factor 
K = pressure loss coefficient 
/ = prompt neutron life time 

L = length of a section (m) 
L„ = neutron number migration length 
n = neutron density 
N = number of subcores 

Np = phase-change number 
Ph = perimeter of the heated section 

(m) 
AP = pressure drop (Pa) 
q" = heat flux from the fuel wall to 

the coolant (Jm~2s~') 
q'" = equivalent volumetric heating 

rate to the coolant (Jm"3s~') 
Q" = nuclear heat generation rate in 

the fuel rod ( J m " V ) 
R = frictional pressure drop, KpV2 

(PanT1) 
r, = position of subcore 
R, = ratio of amplitude 

^ = Laplace transformation parame
ter 

t = time (s) 
T = temperature (K) 
vt = V,,0/V,o, defined in Eq. (16) 
V = flow velocity (ms~') 
W = mass flow rate (Kgs-1) 

AXsub = degree of subcooling at the 
channel inlet, (hs — h)lhh 

z = axial position (m) 

Greek Letter 

a = void fraction 
a, = heat transfer coefficient xf 

(JnrVK""1) 

|3, = delayed neutron fraction of group ;' 
r = (p, - ps)/h/spgp, 
8 = perturbed variable 

eu = defined in Eq. (24) 
6,j = phase difference 
A, = decay constant of delayed neutron 

precursor of group i 
p = density (kgm~3) 

TM = time constant of the fuel (s) 

Subscripts and Superscripts 

A V = average along the heated section 
B = boiling boundary 
e = outlet of the heated section 
/ = fuel 
g = saturated gas phase 
H = heated section 
i = inlet of the heated section 
/ = channel number 

IJ = between 7th and 7th subcore 
J = subcore number 
/ = saturated liquid phase 

R = riser section 
SP = single-phase section 

T = downcomer section 
TP = two-phase section 

= Laplace transformed variable, 
which is a function of the parame
ter s 
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4 The subcooled boiling is neglected. 

In actual BWRs, pressure and power spatial distributions, var
ious flow patterns of two-phase flow and three-dimensional neu
tron diffusion effects exist. Therefore, the simplification due to the 
above assumptions may lead to quantitative errors. They are, 
however, sufficient to give qualitatively correct results, since the 
purpose of the present study is to develop a new model to study the 
basic mechanism of the instabilities, not to develop a general-
purpose computer code for real BWRs. 

Mathematical Formulation 

Basic Equations for the Two-Phase and Single-Phase Flows 
in Subcores. The conservation equations of mass, energy, and 
momentum for the one-dimensional homogeneous two-phase flow 
are given as 

dp dp dV 
dt dz r dz (2) 

a d 
— {pghga + p,h,{\ - a)} + — {pghga + p,h,(l - a)}V = q'" 

(3) 

(4) 
' dV dV\ dP 

dt dz dz 
0 

where a denotes the void fraction, q"' is the heating rate per unit 
volume. The linear stability analysis procedure is used to transform 
the governing equations in the time domain into those of small 
perturbations in the frequency domain; details of the procedure are 
referred to in Fukuda and Kobori (1978), Lahey and Moody (1993) 
and any standard textbook on elementary control theory. Perturb
ing, Laplace transforming, and integrating over the channel length 
Eqs. (2)-(4), the transfer functions GTP0 and GSP for the two-phase 
and the single-phase section, respectively, in a subcore (or a 
channel) between lower and upper plena can be obtained (Rao et 
a l , 1995). 

SAP, /St/; 8q'"\ 8q" 
+ GTJ ~, s- I + F„ °\ VK 

8APSP 
V2 + GSP 

P l v 10 

I 0 I 

8fc 

9o 
= 0 

= 0 

(5) 

(6) 

(1 -GV)VI Gv (12) 

F,= (s' + 2 ) ( i / . - 1) + 
KH 

2Np 

\NpL'R ) 
l^—S'+KR + KmAve (13) 

GSP = (NpL'SP + Ja)*' + KSP[^\ + 

t±PTP = P n — P B\ APsr = 

Ja 
NPL'SP 

PB-P 

+ K<„ 

L'R-
LR 

vi0-

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The Jacob number Ja, phase-change number Np, and Froude 
number Fr are defined as follows (Ishii and Zuber, 1971): 

Ja = AAL.J - - 1 Np 
Tq'"LH 

Vin
 ; p r : 

gLH 
(17) 

where LSP, LH, and LR are the lengths of single-phase section, 
heated section, and riser section, respectively. # i n , KSP, KH, KR, 
and K„M are the pressure-loss coefficients for the inlet of the 
subcore, the single-phase section, the heated section, the riser 
section, and the outlet of the subcore. T and AXsub are defined in 
the Nomenclature. The subscript 0 denotes values at steady-state. 
Fq is the added term introduced through consideration of the 
coupled nuclear-thermal effect. Thus, this term does not appear in 
the case of constant heating rate (or without the void-reactivity 
feedback). 

Neutron and Fuel Dynamics. To obtain the transfer functions 
for perturbed values of inlet velocity SV,/V,0 and pressure drop 
SAP/p/Vfo in Eqs. (5) and (6), we need a relationship between the 
perturbation of the heating rate 8q'"/q"„ and that of the inlet 
velocity 8Vi/V,0, which is obtained as follows: 

The point-reactor dynamics equations are given by 

dn 

dt 

k{\ - J 3 ) - 1 
» + E kic< 

where 

dCi _ Jfc0; 

dt I 
n + A,C, (i = 1, . . . , 6) 

(18) 

(19) 

iVpFr 

r, = n(l) + a{2) 

+ (s' + 1) lnveGv+ G, 

; (2 ) . 
\NpVR 

1 ve 

K„ 
W 2 U 

(7) 

l)Gv+G0} (8) 

KRve 

Np¥vve 2NpL'R) s 

1 — exp(—Ja.?' 

2 G„ 

Gv= 1 - • 

(9) 

(10) 

1 - n 2-s' 

ve 

(vr 

2-s' 
(n = 0, 1, 2) (11) 

where n is the neutron density, k is the effective multiplication 
factor, / is the prompt neutron life time, j3 is the delayed neutron 
fraction, A, is the decay constant of delayed neutron precursor of 
group i, and C, is the delayed neutron precursor density of group 
('. Perturbing and Laplace transforming Eq. (18) and (19) yields the 
perturbation of the nuclear heat generation rate as 

SQ'" 8n 

where 

GR i + 2 

GR8k 

s + X., 

The void-reactivity coefficient C„ is defined by 

8k = Ca8dAV 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

where aAV is the average void fraction in a heated section. 
The coefficient Hu, which reflects the degree of interaction from 

subcore / to / , is assumed to be 
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e x p ( - e „ ) 
Hu = ^ - H i - (23) 

A' 

2 exp(-e„) 

\n ~ n (24) 

where r, — r,, is the distance between subcore / and J, and L„ is 
the neutron diffusion length. 

The coefficient Hu given in the above equations is a simple 
model; it indicates the fraction of the power variation of the 
subcore I due to the void-reactivity variation in the subcore J. It is 
based on the assumption that the neutron diffusion between sub-
cores is mainly responsible for the subcore-to-subcore interaction 
due to the void-reactivity feedback. Therefore, the coefficient is 
assumed to have an exponential form, with the ratio of the subcore-
to-subcore distance (r, — rj) to the neutron diffusion length (L„) 
as the parameter; this can most reflect the diffusion-like feature. 
Furthermore, the coefficient takes a normalized form, i.e., S / / „ = 
1. This guarantees that the multichannel model will produce the 
same results as the single-channel model for the instability of the 
in-phase mode. As will be reported in another paper by the authors, 
further study of the channel-to-channel interaction is under way, 
which would support the similar relationship of 2 /7 w = 1. It 
should be noted, however, that the model of Hu is rather rough, 
and further study is needed for correct quantitative estimation of 
the channel-to-channel interaction. Nevertheless, the simple model 
should serve well for the purpose of studying the mechanism of the 
instabilities. In subsequent studies, the authors have further devel
oped a more rigid but more complex model called the "Multi-Point 
Reactor Model," in which basic ideas of the present model (called 
the "Subcore Model") have been inherited, while the effect of 
neutron migration between subcores is directly taken into consid
eration in the stage of establishing the neutron dynamics equation 
for a subcore. (Uehiro et al„ 1997; Fukuda et al., 1998) The 
comparison between results with the present simple model and 
those with the more advanced "Multi-Point Reactor Model" 
showed that the conclusions drawn in the present paper remain 
unchanged. 

As described before, the power disturbance for subcore / is 
therefore given as a summation of contributions from all subcores 
(including subcore / itself). Combining Eqs. (20), (22), and (23) 
yields 

8Q" 
= z ) (HuGRjCa,J&&AV,j) 

I 7 = 1 

ZJ (HijGKjCaJGaAVj) (25) 

where GaAV is the transfer function for the average void fraction in 
the heated section given by (Rao et al., 1995) 

8aAV- Ga 

8V, 8q'" 
(26) 

where Tf, pf, and Cp are the temperature, density, and specific heat 
of the fuel rod, respectively; Ph and Af are the perimeter and 
cross-sectional area of the fuel rod, q" is the heat flux from the 
surface of fuel to the coolant, q'" is the volumetric heating rate to 
the coolant, A0 is the cross-sectional area of the flow channel, 7*, 
is the saturated temperature, and af is the heat transfer coefficient 
on the surface of the fuel. Perturbing, Laplace transforming, and 
combining Eqs. (28)-(30) yields 

8Jf_ 
q'l 

1 8Q" 

1 + TMS Q"0 

where TM is the fuel time constant defined by 

_ PfCPAf 
afPh 

(31) 

(32) 

Eliminating 8Q'"/Q'"0 from Eqs. (25) and (31), we obtain the 
coupled nuclear-thermal equation. 

ST 
<?"o 

2 8/J + GgJJ 

st>, S« = 1 (I = J) 

s„ = o (/#y) 

where 

GqJJ = ! 4_ „. c GRjGaAVj. 
1 TMS 

(33) 

(34) 

Substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (5) and combining with Eq. (6), we 
obtain the transfer function G „ between total pressure drop in the 
subcore and inlet velocity. 

SAP 

P,Vfa 
= z>„ 8V, 

where 

G,j - [GTP0 + GSp],8,j + [Fq - GTPB], 
G q.U 

8/y + Gq,u' 

(35) 

(36) 

Characteristic Equation and Oscillation Mode. The pres
sure drop perturbation in the downcomer is derived from the 
momentum equation, and is given by 

8Pn - 8P = GT8WT 

where 

Gr KrVm + LTS 

WT = p^j-Vj-

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

where Gr is the transfer function, WT the flow rate, KT the 
frictional pressure drop coefficient, VT the velocity, LT the length, 
and A T the cross-sectional area of the downcomer. The pressure 
drop perturbation in the subcore is written from Eq. (35). 

S£ - 8PD = 2 Gu8Wj (40) 

GnAV — 
Pi / v. 

Npp„ 
(27) 

The energy conservation equation for a fuel rod is given by 

dT, Ul f 

pfc-Af^ = AfQ'"-p'-ii" 

P„q" = ABq'" 

q" = a,{Tf- T„) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

where 

W,o = ptA,Vm (41) 

Total pressure drop perturbation over the whole circulation loop is 
zero. Therefore, combining Eq. (37) and Eq. (40), and then utiliz
ing the relation of the total flow rate WT = 2 W,, yields 

2 FrJ8Wj = 0 (42) 
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Fig. 3 A contour map showing the existence of two roots of character
istic equation corresponding to the in-phase and the out-of-phase mode, 
respectively; Ja = 1.5, Np = 4.627, Fr = 0.0125 

where 

or, if written as a matrix, 

F\] Fn 

Fn Fzi 

Gu + GT 

O 

8 # , 
8W2 

8WN 

The characteristic equation of the system is then given by 

\[F,A\ = 0. 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Equation (44) is a set of N simultaneous equations, which can be 
solved for each root of Eq. (45), to obtain the flow oscillation mode 
as 

8 # , : SW2 : . . . :8fyN = 1 : R2e
JI>2 : . . . : RNeje" (46) 

where R, is the ratio of the amplitude, and d, is the phase differ-

Results and Discussion 
Calculation Procedure. In this paper, the Nyquist's method 

(Hetrick, 1971) is adopted to determine the stability boundary. 
Substituting jto into the Laplace parameter s in the characteristic 
equation of the system (Eq. (45)), if the Nyquist locus turns right 
around the origin on the complex F(j)-plane as a> is changed from 
0 to oo, we recognize that the system is unstable. When the locus 
passes just on the origin, the system is in a state of marginal 
stability. The problem arises, however, when for some parameters, 
the characteristic equation possesses poles in the right half domain 
on the complex s-plane so that the Nyquist's method is difficult to 
apply. In that case, we multiply Eq. (45) with the term that 
possesses the poles to eliminate the poles from the characteristic 
equation, and then use the new equation to draw a Nyquist locus. 
The validity of this procedure is proved by drawing the contour 
map for/ = \F(s)\ on the complex s-plane to directly obtain roots 
of the original characteristic equations, and comparing the stability 
result determined by the roots and that by the Nyquist locus from 
the modified characteristic equation. In the case of parallel sub-
cores, the system can have as many stability boundaries or corre-
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Fig. 4 Void-reactivity coefficient C„ as a function of the average void 
fraction 

sponding fundamental oscillation modes as the number of the 
subcores. By substituting into Eq. (46) the root of the characteristic 
equation that is associated with a specific stability boundary, we 
can find the oscillation mode for that stability boundary. Figure 3 
shows an example of the contour map on the complex s -plane, 
where we can find two roots which correspond to different oscil
lation modes. This contour map provides supplement for deter
mining the stability boundary with the Nyquist's method. 

Case of Two Subcores. The regional instability observed in 
the commercial BWRs was the out-of-phase mode oscillations 
with a 180-deg phase difference between one half of a core and the 
other half; the coolant flow and the neutron distribution in a core 
behaved as if the core was composed of two subcores. To analyze 
this phenomenon, the stability analysis is first performed for the 
case of parallel two subcores. The parameters of the system are 
taken from the LaSalle 2 data (Commonwealth Edition Co., 1977). 
The length of adiabatic riser is, however, assumed to be zero for 
simplicity. The fuel time constant TM, which varies with the 
structure of the core, the operational condition and the degree of 
the fuel burnup, is set at a value of 6 sec, according to the LaSalle 
2 data (Commonwealth Edition Co., 1977) of 5-7 sec. The void-
reactivity coefficient is given as a function of the void fraction, as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

Stability Boundary for Each Instability Mode. Figure 5 
shows the stability boundaries of the system on the Ja-Np plane 
(Ishii and Zuber, 1970). The two solid lines display the stability 
boundaries of the system, one corresponding to the in-phase mode, 
and the other to the out-of-phase mode. The broken line is the 
out-of-phase mode stability boundary without including the void-
reactivity feedback. In the figure, letter A shows a region where 
only the in-phase mode is unstable; B: both modes are unstable; C: 
only the out-of-phase mode is unstable; D: both modes are stable. 
In the case of without the void-reactivity feedback, only the 
stability boundary of the out-of-phase mode appears, while the 
in-phase mode is stable everywhere in the map. This agrees with 
the results in the literature (Fukuda and Kobori, 1978); (Fukuda et 
al, 1982) that suggest that the in-phase mode oscillation was rarely 
observed in the system of hydrodynamic parallel boiling channels. 

M | i i i | i i 
out-of 

in-phase -phase w/o v.r. 

Fig. 5 Stability boundary of the system on the Ja-Wp plane, Fr = 0.0125 
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Fig. 6 Effect of the void-reactivity coefficient C„ on the stability bound
ary, Fr = 0.0125 

On the other hand, in the case of with the void-reactivity feedback 
included, not only the in-phase mode unstable region appears on 
the stability map, but also the out-of-phase mode unstable region 
is widened compared to that in the case of without void-reactivity 
feedback. The result shows that the void-reactivity feedback effect 
makes the system more unstable. Also the shape and the tendency 
of these stability boundaries are similar to those by March-Leuba 
and Blakeman (1991). Quantitative comparison is not possible 
because the present analysis does not include structural details of 
a BWR. Nevertheless, the result shows that the analysis in this 
paper is valid for study of the stability mechanism. 

Effect of the Void-Reactivity Coefficient. The void-reactivity 
coefficient represents the degree of the void-reactivity feedback effect, 
which is one of the governing factors causing the instability of the 
system. Figure 6 shows the stability boundaries for various void-
reactivity coefficients that were modified by multiplying the coeffi
cients shown in Fig. 4 with a constant. The solid lines are the stability 
boundaries of the system. Inside the broken line is the region in which 
the poles of the characteristic equation (Eq. (45)), or the roots of 
[8,j + Ggjj] = 0 in Eq. (36), have positive real parts. Since this 
equation corresponds to the characteristic equation for the closed-loop 
8Vj — 8q'" transfer function given in Eq. (33), the broken line can be 
recognized as the stability boundary for the void-reactivity feedback 
loop (Rao et al., 1995). It was found that as the void-reactivity 
coefficient becomes larger (or the effect of the void-reactivity feed
back becomes stronger), both modes become less stable, and the 
region where the void-reactivity feedback loop is unstable expands. It 
is noted that part of the stability boundary of the in-phase mode 
coincides with part of the stability boundary for the void-reactivity 
feedback loop; this indicates that the void-reactivity feedback strongly 
affects the instability of the in-phase mode. 

Effect of Froude Number. Figure 7 shows the effect of 
Froude number on the stability boundaries. It is found that the 
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Fig. 7 Effect of Froude number on the stability boundary 

system becomes less stable as Fr decreases. The stability boundary 
of the in-phase mode shifts toward lower Ja area, while that of the 
out-of-phase mode shifts toward lower Np area as Fr is decreased. 
Also, the stability boundary of the in-phase mode is more sensitive 
to the change in Fr than that of the out-of-phase mode, suggesting 
that the in-phase mode instability is affected to a larger extent by 
the inertial force and/or the gravitational force. 

Effect of the Interaction between Subcores Through the 
Void-Reactivity Relation. The parameter eu in Eq. (23) is de
fined as the ratio of the channel-to-channel distance to the neutron 
diffusion length, which indicates the degree of the interaction 
between subcores. Figure 8 shows stability boundaries for various 
values of e12, where the interaction between subcores is stronger 
for a smaller e,2. It is found that the stability boundary of the 
in-phase mode is unchanged regardless of the value of e12. How
ever, the stability boundary of the out-of-phase mode changes as 
the value of e12 changes; the out-of-phase mode becomes more 
unstable as e12 increases resulting in a weaker interaction between 
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subcores. On the other hand, for the limiting case of en = 0, the 
out-of-phase mode stability boundary was found to be numerically 
in complete agreement with the stability boundary in the case of 
without void-reactivity feedback. This interesting result requires 
further study. The interaction between subcores makes the out-of-
phase mode more stable because of the effect of averaging the 
power disturbances in all subcores. These results seem to suggest 
that the out-of-phase mode is more influenced by the thermal-
hydraulic effect, while the in-phase mode is more influenced by the 
void-reactivity feedback effect. 

Modes in the Case of Three and Four Subcores. In the case 
of 3 and 4 subcores, the number of the out-of-phase modes 
increases in comparison with the case of 2 subcores. The charac
teristic roots associated with the out-of-phase mode are double 
roots if all subcores are completely at the same condition (geo
metric, thermal-hydraulic, etc.). The double roots separate into two 
when the condition of a subcore is a little different from the others. 
In this section, the effect of subcore interaction on various out-of-
phase modes is revealed for the case of 3 and 4 subcores. The 
degree of this interaction depends on the distance between sub-
cores as modeled by Eqs. (23) and (24). The interaction between 
subcores can be varied by shifting the position of one of the 
subcores. Figures 9-11 show patterns of the relationships of the 
subcores, which are selected to study the basic mechanism, and the 
variations of the out-of-phase modes for each pattern. In Figs. 9 
and 10, the out-of-phase modes are examined when one of the 
three subcores is shifted. Figure 11 shows state of the out-of-phase 
modes when the distance between two couples of subcores is 
changed. In Figs. 9-11, the horizontal axis is the parameter e of the 
interaction between subcores assumed by Eq. (24). The vertical 
axis is the real part of characteristic root for each mode. A mode 
becomes less stable (or more unstable) as its real part becomes 
larger. Also, the mode is stable when the real part of the charac
teristic root is negative according to general control theory. A 
group of numbers within parentheses indicates a specific oscilla
tion mode. Each number is the relative oscillation amplitude of a 
corresponding subcore. The positive and negative signs represent 
a phase difference of 180 deg. For example, the mode (1, 1, - 2 ) 
indicates that the subcores 1 and 2 oscillate in-phase with each 
other (with a phase difference of 0 deg) and have equivalent 
oscillation amplitude, while the subcore 3 oscillates out-of-phase 
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with subcores 1 and 2 (with a phase difference of 180 deg) and has 
an oscillation amplitude twice as large. Figure 9 shows variation of 
two modes (1, - 1 , 0) and (1, 1, - 2 ) with e, which is the relative 
distance or the strength of interaction between subcore 3 and 
subcores 1 and 2. For e < 1, the mode (1, - 1 , 0) is more dominant 
(having a larger real part) than the mode (1, 1, —2), while for e > 
1, the mode (1, 1, - 2 ) is more dominant. Figure 10 shows 
variations of the two modes when the subcore 3 shifts between 
subcore 1 and 2 as shown schematically in the figure. When 
subcore 3 lies just at the center of the subcores 1 and 2, i.e., e = 
1, there are two modes (1, - 1, 0) and (1, 1, -2 ) , with the former 
being more dominant than the latter. This dominant mode changes 
as subcore 3 approaches subcore 1, showing that subcore 3 will 
oscillate in-phase with subcore 1 to which it has a stronger inter
action. Finally, these two modes become (1, - 2 , 1) and (1, 0, —1) 
when subcores 3 and 1 are completely at the same position (i.e., 
e = 0), with the mode (1, —2, 1) much more dominant. Similarly, 
in the case of four subcores as shown in Fig. 11, three modes exist. 
The mode (1, 1, — 1, -1 ) becomes more dominant than the others 
when the distance or interaction between couple 2 (the subcores 3 
and 4) and couple 1 (the subcores 1 and 2) is larger than that 

/|\ e is larger 
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Fig. 11 Case C for the case of four subcores; e = e-u = e23 (0.7 < e < 
1.4), e12 = e34 = 1, Np = 10, Ja = 1, Fr = 0.0125 
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between the two cores in a couple, I.e., e > 1. When e < 1, the 
mode (—1, 1, 1, —1) is more dominant. These results again 
confirmed that a subcore is more apt to oscillate in-phase with a 
subcore of stronger interaction and out-of-phase with a subcore of 
weaker interaction. These results show that the two-dimensional 
nuclear interaction between regions in a reactor core plays an 
influential roll in determining the unstable oscillation modes. 

In our previous paper (Rao et al., 1995) dealing with only 
instabilities of the in-phase mode, qualitative comparison was 
made between the result by the present frequency-domain code 
and that by a time-domain code. In the present paper, however, 
qualitative comparison of the results with those by other studies or 
with experimental data has not been performed. This is partly due 
to the lack of experimental data on the stability boundary of the 
out-of-phase mode—some limited transient results cannot be used 
to compare with the results by a frequency-domain model, which 
only give stability boundaries not the transient responses. Also, the 
interaction coefficient between subcores (Hij) need to be evalu
ated before the present model can be applied to a real BWR. 
However, the authors believe that the idea presented in this paper 
will cast a new light on making use of the frequency-domain 
method to study the out-of-phase instabilities in BWRs. 

Conclusion 
An analytical model was proposed to study regional instabilities 

in BWRs. The model consists of parallel boiling channels with 
coupled nuclear and thermal-hydraulic feedbacks, and is capable 
of taking into consideration the interaction between subcores. 
Linear stability analysis was performed to reveal dominant factors 
affecting the two-phase flow instabilities of the in-phase and the 
out-of-phase modes. It was found that the void-reactivity feedback 
plays an important role in initiating the instability of the in-phase 
mode. The instability of the in-phase mode is more sensitive to the 
Froude number effect than that of the out-of-phase mode. The 
interaction between subcores makes the instability of the out-of-
phase mode less unstable. A subcore is easier to oscillate in-phase 
with a subcore to which it has a stronger interaction and out-of-
phase with a subcore to which it has a weaker interaction. 
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Experimental Study of 
Dispersed Droplets in High-
Pressure Annular Flows 
Local measurements were made in a droplet-laden vapor core in upward R-134a annular 
flow in a high aspect ratio vertical duct. These detailed measurements are unique in that 
they were performed at high pressures and low liquid-to-vapor density ratios. Using a 
gamma densitometer, hot-film anemometer and laser Doppler velocimeter, profiles of void 
fraction, liquid droplet frequency, and droplet velocity were acquired across the narrow 
test section dimension. At relatively high flows, the measured void fraction was highest 
near the wall, due to the thinning of the liquid film. The dip in the void fraction in the 
vapor core at these flows suggests significant droplet entrainment. The entrainment 
fractions for these refrigerant flows fall in the range measured for pressurized steam-
water systems. The average drop size, calculated from direct measurements of void 
fraction, droplet velocity, and frequency, compares favorably with previous experimental 
results from the literature. These data are useful for developing an improved understand
ing of practical two-phase flows, and for assessment of advanced two-fluid computer 
codes. 

Introduction 
Application of two-fluid model computer codes for prediction of 

gas-liquid flows relies on the availability of an experimental da
tabase from which an understanding of fundamental physical phe
nomena can be developed. Such a database is also required to 
rigorously assess a code's predictive capability. Most of the ex
perimental data in the open literature apply to air-water flows 
through circular geometries at atmospheric conditions. Detailed 
two-phase flow data for different fluids, in particular for low 
liquid-to-gas density ratios through noncircular geometries at ele
vated temperature and pressure conditions, are seriously lacking. 

Annular two-phase flow usually occurs through a transition 
from the slug/churn-turbulent flow regime at high average void 
fractions. In such flows, the liquid phase is transported in both a 
film along the walls and as droplets entrained in the central gas 
core. The ratio of the liquid phase in the film to that in droplet form 
varies according to a number of parameters, including the fluid 
flow rates and the liquid-to-gas density ratio. The interface be
tween the liquid film and the vapor core is characterized by 
disturbance (or roll) waves. These waves often have heights which 
are several times larger than the mean liquid film thickness, and 
can travel relative to the liquid film at significant velocities. At 
high gas velocities, the roll wave crests are sheared off, forming 
droplets that entrain into a highly turbulent vapor core. Droplets 
can also be formed by the disintegration of the liquid bridges in the 
churn-turbulent regime. The droplets thus formed are transferred 
and redeposited on the film. 

Hewitt and Hall-Taylor (1970) state that droplet size is impor
tant in determining the mass and heat transfer behavior of the 
system, and for determining the velocity of the droplets with 
respect to the gas phase. The droplet size and velocity are usually 
not simultaneously measured. Indeed, measurements of both drop
let size and droplet velocity profiles in annular flow have been 
reported in only a few publications (Hadded et al., 1985; Tayali et 
al, 1990; Azzopardi and Teixeira, 1994a, b). These previous 
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measurements were made in air-water flows for a wide range of 
flow rates using laser-based velocity and sizing techniques. 

Ueda (1979) provided a droplet size correlation based on data 
obtained in air-water, various aqueous solutions, and low liquid-
to-gas density ratio refrigerant flows. There have also been mech
anistic models and correlations based on shearing of roll waves 
(e.g., Tatterson et al., 1977; Kataoka et al., 1983; Lopes and 
Dukler, 1986) which were developed primarily from air-water data 
at atmospheric conditions. These models tend to deviate from the 
experimental data for low liquid-to-gas density ratios. Kocamus-
tafaogullari et al. (1994) developed a droplet size model account
ing for the breakup of the droplets in addition to the shearing of the 
roll waves. Their model has not been tested against detailed local 
measurements of droplet size in heated systems, especially in 
geometries other than circular cross sections. As pointed out by 
Lopes and Dukler (1986), the location at which droplet sampling 
is made in the vapor core is critical for validating different models. 

Few local measurements of droplet size, droplet velocity, and 
void fraction are available for heated systems with low liquid-to
gas density ratios. In addition, the majority of open literature 
information involves circular pipes. The present study was under
taken to acquire local data in two-phase flows through a vertical 
duct geometry, at pressures significantly above atmospheric. This 
study expands upon earlier work (Trabold et al., 1997) by concen
trating attention on upward annular flow phenomena through the 
application of a variety of instrumentation techniques. The work
ing fluid for all the experiments was R-134a,' one of the relatively 
new class of nonchlorinated refrigerant fluids which does not 
deplete the ozone layer. This fluid is widely used in heat exchang
ers, air conditioning, and refrigeration systems, and is recom
mended as a replacement for R-113 and R-114. Aside from its 
practical importance, R-134a is also of scientific interest because 
of its very low liquid-to-vapor density ratio and low surface 
tension (7.3 and 0.0021 N/m, respectively, at 2.4 MPa). 

The specific objectives of this study are to: (1) extend the 
annular flow database to refrigerant flows through a vertical duct at 
pressures much higher than atmospheric pressure; (2) provide 
liquid droplet velocity and size measurements in the vapor core at 
liquid-to-gas density ratios comparable to steam-water at high 

1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane 
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pressure; and (3) understand the new data for void fraction, droplet 
frequency, velocity and size, and to gain insight into the complex 
physical phenomena characteristic of annular two-phase flows. 

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation 

Flow Loop and Test Section. Key components of the exper
imental R-134a loop are a chiller and pressurizer to maintain the 
liquid phase at the inlet of a circulating canned rotor pump, a large 
C0 2 heat exchanger, loop heaters, high/low range throttle valves, 
flow meters, and a vertical test section. Loop conditions are set by 
programmed logic controllers; acquired data include mass flow 
rate, temperature, pressure, heater power, and test section pressure 
drop. The loop design pressure ranges from 0.4 to 2.5 MPa, and 
temperature ranges from 0° to 80°C. The test section, illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 1, has a hydraulic diameter of 4.85 mm and 
an aspect ratio of approximately 20. Optical access to the flow is 
provided by four pairs of fused silica windows. The center of the 
window width forms the transverse (Y) dimension of the flow 
passage. In the side of the test section between the pairs of 
windows are 2.5-cm diameter ports which permit access to the 
flow for various instruments. For these experiments, rakes of nine 
thermocouples were located in Ports #1 and 5. Three pressure taps 
were located within each window, as well as at the top and bottom 
of the test section length. 

An instrument scanning mechanism positions the gamma den
sitometer system (GDS) and laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) 
instrumentation along three axes. To measure void distributions in 
either the thickness (Z) or the width (Y) directions, the gamma 
densitometer is rotated 90 degrees about the test section (X-axis). 
Both gamma beam and laser tests have shown that the GDS and 
LDV positioning accuracy is approximately ±0.03 mm. An offset, 
usually less than ±0.05 mm in the measurement position intro
duced by thermal expansion of the test section, was corrected for 
as necessary. 

The inlet to the test section is comprised of three independent 
flow zones which enable the introduction of different flow rates 
and/or fluid enthalpies. This feature permits the investigation of 
flows with nonuniform inlet boundary conditions. For all experi
ments documented in this paper, the inlet flow was introduced 
either entirely through the center zone, or evenly divided among 
the three zones. In the latter case, the fluid enthalpy was not varied 
across the test section inlet. The experimental results indicate that 
the manner in which the flow enters the test section has no 
discernible effect on measurements taken at downstream locations. 

Gamma Densitometer System (GDS). The gamma densi
tometer provides a direct measurement of the density of a two-
phase mixture in the path of a gamma beam through the following 
relationship: 

P = pressure tap location Port #5 (TC Rake) 

-P13 

Z Dimension HFA Scan 
(XIDh = 182) 

Z Dimension LDV Scan 
(XIDh = W) 

i Front View 

Average void fraction 
viaGDSat»fl»=169 

•PI 

Port #1(TC Rake) 

3-Zone Inlet 

Fig. 1 Test section and measurement locations 

ln|'£ 
Pit, = (Xt 

(1) 

where /„ and p,t are calibration constants obtained from gamma 
count measurements at each desired measurement position, with an 
empty test section and a subcooled liquid-filled test section. / is the 
count rate measured for the two-phase test condition. The two-
phase density is related to the void fraction and vapor and liquid 
densities through the following relationship: 

Pii = (1 - ot)p, + apg (2) 

where a is the void fraction, p, is the density of the liquid phase, 
and ps is the density of the vapor phase. Solving for a yields 

Nomenclature 

A = aspect ratio (width/thickness) 
B = bias 

D,, = duct hydraulic diameter, mm 
d,, = droplet diameter, pxa 

d„„ = Sauter mean droplet diameter, pm 
fd = droplet frequency, Hz 
G = mass flux, kg/hr/m2 

P = pressure, MPa 
Re = Reynolds number 

t = duct thickness, mm 

V = HFA output voltage 
Vd = droplet velocity, m/s 
VT = threshold voltage for HFA probe 

signal analysis 
W = duct width, mm 

We,„ = modified Weber number 
w = mass flow rate, kg/hr 
X = streamwise (length) dimension 
Y = width dimension 
Z = thickness dimension 

Greek Symbols 

a = void fraction 
Ap = density difference, kg/m3 

p. = dynamic viscosity, kg/hr-m 
p = density, kg/m3 

a = surface tension, N/m 

Subscripts 

d = droplet 
g = gas phase 
/ = liquid phase 

2c/> = two-phase (mixture) 
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The liquid and vapor-phase densities were determined based on 
saturation properties at the measured test section exit temperature. 

The GDS currently being used in the R-134a test facility fea
tures a 9 curie Cesium-137 gamma source and a Nal detector. 
Typically, eight line-average void fraction measurements were 
made across the Z dimension of the test section. Another type of 
gamma densitometer measurement is the wide beam measurement 
through the Z-axis. These measurements were performed at the 
centerline of the duct width (Y dimension), about 6.3 cm below the 
hot-film anemometer probe. The effective gamma beam width at 
the test section is 4.2 mm. This line-average void fraction mea
surement provided a means of assessing the accuracy of local void 
fraction measurements, through comparison to the integrated av
erage of hot-film anemometer data. All three types of GDS data 
were obtained at a stream wise position of XI Dh = 169. 

Hot-Film Anemometer (HFA). The constant temperature 
hot-film anemometer technique was used previously for various 
two-phase flow measurements in R-114 and R-134a and is de
scribed in detail by Trabold et al. (1994, 1997, 1998). The single-
sensor HFA probes used in this previous work afforded measure
ments of both local void fraction and interfacial frequency profiles. 
For the present testing program, a dual-sensor probe was installed 
at X/D,, = 182 and the center of the Y dimension (Fig. 1). The 
HFA probe is comprised of two active sensing elements which are 
separated in the streamwise (X) dimension by a known distance. 
The probe used in the present tests had platinum film sensors with 
a 25-jum diameter and 254-/j,m active length, and a measured 
sensor separation distance of 1.44 ± 0.01 mm. 

The use of two sensors permits acquisition of interfacial velocity 
measurements based on the cross-correlation between two output 
voltage signals. The peak in the cross-correlation versus time plot 
corresponds to the most probable time required for a gas-liquid 
interface to travel between the HFA sensors, from which the mean 
interfacial velocity may be calculated. The measurement position 
ranges from 0.15 mm from the wall to about the duct centerline. 

The combined slope and level thresholding method of Carvalho 
and Bergles (1992) was used to analyze the HFA output voltage 
signals for determination of local vapor volume fraction. A level 
threshold was set at the midpoint between the vapor and liquid 
parts of the output voltage signal, with slope thresholding addi
tionally applied to account for the finite time for gas-liquid inter
faces to pass the HFA sensor. A typical output voltage sample 
histogram associated with a dispersed liquid/continuous vapor 
waveform is shown in Fig. 2. The large peak represents the 
baseline vapor phase voltage. Samples in voltage bins to the right 
of this peak correspond to discrete samples of the liquid droplet 
pulses. Depending on the magnitude of the dispersed liquid vol
ume fraction, a smaller peak may also be visible at the high end of 
the output voltage range. The threshold voltage is then taken as the 
midpoint between the highest and lowest voltage bins after the 
elimination process. The integrated averages of various HFA Z 
scan data profiles obtained were found to be in good agreement 
with line-average gamma densitometer measurements. 

In addition to the local void fraction, the data analysis program 
also provided a measurement of local liquid droplet frequency by 
counting the number of positive pulses in a known measurement 
time. More details of eccentric droplet impaction on the sensor are 
provided by Trabold et al. (1998). 

Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV). Laser Doppler velocim-
etry is a well-established instrument for velocity measurements in 
single-phase gas and liquid flows. This technique has also been 
used to simultaneously measure vapor and liquid velocities in 
bubbly flow (e.g., Vassallo et al., 1993). In the present experi
ments, two focused laser beams were transmitted through a quartz 
window, to intersect inside the test section atX/D,, = 169 (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 2 Hot-film anemometer signal voltage histogram 

This intersection point defines the measurement location within the 
droplet field. At high void fractions and high flow rates, the liquid 
film is relatively thin, and LDV droplet measurements are possible 
along most of the Z-axis. As the void fraction or flow rate de
creases, the film gets thicker and wavier, and the LDV measure
ments are more difficult to attain. This is because the true samples 
in the velocity histogram are masked by a high-frequency noise 
component (as the gain is increased) occurring near zero velocity. 
At some moderate void fractions and flow rates, measurements of 
droplet velocity are only possible near the central plane of the test 
section, where the noise contribution from the film is reduced. At 
low void fractions (less than 0.7), the irregularities and thickness 
of the film make it impossible to obtain any droplet measurements. 

A backscatter fiber optic LDV probe was used to acquire the 
droplet velocity measurements. The probe was equipped with a 
short focal length lens (122 mm) to produce a measurement 
volume about 0.25 mm long. The probe was mounted on a tra
versing slide to enable motion in the Z-axis. The near-wall (closest 
to the probe) measurement location was determined by moving the 
probe forward toward the test section and noting the position at 
which Doppler signals first appeared. Measurements were taken 
across the test section thickness dimension with a positioning 
uncertainty of about ±0.13 mm. 

The Doppler signals were analyzed for velocity using a counter-
timer signal processor. Input signals must first pass a voltage 
threshold; if a signal is greater than a minimum amplitude, it is 
processed for velocity. However, if the processor gain is set too 
high, noise may be misinterpreted as a valid signal. To ensure that 
the gain was not excessive during the experiments, a comparison 
check was employed to assess the repeatability of the time for each 
cycle within a given Doppler burst. Also, an additional data quality 
check was performed by occasionally blocking one of the LDV 
beams to confirm that the data rate fell to zero. If noise appeared 
in the velocity histograms (usually in the form of stray velocity 
samples clearly separated from the main peak) it was removed 
using the data analysis software. These samples usually accounted 
for less than ten percent of the total number of samples. 

Typical data rates for the velocity measurements were between 
2 and 20 Hz, depending on the measurement location inside the 
test section. Between 500 and 1000 velocity samples were ob
tained at each measurement location over a period of two to five 
minutes. LDV measurements were only taken across the near half 
of the test section Z dimension because of the difficulty in obtain
ing a reasonable data rate as the beams penetrated further into the 
test section. 
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Table 1 Experimental parameters and measurement uncertainties 

Measurement 

test section 
absolute 
pressure 

mass flow rate 

cross-sectional 
average 

void fraction 
(GDS) 

line-average 
void fraction 
(GDS through 
Z dimension) 

local void 
fraction 
(HFA) 

local droplet 
frequency 

(HFA) 

local droplet 
velocity 
HFA) 

local droplet 
velocity 
(LDV) 

Uncertainty Sources 
Considered 

• transducer accuracy 
• biases: transducer stabil
ity, static pressure effect, 
ambient temperature, data 
acquisition system accu
racy 

* same as above 
• venturi calibration 

• gamma count repeatabil
ity 
• liquid and vapor density 
variations during calibra
tion and measurement 

• same as cross-sectional 
average void fraction 

• repeatability based on 
pooled standard deviation 
• biases: threshold voltage, 
small droplets, position, 
sampling time 

• same as void fraction 
• also, droplet impaction 
bias 

• repeatability 
• biases: velocity sam
pling, droplet size, cross-
correlation, sensor spacing, 
position 

• precision based on rms of 
mean velocity 
• biases: velocity sam
pling, random noise, posi
tion 

Uncertainty 
Band 

±0.02 MPa 

±3.2 kg/hr 

±0.017 

±0.108 

±0.025 

-79 to+90 Hz 
at w = 106 kg/hr 
-321 to +652 Hz 
at w = 532 kg/hr 

-7.5% to+7.0% 
(near wall) 

-7.0% to +6.4% 
(far wall) 

-16.2% to+15.2% 
(near wall) 

-8.4% to +6.2% 
(far wall) 

Measurement Uncertainty. The measurement uncertainty 
for all test section instrumentation was calculated based on the 
root-sum-square uncertainty interval for 95 percent confidence: 

U = ± [ 5 2 + (t95S,)2]1'2 (4) 

where B is the bias limit (systematic error) and t95S-x is the 
precision limit (random error). The ranges of experimental param
eters investigated, and the associated uncertainty are summarized 
in Table 1. 

Results and Discussion 
The experimental results discussed in this section were obtained 

with a fixed nominal system pressure of 2.4 MPa. The two oper
ating variables were mass flow rate (nominally 106, 266, and 532 
kg/hr) and cross-sectional average void fraction (nominally 0.75, 
0.85, and 0.94). After establishing the pressure and flow condi
tions, heaters immediately upstream of the test section were used 
to generate the desired void fraction, as measured with the gamma 
densitometer. Detailed local data in the narrow (Z) dimension 
were acquired with both the hot-film anemometer and laser Dopp-
ler velocimeter. 

Local Void Fraction. As a means of assessing the validity of 
the local HFA void fraction measurements, simultaneous GDS 
line-averaged void fraction data were obtained for selected test 
runs, and compared (not shown here). The two data sets agreed 
within an average difference of 0.033 in void fraction, with a 
maximum difference of 0.066. Any difference in the results may 
also be attributed to the presence of the liquid film near the edges, 
which is traversed through by the gamma beam. 

The local void fraction results are presented in Fig. 3. For each 
mass flow rate condition, data are plotted for the three nominal 
average void fractions investigated. The shape of the local void 
fraction variation is clearly a function of both mass flow rate (w) 
and cross-sectional average void fraction (a). For a = 0.94, the 
local void fraction profiles are nearly flat over the duct cross 
section, regardless of the magnitude of w. At a = 0.85, void 
fraction is maximum at the duct centerline for w = 106 kg/hr (Fig. 
3(a)). As the flow rate is increased to 266 kg/hr (Fig. 3(b)), a 
distinct change in the local void fraction variation is observed. The 
maximum in the profile exists around Zlt = 0.15, and the mini
mum void fraction (i.e., largest liquid volume fraction) is measured 
at the duct centerline. At w = 532 kg/hr (Fig. 3(c)), the peak void 
fraction is measured at the near-wall measurement position, with a 
local minimum again measured at the center of the flow field. For 
a = 0.75, the void fraction profile is center peaked at w = 106 
kg/hr and 266 kg/hr (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)), but again displays a 
near-wall maximum for the highest mass flow (w = 532 kg/hr; 
Fig. 3(c)). This void inversion results from the apparent thinning 
of the liquid film with increasing mass flow, as observed on the 
high-speed video record. With a very thin liquid film and small-
amplitude interfacial wave structure, the local void fraction de
pends solely on the transport of the dispersed liquid droplet field. 
It is pertinent to note that for a — 0.75, the measured centerline 
dispersed liquid droplet velocity changes from about 1 to 4 m/s 
with a mass flow rate increase from 106 to 532 kg/hr. The apparent 
inversion in the void fraction profile with increasing mass flow rate 
is related to this increase in velocity and measured droplet fre
quency. 

The void fraction data for a = 0.75 and 0.85 at w = 532 kg/hr 
are interesting because the profiles indicate the presence of a thin 
liquid film, with a significant fraction of the liquid phase trans
ported in the dispersed droplet field. The entrainment fraction (E), 
defined as the ratio of liquid mass flow rate in the entrained 
(droplet) phase to the total liquid mass flow rate, has been previ
ously investigated. Recently, Lopez de Bertodano et al. (1995) 
proposed a simple entrainment fraction correlation: 

1 
E = 3845 ( 5 ) 

where 

PgJ
2gD 

Wec = gas core Weber number = (6) 

with pKC being the mixture density in the gas core. Equation (5) 
was demonstrated to reasonably represent both low-pressure air-
water data (Cousins and Hewitt, 1968), as well as high-pressure 
steam-water data (Keeys et al., 1970; Wurtz, 1978). Using this 
expression, E for the three test runs at w = 532 kg/hr (Fig. 3(c)) 
was calculated to be 0.54, 0.58, and 0.73 for a = 0.75, 0.85, and 
0.94, respectively. These values are significant because most of the 
low-pressure air-water data for entrainment fraction fall in the 
0.05 < E < 0.3 range, while the high-pressure data extend over 
the 0.4 < E < 0.9 range. The entrainment fractions associated 
with R-134a at high mass flow rate appear to be more in line with 
those measured for high-pressure systems. This is likely due to the 
fact that gas phase density and surface tension for R-134a (130.5 
kg/m3 and 0.0021 N/m, respectively, at 2.4 MPa) are much dif
ferent than for air-water flows; both properties act to increase the 
value of the gas core Weber number. 
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Fig. 3 Hot-film anemometer void fraction profiles for (a) 106 kg/hr, (b) 266 kg/hr, (c) 532 
kg/hr 

Droplet Frequency. A separate threshold voltage (Vr) was 
used for measurement of liquid droplet frequency, based on an 
assumed Gaussian distribution of continuous vapor-phase voltage 
samples. A faster digitizing rate of 50 kHz of the HFA output 
voltage signal was required to accurately measure the droplet 
frequency, fd, particularly for w = 532 kg/hr. This digitizing rate 
was obtained based on a sensitivity study of different rates from 10 
to 100 kHz. 

The droplet frequency measurement is complicated by the vari
able amplitude of the "pulses" in the output voltage signal. Large 
droplets which strike the HFA sensor directly produce large-
amplitude pulses, while small droplets (some of which have a size 
close to that of the 25-/Jim diameter sensor) or "glancing" interac
tions of large droplets produce smaller voltage signals. These 
smaller signals are more difficult to resolve because of the random 
fluctuations in the baseline voltage associated with the continuous 
vapor phase, and due to the inherent noise of the data acquisition 
system. Goldschmidt (1965) used a hot-wire probe to measure 
liquid particle concentration in a two-phase jet. He found that 

under some conditions the "impaction coefficient" (defined as the 
ratio of particles counted per time to the particles flowing per time 
through an area equal to that of the wire facing the stream) was less 
than unity. Later, Goldschmidt and Eskinazi (1966) determined 
that the impaction coefficient is independent of both local velocity 
and particle size distribution. In the present experiments, it is 
reasonable to expect that not all liquid droplets striking the HFA 
sensor produce countable pulses. Additionally, large droplets are 
less likely to produce such signals than are small droplets. 

The droplet frequency data are presented in Fig. 4 for mass flow 
rates of 106, 266, and 532 kg/hr, and nominal cross-sectional 
average void fractions of 0.75, 0.85, and 0.94. Measured frequen
cies may be somewhat less than the actual droplet concentration in 
the flow, and calculation of derived quantities (i.e., droplet diam
eter) may involve some bias toward larger droplets. The influence 
of this bias is discussed further below. For w = 106 kg/hr, the 
droplet frequencies in Fig. 4(a) are at least an order of magnitude 
lower than for the two higher mass flow rates, and nearly constant 
across the duct spacing dimension. A slight increase in fd is 
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Fig. 4 Hot-film anemometer interfacial frequency profiles for (a) 106 kg/hr, (b) 266 kg/hr, (c) 
532 kg/hr 

consistently observed upon moving from the near-wall region 
toward the duct centerline. Additionally, for w = 106 kg/hr, it 
appears that the data for all three average void fractions could be 
well represented by similar functions. For w = 266 kg/hr, the 
droplet frequency profiles for a = 0.85 and 0.94 (Fig. 4(b)) are 
nonlinear with the frequency doubling for the higher void fraction. 
For a - 0.75, only a 10 kHz HFA digitizing rate was used. 
Therefore, droplet frequency data were not obtained for this con
dition. 

For the highest mass flow rate test condition (532 kg/hr), the 
situation becomes more complex because the shapes of the droplet 
frequency profiles are more dependent on the magnitude of the 
average void fraction. For a = 0.85 (Fig. 4(c)), the /,, trend is 
similar to that observed for the lower flows. Upon increasing the 
average void fraction to 0.94, a steady increase is seen in the 
droplet frequency from the wall to the duct centerline, with no 
apparent flattening of the profile. Over most of the duct cross 
section, the measured droplet frequency is less than that for a = 

0.85, with approximately a 15 percent increase in frequency at the 
duct centerline for the higher void fraction conditions. For a = 
0.75, a maximum in/,, is observed at about Z/t = 0.15, with a 
monotonic decrease measured upon moving toward the duct cen
terline. This result seems contradictory to the void fraction "inver
sion" observed for this case (Fig. 3(c)), because of the supposition 
that a lower droplet frequency implies a greater vapor volume 
fraction. However, as discussed later, the decrease in both void 
fraction and droplet frequency may be associated with a different 
droplet generation mechanism which produces relatively large 
diameter droplets. 

Droplet Velocity. Droplet velocity profiles measured across 
half the test section thickness dimension, using the dual-sensor 
HFA and LDV techniques, are provided in Fig. 5 for all mass 
flow rates tested. For a = 0.85, only LDV velocity data were 
obtained. For all experiments conducted with a = 0.75 and 
0.94, there is good agreement between the two sets of data, 
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Fig. 5 Hot-film anemometer and laser Doppler veloclmeter Interfacial velocity profiles for 
(a) 106 kg/hr, (b) 266 kg/hr, (c) 532 kg/hr 

especially near the duct centerline (Zlt = 0.5). In the near-wall 
region (Z/t < 0.2), the data sets differ somewhat, with the HFA 
data being the higher velocity in all cases except for the two 
lowest mass flow rates at a = 0.75 (Fig. 5(a)). These variations 
may be attributed to inherent differences in the two measure
ment techniques. The effective size of the measurement volume 
in the Z dimension (approximately 0.25 mm for LDV and 0.03 
mm for HFA) can influence the measurement of mean velocity, 
especially in a region of large-velocity gradient. Additionally, 
because the LDV measurement is spatially averaged over 0.25 
mm, about one-tenth of the duct spacing dimension, it is pos
sible that in the near-wall region both liquid droplets and slower 
interfacial waves are measured, thereby causing a negative bias 

in the mean velocity. For the experiments with a = 0.94, where 
the wall-bounded liquid film is thinner, the LDV and HFA data 
are in closer agreement. 

From the outset, it was assumed that the annular flows 
investigated are two-dimensional because of the high width/ 
thickness aspect ratio, and the measurements made in the duct 
center are representative of the droplet core measurements. To 
confirm the two-dimensionality, LDV measurements were taken 
at Zlt = 0.5 across the width (Y dimension) for selected 
conditions (not shown). The droplet velocity profiles are essen
tially flat across the width, except close to the edges where a 
thicker film and possibly bigger droplet size lower the droplet 
velocity. 
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Fig. 6 Droplet diameter profiles for (a) 106 kg/hr, (b) 266 kg/hr, (c) 532 kg/hr 

Droplet Size. As shown by previous investigators (Spindler et 
al., 1988; Trabold et al, 1994), the characteristic size of the 
dispersed droplet field can be estimated from local measurements 
of void fraction, velocity, and frequency through the relation 

1.5 
Vd(l ~ a) 

(7) 

A similar relation was obtained experimentally by Lim and Agar-
wal (1990) and can also be obtained analytically using a method 
based on Galaup's (1976) work. Equation (7) is based on the 
following assumptions: (1) All droplets are spherical. (2) The 
droplets are randomly distributed about the HFA probe. This 
assumption strictly applies when the measured droplets are quite 
small. Once the droplets reach the size of approximately half the 
test section thickness, this assumption is no longer valid. (3) The 
nonsteamwise vapor velocity components are negligible. This is a 
reasonable assumption for most experimental conditions along the 
Z-axis since the HFA probe should not be exposed to any recir

culating flow regions. Droplet size calculations are not reported for 
spacing positions where the presence of the wall and liquid film 
may have influenced the random motion of the droplet field. 

The dispersed liquid droplet diameter data for three mass flow 
rates at a = 0.75, 0.85, and 0.94, are illustrated in Fig. 6. The most 
obvious trend is that the droplet diameter generally decreases with 
increasing average void fraction. Also, because dd varies as (1 — 
a), the shape of the drop size profiles tends to follow a trend which 
is the inverse of that observed for the local void fraction, as in most 
cases the gradients in measured droplet frequency and velocity are 
small for Z/t > 0.2. 

For the cases at w = 106 kg/hr with a = 0.75 and 0.85 where 
center-peaked void fraction profiles were observed, the droplets 
appear to be larger in the vicinity of the co-flowing liquid film and 
smaller near the duct centerline (Fig. 6(a)). The droplets are likely 
generated near the interface between liquid film and continuous 
vapor, due to the shearing of the roll waves. As discussed by 
Kocamustafaogullari et al. (1994), droplet size is controlled by the 
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interaction between the droplet and the surrounding turbulent gas 
stream. Hence, newly entrained droplets measured near the liquid 
film are larger, while droplets at the duct centerline are subjected 
to turbulent breakup and would, on average, be smaller. Con
versely, for test conditions where wall-peaked void profiles were 
measured, the corresponding mean droplet diameter is significantly 
larger near Zlt = 0.5 (Figs. 6(b), 6(c)). 

Several researchers (e.g., Tayali et al., 1990; Azzopardi and 
Teixeira, 1994a) have reported that droplet sizes measured in 
circular pipes increase upon moving from the pipe wall to the 
centerline. For the present experiments, this trend may be the result 
of physical processes which are characteristic of the duct cross 
section. For void fractions of 0.75 and 0.85 at mass flow rates of 
266 and 532 kg/hr, the flow may be in the late stages of transition 
to annular flow, with liquid bridges extending across the narrow 
test section dimension. As these bridges are shattered by the 
high-velocity vapor, relatively large droplets are produced away 
from the liquid films on the test section walls. Because the liquid 
film at the wall is thinner in the middle of the duct width, it is also 
possible that droplets emanate from the edges where the film is 
considerably thicker. Consequently, larger droplets emerge from 
the roll waves at the edges than those arising from the thinner films 
on the wide walls of the test section. At a = 0.94 for all three flow 
rates, the annular flow is fully developed and the droplet size is 
fairly constant across the duct. 

A recent correlation for mean droplet size in annular flows has 
been developed by Kocamustafaogullari et al. (1994). His expres
sion for the Sauter mean droplet diameter, considering the maxi
mum stable droplet size in the turbulent vapor core, is given by 

~=Q.65Ct 

where 

(4/15) We, -(3/5) 

We* 

Pi 

Cw = 
1 

35.34Njuu 

Ap 

Pi 

for Nja : 

-(3/5) 

= 0.65Z (8) 

1 

15 

N/x = viscosity number : /*/ 

p,a-\g*p) 

(9) 

(10) 

It is instructive to compare the present R-134a data with other 
open literature results as well as the relation of Kocamustafao
gullari et al. (Eq. (8)), because the latter has been demonstrated to 
reasonably predict droplet diameters in a variety of flows having 
wide ranges of physical properties. In order to apply Eq. (8) for 
fluids having small vapor-to-liquid density ratios, such as refrig
erant fluids, the term (Ap/p^"3'5 has been added to the right-hand 
side. This dimensionless parameter was omitted by Kocamusta
faogullari et al. from the development of Eq. (8), based on the 
assumption that p, : » pg. However, for R-134a at 2.4 MPa, the 
vapor and liquid densities are 130 and 953.1 kg/m3, respectively, 
so it is appropriate to include (Ap/p,) ~3'5 in the droplet diameter 
expression. This term increases by 9.2 percent the calculated mean 
diameters for R-134a, but has no significant effect on these calcu
lations for air-water and other similar systems. 

As discussed above, the present droplet size data are calculated 
from measurements of void fraction, velocity, and droplet fre
quency. The void fraction and velocity results were confirmed by 
simultaneous measurements with a gamma densitometer and laser 
Doppler velocimeter, respectively. However, no such concomitant 
measurement exists for droplet frequency. If all droplets striking 
the HFA sensor were counted, the droplet diameter from Eq. (7) 
would be an arithmetic mean. Based on the work of Goldschmidt 
(1965) and others, it is reasonable to expect that some droplet 
impactions do not result in countable voltage pulses. Hence, the 

Kin Equation 8 

Fig. 7 Comparison of mean droplet size data to relation of Kocamusta
faogullari et al. (1994) (see Table 2) 

calculated mean droplet size is biased toward larger droplets. As 
will be seen next, this bias may account for the generally good 
comparison between the calculated mean diameter and the pre
dicted Sauter mean diameter of other investigators. 

A comparison among the average R-134a droplet diameter 
measurements, other open literature measurements, and the rela
tion proposed by Kocamustafaogullari et al. is illustrated in Fig. 7. 
The parameter K (Eq. (8)) was calculated using R-134a physical 
properties at a saturation pressure of 2.4 MPa. The present data 
correspond to the integrated average of measurements obtained at 
spacing measurement positions Zlt > 0.020; data obtained at 
near-wall positions were omitted due to the potential for bias 
associated with the presence of the wall-bounded liquid film or 
nonrandom droplet motion. The calculated mean droplet size for 
the test run conducted at w = 532 kg/hr with a — 0.75 is not 
included in Fig. 7. As mentioned previously, for this condition the 
significantly higher droplet size near the duct centerline is most 
likely the result of a different mechanism for droplet formation. 
Therefore, it is not reasonable to compare this data point with 
results for fully developed annular flows that exist at high void 
fractions. 

The data plotted in Fig. 7, from both the present R-134a exper
iments and previous tests, show an appreciable amount of scatter 
about the line representing Eq. (8), but this relation reasonably 
describes the overall trend in the data. This is significant because 
of the wide variety of fluid physical properties, gas and liquid flow 
rates, and duct geometries investigated, and the various measure
ment techniques employed (Table 2). Perhaps the most encourag
ing aspect of this data comparison is that the liquid-to-gas density 
ratio varied from 7.3 for R-134a to 3700 in the helium-water 
experiments of Jepson et al. (1989). These results suggest that the 
relation developed by Kocamustafaogullari et al. (1994) can be 
used to estimate the mean droplet size in various practical two-
phase flow systems, in particular pressurized steam-water flows 
which have physical properties similar to those of R-134a. 

Conclusions 
Local data for void fraction, droplet frequency, and droplet 

velocity were obtained for upward annular flows of R-134a in a 
high aspect ratio vertical duct. The void fraction and velocity 
measurements acquired using the dual-sensor hot-film anemometer 
method were confirmed through simultaneous measurements with 
nonintrusive gamma densitometer and laser Doppler velocimeter 
systems. It was observed that the shapes of the void fraction and 
frequency distributions are strongly influenced by mass flow rate. 
Notably, at relatively high flows, the measured void fraction was 
highest near the wall, due to the thinning of the liquid film and 
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Table 2 Summary of mean droplet size experiments 

Reference 

Wicks and Dukler (1966) 

Jepson e/«/. (1989) 

Jepson etal. (1989) 

Azzopardi and Teixeira (1994) 

Fbre and Dukler (1995) 

Fore and Dukler (1995) 

present work 

Fluids 

air-water 

air-water 

helium-water 

air-water 

air-water 

air-50% glycerin 
& water 

R-134a 

Hydraulic 
Diameter (mm) 

33.7 

10.3 

10.3 

32.0 

50.8 

50.8 

4.85 

Wem 

320-4100 

125-1130 

75-218 

220-1180 

240-1110 

340-1050 

94 - 8950 

Pi/Pg 

750 

555 

3700 

830 

847 

794 

7.3 

Hi/Hg 

54 

54 

52 

57 

57 

327 

6.5 

significant droplet entrainment. Based on data available in the 

literature, at relatively high mass flows R-134a appears to have 

entrainment fractions which fall in the range measured for pres

surized steam-water systems. The local diameter of liquid droplets 

dispersed in the vapor core was calculated from measurements of 

void fraction, frequency, and velocity. Despite the low liquid-to-

vapor density ratio and low liquid surface tension, the relationship 

derived by Kocamustafaogullari et al. (1994) is reasonably accu

rate for prediction of the present mean droplet diameter results. 

The local measurements reported in this paper are useful for 

modeling high-pressure two-phase flows, and for assessment of 

two-fluid model computer codes. 
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On the Prediction of Local Ice 
Formation in Pipes in the 
Presence of Natural Convection 
Pipe freezing is a pipeline maintenance technique which is used to isolate sections of a 
liquid-filled pipeline by freezing the contents to form a solid pressure-resistant plug. This 
paper describes the development of a numerical model of natural convection and solid
ification in a vertical water-filled pipe. The natural convection-driven flows are examined 
in detail and the interaction with the forming ice plug is studied. The results are compared 
with experimental data. The numerical approach is contrasted with a simpler one-
dimensional analytical method and criteria are proposed to aid the choice of modeling 
technique under different conditions. 

1 Introduction 

Pipe freezing is a technique used to effect a temporary pipe 
blockage by deliberately creating a solid plug inside the pipe. A 
jacket, typically two or three pipe diameters long, is placed around 
the pipe and filled with a cryogen, such as liquid nitrogen. This 
cools the fluid in the pipe causing it to freeze and form a plug. 
Repeating this at another point isolates the section in between 
which can then be opened in order to carry out a repair or to add, 
for instance, a valve or junction. Using pipe freezing can eliminate 
the need to decommission a large section of the plant and it is less 
expensive than other plugging techniques which also require more 
complex equipment and more space around the pipe. Although 
pipe freezing appears to be a simple technique, the processes 
taking place inside the pipe as the plug grows can be complex. It 
is difficult to assess what is happening inside a pipe during a freeze 
and to determine when the plug has completely sealed the pipe. 
Convection in the liquid can influence the rate at which the plug 
freezes; even with no pressure-driven flow in the pipe, the tem
perature of the liquid may be sufficient to cause significant natural 
convection which transports heat into the freezing zone, slowing or 
stopping freezing. In practice it is desirable to know in advance 
whether a freeze isolation is possible and the expected duration of 
the process. The work described in this paper aims to provide a 
model which will address these requirements. 

In many cases, the pipe freezing problem may be fully three-
dimensional, however, under the conditions considered for this 
work, namely laminar natural convection in a vertical pipe, it is 
predominantly two-dimensional. The particular problem consid
ered here is of freezing a water-filled pipe using liquid nitrogen. 
The problem is transient and includes phase change (water-ice), 
heat conduction in the ice and pipe wall, natural convection in the 
water, and heat transfer to the boiling nitrogen on the outside 
surface of the pipe. 

2 Experimental Results 
Previous experimental research at Southampton has studied the 

role of natural convection during freezing. The results from these 
experiments, carried out in vertical pipes, are reported by Burton 
(1986), Bowen and Burton (1988), and Tavner (1992). Their 
findings are summarized in the following points. 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF HEAT 
TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, Aug. 2, 1998; revision 
received, July 8, 1999. Keywords: Heat Transfer, Modeling, Natural Convection, 
Phase Change, Solidification. Associate Technical Editor: C. Beckermann. 

2.1 Effect of Pipe Size and Initial Temperature on Freez
ing. Experiments were carried out using static water in vertical 
pipes for varying initial temperatures in four different pipe sizes 
(100-mm, 150-mm, 200-mm, and 250-mm diameter). At low tem
peratures, convection is negligible and the freezing time was found 
to be determined by the rate at which the latent and sensible heats 
can be removed from the water and ice. This is roughly propor
tional to the cross-sectional area of the pipe and increases almost 
linearly with initial temperature. At higher temperatures, convec
tion becomes more significant, increasing the heat flux from the 
water to the freezing front and extending the freezing time. In
creasing the initial temperature further reaches a limiting temper
ature where the heat flow to the freezing front from the water 
exceeds that conducted away through the ice, and a complete solid 
plug will not form. The limiting temperature is lower for larger 
diameter pipes. 

The values of limiting temperature lie on a line of constant 
Grashof number (2.1 X 109, based on the jacket length). The 
dependence on Grashof number suggests that the limiting behav
iour is linked to the transition to turbulent convection. 

2.2 Interaction Between Convection and Plug Formation. 
Burton (1986) examined the effect of varying the volume of water 
below the freezing zone in a vertical pipe and found it had a 
significant effect on the shape of the plug. With the pipe closed two 
diameters below the freezing zone, the plug "closed off near the 
axial center of the plug. The bulk temperature of the water in the 
pipe decayed steadily throughout the freeze and the initial temper
ature had little effect on the shape of the ice plug. When a large 
tank of water was placed below the freezing zone (to simulate a 
long length of pipe) the bulk temperature remained constant. The 
neck position migrated up the plug during freezing, finally closing 
off above the axial center of the plug; this vertical asymmetry 
increased with increasing water temperature. 

The neck migration was attributed to interference between the 
downward boundary layer and the upward core flow at the plug 
neck when the ice reaches a critical thickness. The water above the 
neck is trapped and cools rapidly, increasing the local ice growth 
with the result that the neck moves up the plug. Tavner (1992) 
noted that the critical ice thickness at the neck decreased with 
increasing initial water temperature. 

2.3 Variation of Bulk Temperature Inside the Freezing 
Zone. Burton's experiments show that as the freeze progresses 
there is a decline in the temperature of the water in the freezing 
zone when the initial temperature is less than 20°C but very little 
decline at temperatures above 20°C. During experiments using a 
longer distance between the freeze and the tank (Tavner), temper
ature decay was noted at initial temperatures up to 30°C. The 
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temperature decay can be attributed to the formation of a mixing 
zone below the freeze in which the cold downward flowing bound
ary layer cools the upward core flow. These results suggest that as 
the initial water temperature increases the bottom of the mixing 
zone moves down the pipe. Once this reaches a change of section 
of sufficient size, such as a tank, the mixing process is destroyed. 
The water in the freezing zone is no longer thermally isolated from 
the main body of water in the pipe and the temperature in the 
freezing zone is maintained at the initial temperature. 

3 Analytical Model 
The accuracy and usefulness of a simplified analytical model 

was investigated as part of this study. This combined previous 
models for freezing in a pipe (London and Seban, 1943; Lannoy, 
1980) with the method of predicting the heat transfer by convec
tion obtained by Bejan (1984) and is described in more detail by 
Keary (1995) and Keary and Bowen (1998). It was assumed that 
there was no axial conduction and that a steady temperature 
distribution existed in the ice. 

The rate at which the freezing front moves is governed by the 
rate at which heat arrives at the interface due to convection in the 
liquid and the rate at which it is removed by conduction through 
the forming solid. In the case of one-dimensional solidification, the 
velocity of the solid/liquid interface is given in Eq. (1). 

dRi _ 1 
~dT~ piL + ctfi-T,)) 

h(T„ - T,) + 
Tr - r, 

l K 

W + k^T, 

/ = 
l l K 

(1) 

The separate parts of the impedance term, /, are, in order, the 
impedance of heat transfer to the coolant and the impedance due to 
the pipe wall. For the case where liquid nitrogen is used as the 
coolant, the heat transfer coefficient, hc, depends on the tempera
ture of the pipe wall and varies from around 10-60 W/m2K. This 
gives a maximum impedance of around 4 X 10~3 mK/W, in a 
50-mm diameter pipe. The pipe wall thicknesses are typically 
between three percent to ten percent of the pipe diameter, giving a 
maximum impedance of around 4 X 10 3 mK/W. The impedance 
offered by a growing plug increases then decreases as the plug 
forms, reaching a maximum value when its radius is given in Eq. 
(2). 

R, = Ke 

The maximum total impedance of coolant, wall, and ice is the 
reciprocal of the conductivity of ice (approximately 0.45 mK/W). 
It is therefore apparent that the impedance offered by the ice is the 
most significant in the conditions considered here. The impedance 
of the coolant and pipe wall may be significant in other situations, 
for example, with pipe walls with lower conductivity. 

In this case, Eq. (1) may be approximated as shown in Eq. (3). 

dRi _ 1 
dt p(L + Ci(Tb T,)) 

h(Th - T.) + 
k,(Tc - T,) 

Ri In 
R* 

(3) 

Bejan's integral analysis gives the following expression (Eq. 
(4)) for the heat transfer coefficient over a vertical flat plate at a 
constant and uniform temperature T, in a semi-infinite fluid of 
temperature Tb. 

h = 
k, Ra° 

fz 

/ = 
8(<? + 0.5)(g + 1) 

3q(q + 2) 
P r = 6 « q + 2 (4) 

The heat transfer coefficient includes a vertical distance, z, in both 
the denominator and the Rayleigh number. The heat transfer co
efficient therefore decreases as the flow moves downward over the 
cooled surface. For the case of modeling pipe freezing, this posi
tion, z, was taken as the position of the plug neck. Incorporating 
this into Eq. (3) and converting the Rayleigh number to Ra«, based 
on the pipe radius, gives Eq. (5). 

dRi _ 1 
~d7= p(L + c,(Th T,)) 

k, Ra°'2 

fz 
(T„ ~ Ti) 

ks(Tc-Tj) 

R« 
Ri In — 

(5) 

Rewriting in terms of nondimensional parameters gives Eq. (6). 

Ste dji 

dt + s Su Ste 

K Su Ra£25 

fV" + f i In {, 
(6) 

(2) where 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

a = coefficient in discretized scheme 
c = specific heat capacity 
/ = fraction (of phase, coefficient) 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
h = heat transfer coefficient 
H = enthalpy 
k = conductivity 
L = latent heat capacity 
r = radial coordinate radial dimension 

R = radius 
I = time 
t = nondimensionalized time {kstl 

pc,Rl) 
T = temperature 
u = radial component of velocity 
w = vertical (axial) component of veloc

ity 
z = vertical (axial) coordinate; vertical 

(axial) direction 

Greek Symbols 

= thermal expansion coefficient 
= change in 
= viscosity 
= density 
= nondimensionalized radial coordi

nate (R/Rw) 
T) = nondimensionalized vertical (axial) 

coordinate (z/Rw) 

Subscripts 

b = bulk 
c = coolant 
(' = interface 
i = solid 
I = liquid 

w = wall 

N, S, E, W, P = north, south, 
east, west, grid 
point 

u = radial velocity 

Superscripts 

H = enthalpy 
T = temperature 

Dimensionless Numbers 

Grashof number = Grz = 
(Pg&Tp'z'/p,2) 

Prandtl number = Pr = (p,cplk) 
Stefan number = Ste = [c,(Ti — 

Tc)/L] 
Superheating number = Su = (Tb — 

T,/T, - Tc) 
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As noted earlier, the impedance offered to the heat conduction 
away from the freezing front to the coolant increases then de
creases. If the right-hand side of the equation less than zero when 
the impedance is at a maximum, a complete plug will form. This 
is condensed into the following relationship (Eq. (7)) which can be 
applied to determine the maximum bulk temperature. 

Ra"" Su = 
/ 

(7) 

This expresses the combination of pipe size, jacket length, initial 
temperature, and fluid properties for which it is just possible to 
form a plug. The jacket length is included on the right-hand side of 
the equation (through the definition of TJ) and parameters / and K 
may be affected by temperature. In the case of water, the conduc
tivity of ice varies strongly with temperature, making K strongly 
dependent on coolant temperature. The variation in buoyancy 
coefficient and viscosity of water with temperature also has a 
significant effect on the Rayleigh number. In order to implement 
Eq. (7) to model water, it must be rewritten explicitly in terms of 
the temperature and the analysis loses the generality of the non-
dimensional form. 

An alternative form of this analysis is described and applied by 
Keary and Bowen (1998). This uses the dimensional form to 
specifically model freezing in water-filled pipes. The variation of 
the properties of water with temperature is incorporated explicitly 
and the full term for the impedance of the pipe wall and of heat 
transfer to the coolant is retained. The model was used to model 
freezing water in different diameter pipes, assuming a jacket length 
of twice the pipe diameter and using liquid nitrogen, and predicted 
freezing times and maximum temperatures. Agreement with the 
measured freezing times was good when the time to fill the jacket 
with nitrogen was included. In pipes less than 100-150 mm in 
diameter, the predicted values of limiting temperature were less 
than those corresponding to a Grashof number of 2.1 X 109 

(experimental result for limiting temperatures). It is therefore 
proposed that two criteria are required to define the limiting 
temperature; below 100 mm the relationship is controlled by the 
effect of laminar natural convection whereas above 150 mm it is 
controlled by turbulent convection. 

This model provides a method of scaling the effect of convec
tion on freezing between pipe sizes by considering the ratio of the 
heat flux converted to the ice/water interface to that conducted 
away through the ice. This is summarized by the following rela
tionship (Eq. (8)): 

TD0M6 = constant =̂> constant effect of convection on freezing. 

(8) 

This implies that, for example, the effect of convection on freezing 
at 20°C in a 100-mm diameter pipe is equivalent to that at 15°C in 
a 200-mm diameter pipe and at 27°C in a 50-mm pipe. Scaling is 
only valid under laminar conditions and in situations where there 
is no significant neck migration. 

This analytical model provides a quick estimate of the freeze 
time and the limiting temperature and can be applied to different 
pipe sizes, fluid temperatures, jacket lengths, cooling methods, and 
even to different fluids. The model could be developed further to 
include an empirical expression for the turbulent heat transfer to 
the freezing front. However, in order to predict solidification in 
conditions where convection is important, a more detailed descrip
tion of the full-transient two-dimensional problem is required. 
Such as scheme is described below. 

4 Numerical Model 
A numerical model was developed to predict the flow field and 

the forming plug in detail. The problem is described by the 

transient Navier-Stokes equations combined with phase change. 
The governing partial differential equations are included below 
(Eq. (9)). 

du du du 
p — + pu ~ + pw " 

8t dr dz V 
d2u 1 du d2U 

dr 

dw dw dw 

PTt+puTr + pwTz 
:p-

d2w 

dr 

r dr 

1 dw 

dz' 

2 + r dr + dz2 dz 

dr 

Pg 

dp 1 d(pur) d(pw) 

dt r dr dz 

dH dH dH 
p — + pit — + pw — 

dt dr dz 

d2T 1 dT d2T 

dr2 r dr dz2 (9) 

The finite volume method was used with the well-known SIM
PLER algorithm (Patankar, 1980) to predict convection. The 
Boussinesq approximation was applied, namely that the density 
can be treated as constant throughout the formulation, with the 
exception of in the buoyancy source. 

Freezing introduces complexities, in particular the release of 
latent heat and the continuous movement of the boundary between 
the liquid and solid regions. The methods that have been used to 
model freezing and melting fall into two categories, depending on 
the treatment of the solid and liquid regions. The first is a moving 
grid or boundary immobilisation method in which the location of 
the interface remains fixed in relation to the grid and the equations 
are solved separately in the two regions. The alternative method is 
a fixed grid approach in which the equations are formulated so that 
they are equally applicable in the solid and liquid phases. While 
moving grid methods appear more attractive at first sight they 
become complex when applied to problems such as pipe freezing 
which involve a high degree of grid distortion. 

The fixed grid enthalpy methods proposed by Shamsundar and 
Sparrow (1975); Voller and co-workers (1981, 1987); and Cao, 
Faghri, and Chang (1989) were considered for this analysis. Sham
sundar and Sparrow retain both the total enthalpy and the temper
ature as dependent variables in the governing equations and use a 
point-by-point scheme to obtain consistent values of each variable 
at each grid point. Voller et al. divide the total enthalpy into the 
sensible heat, which is continuous throughout the phase-change 
material, and latent heat contributions, which is treated as a heat 
source. Cao, Faghri, and Chang include the conductivity in the 
definition of the relationship between enthalpy and temperature, 
thus incorporating the three distributions with discontinuities (en
thalpy, specific heat capacity, and conductivity) into one enthalpy-
dependent function. The resulting equations are formulated with 
the total enthalpy as the dependent variable and the latent heat 
release is effectively treated as a source term. The three methods 
were used to model freezing water in one dimension and the results 
compared with the analytical solution (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) 
for the Neumann problem (with different values of thermal diffu-
sivity in the liquid and solid phases). The method of Cao et al. was 
found to be the fastest, however, stability problems were encoun
tered if the interface jumped several control volumes in one time 
step. The method of Voller was found to be faster than that of 
Shamsundar et al. only when the correction proposed by Brent 
(1988) was used. This correction required several attempts to 
obtain the best value of an under-relaxation factor, which was grid 
dependent. One major drawback in formulating the governing 
equations in terms of a single enthalpy variable is the difficulty in 
incorporating a third material (the steel pipe wall) into the model. 
This will cause a discontinuity in both the sensible and the total 
enthalpy distributions, which will complicate the solution and 
require separate calculations for the water/ice and steel regions. 
The method of Shamsundar et al. was therefore chosen. 

The fundamental energy equation in Eq. (9) was discretized into 
the finite volume form (for a grid point P surrounded by North, 
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South, East, and West neighbors) in terms of enthalpy and tem
perature, as shown in Eq. (10). 

a"PHp + aT
PTP = aETE + awTw + aNTN + asTs + b (10) 

The relationship between the enthalpy and temperature is given 
in Eq. (11), making use of known relationships between the 
specific heat capacities of ice and water, cs and cL, and tempera
ture. 

H=\ cs(T)dT T,H<0 solid / , = 1 

Single 
convection 

Secondary region 
reaches bottom 

f 

\y 
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Fig. 2 Sketch of the development of the flow field 

H=L+\ cL{T)dT T>Q,H>L liquid/, = 0 

H 
0<H<L T=0 solidifying/, = 1 ~ £ (11) 

These equations are solved on a point-by-point basis to obtain 
consistent values of temperature and enthalpy that satisfy Eq. (11) 

at all grid points. Control volumes lying on the solid-liquid bound
ary have a temperature fixed at the freezing temperature (0°C) and 
an enthalpy lying between zero and the latent heat of solidification. 

The velocity in the solid and solidifying control volumes is 
forced to zero using the porosity-based approach described by 
Hibbert (1988). This method results in the inclusion of an extra 
term in the velocity equation, as shown in Eq. (12). 

aPuP = aEuE + awuw + aNuN + asus + b + B„ 

Table 1 List of properties and parameters 

Property 
Density 

Conductivity 

Specific heat 
capacity 

Viscosity 
Latent heat 

Units 
kg/m3 

W/mK 

J/kgK 

kg/ms 
J/kg 

Time step 
Grid spacing: 

Radial 
Vertical 

s 

mm 

Physical Properties 
Water 
Look-up table (constant 
in continuity equation) 

0.6 

4200 

Look-up table 

Ice 
920 

2.1725-
3.403xl0-1T+9.085xl0-sTz 

2117+3.90T 

-
333500 

Parameters used in numerical model 

1 

48xlmm,4x0.5mm, (wall:4x 1,25mm) 
3x5mm,124x8mm,3x5mm (convection only) 
SxSmm^xlOmmjSSxSmm.SxSmm ('closed') 
2x5mm,48x8mm,2x5mm ('open') 

Steel 
7810 

16.0 

420 

B„= -f,Xeh~ l)w, 

(aP +f„(ef'- I))uP 

= aEuE + awuw + aNuN + asus + b (12) 

The vertical velocity, w, is treated in the same way. 
Thus, as the solid fraction, / „ of the control volume increases 

from zero to one, the right-hand side of the equation increases to 
a level determined by the velocity immobilisation factor,/,. Using 
an exponential term in the source term causes a slow initial 
decrease in velocity as the solid fraction increases from zero, 
followed by a more rapid decrease as the solid fraction approaches 
unity. This was found to be more stable than modifying the 
viscosity of solidifying control volumes. (The choice of value for 
/„ and/„ is discussed later.) 
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Fig. 3 Predicted flow development (streamlines) in water initially at 20°C, no freezing 

A FORTRAN computer program was written specifically for this 
application and was extensively validated during its development 
against published benchmark tests. The model was used to predict 
steady-state natural convection in a square cavity with no freezing for 
comparison with the benchmark results obtained by de Vahl Davis 
(1983) and by Markatos and Pericleous (1984). The predicted veloc
ities agreed with the published data from the two studies to within five 
percent (the average difference was less than three percent) for Ray-
leigh numbers of 103, 10\ and 105. At 106, bordering turbulence, the 
differences ranged from 2 percent to 12 percent. These differences 
were comparable with the level of agreement between de Vahl Davis 
and Markatos and Pericleous. The prediction of natural convection in 
a cylinder was compared with data published by Huang and Hsieh 
(1987); comparison of the temperature and velocity distributions 
showed excellent agreement. The prediction of solidification in the 
absence of convection was tested using the analytical solution for 
one-dimensional freezing in a semi-infinite cavity (Carslaw and Jae
ger, 1959) and also using published benchmark results (Shamsundar 
and Rooz, 1988) for transient freezing in a square cavity. For Stefan 
and Biot Numbers of 0.1, the average differences between these 
predictions and the published data (in terms of heat flux at a point, 
surface integrated heat flux, interface position and frozen fraction) at 
five points in time was less than 1.1 percent. With Stefan and Biot 
numbers of 1.0, the average difference in surface integrated heat flux 
and frozen fraction at three points in time was less than one percent. 

The convection and solidification solution routines were com
bined into the final model and tests were carried out to investigate 
the sensitivity of the model to the grid density. Freezing with 
natural convection in water initially at 18°C in a 654-mm long, 
100-mm diameter, pipe was taken as the test case and the effect of 
varying the radial grid spacing (0.5 mm, 1 mm and 2 mm) and the 
vertical grid spacing (5 mm, 8 mm, and 16 mm) was investigated. 
The predicted flow field was more sensitive to variations in the 

radial grid spacing than in the vertical spacing and it was found 
decreasing the grid spacing below 1 mm in the radial direction and 
8 mm in the vertical direction gave no significant changes in the 
predicted flow field. 

Setting a very high value of the velocity immobilization factor, 
/„, forces the velocity to near zero in the solid region; however, it 
may cause instabilities in the solution because it effectively im
poses a discontinuous velocity switch-off. A value of 10* was 
initially chosen; this was found through a process of trial and error 
to be sufficient to force the velocity in the solidified regions to less 
than 0.05 percent of the velocity in the boundary layer. Further 
investigations were carried out under the same conditions as the 
grid sensitivity tests to assess the sensitivity of the solution to this 
factor. The results obtained with the a value of 105 did not look 
reasonable because they included significant velocities near the 
interface and a more rapid decay of the bulk temperature away 
from the ice than expected. The results obtained with values of 106 

and 107 were very similar and therefore the value of 106 was 
chosen because it was the lowest value to give reasonable results. 

The predicted solid-liquid interface moves in a "step-wise" 
manner that is a characteristic of the enthalpy method. Some 
problems were experienced in obtaining a converged solution for 
the enthalpy distribution at all time steps and oscillations in the 
enthalpy-temperature distributions both in the solidifying control 
volume and in the neighboring control volumes were encountered. 
The changes in the enthalpy distribution were of the order of 
±1000 J/kg, which is equivalent to an interface movement of ±3 
/xm. The oscillation was maintained when the interface position 
oscillated from one control volume to another. This was due to the 
fact that the distribution of conductivity (which changes from 
around 2.2 W/mK in ice to 0.6 W/mK in water) was recalculated 
during the solution procedure. The conductivity was therefore only 
updated at the beginning of a time step; this minimized the oscil-
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lation, at the cost of introducing a small error in the position of the 
interface. 

The model was used to simulate convection in the absence of 
freezing in a long vertical pipe with a "closed" bottom and con
vection with freezing, both in a long "closed" pipe and in a shorter 
pipe with an "open" lower boundary. For the case of convection 
with freezing, a 5-mm thick, mild steel wall was included in the 
domain. In all cases, the water was assumed to be initially static 
and isothermal. The domain and the boundary conditions are 
shown in Fig. 1 for the "closed" pipe simulations. The properties 
and parameters used in these tests are listed in Table 1 and the 
results from these studies are described below. 

4.1 Development of the Flow Field. The model was ini
tially used to investigate the development of the convection driven 
flow field with no freezing and no pipe wall. A "closed" length of 
pipe, 100 mm in diameter and 1020 mm long was modeled; 
convection was driven by a cooled section of wall (set at 0°C) 730 
mm from the bottom and 200 mm long. The predictions show that 
a toroidal convection cell becomes established with water moving 
downward at the outside of the cell close to the pipe wall and 
upward at the center of the pipe. As the flow field develops, the 
results indicate that the temperature of the boundary layer at the 
point at which it "peels" off the pipe wall to move radially inwards 
is somewhat lower than that of the surrounding liquid. Following 
this, a complicated combination of convection cells develops. 
Close study of the flow development over the first few minutes 
shows a three-stage process which is sketched in Fig. 2 and 
described in more detail below. 

The down-flowing boundary layer flow is sandwiched between 
the pipe wall on its outer face and the core flow moving upwards 
on its inner face. There appears to be a maximum thickness for the 
boundary layer and the core flow, when an increase in the thick

ness of one layer will reduce the thickness of the other and force 
a large increase in velocity to maintain the flow rate thereby 
increasing the shear between the two flows. The shear at the 
interface between the boundary layer and the core flow decelerates 
the boundary layer flow, making the boundary layer "peel" off the 
wall when it is cooler than the surroundings. 

As the temperature at the bottom of the convection cell de
creases (Stage 1) a separate recirculation region starts to appear 
below the original (main) convection cell marking the beginning of 
Stage 2. This is a result of the cooler liquid at the bottom of the 
main convection cell cooling the static water immediately below it. 
This starts a downwards flow approximately halfway between the 
center of the pipe and the wall and a corresponding up-flow next 
to the pipe wall which pushes the boundary layer flow off the wall, 
augmenting the shear effect and acting to support the main cell. As 
time continues, the temperature at the bottom of the main convec
tion cell decreases further and a secondary region starts to form off 
the bottom of the main cell, between the center of the pipe and the 
separate cell. This results in a fast up-flow over a small area at the 
center of the pipe. Only a portion of the cold water in the main cell 
joins the secondary region and therefore the bulk temperature 
within the main cell gradually decreases. 

The secondary region stretches gradually (at an approxi
mately constant rate) down the pipe, together with the separate 
region (Stage 2b) while the height of the bottom of the main 
convection cell stabilizes and the bulk temperature inside the 
freezing zone decays. When the secondary region reaches the 
bottom of the pipe, it breaks off the main region and falls down 
the pipe, resulting in two separate regions. The lower region 
slowly stabilizes, stratified, at which point the cooled flow from 
the main cell starts to extend into the lower region again. There 
is, therefore, a periodic motion, with the secondary region 
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Fig. 5 Predicted flow development (streamlines) in water initially at 40°C with freezing 

forming, dropping to the bottom, and breaking off. The height 
of the bottom of the main cell varies as the flow patterns 
change, moving upwards when the regions are separate and 
dropping down as the secondary section reforms. 

When the main cell is separate (Stage 3), the rate of bulk 
temperature decay in the cooled zone increases. When the second
ary region reforms the decay rate decreases. Using a "closed" pipe 
model, the lower region is cooled and so the decay rate is greater 
than it would be if the pipe were infinitely long. 

An example of this is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the 
growth of the convection cells in a 100-mm diameter pipe, with a 
cooled wall section (0°C), and initial temperature of 20°C using 
streamlines (calculated from the velocity distributions); Fig. 4 
shows the temperature distribution (using isotherms) at 30-second 
intervals. The pipe axis is on the left side of each plot and a long 
thin box indicates the position of the cooled wall section. This 
shows more detail of the flow development sketched in Fig. 2. 

Repeating the simulation with higher temperatures showed that 
the increase in buoyancy forces cause the main convection cell to 
drop further down the pipe. Above 30°C, the distance to the 
bottom of the main cell did not stabilize before the mixing region 
below reached the bottom of the domain. 

The experimental results of Burton (1986) and Tavner (1992) 
provide some corroboration of this behavior and indicate that when 
the convection cell extends into a tank the mixing effect is de
stroyed, halting the decay in bulk temperature. The numerical 
predictions indicate that the main region would enter the tank for 
initial temperatures slightly above 20°C in Burton's rig and some
where between 25°C and 30°C in Tavner's rig. This agrees with 
the experimental results for the maximum initial temperature at 
which bulk temperature decay was noted. 

The mixing effect decreases with increasing pipe diameter and 
does not appear to have a significant effect in pipes greater than 

200-mm diameter. These predictions give important indications of 
the effect of the geometry of the surrounding pipe work (for 
example, branches, junctions onto larger sections) on the flow field 
and bulk temperature. 

Inverted convection cells, in which the cold liquid moves up
wards and the warmer liquid moves downwards, were noted in 
regions where the local temperature was 4°C. These were only 
noted when the initial temperature was less than 10°C. 

4.2 Interaction Between the Forming Plug and the Flow 
Field. The results obtained from modeling convection without 
freezing in the "closed" pipe model showed that the bulk temper
ature within the cooled zone decreases because the entire volume 
of liquid in the pipe is cooled. Thus, as the freeze progresses, 
convection decreases and the freezing rate will be artificially 
increased. The predictions obtained using a "closed" pipe model to 
simulate situations involving a large bulk of fluid will become less 
accurate at higher temperatures. It will also be impossible to 
predict the limiting temperatures above which it is not possible to 
form a complete plug. 

In the following investigations of freezing with convection, two 
types of geometry were modeled; the first was a "closed" pipe 
model similar to that used in the flow field investigations. The 
second type included an "open" lower boundary, 42 mm below the 
bottom of the freezing zone, across which flow was allowed; a 
52 X 52 nonuniform grid was used. The boundary conditions were 
specified as constant pressure and zero gradient of radial velocity 
in the radial direction, the vertical velocity was calculated as part 
of the solution from the continuity equation. A two-part tempera
ture condition was applied on the lower boundary, with the tem
perature of the flow entering the domain set at the initial temper
ature and an adiabatic condition (i.e., zero temperature gradient in 
the vertical direction) applied to the flow leaving the domain. This 
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combination of boundary conditions could not be used to predict 
the initial stages of flow development, shown in Figs. 3 and 4, in 
which the new convection cell stretches down the pipe. In partic
ular, the period during which the bottom of the cell crosses the 
open boundary could not be modeled. The steady flow field re
sulting from a cooled isothermal (0°C) "jacket" was calculated as 
an initial prediction stage. The "open" pipe model neglects the 
complexities of the flow development and the resulting decay in 
bulk temperature. It will therefore provide a more conservative 
estimate of the freezing time and limiting temperature but will be 
more accurate in larger diameter pipes. 

A pipe diameter of 100 mm and jacket length of 200 mm was used 
with both geometries to allow comparison with experimental results. 
The effect of varying the initial temperature was investigated. The 
pipe wall was included in the solution domain for the problem and the 
boundary condition on the outside of the wall within the freezing 
jacket was assumed to be isothermal - 196°C. The wall was assumed 
to be perfectly lagged (i.e., adiabatic) above and below the freezing 
jacket. The length of the cooled section increased from zero to the 
jacket length over the first two minutes to simulate the process of 
physically filling the jacket with liquid nitrogen. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the results for freezing in the "closed" pipe 
(diameter 100 mm, domain length 1094 mm) with an initial water 
temperature of 40°C. The plots are restricted to the top of the 
computational domain in order to show the detail in the freezing 
zone and the region immediately below. No streamlines or iso
therms are plotted in the ice region which is visible as the clear 
region growing from the outside of the pipe. 

The combination of the heat transfer from the convecting liquid 
to the plug and the initial coolant filling process results in the plug 
growing more rapidly near the bottom of the freezing zone. At 
around ten minutes, interaction between the boundary layer and 
core flow at the plug neck causes the separation of the regions 

above and below the plug neck. The plug neck can then be seen to 
migrate up the plug. 

As expected, the predictions obtained from the "closed" pipe 
model show that the bulk temperature decreases during the freeze, 
making convection increasingly insignificant. 

Figure 7 shows the predicted freezing times compared with the 
experimental results obtained by Tavner and by Burton, both in a 
short closed pipe (no tank) and with a tank below the freezing 
zone. The predicted freeze times are lower than the measured 
values; this can be attributed to the assumption of an isothermal 
— 196°C wall temperature inside the jacket. The predicted freezing 
times increase with initial temperature but show no sign of reach
ing a limiting value. This behavior was expected as a direct result 
of modeling a closed pipe and agrees well with the results obtained 
by Burton for this condition. 

The results obtained with the "open" bottom model with an 
initial water temperature of 20°C and an isothermal, — 196°C, 
boundary condition are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. At four minutes, 
the generation of a separate recirculation region above the plug 
neck indicates entrainment of the cooled boundary layer in the core 
flow in this region. After this, upward core flow becomes increas
ingly blocked by the plug neck, causing the water above the neck 
to be isolated from that below the neck. The neck position migrates 
up the plug and the plug becomes increasingly asymmetric. 

The freezing times predicted using the "open" pipe model were 
much longer than those predicted with the "closed" pipe model, 
partly because convection decreases during freezing in the latter 
model. However, the freeze times were much greater than the 
experimental results and the limiting temperature was much lower. 
This is discussed in more detail below. 

After 15 minutes (not included in Figs. 8 and 9), the solidifica
tion rate drops off and the plug and flow field appear to have 
reached a steady state, implying that it is not possible to freeze 
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water initially at 20°C when there is no bulk temperature decay. 
This is in contradiction to the experimental results of Burton, who 
froze water at temperatures up to 45°C while maintaining the bulk 
temperature by including a tank in the experimental rig. The form 
of plug development, with neck migration, is similar to that noted 
in the experiments at higher temperatures. Closer analysis of the 
predictions reveals that the boundary layer velocities increase as 
the plug grows, increasing heat transfer to the plug and slowing 
freezing and leading to a plug form which resembles that found in 
experiments performed at higher temperatures. 

Examination of the temperature distribution in Fig. 9 shows 
that the boundary layer increases in thickness below the plug, 
where the flow direction is at an angle to the grid direction. A 
thicker layer of water is cooled and the velocities increase. This 
increase in flow is initially fed by pulling more water down over 
the ice surface. When the ice layer is thicker than the boundary 
layer (at four minutes), water is "pulled" into the domain across 
the "open" bottom and an increase in the up-flow immediately 
below the neck is noted. The "open" bottom therefore includes 
a positive feedback element in the system that caused the 
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velocities to increase until the convected heat flux was suffi
ciently large to melt the plug. 

The probable cause of this behavior is false diffusion, causing a 
local, artificially increased, diffusion coefficient for the dependant 
variable. This problem originates from the assumption that the 
flow across the control volume faces is locally one-dimensional; 
the discretization scheme used in this analysis was a power-law 
scheme considering the four nearest control volumes. In the case of 
convection in water, the maximum value of the false diffusion 

coefficient is approximately 50 X 10~3 kg/ms (Patankar (1980)); 
this is an order of magnitude greater than viscosity and two orders 
of magnitude greater than the thermal diffusivity. A grid spacing of 
approximately 0.04 mm would be required to reduce the false 
diffusivity to less than the thermal diffusivity. A possible method 
of improving the model would be to include a more sophisticated 
discretisation scheme, for example using the skew upstream 
scheme proposed by Raithby (1976) or the QUICK scheme pro
posed by Leonard (1979). This would improve the accuracy of the 
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solution in regions where the flow direction is not aligned with the 
grid and may also increase the level of detail in the predicted flow 
field. Danzig (1989) mentions that false diffusion may also be 
responsible for masking smaller convection cells. 

5 Selection of Modeling Method 
The choice of modeling method needed to provide accurate 

predictions of the time to freeze depends on the conditions. The 
range over which the analytical and numerical models can be 
applied is described below and illustrated in Fig. 10. 

1 If the water temperature is less than a critical temperature 
which depends on the pipe diameter (T„ = 7.17 X rj-°-446) ancj 
the flow is still laminar (i.e., Grashof number less than 1.3 X 109), 
the freezing time can be predicted using either the analytical model 
or the numerical model (with or without convection). 

2 Above the critical temperature, a full numerical model is 
required to predict the effect of convection on freezing. 

3 At and above Grashof numbers of 1.3 X 109, the numerical 
model should include turbulence. 

4 Convection is important throughout the freeze in water 
temperatures above 35-40°C in a 100-mm diameter pipe and at 
decreasing temperatures in larger pipes. For these cases, the nu
merical model needs further development to solve the problem of 
false diffusion. 

5 The "closed" pipe numerical approach can be applied for 
pipes less than 100 mm in diameter in which the mixing mecha
nism will naturally cause a decay in the bulk temperature. 

6 The "open" bottom method can be applied to pipes greater 
than 200 mm in diameter. 

7 The intermediate region can either be modelled with a 
"closed" pipe which would increase the bulk temperature decay 
and therefore under estimate the freeze time, or using the "open" 
bottom model which would over estimate the freeze time. A 
compromise scheme is possible, in which the "open" bottom 
model is used, together with an estimate of the bulk temperature 
decay rate which is explicitly incorporated into the model. 

6 Conclusions 

A numerical model of convection and solidification in a vertical 
pipe has been developed. This successfully predicts the interaction 
between the forming ice plug and the flow field and shows good 
qualitative agreement with the experimental data. The model predicts 
a complex flow field, which is consistent with experimental results 
and improves the understanding of the effect of convection during 
freezing. The model has been developed further to include an open 
lower boundary which allows greater control of the bulk temperature. 

Criteria are defined which take into account the effect of con
vection, turbulence, and bulk temperature decay and indicate the 
appropriate modeling approach based on pipe diameter and initial 
water temperature. 
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Phonon Wave Heat Conduction 
in Thin Films and Superlattices 
Heat conduction in thin films and superlattices is important for many engineering 
applications such as thin-film based microelectronic, photonic, thermoelectric, and ther
mionic devices. Past modeling efforts on the thermal conductivity of thin films were based 
on solving the Boltzmann transport equation that treats phonons as particles. The effects 
of phonon interference and tunneling on the heat conduction and the thermal conductivity 
of thin films and superlattices remain to be explored. In this work, the wave effects on the 
heat conduction in thin films and superlattices are studied based on the consideration of 
the acoustic wave propagation in thin film structures and neglecting the internal scatter
ing. A transfer matrix method is used to calculate the phonon transmission and heat 
conduction through these structures. The effects considered in this work include the 
phonon interference, tunneling, and confinement. The phonon dispersion is considered by 
introducing frequency-dependent Lamb constants. A ray-tracing method that treats pho
nons as particles is also developed for comparison. Sample calculations are performed on 
double heterojunction structures resembling Ge/Si/Ge and n-period superlattices similar 
to Ge/Si/n(Si/Ge)/Ge, It is found that phonon confinements caused by the phonon spectra 
mismatch and by the total internal reflection create a dramatic decrease of the overall 
thermal conductance of thin films. The phonon interference in a single layer does not have 
a strong effect on its thermal conductance but for superlattice structures, the stop bands 
created by the interference effects can further reduce the thermal conductance. Tunneling 
of phonon waves occurs when the constituent layers are 1-3 monolayer thick and causes 
a slight recovery in the thermal conductance when compared to thicker layers. The 
thermal conductance obtained from the ray tracing and the wave methods approaches the 
same results for a single layer. For superlattices, however, the wave method leads to a 
finite thermal conductance even for infinitely thick superlattices while the ray tracing 
method gives a thermal conductance that decreases with increasing number of layers. 
Implications of these results on explaining the recent thermal conductivity data of 
superlattices are explored. 

Introduction 
Phonon thermal conduction in thin film structures has been the 

focus of some recent theoretical studies (e.g., Chen and Tien, 
1993; Majumdar, 1993; Hyldgaard and Mahan, 1995; Goodson, 
1996; Chen, 1997a). These studies demonstrated that interfaces, 
boundaries, and microstructures play important roles in heat con
duction through thin film structures. Most of the previous inves
tigations, however, started from the Boltzmann transport equation, 
which cannot deal with wave effects such as interference and 
tunneling on heat conduction. Since interference and tunneling of 
electromagnetic waves were shown to be important for thermal 
radiative transfer in small gaps (Tien and Cunnington, 1973), 
similar effects can be anticipated for heat conduction in very thin 
films (Chen, 1997a, b). 

Phonon propagation in thin films, particularly superlattice struc
tures that consist of period layers of thin films, has been an active 
area of research in solid state physics. Narayanamurti et al. (1979) 
first observed the phonon interference phenomenon through study
ing phonon propagation normal to the superlattice film plane. 
Subsequently, many studies have been devoted to the phonon 
folding, phonon confinement, and mini-gap formation in superlat
tices (Colvard et al., 1985). Phonon propagation in oblique direc
tions has also been investigated and the gap formation inside the 
Brillouin zone was predicted as a result of the phonon mode 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF HEAT 
TRANSFER and presented at 1998 AIAA/ASME Joint Thermophysics and Heat Trans
fer Conference, Albuquerque. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, 
Jan. 26, 1998; revision received, May 4, 1999. Keywords: Conduction, Heat Transfer, 
Microscale, Thermophysical, Thin Films. Associate Technical Editor: D. Zumbrun-

conversion at interfaces (Tamura et al., 1989). Those studies, 
however, are concerned mainly with the phonon spectra modifi
cation by superlattices rather than with the thermal transport across 
superlattices. Several models on the thermal conductivity of su
perlattices were established based on solving the Boltzmann trans
port equation (Ren and Dow, 1982; Hyldgaard and Mahan, 1995; 
Chen, 1997a, 1998; Chen and Neagu, 1997). Hyldgaard and Ma
han (1997), and more recently, Tamura et al. (1999) studied heat 
transfer across superlattices based on calculating the lattice dy
namics simulation of the phonon dispersion relation. Their calcu
lation indicates that because of the phonon confinement, the ther
mal conductivity of superlattices can be one order of magnitude 
smaller than the results calculated from the Fourier heat conduc
tion theory. 

In this work, phonon transport across thin films and superlattices 
is studied based on the transfer matrix method for the acoustic 
wave propagation. The thermal conductances of double hetero
junction structures and n-period superlattices are calculated as a 
function of the layer thickness and temperature to explore the 
phonon interference and tunneling effects on heat conduction. For 
comparison, a ray-tracing method that treats phonons as particles 
is also developed for the thermal conductance calculation. Sample 
calculations are carried out to explore the effects of the layer 
thickness, the number of periods, temperature on the thermal 
conductance of the multilayer structures, and the differences be
tween the wave and the particle treatments of phonons. 

The Physical Models and Mathematical Formulation 
A model structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists of an 

«-period Si/Ge-like superlattice, a Si-like spacer, and two Ge-like 
cladding layers. All the inner layers are of equal thickness. When 
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(a) (b) 

Transmitted 
Waves 

Fig. 1 Schematic of (a) superlattice structure, (b) reflecting and transmission of a SV or a L wave at an interface, showing the mode 
conversion, and (c) the resultant forward and backward propagating waves Inside a film as well as the reflected and transmitted 
waves 

n = 0, the structure degenerates into a double heterojunction 
structure. Both superlattices and double heterojunction structures 
are often used in semiconductor electronic and photonic devices. 
More recently, their potential for thermoelectric and thermionic 
refrigeration and power generation has attracted lots of attentions. 
The model presented below is based on the following assumptions: 
(1) each of the two cladding materials is at a uniform temperature, 
(2) all materials are isotropic, (3) the phonon coherence length is 
long such that thermal phonons can be represented by plane waves, 
(4) internal scattering inside all the materials is negligible, and (5) 
phonon scattering at interfaces is specular and elastic. In the 
following paragraph, the logic behind these assumptions will be 
discussed. 

The first assumption is made since the focus of the paper is 
solely on the heat transfer across the thin film and superlattices. 
Due to the internal scattering, the temperature distributions in the 
cladding layers (medium 0 and medium 2) are clearly nonuniform. 
For a single layer, the temperature drop across the cladding ma
terials can easily become larger than that inside the film. For 
superlattices, however, the two cladding layers can be made thin
ner (or thermally much more conductive) than the total thickness 
of the superlattices, and assumption (1) is then reasonable. Re
garding to the second assumption, most crystalline materials are 
anisotropic but an isotropic solid model is a good starting point for 
exploring the essential aspects of wave effects on heat conduction 
without the additional complexity of dealing with anisotropic 
media. Chen (1997a) estimated the phonon coherence length in 
GaAs to be 10-20 A at room temperature. This indicates that the 
third assumption of plane waves with a long coherence length is 

unlikely to be valid at room temperature. Due to this conflict, the 
results of this model can only provide an estimation of the upper 
limit of the interference effect on heat conduction. On assumption 
(4), it has been shown before that when a film is much thinner than 
the phonon mean-free-path (Chen and Neagu, 1997), the internal 
scattering caused by the three-phonon processes and impurities 
does not affect the film thermal conductivity. Finally, on the 
assumption (5), Chen's study (1998) on the cross-plane thermal 
conductivity of superlattices indicates that interfaces are partially 
specular and partially diffuse for phonon scattering, and that in
elastic scattering of phonon indeed happens at interfaces. On the 
other hand, in Hyldgaard and Mahan's study (1997) on the cross-
plane thermal conductivity of superlattices, it was assumed that the 
interfaces scatter phonons totally specularly and elastically. The 
current work makes similar assumptions as used by Hyldgaard and 
Mahan (1997), since one major objective here is to estimate an 
upper limit of the wave effects on heat conduction. Diffuse and 
inelastic scattering will degrade the phonon coherence properties 
and reduce the impacts of the wave effects discussed in this work. 

To calculate the total heat flux, the phonon dispersion in each of 
the materials must be known. We will first assume linear phonon 
dispersion relations. This is an approximation that has been often 
used in the study of phonon propagation in superlattice structures 
(Colvard et al., 1985; Tamura et al., 1989). Later, we will examine 
the influence of nonlinear phonon dispersion by introducing the 
frequency-dependent Lamb constants. It should be emphasized 
that although the current model starts from the bulk phonon 
dispersion of the constituent materials, the effective phonon spec
trum of the structure will be different from these of its constituent 

Nomenclature 

B = 

D 

= transfer matrix at an interface for a 
transverse wave polarized perpen
dicular to the plane of incidence 
transfer matrix at an interface for a 
transverse wave or a longitudinal 
wave polarized in the plane of inci
dence 
density of states per unit volume, 
nT3 

Bose-Einstein distribution function 
F = traction force at an interface per 

unit area, Nm~2 

i = imaginary number, V—T 
wave vector, nT1; thermal conduc
tivity, WnT'KT1 

thermal conductance, WirT2 

transfer matrix for SH wave 
transfer matrix for SV and L wave 

/ 

k = 

K 
M 
N 

P = Poynting vector, WirT2 

q = heat flux, WirT2 

S = magnitude of the lattice veloc
ity, ms~' 

S = lattice velocity, ms~' 
r = reflection coefficient 
r = space vector, m 

R = reflectivity 
t = transmission coefficient 
T = transmissivity; temperature, K 
v = phase velocity, ms"1 

x, y, z = coordinates 
Y = product of acoustic impedance 

and directional cosine 
Z = acoustic impedance, kgm 2s ' 
d = angle, rad 

A, fi = Lame constants 
<p = phase factor 

X = directional cosine 
OJ = angular frequency, Hz 

Subscripts 

0, 1, 2 = medium 0, medium 1, and me
dium 2 

x, y, z = in the corresponding coordinate 
direction 

i = incident wave 
L = longitudinal wave 
r = reflected wave 
.y = shear wave 
t = transmitted wave 

+ = forward propagation direction 
- = backward propagation direction 
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materials due to the wave effects being studied. This spectrum 
change is approximately included in the current model since it is 
caused by the same wave phenomenon. Yet this inclusion is not 
exact because the atomic level force coupling at the interface 
cannot be treated exactly under the continuum model. 

With a clear understanding of the above assumptions and their 
limitations, heat transfer across the film structures can be modeled 
based on the well-established theory in the acoustic wave propa
gation (e.g., Auld, 1990). Consider a plane wave incident onto the 
interface between the cladding medium 0 and the film structure 
with an angle 0, from the normal direction, as shown in Fig. 1(b). 
At the interface, reflection and refraction of the wave occur, 
similar to those of an electromagnetic wave at an interface (e.g., 
Knittl, 1976). A fundamental difference, however, exists between 
the two waves. An electromagnetic wave has only two polariza
tions oriented perpendicular to the wave propagation direction, 
while an acoustic wave has three polarizations, i.e., two transverse 
and one longitudinal waves. Due to the additional longitudinal 
polarization, the reflection and refraction of acoustic waves at an 
interface are much more complicated. For a transverse wave po
larized perpendicular to the plane of incidence (SH wave), only 
one reflected and one refracted wave are excited, similar to the 
excitation of waves by an electromagnetic wave polarized in the 
same direction. A longitudinal wave (L wave), or a transverse 
wave polarized in the plane of incidence (SV wave), however, can 
excite four waves: two reflected waves (L and SV waves) and two 
refracted waves (L and SV waves) as shown in Fig. 1(b). Mathe
matical expressions for calculating the reflection and refraction of 
acoustic waves at an interface are well-documented in the litera
ture (Auld, 1990). The focus of the current model will be on the 
wave propagation through multilayer structures. The transfer ma
trix method for acoustic waves (Nayfeh, 1995) will be used to 
calculate the phonon reflectivity and transmissivity through the 
structures (Narayanamurti et al , 1979; Tamura et al., 1989). In the 
following, the transfer matrices for the three wave polarizations 
will be briefly summarized. 

SH Wave. For a SH wave incident from medium 0, the lattice 
velocity, S, of various reflected and transmitted waves as marked 
in Fig. 1(b) has the following form: 

Sy= Sj(0) exp(- ik y - r )x (1) 

where k is the wave vector, r the space vector, S(0) the amplitude 
of velocity at the interface between medium 0 and the film, and x 
the unit vector in the x-coordinate direction. The subscript j has the 
following values and meanings: i and r for the incident and the 
reflected wave in medium 0, respectively; + and - for the forward 
and the backward propagating wave in the film, respectively; and 
t for the transmitted wave in medium 2. In Eq. (1), the time 
harmonic factor, e"", has been omitted. 

For the SH wave, the traction force F (=n • T, where n is the 
unit vector in the direction normal to interface and T the stress 
tensor) at an interface acts in the x-direction and is equal to the 
tensor component Txy (Auld, 1990), 

where JU, is one of the two Lame constants, and to the angular 
frequency. The total lattice velocity and traction force acting on a 
plane parallel to the interface include contributions from all waves 
passing that plane. At x = 0 inside the film, the magnitude of the 
velocity, S,(0), and the traction force, Fx(0), are the sum of those 
induced by the forward propagating and the backward propagating 
waves inside the film, and can be expressed in terms of the 
amplitudes of the two waves at y = 0 in the following matrix 
format 

S . ( 0 ) W 1 1 \(S+(0)\ 

FM) l-z,i cos esl z,„ cos eJ\S-(o)) 

= A'U_(0)j (3) 

where Z( = pv) is the acoustic impedance that equals the product of 
the wave speed, v, and the medium density, p; 6, is the angle 
formed between the direction of the wave propagation inside the 
film and the norm at the interface. The subscript s represents the 
properties of the transverse wave. Notation A i is used to represent 
the 2 X 2 matrix following the first equal sign. A similar relation 
exists at the other interface, 

[Fx(d))=A\s.(d))' (4 ) 

Inside the film, the magnitudes of the velocities of the forward and 
the backward propagating waves at y = 0 and y = d are related 
through the following matrix: 

S+ (0) \ _ / e x p 0 > „ ) 0 \(S+(d)\ 
S-(0))~\ 0 ex.p(-i<P,i))\S-(d)) 

= M(sAd)) (5) 

where tpsl = cod cos d,/vsl and d is the film thickness. Combining 
Eqs. (3)-(5) leads to 

U,(0)J= A 'M 'A ' [Fx(d)) -= M\FM) 
= / cos <p.„ i sin cpsl/FA / S, (d) \ 

\iY, sin <psl cos cps, )\Fx](d)J (6) 

where F, = — Zs, cos 0,. The transfer matrix M, is identical to 
that for an optical wave polarized in the same direction (Knittl, 
1976). 

Two equations similar to Eq. (3) can be established to relate the 
total velocity and the traction force inside medium 0 and medium 
2 to the magnitude of the corresponding wave velocities in each 
medium, 

(S0(Q)\ A(S,(0)\ (S2(d)\ A(St(d)\ „. 

where matrices A0 and A, are obtained by replacing Z,, and 0, in 
A, with the corresponding acoustic impedance and angle in each of 
the two media. The boundary conditions require that the velocity 
and the contraction force be continuous at the interfaces. Based on 
these requirements, the first and the last matrix in Eq. (6) can be 
replaced by the left-hand sides of the above two equations to yield 

(J.) =A,r1M1/l,(i) (8) 

where r and t are the reflection and the transmission coefficients 
defined as 

r = 5r(0)/5,(0) t = S,(d)/S,(0). (9) 

These two coefficients can be obtained by solving Eq. (8). 
The advantage of the transfer matrix method is that it can be 

easily extended to multilayer structures. For the n-period super-
lattice structure, there are a total of (In + 1) layers and the 
phonon reflection and transmission coefficient can be similarly 
calculated by replacing M, in Eq. (8) with the product of the 
transfer matrix for all the layers in the structure, i.e., 
MXM2 ... M2„+i- The order of the matrices is the same as the 
sequence of the layers. 
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L Wave and SV Wave. Due to the phonon mode conversion, 
each L or SV incident wave can possibly excite four waves inside 
a film as shown in Fig. 1(c). Following any standard reference on 
acoustics (e.g., Auld, 1990), the velocity and traction force com
ponents at the first interface can be related to the magnitudes of the 
velocities of these four waves through the following matrix: 

Sy(0) 
SM 

-o)Fy(0) 

-toFt{0)l 

= B, 

S+,(0)S 

(10) 

where the subscripts y and z represent coordinate directions, and 
the subscripts s and L represent the SV and the L wave, respec
tively. The matrix B, is given by 

Effective Thermal Conductance and Thermal Conductivity. 
The above derivation gives the reflection and the transmission 
coefficients for single and multilayer structures. The transmissivity 
and reflectivity can be calculated from these coefficients based on 
the acoustic Poynting vector (Auld, 1990). For a wave polarized in 
the p direction (p = SH, SV, L), the energy flux per unit area of 
the interface is given by the acoustic Poynting vector component in 
the y -direction, 

P„ = J Re(cos 0.) • zAI = Re(cos BP)\P\ (15) 

where |P| is the magnitude of the acoustic Poynting vector. Taking 
the ratio of the reflected energy flux or the transmitted energy flux 
to the incident energy flux, the reflectivity (R) or transmissivity 
(T) can be obtained, respectively. The total heat flux from medium 

B, = 

—sin 0,i 
cos 0S] 

-JU,&VI sin 20,, 
^,ks] cos20s, 

cos 9Li 

sin eLi 

(A, + 2/u,, cos2 6Ll)kLi 

HikL1 sin 20L, 
M 
/A 

sin 
cos 
K\ 
ks\ 

0,i 

0,i 
sin 
cos 

20s, 
20„ 

(A, 

—cos 0̂ 1 \ 
sin 

+ 2/A, 
~^\kL\ 

flti 
cos2 6Li)kLl\ 
sin20i, / 

(ID 

where k ( = Ww) is the magnitude of the wave vector and A is the 
other of the two Lame constants. 

A similar derivation as for the SH wave leads to a matrix 
expression that relates the velocity and contraction force at the two 
interfaces inside the film, 

S,(0) 

-a)Fy(0) 

-o>Fz(0)l 

N, 

Sy(d) 

Sz(d) 
-o)Fy{d) 

-a>Fz(d)l 

(12) 

where N, = B,NtB,1 and 

N, 

0 

0 
0 

o \ 
0 
0 

(13) 

The phase factors in the above matrix are similarly defined as that 
in Eq. (5). 

Based on the continuity requirements on the velocity field and 
contraction force at the interfaces, the following relation between 
the incident, reflected, and transmitted velocity fields can be ob
tained: 

X(o)^ 
Su(0) 
s,M 

\SLMi 

= BJlNxB, 

lSs,{d)^ 
SL,(d) 

0 
\ 0 

(14) 

where B, and B, are matrices that relate the total velocity and force 
components to the amplitudes of the velocity fields in medium 0 
and in medium 2, respectively. They are obtained by replacing 
angles and physical properties in Eq. (11) with those in the 
corresponding media. Equation (14) can be used to calculate the 
reflection and transmission coefficients for both the L and SV 
polarized incident waves. For an incident L wave, Ssi is set to zero, 
and for an incident SV wave, SLi is set to zero. Compared to the SH 
wave, the matrix operation becomes more involved and Nx cannot 
be easily simplified to a similar form as given in Eq. (6). Equation 
(14), however, can be solved numerically. For multilayer struc
tures, the product of the transfer matrices for all the layers is again 
used in lieu of Ni. 

0 into medium 2 is obtained by summing up phonons of all 
frequencies, incident angles, and polarizations, 

tfo ̂ =2 Tp(6, w, d)Ppy(a), 0)dn\da) (16) 

where the integration over the solid angle, CI, covers the half-
space, <iimp represents the maximum frequency of p-polarized 
phonons. The magnitude of the Poynting vector can be related to 
the medium temperature by equaling it to the phonon intensity 
(Majumdar, 1993; Chen and Tien, 1993) 

P| = 
1 

AIT 
ha)f(a>, T)D(o))vp (17) 

where D is the phonon density of states, / the Bose-Einstein 
distribution, and h the Planck constant divided by 2TT. Assuming 
that the temperature difference between media 0 and 2 is small, the 
net heat transfer rate between medium 0 and medium 2 can be 
obtained as 

q = (A772) ^ h(i)vpD((i))df/dT | Tp(x, ft), d)\dx \da> 

(18) 

and the effective thermal conductivity of the film can be expressed 
as 

ha)vpD((o)df/dT J Tp(x, u>, d)xdx\do) 

(19) 

where x (=cos 0) is the directional cosine and n is the number of 
periods. 

Equation (19) indicates that the thermal conductivity will be 
linearly proportional to the total thickness of all layers if the 
phonon transmissivity is thickness independent. This is because 
internal scattering is assumed to be negligible under the studied 
cases. A more appropriate property for heat conduction in these 
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cases is the thermal conductance of the structure, which is defined 
as 

K = q/AT 

= (1/2) 2 ' (ha>vpD(m)df/dT Tp(X, oi, d)Xdx)da>. 
P •> 0 •> 0 

(20) 

Ray Tracing. The above model includes wave effects such as 
tunneling and interference. To examine how large are those ef
fects, the thermal conductance of the film that excludes the wave 
effects should also be modeled. In this case, the transmissivity and 
reflectivity of the multilayer structure can be based on the ray 
tracing method in thermal radiation (Siegel and Howell, 1992). We 
will first discuss how to deal with single layer of thin films and 
then extend to the multilayer superlattices. 

One Layer Structure. For a single film, the transmissivity of a 
SH wave from medium 0 to medium 2 is given by 

where T,v and Rslj are the transmissivity and reflectivity of pho-
nons from medium i into medium j . They can be calculated from 
the interface matrix, Eq. (3), or based on well-established formulae 
(Auld, 1990). For an L or a SV wave, the reflection and transmis
sion can be modeled by replacing the field quantities in Fig. 1(c) 
with the intensities of the corresponding waves and applying the 
energy balance at the two interfaces. Assuming that all four waves 
exist inside the film, the following energy balance equations are 
obtained for an SV-polarized incident wave: 

hsr ~ RssOl'si + TjslO's- + -"ijK)//,- (22) 

'sLr = RilOlhi + JjLlO's- + TLU0IL- (23) 

's.<+ ~ Tss0iIsi + Rssi0Is_ + RiS[oIi- (24) 

LL+ — TsLOlIsl + RsLWIs_ + RLLioh~ (25) 

Iss- = Rssl2^s+ + ^Lsnh+ (26) 

IsL- = RSLnIs+ + ^LLl2h+ (27) 

'stl ~ Tss\2ls+ "*" TLsi2lL+ (28) 

hu = TsLi2Is+ + TLLi2IL+. (29) 

In the above equations, the subscripts in R and T have the follow
ing meanings. The first letter represents the polarization of the 
incident wave and the second letter that of the excited wave. 
Numbers in the subscripts have similar meaning as for a SH wave. 
Normalizing all of intensities in the above eight equations by the 
incident intensity leads to eight unknowns that can be solved to 
obtain the film reflectivity and transmissivity. The obtained trans
missivity can be used in Eqs. (19) and (20) to calculate the 
effective thermal conductivity and the thermal conductance. By 
replacing the incident SV wave with an L wave and making 
corresponding changes in the notations of the above set of equa
tions, the transmissivity for an L incident wave can also be found. 
It should be cautioned that the above set of equations are estab-

Table 1 Maximum phonon frequency (converted into modal 
temperature) used in the calculation 

Longitudinal (K) Transverse (K) 

Si Layer 568 183 
Ge Layer 335 102 

Journal of Heat Transfer 

Fig. 2 Frequency Integration is divided Into three regions. Phonons in 
region I can transmit through the superlattlce without violating the con
tinuity requirements on the traction force and the displacement. Pho
nons in region II and region III are confined except at normal incidence. 

lished for the case when all possible waves are in existence, i.e., 
four waves inside the film and two excited waves in both medium 
0 and medium 2. If the total internal reflection (Auld, 1990) occurs 
for any of the polarizations, the number of waves in existence will 
be reduced. Subsequently, some equations and terms should be 
drooped. These special cases are taking into consideration in the 
computational results presented in the next section. 

Multilayer Structures. The reflectivity and transmissivity of a 
multilayer structure can be calculated based on the net-radiation 
method (Siegel and Howell, 1992). This method starts from the 
last layer, i.e., the (2n + l)th layer, in the multilayer sequence. 
The reflectivity and transmissivity of this layer for an SV-polarized 
phonon beam incident from the (2n)th layer, i?,„, RUL, Tls„ TUL, 
is calculated according to Eqs. (22)-(29). The reflectivity and 
transmissivity, Rlu, RlLL, Tlu, TlLL, of an L wave conjugated to 
the SV wave through the Snell law is similarly obtained. In the 
next step, the reflectivity and transmissivity of the (2n)th layer is 
calculated for a phonon beam incident from the {In — l)th layer, 
again based on Eqs. (22)-(29), by replacing the interface reflec
tivity and transmissivity, Run, RLLn, TLsl2, TLLn with RiL„ R1LL, 
T\u, TIU, i.e., by treating the (2n + l)th layer at an interface of 
the (2n)th layer. This recursive procedure is repeated until the 
reflectivity and transmissivity for the whole structure is obtained. 
Since the derivation is parallel to the net-radiation method, details 
of the expressions will be omitted here. 

Treatment on the Phonon Dispersion. Strictly speaking, the 
acoustic wave method we are employing cannot deal with phonon 
dispersion because the latter results from the discreteness of the 
lattices. We develop an approximate method to include the phonon 
dispersion effect by introducing the frequency dependent Lamb 
constants. We will use a sine function to approximate the phonon 
dispersion for the transverse and the longitudinal phonons (Chen, 
1997), 

wp = 0}mp sin (ka/2) (30) 

where a is the equivalent lattice constant of an isotropic medium. 
Based on Eq. (30), the phase velocities of the transverse and 
longitudinal phonons, v, and vL, can be calculated for each fre
quency. The frequency-dependent Lamb constants can be related 
to the phase velocities of the transverse and longitudinal phonons 
(Auld, 1990) 

A = v2„ A + 2|U = v\. (31) 

With the frequency-dependent Lamb constants, the phonon trans
missivity of the thin film structures can be calculated for each 
frequency as described before. Although the phase velocity is used 
for the Lamb constants, the phonon group velocity is used in 
calculating the phonon density of states. 

Results and Discussion 
The maximum frequencies used for the cladding and the film 

materials are chosen to resemble those of Si and Ge, as listed in 
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1.2 

TRANSMISSIVITY REFLECTIVITY 

TRANSMISSIVITY 

0.20 

- 0.05 

INCIDENT ANGLE (DEGREE) 

Fig. 3 Reflectivity and transmlsslvlty at one Interface as a function of 
the Incident angle for a SV polarized Incident wave, showing that both L 
and SV waves are excited 

Table 1. A lattice constant of 2.76 A, calculated from the Debye 
model, is used for both the cladding media and the film. From the 
given maximum frequencies and the lattice constant, the group and 
phase velocities of each phonon polarization can be calculated for 
both the linear dispersion and the nonlinear phonon dispersion that 
is approximated by sine functions. 

Since the phonon spectra are different between the Si and Ge 
layers, several factors must be considered in carrying out the 

integration in Eq. (19) over the frequency. One of the assumptions 
made in this work is that only elastic scattering occurs at the 
interface. This dictates that the upper integration limit must be 
chosen carefully. Because of its lower maximum frequency, all of 
the transversely polarized phonons in the Ge layer can transmit 
through the multilayer structure. The integration limit for trans
verse phonons is thus set at 102 K. Those transverse phonons 
inside the Si layers that have a modal temperature between 102 K 
and 183 K are confined inside the layers. The situation for the 
longitudinal phonons is more complicated and the integration 
needs to be divided into three regions, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
region I, from 0 K to 102 K, includes those longitudinal phonons 
in the Si layers with a frequency less than the maximum of the 
transverse phonons inside the Ge layer. Phonons in this region can 
transmit through the film through the normal four-wave excitation 
process as described in the previous section. The region II, from 
102 K to 183 K, is between the maximum transverse phonon 
frequencies inside the Si and the Ge layers. In this region, both the 
transverse and longitudinal waves can exist in the Si layers but 
only longitudinal phonon waves can be excited inside the Ge 
layers. It can be proven, from the requirements of the continuity of 
the velocity and the traction force at the interface, that in region II 
the only case that a longitudinal wave can transmit through the 
multilayer structure is at the normal incidence. In this case, the 
longitudinal and the transverse waves are decoupled and only a 
longitudinal wave is excited inside the film. At an oblique incident 
angle, the longitudinal wave must be totally reflected to satisfy the 
continuity requirements on the lattice velocity and the traction 
force. Region III falls in between the maximum longitudinal fre-
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Fig. 4 Results calculated from the wave approach and the ray tracing approaches for the (a) incident SH wave, (b) incident SV wave, (c) incident L 
wave, and (d) total of three waves 
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Fig. 5 Transmissivity of a SV incident wave on a ten-period superlattice (a) three-dimensional plots of SV into SV wave, and (b) 
three-dimensional plot of a SV Into a L wave, and (c) transmissivity as a function of frequency at one specific incident angle 

quencies between Si and Ge. Similar to the situation in region II, 
the transmission of longitudinal wave through the multilayer struc
ture is possible only at the normal incidence. Since the incident 
energy is assumed to be uniformly distributed in all directions, the 
energy in the normal direction is small and will be neglected. This 
means that the longitudinal phonon contribution to the heat con
duction comes from phonons in region I only, as does the trans
verse phonons. 

The integration over angle also needs to be divided into sections 
to take into account different critical angles (Auld, 1990). For a SH 
incident wave, only one critical angle exists. When the phonon 
incident angle is larger than the critical angle, the phonon trans
missivity from the ray-tracing approach is zero while from the 
wave approach, it can be nonzero due to the tunneling of phonons. 
The transmissivity in the latter case can be calculated using the 
transfer matrix established in the previous section. Integration over 
the angle for a SH wave is thus divided into two sections: below 
and above the critical angle. For an incident SV wave, several 
critical angles exists, one for the reflected/transmitted L wave in 
the Ge layer, and two for the SV and L excited waves in the Si 
layer. Correspondingly, integration over the angle for an incident 
SV wave is divided into four sections as determined by the above 
described three critical angles. Similarly, for an L incident wave, 
the integration over angle is divided into three sections since there 
are generally two critical angles. The matrix formulation estab
lished before is valid for all those angles. Special attention needs 
to be paid to the ray tracing approach because some of terms and 
equations should be dropped from Eqs. (22)-(29). 

Figure 3 shows the phonon reflectivity and transmissivity at one 

interface for an SV wave as a function of the incident angle. At a 
low angle of incidence, most phonons are transmitted. As the 
incident angle becomes larger than the critical angle, all phonons 
are reflected. The phonon mode conversion also happens below the 
critical incident angle. A small fraction of the incident SV wave is 
converted into the L wave. 

Figures 4(a) to 4(d) show the thermal conductance of a one-
layer structure (n = 0) as a function of the film thickness for 
waves of different polarizations. For a SH wave as shown in Fig. 
4(a), thermal conductance resulted from the normal transmission 
of phonons (for incidence smaller than the critical angle) and the 
tunneling of phonons (for incidence larger than the critical angle) 
are plotted, together with the total thermal conductance calculated 
from the wave model and the ray tracing model. For a one-
monolayer thick film (—1.4 A), tunneling can increase the thermal 
conductance by a factor of two. As the film becomes thicker than 
— 10 A, tunneling effect is already negligible. The case of a SV 
wave as shown in Fig. 4(b) is similar. The longitudinal wave (Fig. 
4(c)) differs from the transverse waves in two aspects: (1) the 
thermal conductance is an order of magnitude smaller than those of 
the transverse waves, and (2) tunneling extends to slightly thicker 
films. The order of magnitude reduction in the thermal conduc
tance of the longitudinal phonons is caused by the phonon con
finement effect. As discussed before, only those longitudinal pho
nons in region I are possible to transmit through the film if no 
inelastic scattering occurs at the interface. The specific heat of the 
longitudinal phonons in region I is small, leading to an order of 
magnitude reduction in the thermal conductance compared to that 
of the transverse phonons. In region I, phonons have longer wave-
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the results from the wave approach and the 
ray-tracing approach 

lengths than those at the zone boundary and thus can tunnel 
through thicker films. The total phonon conductance of all three 
polarizations is given in Fig. 4(d). 

The three-dimensional plots of Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) show the 
phonon transmissivity as a function of the frequency and incident 
angle for SV-polarized phonons through a 10-period superlattice 
with 5 A thick constituting layers, At low angle of incidence and 
low frequency, the phonon transmission is close to one, indicating 
that long wavelength phonons do not feel the existence of the 
interfaces. At higher angle of incidence, total internal reflection 
occurs and most phonons do not transmit through the interface 
except in the low frequency region where tunneling effect pro
motes the transmission of long wavelength phonons. There exist 
regions where the phonon transmissivity approaches zero even for 
normal incidence, as shown in Fig. 5(c). In optics, these regions 
are called the stop bands (Knittl, 1976). These stop bands corre
spond to the formation of mini-gaps in the phonon spectra of 
superlattices (Colvard et al., 1985). The existence of these stop 
bands has been observed experimentally by measuring directly the 
phonon transmissivity (Naranyanamurti et al., 1979) and through 
Raman spectroscopy of superlattices (Covard et al., 1985). With 
the calculated transmissivity, values of the thermal conductance of 
superlattice structures are calculated and the results are given in 
Fig. 6. It can be seen that the thermal conductance generally 
increases with decreasing layer thickness, due to the tunneling of 
phonons above the critical angle. As the layer becomes thicker, the 
thermal conductance approaches a constant. For small number of 
periods, the asymptotic values for thick films are different. As the 
number of periods increases, the thermal conductance for different 
periods converges to a same value, indicating that the superlattice 
can be treated as if it has infinite repetition. Figure 6 also shows 
that the thermal conductance decreases with increasing number of 
layers, because the formation of stop bands reduces the phonon 
transmission. 

Although Figs. 4(a)-4(d) indicates that the wave and the ray-
tracing approaches lead to asymptotically the same results for a 
single layer structure, the situation is very different for multilayer 
structures. Figure 7 illustrates the thermal conductance of the 
superlattice as a function of number of periods, calculated based on 
the wave approach and the ray-tracing approach. While the thermal 
conductance from the wave method approaches a constant, the 
ray-tracing method leads to a thermal conductance of the total 
structure decreasing with increasing number of periods. This is 
because under the wave picture, the long wavelength phonons can 
transmit through the superlattices, as shown in Figs. 5(a)-5(c). 
Under the ray-tracing method, phonons of all wavelengths will be 
equally scattered at the interfaces. Thus as the number of interfaces 
increases, the phonon transmission through the whole structure 
decreases. 

Figure 8 compares the results of the phonon thermal conduc
tance calculated from linear dispersion and the nonlinear disper
sion relations. The product of the thermal conductance and the 
thickness of one period is also shown. For the Si/Ge structures, the 
nonlinear dispersion creates a larger mismatch in the phonon 
acoustic properties (group and phase velocities) and the total 
thermal conductance is further reduced. 

To compare the relative importance of the wave interference and 
tunneling effects against the effects of the phonon confinement 
caused by the phonon spectra mismatch and the total internal 
reflection, the following "bulk" thermal conductance values of the 
same structure are calculated. These are the values when (1) only 
elastic scattering is allowed and (2) inelastic scattering is allowed. 
The transmissivity of all allowable scattering events is set to one. 
If only elastic scattering is allowed, all phonons in region I as 
shown in Fig. 2 can transmit through the film and the rest of the 
longitudinal phonons in the Ge layer cannot go through. In this 
case, the total thermal conductance is 4.02 X 108 Wm '2K', 
mainly contributed by the transverse phonons. If inelastic scatter
ing is allowed, all longitudinal phonons in the Ge layer can 
transmit through the Si film. The total thermal conductance under 
this circumstance is increased to 10.27 X 10s WirT2K~'. In com
parison, Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 show that the thermal conductance of 
Si/Ge superlattices is —0.6 X 108 Wm"2KH under the linear 
dispersion approximation and is even smaller under the nonlinear 
dispersion approximation. These numbers indicate that the reduc
tion in the thin film thermal conductivity caused by the phonon 
confinement effects is normally much larger than the enhancement 

THICKNESS (A) 

Fig. 8 Comparison of the computational results based on the linear 
phonon dispersion (named Debye) and the nonlinear (named dispersion) 
phonon dispersion approximations 
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of the thermal conductivity caused by the wave tunneling effect. 
Had we used Si as the cladding materials, the results for the 
multilayer structures will not be affected, but the basis for com
parison, i.e., the "bulk" thermal conductance of the structure will 
increase, making the contrast between the "bulk" and the actual 
conductance values even larger. 

We will conclude the discussion by comparing the present study 
with experimental results on the cross-plane thermal conductivity 
of superlattices on Si/Ge, GaAs/AlAs, and Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3, and our 
previous modeling based on the Boltzmann transport equation 
(Chen and Neagu, 1997; Chen, 1998). Under the presented wave 
model (which neglected internal scattering), the thermal conduc
tance of a superlattice is approximately a constant, which means 
that the thermal conductivity is proportional to the total thickness 
of the superlattices. Existing experimental data, however, suggests, 
that the thermal conductivity values depend on the thickness of 
each period rather than on the total thickness of the superlattice. 
Considering that the calculated conductance is practically indepen
dent of the total number of periods if there are more than ten 
periods in the structure, one expects that the thermal conductivity 
is independent of the period thickness, in contradiction with ex
isting experimental data. This contradiction, in principle, could be 
removed if the unklampp scattering of the propagating phonons 
depends on the period thickness, but reported calculations do not 
show such a strong dependence (Ren and Dow, 1982). These 
calculations did not consider the group velocity reduction and the 
density of states change as is implied in the current model. If these 
two effects are combined together, perhaps good agreement with 
experimental data can be reached based on the wave consideration. 
On the other hand, we modeled the phonon transport in superlat
tices based on the Boltzmann transport equation (Chen and Neagu, 
1997; Chen, 1998), and the model can be fitted to the experimental 
data on Si/Ge if the inelastic scattering is assumed to occur at the 
interfaces. It is possible that such inelastic scattering at the inter
faces destroys the coherence of phonons so that phonon transport 
can be practically treated as particles rather than waves. It should 
be pointed out that many Raman spectroscopy experiments have 
confirmed the minigap formation in the phonon spectra of super-
lattices, indicating the coherent nature of phonons. There is little 
report in literature, however, on how many phonons are really 
coherent and in which directions are they coherent. Since heat 
transfer involves all phonons and in all directions, it is plausible 
that the majority of phonons that contribute to heat conduction are 
actually incoherent. The presented wave model leads to an increase 
in the thermal conductance and thus the thermal conductivity when 
the layer thickness approaches monolayers. Experimental data on 
the thermal conductivity of Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 superlattices indeed 
shows a similar trend (Venkatasubramanian, 1996). This incre
ment in the thermal conductivity, however, may as well be due to 
alloying rather than tunneling, depending on the interface sharp
ness and conditions. 

Conclusion 
A heat conduction model that includes the effects of phonon 

interference and tunneling in single-layer and multilayer thin film 
structures is presented in this work. The model is based on the 
transfer matrix method for acoustic wave propagation in thin film 
structures. Calculations were performed for superlattice structures 
resembling Ge/Si/n(Si/Ge)/Ge. It is found that a large reduction in 

the thermal conductance is created by the phonon confinement 
phenomena arising from (1) the phonon spectra mismatch and (2) 
the total internal reflection. The results show that tunneling can 
cause some recover of the thermal conductance reduction if the 
constituent layers are within 1-3 monolayers range. For a single 
layer, the wave effects become negligible for films thicker than 
~10 A. For multilayer periodic structures, however, the formation 
of the stop bands can further decrease the thermal conductance. It 
should be reminded that several assumptions are made on the 
model developed in this work. Due to these assumptions, the 
calculated wave effect is considered as an upper limit. 
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Optical Measurement of 
Thermal Contact Conductance 
Between Wafer-Like Thin Solid 
Samples 
This paper presents a noncontact optical technique for measuring the thermal contact 
conductance between wafer-like thin solid samples. The technique is based on heating one 
solid surface by a modulated laser beam and monitoring the corresponding temperature 
modulation of the other solid surface across the interface using the reflectance of a probe 
laser beam. The phase lag between the two laser signals is independent of the optical 
properties of the samples as well as the laser intensities, and can be related to the thermal 
contact conductance. A detailed theoretical analysis is presented to estimate the thermal 
contact conductance as well as the thermophysical properties of the solids from the phase 
lag measured as a function of the modulation frequency. Closed-form solutions in the 
high-frequency limit are derived in order to provide a simple estimation procedure. The 
effect of misalignment of the two lasers is studied and the conditions for robust measure
ments are suggested. As a benchmark for this technique, the thermal conductivity of a 
single crystal silicon sample was measured to within two percent of reported values. The 
thermal contact conductance was measured for Al-Si samples, each about 0.22 mm thick, 
in the pressure range of 0.8-10 MP a. In contrast to traditional contact conductance 
measurement techniques that require steady-state operation and insertion of thermocou
ples in thick solid samples, the noncontact dynamic optical technique requires much less 
time and is particularly well suited for electronic packaging materials that are typically 
in the thickness range of 0.1-5 mm. In addition, localized conductance measurements are 
now possible with a spatial resolution of about four times the thickness of the solid and 
can be used to detect interfacial voids and defects. 

1 Introduction 

The thermal contact conductance between two solid surfaces de
pends on a variety of factors such as the structure of surface roughness 
and waviness, surface hardness and elastic modulus, thermal conduc
tivity, and surface damage of each surface, as well as the type of 
interstitial gas. Prediction of the thermal contact conductance has been 
a major challenge in the past, mainly due to the large uncertainty and 
complexity of surface properties. Although several theories have been 
developed to predict the thermal contact conductance (Cooper et al., 
1969; Mikic, 1974; Fletcher, 1988; Majumdar and Tien, 1991; 
Nishino et al., 1995; Saigon et al., 1997; Lambert and Fletcher, 1997; 
Leung et al., 1998) it is rare to have agreement between theory and 
experiment to within 50 percent. Yet, thermal contact resistance is 
known to be a significant fraction of the total thermal resistance in 
electronic packages (Kraus and Bar-Cohen, 1983; Childres and Peter
son, 1989). Therefore, its measurement, prediction, and control are 
critical to the thermal management of electronic and optoelectronic 
packages. In light of the difficulties in theoretical prediction, one must 
resort to measuring thermal contact conductance for conditions that 
are representative of those found in electronic packages. Such mea
surements can identify the upper and lower bounds for the value of 
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thermal contact conductance and also provide the opportunity to try 
different schemes for increasing and controlling the conductance. 

The technique that is widely used (Yovanovich, 1987; Seyed-
Yagoobi et al., 1992; Williamson and Majumdar, 1992; Maddren 
and Marschall, 1995; Nishino et al., 1995) for measuring thermal 
contact conductance is illustrated in Fig. 1. Two solid pieces are 
brought together under compressive load while being heated on 
one side and cooled on the other. A series of thermocouples are 
inserted along the two solids to measure the temperature profile. At 
steady state, the linear profile is extrapolated to the interface to 
estimate the temperature jump, A 7*, at the interface. For a known 
heat flux, q, supplied by the heater and extracted by the cooler, the 
thermal contact conductance, h, is estimated by the relation, h = 
q/AT. Since the heat flux, q, must be known, the solid pieces 
should be insulated along the length to reduce heat losses. This is 
often achieved in a vacuum environment. Although two thermo
couples are sufficient to get a temperature gradient, at least four in 
each solid are usually recommended for accuracy and to ensure 
that steady state is reached throughout the solid. The time required 
to reach steady state depends on the size or thermal mass of the 
system, and is usually about an hour or more for a typical labo
ratory set-up. Hence, a single data set of conductance versus load 
containing about eight data points requires at least a day to obtain. 

Electronic packages contain solids such as semiconductor wa
fers as well as ceramic and metal substrates whose thickness range 
from 0.1 mm to about 5 mm. These are sometimes bonded together 
or often pressed under compressive load. To measure the contact 
conductance between such thin samples, the technique described in 
Fig. 1 cannot be used since it is practically impossible to insert four 
thermocouples within a distance of 1 mm. In addition, the steady-
state technique can be prohibitively time consuming, specially 
when new control strategies and improvements must be explored. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram illustrating a traditional steady-state tech
nique for measuring the thermal contact conductance between solids. 
The technique requires a thick solid sample since thermocouples need 
to be inserted. In addition, it requires a heating unit, a cooling unit, and 
thermal insulation since the heat flux needs to be precisely measured 
and should be uniform across the two solids. 

To measure the thermal conductance for a thin sample, it is usually 
sandwiched between two thick samples and measured with the 
experimental set-up of Fig. 1 where the thermocouples are then 
inserted in the thick sample (Seyed-Yagoobi et al., 1992; Mohr et 
al., 1997). However, this generates two interfaces between the thin 
sample and the surrounding materials. Hence, this technique re
quires that the thermal conductivity of the thin sample must be 
known and that the two interfaces must have exactly the same 
conductance. There is no direct method of measuring the thermal 
contact conductance of an interface between two thin samples. 

In view of the need to measure thermal contact conductance of 
wafer-like thin samples, a different approach is proposed in this 
study. This technique relies on photothermal heating and optical 
temperature measurement and is, therefore, fully noncontact. Al
though photothermal and photoacoustic techniques have been used 
to characterize interfaces and their associated thermal boundary 
resistance (Lepoutre et al., 1985; Tarn et al., 1986; Lachaine, 
1985), the new technique is based on a different temperature 
measurement method as described in Section 2. Section 2 explains 
the principle underlying this technique and describes the experi
mental apparatus. A theoretical analysis is needed to estimate the 
thermal contact conductance and thermophysical properties from 
the measured data, and is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents 
the experimental results whereas the conclusions are in Section 5. 

2 Experiments 

2.1 Principle. Figure 2(a) describes the experimental tech
nique used in this study. The intensity of the heating laser is 

Heating 
Laser 

Reference 
Frequency 

Fig. 2(a) 

Top Caj 

Ceramic 
Sample Holders 

Heating Laser Beam 
1(676 nm, 550 mW max. power) 

He-Ne Probe Laser| 
(632.8 nm, 5 mW 
Beam Dia. = 0.4 mm) 

Optical Filter 

Frame 

Loading 
Wheel 

Fig. 2(b) 

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the principle of the dynamic 
optical technique; (b) the experimental set-up used for the measure
ments in this paper 

modulated at a frequency, / , and focused on a spot on the top 
surface of solid 1. Absorption of this laser on the top surface sends 
out a thermal wave through the bulk and interface of solids 1 and 
2. The bottom surface of solid 2 is coated with a gold film of about 
0.5 /urn thickness. A probe laser is used to measure the temperature 
oscillation at frequency, / , of a spot on the gold surface directly 
under the heating laser spot through reflectance thermometry (Car-
dona, 1969; Rosei and Lynch, 1972). This technique is based on 

Nomenclature 

C 

= radius of heating laser spot, m 
= sample surface area, m2 

= coordinate along thickness of 
solid, m 

= heat capacity, J/kg-K 
= coefficient of thermoreflectance, 

1/K 
d = thickness of solid, m 
/ = frequency, Hz 
F = load, N 
h = thermal contact conductance, 

W/m2-K 
/ = probe laser intensity, W 
k = thermal conductivity, W/m-K 

P = pressure, N/m 
q = heat flux, W/m2 

Q = heating laser power absorbed, W 
r = radial coordinate, m 

R = reflectivity 
s = Laplace transform variable 
t = time, s 
T = temperature, K 
u = temperature, K 
v = Laplace transform of u 

w = Hankel transform of v 
z = vertical coordinate along thickness 

of solid, m 

a = thermal diffusivity, m2/s 
/3 = spectral noise density of intensity, 

W/VEz 
X = defined in Eq. (14) 
A = Hankel transform variable 
JU = defined as \(dh/d4>)/h\, 1/rad 
4> = phase lag, radians 
p = density, kg/m3 

a) = angular frequency, rad/s 

Subscripts 

1 = solid 1 
2 = solid 2 
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the temperature dependence of the optical constants of a material 
which leads to a temperature dependence of its reflectivity. Re
flectance thermometry has been widely used for noncontact tem
perature measurement (Epperlein, 1993; Claeys et al, 1993; Qiu et 
al., 1993; Quintard et al, 1996; Ju and Goodson, 1997, 1998). A 
photodiode measures the reflected probe laser intensity and sends 
the output to a lock-in amplifier, which provides the amplitude and 
the phase of the signal at frequency, / . The signal amplitude 
depends on the absorbed power of the heating laser, the heating 
laser spot size, the coefficient of thermoreflectance of gold, as well 
as the reflectivity of the gold surface. Since these quantities are not 
always precisely known or require significant effort in calibration, 
estimation of the thermal conductance from the signal amplitude is 
difficult. The phase lag, </), between the probe and the heating 
lasers is, however, immune to these property uncertainties and can 
be directly related to the thermal conductance. Therefore, this 
study used the phase lag to estimate the thermal properties of the 
thermal contact conductance between solids 1 and 2. These esti
mations require an elaborate theoretical model which is described 
in section 3. 

2.2 Apparatus and Measurements. Figure 2(b) shows the 
apparatus for the loading unit and the probe laser. The loading unit 
consisted of a loading wheel that was used to rotate a screw with 
a thread pitch of 100 /xm. The load was applied to a spring box 
which contained eight parallel compression springs each of 13930 
N/m stiffness. The springs were chosen in a way that for a 
five-degree rotation of the wheel, which was assumed to be the 
minimum change, the load changed by 5.5 N. The maximum travel 
of the springs was 1 cm which yielded the maximum load to be 
1114.4 N. Since the samples were chosen to be 1 cm X 1 cm, the 
corresponding maximum pressure and the minimum change in 
pressure were 11.1 MPa and 55 kPa, respectively. A ball bearing 
was used to minimize any torsional load on the unit. The spring 
box had a sliding fit with the frame of the loading unit. A load cell 
was used in series to measure the force which was verified with the 
value calculated from the spring compression. A top cap was 
screwed on to the frame to provide a reactive force. A cut through 
the loading unit frame allowed the optical rail of the probe laser 
system to access the bottom surface of the sample. The samples 
were placed on ceramic sample holders which provided sufficient 
rigidity so that a uniform load could be applied on the sample 
despite the hole at the center used for optical access. When the 
samples were too thin such that the surface pressure became 
nonuniform under compressive load, they were placed between 
two thick glass pieces. The glass pieces provided optical access 
while ensuring rigidity and uniform load on the sample. 

Optical heating was provided by a diode laser emitting at 
676-nm wavelength with a maximum power output of 550 mW. 
The power was modulated using the sinusoidal output from a 
lock-in amplifier which provided the input for the laser driver. The 
heating laser beam was focused on to a spot approximately 1 
mm X 1 mm, yielding a flux in the range of 105-106 W/m2. To 
maximize the absorption of the heating laser, a 50-nm carbon 
coating was applied on the top surface of the top sample. The 
effect of this very thin film on the phase lag can be expected to be 
negligible. A HeNe laser with 0.4-mm beam diameter, 5-mW 
output power at 632.8-nm wavelength, and 1-mrad beam diver
gence was used as the probe laser. A prism-shaped mirror was used 
to direct the horizontal incident beam vertical and the vertical 
reflected beam horizontal and on to a silicon photodiode. A gold 
film was deposited on the bottom surface as the highly reflective 
layer. Although the thermoreflectance coefficient of Si is higher 
than that of gold, the gold film was still used for its well-calibrated 
data and for applications in nonsilicon cases. Thephotodiode had 
a noise equivalent power of 2.3 X 10"14 W/VHz, a conversion 
factor of 0.4 AAV at 632.8 nm, and was operated under a reverse 
bias of 9 V. The photocurrent was passed through a 10 KO resistor 
and the voltage output across the resistor was fed into the lock-in 
amplifier. Optical filters were used in front of the photodiode to 
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Fig. 3 A frequency spectrum of the photodiode signal showing the peak 
due to thermoreflectance at the heating frequency of 350 Hz with a 
full-width half maximum of 0.2 Hz 

block the heating laser beam at 676 nm and allow only the probe 
laser beam at 632.8-nm wavelength. 

Optical alignment of the system was crucial. Both the heating 
and the probe lasers were mounted on x-y-z micropositioners. The 
probe laser beam was aligned onto the photodiode by moving one 
of the mirrors on the optical rail as well as by translating and 
rotating the HeNe laser. Before the experiments were started, it 
was important to ensure that the dc photodiode output was suffi
ciently high. The heating and the probe laser beams were also 
aligned, first visually and then by studying the output of the lock-in 
amplifier for the photodiode signal. Precise alignment of the heat
ing and probing beams is rather difficult in the present experimen
tal setup, but one can circumvent this difficulty as described in 
Section 3. Although the alignment would be easier if both laser 
beams are focused on the same side of the sample, it cannot be 
implemented in this technique since the heating of the sample 
requires a highly absorptive surface whereas reflectance thermom
etry requires a highly reflective one. Figure 3 shows a typical scan 
of the spectrum analyzer indicating the peak at 350 Hz correspond
ing to the thermoreflectance signal. The white-noise floor in this 
spectrum corresponds to a spectral noise density, j8 = 6 X 10~9 

W/VHz. The dominant noise source, hence, was not from the 
photodiode but from another source, perhaps the laser. 

The coefficient of thermoreflectance, CTR = (dR/dT)/R, of gold 
is on the order of 10~5 K~' at 632.8 nm (Scouler, 1967; Cardona, 
1969; Rosei and Lynch, 1972). The temperature resolution, Armin, 
defined for a signal-to-noise ratio of 2, can be estimated by the 
relation 

AT = 
2A/ 

JRC~~ TR IRCTR 
(1) 

where A/ = j3VA/ is the noise in the intensity measurement for 
a bandwidth A/ of the lock-in amplifier, / is the probe laser 
intensity incident on the photodiode, and R is the reflectivity of the 
gold film at 632.8-nm wavelength. The typical bandwidth chosen 
for the measurements was A/ = 7.8 mHz which led to M = 0.53 
nW for the white-noise floor in Fig. 3. A bandwidth of 7.8 mHz 
corresponds to a time constant of 10 s for the lock-in amplifier. 
Since it took at least five to ten time constants for the measured 
phase to be stable, it required one to two minutes to measure the 
phase lag for a single experimental condition. This is much shorter 
than 30-60 minutes required for each data point for the steady-
state technique illustrated in Fig. 1. Assuming some losses due to 
reflections from the glass surfaces, 7 = 3 mW for the probe laser. 
Using R = 0.95 and CTR = 10"5 K"1 for gold, one can estimate 
using Eq. (1) the minimum detectable temperature change to be 
0.04 K. Although the technique is based on phase measurements, 
the minimum detectable temperature is an important quantity 
since, as will be indicated by the theory, it determines the fre
quency range for the measurements. 

The internal resistance of the lock-in amplifier and the capaci-
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tance of the photodiode resulted in a time constant which was less 
than 1 /us. The phase lag of the system was also experimentally 
studied by measuring the phase lag between the heating and the 
probe laser while heating a gold film of 0.5-/xm thickness. The 
measured phase lag was found to be negligible in the 0 - 2 kHz 
frequency range, thus indicating that the system phase lag could be 
ignored in all measurements. 

3 Theoretical Analysis 
Consider the geometry in Fig. 2(a). Solid 1 occupies the region 

0 < z < bi and has a thickness d, = bu thermal diffusivity a , , 
and thermal conductivity kt. Solid 2 occupies the region bx < z < 
b2 with properties a2 and k2 and a thickness, d2 = b2 — b,. It is 
assumed that the heating laser is focused to a circular spot of 
radius, r = a, and is absorbed on the top surface of solid 1. The 
heat conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates is 

d2Uj 1 duj d2Uj 1 diij 

r dr dz2 a, dt 
0"=1.2) (2) 

where Uj is the temperature in solid;'. It is assumed that most of the 
heat flow occurs in the r and z directions in the solid and the heat 
loss to the surrounding air is negligible. The boundary conditions 
at z = 0 are 

~dz 
Q 

for r < 

~dz. 
0 for r > a (3) 

where Q is the incident laser power absorbed on the top surface which 
is modulated at an angular frequency of to = lirf. At z = b2, 

"6u2 

Jz 0. 

The energy balance at the interface can be written as 

lz = h 
du2 

dz 
= h(u2 

(4) 

(5) 

Since the periodic steady state is of interest, the starting temper
atures are not important and for convenience Uj(r, z, 0) = 0 for 
j = 1, 2. It must be noted that a laser beam usually has a Gaussian 
intensity distribution and does not provide a uniform flux as 
assumed in Eq. (3). However, one can think of the radius a as an 
effective radius obtained by averaging over the Gaussian distribu
tion. The agreement between the predictions based on top-hat and 
Gaussian distributions are good in the high frequency range as 
illustrated later in Fig. 5. 

Details of the method to solve the governing equations in 
conjunction with the boundary conditions can be found in the 
Appendix and also partly in Dryden et al. (1998). The solution for 
the temperature distribution in the two solids are given as 

Qe -'"' 
u}(r, z, t) = ~ X 

k, ira 

1 
-sinh t)\Z + cosh T),Z 

cosh -rj|A>! k2v)2 sinh r}2(b2 ~ &i) 

s i n n - n ^ i kxr\i s'mhir)lbl 
S(A, s) 

u2(r, z, t) 
kt va 

§0±j) 
•>7i 

X J1(aX)J0(rX)dX (6) 

cosh T)2(b2 - z) 

XJl(aX)J0(rX)dX (7) 

where A and s are the variables resulting from the Hankel and 
Laplace transforms, respectively, J0 and 7, are the zeroth and 
first-order Bessel functions, respectively, and 

Vj = [ ^ + 

£(A, s) = sinh Tfj^i cosh v)2(b2 — b\ 

k2f)2 
+ -j cosh 7)ib[ sinh 172(^2 — b\) 

klT)2 

H 7— sinh T^b, sinh 172(^2 ~~ &i (8) 

Since the measurements with the probe laser were made at r = 0 
and z = b2, these values can be used to simplify the integrand in 
Eq. (7). The phase lag at a given position either on the top or the 
bottom surface can be found from Eqs. (7) and (8). For example, 
in the expression for u2, the integral in Eq. (7) is a complex 
number which can be written as 

u2(r, b2, t) = l«2le -i(oit-<t>) (9) 

The angle (f> is the phase lag with respect to the incident radiant flux. 
This quantity can be used for estimation of the contact conductance as 
well as the thermophysical properties of the materials. 

To establish validity of the conductance measurement technique, it 
is necessary to compare the measured phase lag with theoretical 
predictions for a benchmark case. This case was selected to be that of 
a single material (with no interface) of known thickness and thermal 
properties. The temperature rise of the bottom surface, z = b, at r = 
0 can be derived (see Appendix) to be 

w(0, b, t) = 
Qe 
kna 

1 1 
17 sinh r\b 

Jl(aX)dX. (10) 

The integral in Eq. (10) was calculated numerically and the phase 
lag was estimated from this computation. The high-frequency limit of 
Eq. (10) can be derived analytically and is given as 

Q exp 

K ( 0 , b, t) = 
tra2 ^irfkpC 

X exp - i\ oit (11) 

Therefore, the phase lag in the high-frequency limit can be written as 

Wf 
= b 

a 4 
(12) 

The phase lag of TT/4 in Eq. (12) results from the inherent phase 
difference between the heat flux and the temperature at any point. 
For the two-solid problem that involves contact resistance at the 
interface, the high-frequency limit of Eq. (7) can be written as 

2 J2Q exp 

« 2 (0 , b2, t) 

-[dJ£+d2 

exp —« (ot 
Wf lirf IT\ 

1 + 
\kPC)2 (1 

ikpC), 

i) 4Trf(kpC)2 

h 

(13) 

where dt — b, is the thickness of solid 1 and d2 = b2 ~ b, is the 
thickness of solid 2. The phase lag in the high-frequency limit can 
be written as 
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4>= x + tan 

Jnf(kPC): 

1 + 
(kpC)i + h 

where x = dt + d. 
1 7 / 1 7 

a2 4 ' 
(14) 

Hence, the thermal contact conductance, h, can be expressed in 
terms of phase lag as 

^ T T / U ^ D - t a n (</>-*)] 

1 + 
(kPC)2 

(kPC)l 

(15) 

tan (</> - x) 

Note in Eq. (14) that when h -> °°, i.e., in the absence of an 
interface, the phase lag reduces to the expression in Eq. (12) except 
for the fact that the phase lag of the two materials is added. On the 
other hand, when h -> 0, the additional phase lag from the 
interface is tan~'(l) which is TT/4. Hence, the whole range of h 
corresponds to phase lag range 0 < $ < -rr/4. It is also worth 
noting that if the material subscripts 1 and 2 are switched, the 
expression in Eq. (15) remains unchanged. 

In addition to estimating h from Eq. (15) it is also important to 
determine the percentage error in h due to error in phase measure
ment. To facilitate the estimation, the quantity p. = \{dhld<l>)lh\ 
can be calculated to be 

M = 
dh 

a7^ 
tan (<£> - x) 

sin2(<|>-x)[l - tan (* - X)] (16) 

The percentage error in the measured conductance can be ex
pressed as Mlh = jxAc/> where A(j> is the error in phase measure
ment. 

Figure 4 shows a series of plots of phase lag, <f), versus the 
nondimensional frequency, b \fnfla, for different values of the 
ratio, lalb. If the thickness of the material remains constant, 
variation of lalb represents changing the spot size of the heating 
laser. On each graph, <$>-b\/irfl a'curves are plotted for different 
values of the ratio rib at the bottom surface. Since r = 0 
corresponds to the center of the heating laser spot, variation of rib 
at the bottom surface attempts to simulate the effect of misalign
ment of the heating and the probe lasers. It can be clearly seen that 
if lalb < 2, a slight misalignment of the heating and the probe 
lasers can lead to large variations in the measured 4>- Hence, this 
case is very sensitive to the location of the probe laser and is 
susceptible to errors. For the range lalb > 4, all the (j>-bV^rf/a 
curves for different values of rib < 1 coincide. This makes the 
dependence of <j) on rib negligible which is the preferable condi
tion for conducting experiments. Since the probe laser beam radius 
was 0.2 mm and the sample thickness ranged from 0.2 mm to 0.5 
mm, alignment of the probe laser with the heating laser was 
possible within rib < 1. On the other hand, the probe laser 
measured the average temperature and phase lag over a region 
equal to the probe beam diameter. To ensure that the phase lag 
over this whole region was almost uniform, it was necessary to 
satisfy the condition lalb > 4 as suggested by Fig. 4. Increase of 
the heating laser spot size reduces the incident heat flux and, 
therefore, can decrease the temperature oscillations below the 
detectable limit estimated by Eq. (1). Note that although the phase 
lag, 4>, starts from zero at low frequencies, it asymptotes to the 
value bVirf/a + IT/4 for higher frequencies, i.e., for b\f-nfla > 
1.5, as suggested by Eq. (12). For the experiments results de
scribed in the next section, this region of bVirf/a was found to be 
useful for comparing the predictions with measurements. 

4 Results 

4.1 Single Material, To confirm the accuracy of this tech
nique, it was first necessary to compare the results for a single 
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Fig. 4 Effect of the spot size of the heating laser on the top surface and 
misalignment of the measurement point on the bottom surface on the 
measured phase lag. The results indicate that if the heating laser spot 
diameter is more than four times the thickness of the solid then a slight 
misalignment in the probing point on the bottom leads to only small 
changes in phase lag. 

sample of known thermal properties. Figure 5(a) shows the theo
retical prediction and the measurements of the phase lag for a 
single crystal silicon sample with both surfaces polished. The 
thickness, b, of the sample was 0.225 mm and the p-doping level 
was 1.2 X 1016 cm~3. The theoretical prediction of the phase lag as 
a function of bVvf/a resulted in a single curve. To compare the 
measurements with the theory, it was necessary to guess the 
thermal diffusivity to normalize the experimental data in terms of 
the coordinate bV'nfla. The same experimental data of phase lag 
is plotted in Fig. 5(a) for three selected values of a. For bVvf/a 
< 0.8, there is large disagreement between the predictions and the 
measurements. It must be noted that b\f>rrfhx can also be written 
as bib, where 8 is the thermal penetration depth. The results 
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suggest that when the penetration depth is larger than the material 
thickness, the predictions do not agree with the measurements. The 
reason for this is at present unclear, although it may be due to the 
assumption of insulating boundary conditions at the bottom sur
face. However, the agreement for b^/irfla > 0.8 provides a range 
for using this technique. 

The inset in Fig. 5(a) magnifies the results to show the effect of 
the chosen a on the comparison of the measurements with the 
theory. The region of b^/irfla > 1.5 is intentionally chosen 
because, as indicated before, the phase lag varies as b\Zirfla + 
TT/4. It can be seen that the best agreement occurs for a = (80 ± 
3) X 10~6 m2/s. The error margin in the estimation of a was 
obtained from the error bars in the phase measurements as shown 
in Fig. 5(a). Using the density and heat capacity of silicon to be 
2330 kg/m3 and 712 J/kg-K (Incropera and Dewitt, 1990), respec
tively, the thermal conductivity of the silicon sample can be 
estimated from the measured a to be k = 132.7 ± 5 W/m-K. 
Recent measurements have shown that the thermal conductivity of 
silicon with both p-doping concentration of 4 X 1014 cm-3 and 
n-doping concentration of 1018 cm"3 is 135.1 W/m-K at 300 K 
(Lee and Cahill, 1997). This is not only within the error margin of 
the present measurements, the average values are within two 
percent of each other. The close agreement provides a benchmark 
test for the optical measurement technique. 

Figure 5(b) shows the similar data set for an Al(6061 alloy) 
sample that was 0.223 mm thick. The inset shows that the best fit 
between the experiments and theory occured for thermal diffusiv-
ity a = (73 ± 3) X 10~6 m2/s. Using density p = 2700 kg/m3 and 
heat capacity C = 896 J/kg-K (Boyer et al., 1985), the thermal 
conductivity of the Al sample was found to be 176.6 ± 7.3 
W/m-K. The reported values of thermal diffusivity and conductiv
ity of A16061 are 74.4 m2/s and 180 W/m-K (Boyer et al, 1985), 
respectively, which are within the error margin of the present 
measurements and the average values are within two percent. The 
fact that the errors between reported and measured values are 
within two percent for both Si and Al samples suggests that the 
technique is quite accurate and reliable. 

It is important to note that when the penetration depth is smaller 
than the material thickness, b/S > 1, the temperature oscillations 
at the bottom surface varies as exp( — b^/irf/a) (see Eq. (11)). As 
the frequency is increased, the temperature oscillations decrease. 
The minimum detectable temperature, as estimated by Eq. (1), 
provides an upper limit to the frequency. This, for the results 
presented here, is typically in the range of 2-4 kHz. A small 
systematic deviation from the theoretical analysis in the high-
frequency limit may be due to a larger system phase lag. To make 
measurements in the high-frequency regime, i.e., / > 500 Hz, it 
was impossible to use wire thermocouples since the smallest time 
constant of commercially available ones are typically on the order 
of 10 ms. It is for this reason that an optical temperature measure
ment technique was adopted. In the present work, the maximum 
frequency for reflectance thermometry was not limited by the 
sensor response time or the lock-in amplifier bandwidth (which 
was 100 kHz), but by the minimum detectable temperature as 
explained above. 

4.2 Two Solids With Contact Conductance. It is clear 
from Eq. (14) that the phase lag, 4>, in the high-frequency limit can 
be plotted against the quantity dlV

,Trf/a, + d2V'Trfla.2 since 
under the limiting condition of A -» °°, the phase lag should vary 
as dtVirf/a, + d2\/'nfla2 + TT/4. Figure 6 shows a such a plot 
for the Al-Si contact conductance measurements. The Al and Si 
samples were exactly the same as the ones used for single material 
measurements described in Section 4.1, and the measured values 
of «i and a2 were used for data analysis. The RMS roughness of 
the contacting surfaces of Al and Si samples were 8.58 jam and 3.2 
nm, respectively. Under compressive load F = 1000 N the phase 
lag was measured over a wide frequency range and shown as filled 
circles in Fig. 6. The plot shows that for dl^/TTfla~i + d2Virfl'a2 

> 1.5, the high-frequency behavior is observed. In this regime, 
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Fig. 5 (a) Plot of the phase lag as a function of nondimensional fre
quency for the silicon sample. The frequency is nondlmensionalized by 
choosing the value of thermal diffusivity which gives the closest fit to the 
predictions (solid line). The inset shows details of the effect of the 
thermal diffusivity on the agreement between theory and experiments. 
(b) Similar plot of phase lag versus nondimensional frequency for the 
aluminum sample. 

Eq. (15) could be applied to estimate the contact conductance. The 
modulation frequency/ = 350 Hz was chosen so that it fell in the 
high-frequency regime, and then the load was reduced to 80 N. It 
can be observed that the phase lag increased as the load was 
decreased. This is expected since the decrease in load results in a 
decrease of the real area of contact and thereby a reduction in 
thermal contact conductance. Also shown are the predictions for 
the phase lag as a function d^irf/a, + d2\firfla2 for variation 
of h over two orders of magnitude. Although one could try to fit 
the predictions to each data at different loads, the closed-form 
solution in Eq. (15) provides a simple method to estimate the 
contact conductance from the measured phase lag in the high-
frequency regime. 

The estimated contact conductance data as a function of load 
and pressure, P = F/A, are shown in Fig. 7. Using the values 
of 4> and x from Fig. 6, the value of /x was calculated using Eq. 
(16) and found to vary between 6 and 9 rad~'. Although the 
lock-in amplifier had an intrinsic phase error of about 10 5 

radians, the actual phase error, A<£>, measured during the exper
iments was typically about 10~2 radians. From the relation, 
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Non-dimensional Frequency, d, — + d2 

V a , V w , 

Fig. 6 Plot of phase lag as a function of nondimensional frequency for 
the Al and SI sample In contact with each other. A frequency was carried 
out for the load of 1000 N. Then the frequency was fixed at 350 Hz and the 
load was reduced to 80 N while the phase lag was measured. The inset 
shows details of how the phase lag changes with load. 

Ah/h = /uA(/>, the percentage error in the estimated conduc
tance varied between six and nine percent. The phase error and 
the percentage conductance error for each value of load is 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. 

The inset in Fig. 7 shows the conductance-pressure data in a 
log-log plot. The plot indicates that the conductance varied with 
pressure as h « P1'76. It should be noted that previous experi
mental studies have shown the load exponent to be in the range 
of 0.6-1.0 and theoretical studies have attempted to explain the 
origin of the exponent by various means. To the best of our 
knowledge, an exponent of 1.76 is higher than most observed 
and predicted values. The reason for this high value is at present 
unclear. However, it is important to note a significant difference 
between previous measurements and the present one. Previous 
measurements based on the technique illustrated in Fig. 1 have 
all measured the average contact conductance over the whole 
contact interface which were typically about 1-2 cm in char
acteristic length. These measurements averaged the conduc
tance over local roughness or surface waviness. In contrast, the 
present technique measured the local contact conductance over 
a region that was typically about 2 mm in diameter whereas the 
samples were 1 cm X 1 cm in size. Hence, if the surface 
contained any waviness with wavelengths greater than or equal 
to 2 mm, then the present measurements would certainly be 
affected by it. If this is true, then these measurements cannot be 
compared with those of previous ones since the average con
ductance was not measured. In addition, it would be difficult to 
compare with previous theories since they are all based on a 
nominally flat surface. However, it is unclear at present whether 
local surface waviness led to such a high exponent value, but it 
is certainly a possibility. On the other hand, the nonuniform 
distribution of load across the sample could be another possi
bility. 

5 Conclusions 
This paper presents a fully noncontact optical technique for the 

measurement of thermal contact conductance of wafer-like thin 
solid samples. The technique is based on heating one exposed solid 
surface using a modulated high-power laser beam, and the simul
taneous measurement of the corresponding temperature modula
tion on the other exposed solid surface by monitoring the reflec
tance of a low-power probe laser beam. Because the phase lag 

between the probe laser signal and the heating laser is independent 
of the optical properties of the solid and the laser intensities, it was 
used to estimate the thermal contact conductance of the interface 
between the two solids. 

A detailed theoretical analysis was developed to estimate the 
thermal contact conductance as well as the thermophysical prop
erties of the solids from the measured phase lag as a function of the 
modulation frequency and thickness of the solids. The analysis 
showed that if the heating laser beam spot is small compared to the 
thickness of the solid, a slight misalignment between the heating 
and probe laser beams can lead to large errors in the measured 
phase lags. The analysis provided the conditions for robust mea
surement so that slight misalignments do not lead to changes in 
phase lags. Closed-form solutions were also obtained in the high-
frequency limit which provided a simple procedure to estimate 
thermophysical properties solids as well as the thermal contact 
conductance of interfaces. 

As a benchmark for this technique, the phase lag was measured 
as a function of modulation frequency for a single crystal silicon 
wafer that was 0.225 mm thick. Although the low-frequency data 
did not agree well with the theory, agreement was excellent in the 
high-frequency range, i.e., when the sample thickness was larger 
than the thermal penetration depth. Comparison of theory and 
measurements in the high-frequency range was to used to estimate 
the thermal conductivity of the silicon sample, which was found to 
be within two percent of previously reported data. Measurements 
of thermal contact conductance as a function of pressure were 
successfully made for Al-Si samples that were each about 0.225 
mm thick. 

In conclusion, it is important to note the differences between 
the optical technique presented here and the traditional tech
niques that are widely used for measuring thermal contact 
conductance. Each data point in the dynamic optical technique 
requires about one to two minutes whereas it can take about one 
hour for the traditional techniques since they are based on 
steady-state measurements. The traditional techniques require 
thick samples since thermocouples need to be inserted to mea
sure temperature gradients in the solids. In contrast, the optical 
technique is fully noncontact and can be used for thin solids 
samples. This is particularly suited for electronic packaging 
materials which are typically 0.1-5 mm thick. Previous steady-
state techniques need precise measurement of heat flux and 
temperature thereby requiring a well calibrated heater, a con
trolled steady-state cooling unit, and thermal insulation around 
the sample. In contrast, because the optical technique is based 
on phase lag data, temperature and heat flux need not be 
measured precisely. In addition, the solids do not have to be 
insulated. Finally, whereas the traditional techniques measure 
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average thermal contact conductance between the two solids, 
the optical technique can measure local conductance to a res
olution of about four times thickness of the solid. Hence, by 
moving the laser spot, variations of contact conductance in
duced by surface waviness, property variations, and interface 
voids can be measured. 
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Vj(r, z, s) = e"s,Uj(r, z, t)dt (Al) 

and let H';(A, Z, S) be the Hankel transform of v,(r, z, s) so that 

Wj(A, z, s) = vj(r, z, s)rJ0(\r)dr (A2) 
•> r = 0 

where JQ is the Bessel function of zeroth order. 
Laplace transform of Eqs. (2)-(5): 
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where, for a Gaussian beam,/(r) = e~(rf")2; for a uniform beam, 
/(r) = 1, 0 < r < a, otherwise, f(r) = 0. In this paper, uniform 
beam simplification was used. This simplification was carefully 
studied and compared with the case of Gaussian beam. Some of the 
results were shown in Fig. 5. The coincidence in the high-
frequency range (fcV'trfla > 1) was clearly shown. Since only 
high-frequency range is of interest, the uniform beam simplifica
tion was confirmed to be correct and useful in the high frequency 
range. 

dv2 

dz 
= 0 (A5) 
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Note that 

3 Vj dvj d t dVj 
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Solution of the differential Eq. (A7) can be written as 
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Using the boundary condition at z = £>2, the solution for w2 is 

w2 = C2 cosh TJ2(Z - b 2 ) . (A12) 

Using the boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = b,, the solution 
for w i is 

The Hankel transforms of Eqs. (A3)-(A6) are 
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The steady periodic behavior of temperature in each material is 
given by inverting the Hankel and Laplace transforms. The Hankel 
inverse transform is given as 

vj(r, z, s) = Wj(X, z, s)U0(r\)d\ (A16) 

A = 0 

so one can find that 
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The Laplace inverse transform can be used to determine the 
temperature distribution. This follows as 
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k2T)2 sinh t]2{b2 ~ bx 

cosh TJ i £>i 

sinh T),Z>! 

Now consider a special case for determining the thermal diffu-
sivity of a single material of thickness, b. The absence of an 
interface in this case can be represented as \lh —> 0. The temper
ature distribution in the single material can be derived to be 

kir]l sinh T/|bi 

qae'"" 
u2(r, z, t) = —r 

•f(A,*) 

u(r, z, t) = 
q0e 

kJa{rk)dk (A19) 

1 cosh i){b - z) 

7] sinh r\b 

f(r')r'J0(kr')dr')kJ0(rk)dk. (A22) 

• r w , . , ., . . . . ,n „ „ , . . ,. Hence, the temperature rise on the bottom surface, z = b at r 
X | [£(A, s) cos\\T)2{b2 - z)i//(A, s)ls=-llokJ0(rk)dk. Q .R 

(A20) ^ g e 

The temperature rise on bottom surface of the specimen at r = 0 
is 

kira 

1 1 

w2(0, b2, f) = 
<7o<? 

[f(A, ^)i//(A, j ) ] , ._ / M ^A. (A21) 

Tj sinh Tjfe 

f(r')r'J0(kr')dr' }kdk. (A23) 
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Instability of Ultra-Thin Water 
Films and the Mechanism of 
Droplet Formation on 
Hydrophilic Surfaces 
This paper presents a new theory of droplet formation during condensation of water on 
a hydrophilic surface. The theory uses hydration, electrostatic, van der Waals, and elastic 
strain interactions between a hydrophilic solid surface and a water film, and shows that 
contributions to the disjoining pressure are dominated by hydration forces for films 
thinner than 3 nm. The equilibrium film thickness is found to remain almost constant at 
about 0.5 nmfor a wide range of relative humidity, although it increases sharply as the 
relative humidity approaches unity. The competition between strain energy on one hand, 
and hydration, van der Waals, and liquid-vapor surface tension on the other, induces 
instability for films thicker than a critical value. The critical wavelength of instability, L„, 
is also predicted as a function of film thickness. The theory proposes that as the relative 
humidity increases, nucleation initially occurs in monolayer fashion due to strong hydra
tion forces. Using nucleation thermodynamics it predicts a critical nucleus size, d*, and 
internuclei spacing, I, as a function ofsubcooling, AT, of the solid surface and shows that 
both length scales decrease with increasing subcooling. Since these monolayer nuclei are 
formed on the adsorbed water film, it is shown that when the internuclei spacing is larger 
than the critical wavelength, I > Lc„ instability occurs in the film resulting in droplet 
formation. The theory predicts that beyond a certain value of subcooling, the interdroplet 
spacing is "choked" and cannot decrease further. 

1 Introduction 
Formation of droplets during condensation is a well-known 

phenomenon. Dropwise condensation provides some of the highest 
known heat transfer coefficients (*«104 - 105 W/m2-K) and is 
critical for many applications of technological importance such as 
heat exchangers. The normal procedure to promote dropwise con
densation is to coat the surface with a hydrophobic or nonwetting 
material. However, dropwise condensation is not limited to non-
wetting surfaces and has often been observed on hydrophilic or 
wetting surfaces. A common example is the fogging of glasses 
when one enters a warm room from a cooler exterior or when one 
breathes on a cold glass surface. Despite the wide use and obser
vations of dropwise condensation, the underlying physics of drop
let formation at the molecular scales is not well understood. A 
deeper understanding could lead to surfaces whose chemistry is 
tailored for controlled dropwise condensation. 

Several theories have been proposed which can be grouped in 
two categories. Jakob (1936) first proposed that condensation 
initially occurs in a film-wise manner. On reaching a critical 
thickness, the film ruptures and the liquid is drawn into droplets by 
surface tension. The experimental observations of Baer and Mc-
Kelvey (1958), Welch and Westwater (1961), and Sugawara and 
Katsuta (1966) seem to confirm this school of thought. A different 
theory was proposed by Eucken (1937) who suggested that droplet 
formation is fundamentally a heterogeneous nucleation process of 
a liquid on a bare solid surface. When vapor molecules adsorb on 
a solid surface, they diffuse and form a critical nucleus that grows 
in time due to further condensation. The size of the critical nucleus 
depends on the liquid surface tension, the contact angle between 
the solid, and the liquid droplet as well as the Gibbs free-energy 
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change during condensation. Experiments by Umur and Griffith 
(1965) and Erb and Thelen (1965) tend to support this theory. 
Although droplet formation has been a topic of study for over six 
decades, its origin has remained a topic of debate. Recent exper
iments on the nature of liquids in contact with solid surfaces have 
led to several key insights about the underlying intermolecular 
forces. These insights were not available when the first theories of 
dropwise condensation were proposed and have not yet been used 
to understand or explain the phenomenon. The purpose of this 
paper is to use this new knowledge of intermolecular forces and 
develop a new theory of droplet formation. 

Insight about droplet formation can be obtained from studying 
the growth of solid films deposited on a solid surface. Three types 
of growth have been observed (Vook, 1982; Ohring, 1992). First is 
island formation due to heterogeneous nucleation of droplets. This 
occurs when the attractive forces between the adsorbed atoms and 
the substrate is less than that between two adsorbed atoms, and 
when the adsorbed atoms are sufficiently mobile to form nuclei. 
This is analogous to the Euken theory of water droplet formation. 
Second is epitaxial growth of solid films which happens when the 
adsorbed atoms are highly mobile and when the attractive forces 
between adsorbed atoms and the substrate are very strong. Third is 
Stranski-Krastanov growth in which the film initially grows epi-
taxially, but on reaching a critical thickness buckles into islands 
through instability in the film. The instability is induced by com
petition between elastic strain energy in the film caused by a 
mismatch in lattice constants, and the surface energy of the film 
surface which tries to reduce the film surface area (Srolovitz, 1989; 
Spencer et al., 1991). Beyond a critical thickness, elastic strain 
overwhelms surface tension resulting in film instability. Since 
strain energy depends on the film volume and surface energy 
depends on the surface area, their ratio produces a length scale, 
which is the critical thickness of the film. It will be shown here that 
droplet formation in water films on a hydrophilic solid surface is 
similar to Stranski-Krastanov growth of solid films. However, 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of water structure near a crystalline hydro-
philic surface 

since the behavior of liquids is quite different from that of solids, 
there are several new aspects that will be presented here. 

The paper will rely only on thermodynamic arguments leaving 
kinetics to a later study. The discussion will concentrate on con
densation of water on a hydrophilic surface such as glass, although 
it can be extended to other types of surfaces as well, including 
hydrophobic ones. To simplify matters and to concentrate on the 
effect surface chemistry, it is assumed that the surface is atomi-
cally flat such that surface roughness effects can be neglected. 
Such a situation can be experimentally obtained on a mica surface. 

2 Intermolecular Forces at Liquid-Solid Interfaces 
There are four types of intermolecular forces that exist between 

a solid hydrophilic surface and an adsorbed water film— 
hydration, electrostatic, van der Waals forces, and elastic strain. 
They operate at different length scales. To appreciate the role of all 
the forces, one must understand their nature in order to develop a 
model of water condensation from the molecular level. 

2.1 Hydration Forces. Solid surfaces such as silica, mica, 
or any other oxides or hydrocarbons that contain a polar group, are 
hydrophilic and form hydrogen bonds with water. The H-bond 
strength between water molecules and the surface can be so strong 
that the first few layers of water completely wet the surface and are 

often highly structured. This is described qualitatively in Fig. 1, 
which shows the oscillating density profile near a rigid surface. 
Such density profiles have been theoretically predicted or obtained 
by computer simulations (Marcelja et al., 1976; Marcelja and 
Radic, 1976; Abraham, 1978; Snook and van Megen, 1979; 
Jonsson, 1981; Xia and Berkowitz, 1995). The H-bonding network 
is quite extensive in range and the interfacial force between the 
hydrophilic surface and the water layer can be long range (Stanley 
and Teixeira, 1980). 

Experimental evidence of such highly ordered two-dimensional 
phase of water has been obtained by several investigators. 
Israelachvili and Pashley (1983) used the surface force apparatus 
(SFA) to bring into contact two cylindrical pieces of mica with the 
cylinder axes perpendicular to each other. The force between the 
two cylinders was measured as a function of the distance between 
them. Figure 2(a) shows a plot of the force-distance diagram that 
clearly exhibits the oscillating hydration forces. The period of 
oscillation is about 0.25 nm which is roughly equal to the diameter 
of a water molecule. There is also an exponential decay of the 
force envelope with a characteristic length, A, of about 1-2 nm. 
Therefore, the two-dimensional phase of water near a mica surface 
can extend 3-10 monolayers. 

The oscillatory behavior of the hydration forces is primarily 
caused due to the crystalline nature of the contacting surfaces. If 
the surfaces are noncrystalline, such as in glass or fused silica, or 
if the surfaces are slightly rough, then the oscillatory forces are not 
observed (Horn et al., 1989) but the strong repulsion between the 
surfaces and the exponential decay of hydration forces are still 
detected, as evident in Fig. 2(b). For a film thickness, h, Israelach
vili (1992) proposed that the hydration energy can be written as 

wM(/0 = U exp( - - (1) 

Typically, A is on the order of 1 nm and U ranges from 3-30 
mJ/m2. Such a relation cannot be derived from first principles but 
is a close fit to experimental observations. It does not account for 
the oscillatory nature observed in Fig. 2(a) but provides the aver
age energy characteristic of that observed in Fig. 2(b). However, it 
should be noted although Eq. (1) suggests that hydration energy 
asymptotes to a finite value as h —» 0, experimental data show that 
the hydration energy keeps increasing as the film thickness de
creases. In view of this fact, it is proposed here that the hydration 
energy is 

Nomenclature 

a = elastic strain at liquid-solid inter
face 

A = Hamaker constant (J) 
b — thickness of a water monolayer (m) 
B = height perturbation in liquid film 

(m) 
d = radius of a critical water nucleus 

(m) 
e = charge of an electron, 1.6 X 10 " 

(C) 
E = elastic modulus (N/m2) 

gv = volumetric Gibb's free energy 
(J/m3) 

G — Gibb's free energy (J) 
h = film thickness (m) 

hk — enthalpy of vaporization of water 
(J/kg) 

kB = Boltzmann constant, 1.38 X 10 23 

(J/K) 

/ = intemuclei spacing (m) 
L = length (m) 
P = disjoining pressure (N/m2) 

Pv = vapor pressure (N/m2) 
R = gas constant for water vapor 

(J/kg-K) 
S = supersaturation 
T = temperature (K) 
U = free energy parameter in hydration 

energy (J/m2) 
v = valence 

w = free energy per unit area (J/m2) 
W = free energy (J) 
e = dielectric constant 

e„ = permittivity of vacuum, 8.85 X 
10"12 (C2/N-m2) 

T) = nucleation density (irT2) 
K = reciprocal of Debye length (irT1) 
A = length scale parameter in hydration 

energy (m) 

\\i = relative humidity 
p = ion concentration (m~3) 

(p„ = surface potential (V) 
X = surface charge density (C/m2) 
a = surface tension (J/m2) 
v = volume of a water molecule (m3) 

Subscripts 

cr = critical 
el = electrostatic 
eq = equilibrium 

hyd = hydration 
Iv = liquid-vapor 
s = surface 

sat = saturation 
sr = strain 
v = volume 

vdW = van der Waal 
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Fig. 2 Repulsive forces measured between two cylinders (a) mica 
(Israelachvili and Pashley, 1983) and (b) silica (Horn et al., 1989) surfaces 
in the presence of water In a surface force apparatus. DVLO theory 
considers van der Waals and electrostatic forces but not the hydration 
forces. 

"hyd' (h) = U l + \ e x P ( - x (2) 

This retains the exponential behavior for film thickness on the 
order of A but introduces a 1/ft behavior for thinner films. Note that 
a generic polynomial, h'"\ n > 1, can be chosen but the results of 
the stability analysis obtained later will not significantly change. 
Hence, the h~' behavior is chosen for simplicity. 

2.2 Electrostatic Forces. Electrostatic forces play a strong 
role in long-range interactions between water films and a solid 
surface. A solid surface can be charged in two ways: (i) by 
ionization or dissociation of a surface group—for example, re
moval of K+ ions from a mica surface; (ii) adsorption of ions from 
solution to a previously uncharged surface—for example, adsorp
tion of Ca2+ ions from solution to replace the K+ ions in mica. 
Note that even pure water dissociates into an ionic solution of 
H 30+ and OH". When a surface is charged, a region.of oppositely 
charged counterions in solution are attracted to the surface. The 
charge density of counterions decreases with distance from the 
surface and approaches the bulk value far away. The combination 
of surface charge and counterions in solution forms a region near 
the surface called the electric double layer. The only reason the 
ions in the solution do not collapse onto the charged surface is due 
to rapid thermal motion, which creates a repulsive pressure. 

There has been extensive research on quantifying the potential 
energy of a water film that is electrostatically bound to a solid 
surface. An excellent description can be found in Israelachvili 
(1992). The relation between surface charge density, x, and surface 
potential, <t>0, can be found from the Grahame equation 

X = \l££okBTCZi Pot - E P°°i) (3) 

where e is the dielectric constant of the medium which in our case 
is water, e„ is the permittivity of vacuum, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant, T is the temperature, and poi and pxi are the ion concen
trations at the surface and far away in solution, respectively, for the 
ith type of ions. These concentrations are related as 

pol = p»; exp knT 
(4) 

where v, is the valence of the ions. Therefore, knowledge of all the 
bulk ion concentrations in solution, p„,, and the surface charge 
density, x> c a n De used to determine the surface potential, (/>„. For 
sufficiently small values of <£>„, i.e. 4>0 < 25 mV, the Grahame 
equation reduces to 

X = ee0K</>0 (5) 

where 1/K is called the Debye length or characteristic thickness of 
the electric double layer and K is given as 

"= J2 
1 2 

ee0kBT' 
(6) 

The potential energy of the system (water film and solid surface) 
can be derived from these results. Consider a single specie of ions 
present in the water film. For a film of thickness h, the potential 
energy density of the system is (Israelachvili, 1992) 

64kBTp„y2 

we,(h) = sxp(-Kh) (7) 

where p„ is the concentration of the solution far away from the 
surface and y is given by 

y = tan h 
4kBTj- (8) 

Note that the influence of the electrostatic forces depends on the 
Debye length, 1/K. For a NaCl solution, this 30.4 nm at 1(T4 M 
concentration, 9.6 nm at 1 mM and 0.3 nm at 1 M. For pure water 
at pH 7, the Debye length is 960 nm or about 1 /im. Therefore, the 
electrostatic forces can be much longer range than the hydration 
forces. 

2.3 van der Waals Forces. Although not as strong as hy
dration or electrostatic forces, van der Waals forces are always 
present whenever a liquid is adsorbed onto a surface. They arise 
from interactions of induced dipoles between two or more atoms 
and are typically effective below 10-50 nm. There is extensive 
literature on van der Waals forces between an adsorbed water film 
and a surface in the presence of vapor. The interaction energy 
density is written as 

v(h) 
\2TTh2 (9) 

where A is the Hamaker constant which depends on the optical 
properties of the three media—solid surface, water film, and the 
vapor. Values of the Hamaker constants for several combinations 
have been calculated and listed in Israelachvili (1992). For exam
ple, for a system of water adsorbed on fused quartz in the presence 
ofair.A = -0 .87 X 10"20 J. A negative value of A suggests that 
the energy of the system will reduce if the film grows thicker. 

2.4 Elastic Strain. The fact that water molecules are highly 
ordered in a two-dimensional ice-like structure close to a hydro-
philic surface has been established through experiments and mo
lecular dynamic simulations. Therefore, if the lattice constant of 
the substrate is not exactly equal to that of ice, the bonds between 
the water molecules will be strained. The fact that strain influences 
phenomena at the solid-liquid interface has been known for a 
while. For example, silver iodide (Agl) has been used to nucleate 
ice and it is commonly believed that it is the lattice match of the 
crystal structure of Agl and ice that promotes ice nucleation 
(Hobbs, 1974). Recent experiments have also shown that strain 
energy can play a significant role in nucleation processes, in 
particular for heterogeneous nucleation of ice from water on a 
solid surface (Gavish et al., 1990; Majewski et al., 1993; Popovitz-
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Biro et al., 1994). In addition, a recent experiment showed that the 
first few layers of liquid mercury in contact with a diamond surface 
form layered structure with the orientation of solid-Hg crystal 
(Huisman et al., 1997). Hence, if the first few layers are solid-like, 
there should be some strain due to mismatch in the lattice constants 
of the solid-like liquid film in contact with the solid substrate. 
Note, however, that in bulk liquid water, there is no strain between 
the water molecules. Since the origin of the layered structure lies 
in hydration forces which decay exponentially, it is proposed here 
that the strain energy density (per unit volume) at any point in the 
film is equal to Ea1e~htKl2 where E is the elastic modulus of ice 
which is 17 GN/m2 (Turnbull and Vonnegut, 1952) and a is the 
strain of the first monolayer. Values of a typically range between 
zero and five percent. Hence, total elastic strain energy surface 
density (per unit film area) of a film of thickness, h, varies as 

Eka2 

wsr- 1 - exp - (10) 

3 Equilibrium Thickness of Water Films 
The total energy density of the system is obtained by adding up 

the interaction energies as follows: 

^hyd + W.i + W„ • + Vt\, (ID 

It should be noted that when only electrostatic and van der Waals 
forces are considered, the celebrated DLVO theory results, after 
Derjaguin and Landau (1941) and Verwey and Overbeek (1948). 
However, the experiments in Fig. 2 clearly show that hydration 
must be taken into account for films thinner than a 2-3 nm. In 
previous studies of liquid films undergoing evaporation or conden
sation or under equilibrium, only the van der Waals interactions 
were included whereas electrostatic and hydration energies were 
neglected (Bankoff, 1990; Burelbach et al., 1988; Wayner et al., 
1976; Dasgupta et al., 1994). Although these studies concentrated 
on thicker films for which this may be acceptable, it is not realistic 
to do so for films in the range of 0-10 nm. This will be demon
strated now. 

The disjoining pressure for the water film can be calculated as 

P(h) = -
dw 

~dh 
Ue h A2, 

1 + A + F ) + 6 4 ^ 7 P » ' T e 

A Eel 
(12) 

where the four terms on the right side represent the contributions 
from hydration, electrostatic, van der Waals, and strain interac
tions. It is important to compare the contribution of the three 
interactions to the disjoining pressure. This is depicted in Fig. 3 
where calculations are presented for T = 300 K and some typical 
parameters are assumed—A = 1 nm and U = 10 mJ/m2 for 
hydration; A = - 10" 2 0 J for van der Waals interaction; and for 
electrostatic interactions four NaCl electrolyte concentrations, 
10~7 M (pure water), lO-4 M, 10~2 M and 1 M, are assumed. In 
addition, it is assumed that the surface potential is </>„ = 100 mV 
for a electrolyte solution of NaCl. The Debye length varies as 
1/K = 0.304/V[NaCi] nm where [NaCl] is the molar concentra
tion. 

It is clear from Fig. 3 that for pure water (10 7 M), hydration 
interactions dominate for h < 10 nm and van der Waals dominate 
in the range h > 10 nm. For 10"4 M concentration of NaCl, 
hydration force is the largest for h < 7 nm whereas for thicker 
films, electrostatic forces dominate, van der Waals forces are 
insignificant for such a condition. For 10 2 M, hydration domi
nates for h < 3 nm whereas electrostatic forces dominate for 
thicker films. For 1 M, though, electrostatic forces decay very 
quickly and become insignificant making this case similar to that 
of 10~7 M where only hydration and van der Waals forces are 
important. 

i ' 1 ' r 
— van der Waals 
— Elastic Strain 
— Hydration 

irj2M 

2 4 6 8 
Film Thickness, h [nm] 

Fig. 3 Comparison of hydration, strain, electrostatic, and van der Waals 
contributions to the disjoining pressure. The conditions chosen for the 
calculations were A = 1 nm and U = 10 mJma for hydration; A = -10~2 0 

J for van der Waals interaction; £ = 1.7 x 1010 N/m2 and e0 = 0.04 for 
strain; and for electrostatic interactions four NaCl eletrolyte concentra
tions, 10"7 (pure water), 10"4 M, 10~2 M, and 1 M, with surface potential 
</>„ = 100 mV. 

The disjoining pressure can also be related to the relative hu
midity, ip, as follows (Israelachvili, 1992): 

P(h) = -
dw kBT ( 1 

dh In (13) 

Here v is the volume of a water molecule («*3 X 10"29 m3). The 
disjoining pressure from Eq. (12) can be used in Eq. (13) to 
establish a relation between the equilibrium film thickness, heil, 
and the relative humidity, ip. Figure 4 shows such a plot. For 
humidity below 90 percent, heq is less than 1 nm. In this regime, 
hydration forces are dominant. This is also clear from Fig. 4, which 
shows that electrolyte concentrations have negligible effect on heq. 
This further emphasizes the point that hydration forces must be 
included in the analysis of evaporation and condensation of the 
water film. It is interesting to note that the equilibrium film 
thickness does not change appreciably over a wide range of rela
tive humidity. The inset in Fig. 4 shows, however, that when the 
humidity reaches close to 100 percent, the equilibrium film thick
ness increases sharply. It will be established in Section 4 that 
during this increase in film thickness, the film becomes unstable 
and undergoes a transition to droplet formation. 

To qualitatively demonstrate the existence of the water film, Fig. 
5 presents some results of an experiment performed using an 
atomic force microscope (AFM). A sharp tip made of silicon 
nitride was brought in contact with a freshly cleaved mica surface 
and the cantilever deflection was measured with a laser. Figure 
5(a) plots the cantilever deflection as a function of sample position, 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Relative Humidity, y/ 

1.0 

Fig. 4 Equilibrium water film thickness as a function of relative humid
ity. The conditions were the same as chose for the predictions in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 5 (a) Deflection of an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever tip 
as a function of sample position during contact with a freshly cleaved 
mica surface. 1-2 the sample Is moved up towards the AFM tip; 2-3 the 
tip jumps to contact with the surface due to attractive forces; 3-4 sample 
is moved up pushing the in-contact cantilever tip; 5-6 sample is re
tracted away although the tip sticks to the surface due to attractive 
forces; 6-7 tip is still in contact although the signal is out of range; 7-8 
cantilever snaps back and out of contact; 8-9 tip is out of contact and 
remains there as the sample is moved away, (b) Measured jump-to-
contact distance as a function of relative humidity. 

indicating in the inset the jump-to-contact phenomenon when the 
tip is within a few nanometers from the surface. This occurs when 
the attractive force between the two liquid films on the tip and the 
mica surface exceeds the spring force of the AFM cantilever. 
When the sample is retracted, notice that the tip sticks to the 
surface (6-7-8) until the spring force exceeds the force between 
the water films. Figure 5(b) plots jump-to-contact distance as a 
function of relative humidity. The fact that this increases with 
humidity suggests that the water film increases in thickness with 
humidity. It is difficult to determine the exact film thickness from 
this experiment, but the data qualitatively demonstrates the pres
ence of the water film and its growth with increasing relative 
humidity. 

AW = AW„ + AW,, (15) 

where AW„ is the volumetric component and AW, is the surface 
component. The change in volumetric free energy per unit length 
can be found as 

AW = 
• dwt 

~dh 
(h - h„)dx 

d2w, 

dh2 

(h-h0)
2 

dx + (16) 

Due to mass conservation, the first term on the right side is zero. 
Using the cosine profile of the film thickness and neglecting terms 
higher than the second order term, Eq. (16) becomes 

AW„ 
d2w, 

dh2 

B^L 
(17) 

It will be assumed here that electrostatic forces are negligible. As 
Fig. 3 indicates, for film thicknesses less than 3 nm, electrostatic 
forces are not dominant even for surface potential of 100 mV. For 
lower surface potential, electrostatic forces will be even less. 
Hence, the volumetric energy density consists of van der Waals, 
hydration, and strain energy in the liquid film and can be written 
as 

\2TTh + U 1 + exp -

Ekel 
1 — expi (18) 

Thus, the total change in volumetric free energy per unit length of 
the film can be derived to be 

AW„ 
A U 

27Th~A+ A1 

A 2A2 2A; 

X exp -
h Eel 

2A exp (19) 

Here, the subscript o has been dropped from the film thickness. To 
calculate the change in surface energy, it is necessary to calculate 
the change in surface area. Using the cosine profile, the change AL 
in the surface area is given as 

4 Onset of Liquid Film Instability 
Consider a thin liquid film of thickness, h0, on a flat surface. A 

one-dimensional disturbance to film changes the shape to h(x) = 
h0 + B cos (TTX/L) where B is a small perturbation and 2L is the 
wavelength, as shown in Fig. 6. Such a profile conserves mass 
since 

h(x)dx = h0 

The total change in the film free energy can be written as 

(14) 

Fig. 6 Perturbation of amplitude B and wavelength 2i. of a liquid film of 
nominal thickness h0 

M 
BIT K\ 

+ I-7-I s in ( 7 7 j d x ~ L . (20) 

Assuming that B < L (small perturbation), Eq. (20) can be 
simplified to 

AL = 2 
B77 irx\ (BIT) 

(21) 

Hence, the change in total surface energy due to the perturbation 
is 

AW, 
alv{Bir)2 

(22) 

where <rh is the surface tension for the liquid-vapor interface. Thus 
the total change in film free energy can be written as 

AW; 
B2L A [U I A 2A2 2A3\ Eel 

-2^+\Y2V+h + i2 + h2 2A 

X exp 
h 

(23) 
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For the film to be stable, the total change in free energy must be 
greater than zero, i.e., AW > 0. It is clear that if only van der 
Waals and surface tension forces are considered, as has been done 
for most previous studies that considered thicker films (Bankoff, 
1990; Burelbach et al., 1988; Wayner et al, 1976; Dasgupta et al, 
1994), film instability will set in for wavelengths larger than the 
critical length, L„, given as 

L>Lcr\ L„=h"' (24) 

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram showing nuclei of radius d formed as a 
monolayer of thickness b on a water film of critical thickness, hcr, and 
separated on an average by a distance, / 

Short wavelength instabilities are not permitted due to surface 
tension forces. It is assumed here that the Hamaker constant, A, is 
positive. This is true in many cases (Israelachvili, 1992), including 
water on hydrophobic surfaces. In the case of negative Hamaker 
constant, such as for glass-water-air combination, the film is al
ways stable as suggested by Eq. (23). Hence, for any film-droplet 
transition for water on glass, other forces must play a role. As 
observed in Eq. (23), hydration forces alone cannot be responsible 
since it has a positive coefficient. This suggests that strain energy 
must play an important role. After considering all the forces, the 
critical wavelength can be written as 

4<7,„77-i 

(25) 

It should be noted that so far there has been no assumption made 
whether the surface is hydrophobic or hydrophilic. This depends 
on the constants A and U. The theory developed till now can be 
used for both cases. As a case study, consider water on a hydro
philic surface such as glass in the presence of water vapor. As 
previous studies have indicated, U lies between 3-30 mJ/m2 and A 
is about 1 nm. Hence, the parameters chose for this case study are: 
A = - 10~20 J (Israelachvili, 1992); [ 7 = 1 0 mJ/m2; A = 1 nm; 
E = 1.7 X 1010 J/m2; a = 0.04 (typical strain for lattice 
mismatch); and ah, = 72 mJ/m2 (surface energy of liquid-vapor 
interface for water). Figure 7 plots \IL„ as a function of film 
thickness and shows the stability boundary. The thickness steps 
taken for the calculation and represented as filled circles are 0.28 
nm which is the size of a water monolayer. It is clear from Fig. 7 
that for thickness larger than 3 nm, the film can become unstable. 
When compared with the plot of film thickness versus humidity in 
Fig. 4, it becomes apparent that when the relative humidity ap
proaches 100 percent resulting in condensation, the water film 
becomes unstable. 

5 Nucleation Phenomena 
The analysis described above shows the stability regimes of thin 

liquid films. However, it provides no indication as to how the 

3 -

= • 2 

A = -W20 [JJ; ak = 0.07 [J/m1] 
.X = 10' [ml: U = 0.01 [Jim2] 

1.7x10w[J/m3l;a = 0.04 

Critical 
Thickness, h 

0.25 

0.33 

o.5i 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Film Thickness, h [nm] 

Fig. 7 Stability map of water film in terms of critical wavelength, Lcn as 
a function of film thickness of the water film 

instability occurs and the subsequent shape of the liquid film. The 
following analysis will provide this insight. 

Figure 7 shows that for a film of critical thickness, h„, insta
bility will occur if the wavelength of oscillation, L„, is extremely 
large, i.e., 1 /L„ —> 0. Therefore, for all practical purposes, the film 
is stable when h = h„. However, if a single monolayer is added 
to the film, the critical wavelength, L„(h„ + b), reduces to about 
0.4 /u,m (see Fig. 7). Here, b is the size of a single water monolayer 
which is about 2.8 A. Addition of another monolayer further 
reduces the critical wavelength to 0.3 /xm. Certainly, these wave
lengths are possible under most physical conditions. 

In light of the experimental evidence that water films form 
two-dimensional layered structures on a hydrophilic surface due to 
hydration forces, it is proposed that instability of a water film 
occurs in the following way. As the relative humidity increases, 
the equilibrium water film increases in thickness as indicated in 
Fig. 4. The water film remains stable till the thickness reaches the 
critical thickness, h„. If more condensation occurs, it is proposed 
that the water molecules stick to the water film in a two-
dimensional monolayer fashion, as illustrated in Fig. 8. This is 
based on the recent experimental observations of Hu et al. (1995) 
who used the atomic force microscope to image condensed water 
films on a mica surface with nanometer-scale spatial resolution. 
They observed that water nuclei are formed in two-dimensional 
monolayer fashion. Thermodynamics requires the existence of a 
critical nucleus of size, d*, as will be shown next. Besides this, 
another length scale is the mean separation between critical nuclei, 
/. If it so happens that either d* > Lcr(h„ + b) or / > Lcr(hcr + 
b), then the film will undergo an instability since either I or d* will 
fall within the unstable region of the stability map of Fig. 7. Since 
the mean separation between nuclei, /, is larger than the nucleus 
size, the condition / > L„(hcr + b) is sufficient for instability. 

Consider a two-dimensional circular nucleus of radius, d, 
formed from a single monolayer of height, b, as shown in Fig. 8. 
The change in Gibbs free energy for the formation of this nucleus 

AG = -Trd2b\ A g „ -
Ee2(hcl. + b) 

+ 2irdb(Ti, (26) 

where Agv is the reduction in volumetric Gibbs energy during 
condensation. The second term in the parenthesis is the strain 
energy increase for a monolayer at a height, h„ + b, above the 
solid surface. Using d(AG)/d(d) = 0, the critical nucleus size can 
be found to be 

(27) 
Ag„~ 

Ee2(hcl. + b) 

Using this in Eq. (26), the energy barrier to forming a critical 
nucleus can be found to be 

AG* 
Ag„- £ e 7 2 ' 

(28) 

If T)„ is the density of possible nucleation sites, the nucleation 
density, -n, can be expressed as 
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Fig. 9 Prediction of the critical nucleus size and the average internuclei 
spacing as a function of subcoollng for a water film In contact with a 
hydrophilllc surface. The conditions chosen for the hydration, van der 
Waals, and strain forces are the same as in Fig. 8. 

T) = T)o expi 
AG* 
~k7r Vo exp 

Trbcr,, 

( A g „ - Ee2l2)kBT 

Therefore, the mean separation between nuclei follows as 

I 
1 

b exp 
irba2

v 

(2&gv-Ee
2)kBT, 

(29) 

(30) 

where it is assumed that b = l/Vr/„, i.e., the density of possible 
nucleation sites on the liquid film corresponds to the intermolec-
ular distance. 

Consider subcooling of a surface by AT = TM(PV) — T, where 
Tat(Pv) is the saturation temperature at vapor pressure, P„, and T 
is the temperature of the surface on which condensation takes 
place. Using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, it can be shown that 

PAT) - PJX) 
PJX) 

exp 
hi 
R 

1 

TJ.PV) 
~ 1 (3D 

where S is the called the vapor supersaturation, hfs is the enthalpy 
of vaporization, and R is the gas constant for water vapor. If the 
subcooling is small, then S can be expressed as 

S = pf2AT- (32) 

Using R = 461.38 J/kg-K and htg = 2437.6 kJ/kg at T = 300 
K for water, one obtains S = 0.059AT. The reduction in volu
metric Gibbs free energy can be related to vapor supersaturation as 
(Ohring, 1992) 

kBT 
l n ( l + S) (33) 

where v is the volume of a water molecule which can be estimated 
as b3 or 2.2 X 10"29 m3. 

It is clear from the above analysis that when the subcooling 
increases, vapor supersaturation (S) increases resulting in an in
crease in Ag„. This decreases the size of the critical nucleus, d*, 
as well as the internuclei spacing, /. This is quantitatively shown 
in Fig. 9 which plots both / and d* for water at a saturation 
temperature of 300 K. The values of E, a, and A are the same as 
used before for Fig. 7. It is interesting to note that for subcooling 
higher than 1 K, the critical nucleus size does not change appre
ciably and falls in the range of 1-10 nm. On the other hand, the 
internuclei separation is a strong function of subcooling and can 
vary over an order of magnitude for a change in subcooling by 1 
K. Two other length scales—size of water molecule and the 
minimum critical wavelength, L„M„—are also shown in Fig. 9. 
The critical nucleus size approaches the water molecule size as 
subcooling is increased and is always less than LCTmln. Hence, 
instability occurs through the condition / > L„ and not through the 
condition d* > L„. However, note that when the subcooling 

increases above 9 K, the internuclei separation falls below L„mi„. 
Although this would suggest that instability will not occur, there 
will always be subharmonics of the internuclei separation, i.e., nl, 
n > 1, which will satisfy the condition that nl > Lcr. This means 
that every nuclei will not produce droplets, but those that are 
separated by internuclei distance of L„ will induce instability and 
form droplets. Therefore, below subcooling of 9 K, the interdroplet 
separation will be equal to the internuclei separation since every 
nuclei will produce a droplet. For subcooling higher than 9 K, the 
interdroplet separation is "choked" and will not further decrease 
below L„min. 

Equation (23) suggests that the total change in film free energy 
can be written as AW = %(h)B2. For an unstable film, i;(h) < 0. 
The fact that AW °c B2 suggests that once the instability occurs, 
the maximum reduction in energy is achieved when the film nuclei 
grow. Mass conservation demands that this can only happen when 
the film becomes thinner in internuclei region. This process is 
essential in the formation of droplets. The shape of the droplet 
requires further research on the surface energies and the contact 
angle, which has been left for a later study. In addition, the time it 
takes for this instability to occur depends on the kinetics of the 
process that have not been included in this study and, again, has 
been left for a later study. 

It should be noted that since the internuclei spacing is larger 
than 1 jam for subcooling less than 8 K, it would be possible to 
observe these nuclei under an optical microscope. Hence, an 
experiment of condensation of water on mica under controlled 
humidity and temperature conditions is now being planned. Com
parison of the measured average internuclei spacing as a function 
of subcooling with the theoretical predictions in Fig. 9 would 
verify the theoretical predictions of the instability and nucleation 
theories presented in this paper. 

6 Conclusions 
This paper presents a new theory for instability of ultrathin 

water films on a hydrophilic surface that leads to the formation of 
droplets during condensation. Previous studies on instability have 
concentrated only on thicker films and included van der Waals and 
surface tension forces for analysis. However, previous experimen
tal and theoretical studies have shown that for films thinner than 
about 3 nm, hydration forces dominate. In addition, electrostatic 
forces within the double layer as well as elastic strain of the water 
film near the solid surface are also important. Using all the known 
intermolecular interactions, the paper calculates the equilibrium 
film thickness as a function relative humidity and shows that the 
thickness is about 0.5 nm (2 monolayer) for a wide range of 
humidity but grows very sharply as the humidity approaches 100 
percent. Using purely thermodynamic arguments, the stability the
ory shows that there exists a critical film thickness on about 3 nm 
such that thicker films can undergo an instability arising from a 
competition between strain energy on one hand, and van der 
Waals, hydration, and surface tension on the other. Once the 
critical film thickness is reached, further condensation results in 
the formation of nuclei of a critical size in a monolayer fashion. 
Based on the thermodynamics of nucleation, the critical nucleus 
size and the internuclei spacing are predicted as a function of 
surface subcooling. When the internuclei spacing is larger than the 
critical wavelength, the resulting instability leads to growth of the 
critical nuclei to form droplets. The theory predicts that although 
the inter-droplet spacing decreases with increasing subcooling, the 
spacing "chokes" beyond a certain subcooling value and remains 
constant. In summary, the paper proposes a new theory of droplet 
formation during condensation of water on a hydrophilic surface. 
The theory has elements of both previous theories which propose 
either film instability or heterogenous nucleation as the mechanism 
for droplet formation. 
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Heat Transfer Enhancement by 
Fins in the Microscale Regime 
The current literature contains many studies of MicroChannel and micro-pin-fin heat 
exchangers, but none of them consider the size effect on the thermal conductivity of 
channel and fin walls. The present study analyzes the effect of size (i.e., the microscale 
effect) on the microfin performance, particularly in the cryogenic regime where the 
microscale effect is often appreciable. The size effect reduces the thermal conductivity of 
microchannel and microfin walls and thus reduces the heat transfer rate. For this reason, 
heat transfer enhancement by microfins becomes even more important than for mac-
roscale fins. The need for better understanding of heat transfer enhancement by microfins 
motivates the current study, which resolves three basic issues. First, it is found that the 
heat.flow choking can occur even in the case of simple plate fins or pin fins in the 
microscale regime, although choking is usually caused by the accommodation of a cluster 
of fins at the fin tip. Second, this paper shows that the use of micro-plate-fin arrays yields 
a higher heat transfer enhancement ratio than the use of the micro-pin-fin arrays due to 
the stronger reduction of thermal conductivity in micro-pin-fins. The third issue is how the 
size effect influences the fin thickness optimization. For convenience in design applica
tions, an equation for the optimum fin thickness is established which generalizes the case 
without the size effect as first reported by Tuckerman and Pease. 

Introduction 

Fins and microchannels are widely used to enhance heat transfer 
in heat exchangers. The advent of high-density electronic compo
nents has resulted in high energy dissipation and requires more 
effective heat transfer enhancement techniques. The pioneering 
work of Tuckerman and Pease (1981) provided a method for 
cooling a chip by forcing coolant through closed microchannels 
etched onto the backside of a silicon wafer. Subsequently, many 
theoretical and experimental investigations of microchannel and 
micro-pin-fin heat exchangers have been conducted. Some works 
focused on how to optimize arrays of fins (Harpole and Eninger, 
1991; Knight et al., 1992). Silicon and CVD diamond were em
ployed or proposed due to the high thermal conductivity to make 
microchannel heat exchangers, such as for laser diode array cool
ing (Mundinger et al, 1988; Missaggia et al, 1989; Goodson et al , 
1997). To meet the requirement of high cooling rate, water (Tuck
erman and Pease, 1981) and liquid nitrogen (Choi et al, 1992; Cha 
et al., 1993; Riddle and Bernhardt, 1992) were used as the working 
fluids. Numerical analyses of the conjugate heat transfer in the 
silicon micro-pin-fin arrays and microchannels operating with liq
uid nitrogen were reported by Yin and Bau (1997a, b). 

It should be noted that none of the above works consider the size 
effect (Flik and Tien, 1990) on the thermal conductivity of channel 
and fin walls. All of the analyses use the conventional macroscale 
approach in which only the thermal conductivity for bulk materials 
is used. The size effect is a phenomenon in which the thermal 
conductivity of a material is less than the bulk value due to the 
scattering of the primary carriers of energy by its boundaries. This 
effect is important for systems that are very small or are at low 
temperatures. The microscale approach may be needed to study the 
performance of microchannels and microfins because widths as 
narrow as 10 pm (Harpole and Eninger, 1991; Cha et al., 1993; Joo 
et al., 1995) are practical today and cooling at cryogenic temper
atures is required for the operations of complementary metal-

1 This work was performed while the author visited the University of California at 
Berkeley. 
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oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) devices (Yin and Bau, 1997a, b) 
and superconducting magnets (Cha et al., 1993). 

This paper studies how to effectively enhance the heat transfer 
by fins in the microscale regime, despite the size effect-induced 
reduction of the thermal conductivity of microchannel and fin 
walls. This study resolves three basic issues: (1) heat flow choking 
in microfins, (2) the effect of size on the heat transfer enhancement 
ratio, and (3) the effect of size on the fin thickness (or channel wall 
thickness in microchannel heat exchangers) optimization. 

Heat Flow Choking in Microfins 

This issue comes from the question: "Is there an upper limit for 
the heat transfer enhancement?" A quantitative review of some 
typical existing works will be helpful to answer the question. 
Tuckerman and Pease (1981) were able to support a chip heat flux 
up to 790 W/cm2, which corresponds to a convective heat transfer 
coefficient of about h = 4 X 104 W/(m2-K), by using the 
microchannel shown in Fig. 1(a) and single phase water cooling. 
The channel wall width, t„, ranges from 44 to 57 /xm. Copeland 
(1996) achieved h = 2.4 - 49.3 kW/(m2-K) for single-phase 
FC-72 jet impingement cooling of pin fin arrays, and the critical 
heat flux was about 45-395 kW/(m2-K) for boiling cooling. The 
size of the smallest copper fin was 0.1 mm. Riddle and Bernhardt 
(1992) used liquid nitrogen as the working fluid in a heat sink 
consisting of 50 pm wide and 800 ixm deep channels. A thermal 
resistance as low as 4.6 X 10~6 K7(W/m2) was achieved. 

Considering a plate fin as shown in Fig. 1(b), an estimation of 
related parameters from existing experimental works is as follows: 

h = 1 0 2 - 105 W/(m2-K) 

H= 1 0 ~ 4 - 10"3 m 

kw = 1 0 2 - 104W/(m-K) 

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, H is the fin 
height, and kw is the thermal conductivity of the fin. The heat 
transfer rate by conduction through the fin base is estimated to be 
O[kwt„L(T0 — TL)/H) where T0 and TL are the temperatures of fin 
base and fin tip, respectively. The convection heat transfer rate 
along the fin surface is O{2hHL[(T0 + TL)I2 - Tf]}. Approx-
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(a) 

H 

(b) I , 

Fig. 1 Schematic of (a) a microchannel heat sink and (b) a plate fin 

imations adopted in this order of magnitude estimation are: the 
temperature distribution from fin base to fin tip is linear, the 
temperature of fin tip TL approaches the temperature of fluid Tf, 
and h is constant along the fin surfaces. To prevent heat flow 
choking (Kraus and Bar-Cohen, 1985) of the fin, the amount of 
heat that can be conducted through the fin base, must exceed the 
amount of convection along the fin surfaces. Otherwise, the per

formance of the fin may become limited by the heat flow choking. 
Therefore, the following equation must be satisfied: 

O[kwtwL(T0 ~ Tf)/H] > O[hHL(T0 - 7})]. (1) 

The fin thickness to prevent choking is thus 

twc > 0(hH2/k„) = 0[(hH/kw)H] = 0(Bi H), (2) 

where Bi (= hHlk„) is the Biot number. From the foregoing 
estimations, Bi is found to range from 1 to 1(T6. 

The cases of Bi = 0.14, 0.1, and 0.05 are taken as examples, 
which may correspond to water cooling (h = 5.36 X 104, 3.83 X 
104 and 1.91 X 104 W/(m2-K)) of a silicon fin (k„ = 1.34 X 102 

W/(m-K) at 325 K) with fin height H = 350 /j,m. The aforemen
tioned cases are those that might occur in Tuckerman and Pease 
(1981). Then, Eq. (2) becomes 

tvc > 0(49 jam) for Bi = 0.14 and H = 350 /xm. (3) 

A regime map for the cases is shown in Fig. 2. Above the 
horizontal lines at 49, 35, and 17.5 /xm, for the cases of Bi = 0.14, 
0.1, and 0.05 and H = 350 /xm, choking will not occur in plate 
fins. The curved lines, which delineate the regimes where the size 
effect on thermal conduction in diamond, silicon, and copper 
should be considered, are from the results of Flik et al. (1992). It 
should be noted that the lines are not obtained from the bulk mean 
free path, X.b, but from seven times the bulk mean free path, 7Afc. 
At temperatures and fin thicknesses below these lines, thermal 
conductivity will be reduced due to the size effect. This reduction 
of thermal conductivity will make Bi even higher than that with 
same h and H but without the size effect. The ranges of fin 
thickness and working temperature in the work of Tuckerman and 
Pease (1981) and many other similar works are shown in Fig. 2. 
Yin and Bau (1997a, b) and Krane et al. (1990) reported that the 
operation of CMOS devices at cryogenic temperatures, such as 
those obtained by using neon (24.5-44.5 K) and nitrogen (63-77 
K), provides a number of significant benefits such as lower elec
trical resistance of the conductors, lower leakage currents between 
conductors, and lower component degradation. The case of work
ing temperature 63-77 K and fin thickness 50 /xm was studied in 
the work of Yin and Bau (1997b). A microchannel heat sink with 
channel wall thickness 10 jam was proposed by Cha et al. (1993) 
for liquid nitrogen cooling of superconducting magnets. Figure 2 

Nomenclature 

A = fin base area, m2 

Ac = cross-sectional area of rod, m2 

Bi = Biot number, hH/kw 

cp = specific heat at constant pressure, 
J/(kg-K) 

d = diameter of pin fin, m 
Dh = hydraulic diameter of fluid chan

nel, m 
/ = flow rate, m3/s 

H = height of fin or microchannel wall, 
m 

h = convective heat transfer coefficient, 
W/(m2-K) 

k = thermal conductivity, W/(m-K) 
L = longitudinal length of fin or micro-

channel, m 
mL = dimensionless parameter for fin, 

(hPH2/kwA)0i 

N = dimensionless parameter related to 
fin efficiency, (2h/kjw)°-5H 

n = exponent of thermal conductivity 
reduction in Eq. (18) 

Nu = Nusselt number, hDblkf 

P = perimeter of fin, m 
p = probability of diffuse phonon scat

tering at boundary 
Q = heat flow, W 
R = thermal resistance, K/W or K/(W/ 

m2) 
T = temperature, K 
t = thickness of fin or microchannel 

wall, m 
w = width of microchannel substrate, m 
a = surface multiplication factor, 2HI 

S = dimensionless plate fin thickness, 

Sd = dimensionless pin fin diameter, dlkh 

r\ = fin efficiency 
A = mean free path, m 

Ac = mean free path for pure diffuse re
flection, m 

p = fluid density, kg/m3 

Subscripts 

0 = fin base 
b = quantity for bulk materials 
c = convection by the fluid or fluid 

channel 
d = pin fin with diameter d 
f = fluid 
h = heating of fluid 
L = fin tip 
r = reference state 
t = plate fin with thickness /„ 

w = wall of fin or microchannel 
wc = wall thickness of fin to prevent 

choking 
wo = optimum wall thickness for micro-

channel 
z — longitudinal direction 
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Fig. 2 Regime map for fin heat flow choking and thermal conductivity size effect for diamond, 
silicon, and copper films (Flik and Tien, 1990) 

shows that there is no need to consider the size effect for fins at 
room temperature. For the nitrogen and neon cooling of CMOS 
devices and superconducting magnets, however, the consideration 
of the size effect is absolutely needed. 

Figure 2 also shows that the ranges of fin thickness and working 
temperature in the works of Tuckerman and Pease (1981) and for 
CMOS/superconducting magnet microchannel cooling are below 
the choking line for Bi = 0.14 and H = 350 /xm. Of course, the 
result of Eq. (3) is only an order of magnitude estimation. The 
utilization of fin thicknesses of t„ < 49 /urn may not necessarily 
induce heat flow choking under the condition of Bi = 0.14 and 
H = 350 jxm, but a more careful analysis is required to make a 
definitive determination. It is worth noting that although choking 
has usually been found to be caused by the accommodation of a 
cluster of fins at the fin tip (Kraus and Bar-Cohen, 1995), in the 
microscale regime, choking may occur even in the cases of simple 
plate and pin fins (without clusters). 

For the case of small Biot number, Bi = 10~\ which corre
sponds to air cooling (h — 102 W/(m2-K)) of a metal fin (kw = 
103 W/(m-K) at room temperature) of height H = 100 jxm, Eq. 
(2) becomes 

t„c > 0(2 X 10 "9 m) = Oil nm) (4) 

This shows that there will be no choking under the condition of 
small Biot number, regardless of fin thickness. 

The Effect of Size on the Heat Transfer Enhancement 
Ratio 

This second section studies how small size influences the effec
tiveness of heat transfer enhancement by fins. The heat transfer 
rate Q through the fin base can be found in standard heat transfer 
texts, 

Q = KA(T0 - Tf)(hPH2/kwA)05 tanh mL 

= (T0 - Tf){hPH2kwA)0-5 tanh mL, (5) 

where 7*0 and 7} are the temperatures of fin base and fluid, 
respectively, mL = (hPH2lk„A)05 is a dimensionless parameter 
for the fin, P is the perimeter of the fin, and A is area of the fin 
base. The value of mL is not too much greater than unity in a 
well-designed fin (Lienhard, 1981). To make a reasonable com
parison, the fin number is increased but the total fin base area and 

fin height are kept fixed. For pin fins, this means that if the fin 
number increases four times, the diameter of each fin decreases to 
half of the original one. The convective heat transfer coefficient h 
is assumed to be unchanged. Then, the heat transfer enhancement 
ratio can be obtained for pin and plate fins. 

Pin Fins. For pin fins, the heat transfer enhancement ratio can 
be derived as 

QJQr = {kdlkr)°\drld)°$ 

X tanh [(mLr)(rf/af,.)(ferf/fcr)
a5]/tanh mL„ (6) 

where the subscript "d" denotes the quantities or properties of pin 
fin with diameter d, and the subscript "r" denotes a reference state 
which may or may not be in the size effect regime. Concerning the 
phonon transport along an infinite rod, Ziman (1960) showed that 
the phonon mean free path, A, limited by diffuse surface scattering 
is 

\ = [(2-p)/p]\c, (7) 

where p is the probability of diffuse phonon scattering at bound
aries, and Ac is the mean free path for pure diffuse reflection given 
as \c = 1.12(AC)05, where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the 
rod. The value of p depends on the ratio of the phonon wavelength 
to the characteristic roughness of the surface, but is close to unity 
for most engineering surfaces at moderate temperatures. Assuming 
that p is also unity for microfin operation at moderate tempera
tures, the size effect on thermal conductivity for pin fins can be 
expressed as kdlkb = Sd = dlk,„ where kd and kb are the thermal 
conductivities for the pin fin with diameter d and for the bulk 
material. This linear reduction of thermal conductivity with size, 
however, is only for the case 8d <§ 1 (Tien et al., 1969). A simple 
approximate relation: (kjk,,) = SJ(l + Srf), which holds forp = 
1 and all values of Srf, has been suggested by Nordheim (1934). It 
shows that kjkb approaches unity for 8(/ > 1 and becomes a linear 
reduction with d for 8,, <S 1. The variation of heat transfer 
enhancement ratio QJQ, with diameter ratio did, is shown in Fig. 
3 for mL, - 1 and 2 for the cases with and without size effect. The 
set of curves for kjk, = 1 is for the cases without size effect. The 
reference state for the consideration of size effect shown in Fig. 3 
is d, = A,,. For this reference state, k,lkh = 0.5 and the thermal 
conductivity ratio kjk, for the cases with size effect is 
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Fig. 3 Pin fin heat transfer enhancement ratio versus diameter ratio 

(kd/k,) = 2(d/dr)/[l + (d/dr)]. (8) 

A typical reference case for the pin fin is liquid cooling (h = 
2.5 X 104 W/(m2-K)) of a CVD diamond fin (&,„ = 103 W/(m-K) 
around 70 K) of height H = 2 X 1CT3 m and diameter dr = 400 
/Am. For this case, mL, = 1. The results for mL, = 1 and 2 with 
kjk, = 1 in Fig. 3 shows that heat transfer will be significantly 
enhanced by increasing the fin number but keeping the fin base 
area fixed if the size effect is not accounted for. The results for 
mL, = 1 and 2 with kjk, according to Eq. (8) are depicted in Fig. 
3 and show that the heat transfer enhancement ratio will be 
significantly reduced and will rapidly reach a saturated value due 
to the size effect. From the foregoing comparison, one finds that if 
fins are not in the size effect regime, there is significant heat 
transfer enhancement by increasing the number of fins while 
keeping total fin base area fixed. If fins are in the size effect 
regime, there is only a small enhancement. 

Plate Fins. For plate fins, the heat transfer enhancement ratio 
can be derived as 

X tanh [(mL,)(;/fr)°'5(fe,/fe,.)05]/tanh mL, (9) 

where the subscript "t" denotes the quantities and properties of the 
plate fin with fin thickness t„. Again, the subscript "r" denotes a 
reference state, which may or may not be in the size effect regime. 
The match solution for the phonon mean free path along the film 
(Flik and Tien, 1990) is 

KJ\b = 0.5 - (cos"1 5)/TT - (1 - S2)/(3STT) 

+ 8[1 + exp(-6S)] In [(1 + 8 + 5)/(l + 8 - S)]/TT, (10) 

where A; is the mean free path in the longitudinal direction, 8 = 
tj\b is the dimensionless plate fin thickness, and 5 = (1 — 82)0,5. 
The solution derived from uniform origination (Flik and Tien, 
1990) is 

A7A„ = 0.5 - (cos~' S)/TT - (1 - 5 3 ) / (38TT) 

+ 8 1n[(l + 8 + 5)/(l + 8 - S)]/ir, (11) 

and the reduction of the thermal conductivity (Flik and Tien, 1990) 
is k,lkb = Az/(A4/2). The variation of heat transfer enhancement 
ratio QJQ, with plate fin thickness ratio tjt, is shown in Fig. 4 for 
mL, = 1 and 2 for the cases with and without size effect. The set 
of curves for kjk, = 1 is for the cases without size effect. The 
reference state for the consideration of size effect shown in Fig. 4 
is t, = kb. For this reference state krlkb = 0.7878, and the 
thermal conductivity ratio is 

k,lk, = 2.539AZ/A„. (12) 

Figure 4 shows that the reduction of the heat transfer enhance
ment ratio due to the size effect is much smaller for plate fins than 
for pin fins. This is caused by the fact that the reduction of thermal 
conductivity for plate fins described by Eqs. (10)—(12) is smaller 
than that for pin fins described by Eq. (8). This result shows that, 
in the microscale regime, the shape effect should be considered in 
the design of micro heat exchangers as well as the size effect. This 
result also suggests that plate fins are more desirable than pin fins 
for heat transfer enhancement. 

The Effect of Size on the Optimization of Plate Fin 
Thickness 

Several works on microchannel thickness optimization have 
been reported by Tuckerman and Pease (1981) and many other 
investigators. Most results from later investigators compare favor
ably with the original results of Tuckerman and Pease (1981), 
although a few studies that do not closely agree. None of these 
studies, however, consider the size effect. The present analysis of 
fin thickness optimization basically follows that of Tuckerman and 
Pease (1981), but includes the size effect. Therefore, it will be 
described only briefly. Considering the microchannel heat sink 
shown in Fig. 1(a), the thermal resistance, R = A77(2 where AT 
is the temperature difference, can be divided into the resistances 
due to convection from the heat sink to the coolant fluid, Rc, and 
due to heating of the fluid as it absorbs energy passing through the 
heat exchanger, /?,,: 

Rc = \l(ahLw) = D„/(a Nu kfLw), and (13) 

R„ = l/(pcpf) = [24^L/(pc, )wAP)](a-1;;3). (14) 

Here a = 2HI{tc + t„) is the surface multiplication factor, L is 
the channel length in the longitudinal direction, w is the width of 
the microchannel substrate, Nu = hD,Jkf is the Nusselt number, 
Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel, kf is the thermal 
conductivity of the fluid, c,, is the heat capacity of the fluid,/is the 
flow rate, and AP is the pressure drop. To account for the fin 
efficiency TJ, Eq. (13) becomes 

Rc = Dhl{a Nu kjLwi)) = 2tJ(a Nu kfLwn). (15) 

Approximating D,, as 2tc for a high-aspect ratio channel, the fin 
efficiency can be obtained by assuming that the heat flow in the 
channel wall is one-dimensional, 

T) = tanhAW, (16) 

where 

1 0.1 
tjt. 

Fig. 4 Plate fin heat transfer enhancement ratio versus fin thickness 
ratio 
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N = (2hlkJw)0iH = (Nu kfIKtctw)Qia{tc + tw)/2. (17) 

From Eqs. (14) and (15), one can see that for any tc and a, the 
thermal resistance can be minimized by maximizing 17. Since 17 is 
a monotonically decreasing function of N, maximizing T/ can be 
obtained by minimizing N. 

The size effect on the thermal conductivity of plate fin walls is 
approximated by a power law of fin thickness ratio, 

k„ — kb(t„lkb)
n. (18) 

Minimizing N can be obtained from 

dN/dtw = d[kh(tJh)n]°-'(tctw)0-5'[(x(tc + tw)]/dtw = 0. (19) 

Then the optimum fin thickness can be obtained as 

two = (0.5 + 0.5n)fc/(0.5-0.5n). (20) 

The optimum fin thickness can also be obtained by holding H 
instead of a constant. For this case, it is important to note that an 
identical result to that of Eq. (20) will be obtained. The result tm = 
te, which was found by Tuckerman and Pease (1981), corresponds 
to the result without size effect: n = 0 in the present result. If k„ 
linearly decreases with t„, such as the behavior of pin fins for Sd 

<i 1, n — 1 is another special case: a limiting case. Equation (20) 
shows that there is no realistic optimum value for two under the 
condition of n a 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. For n '= 0.5, Eq. 
(20) indicates that t„„ = 3tc, 

Two methods can be used to calculate the value of n. The first 
method is to fit the curve of the following effective thermal 
conductivity variation (Flik and Tien, 1990), 

S > \(t„ > A, 

S<l ( r„ , : sA») 

kjk„ = 1 - 2/(38TT) (21) 

kjkb = 1 - 2(cos-' S)/TT - 2(1 - S3)/(38ir) 

+ 2S[1 + exp(-68)] In [(1 + 8 + S)l{\ + 8 - S)]/ir. (22) 

The results are shown in Fig. 5. One can see that the three 
segments n = 0.0352 for 4 < S(= tj\„) < 10, n = 0.133 for 
1 < S < 4, and n = 0.35 for 0.1 =£ 8 < 1 can fit the curve. This 
result might be easier to use than the second method but is less 
accurate. 

0.5 

kw/ki,"= Eqs. (21) 

&(22) 

k./kt, = (t»A.bf 

kw/kb = (tw/Xb)
(l-

k„/kb = (t^b)0-

0.1 10 

8(= twM,b) 

Fig. 5 Curve fitting of the thermal conductivity ratio by the power law of 
the dimenslonless plate fin thickness S 

Optimization Existence Limit 

From Curve Fitting 

5(= tJXb) 

Fig. 6 Variation of the power-law exponent n with the dlmensionless 
plate fin thickness 5 

In the second method, by differentiating Eqs. (21) and (22) with 
respect to 8, one can obtain the n variation as follows: 

8 > \{tw>kb 

8 < l ( r „ < A j 

n = 2/(3827r). (23) 

n = 2/(TTS) + 2(1 - 5 3 ) / (3S 2 TT) - ISITT 

+ 2[1 + exp(-68)] In [(1 + S + 5)/(l + SS)]/TT 

- 128 exp(68) In [(1 + 8 + 5)/(l + 8 - S)]/TT 

+ 2S[1 + exp(-68)]{[l - (8/5)]/(l + 8 + 5) 

- [1 + (8/5)]/(l + 8 - S ) } / T T . (24) 

The following results can be compared with those of the first 
method: n = 0.0021 for 8 = 10, n = 0.012 for S = 4, n = 0.212 
for 8 = 1, n = 0.465 for 8 = 0.5, and n = 1.656 for 8 = 0.1. 
The last result, n = 1.656 for 8 = 0.1, means that for plate fins, 
there is a regime for 8 in which there is no optimum fin thickness. 
The variation of n with 8 for the aforementioned two methods is 
shown in Fig. 6. The results of the second method are much more 
accurate than the first method, especially in the regime of low 8. 

It is worth noting that an iterative process is required to deter
mine the optimum fin thickness t„„ in the size effect regime. Now, 
some discussions and quantitative examples on t„ and tc are 
needed. As discussed in the Introduction, liquid nitrogen was 
proposed or used as a working fluid by Choi et al. (1992), Cha et 
al. (1993), and Riddle and Bernhardt (1992). Going back to Fig. 2, 
one can see that at cryogenic temperatures (below 90 K), there is 
no optimum fin thickness if 12C diamond is used to fabricate the 
microchannels. This occurs because the frequently used microfin 
thicknesses 50-500 juun are far smaller than the bulk mean free 
path indicated by the curved line shown in Fig. 2, making 8 very 
small and thus yielding n > 1 in Fig. 6. The fin thickness 
optimization may be found in certain ranges for silicon and 1.1 
percent l3C diamond. The selection of tc is mainly based on the 
allowable pressure drop. Since the viscosity of nitrogen is about 
one-fifth of water, tc = 50 /xm as used by Tuckerman and Pease 
(1981) is a reasonable choice. The 1.1 percent 13C diamond is 
chosen as the material for thickness optimization because it has 
higher bulk thermal conductivity than silicon at 70 K. From Fig. 2, 
one can find that At is about 100 jam for 1.1 percent l3C diamond 
at 70 K. The following procedures for iteration are followed. 

1 Begin the iteration by assuming tw = 
n = 0.464 from Eq. (24). 

tc, then 8 = 0.5 and 

2 From Eq. (20), t„„ = 2.73f„, 
0.16 from Eq. (23). 

then 8 = 1.36 and n is about 
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Fig. 7 Optimum wall thickness versus dlmenslonless fluid channel 
width for two values of dlmenslonless substrate width 

3 From Eq. (20), two = 1.38fe, then 8 = 0.69 and n is about 
0.3 from Eq. (24). 

After many more iterations, the result is found to be tm = 
1.724rc = 86.2 jam for tc = 50 jam and \b = 100 jam. It should 
be noted however, that if tc is relatively small, the iteration will 
diverge unless a good initial guess for t„ is given. For example, for 
tc = 20 /xm, n > 1 will be obtained in the above step 1. Even 
beginning with t„, = 2tc, a divergent result will be obtained. By 
beginning with t„ = 3tc, the result t„0 = 2.63fc = 52.6 jam is 
obtained for tc = 20 jam and \b = 100 /am. 

To assist in the design of microchannels, the foregoing calcu
lation was generalized to obtain the optimum fin thickness. The 
result is shown in Fig. 7, which depicts the variation of t„Jtc with 
the ratio of fluid channel width to width of microchannel substrate 
tjw. This shows that t„„ltc is almost 1 for tjw = 0.1 and wlkb = 
100. The value of two/tc gradually increases when tjw decreases 
from 0.1 to 0.01. It is worth noting that t„Jtc increases rapidly 
when tjw approaches 0.001. The curve of wlkb = 10 shows a 
same trend as that of wlkb = 1 0 0 but shifts toward a higher value 
of tjw. Since the number of fluid channels for the microchannel 
substrate will be less than five when tjw is larger than 0.2, it is not 
practical to show any result for tjw > 0.2. 

Conclusion 
This paper studies how to effectively enhance heat transfer by 

fins in the microscale regime, despite the size effect-induced 
reduction of the thermal conductivity of microchannel and fin 
walls. This study resolves three basic issues. The first issue comes 
from the question: "Is there a upper limit for the heat transfer 
enhancement?" It is found that although choking is usually ob
served in fins with clusters at the tip, choking may occur even in 
the case of simple plate fins or pin fins in the microscale regime. 

The second issue considered is how the size effect affects the 
heat transfer enhancement ratio by increasing the fin number while 
keeping the total fin base area fixed. For this case, the analysis 
shows that heat transfer is significantly enhanced if there is no size 
effect. The heat transfer enhancement ratio is relatively low and 
will rapidly reach a saturated value if there is a size effect. The heat 
transfer enhancement ratio for plate fins, however, is significantly 
higher than that of pin fins. The reason is that the thermal con
ductivity reduction due to the size effect for plate fins is smaller 
than that for pin fins. This result shows that, in the microscale 
regime, the shape effect should be considered in the design of 
micro heat exchangers as well as the size effect. Plate fins are more 
desirable than pin fins for heat transfer enhancement. 

The third issue considered is how the size effect affects the fin 
thickness (or channel wall thickness in microchannel heat ex

changers) optimization. The size effect on the thermal conductivity 
of plate fins is approximated by a power law of fin thickness ratio, 
k„ — kb{t„ltb)". Then the optimum fin thickness can be obtained 
as 

two = (0.5 + 0.5n)fc/(0.5 - 0.5n), ' 

where tc is the width of the fluid channel. The result, /„„ = tc, 
which was found by Tuckerman and Pease (1981), corresponds to 
the case of n = 0 in the present result. For convenience in design 
applications, the variations of twJtc with tjw are established to 
calculate the optimum wall thickness in the size effect regime. 
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A New Method for Evaluation of 
Heat Transfer Between Solid 
Material and Fluid in a Porous 
Medium 
The author proposes a new method to estimate the heat transfer between fluid gas and 
solid material in a porous medium. In the first stage, the local Nusselt numbers on the 
heated wall of a flow passage with a porous medium are numerically obtained in advance 
for the parameter H„, including the volumetric heat transfer coefficient, h „, between the 
fluid and the solid material in a porous medium. In the second stage, the experimental 
Nusselt numbers on the heated wall are obtained by measuring wall temperatures and 
heat flux. The volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, is evaluated by comparing exper
imental Nusselt numbers with numerical ones. This method also gives the longitudinal 
characteristics of the heat transfer in a porous medium. 

Introduction 

Technological applications in which porous materials are uti
lized include thermal energy storage, geophysical fluid engineer
ing, thermal insulation, heat transfer enhancement, and heat ex
changers. Such materials are favored because they produce high 
thermal performance and low pressure drop. To develop and 
optimize the design of such advanced devices, it is necessary to 
know the convective heat transfer coefficient data between a fluid 
and a solid material in a porous medium. However, there is a 
dearth of such data because of the technical difficulty of temper
ature measurements arising from the fact that the material structure 
is very fine and often complex. Hamaguchi et al. (1983) obtained 
the average heat transfer coefficient by comparing the experimen
tal temperature behavior of air with the theoretical temperature 
behavior at the entrance and exit of a porous material after it was 
heated and then instantly inserted into a cooled section. Kondoh et 
al. (1987) measured the volumetric heat transfer coefficient by 
heating two sides of a porous material, measuring the temperatures 
in the material and the bulk temperature of air, and calculating the 
net heat flux. The net heat flux was calculated by subtracting the 
heat loss from the electrically supplied power. Fukuda et al. (1990) 
also evaluated the volumetric heat transfer coefficient in a fluidized 
bed filled with glass beads by measuring the particle and air 
temperatures at its entrance and exit. Golombok et al. (1990) 
measured the heat flow from high to low temperature gases in 
wires and fibers, and then evaluated the heat transfer. Younis and 
Viskanta (1993) carried out experiments on a ceramic foam in a 
flow passage for high temperature air. The volumetric heat transfer 
coefficient was obtained by comparing the one-dimensional pre
diction with the experimental values of the temperature difference 
between the entrance and exit of ceramic foams. These previous 
studies illustrate the difficulty of each temperature measurement in 
a porous material, namely, solid temperature and fluid temperature. 
Additionally, a one-dimensional system was assumed in estimating 
the heat transport in a porous medium, so that the average heat 
transfer along the flow direction was obtained. The result is that the 
longitudinal behavior, which is important in determining the size 
of the porous medium used in various heat exchangers, has not yet 
been clarified. 
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TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, Jan. 6, 1999; revision 
received, June 22, 1999. Keywords: Analytical, Convection, Experimental, Heat 
Transfer, Porous Media. Associate Technical Editor: M. Hunt. 

To determine the heat transfer coefficient between the solid and 
the fluid, we must take account of thermal nonequilibrium effects. 
Analyses in which the thermal nonequilibrium was considered 
have been presented. Dixon and Cresswell (1979) constructed a 
theory for predicting the effective axial and radial thermal con
ductivity and the apparent wall heat transfer coefficient for con
stant wall temperature. The solid and fluid temperatures were 
found by using the two-phase model equations. However, in the 
fluid-to-solid Nusselt number, they utilized the empirical correla
tions (Handley and Heggs, 1968; Miyauchi et al., 1976). Vafai and 
Sozen (1990) presented the two analyses for the forced convection 
of vapor through packed bed and for the behavior of a packed bed 
of phase-change material and condensing flow through it. For the 
fluid-to-solid heat transfer coefficient, the empirical correlations 
presented in terms of Colburn-Chilton j factors were utilized. 
Kuznetsov (1997) analyzed the solution for a rectangular packed 
bed with constant wall temperatures by using the perturbation 
technique. In brief, the solid temperature differs from the fluid 
temperature by a small perturbation. Kuznetsov (1998) also carried 
out the analyses of thermal nonequilibrium one-dimensional Dar-
cian flow and non-Darcian flow of an incompressible fluid. The 
fluid-to-solid Nusselt number in these analyses was correlated with 
the expression presented in Handley and Heggs (1968) and Miyau
chi et al. (1976). 

In the present research, the author proposes a new method to 
evaluate the heat transfer between solid and fluid in a porous 
medium. First, the flow field in a porous medium is analyzed in a 
two-dimensional system. The results are then applied to the energy 
equation that includes the heat transfer coefficient, hm between 
solid and fluid. The volumetric heat transfer coefficient, hv, is 
obtained by comparing the numerical and experimental values of 
heat transfer on a heated wall of a flow passage without directly 
measuring the solid and fluid temperatures in a porous medium. 

Description of the Problem 
The fine structure of a porous medium is very complex. There

fore, the temperatures of solid and fluid cannot be directly mea
sured with sufficient accuracy. In the present study, a new method 
that does not include directly measuring the temperatures of solid 
and fluid is proposed. This method is based on thermally nonequi
librium convection in a porous medium. In brief, there is a tem
perature difference between solid and fluid in a porous medium. In 
the first stage, the flow field in a porous medium and the energy 
equation including the heat transfer parameter between solid and 
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional model 

fluid, H„ ( = hvy
2J\a) are solved numerically to obtain the Nusselt 

number on the heated wall of a flow passage. In the next stage, 
Nusselt numbers on the heated wall are experimentally obtained by 
measuring the heated wall temperatures. The parameter, Ha, is 
determined by adjusting Ha so that the numerical Nusselt number 
becomes equal to the experimental one, and the volumetric heat 
transfer coefficient, /j„, is evaluated. 

Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional model. A parallel plate duct 
with height, y0, is filled with a porous medium of constant porosity 
along flow direction, 1 = 10_y„ (solid lines in Fig. 1). Both the 
upper and lower walls of the duct are heated uniformly (heat flux, 
q). The working fluid (air in the present case) uniform in temper
ature runs into the flow passage. The velocity at the entrance has 
a fully developed laminar flow distribution. The fluid is released 
into the atmosphere after developing a length of 20y„ from a 
porous medium. The heat transfer experiment corresponding to the 
model is carried out by using air. The Nusselt numbers on the 
heated wall are then compared with numerical values. 

The flow in a porous medium is assumed to be a non-Darcian 
flow including the Brinkman viscous term and Forchheimer inertia 
term (Vafai and Tien, 1981; Kaviany, 1991) to apply this method 
over a wide range. When we apply the method to a Darcy flow, we 
should neglect both terms in the momentum equation. The fact that 
the flow velocity is not as high as the velocity of sound and the 
temperature is not as high as thermal radiation is considered. 
Therefore, it is assumed that the flow is steady, laminar, and 
incompressible, and the thermal radiation is neglected. 

Numerical Calculation 
In the numerical calculation, the governing equations of the flow 

and the energy can be written in dimensionless form with the 
following parameters: 

X = x/y„, Y=y/y„, Z = z/y„, U = ulu„, 

V = vlum, "V — >\ilumy0, ft — coyJu„, 

Ha = hvy
lJ\a, Hp = hvyVXf, 

®a.P.« = (Ta,P,w - T0)l(qy0l\tt), Re = 2umy„lv 

Pr = CpiiJK, Gr = gfiy\(qyBlka)lv\ 

Nu = 2qy0l{ka(Tw - T„)}, Da = klyl (1) 

Although the porous diameter may be better as a characteristic 
length, the heat source for convection is the wall of the flow 
passage. Therefore, the size of the flow passage, y,„ is used as a 
characteristic length. The dimensionless parameters H„ and Ht, are 
introduced as parameters of the volumetric heat transfer coeffi
cient. The physical meaning of H„ is a kind of volumetric Nusselt 
number between solid and fluid (air) in a porous medium. On the 
other hand, the physical meaning of Hp is a kind of volumetric Biot 
number for a solid in a porous medium. 

The flow equation based on a non-Darcian flow as described in 
"Description of the Problem" is expressed in Eq. (2). 

' a * aft 

e' \~dY~dX 

C 

a^ am 
Jx~dY) 

Da" 
a 

ax 
ay 

2 

e~Re 

a * 
~Jx 

a2ft a2ft 
~d~YT+ Tx* 

a 
ay 

a* 
JY 

2ft 

DaRe 

a^\] 
JY \ 

4 Gr a®0 
0 (2) 

The coefficient C in Eq. (2) is expressed as the following 
equation given by Ergun (1952), 

C = (1.75/, (3) 

This constant, obtained on the assumption that a small-particle bed 
is a porous medium, was applied to 10 < UmDpl[v(\ - e)} < 
2000 in which Dp is the hydraulic diameter of a particle. The 
parameter U,„Dpl{ j>( 1 — e)} of a porous medium used in the heat 
transfer experiment is 133 for Re = 300. This satisfies the region 
applicable to Eq. (3). 

Energy equations including the heat transfer between fluid and 
solid material are applied to each fluid and solid material in a 
porous medium. 

For a fluid section, 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

C = coefficient (refer to Eq. (3)) 
Cp = specific heat of fluid, J/kgK 

d = mean porous diameter, mm or m 
Da = Darcy number (refer to Eq. (1)) 
Gr = Grashof number (refer to Eq. (1)) 
h., = volumetric heat transfer coeffi

cient, W/m3K 
H = dimensionless heat transfer coeffi

cient 
k = permeability, m2 

/ = length of porous medium, 
mm or m 

Nu = Nusselt number (refer to Eq. (1)) 
Pr = Prandtl number (refer to Eq. (1)) 
Re = Reynolds number (refer to Eq. 

(D) 
Re,, = Reynolds number based on porous 

diameter ( = umdlv) 

RRM = 

T = 
u = 
V = 

X = 

y = 

y„ = 

ratio of thermal conductivities = 
A„/A„ 
temperature, K or °C 
velocity along jc-direction, m/s 
velocity along y-direction, m/s 
coordinate along flow direction 
coordinate perpendicular to flow 
direction 
height of a flow passage, 
mm or m 

Greek Symbols 

j3 = volumetric expansion coefficient, 
1/K 

e = porosity 
® = dimensionless temperature (refer 

to Eq. (1)) 

A = thermal conductivity, W/mK 
/x = viscosity, Pa • s 
v = kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
ijj = stream function, m2/s 
o) = vorticity, 1/s 

Subscripts 

a = air 
m = mean 
p = porous medium 
w = wall 
o = entrance 
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Table 1 Porous medium 
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Thermocouples 
Parallel Plate Duct 
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Slide Regulator 

Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus 

d"¥ d®a 

~d¥~~dx~ 

8V 5®a 2e 
RePr 

d2®„ a2© 
+ 

8X2 8Y2 

2Ht 

+ RePr (0.- e„) = o. 

For a solid section, 

( 1 - e ) 
a2©„ a2®, 

• + 
ax2 dY2 - H„(&a - ®„) = o. 

(4) 

(5) 

The dimensionless boundary conditions are as follows. 
at the entrance of a flow passage: U= -6Y2 + 6Y,V=0,®„-0 
on the wall: U = 0, V = 0 
on the unheated wall: d&JdY = 0 
on the heated wall: d&JdY = ( A / U ^ e / a F ) = 1 or - 1 
at the exit of a flow passage: 

dU/dX = 0,V = 0,3® JdX = 0 

at the entrance and exit of a porous medium: 

(nP/ti,a)dV/dY\p = 9V/dY\a 

8®JdX\p = d®JdX\a 

(A„/Aj(3@„/aX) = d®JdX (6) 

The ratio (JXP/^„) is the ratio of effective viscosity to fluid vis
cosity, and it depends on porosity e. In the present calculation, 
(/xp/ja„) is 1.2 corresponding to e = 0.87, which Neal and Nader 
(1974) proposed. 

Discrete forms of the governing equations were derived by 
integrating in a control volume, expressing the conservative form, 
and applying the upwind method (Patankar, 1980). Conservative 
algebraic equations were solved by changing the relaxation param
eter and using an iteration method. The number of grids were 826 
along the flow direction, and 26 perpendicular to the flow, for a 
total of 21476. The convergence criterion, namely, the absolute 
maximum change of two terms for each ^ , fl, and ®, is less than 
10"5. 

Numerical calculations were performed for the following con
ditions: the Reynolds number, Re = 300 ~ 600; the heat transfer 
parameter between fluid and solid, H„ = 100 ~ 50,000; the 
thermal conductivity ratio, RRM = 154, which corresponds to the 
experiment; the Darcy number, Da = (2.44 ~ 14.8) X 10"5; and 
porosity, e = 0.87. The numerical result is evaluated with the 
Nusselt number Nu on the wall of the flow passage defined by 

Nu = 2qy0/[\a(Tw-T0)] 

= 2/[(rw - TMqyJXA 21®, (7) 

Heat Transfer Experiment 
Figure 2 shows the experimental apparatus corresponding to the 

Porous Medium 1 

Porous Medium 2 

Porous Medium 3 

d (mm) 

1.3 

2.0 

4.2 

k (m!) 

x 10" 

2.193 

3.779 

13.324 

s(%) 

87.5 

87.0 

87.3 

Da 

x 10s 

2.44 

4.20 

14.8 

model (Fig. 1). The rectangular flow passage whose height and 
width are 30 mm and 300 mm, respectively, is made of acrylic 
resin. Air flow as a working fluid is developed in an entrance 
region whose length is 2400 mm. Air runs into a 300 mm long 
porous medium and is heated electrically from both the upper and 
lower walls covered by a stainless steel foil and transparent acrylic 
plate whose thicknesses are 0.03 mm and 10 mm, respectively. 
After that, it is released into the atmosphere. Air temperatures at 
the entrance and exit of a porous medium and the heated wall 
temperatures along the flow direction were measured by 44 T-type 
thermocouples calibrated in advance. The heat loss from the heated 
section was evaluated based on the thermal conduction in a sub
strate (stainless steel foil and acrylic plate) and by the natural 
convection from the heated section to the atmosphere. The result 
was 15 ~ 20 percent of the supplied heat flow. The net heat flux 
was calculated by subtracting the heat loss from the electric supply 
(total heat flow). Two-dimensional characteristics were realized 
across three-fourths of the width in considering the wall temper
ature distribution. In the experiment, the room temperature of the 
laboratory was kept within ±1°C. The wall temperatures of the 
flow passage and the inlet temperature were measured continu
ously and became steady after three to four hours. The heat transfer 
on the wall of the flow passage was evaluated in a steady condi
tion. 

The properties of the porous medium used are listed in Table 1. 
It was made of alumina-ceramic foam (2MgO • 2A1203 • 5Si02) 
with various porous diameters, permeabilities and Darcy numbers 
for almost constant porosity e = 0.87. The complex cell and matrix 
structure (Fig. 3) caused the difference in the local heat transfer. 

In the first stage, it was recognized that the numerical heat 
transfer without a porous medium (Kays and Crawford, 1993) 
agreed with experimental values within three percent. In the next 
stage, the experiment with a porous medium was performed for 
Re = 300 and 600. 

Uncertainties 
Experimental Nusselt numbers are composed of the heat flux q, 

the heated wall temperature Tw, the entrance temperature To, the 
thermal conductivity of air A„, and the size of a flow passage y„. 
The uncertainty of Nu was evaluated in the representative case of 
d= 1.3 mm and Re = 300 (ANSI/ASME, 1985). The bias limit 
and precision index are shown in Table 2 for q = 92.29 W/m2, 
7\„ = 35.05°C, To = 19.77°C, A„ = 0.0219 W/(m • K) and 
y„ = 30 mm. As a result, a 95 percent relative coverage of 
uncertainty for the Nusselt number was 2.66 percent. 

Fig. 3 Photograph of porous medium 3 
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Table 2 Bias limit and precision index 

Item 

q 92.29 W/m2 

T» 35.05 °C 

T. 19.77 °C 

A . 0.0219 W/mK 

y° 30 mm 

Bias Limit 

0.82 

0.053 

0.05 

3.76x10"6 

0.05 

Precision Index 

0.98 

0.11 

0.09 

7.05x10-6 

0 

On the other hand, the accuracy of the numerical estimation 
was previously considered by comparing the numerical values 
with the final solution of laminar heat transfer for a single flow 
in a parallel plate duct without a porous medium. It was within 
2.3 percent. Consequently, the accuracy of both the experimen
tal and numerical method was within five percent. That accu
racy is improved by computing Nu with small intervals of 
dimensionless parameter H„. 

Results and Discussions 
The flow along the longitudinal direction for Re = 300 and Da = 

4.2 X 10~5 is presented in Fig. 4. The size along the flow direction of 
this figure is compressed to one-eighth. The velocity distribution 
becomes flat after having penetrated within about 2y„ of a porous 
medium and recovers to a parabolic distribution after exiting of a 
porous medium. In this condition, the heat transfer on the heated wall 
of the flow passage filled with a porous medium is evaluated. Even if 
the velocity at the entrance is different (for example, uniform veloc
ity), the effect for heat transfer on the wall is not great because the 
developing region becomes short in the porous medium. 

Figures 5(a), (b), and (c), illustrate the numerical Nusselt num
bers by solid and broken lines as a parameter of H„ and the 
experimental values by solid circles. Figure 5(a) presents the 
Nusselt numbers for d = 1.3 mm, Da = 2.44 X 10~5, and Re = 
300. According to the figure, experimental values agree well with 
numerical ones for H„ = 500 along the flow direction. However, 
in a higher Reynolds number (Fig. 5(b), Re = 600), the experi
mental values take greater values than the numerical ones at the 
first half and smaller ones at the latter half compared with Fig. 
5(a). The behavior of Ha corresponding to those experimental 
values is similar to that of the Nusselt numbers described above. 
When the porous diameter increases (Fig. 5(c), d = 4.2 mm), Ha 

tends to increase at the latter half. It is recognized that Nusselt 
numbers on the heated wall and Ha have a relation to each other. 
This means that the physical variation in a porous medium affects 
the heat transfer on the heated wall of a flow passage. Therefore, 
the longitudinal variation in the heat transfer between solid and 
fluid in a porous medium can be evaluated quantitatively corre
sponding to the local Nusselt numbers on the heated wall. How
ever, the scale of the figure and the experimental accuracy should 
be improved with an increase in Ha because the variation in Nu for 

Porous Medium 
lOy. 

55 
0 EE .2 2 

5 
t. 

Dimensionless Velocity U=l —> 

(The size along the flow direction is compressed to one-eighth) 

Fig. 4 Longitudinal variation of velocity distribution 
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Fig. S Longitudinal Nusselt number (a) of = 1.3 mm, Re = 300 (b) d = 1.3 
mm, Re = 600; (e) d = 4.2 mm, Re = 300 

H„ larger than 5000 is small. The accuracy of the correspondence 
between numerical and experimental Nusselt numbers can be 
improved by narrowing the numerical interval of H„. Figure 6 
shows H„ along the flow direction for various porous diameters 
and Reynolds numbers. The fact that experimental Nusselt num
bers on the heated wall agree well with numerical ones at a certain 
H„ means that the average heat transfer between solid and fluid in 
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Fig. 6 Dimenslonless heat transfer coefficient H, 

a porous medium across the section of a flow passage has the same 
value along the flow direction (symbol • in Fig. 6). With an 
increase in air flow rate, however, Ha increases measurably over 
the entire range and tends to decrease with xly„ (symbol • in Fig. 
6). This is due to the impinging effect at the entrance of a porous 
medium by the increase in the flow rate. As a result, the effect 
approaches the center section. In the latter half, H„ decreases 
because the stagnant region seem to be generated in a cell. With an 
increase in porous diameter, Ha increases at the latter half (symbol 
• in Fig. 6) due to the fact that the inner structure of a porous 
medium, namely, the roughness effect in a cell, induces turbu
lence. The volumetric heat transfer coefficient is obtained by Ha, 
namely, 

hv=Ha(kJyl). (8) 

In order to compare with previously reported results, the present 
local H„ was averaged along the thickness and hv was obtained. 
Figure 7 shows the relationship between hv and Re,, based on the 
porous diameter as a characteristic length. Present data were pre
sented by symbols • , A, and • . The dotted region and inclined 
lines represent the applied regions. In the figure, a large variation 
in the values of hv is observed, presumably due to the various 
structures of porous mediums. The present porous medium is 
similar to the material which Younis and Viskanta (1993) used. 
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Fig. 7 Volumetric heat transfer coefficient 

Therefore, the experimental data exist over a region extrapolated 
from Younis and Viskanta's data. The Red dependency of the 
volumetric heat transfer coefficient, h„ in air can be represented as 
h„ ~ Re°91. This behavior accords with the tendency shown by 
Hamaguchi's (1983) data. 

The length of the porous medium used in our present exper
iment is sufficient to allow for a discussion of the longitudinal 

•behavior in a porous medium. In this connection, Hamaguchi's 
(1983) test section is 80 mm at most, Younis's (1993) is 15 mm, 
and Kondoh's (1987) is 10 mm. The volumetric heat transfer 
coefficient hv obtained in the present method is not only com
pared with other data, but also evaluated along the longitudinal 
direction. However, the effect of a porous diameter does not 
appear clearly and seems to be depressed because the length, 
\0yo, is too great. 

In closing, the basic assumptions underlying the proposed 
method must be reviewed. In the present analysis, the effect of 
thermal radiation is not included. This effect appears at tempera
tures beyond 650 K (Japan Society of Thermophysical Properties, 
1990), and a thermal wake may be generated. Therefore, this 
method should be applied at lower temperatures than 650 K. 
Additionally, this analysis was performed under the assumption 
that a porous medium is constituted by small spherical particles. 
Therefore, models covering structures other than spheres must 
await future development. 

Conclusions 
A new method for the evaluation of the heat transfer between 

solid and fluid in a porous medium was proposed. The major 
conclusions are as follows. 

1 This method is derived from the experimental Nusselt num
bers on a heated wall of a flow passage and the numerical ones 
with dimensionless heat transfer parameters, Ha, based on thermal 
nonequilibrium effect. The volumetric heat transfer coefficient can 
be obtained by choosing Ha in which the numerical Nusselt 
number agrees with the experimental values. 

2 Temperatures of solid and fluid in a porous medium do not 
need to be measured directly in the experiment. 

3 Heat transfer on a heated wall of a flow passage includes the 
structural effect of a porous medium. 

4 The longitudinal behavior of the volumetric heat transfer 
coefficient is evaluated for various conditions. 
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Energy Dissipation in Sheared 
Granular Flows 
Using a two-dimensional discrete element computer simulation of a bounded, gravity-free 
Couetteflow of particles, the heat dissipation rate per unit area is calculated as a function 
of position in the flow as well as overall solid fraction. The computation results compare 
favorably with the kinetic theory analysis for rough disks. The heat dissipation rate is also 
measured for binary mixtures of particles for different small to large solid fraction ratios, 
and for diameter ratios of ten, five, and two. The dissipation rates increase significantly 
with overall solid fraction as well as local strain rates and granular temperatures. The 
thermal energy equation is solved for a Couette flow with one adiabatic wall and one at 
constant temperature. Solutions use the simulation measurements of the heat dissipation 
rate, solid fraction, and granular temperature to show that the thermodynamic temper
ature increases with solid fraction and decreases with particle conductivity. In mixtures, 
both the dissipation rate and the thermodynamic temperature increase with size ratio and 
with decreasing ratio of small to large particles. 

1 Introduction 
Granular material flows describe flows of solid particles in 

which the interstitial fluid plays a negligible role in the flow 
mechanics. Examples include the transport of coal, food products, 
detergents, pharmaceutical tablets, and toner particles in high
speed printers. Much of the recent analytical work on dry granular 
flows uses dense-gas kinetic theory, assuming that the motion of 
individual grains in a rapid flow with no viscous drag forces from 
the interstitial fluid can be modeled as the motion of molecules in 
a gas with instantaneous, binary collisions. In addition, discrete 
element simulations have been used to study the behavior of such 
flows, while neglecting any effects from the interstitial fluid. This 
current work uses discrete element simulations to investigate the 
energy dissipation and the resulting thermodynamic temperature 
rise in Couette flows of granular materials between two infinite 
parallel plates in the absence of gravity. 

Various industrial processes shear granular material in some 
way. Often, mixers shear particles of different sizes or properties 
to achieve a uniform product. One such example motivating this 
research is the mixing of toner and larger carrier particles in an 
electrophotographic device, such as a high-speed laser printer. The 
two different kinds of particles are sheared by a screw mixer to 
electrostatically charge the toner and to mix it with the carrier 
particles. Frictional heating during this process may cause un
wanted melting of the toner in such a device. This study investi
gates heat generation in a planar Couette flow because it is the 
simplest kind of shear flow in which there are solid boundaries 
driving the flow. Previous computer simulation studies of Couette 
flow include those of Campbell (1993) and Savage and Dai (1993); 
experimental work on two-dimensional Couette flows between 
concentric cylinders includes that of Elliot et al. (1998) and Veje 
et al. (1999). 

Energy dissipation in a flow of granular material occurs due to 
inelastic collisions between particles and between particles and 
boundaries. A second source of energy loss is the frictional inter
action during a collision. The two-dimensional kinetic theory 
analysis of Jenkins and Richman (1985) provides an analytical 
representation for the dissipation in a flow of frictional inelastic 
disks of the same size. Calculations of dissipation in binary mix

tures currently only exist for smooth particles (Farrell et al, 1986; 
Jenkins and Mancini, 1987; Jenkins and Mancini, 1989); the 
dissipation term is only due to inelastic collisions, not friction. 
Energy dissipation due to friction at the moving boundaries can be 
very significant in a Couette flow. The dissipation at a flat, fric
tional boundary calculated by Jenkins (1992) does not account for 
the dissipation of rotational fluctuation kinetic energy, and numer
ous boundary dissipation results for boundaries roughened by the 
attachment of smooth disks (Jenkins and Richman, 1986; Richman 
and Chou, 1988) do not incorporate friction. For the above reasons, 
computer simulations can be used to measure frictional dissipation 
and determine its contribution to the overall thermodynamic tem
perature rise in a flow. 

Computer simulations have been shown to be a powerful tool in 
the investigation of granular shear flows (Campbell, 1993; Walton, 
1984; Savage and Dai, 1993). Soft-particle models (Walton, 1984; 
Wassgren, 1997) have proven to be effective in modeling dense 
flows with enduring frictional contacts, such as those presented 
here. This research utilizes a soft-particle simulation to model both 
frictional and viscous dissipation in dense, bounded, Couette flows 
between two infinite plates moving in opposite directions. 

2 Computer Simulations 
The computer simulation used is a two-dimensional soft particle 

discrete element simulation (Wassgren, 1997) based on the contact 
model of Cundall and Strack (1979). The forces on each particle 
are calculated directly and Newton's second law is integrated to 
find the acceleration, velocity, and position of each particle at each 
time step. Only normal and tangential contact forces act on each 
particle, as these simulations do not include gravity. When two 
particles (or a particle and a solid boundary) come into contact, 
they are allowed to overlap slightly. The time step of the simula
tion is chosen so that this overlap does not exceed one percent of 
a particle diameter. The normal contacts are modeled by a linear 
spring and dashpot so that 

-fc„A + vn8x„ (1) 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF HEAT 
TRANSFER and presented at 1998 IMECE, Anaheim, Manuscript received by the Heat 
Transfer Division, Aug. 27, 1998; revision received, Apr. 8, 1999. Keywords: Heat 
Transfer, Multiphase, Particulate, Shear Flows. Associate Technical Editor: D. Ka-
minski. 

where F„ represents the normal force on the contact, and fc„ and v„ 
are the normal spring constant and damping coefficient respec
tively; A is the overlap between the two contacting surfaces. The 
damping coefficient is calculated based on a chosen coefficient of 
restitution and multiplies the relative normal velocity of the two 
contacting surfaces, Sx„. Tangential contacts are modeled by a 
linear spring and frictional slider. The tangential force is first 
calculated from the spring-displacement law, 
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Fig. 1 A snapshot of a simulation with di„ge/damaii = 10 and VKMUIVU^, = 5. The upper boundary is traveling 
to the right and the lower boundary to the left. The right and left boundaries are periodic. 

L .v,spring / V V L * J , 

where k, is the tangential spring constant (in this case equal to k„), 
and Ss is the tangential displacement between the initial contact 
points. Then the friction force is calculated using a friction coef
ficient /a: 

F, ,xF„. (3) 

The force used in the simulation is the lesser of these two forces. 
If the friction force is lower, then it is assumed that the surfaces are 
slipping against each other. If the spring force is lower, then it is 
assumed that the two surfaces are "sticking" and there is no energy 
dissipation. This calculation occurs at each time step of the con
tact, and each contact usually lasts 40 to 50 time steps. Thus, 
during a single collision, both sticking and slipping may occur at 
the contact point. 

Using this contact model, the amount of energy dissipated in 
each collision is calculated directly. The energy dissipated in the 
inelasticity of the contact is equal to that dissipated in the dashpot 
of the normal contact model. 

A£,• = v„(8x„)28t, 

where A£, is the energy dissipated in the dashpot in one time step, 
and St is the time step. The energy dissipated in the tangential 
portion of the contact is equal to the tangential force multiplied by 
the distance the contact slips: 

A£' /= Fs8s. 

(2) This quantity is only valid when the contact is slipping, so that 
F = F 

The flows simulated in the current research are Couette flows of 
particles in the absence of gravity. The upper and lower boundaries 
are frictional walls moving in opposite directions with velocities 
±U/2. Their faces are flat, but they have a constant coefficient of 
friction p,. The right and left boundaries are periodic: When a 
particle exits from the right, it enters on the left with the same 
vertical position and velocity. The distance between the walls, h, 
is 20 particle diameters in the simulations with same-size particles 
and 40 small particle diameters in the simulations of mixtures. The 
width of the same-size particle flows is 50 particle diameters. 
Flows of mixtures with a diameter ratio of two and five have a 
width of 75 small particle diameters, and flows of mixtures with a 
diameter ratio of ten have a width of 100 small particle diameters. 
The strain rate, Ulh, is 250 Ms for all flows. The friction coeffi
cient for interparticle and particle-wall collisions, /u,, is 0.5. This 
value of the friction coefficient was chosen so that it was a 
reasonable value physically while still being high enough to show 
a large amount of frictional dissipation. Another reason for a 
relatively high friction coefficient is that because the walls are flat, 
the friction between walls and particles is the only force driving 
the flow; a friction coefficient of 0.5 is high enough to achieve a 
steady Couette flow with significant shearing at the wall. The 
coefficient of restitution for all collisions, e, is 0.8. This value of 
the coefficient of restitution in the normal direction is chosen based 
on a typical value used by previous researchers (Campbell, 1993; 

(5) Savage and Dai, 1993) and reasonable for a number of materials. 

(4) 

Nomenclature 

cp = particle specific heat 
d = particle diameter 
e = coefficient of restitution between 

particles and between particles and 
walls 

AE = loss of energy during a collision 
h = height of computational domain 
/ = particle moment of inertia 

k„ = spring constant used in normal 
contact model of simulations 

k, = spring constant used in tangential 
contact model of simulations 

kg = thermal conductivity of gas phase 
kkl = streaming, or kinetic thermal con

ductivity 
klm. = molecular effective thermal con

ductivity 

kp = particle thermal conductivity 
km = total effective thermal conductivity 
m = particle mass 
Pe = Peclet number 
qh = heat flux 
T, = rotational granular temperature 

component 
T, = translational granular temperature 

component 
T'= thermodynamic temperature 
U = relative velocity of the two bound

aries 
u = particle velocity component in flow 

direction 
v = particle velocity component per

pendicular to flow direction 

W = rate of work done by boundaries 
J3 = particle roughness coefficient 
y = energy dissipation rate per unit 

area 
r„, = energy dissipation rate at wall 
© = nondimensional thermodynamic 

temperature 
ix = coefficient of friction between par

ticles and between particles and 
walls 

v = solid fraction 
v„ = damping coefficient used in normal 

contact model of simulations 
p,, = particle density 
(o = particle rotational velocity 
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Fig. 2(a) Velocity 

Fig. 2(b) Solid fraction 

T/(dU/h) 

Fig. 2(c) Granular temperature 

Fig. 2 Velocity, solid fraction, and granular temperature profiles for 
Couette flow of same-size particles with overall v = 0.75 

The solid fraction, v, is defined as the ratio of particle area to the 
total area. The same-size particle simulations exhibit overall solid 
fractions ranging from 0.45 to 0.8, and the binary mixture simu
lations were all conducted for an overall solid fraction of 0.75. The 
solid fraction ratio in the mixtures, vSVMV]vXay., ranges from 0.4 to 5. 
Mixture simulations were conducted for diameter ratios d\„JdstmS[ 

of two, five, and ten. The number of particles used in the simula
tions ranges from 580 to 3006. Figure 1 is a snapshot of a 
simulation of 3006 particles, with a size ratio of ten and a solid 
fraction ratio of five. 

The simulations are two-dimensional so that fewer particles are 
necessary than in a three-dimensional simulation, decreasing com
putational time. The particles are not cylindrical rods or disks with 
a mass proportional to their area, however. Instead, each particle 
has the mass and moment of inertia of a sphere, and can be thought 
of as a sphere constricted to move in only two dimensions. Sim
ulations were run until the kinetic energy in the system became 
approximately constant. After this steady-state was reached, mea
surements were made over many time steps and were averaged in 
time and over the length of the domain to gather data about the 
simulation. 

3 Results 
Local measurements of flow properties are made by dividing the 

domain into bins roughly one small particle diameter high. The 

velocity, area, and fluctuating velocity of each the particles in each 
bin are averaged in space and time to determine the properties. 
Quantities are averaged over periods ranging between 4 X 106 and 
1.5 X 107 time steps for different simulations. The number of 
samples in each average is at least 60. Figure 2 shows typical 
velocity, solid fraction, and granular temperature profiles for a 
same-size particle flow. The rotational and translational granular 
temperatures are defined as follows: 

T, = \{u'u' + v'v') 

r ^ i ( - | ( o ) ' w ' ) , 

(6) 

(7) 

where u denotes the velocity component of a particle in the 
direction parallel to the walls, v is the velocity component in the 
direction perpendicular to the walls, and u> is the angular velocity. 
The fluctuating velocities, «', v', and <&' are defined as the 
difference between the particle velocity and the average local 
velocity. The moment of inertia and mass of each particle are 
denoted as / and m, respectively. The brackets, ( }, denote an 
area average for the particular bin. Figure 3 shows velocity, solid 
fraction, and granular temperature profiles for a binary mixture 
with a diameter ratio of 10. The solid fraction profiles for the large 
and small particles are shown separately along with the overall 
solid fraction. These profiles illustrate the high shear zones nearest 

20r-

-10 

Fig. 3(a) Velocity 

Fig. 3(b) Solid fraction 

T/(dsmaUU/h)' 

Fig. 3(c) Granular temperature 

Fig. 3 Velocity, solid fraction, and granular temperature profiles for 
Couette flow of a mixture with overall v = 0.75, dln,aJd3mM = 10, and 
•'•mau/Vtarga = 1 
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Simulation results 
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Fig. 4 Energy dissipation rate as a function of vertical position for R g . 5 E n e r g y dissipation rate as a function of overall solid fraction for 
Couette flow of same-size particles with overall v = 0.75 Couette flow of same-size particles 

the walls, which correspond to low solid fractions and high gran
ular temperatures. 

3.1 Dissipation in Same-Size Flows. Analytical expres
sions for the dissipation term in the energy equation for granular 
materials have been derived using kinetic theory for many cases, 
including flows of smooth and rough identical particles (Lun et al., 
1984; Jenkins and Richman, 1985; Lun and Savage, 1987; Lun, 
1991). The analysis by Jenkins and Richman (1985) most closely 
resembles the flows in the current simulations, modeling frictional 
two-dimensional inelastic particles. 

Jenkins and Richman (1985) derive dissipation terms from 
kinetic theory for the loss of both translational and rotational 
energy (referred to as — x«* and ~ Xn m t n e ' r work, but referred to 
here as y, and 7,) due to interparticle collisions. These terms 
contain an unknown coefficient of roughness, j8, which ranges 
from 1 to —1, characterizing disks ranging from perfectly rough 
(conserving all energy due to tangential rebound) to perfectly 
smooth. The simplification of the general relations for slightly 
rough and nearly elastic particles (/3 = — 1, e — 1) is as follows: 

(8) 

(9) 

where 

aT, ( K(\ + fl) 

aT, (1 +<3) / K ( 1 +J3) Tr 
y- d1 (1 + K) { (1 + K)

 4 T, 

8 mv2 (Tyn 

4/ 
K = — J 2 • 

ma 
The translational and rotational granular temperatures are defined 
in Eqs. (6) and (7). The factor of 4 in the last term of the rotational 
dissipation is1 due to a difference in the definition of Tr; in the 
original work it is a factor of 2. The radial distribution function for 
disks in contact is used, so that 

?o(") 
16 -lv 

16(1 - v 2 ) ' 
(10) 

as suggested by Jenkins and Richman (1985). 
If Eqs. (8) and (9) are simplified for smooth disks (the case of 

/3 = —1), the expression for y, becomes zero, since perfectly 
smooth disks will have no rotational (frictional) dissipation; there 
will only be dissipation due to the inelasticity of collisions. Sub
stituting /3 = — 1 into the expression for y„ a simpler expression 
for the overall dissipation 7 = 7 , + y, of smooth disks is 

32mv2 

7 = d3 SoO 4T-

This expression can be simply derived from the product of the 
number density, the collision rate, and the energy lost in each 
collision. 

Returning to the more complex expressions of Eqs. (8) and (9) 
for the more general case of /3 not equal to — 1, the sum of the two 
dissipation terms, yr and 7,, can be calculated. This sum is equal 
to the total dissipation rate due to particle-particle collisions. The 
theoretical dissipation terms are evaluated at /3 = 0 and -0.5 for 
comparison with simulation results. 

Figure 4 presents simulation results for dissipation rate per unit 
area, 7, as a function of position in the flow for one example of a 
monodisperse flow. The dissipation rate per unit area is calculated 
as an average within each bin, whose height is approximately one 
particle diameter. The curves shown for the kinetic theory are for 
7 = 7 , + yr, as defined in Eqs. (8) and (9). These expressions 
from Jenkins and Richman (1985) are functions of local solid 
fraction and granular temperature; the solid fractions and temper
atures used in the calculation are those measured by the simulation. 
The dissipation rate is high near the walls, where the granular 
temperature and strain rate are high as well. Figure 5 shows the 
mean dissipation rate per unit area for all the same-size particle 
flows as a function of overall solid fraction. The dissipation rate 
rises sharply with solid fraction due to higher particle collision 
rates. 

In addition to the energy dissipation rate inside the flow, the 
energy dissipation rate at the walls due to particle-wall collisions 
was calculated in the simulations. The rate of dissipation at the 
walls, r,„, is compared to the rate of work done by the walls, W, 
to determine the amount of work done on the flow inside the 
boundaries. The fraction of the work that is dissipated at the 
boundaries, TJW, is shown in Fig. 6, and indicates that the ratio 
decreases with overall solid fraction. Figure 7 presents the rate of 
work done by the boundaries as a function of solid fraction for 
same-size flows. 

Although the interstitial gas (air, in this instance), can generally 
be neglected in the analysis of the dynamics of the flow, it cannot 
be neglected in the heat transfer. In order to translate the dissipa
tion rates computed in the simulations into actual thermodynamic 

Fig. 6 Ratio of energy dissipation rate at wall to rate of work done by 
(11) walls as a function of solid fraction for same-size particle flows 
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Fig. 7 Rate of work done by moving boundaries as a function of solid 
fraction for same-size particle flows 

temperature changes, a heat transfer analysis is performed on both 
phases of the system. An energy equation can be solved using the 
total energy dissipation calculated in the simulations as a heat 
source to obtain thermodynamic temperature profiles in same-size 
flows. The general energy equation with a heat source term is 
expressed as 

pcP 

DT 
Dt 

= V • (kt0tV7) + y (12) 

where T'is the thermodynamic temperature. The relation vppcp + 
(1 - v)paircair *» pcp was used in the above equation, where pp 

and c„ are the density and heat capacity of the particles, and pair 

and c^ are the corresponding values for air. Because this equation 
is three-dimensional, y represents the total energy dissipation rate 
per unit volume (due to both friction and inelasticity of collisions), 
both within the flow and at the walls. The two-dimensional dissi
pation rate calculated in the simulation was converted to three 
dimensions by considering the flow as a monolayer of particles 
constrained to motion within the plane. The depth of this mono
layer is one particle diameter, and so the dissipation per unit 
volume was calculated based on this depth. 

The total conductivity, km, is defined as in Natarajan and Hunt 
(1998), as the sum of the molecular conductivity, kmc and the 
streaming conductivity, kkt. The effective molecular conductivity 
used in the analysis is that proposed by Gelperin and Einstein 
(1971): 

l + 
-I 

^ + 0.28(1 - K)° - 6 3 (y /y -° 1 8 

Kp 

(13) 

In the above expression, kg and kp are the conductivities of the gas 
and solid phases respectively; kmc is the effective molecular con
ductivity for both phases together. The expression for a streaming 
conductivity, kk„ was derived using gas kinetic theory by Hsiau 
and Hunt (1993) in three dimensions, and later extended to two 
dimensions by Hunt (1997) using similar methods: 

TrmppcpdT]r 

32g0(v) (14) 

This expression assumes perfectly smooth particles, and thus only 
uses the translational granular temperature term. This streaming 
conductivity is the conductivity due to energy transfer by particle 
motion from hotter to colder regions. The kinetic theory-derived 
expression for kk, above also assumes a small particle Biot number 
for a lumped mass analysis and a small ratio of the time between 
collisions to the thermal time constant of the particles; it applies to 
flows of same-size particles only. 

A similar conductivity exists to account for the local variations 
in the fluid velocity, which enhance the energy transport when a 

temperature gradient exists. In a packed bed of stationary particles, 
this enhanced thermal transport is modeled using a dispersion 
conductivity, which is approximated as kd = Cpfcfufd, where C 
is a constant, p{ and cf are the density and thermal heat capacity of 
the interstitial fluid, % is the average velocity, and d is a particle 
diameter (Hunt, 1990). Considering this scaling for the dispersion 
conductivity of a fluid in a packed bed, this contribution to the 
overall conductivity of the granular system has been neglected in 
the current analysis, because the density and thermal heat capacity 
of air are small when compared with those of the solid particles. 

Wang et al. (1989) have shown that particle rotation does not 
affect heat transfer at low particle rotational Peclet numbers, where 
Pe = o)(d/2)2/(kp/ppcp). The flow conditions in the current work 
have Pe < 1, justifying the assumption that rotation does not affect 
the conductivity of the system significantly. 

For two-dimensional steady-state flow with periodic boundaries 
(i.e., no gradients in the x-direction) and no mean velocity in the 
vertical (y)-direction, the nondimensional energy equation reduces 
to 

d ! d®\ 
--y(y). (15) 

The nondimensional thermodynamic temperature is defined as 
© = ( T - - 1^)/(£/2/c,,), where Ta is the temperature at y = h. 
The total conductivity can be determined from the expressions 
above using the solid fraction and granular temperature profiles 
obtained from the simulations. Likewise, the nondimensionalized 
dissipation term y is also known from the simulations, and the 
above equation can be solved by integrating directly for the ther
modynamic temperature profile. The dissipation rate, solid frac
tion, and granular temperature calculated in the simulations are 
averaged over the width of each bin, that is they are only known 
at discrete points. The bins are chosen to be one particle diameter 
wide in order to provide a sensible average for a continuum 
analysis. The two boundary conditions consist of an adiabatic wall 
condition at y = 0 and a fixed temperature Ta at the upper wall 
y = h: 

Fig. 8(a) Temperature 

Fig. 8(b) Heat flux 

Fig. 8 Nondimensional thermodynamic temperature (0) and heat flux 
(qh) profiles for same-size flows of various overall solid fractions. The 
conductivity ration Is kplkg = 23. 
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Fig. 9 Nondimensional adiabatic wall temperature as a function of the 
conductivity ratio, 1kplkg, for same-size flows of varying overall solid 
fractions 
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The solution in this case is 

600 = Hy) 
y(y')dy' \dy 

k(y') 
y(y")dy"\dy'. (18) 

Figure 8 shows the dimensionless thermodynamic temperature 
as a function of the vertical distance in the flow for various solid 
fractions at a constant conductivity ratio, kjk^ = 23, which is 
approximately that found in the flow of toner in a high-speed laser 
printer. The temperature increases with solid fraction due to the 
higher dissipation rate of denser flows. The heat flux is also plotted 
in this figure, showing that it is equal to zero at the adiabatic wall. 

The slope of the temperature profile does not approach zero near 
the adiabatic wall due to the finite size of the bins over which the 
integration and properties are calculated (bins are approximately 
one particle diameter in width). The finite value of the heat flux 
one bin away from the wall results in a finite value of the deriv
ative of the temperature near the wall as well. Decreasing the size 
of the bins will not alleviate this issue because of the heat gener
ated at the wall itself, which causes a nonzero value of the heat flux 
at any finite distance from the wall. The relatively large bin size 
does not affect results away from the two walls, where there are 
smaller gradients in heat flux and the curves are smooth. 

Figure 9 presents the maximum temperature, which occurs at the 
adiabatic wall (y = 0), as a function of the conductivity ratio of 
particles to gas. The gas conductivity is constant while the con
ductivity ratio varies. The molecular conductivity term dominates 
in all the cases, so increasing the conductivity ratio increases the 
total conductivity. Higher conductivities decrease the maximum 
temperature obtained in the flow as the heat generated is conducted 
through the flow at a higher rate. 

3.2 Dissipation in Binary Mixture Flows. Energy dissipa
tion calculations were also conducted for the flows of binary 
mixtures. Although kinetic theory derivations for binary flows do 
exist (Farrell et al., 1986; Jenkins and Mancini, 1987; Jenkins and 
Mancini, 1989), all assume perfectly smooth particles and have not 
been applied to this flow. 

Figure 10 presents results similar to those for same-size particle 

flows for the dissipation rate as a function of vertical position in 
mixtures; dissipation increases in the high granular temperature 
and high strain rate regions near the walls. The dissipation rate as 
a function of solid fraction ratio, vitaJvhx%l:, is presented in Fig. 11 
for various diameter ratios. This figure exhibits a trend of lower 
dissipation rates with higher solid fraction ratios. Thus, for a 
constant overall solid fraction, when there are more large particles 
in the flow, the dissipation is greater than when there are relatively 
few. The trend becomes more apparent at the larger diameter 
ratios. Collisions of large particles with small particles or with 
each other dissipate more energy than collisions between two 
small particles. This phenomenon is explained by the proportion
ality of the kinetic energy decrease to the mass of the colliding 
bodies if the coefficient of restitution is held constant. The mass 
ratio of large to small particles is proportional to the cube of the 
diameter ratio, and so the flows with larger diameter ratios show 
more dissipation. At the highest solid fraction ratio, for all three 
size ratios, the dissipation rate approaches the limit of that for the 
same-size flow with the same overall solid fraction, which is 
plotted as a dotted line. Figure 12 indicates that the fraction of 
work dissipated in a mixture at the boundaries increases slightly 
with solid fraction ratio. The dotted line shows the value of this 
ratio for same-size flows with the same overall solid fraction. Only 
flows with many large particles exhibit a ratio lower than that for 
the mono-sized system. The rate of work done is shown in Figure 
13 as a function of solid fraction ratio for binary mixtures. 

The energy equation used for same-size particle flows can also 
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be applied here for binary mixtures in the same form (Eq. (15)). 
However, the kinetic theory-derived expression for the kinetic, or 
streaming, conductivity, kk„ does not apply for mixture flows. In 
the same-size flow calculations, however, this streaming term only 
accounts for at most three percent of the total conductivity used in 
the calculation; the molecular conductivity, kmc, is far larger at all 
solid fractions. Therefore, the analysis is followed in the same 
manner as in the same-size flows, with the exception of neglecting 
the contribution of the streaming conductivity, kk, so that kM = 
kmc. The resulting adiabatic wall temperature, ® = CT — rt0)l 
(U2/cp) is shown in Fig. 14 as a function of solid fraction ratio for 
various size ratios. The temperature follows the same trend as the 
dissipation rate in these flows; flows with many large particles 
dissipate more energy, resulting in a higher thermodynamic tem
perature. 

4 Conclusion 
Simulations of a Couette flow of particles between two parallel 

plates indicates regions of high granular temperature, high velocity 
gradient, and low solid fraction near the moving boundaries. 
Higher dissipation rates are observed in these regions of the flow, 
due to the higher agitation and collision frequency. The location of 
the highest dissipation rate (and thus, the most heat generation) is 
of interest to industry because it may affect the method used to 
attempt to cool this type of flow. Energy dissipation rates also 
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Fig. 14 Nondimensional adiabatic wall temperature as a function of 
solid fraction ratio for various diameter rations in mixture flows 

increase drastically with overall solid fraction, again due to the 
larger collision frequency in a dense system. 

In binary mixtures, flows with a low solid fraction ratio of small 
to large particles exhibit higher dissipation rates, due to the larger 
number of collisions involving large particles in those flows. The 
energy dissipated, or the kinetic energy change, in a collision is 
proportional to the mass of the bodies colliding when the coeffi
cient of restitution is held constant. Thus, the low-solid-fraction-
ratio flows exhibit more collisions between large particles and 
between large and small particles than flows with a high solid 
fraction ratio. The value of dissipation at a solid fraction ratio of 
two approaches the value for same-size flows. 

The dissipation rate at the moving boundaries was also investi
gated as a fraction of the work done on the flow. For flows of 
same-size particles, the fraction of work dissipated at the walls is 
highest for flows with low solid fractions and decreases as the solid 
fraction increases. For very low solid fraction flows, up to 90 
percent of the work done by the walls is dissipated in collisions of 
particles with the walls themselves, not inside the flow. A similar 
investigation for flows of mixtures shows that the fraction of work 
dissipated at the wall is not affected significantly by the solid 
fraction ratio of the mixture. For most flows the fraction is slightly 
higher than that of the corresponding same-size flow, but it is 
lower for flows with diameter ratios of five and ten and solid 
fraction ratios of 0.5 and 1. 

An energy analysis in which the thermal energy equation is 
solved for the case of one adiabatic wall and one constant tem
perature wall indicates that higher solid fractions (and thus dissi
pation rates) lead to higher overall temperatures in the flow. In 
mixtures, flows with more large particles have higher temperatures 
due to their greater heat dissipation rate. Increasing the particle to 
gas conductivity ratio decreases the thermodynamic temperature of 
the flow. 

Simulation results for energy dissipation due to particle-particle 
collisions within the flow compare well with kinetic theory results 
for rough identical disks. It is important to note, however, that this 
result was obtained by using granular temperature and solid frac
tion profiles from the simulation, not derived by solving the 
equations of motion using kinetic theory-derived constitutive re
lations. Existing kinetic theory results for granular flows do not as 
yet model the frictional dissipation at the wall accurately. Current 
simulations show that the friction can account for up to 90 percent 
of the dissipation at the wall. Jenkins' (1992) boundary conditions 
for a flat frictional wall do not account for rotational fluctuation 
energy dissipation at the wall. Relations for binary mixtures only 
exist for smooth particles, as well, which do not account for the 
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dissipation of rotational fluctuation energy. A purely kinetic 
theory-based analysis of the current problem would necessarily 
ignore frictional dissipation and the resulting temperature rise 
calculated would be low. 
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Three-Dimensional Study of 
Combined Conduction, 
Radiation, and Natural 
Convection From Discrete Heat 
Sources in a Horizontal 
Narrow-Aspect-Ratio Enclosure 
Three-dimensional natural convection flow and heat transfer were numerically studied for 
a three-by-three array of discrete protruding heat sources on a horizontal substrate in an 
air-filled, rectangular, narrow-aspect-ratio enclosure with length, width, and height ratio 
of 6:6:1. The governing equations for natural convection in air, coupled with conjugate 
conduction and radiation within the enclosure were solved using a finite volume method. 
The study examines the complex thermal interactions between the heat sources, substrate, 
and enclosure walls as affected by the thermal conductance of the walls and substrate with 
the intent of determining which physical effects and level of detail are necessary to 
accurately predict thermal behavior of discretely heated enclosures. The influence of 
radiation on the overall heat transfer is given particular attention. The three-
dimensionality of the problem was evident in the overall flow characteristics and in the 
convective heat transfer edge effects on the heat source surfaces. Excellent agreement 
between temperature predictions on the heat sources and substrate and experimental 
measurements was obtained for modified Rayleigh numbers in the range of 9.7 X 105 to 
1.6 X 107. 

Introduction 
The trend toward higher power density and larger chip size in 

electronic packages coupled with temperature limitations on de
vice and package components for reliability and operability pur
poses has placed increased emphasis on thermal management in 
electronic enclosures. Natural convection in air is the preferred 
thermal management technique for hand-held and portable elec
tronic applications. It provides a reliable, low cost, and quiet 
method of thermal management in electronic enclosures with 
minimal peripheral power requirements. The portability require
ment for systems often dictates that they be narrow-aspect-ratio 
enclosures in which components are mounted on horizontally 
oriented printed circuit boards. 

Much work has been accomplished toward understanding the 
physics of natural convection within enclosures. Yang (1988) and 
Ostrach (1988) provide overviews of studies in this area. The 
majority of the studies either involve vertical enclosures (heat 
source mounted on vertical walls), or for horizontal heating, in
volve the classic Rayleigh-Benard convection problem with fully 
heated surfaces. Moffat and Ortega (1989) and Peterson and Or
tega (1990) provide in-depth reviews of applications involving 
natural convection in electronic enclosures. However, very few 
studies have been conducted on natural convection in horizontal 
enclosures with discrete heat sources. 

Torrence and Rockett (1969) and Papanicolaou and Go-
palakrishna (1995) conducted numerical studies involving two-
dimensional enclosures with flush-mounted discrete heating. Tor
rence and Rockett (1969) studied laminar natural convection 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OP HEAT 
TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, June 30,1997; revision 
received, June 7, 1999. Keywords: Conjugate Heat Transfer, Enclosure Flows, Nat
ural Convection. Associate Technical Editor: R. Douglass. 

induced by a discrete isothermal heat source located at the bottom 
center of a circular cylinder. Excellent qualitative agreement with 
earlier flow visualization results obtained by Torrence et al. (1969) 
for the same geometry was obtained over a range of Grashof 
numbers (GrH) from 4 X 104 to 1.2 X 109. Torrence et al. (1969) 
also conducted experimental studies on a rectangular enclosure 
with similar results. Papanicolaou and Gopalakrishna (1995) stud
ied natural convection in an enclosure with a flush-mounted, 
constant heat flux source. Their numerical analysis was also ex
tended to three side-by-side sources. These studies involved rela
tively simple geometries consisting of isothermal or isoflux heat 
sources and neglected enclosure wall thermal conduction and 
radiative heat transfer. 

Meyer et al. (1982), Kim and Viskanta (1984a), and Huang and 
Aggarwal (1995) numerically investigated the effects of enclosure 
wall thickness and thermal conductivity on natural convection in a 
two-dimensional rectangular enclosure with a fully heated, isother
mal wall. These studies indicate that the qualitative features of the 
flow field were not influenced by enclosure wall conductance; 
however, the quantitative results were significantly affected. In 
general, including wall conductance reduced the intensity of the 
flow and the total heat transfer rate from the heated surface. Kim 
and Viskanta (1984a) also validated their simulations with exper
imental data. 

Larson and Viskanta (1976) numerically examined the effects of 
radiative heat transfer on natural convection from a high temper
ature heat source (such as a fire) in a two-dimensional enclosure. 
They determined that, for their problem, radiative heat transfer was 
1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger than natural convection heat 
transfer. The rapid thermal response of the enclosure walls in 
conjunction with thermal radiation altered the convective flow 
problem. ElSherbiny et al. (1982) presented experimental results 
and a qualitative analysis, which demonstrated the importance of 
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the effects of boundary conditions including wall conduction and 
radiation on natural convection in a tilted two-dimensional enclo
sure. Kim and Viskanta (1984b) numerically studied the effects of 
wall conduction and radiation in a two-dimensional rectangular 
enclosure and determined that these effects reduced natural con
vection heat transfer. 

Additional experimental studies involving discrete heating in
clude Kang and Jaluria (1990) and Ortega and Lall (1996). Kang 
and Jaluria (1990) obtained experimental results for natural circu
lation over a protruding heat source on horizontal and vertical 
plates. The experimental setup was configured to approximate a 
two-dimensional heat source in an extensive environment. They 
determined that some of the heat was removed from the heat 
source by conduction through the horizontal substrate, which man
ifested itself in symmetric isotherms about the source. Ortega and 
Lall (1996) conducted experiments involving a single, centrally 
located, flush heat source on a horizontal, low thermal conductivity 
substrate. The mean NuH obtained from experiment was signifi
cantly different than those obtained from classical correlations for 
fully heated plates. 

All the geometries studied involve simplified approximations of 
realistic systems. Numerical studies involve two-dimensional anal
yses with flush isothermal or isofiux heat sources in enclosures of 
simple geometry with limited multi-mode heat transfer interaction. 
Experimental studies typically use foil-type heaters to provide 
isothermal or isofiux conditions which are in intimate contact with 
a substrate or enclosure wall. Natural convection in air for modern, 
compact portable systems involves three-dimensional, conjugate 
heat transfer with multiple heat sources in varying geometries, and 
include different materials with widely varying thermophysical 
properties and length scales. 

Previous studies have not looked at a three-dimensional analysis 
of conjugate heat transfer to evaluate the complex thermal inter
actions between the heat sources, substrate, and enclosure walls. 
This three-dimensional study investigates complex thermal inter
actions in a three-by-three array of protruding heat sources 
mounted on a horizontal substrate in a narrow-aspect-ratio enclo
sure. The objective of the study is to determine the impact of each 
interaction on convective heat transfer from the heat source surface 
and what level of detail is required in numerical simulations to 
accurately capture the thermal behavior of the system. Experimen
tal data for selected conditions are presented to benchmark the 
computations. 

Problem Formulation 

Experimental Setup and Procedure. Figure 1 (a) depicts the 
geometry and dimensions of the enclosure and the layout of the 

heat sources (packages) on the substrate (printed wiring board 
(PWB)). The 0.1524 m X 0.1524 m X 0.0318 m inside dimensions 
enclosure is constructed of 0.0127 m thick Plexiglas side walls, a 
0.0063-m thick Plexiglas bottom wall, and a 0.0095-m thick 
temperature-controlled aluminum top plate. A single metallization 
layer, 0.1524 m X 0.1524 m X 0.0015 m fiberglass-reinforced 
(FR-4) substrate is horizontally located 0.0063 m above the bottom 
plexiglas plate providing a gap under the substrate through which 
the connecting power and sense leads, and thermocouple wires are 
routed out of the enclosure. The placement of the substrate is such 
that the air space above it has a height of 0.0254 m with a 
height-to-width aspect ratio of 1:6. A three-by-three array of heat 
sources is centrally located on the substrate with a center-to-center 
spacing of 0.0254 m. The outside vertical sides and bottom of the 
enclosure are insulated with 0.0381-m thick foam, while the top 
aluminum plate is maintained at a constant temperature 20°C by a 
liquid-cooled, copper cold plate. The measured spatial variation in 
temperature across the inside face of the aluminum plate inclusive 
of numerical uncertainty is less than 0.4°C. 

Figure 1(b) shows the details of the heat sources, which are used 
for modeling purposes. Each heat source is an 88-lead electronic 
package with overall dimensions of 15.7 mm X 15.7 mm X 2.1 
mm, containing a silicon thermal test chip (die). Each die contains 
a diffused resistive element for power dissipation and a string of 
five series diodes located in the center. The forward voltage of the 
diode string is used as the temperature-sensitive parameter (TSP) 
to measure the die temperature. The electric leads of the heated 
components are soldered to the substrate to give a standoff dis
tance of 0.2 mm from the PWB substrate. 

Separate custom-designed-and-built constant power sources 
supply power to the resistive elements in each of the packages over 
the range 0.25 W to 1.5 W. All actual power readings are within 
0.8 percent of nominal values, with the largest percentage differ
ence occurring at the lower power settings. 

Copper-constantan (Type-T) thermocouples (0.08 mm) are at
tached to the heat sources, substrate, and enclosure walls using 
0.05 mm thick thermally conductive tape. These are located on the 
top center surface of each of the heat sources, on the bottom side 
of the substrate directly under the center of each heat source, and 
at 0.0127-m intervals from the center point of the outer heat 
sources to the sides of the substrate. Three thermocouples are 
placed at the center position across one plexiglas side wall and the 
associated foam insulation to provide temperature measurements 
from the inside wall to the ambient environment. The thermocou
ples are connected to a digital voltmeter with a digital thermometer 
capability via a scanning multiplexer which has an internal refer
ence junction. The thermocouple measurement system is calibrated 

Nomenclature 

A = area (m ) 
cP = specific heat at constant pressure 

(J kg"1 K"1) 
F,j = radiation view factor (nondimen-

sional) 
g = gravitational acceleration (m s~2) 
h = heat transfer coefficient at surface 

(W nT2 KT1) 
H = fluid region height (m) 
k = thermal conductivity (W m~' KT') 

Nu,( = Nusselt number (nondimensional) 
p = pressure (N m~2) 

<?IOBI = total heat generation rate in enclo
sure (W) 

q",l{ = radiative heat flux (W nT2) 
q'" = volumetric heat generation rate 

(W m"3) 

Ra« = modified Rayleigh number 
(nondimensional) 

RaH = temperature-based Rayleigh 
number (nondimensional) 

t = time (s) 
T = temperature (K) 

T, = temperature of the top cold 
plate (heat sink) (K) 

Tj.„ = heat source to cold plate 
temperature difference (K) 

Tb.„ = substrate to cold plate tem
perature difference (K) 

V = fluid velocity (m s"2) 
x, y, z = coordinates (m) 

XL, YL, ZL = enclosure dimensions (m) 

Greek Symbols 

a = thermal diffusivity (m2 s"1) 
/3 = coefficient of thermal expansion 

(K"1) 
e = emissivity (nondimensional) 

JX = kinematic viscosity (m2 s~') 
v = density (kg m~3) 
a = Stefan-Boltzman constant 

(W trT2 K"4) 

Subscript 

/ = fluid 
i, j = (th//th package 

PWB = substrate 
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Fig. 1 System geometry: (a) enclosure (dimensions in meters) and (b) heat source (package 
dimensions in millimeters) 

in an ice bath. The overall temperature measurement uncertainty is 
estimated to be ±0.2°C. 

The die temperature measurement system is calibrated in a 
stirred Fluorinert FC 40 bath using the thermocouples located at 
the top of each of the components to measure their respective 
surface temperatures. The entire substrate with attached unpow-
ered heat sources is placed in the bath. A quadratic function 
relating die temperature to diode voltage drop is curve fit to 
calibration data obtained for each package over a temperature 
range of 0°C to 100°C. The overall die temperature measurement 
uncertainty is estimated to be ±0.4°C. 

Modeling Methodology. The thermophysical properties 
listed in Table 1 for the materials used in the system and heated 
components are assumed to be constant and at an ambient tem
perature of 20CC. A constant temperature of 20°C is specified for 
the top surface of the enclosure, and adiabatic boundary conditions 
are specified for all other outer boundaries. Zero air velocities are 

specified for the outer boundaries. Heat generation is assumed to 
be uniform through the entire silicon chip. 

The geometric details of the enclosure and electronic packages, 
as shown in Fig. 1, were included in the numerical model. Effec
tive, uniform, and isotropic properties are used to model the 
fiberglass composite FR-4 substrate (PWB) with its surface met
allization. Measurements (Holometrix, 1996) were used to deter
mine the in-plane thermal conductivity of the bare FR-4 substrate 
by a thermal wave-based method. The thermal diffusivities ob
tained from this technique, along with measured values of density 
and specific heat for the sample, resulted in an in-plane and 
cross-plane thermal conductivity of 0.52 W/m-K and 0.34 W/m-K, 
respectively. 

To account for the effect of the copper metallization on the 
in-plane thermal conductivity of the substrate, a simple analytic 
model of parallel metal and FR-4 conductance is assumed. The 
thickness and width of the metal lines (0.03 mm X 0.13 mm) in a 
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Table 1 Thermophysical properties used for computations 

Materials 

Air 
FR-4 

Copper 
Die Flag 

Encapsulant 
Lead Frame 
Composite 
Chip (Si) 

Aluminum 
Plexiglas 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m K) 

0.0263 
0.35 
401. 
260.0 
0.8 

138.5 

148.0 

— 
0.195 

Density 

(kg/m3) 
1.1614 
1900.0 
8933.0 
8780.0 
1206.0 
5750.0 

2330.0 

-
1180.0 

Specific 
Heat 

(kJ/kg-K) 

1007.0 
930.0 
385.0 
385.0 
1000.0 
631.0 

712.0 

— 
1440. 

Dynamic 
Viscosity 
(kg-m/s) 

1.846x10'' 
10" 
10" 
10" 
10'° 
10'° 

10" 

-
10" 

Emissivity 

-
0.9 

-
-

0.9 

--

-
0.2 
0.9 

unit cell of substrate (1.5 mm X 1.4 mm) is determined. Based on 
this geometry, a value for in-plane effective substrate thermal 
conductivity of 1.1 W/m-K is obtained and represents an upper 
limit. Since the FR-4 cross-plane thermal conductivity is signifi
cantly lower compared to the effective in-plane value for the 
substrate, an effective isotropic value of 0.8 W/m-K is used for the 
substrate thermal conductivity (&PWB). 

Governing Equations. The entire enclosure is solved as a 
single computational domain. Figure 2 shows a cross section of the 
computational domain with the thermal boundary conditions ap
plied. Governing conservation equations for continuity, momen
tum, and energy in the three-dimensional problem, assuming con
stant properties and the Boussinesq approximation, are developed 
for a generic control volume and are given by the following: 

Continuity. 

Momentum. 

V-V = 0 (1) 

P ( ^ + V - V V ) =-Vp + jaV2v + pg/3(r-:rr) (2) 

Energy. 

pCpVdl + V • V T ) = kV2T ~ V * «"«• + l" (3) 

Boundary conditions at the enclosure walls are as follows: 

8T 
x = 0., — = 0., u = v = w = 0. 

ox 

dT 
x = X,, — = 0 . , u = v = w = 0. 

ax 

dT 
z = 0., — = 0., u = v = w = 0. 

dz 

Z = ZL 

y = 0., 

dT 

~dz~ 

dT 
= 0., 

u = v = w = 0. 

v = w = 0. 

y = YL, T = Tr, u = v = w = 0. (4) 

Radiative heat transfer is included by using an irradiation/ 
radiosity method which assumes that the air is nonparticipating, 
the radiating surfaces are opaque, and that radiation exchange 
between surfaces is gray and diffuse (Incropera and DeWitt, 1980). 
The net radiative flux from surface ;' is given by 

9 rad.i : 

U - e,)/e(A, = 2 h 

£ < W 
(5) 

where cris the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, <7"a<1,,, T,, /,-, e/? and A, 
are the net radiative heat flux, temperature, radiosity, emissivity, 
and area of the ;'th surface, respectively, and F,j is the view factor 
from the ;th toy'th surface. An enclosure bounded by the top of the 
substrate, the sides of the system enclosure, and the aluminum cold 
plate is used in the radiation computations. Since the heat sources 
are low in vertical profile, they are treated as flush with the 
substrate surface of the "radiation" enclosure (only for radiation 
computations). The radiation enclosure is divided into 23 surfaces. 
View factors for these surfaces are obtained from Howell (1982). 
An area-weighted mean temperature is obtained for each surface 
from the data stored in the computational domain. These temper
atures, along with the view factors and emissivities (shown in 
Table 1), are used to determine the radiosities and net radiative 
heat fluxes. 

Due to the computations involving radiation, the governing 
equations were solved in their dimensional form. For comparison 
purposes, some data were reduced to nondimensional form as a 
Rayleigh (Ra) number or Nusselt (Nu) number. A modified Ra% is 
used to represent the total power generation in the enclosure and is 
defined by 

q" = 0 

T = T, 

S u b s t r a t e 

Heat Sources 

^ ^ -£• 
Plexiglas 

W 
q' = 0 

Air 

4" = o 

Fig. 2 Cross section through computational domain showing thermal boundary condi
tions. Heat sources have volumetric heat generation rate, o"'. 
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Ra 
" kf<XfVf 

(6) 

For comparison with Nu values in the literature, a temperature-
based RaH, defined by 

Ra„ = 
g/if(Tmrl-Tr)H

2 

•xjV} 

(7) 

is used. The local Nusselt numbers (Nu„) on the top surfaces of the 
heat sources and substrate are determined by 

Nu„ = 

and the mean Nuff by 

-(dT/an)„fl 
-* surf •* r 

-{STIdn)sndH 
N u „ = -— I — - — — — dAS[ 

1 mrf 1 r 

(8) 

(9) 

Numerical Solution 
A finite volume-based single-domain approach using the SIM

PLER algorithm described by Patankar (1980) is used to solve the 
governing equations. The method is fully implicit in time (uncon
ditionally stable) and uses a staggered mesh for velocities and 
pressure/temperature. Boundary conditions at surfaces (heat flux, 
temperature, and velocities) within the domain are ensured by 
using a harmonic mean for the interface diffusivities. In materials 
that were solid (e.g., chip, substrate, etc.), large values of the 
viscosity and zero volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (/3) are 
prescribed. The code was designed for transient convection prob
lems; however, in this study, the steady-state problem was solved 
using one large time-step. No time-dependent behavior was ob
served for the highest Ra„ considered in this study when the 
transient code was time stepped using the nominally steady values, 
previously obtained, as initial conditions. 

Convergence criteria were based on the L t norm, 

1 

UK 2 r 
f max 

(10) 

for each of the velocities and temperature. Several conditions are 
specified to ensure a converged solution. The first is that the 
normalized residuals of velocities and temperature be less than 1 X 
10~5. The second requirement is that the maximum velocities and 
package temperatures in the vertical planes passing through the 
center and outer row of packages change by less than 0.5 percent 
over an interval of 1000 iterations. The last requirement is that the 
energy imbalance over the volume encompassing each package be 
less than 0.5 percent. In addition, an energy balance over the top 
cold-plate surface is checked. In all cases, this energy imbalance is 
less than one percent with the majority of cases being less than 0.5 
percent of the total heat generated in the enclosure. 

Computations were performed for a Ra« range of 9.7 X 105 to 
1.6 X 107 which corresponds to individual device heat dissipation 
requirements of approximately 0.047 W to 0.75 W (total enclosure 
heat generation of 0.423 W to 6.75 W) in air. For all computations, 
a very fine mesh was required to capture the details of each heat 
source. No symmetry was assumed in the computations, though 
the results obtained showed a twofold symmetry in both the x and 
z planes about the center of the enclosure. A partial grid refinement 
study was conducted to determine adequacy of the mesh scheme. 
Nonuniform grid sizes of 71 X 71 X 36, 81 X 81 X 36, and 71 X 
71 X 46 were evaluated. Differences between package tempera
tures and maximum velocities for the two finer grids and the 
coarsest grid were less than two percent. Further grid refinement 
was deemed impractical based on computational time require
ments to obtain a converged solution. Based on the grid refinement 
study, the 71 X 71 X 36 grid size was used for the detailed model 

simulation. Details of the packages required 1 4 X 5 X 1 4 control 
volumes for each package. Remaining control volumes were 
spaced to properly represent velocity boundary layers near the 
enclosure walls. Under relaxation was required to improve the 
convergence rate of each case. 

The code was validated against a study by Fusegi et al. (1991) 
involving natural convection in a three-dimensional cubical enclo
sure with one set of opposite vertical walls heated and cooled. For 
Ra of 103, 104, and 106, the overall and z-averaged Nusselt 
numbers at the heated wall and the maximum nondimensional 
vertical velocity agreed to within two percent with similar velocity 
patterns and isotherms in the x-y and x-z planes. 

Results and Discussions 
In order to evaluate the effects of enclosure wall conduction, 

substrate conduction, and radiation, numerical computations are 
conducted in a systematic manner starting with the "base" case in 
which heat conduction in the walls and air gap under the substrate, 
and radiation are neglected. These assumptions are made based on 
the relatively low thermal conductivities of the thin air layer under 
the substrate, the substrate itself, and the enclosure walls. Table 2 
defines the specific cases analyzed and provides temperature dif
ferences between the chip and ambient (Ar;.„) and the substrate 
and ambient (ATb.„). Here, the ambient temperature is defined as 
the cold-plate temperature. Experimental measurements of ATj.a 

and ATb.„ are made for heat sources uniformly powered at 0.047 
W, 0.25 W, 0.5 W, and 0.75 W per heat source. 

Table 3 shows the computed mean Nu„ for each package 
surface, the array treated as one large effective source, and the 
substrate (excluding regions under the heat sources) for selected 
cases. Due to the symmetric results, three heat source locations: 
the center, side, and corner, are representative of the entire array. 

The discussions, which follow, are divided into six subsections. 
The first provides a general description of the temperature and flow 
field for this problem, followed by a discussion of the effects of 
enclosure wall conduction, radiation, and substrate thermal con
ductivity on convective heat transfer in the enclosure. Based on 
these individual effects, multimode heat dissipation from the heat 
sources and convective heat transfer in the enclosure are examined. 
Unless specifically noted, evaluation of system parameters and 
their impact on natural convection heat transfer are accomplished 
for a Ra^ of 1.0 X 107 (0.5 W per package, 4.5 W total heat 
generation in the enclosure). 

General Description of Flow and Temperature Field. All 
the cases considered exhibit qualitatively similar flow and temper
ature characteristics. Figure 3(a-c) shows the velocity vectors in a 
vertical plane passing through the enclosure centerline (z = 
0.0889 m), the centerline of an outer row of heat sources (z = 
0.0635 m), and in the horizontal plane passing just above the heat 
sources (y = 0.0155 m) for Case 7 (Ra^ = 1.0 X 107). A 
toroidal-shaped circulation cell forms in the enclosure over the 
substrate and the outer heat sources (side and corner) of the array. 
A plume forms over the center heat source and impinges on the top 
cold plate where it is redirected outward. Also, as the heated air 
rises over the heat sources, cold air flows inward from the enclo
sure walls over the top of the substrate and is entrained in the 
plume. Some of the inward air flow moves through lanes between 
the side and corner heaters where it is entrained, either over the 
inside corners and edges of these outer heat sources, or over the 
center heat source (see Fig. 3(c)). This "lane" flow of relatively 
cool air results in increased convective heat transfer over the inner 
corners and edges of the side and corner heat sources as is shown 
later. The remaining inward directed air flow passes over the outer 
heat sources of the array where it is heated as it moves toward the 
center heat source. Air flow along the top cold plate is redirected 
by the enclosure walls to the substrate completing the cellular flow 
structure. Additional complex flow structures in the form of inward 
directed helical flows develop between the corner and side heaters 
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Table 2 Effect of model assumptions on chip ]unctlon-to-ambient and PWB board-to-ambient 
temperature differences 

Case 

exp. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 5 
6 

7 

8 

9 

| exp 

10 
exp 

11 
| exp 

12 

Configuration 

Pwr = 0.5 W/htr (RaH' = 1 xlO') 

Base = no wall or radiation, kp^ = 0.35 
W/m-K 
Base + end. wall and air gap under PWB 

Base + wall, air gap, and rad. (eA( = 0.07) 

Base + wail, air gap, and rad. (eAI = 0.2) 

Base + wall, air gap, and rad. (eAI = 0.9) 

Base + wall, air gap, rad. (£AI = 0.2), and 
k„ . = 0.8 W/m-K 
Base + wall, air gap, rad. (EA( = 0.2), k,^, 
= 0.8 W/m-K, and lead footprint 
Base+ k „ , = 0.8 W/m-K 

Case 3 + k „ , = 0.8 W/m-K 

P = 0.047 W/htr, (Ra,,- = 9.7 x 10') 

P = 0.047 W/htr, sim. 

P = 0.25 W/htr, (Ra,,' = 5.2 xlO') 

P = 0.25 W/pkg, sim. 

P = 0.75 W/pkg, (Ra,/ = 1.6 xlO') 

P = 0.75 W/pkg, sim. 

Heater AT,, 

corner side 

60.4 

108.6 

92.4 

77,2 

76.4 

68.2 

69.7 

64.7 

101.3 

73.2 

8.0 

8.1 

33.3 

36.1 

83.7 

90.9 

67.3 

115.6 

98.7 

79.7 

78.9 

70.7 

73.5 

69.7 

111.4 

77.1 

8.8 

8.9 

37.4 

39.3 

92.3 

97.3 

(°C) 

center 

75.7 

135.7 

114.8 

86.5 

85.8 

77.3 

81.2 

77.7 

131.3 

84.9 

10.0 

10.2 

42.5 

44.3 

102.9 

107.7 

corner 

53.1 

103.2 

83.8 

69.6 

68.6 

60.2 

60.2 

59.0 

94.3 

63.7 

6.9 

7.5 

29.5 

33.1 

72.2 

82.7 

Substrate AT,,, (°C) 

center side Loc. 1 Loc. 2 

67.8 

130.4 

106.3 

79.2 

78.2 

79.6 

72.0 

72.1 

124.1 

75.5 

9.0 

9.6 

38.5 

41.3 

90.3 

99.5 

59.4 

110.7 

90.7 

72.4 

71.5 

63.0 

64.5 

64.2 

104.6 

68.0 

7.8 

8.3 

33.3 

36.4 

79.9 

89.3 

43.1 

66.5 

54.4 

45.5 

43.5 

34.1 

43.0 

47.0 

64.6 

46.4 

5.9 

6.3 

24.4 

26.7 

58.1 

65.4 

23.9 

31.5 

24.7 

24.1 

20.6 

11.0 

22.8 

23.2 

33.3 

25.8 

3.4 

3.2 

13.6 

13.3 

33.3 

32.3 

Loc. 3 

15.1 

21.2 

14.2 

15.4 

13.1 

4.5 

14.4 

14.2 

23.0 

17.1 

2.3 

1.9 

8.5 

8.0 

22.1 

19.9 

(shown in Fig. 3(£>)). This complex flow pattern may be the result 
of interaction between the cooler, entrained lane flow and the 
warmer, inward directed air flow over these heat sources. 

Limited smoke flow visualization studies show that the major 
flow characteristics found in the simulation are present in the 
actual enclosure. For Ra*; greater than 1.0 X 107, some time-
dependent oscillation of the plume, which is not present in the 
simulations, is observed. Temperature measurements on the sub
strate and in the heat source (die) were found to be steady. 

Temperature distributions for Case 7 are shown in Fig. 4(a-c) 
for the vertical planes passing through the enclosure centerline 
(z = 0.0889 m), the centerline of an outer row of heat sources 
(z = 0.0635 m), and for the horizontal plane passing through the 
substrate (y = 0.0120 m). Simulations show that the temperature 
rise as a result of the heat sources is concentrated in the buoyant 
plume over the array of heaters and in the substrate under the 
packages. Heat spreads radially outward through the substrate. The 
effectiveness of the heater electrical leads in removing heat is 
evident in the rippling of the isotherms along the heat source 
footprint. The toroidal flow pattern results in a "necking" of the 
isotherms in the plume. 

Table 2 contains experimental measurements of AT;.„ and A7Y„ 
for 0.047 W, 0.25 W, 0.5 W, and 0.75 W per heat source for 
comparison with simulations (Cases 7, 10, 11, and 12) at corre
sponding heat generation rates. Mean differences between pre
dicted and experimental A7yn and A7V„ of 4.4 percent and 8.3 

Table 3 Effect of modeling assumptions on package and PWB mean Nu 
for P„ = 0.5 W/htr 

Case 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Package Mean Nu 
corner 

7.1 

7.3 

6.6 

6.7 

7.2 

6.3 

5.8 

7.1 

6.3 

side 

7.2 

7.4 

6.4 

6.6 

7.0 

6.0 

5.5 

7.1 

6.1 

center 

5.5 
5.6 

4.8 
5.0 

5.4 

4.3 

3.8 

5.1 
4.3 

Array 
Mean Nu 

7.0 

7.2 

6.3 

6.5 

6.9 

6.0 

5.4 

6.9 

6.0 

PWB 
Mean Nu 

1.4 

2.8 

2.3 

2.2 

2.2 

2.4 

2.6 

2.8 

2.5 

percent, respectively, were observed. The largest difference in 
substrate temperatures occurred at locations directly under the 
packages on the bottom side of the substrate where a maximum 
difference of 14.4 percent was observed. These differences are 
presumably the result of using a uniform, isotropic kfvm in the 
simulations, whereas fePWB is actually anisotropic with a lower 
value in the cross-plane direction. The substrate temperature mea
surements under each heat source are more strongly influenced by 
the smaller cross-plane thermal conductivity than by the larger 
in-plane thermal conductivity. Temperature measurements on the 
bottom of the substrate, extending outward from the array, are in 
better agreement (<11 percent maximum difference) since the 
in-plane thermal conductivity more strongly influences conductive 
heat transfer in these regions. 

Effects of Enclosure Wall Thermal Conductivity. Cases 1 
and 2 (see Tables 2 and 3) are analyzed to deduce the effects of 
wall conduction on the thermal performance of the system. The 
inclusion of wall conduction in the analysis did not change the 
qualitative characteristics of the flow and temperature fields pre
viously described; however, the magnitudes of the air velocity and 
temperature were reduced. Modeling the plexiglas walls and the air 
gap under the substrate (Case 2) resulted in a 13 to 21 percent 
decrease in simulated AT}.,, with respect to the temperatures of 
Case 1 and a seven percent decrease in the maximum velocity in 
the plume (from 0.177 m/s for Case 1 to 0.165 m/s for Case 2). 
Whereas, the only mode of heat removal from the substrate in Case 
1 is by convection, allowing for wall conduction in the simulations 
results in approximately six percent of the total heat generated in 
the enclosure being conducted from the substrate to the enclosure 
walls in Case 2. Multimode heat transfer by conduction and 
convection from the substrate accounts for the increased conduc
tion from the heat source to the substrate. 

Effect of Radiation on Natural Convection. Cases 2 through 
5 examine the effects of radiation on natural convection in the 
enclosure. Case 2, without radiation, represents the base for com
parison purposes, while the remaining cases look at the effect of 
cold-plate emissivity (eA]) on thermal interactions in the enclosure. 
Measurements of eA| using an infrared microscope while control
ling the temperature of the plate showed that it was in the range of 
0.1 to 0.2 (Cases 3 and 4). Figure 5 shows the mean radiative heat 
flux from the enclosure walls, cold plate, and the corner regions of 
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Vmax = 0.1186m/s 

i (m) 

Vmax = 0.0615 m/s 

(a) 

J. 0.020 '-

(b) 

Vmax = 0.0553 m/s 

(C) 

Fig. 3 Velocity vectors through (a) vertical plane, z = 0.0889 m, (b) 
vertical plane, z = 0.0635 m, and (c) horizontal plane, y = 0.0155 m for 
case 7 

the substrate (bounded by the enclosure walls and lines passing 
along the outer edges of the heater array) as cold-plate emissivity 
is varied. Positive values indicate radiative cooling, while, nega
tive values indicate radiative heating of the surfaces. The regions 
of the substrate excluding the corner regions were radiatively 
cooled for all values of emissivity. As cold-plate emissivity in
creases, the amount of reflected irradiation from the cold-plate 
surface to the enclosure walls and substrate is reduced resulting in 
less radiative heating. For the substrate, high values of emissivity 
(eA, = 0.9) result in radiative cooling for the entire board. 

Case 4 (eAl = 0.2) represents the best estimate of radiative 
conditions for the actual enclosure. For this case the Ar>0 for each 
heater decreased by 17 to 25 percent and the maximum plume 
velocity by 21 percent compared to Case 2 (without radiation). 
Despite the overall decrease of temperatures in the enclosure, the 
mean temperature of the inside surface of the enclosure walls 

: ( m ) 

(a) 

( (m) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4 Temperature contours (°C) for (a) enclosure centerline, z = 
0.0889 m, (fa) vertical plane, z = 0.0635 m, and (c) horizontal plane 
through the substrate (y = 0.0120 m) for case 7 

increased from 23.9°C for Case 2 to 26.4°C for Case 4 due to 
radiative heating of the wall. Heat is then convected from the walls 
to the downward flowing air or conducted through the enclosure 
walls from the substrate to the top cold plate. Radiative heating 
contributes to reductions in wall conduction from the substrate, 
from six percent (Case 2) to four percent (Case 4) of the total heat 
generated in the enclosure. 

Further analysis shows that the net radiative heat transfer from 
the substrate and heat sources increases from 29.7 percent to 49.6 
percent of the total power generated in the enclosure for eA, values 
of 0.2 and 0.9, respectively. Of this fraction, the largest changes in 
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Fig. 5 Mean radiative heat flux to the enclosure walls, substrate corner 
regions, and top cold plate as a function of top cold-plate emissivity 
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radiative heat transfer occur on the substrate (7.5 percent to 25.9 
percent of the total heat generated). Radiative heat transfer from 
the top surfaces of the heat sources was relatively insensitive to eA, 
due to the small size of each package relative to the surface area of 
the cold plate and radiative view factor considerations. For the 
range of eM considered, radiative heat transfer from the heat 
sources accounted for 22.2 percent to 23.7 percent of the total heat 
generated. 

The influence of radiation is felt at several levels within the 
system enclosure. Radiation provides another mode of heat trans
fer, which has a direct effect on the heat source through its 
surfaces, and an indirect effect by way of the substrate and enclo
sure walls. Radiative heat transfer from the substrate improves its 
ability to remove heat via conduction from the heat sources. 
Radiative heating of the enclosure walls, on the other hand, re
duces the substrate's cooling effectiveness by reducing conduction 
from the substrate to the enclosure walls. The impact of these 
indirect effects on thermal performance of the heat sources is 
dependent on the surface emissivity of the cold plate. 

Effect of Substrate Thermal Conductivity on Natural Con
vection. This analysis considers an increase in substrate thermal 
conductivity (£:PWB) from 0.35 W/m-K (based on handbook values 
for a bare FR-4 board) to 0.8 W/m-K (including the effects of 
substrate metallization). Because there are important interactions 
between substrate conduction, convection, and radiation, three 
comparisons are analyzed: (1) Cases 1 and 8, without enclosure 
wall conduction and radiation, (2) Cases 3 and 9, with enclosure 
wall conduction and radiation (eA1 = 0.07), and (3) Cases 4 and 6, 
with enclosure wall conduction and radiation (eA, = 0.2). The 
comparisons show a varying sensitivity of system thermal perfor
mance for a given change in fcPWB depending upon the radiative 
characteristics of the enclosure. For the comparison without radi
ation, increasing £PWB resulted in a 7.5 to 13 percent decrease in 
heater A7,_„ and a six percent decrease in maximum air velocity in 
the plume with respect to the conditions of Case 8. For the same 
change in &PWB, but with an eAI of 0.07, the heater Ar,.„ decreased 
by two to five percent and the maximum air velocity in the plume 
by two percent. The reduced sensitivity of the system thermal 
performance to fcPWB is the result of radiative heating of the 
substrate as previously described. Finally, for an eA, of 0.2, the 
heater ATj.„ decreased by 8 to 12 percent and the maximum air 
velocity in the plume by two percent. 

The substrate serves as an extended surface whose effectiveness 
is dependent on its thermal conductivity and the radiative and 
convective heat transfer from its surface. For enclosures with 
low-emissivity walls (e.g., eA, = 0.07), radiative heating of the 
outlying regions of the substrate and the enclosure walls increases 
the overall temperature of the substrate and reduces the effective
ness of the substrate to conduct heat away from the heat sources. 
Increasing eA, results in increased radiative heat transfer from the 
substrate, lower substrate temperatures, and increased heat con
duction from the heat sources. Increasing &PWB under these condi
tions has a greater effect on thermal performance of the enclosure. 

Heat Dissipation Balance. The primary means of heat re
moval from the heat sources are natural convection from the top 
and side surfaces, radiation from the top surfaces, and conduction 
to the substrate via the electrical leads and bottom surfaces. Figure 
6 shows the percentage of the power generated in the center heat 
source that is removed by conduction, convection, and radiation as 
a function of the total power generated in the component. Similar 
trends were noted for the corner and side heat sources. A substan
tial fraction of the heat generated in the heat source is conducted 
to the substrate where it is further convected, radiated, and con
ducted to the environment via the circulating air and enclosure 
walls. This indicates that parameters associated with the substrate 
and the interface between the heat source and substrate will have 
a significant impact on the thermal performance of the system. As 
total thermal load on the substrate increases, the substrate temper
ature increases, which impedes the heat conduction from the 

Heat Dissipation Balance - Center Package 
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Fig. 6 Heat dissipation balance for the center heat source 

individual heaters and results in higher heat source temperatures. A 
larger fraction of the heat generated is therefore removed by 
convection and radiation from the heat source top and surfaces. 

The effect of wall thermal conduction, in the absence of radia
tion, is to provide a conduction heat removal mechanism from the 
substrate. This mechanism improves the effectiveness of the sub
strate at removing heat from the heat source. The relative distri
bution of heat removal by the conduction and convection heat 
transfer modes from the center heat source shifts from 44 percent 
and 56 percent of the total heat generated for Case 1 (without wall 
conduction) to 51 percent and 49 percent of the total heat gener
ated for Case 2 (with wall conduction), respectively. 

When radiative effects are also considered (Case 4), the distri
bution of heat dissipation in the center heat source shifted to 42 
percent, 32 percent, and 26 percent of the total heat generated for 
conduction, convection, and radiation, respectively. Consideration 
of radiation in the simulation had both a direct and indirect effect 
on heat transfer from the heat sources. Radiation from the surfaces 
of the heat source directly reduces the heat source temperature, 
which in turn, reduces the fraction of the total heat dissipated by 
convection and conduction. Indirectly, radiation from the substrate 
improves its effectiveness at removing heat from the package, 
increasing the relative contribution of heat conduction from the 
heat source. These radiation effects have opposite effects on con
duction from the heat sources. Radiation from the heater surfaces 
tends to reduce the amount of heat transfer by conduction while 
radiation from the substrate tends to increase conduction from the 
heat source to the substrate. From a heat source perspective, 
radiative heat transfer had a larger impact on convection from the 
source than on conduction. The actual interactions are more com
plex than this simple description, but it serves to illustrate the 
trends observed. 

Description of Heat Transfer Characteristics. The effect of 
the flow field on convective heat transfer is seen in Fig. 7. Figure 
7 (quarter geometry displayed) shows the local Nu„ for the top 
surfaces of the heat sources for Case 7. The larger local NuH occur 
for those heaters which have sides along the exterior boundary of 
the array since these sides are the leading edges of the array to the 
inward air flow over the substrate (see Fig. 3(c)). As the air flows 
inward over the heat sources, heating of the air by the heat sources 
"upstream" reduces convective heat transfer for the heater surfaces 
"downstream"; thus, the overall trend is a reduction in local NuH 

for locations interior to the array boundaries. This trend is seen in 
Table 3 where the corner and side heat sources have the largest 
mean NuH compared to the center heat source. The corner heat 
sources have a larger mean NuH than the side heat sources since 
two of their sides are leading edges to the flow. Enhanced con
vective heat transfer is evident along the edges of the corner and 
side package sides interior to the array boundary. This improved 
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Fig. 7 Local Nu„ over top surface of the heat sources for Case 7 (quarter 
geometry shown) 

heat transfer is primarily due to the entrainment of cooler air from 
the regions between the heat sources and thermal diffusion from 
the warmer air over the heat sources to the cooler air in the lanes. 
For the center heat source, this effect is less pronounced and is due 
to the re-establishment of the thermal boundary layer, which has 
partially thinned in the regions of the substrate between the center 
and surrounding heat sources. 

The mean NuH for the array, where the top surfaces of the 
heaters are treated as one effective heat source, is compared to the 
data from Ortega and Lall (1996), and the classical correlations 
from Holland et al. (1975) and Globe and Dropkin (1959) in Fig. 
8. The classical correlations for natural convection, obtained from 
low-aspect-ratio horizontal enclosures that are fully heated from 
below, underpredict the mean Nu„ of the array by approximately 
30 percent. Since the relatively larger heated area (with respect to 
the enclosure dimensions) and higher thermal conductivity sub
strate of the present study more closely represent the fully heated 
conditions of the classical correlations than the relatively small, 
single heat source and low thermal conductivity substrate study of 
Ortega and Lall (1996), the mean NuH for the array compares more 
favorably to the correlations. 

As previously indicated, the effect of cold plate e Ai is more 
significant for the substrate than the heat source surfaces. Figure 9 

shows the local Nu„ for the substrate without radiation (Case 2) 
and with radiation and eA1 of 0.2 (Case 4) and 0.9 (Case 5). Large 
peaks in local NuH occur in regions of the substrate surrounding 
the heat sources where the approaching cool air flow in the lanes 
between the heaters thermally interacts with the heated substrate. 
For Case 4 where eM is low, the corners of the substrate are 
radiatively heated, resulting in a more uniform temperature distri
bution compared to the no-radiation case. There is also increased 
convection in these regions due to higher temperatures. This in
creased convection is shown in the local peaking of Nu„ in the 
corners of the substrate (see Fig. 9(b)). For Case 5 (eA! = 0.9), 
simulations show that the entire substrate radiates heat, resulting in 
a substantial reduction in its temperatures (see ATb.„ data in Table 
2) and slightly reduced convection. Figure 9(c) shows that very 
little convection is taking place on regions of the substrate outside 
of the heater array. From Table 3, as eA] increases, the mean Nu„ 
of the substrate decreases due to increased radiative heat transfer. 

Conclusions 
A three-dimensional numerical study was conducted to investi

gate conjugate transport resulting from a three-by-three array of 
heated components on a horizontal substrate in a narrow-aspect-
ratio enclosure for values of Ra*, in the range of 9.7 X 10s to 1.6 X 
107, corresponding to power dissipations of approximately 0.047 
W to 0.75 W per heat source. Excellent agreement was obtained 
between simulated and experimental measurements of substrate 
and heat source temperatures over the range of power considered 
when all the physical effects and material parameters were best 
accounted for. The study showed that fluid flow in the enclosure, 
particularly in the regions between heat sources, and the resulting 
edge effects in convective heat transfer were strongly three-
dimensional. 

The major effects studied were wall conduction, radiation, and 
substrate thermal conductivity. The effect of wall conduction and 
radiation was to reduce convective heat transfer from the package 
surfaces. The qualitative characteristics of the temperature and 
flow field were not affected. Failure to include wall conduction and 
radiation in the analysis would result in significant differences 
between simulated and actual conditions in the enclosure. For this 
study, the magnitude of these differences were in the range of 80 
percent to 90 percent of the actual measured temperature of the 
device and substrate. 

The conjugate nature of heat transfer with natural convection in 
a horizontal orientation results in complex thermal interactions 
between the heat source, substrate, and enclosure walls which are 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of mean NuH for heater array treated as one effective heat source 
with correlations from Holland et al. (1975), Globe and Dropkin (1959), and Ortega and 
Lall (1996) 
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Fig. 9 Local NuH over the substrate surface: (a) Case 2 (no radiation), (b) 
Case 4 (<ZAL = 0.2), and (c) Case 5 (€AL = 0.9) 

difficult to isolate for evaluation. Neglecting the effects of radia
tion and/or wall thermal conductance to simplify parametric stud
ies of other factors in the enclosure may result in erroneous 
conclusions being drawn from the data obtained from those stud
ies. An example, in the form of an analysis of the effects of 
substrate thermal conductivity on natural convection in the enclo
sure, was provided. 

For the geometry and parameters considered in this study, 
radiative heat transfer was of the same order of magnitude as 
natural convection heat transfer from the top surfaces of the heat 
sources. The percentage of total heat generation, radiated from the 
top surface of the package, was insensitive to variations in emis-

sivity of the top cold plate. The top cold plate had a greater effect 
on thermal radiation from the substrate, resulting in an increase in 
radiative heat transfer with increasing cold-plate emissivity. 
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Heat Transfer in Discretely 
Heated Side-Vented Compact 
Enclosures by Combined 
Conduction, Natural Convection, 
and Radiation 
A three-dimensional investigation of combined conduction, natural convection, and ra
diation in a side-vented compact enclosure is carried out. The focus of the study is on the 
enhancement of overall heat transfer through the opening, and the roles of the various 
modes in achieving it. A discrete heat source, flush-mounted centrally on a vertical 
substrate, is placed in the enclosure with a single rectangular opening on the opposite 
vertical wall. Steady-state computations are carried out for Rayleigh numbers, Ra, at 
2.6 X 70s and 2.0 X 107. The results show that radiation plays a significant role in the 
overall heat transfer, and the radiative transport is even more pronounced for lower Ra. 
It is found that natural convection is weakened by radiation, however, contrary to the 
existing studies on top vented enclosures, the overall heat transfer is enhanced when 
radiation is included in the computations. Flow recirculation by radiative heating of 
enclosure walls is predicted, and is also observed experimentally. Heat spreading in the 
substrate is found to effect both convection and radiation. The numerical solutions on an 
extended computational domain are found in good agreement with the experimental data, 
when the conjugate effects are accounted for. 

Introduction 
Passively cooled, vented enclosures arise in numerous electron

ics cooling applications driven by requirements of low-cost, high-
reliability, low-maintenance, no-noise, and interference-free oper
ation. Examples of these include compact power supplies, portable 
computers and telecommunications enclosures. A recent summary 
of the studies on natural convection in electronics enclosures is 
provided by Lasance and Joshi (1998). Natural convection trans
port in such systems occurs in conjunction with conduction and 
radiation, which are often comparable in magnitude. While many 
investigations have been carried out for natural convection and 
radiation in complete enclosures (Kassemi (1993), Balaji and 
Venkatesan (1993, 1994a)), only a handful of studies exist on 
transport in vented enclosures including combined modes. 

Smith et al. (1991) investigated combined conduction, natural 
convection, and radiation heat transfer in an electronic chassis. A 
subsystem consisting of three circuit cards was considered. Both 
one and two-dimensional radiation models were investigated. It 
was found that when the boards and top/bottom walls had large 
temperature differences, the two-dimensional model was neces
sary. One interesting result was that natural convection was not 
pronounced for a circuit card of large thermal conductivity. 

Conjugate transport in partially open enclosures has been con
sidered in a few recent studies. Moutsoglou et al. (1992) investi
gated the convection-radiation interaction in buoyancy-induced 
channel flows with and without venting. In their computations, 
two-dimensional vertical laminar flow was considered. An asym
metric nonuniform heat flux was prescribed on the inside of each 
of the channel walls. It was found that radiation tended to bring the 
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temperatures of the two channel walls closer together and en
hanced the heat transfer compared to a purely natural convection 
process. 

Lage et al. (1992) numerically studied natural convection and 
radiation in a two-dimensional top-vented enclosure, with one 
side-wall heated. A three-surface radiation model was employed. 
Balaji and Venkateshan (1994b) considered the same configuration 
and solved for coupled natural convection and radiation. The 
radiation from the left wall caused a temperature increase on the 
right wall, resulting in a more vigorous air-flow along this wall. 
Beckermann et al. (1994) reported a two-dimensional thermal 
analysis of a vertically oriented multiboard electronic module. 
Radiation was found to enhance heat transfer over natural convec
tion and three-dimensional effects were found significant. 

Dehghan (1994) and Dehghan and Behnia (1996) presented a 
numerical and experimental investigation of natural convection in 
discretely heated open-top two-dimensional cavities. The heat 
source was mounted on a vertical side wall. Conduction in the 
substrate was considered. Surface radiation was also included for 
some cases. It was found that inclusion of radiation did not 
enhance the total heat transfer coefficient in comparison to pure 
natural convection. The increased heat transfer due to radiation 
from the opening was accompanied by a reduction in convection 
due to the heating of enclosure walls. The incorporation of radia
tion was, however, necessary to accurately predict the thermal and 
flow fields. 

The main objective of the present study is to investigate the role 
of conjugate transport processes in the cooling of a discrete heat 
source in a compact three-dimensional enclosure with a side open
ing. This configuration models many electronics enclosures where 
top venting may be undesirable due to greater potential of acci
dental liquid ingress into the enclosure through spillage. A single 
discrete heat source is flush-mounted on a vertical enclosure wall 
of finite thickness (substrate). This simulates the highest power 
component such as a microprocessor on a printed circuit board. 
The vent is centrally located on the wall facing the substrate. The 
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enclosure is modeled by considering an extended computational 
domain. The interaction between radiation, natural convection, and 
conduction is examined for two Rayleigh numbers (input power 
levels) and a range of surface emissivities of the substrate. The 
relative contributions of radiation and convection to the overall 
heat transfer are determined for the vented enclosure. The com
puted results are compared with surface temperature measure
ments on the heater and substrate and flow visualizations. 

Model 

The side-vented enclosure examined in this study is seen in Fig. 
1(a). Both the substrate and enclosure walls have finite thickness 
to allow heat transfer by conduction in the solid. Exploratory 
computations revealed that the boundary conditions prescribed on 
the opening in many two-dimensional studies (Lage et al., 1992; 
Balaji and Venkateshan, 1994a; Dehghan, 1994), do not accurately 
predict the three-dimensional flow and temperature patterns, espe
cially in the proximity of the opening. The heat transfer coefficient 
variation on the component was found to be significantly different 
from extended domain simulations. An enlarged computational 
domain was therefore selected to handle the specifications of 
convection and radiation boundary conditions on the exterior en
closure walls and the opening. Only half of the physical domain, 
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), is employed for the computations to 
save on computing resources. Selected numerical runs showed that 
the results for the half domain were in very good agreement with 
those for the full domain, even at the highest Ra. 

Solutions are obtained for normalized dimensions (based on 
enclosure height L) of H = 0.325, H, = Hm = 0.05, Hcp = 
4.7 X 10~\ L, = 0.9, and T„ = 25°C. The ratio of the enclosure 
dimensions in x, y, and z directions, (hb — 2hs):(L — 2hs):(L — 
2hs) is 1:4:4. The ratio of the square opening area to the internal 
side wall area (/, X /,) is kept fixed at 0.4 for most runs, but has 
been varied in the range 0-1 for selected cases. The thickness of 
the substrate is the same as that of the enclosure walls. The thermal 
conductivity of all the solid materials is 0.197 W/m-K correspond
ing to plexiglass. All the surfaces of the vented enclosure are 
treated as black except the substrate whose emissivity is varied 
from 0 to 1. A substrate to fluid thermal conductivity ratio R, of 7.3 
corresponding to plexiglass and air is used in the following, unless 

stated otherwise. Rayleigh numbers have two levels: 2.6 X 106 and 
2.0 X 107, corresponding to heat generation rates of 0.05 W and 
0.5 W, respectively, in air. 

Governing Equations. Combined natural convection in the 
air, conduction in the solid and radiation exchange between the 
different walls, and through the opening are investigated. The 
nondimensional steady-state equations under the Boussinesq ap
proximation are as follows: 

Continuity: 

X-Momentum: 

au av dW 

d(UU) d(VU) d(WU) 
. -4- — _ ~ - (_ . 

SX dY dZ 

8P 

ax + (Pr/Ra)' 
2U d2U d2U\ 

\dX2 BY2 dZ2 

K-Momentum: 

d(UV) d(VV) 3(WV) 

dX dY dZ 

dP 

dY 

Z-Momentum: 

+ (Pr/Ra)' 
d2V d2V d2V\ 

dX2 dY2 dZ2 

d(UW) 8(VW) d{WW) 
•+ „„ + dX dY dZ 

dP 
= - — +(Pr/Ra)1 

dZ 

Energy for air: 

d2W d2W d2W\ 

Jx2 + aT7 + Hz2) 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Nomenclature 

F = 
8 = 
G = 

A, = nondimensional surface area of 
substrate; As = L) = (/,,/L)2 

view factor 
gravitational acceleration (m/s2) 
irradiation (W/m2) 

hcp = thickness of component (m) 
h, = thickness of substrate (m) 
h,, = height of enclosure (m) 
h = heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K) 
h = average heat transfer coefficient 

(W/m2-K) 
H = nondimensional height; 

Hcp = nondimensional component thick
ness; hcpIL 

H, = nondimensional substrate thick
ness; hJL 

J = radiosity (W/m2) 
k = thermal conductivity (W/m-K) 

lcp = length of component (m) 
I, = length of substrate (m) 
L = length of enclosure (m) 

Mou, = nondimensional mass outflow rate 

Nu = Nusselt number: hLIk 
Nu = Average Nusselt number 

p = pressure (N/m2) 
p0 = reference pressure (N/m2) 
P = nondimensional pressure 

(p - p0)KpUl) 
Pr = Prandtl number: via 
q" = heat flux (W/m2) 
Q — heat generation rate (W) 

Ra = Rayleigh number: gjiQL2/ 
(avkf) 

Rb = ratio of enclosure case thermal 
conductivity to fluid thermal 
conductivity 

Rcp = ratio of component thermal 
conductivity to fluid thermal 
conductivity 

Rs = ratio of substrate thermal con
ductivity to fluid thermal con
ductivity 

T = temperature (K) 
T„t = reference temperature: Q/(Lkf) 

u, v, w = velocity in x, y, z directions, 
respectively (m/s) 

x, y, z — Cartesian coordinate (m) 

a = thermal diffusivity of fluid (m2/s) 
/3 = coefficient of volumetric expansion 

(K-1) 
e = surface emissivity 
v = kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
8 = nondimensional temperature: 

(T - T„)ITKf 

p = density of fluid (kg/m3) 

Subscripts 

a = ambient 
b = enclosure (box) 
c = convection 

cp = component 
/ = fluid 
r = radiation 
j = substrate 
t = total 
v = vent 

w = wall of enclosure 
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the enclosure geometry with the component flush mounted on the 
substrate; (b) front view of calculation domain; (c) side view of calculation domain 

d(U6) d(V0) d(W6) 

dX dY dZ 

= (1/PrRa) \ dX2 
J a2e a2e d2e 

[^" + W2 + W2 

Energy for component (0.045 < X < 0.05, 2.4 < Y 
0 < Z < 0.1): 

d2e d2e d2e 
• + ^r2+ I/(RCPHC„) = o. 

Energy for substrate and enclosure walls: 

d2e d2e a2 

: + • + = 0. 

(5) 

2.6, 

(6) 

(7) 

The nondimensional parameters are defined below, based on the 
characteristic length L, the characteristic velocity U0 = (gfiQ/ 
kf)"2, and the heat generation rate Q. 

The boundary conditions for the computational domain are as 
follows: 

30 
= 0, U=V=W=0 at X = 0 

ax 
dd _ dU _ dV 

~dZ~~dZ~~dZ 
= 0, W=0, at Z = 0 

(8) 

(9) 

and 

= U = V=W=0 (10) 

for the four remaining planes atX = 3, Y = 0, Y — 5, and Z = 
2.5, respectively. 

The boundary conditions at the interfaces of different materials 
are 

R{ax.)=RAjkl - ^ 

U=V=W=0 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

where X„ is the coordinate normal to the surface and i, j refer to 
the two different materials (s, cp, b,f). Also, Q,. = (q"rL

2)/Q, 
Rs = kjk„ Rc kcp/kf, R„ kjkf, R, = 1.0, S„ = 1 when 
i refers to solid and; to fluid, 8y = - 1 when (' refers to fluid and 
j to solid, 8,j = 0 when both i and j refer to solid materials, and 
q"r is the radiation flux. 

Radiation Formulation. Radiation is incorporated based on 
the radiosity/irradiation formulation. The six interior surfaces of 
the enclosure are assumed to be opaque, diffuse, and gray. The 
opening is assumed to be black at the ambient temperature. The 
enclosure surfaces are divided into smaller regions called zones, 
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Table 1 Validation of numerical model. The results are for a 
side-heated cubic enclosure for Ra = 103 at mid x-y plane. 

Author/year Grid t/m» V,„ Nuos„,„ 

Fusegi et al. (1991) 323 3.5013 3.5170 1.085 
Mallinson and de 

Vahl Davis 
(1977) 213 3.5890 3.6290 — 

Present work 213 3.5690 3.5560 1.077 
Present work 323 3.5440 3.5500 1.074 

each assumed to be isothermal. The net rate, q,, at which radiation 
leaves zone ; is given by 

«' = ( i - e , ) / M , > - ( 1 4 o ) 

When e, = 1, 

q^A^Tl-G,), (Ub) 

where irradiation G, is given by 

N 

G, = X FUJJ (15) 

and the radiosity J< is given by 

N 

Jl=el<rTl+(l-e,)'ZFtiJJ- (16> 

The view factors Fy between two area elements on parallel sur
faces and between those on perpendicular surfaces are calculated 
based on the formulas described by Howell (1982). 

The radiation heat transfer rates on the external surfaces of the 
vented enclosure are determined by treating them as small surfaces 
in an infinite environment at the ambient temperature. The follow
ing equation is used to calculate the radiation flux at each such 
small surface: 

q1=e,a(T^-T^. (17) 

Numerical Method. The governing equations for the conju
gate heat transfer are solved using SIMPLER algorithm detailed by 
Patankar (1980). A power-law scheme is used for handling the 
convection-diffusion terms. A single-domain nonuniform mesh is 
employed for natural convection, conduction, and also for radia
tion on the external surfaces of the vented enclosure. The calcu
lation of radiation within the vented enclosure is carried out using 
different coarser grids based on isothermal radiative zones to save 
on computing resources. 

The numerical solution is considered to be converged when the 
ratio of the maximum temperature change to the maximum tem
perature at that iteration is within 1 X 1(T5, the ratio of the 
maximum velocity change to the maximum velocity at that itera
tion is within 1 X 10~4, and the residual of the energy equation for 
the whole domain is within one percent. The natural convection 
model is validated for a cubic enclosure with vertical walls heated 
and cooled and four insulated walls. The results for maximum 
velocity and Nu were found to be within two percent and one 
percent, respectively of those reported by Fusegi et al. (1991) and 
Mallinson and de Vahl Davis (1977), as detailed in Table 1. 

The radiation model is validated by suppressing the convection 
and conduction and solving radiation heat transfer. The results 
were within one percent of those from direct calculations. Radia
tion energy balance, reciprocity relations, summation of view 
factors to unity, and symmetric allocation of radiation rates are all 
satisfied. Grid testing for convection and radiation was carried out, 
and the results show that the 40 X 52 X 28 grid is fine enough for 

accurate results and used for most of the computations. For radi
ation grid testing, 68 isothermal zones were found sufficient for the 
present radiation calculations. 

The discretization of grids for the internal walls was handled by 
considering conduction in the walls and boundary layers along the 
walls. Two grid cells have been used in the walls to resolve less 
strong wall conduction and six grid cells in the substrate to capture 
the strong heat spreading effects. 

Experimental Validation of Model 
The experimental arrangement includes two enclosures. The 

external box shown as the outer enclosure in Fig. 1(b) is employed 
to simulate a well-defined boundary condition, damp-out stray 
circulation, and to create a natural convection environment. The 
internal box, i.e., the vented enclosure, is of actual interest. Plexi
glass of known emissivity 0.83 serves as the wall. A single 
thermofoil heater was centrally mounted flush on a substrate made 
of plexiglass. The heat generation rate in the thermofoil heater was 
controlled by a regulated DC power supply. The signals from 
various thermocouples were sent to a data acquisition system 
(DAS) controlled by a personal computer. Temperatures of the 
substrate surface were measured at several locations along the 
horizontal and vertical midplanes using 0.0762-mm diameter 
Copper-Constantan thermocouples. The substrate and the heater 
were painted black using Krylon 1602 of known emissivity 0.95. 

The temperature measuring system was calibrated using an 
ice-water bath and a precision mercury thermometer, with the 
resulting measurement uncertainty estimated as ±0.1 °C. In the 
thermocouple placement, the uncertainty was estimated as ±0.5 
mm. Surface emissivity of plexiglass was quoted at an uncertainty 
of ±0.01 and that of Krylon 1602 was ±0.05 by the vendor. 
Uncertainties in voltage and current measurements are ±0.4 per
cent and ±1.5 percent, respectively, resulting in an uncertainty of 
±1.6 percent for the power input of 0.5 W, based on the uncer
tainty analysis method described by Kline and McClintock (1953). 

The results of the present numerical model for combined modes of 
heat transfer and the experiments are compared in Figs. 2(a) and (b). 
Figure 2(a) shows the symmetric temperature rise across the surface 
of the component and substrate in a horizontal centered plane. Figure 
2(b) show the temperature rise in a centered vertical plane. The 
substrate heating by the convective flow above the component results 
in an asymmetric profile. The ratio of the discrepancy in temperature 
at the center of the component surface between computations and 
experiments is 21.1 percent for an input power of 0.2 W and 35.9 
percent for 0.5 W power level, if radiation is not included, indicating 
the importance of surface radiation for prediction of the overall heat 
transfer. The corresponding ratios with radiation included are 6.7 
percent and 10.7 percent. 

These remaining differences are attributed collectively to uncer
tainties in thermal conductivity values and the heat loss from the 
back of the substrate. The heater element in the experiments 
consists of a foil network on a polymer substrate, which is modeled 
with a single effective thermal conductivity, kcp. This is estimated 
based on the volume fraction content of the metal and polymer. A 
ten percent uncertainty in the value of kq, results in a two percent 
change in the maximum temperature. Also, in the computations, 
the backside of the substrate is adiabatic. In the experiments, heat 
loss through the insulation will result in a drop in the maximum 
measured temperature, consistent with Fig. 2. 

Flow Visualizations. Flow visualizations were conducted for 
qualitative assessment of the numerical simulations. A 20-mW 
Helium-Neon laser was used to generate a laser sheet passing 
through the transparent plexiglass enclosure. Both incense and 
cigarette smoke were tested. The results presented were obtained 
with cigarette smoke, which produced better photographs for the 
present configuration. The smoke was generated in the far corner 
of the external enclosure and entrained into the smaller enclosure, 
through its side opening. The laser sheet was projected through the 
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Fig. 4 Flow patterns in Y-Z plane at Jf = 0.1125 (mid-yz plane) for S„ = 
0.4 and Ra = 2.0 x 107 (a) computational result with radiation (b) exper
imental flow visualization (exposure time: 2 sec) 
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Fig. 2 Comparisons between experimental and numerical results for 
temperature rises on the surfaces of the component and substrate over 
the ambient 

smaller enclosure after the cigarette was extinguished, in order to 
reduce the intrusiveness both from the laser and cigarettes. Typical 
exposure times ranged from 1 s to 2 s. A 35-mm camera was 
employed to capture the photographs of the flow patterns. 

Figures 3(a), (b), and (c) exhibit the results of computations and 
flow visualization in two planes, for power input at 0.5 W (Ra = 
2.0 X 107). It is observed that the flow cell at the bottom of the 
enclosure in Fig. 3(c) is well simulated when radiation is consid
ered in Fig. 3(b). The result from only natural convection and 
conduction models, Fig. 3(a), does not predict this feature. This 
cell arises due to the radiative heating of the right wall from the 
heat source. In the y-z plane, Fig. 4, the overall flow structure is 
also well predicted using the radiation model. Without inclusion of 
radiation, a similar flow pattern is obtained, however, the magni
tudes of velocity vectors are much larger. 

Based on these comparisons, it is concluded that the numerical 
model is able to adequately predict the temperature of the compo
nent and the overall flow patterns in the present compact enclo
sures. 

Max |V| = 0.1772 Max |V| = 0.1314 0.2891 6max = 0.2046 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Fig. 3 Flow and temperature patterns in X-Yplane at Z = 0forS„ = 0.4 and Ra = 2.0 x 107; (a), (d) without 
radiation; (b), (e) with radiation; (c) experimental flow visualization (exposure time: 2 sec) 
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Fig. 5 Temperature contours and velocity vectors in V-Zplane at X = 0.054 for S„ = 0.4 and 
Ra = 2.0 x 107 

Conjugate Transport 
Computational results are obtained for Ra = 2.0 X 107 and 

Ra = 2.6 X 106, corresponding to the power inputs of 0.5 W and 
0.05 W, respectively. Due to qualitative similarities, only the 
results for Ra = 2.0 X 107 are discussed in detail. Contours of 
temperature and velocity vectors are displayed in Figs. 3-5 for 
three planes in a domain near the heat source identified in Fig. 
1(b). The influence of radiation on flow patterns in selected planes, 
in Figs. 3 and 4, has already been presented. 

The temperature fields in Figs. 3 and 5 account for the heat 
spreading in the substrate and convection in the air, with and 
without radiation. Reduced heat spreading on the substrate is 
observed in Fig. 5(b) due to the interaction of radiation between 
different walls, leading to their closer temperatures. Also, weaker 
plumes occur along the substrate when radiation is included, 
resulting from reduced convection. Unique thermal patterns are 
also observed external to the enclosure, including a weaker hot 
plume in Figs. 3(e) and 5(b). The weaker convection for Ra of 2 X 
106 is characterized by thicker thermal and hydrodynamic regions 
along the substrate. The relative influence of radiation is more 
pronounced than for higher Ra. 

In order to understand the effect of enclosure opening on radi
ation heat transfer, complete enclosures (Sv = 0), fully open 
enclosures (Sv = 1) and enclosures with 0 < Sv < 1 are also 
examined. For complete enclosures, computational results are pre
sented for Ra = 2 X 107 (Figs. 6(a)-(d)) and are compared with 
the experimental flow visualization image (Fig. 6(e)). Inside the 
enclosure, a strong flow recirculation, also seen in Fig. 6(e), is 
created in the upper corner when radiation is included, which is not 
seen without radiation. When radiation is included, the interaction 
between the inertia of the descending flow along the right wall and 
the buoyancy induced by the right wall, which is radiatively heated 
by the heat source and other enclosure walls, results in the forma

tion of the observed recirculation. External to the enclosure, a 
strong boundary layer flow along the right wall is in both Figs. 6(b) 
and (d). Inclusion of radiation produces a pronounced drop in the 
right and top wall temperatures. The resulting plume above the 
enclosure in Fig. 6(d) has a lower maximum velocity and larger 
spatial extent than in Fig. 6(b) when radiation is not included. 

Effects of Substrate Thermal Conductivity. Substrate ther
mal conductivity ratio R, has been demonstrated to play a signif
icant role in conjugate heat transfer involving conduction and 
natural convection (e.g., Wroblewski and Joshi, 1993; Dehghan 
and Behnia, 1996). The role of Rs in the vented enclosures is 
examined by focusing on the heat transfer in Fig. 7. Two levels of 
R, are employed: Rs = 7.3 and 667, corresponding to plexiglass 
and ceramic, respectively, for Sv = 0.4 and Ra = 2 X 107. For 
Rs = 7.3, when radiation is neglected, Fig. 1(a), the highest Nuc 

are seen around the component (2.4 < Y < 2.6). These values 
decrease rapidly away from the component in both Y and Z 
directions. Above the component, negative values of the convec-
tive Nusselt number Nuc defined by 

Nuc = 
80 

Jx 

where 

Qr (8Xs/Rs)6f+(SXf/Rf)ds 

(8XJRS) + (&XflRf) RJ8XS + Rf/8Xf 

(18) 

(19) 

indicate substrate heating by the plume. When radiation is in
cluded, Fig. 1(b), the response is qualitatively similar, with re
duced values of Nuc. Above the heat source larger negative values 
of Nuc are found due to the heating of the substrate by radiative 
interactions. 
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Fig. 6 Radiation effects on flow and temperature fields in a complete enclosure (Sv = 0) for 
Ra = 2 x 107; (a), (b) without radiation; (c), (d) with radiation at e = 1; (e) flow visualization 
results with radiation (exposure time: 2 sec) 

For R, = 667, the substrate temperature is much more uniform 
(only about 20 percent drop across the region, compared to almost 
100 percent drop for Rs = 7.3). The normalized maximum 
temperature for this R, is only about; of that for R, = 7.3 (when 
radiation effects are included for both cases). In Figs. 7(c) and (d) 
the Nuc values are seen to be positive even above the component 
due to the substrate conduction. The inclusion of radiation trans
port in Fig. 1(d) results in reduced values of Nuc at all locations, 
compared to Fig. 7(c). The two peaks seen in Fig. 7(c) are a result 

(a) without radiation, Rs = 7.3 (b) with radiation, Rs = 7.3 

of surface temperature drops encountered near the substrate cor
ners due to conduction into the adjoining colder walls. When 
radiative interactions are included, Fig. 7(d), the tendency is for 
the substrate to achieve a more uniform temperature. This causes 
a greater drop in the temperature near the top of the substrate, than 
at the bottom, compared to the no-radiation case. As a result, in 
Fig. 1(d) the peak in Nuc remains near the bottom, but is consid
erably reduced near the top of the substrate. 

Effect of Substrate Emisslvity. The effect of substrate emis-
sivity variation on the overall heat transfer is examined. Emissivities 
of all the remaining surfaces are kept fixed at e = 1. The results are 
presented in terms of average convection and radiation heat transfer 
coefficients, Nusselt numbers, surface temperatures, and mass outflow 
rates, defined as follows: 

ax 
dYdZ 

A ft T 
.s^sur-* re 

q"rdYdZ 

(20) 

(21) 

(c) without radiation, Rs = 667 

Nuc 

(d) with radiation, Rs = 667 

Fig. 7 Local convection Nu„ on the substrate for S„ = 0.4, Ra = 2 x 107 

and variable Rs with and without radiation. The component is defined by 
0 £ Z £ 0.1 and 2.4 s V £ 2.6. 

Nu = c A,0„ 

h, = hc + hr 

30 

Jx 

Nu,. 
q"rL 

^Am^rcf | J. fy 

dYdZ 

dYdZ 

Nu, = Nuc + Nu, 

h = Q, + qc = h,AJ>smL2TICf 

= hrAst)snTL i r ef+ hcAs0mrL iK 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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1.0 

GSur = J - I I 0m,dYdZ (27) 

M„ut = URa"2dYdZ (28) 

where 

U = UX=H for UX=H > 0 

U = 0 for t/v ;o. 
In the definition of surface temperature 0sur, Bf and 8, are the fluid 
and solid temperatures at the nodes closest to the interface, Rf = 
1, and 8Xt and SXf are the respective distances normal to this 
interface. When the component is involved, the subscript "s" is 
replaced by "cp" and the corresponding values of the component 
are used. 

Figure 8 shows the relative influences of convection and radi
ation on the average Nusselt numbers on the substrate. It can be 
seen that the convection Nusselt number Nue is decreased when 
radiation is included. This is consistent with the weaker flow and 
resulting thickening of the boundary layer along the substrate 
when radiation is considered. As expected, with increase in e, 
radiation Nusselt number Nu, is elevated. The total heat transfer is 
enhanced when e increases, even though the convection contribu
tion is reduced. This is true for both levels of Ra considered. This 
behavior is in contrast to that found by Dehghan and Behnia 
(1996) for a top-vented enclosure with insulated boundaries. There 
the incoming ambient flow through the opening was warmed up by 
the hotter enclosure walls, resulting in a larger reduction in con-
vective heat transfer compared to the increase in heat transfer due 

to radiation. 
It is found that Nu, is not dependent on Ra as significantly as 

Nu,.. For example, when Ra changes from 2.0 X 107 to 2.6 X 106 

for e = l , Nuc drops 42 percent, while Nu, decreases only 3.5 
percent. Also, it is observed that Nu, and Nu, increase in a similar 
fashion as e changes from 0 to 1, emphasizing the significance of 
radiation in this combined heat transfer process. 

O^-ORa = 2.0x10'' 
a DRa = 2.6x10s 

20.0 

15.0 

10.0 

Fig. 9 Mass outflow rate Mou, through the opening and relative radiation 
heat transfer rate q,lq, on the substrate at various c for S„ = 0.4 and two Fig. 10 Average heat transfer coefficient including radiation and natural 
Ra convection on each wall for S„ = 0.4 and two Ra 
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Fig. 11 Normalized radiation heat transfer rate on each wall at various <= 
for Sv = 0.4 and two Ra 

The net mass outflow rate through the opening is presented in 
Fig. 9 as a function of substrate emissivity. For fixed Ra, Mom 

decreases when e increases, as a result of the weakened convec
tion. For fixed e, Mm, decreases when Ra decreases, due to the 
reduced buoyancy. Figure 9 also shows the relative contribution of 
radiation in the overall heat removal from the surface of the 
substrate. The fraction of heat loss as radiation, is increased from 
0 to about 0.6 for Ra = 2.0 X 107 and from 0 to 0.72 for Ra = 
2.6 X 106 when e changes from 0 to 1. It is noticed that radiation 
is more important for lower Ra, evidenced by the change of the 
maximum component temperature. A 29 percent drop occurs in 
this for Ra = 2.0 X 107, and 35 percent drop for Ra = 2.6 X 106, 
when e changes from 0 to 1. 

The average heat transfer coefficient h, on each internal wall is 
displayed in Fig. 10. A negative value of h, implies a net heat inflow 
into the wall. On the substrate, south, and front walls, heat transfer is 
stronger compared to the north wall. The overall heat transfer intensity 
(either heatingor cooling) is increased with the inclusion of radiation. 
It is seen that h, is close to 0 on all the walls_ except the substrate for 
pure convection and conduction. However, k, is well below 0 when 
e = 1, especially, on the south and top walls, indicating that radiation 
and convection heat up the other walls while the substrate is cooled 
down. It is also found that the north wall is cooled when e is small and 
is heated for e above about 0.5, as a result of the interaction between 
natural convection and radiation. 

Figure 11 displays the normalized radiation heat transfer rate on 
each wall and through the vent. It is revealed that most of the heat 
emitted from the substrate escapes through the vent, while a small 
amount is absorbed by the other walls. This is to be expected for 
the low value of R, = 7.3, for which the thermal spreading is 
relatively weak around the component footprint. In the zoomed 
view, it is seen that the normalized radiation heat rate follows a 
similar trend as the heat transfer coefficient displayed in Fig. 10, 
on the south, north, and front walls. 

Conclusions 
Combined conduction, natural convection and radiation in a three-

dimensional vented enclosure is investigated. The results show that 
radiation-convection interactions are strongly dependent on venting 
configuration. For a side-vented arrangement, as in the present study, 
natural convection is weakened by radiation, however, _the overall 
heat transfer is enhanced. The maximum increase of Nu, is 194 
percent for Ra = 2.6 X 106 and 117 percent for Ra = 2.0 X 107, 
accompanied by 35 percent and 29 percent decreases in component 
temperatures respectively. In comparison to the conjugate convection 
and conduction calculations, including radiation reduces the temper
ature differences between different walls and also leads to more 
uniform thermal distributions on them. Radiant heating of walls 
results in distinctive flow cells. The radiation from the substrate at e = 
1 and Ra = 2.6 X 106 accounts for 72 percent of the total heat transfer 
rate, showing the significant contribution of radiation to the overall 
heat transfer. It is also found that radiation plays a more critical role 
at lower Ra for the present system, by reducing temperatures more 
substantially. Radiative heat transfer to the north wall exhibits a 
maximum with substrate emissivity. In discretely heated configura
tions, the conductive spreading on the substrate is reduced when 
radiation is included. From a practical standpoint, unlike the top-
vented configuration, side venting does provide a means to increase 
the overall heat transfer rate. 
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Enhanced Heat Transfer 
Characteristics of Viscous 
Liquid Flows in a Chevron Plate 
Heat Exchanger 
Steady-state heat transfer and pressure drop data for single-phase viscous fluid flows (2 < 
Re s 400) in a single-pass U-type counterflow plate heat exchanger (PHE) with chevron 
plates are presented. With vegetable oil as test fluid (130 < Pr < 290), three different 
plate arrangements are employed: two symmetric (ji = 30 deg/30 deg and 60 deg/60 deg) 
and one mixed (f3 = 30 deg/60 deg). The effects of chevron angle |3, corrugation aspect 
ratio y, and flow conditions (Re, Pr, /x//x,J on Nu and f characteristics of the PHE are 
delineated. The results show a rather complex influence of plate surface corrugations on 
the enhanced thermal-hydraulic behavior. Relative to the performance of equivalent 
flat-plate packs, chevron plates sustain up to 2.9 times higher heat transfer rates on a fixed 
geometry and constant pumping power basis, and require up to 48 percent less surface 
area for the fixed heat load and pressure drop constraint. 

Introduction 
Thermal processing and manufacturing in the chemical, foods, 

pharmaceutical, hygiene products, and biochemical industries in
variably involve heating and cooling of highly viscous fluid media. 
These fluids tend to flow in the low Reynolds number regime, 
inherently have relatively low heat transfer coefficients, and are 
often temperature sensitive and prone to thermal degradation in the 
presence of large temperature differences. In recent times, plate 
heat exchangers (PHEs) have found increasing usage in such 
applications, primarily due to their features that promote enhanced 
heat transfer, and provide for the flexibility in altering their unit 
thermal size with ease, close approach temperature operation, and 
mitigation of thermal degradation of the process fluid. The reviews 
by Shah and Focke (1988), Manglik and Muley (1993), and 
Manglik (1996) address some aspects of their construction, per
formance, and applications. 

The thermal-hydraulic performance of PHEs is strongly influ
enced by the surface-corrugation geometry of the plates employed 
in them. Typical characteristics of the more commonly used chev
ron plates are illustrated in Fig. 1. The corrugation inclination 
angle /3, wavelength A, depth b, and profile of waviness are the 
primary determinants of their surface geometry's influence on the 
heat transfer and pressure drop (Gaiser and Kottke, 1998; Manglik, 
1996; Focke et al, 1985). Plates with j8 = 30 deg or 60 deg are 
usually stacked together in either a symmetric or mixed arrange
ment as shown in Fig. 1(a). Generally, both heat transfer coeffi
cients and flow friction losses increase with higher j3 chevron 
plates. The enhanced heat transfer performance is primarily due to 
the increased effective heat transfer area (area a-b-c-d-e-f-a in Fig. 
1 (a) that includes the main chevron area as well as the triangular 
distribution and collection areas), small-hydraulic-diameter flow 
channels, disruption and reattachment of boundary layers, and 
swirl or vortex-flow generation. 

The literature on the performance of PHEs for viscous fluid flow 
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heat transfer applications is rather sparse (Manglik, 1996). For a 
limited range of laminar flow conditions, Nusselt number and 
isothermal friction factor results for chevron plates are reported by 
Savostin and Tikhonov (1970), Maslov and Kovalenko (1972), 
Focke et al. (1985), Taiik et al. (1995), Wanniarachchi et al. 
(1995), and Thonon et al. (1995). In each of these studies, the 
chevron or corrugation inclination angle j3 is found to be the 
primary surface geometry variable that affects the thermal-
hydraulic behavior; both Nu and / increase significantly with 
increasing j3. The results, however, are seen to disagree consider
ably with each other and present a rather wide performance enve
lope for typical operating conditions (Manglik, 1996; Muley and 
Manglik, 1998). The effective usage of PHEs requires more reli
able performance prediction tools with a larger database, and this 
is addressed in the present study. 

In this paper, new experimental data for heat transfer and 
pressure drop in laminar flows in a PHE with two symmetric (j8 = 
30 deg/30 deg, and 60 deg/60 deg) and one mixed-plate (j3 = 30 
deg/60 deg) arrangements are presented for the cooling of the test 
fluid (vegetable oil3). The influence of chevron angle j3 on Nu and 
/ is delineated, the data are compared with previously reported 
results from the literature, and flow mechanisms that promote 
enhanced heat transfer are identified. Also, for the associated heat 
transfer enhancement, a quantitative evaluation is made for two 
different application constraints that are commonly employed for 
optimizing heat exchangers used in the process industry—fixed 
geometry and constant pumping power, and fixed heat duty and 
constant pressure drop. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The experimental apparatus consists of two PHEs (a heat source 

and a heat sink) arranged in series in a closed loop, as shown in 
Fig. 2. A variable speed moyno pump (progressive cavity pump) 
circulates the process fluid—vegetable oil, a Newtonian fluid, in 
the present study—which was first heated in one PHE by condens
ing low-pressure steam and then cooled in second PHE (the test 
unit) by means of utility water supply. A micromotion flow meter, 
differential pressure transducers, copper-constantan (T-type, 30-
gauge) thermocouples at locations indicated in Fig. 2, and a 

1 A Newtonian fluid, that is commonly processed in PHEs. 
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Effective surface area = a-b-c-d-e-f '"f^^^\^!:=^ 
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Fig. 1 Chevron plates: (a) different chevron angle plates and their stack 
arrangements, and (b) geometrical features of surface corrugations 

rotameter for cooling-water flow rates provided the primary mea
surements. The PHEs and significant portions of the inlet/outlet 
piping were well insulated to reduce heat losses. Also, static 
mixers (Kenics fluid-mixing elements) were installed in the outlet 
ports upstream of the thermocouple probes to ensure accurate 
"mixed-mean" or bulk-fluid temperature measurements. The inlet/ 
outlet thermocouple probes were placed close to the PHE ports in 
well-insulated pipe sections, and temperature measurements were 
periodically made by traversing them in the pipe cross section to 
check and confirm the accuracy of recorded bulk-mean values. All 
data were obtained under steady-state conditions (confirmed by the 
invariant fluid outlet temperatures over a 25 ~ 30 minutes period) 
with close energy balances (less than ±5 percent difference be
tween the measured Q for the two fluid streams), and were re
corded on a computerized data-acquisition system. Extended de
tails of the setup, instrumentation, and operating procedure can be 
found in Muley and Manglik (1998). 

The test PHE (cooling unit) was configured in a single-pass, 
U-type (inlet/outlet ports for the two fluid streams on the same 
end), counterflow arrangement with 12 to 24 chevron plates. 
Chevron plates made of stainless steel with 0 = 30 deg and 60 deg 
were used in two symmetric (30 deg/30 deg and 60 deg/60 deg) 
and one mixed (30 deg/60 deg, /3„g = 45 deg) arrangements. The 
measured plate-surface corrugation profiles and other geometrical 
details are given in Fig. 3. 

The primary measurements consist of the flow rates of each fluid 
stream (hot vegetable oil and cooling utility water), their inlet and 
outlet temperatures, and the pressure drop in the process stream 
between the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger. The channel 
flow Reynolds number is based on the equivalent diameter de 

( = 2b), and all fluid properties were calculated at the bulk-mean 
temperature given by 

(TCJ + T„) /2 , and TkJ> = (TcJ> + LTJ (la) 

where 

Arlm = [ ( r w - 7V„) 

- (7V„ - 7V,)]/ln [(TV, - TV„)/(IV0 - TV,)], (lb) 

In all test runs, the cooling-water flow rates were maintained such 
that Cc > C,, so as to ensure that the process stream provided the 
dominant thermal resistance. The values of C* ( = ChICc in this 
case) ranged from 0.11 to 0.60, and TKb calculated by Eq. 1(a) thus 
takes into account nonlinear temperature variations of the hot 
process stream along the length of PHE. The steady-state energy 
balance on the process and cooling fluids, 

Q = [mc (T, - T0)]h = [mcp(T0 - r , ) ] c , (2) 

was maintained within ± 5 percent, after accounting for all heat 
losses, and the average of Qh and Qc was taken as the total heat 
load. 

From the overall thermal effectiveness of the heat exchanger, 
based on the average heat load, 

£ = [fi/Cmin(TV, - TV,)] 0 ) 

the NTU for the pure counterflow arrangement was calculated as 

NTU = [1/(1 - C*)] In [(1 - eC*)/(l ~ e)] (4a) 

Nomenclature 

A = 

h = 
C = 

C* = 

de = 
E = 
/ = 
h = 
k = 
L = 

*>P = 

th = 
N = 

Nu = 

channel flow cross section area, m2 

effective or actual heat transfer sur
face area, m2 

corrugation depth, Fig. 1(b), mm 
heat capacity rate, = mcp, W/K 

specific heat, J/kgK 
equivalent diameter, =2b, mm 
frictional pumping power, W/m2 

Fanning friction factor, Eq. (9) 
heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K 
thermal conductivity, W/mK 
effective projected flow length of 
the corrugated plate surface, m 
plate length between ports, Fig. 
1(a), m 
mass flow rate, kg/s 
number of interplate channels for 
each fluid stream 
Nusselt number, =hd,lk 

NTU 
tip 

A/? core 

Alport 

Pr 
Q 

Re 

t = 
Ar l m = 

T 
U 

= number of transfer units, Eq. (4) 
= pressure drop, N/m2 

= pressure drop in the corrugated 
core section of PHE, N/m2 

= pressure drop in the circular 
inlet/out ports of the plate pack, 
N/m2 

= Prandtl number, = ^cp/k 
= heat load, Eqs. (2) and (6), W 
= Reynolds number, =(mde)l 

(NAclx) 
plate thickness, mm 
log mean temperature difference, 
Eq. (lb), K 

= temperature, K 
= overall heat transfer coefficient, 

Eqs. (4b)-(5), W/m2K 

Greek Symbols 

corrugation inclination angle 
relative to flow direction, Fig. 1 

7 = corrugation profile aspect ratio, 
= 2blk 

e = effectiveness of the heat ex
changer, Eq. (3) 

A = wavelength of surface corruga
tion, Fig. (lb), mm 

p, = dynamic viscosity, kg/ms 
p = fluid density, kg/m3 

4> = ratio of effective to projected 
area of corrugated plate, Fig. 1 

Subscripts 

b - at bulk temperature 
c = cooling-water stream 

ch = pertaining to chevron plate 
h = hot process fluid stream 
i = inlet fluid condition 

o = outlet fluid condition 
pp = pertaining to parallel-plate 

plate = of the plate material 
w = at plate wall conditions 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of experimental test facility 

where C* = CmJCmK; as noted above, for all the test runs in the 
present experiments, C,, = Cmin. Also, 12 to 24 plates were used 
in these experiments in order to cover a wide range of Re, and the 
influence of small number of thermal plates on NTU, as suggested 
by Shah and Focke (1988), was less than 0.5 percent. This was so 
because C*, (e • C*), and (C* • NTU) values were relatively 
small in all data sets, and the plate effects are significant only when 
the converse is true (Manglik, 1999). The overall heat transfer 
coefficient was thus determined from 

V = (CmlnNTU)M (4b) 

and the heat transfer coefficient for the process fluid stream was 
then calculated from the thermal resistance summation 

(1//.J = (UU) - (t/krtJ - (1/Ae). (5) 

Note that the heat transfer area A is the same on both sides of the 
plate. However, in order to calculate h,, from Eq. (5), the cooling-
water-side heat transfer coefficient hc is needed. This was deter
mined from "calibration" equations that were devised on the basis 
of extended experiments employing the modified Wilson Plot 
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Fig. 3 Geometric details of plate surface corrugations 

technique (Shah, 1990; Manglik and Bergles, 1991). This modifi
cation of the classical Wilson Plot method (Wilson, 1915) essen
tially incorporates and accounts for variable-fluid-property effects. 
The calibration results for calculating hc for /3 = 30 deg/30 deg, 30 
deg/60 deg, and 60 deg/60 deg chevron plate arrangements can be 
found in Muley and Manglik (1997, 1998), and are not presented 
here for brevity. In all subsequent experiments, the cooling-water
side conditions were always maintained within the range of Wilson 
plot data (turbulent flows with Re > 1000). Finally, the average 
wall temperature of the plate was determined iteratively from the 
heat-and-resistance balance 

Q = hhA{Th - Tw)„ = (kwAlt){TWJ, - TWJC) 

= hcA(T„-Tb)c. (6) 

From the measured overall pressure drop across the PHE in the 
process stream, the core pressure drop can be obtained from 

Apcore = A/5measured - A p ^ - App (7) 

Here, based on an empirical equation (Shah and Focke, 1988; 
Kays, 1950) and the mean port velocity, port losses were estimated 
by 

Ap„, 1.5(pV*/2). (8) 

The pressure loss in small inlet/outlet port-pipe sections of the 
PHE (Appipc) was estimated on the basis of smooth tube friction 
factor and pipe flow velocity. Thus, for the shear loss within the 
corrugated passages (including the distribution and collection 
channels), the Fanning friction factor was calculated as 

/=(p^Apcore)/[2L(m/iVAc)2]. (9) 

The measurements were made for isothermal conditions, with fluid 
properties calculated at the bulk-mean flow temperature. 

Finally, for the measured and calculated data presented in this 
study, the experimental uncertainties were determined by the pro
cedure outlined by Moffat (1988). The maximum errors in the 
primary measurements of m, Ap, Arlm, and Q for the process flow 
stream were ±2.3 percent, ±7.6 percent, ±3.5 percent, and ±7.8 
percent, respectively. For m and Q measurements for the cooling 
water, these values were ±7.5 percent and ±7.6 percent, respec
tively. Based on this measurement uncertainty and the propagation 
of error analysis, the maximum uncertainties in Re, / , and Nu 
were, respectively, ±7.6 percent, ±8.6 percent, and ±11.0 per
cent. Also, as mentioned earlier, the energy balance was within 
±5.0 percent for the majority of the heat transfer data. Extended 
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Fig. 4 Variation of Nusselt number with chevron angle p and compari
son with results reported In the literature 

details of the instrumentation precision, error estimation, and un
certainty analysis can be found in Muley and Manglik (1998). 

Results and Discussion 
The experimental data for Nu and isothermal / , for the three 

chevron-plate arrangements (0 = 30 deg/30 deg, 30 deg/60 deg, 
and 60 deg/60 deg), presented in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, for 
cooling of hot vegetable oil (130 < Pr < 290, 0.118 < /i//x„ < 
0.393), cover a wide laminar flow range (2 < Re < 400). In order 
to evaluate the heat transfer enhancement due to chevron plates, 
the performance of an equivalent (same de) flat-plate pack pre
dicted by (Kakac et al., 1987) 

10 

/ 

o.i 

-TTT| 1 1 1 I I I I I | 1 1— 

Experimental Data {j> = 1.29, y= 0.56) -

a P = 30730° 
O p = 30760° 
O p = 60760° 

Fockeetal.(1985) -
Thonon et al. (1995) 

N u = 1.849[(d„/L) R e P r ] " V W , u > (L/de) = 55.41 

/ = ( 2 4 / R e ) (10) 

is also graphed in each figure. The enhanced performance is clearly 
evident with up to three times higher Nu in chevron-plate passages, 
and, for the same Re, higher Nu is obtained with increasing j3. This 
reflects the increased intensity of swirl or secondary flows gener
ated in the larger /3 chevron plates. However, there is a corre
spondingly higher pressure-drop penalty as well, with up to 6.6 
times higher / than in an equivalent flat-plate duct. 

The/-Re data of Fig. 5 provide some interesting evidence of the 
interplay between the flow conditions and plate surface corruga
tions on the enhancement mechanisms. With flows in the 15 < 
Re < 25 region, the data show a distinct change in the log-linear 
slope for all three chevron plates. This is indicative of the onset 
and intensification of swirling flows that are induced by the wavy, 
crisscrossing flow passages (obtained from the mating of corru
gated chevron plates) when Re > 25. The corresponding enhanced 
heat transfer data for this swirl-flow regime are presented in Fig. 4. 
In lower flow rates (Re < 25), however, there appears to be no 
swirl mixing, and the higher / in Fig. 5 are primarily due to the 
larger convoluted flow path; with cf> = 1.29, a 29 percent longer 
effective flow path is obtained. In this regime, the experimental/ 
data exhibit the classical straight duct, fully developed laminar 
flow behavior. 

A comparison of the Nu and/data with the rather sparse results 
of Thonon et al. (1995), and Focke et al. (1985) is also given in 
Figs. 4 and 5. Note that the latter are only for symmetric plate 
arrangements (j3 = 30 deg/30 deg, 45 deg/45 deg, and 60 deg/60 
deg), whereas in the present study a mixed-plate arrangement is 
used for the second case (j8 = 30 deg/60 deg => j3„g = 45 deg). 
There is fair agreement between the new Nu and / data and those 
of Thonon et al. (1995) for j8 = 30 deg and 45 deg, but their results 
for |3 = 60 deg plates are considerably higher. The Nu and/results 
of Focke et al. (1985) that are based on mass transfer experiments 
with simulated scaled-up plate surfaces are significantly higher for 
all /3 cases. Given that neither of these two studies has compared 
their own data with any other results reported in the literature4, it 
is rather difficult to explain these differences. However, among 
several factors, the differences in the chevron-plate corrugation 
geometry in these studies might be primarily responsible (Muley 
and Manglik, 1999, 1997; Ding and Manglik, 1996; Gaiser and 
Kottke, 1990). For example, the surface enlargement factor 4> = 
1.464 (7 = 1) in the mass transfer data of Focke et al. (1985) with 
scaled-up surfaces, as compared with <j> = 1.29 (7 = 0.56) in the 
present experiments. The deeper grooves (7 = 1) of the former 
would tend to induce greater swirl mixing, thereby producing 
higher Nu and / . Additionally, different Pr exponents (0.5 in the 
case of Focke et al. and j in the present data), and absence of a 
viscosity-variation correction factor could account for part of the 
deviations. In the latter case, for typical viscous liquids (Pr ~ 185), 
a variation of 0.80 > (ju.//x„) > 0.20 could result in a 3 percent 
to 20 percent difference in Nu. 

In order to obtain a clear picture of the j3 effects on the 
performance of a chevron-plate PHE, variations in [Nu (ja//u,„,)" 
Pr-''] and / for typical viscous flow condition of Re = 200 and 
corrugation aspect ratio 7, are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. 
The increase in Nu and / with increasing (J is obvious from these 
figures. However, significant differences between the results of 
other investigators are once again evident. While the Focke et al. 
(1985) results indicate that both Nu and/peak when /3 = 80 deg, 
predictions from the Wanniarachchi et al. (1995) correlations 
suggest almost an exponentially increasing behavior with )3. The 

Fig. 5 Variation of Isothermal friction factor with chevron angle p and 
comparison with results reported in the literature 

For example, Thonon et al. (1995) could have compared their data with those of 
Focke et al. (1985), and the latter could have considered comparing their results with 
those of Savostin and Tikhonov (1970), and Maslov and Kovalenko (1972). Manglik 
(1996) and Muley and Manglik (1998) have given composite comparisons, which 
show considerable differences between these results. 
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Fig. 6 Effect of chevron angle p on the Nusselt number 

present data and results of Savostin and Tikhonov (1970), on the 
other hand, show fair agreement for Nu but not for/. Again, these 
variations are perhaps due to differences in the corrugation geom
etry (y and </>). Also included in these figures are the analytical 
results from Manglik and Ding (1997), and Metwally and Manglik 
(1999) for fully developed laminar flows in double-sine and wavy-
parallel-plate channels, respectively. These results for aspect ratio 
y = 0.56, corresponding to the chevron plates used in this study, 
represent the two limiting cases of the chevron-plate geometry, 
i.e., jS = 0 deg and 90 deg. 

The influence of the aspect ratio y (ratio of twice the corrugation 
depth and wavelength, =2b/A) of the sinusoidal-plate corruga
tions in promoting swirl flows is shown in Fig. 8. Velocity vector 
results given by Metwally and Manglik (1999) for flows in j3 = 90 
deg channels are graphed in this figure, and they depict the 
evolution of secondary circulation due to change in y and Re. It is 
evident that with deeper grooves (large 7) and/or higher flow rates 
(higher Re), lateral vortices or recirculation zones develop in the 
channel troughs with higher core-flow peak velocities. When 0 
deg < |3 < 90 deg, particularly for higher /3, with crisscrossing 
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Journal of Heat Transfer 

Fig. 8 The evolution of swirl flows in p = 90 deg corrugated plate flow 
passages (Metwally and Manglik, 1999): (a) effect of y, and (b) effect of Re 

flow streams, this lateral swirling fluid motion tends to be charac
terized by helical vortices (Focke and Knibbe, 1986). For |3 = 0 
deg, straight flows in channels of double-sine cross section are 
obtained (Manglik and Ding, 1997). In any event, corrugations 
with deeper grooves and/or smaller wavelengths produce higher 
Nusselt numbers and friction factors. This is seen in Fig. 9 where 
the variation in Nu and/with y for flows in J3 = 90 deg and 0 deg 
channels for Re = 200 are graphed (based on the results given by 
Metwally and Manglik (1999), and Manglik and Ding (1997), 
respectively). These results suggest that corrugations with 0.25 < 
y < 0.75 would perhaps give the better thermal-hydraulic perfor
mance, because the pressure drop penalty with y > 1 grooves 
appears to outweigh the increase in heat transfer coefficients. 

Clearly there are rather complex influences of plate-surface 
corrugation geometry variables such as j3 and y (or <\>) that con
tribute to the enhanced thermal-hydraulic behavior (this is also 
seen in turbulent flows, as reported in Muley and Manglik (1999)). 
Nevertheless, the new data can be predicted within ±10 percent 
for both Nu and/by the following equations: 

Nu = 1.6774(de/L)"3(j3/30 deg)038 Rea5Pr"3 (/i//xH,)014 

30 deg < )3 < 60 deg, y = 0.56, 30 < Re < 400 (11) 

/ = [(30.20/Re)5 + (6.28/Re°-5)5]"-2(/3/30 deg)083 

30 deg < |3 s 60 deg, 7 = 0 . 5 6 , 2 < Re < 300 (12) 

It should be recognized that Eqs. (11) and (12) are perhaps best 
applicable for chevron plates with <j> = 1.29. Also, even though Pr 
was not a specific test variable, Pr"3 has been found to adequately 
describe its effects in viscous swirl flow heat transfer (Manglik and 

Fig. 9 Thermal-hydraulic performance of laminar periodically devel
oped flows in p = 90 deg and p = 0 deg interplate channels 
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Fig. 10 Effect of p on heat transfer enhancement with (a) fixed surface 
geometry (to, A, L, w, and <f>) and constant pumping power (£), and (to) 
fixed heat load (Q) and constant pressure drop (Ap) 

Bergles, 1993). This would extend the applicability of Eq. (11) to 
most viscous liquids, including water (Pr ~ 5). Furthermore, in 
conformity with much of the literature (Manglik, 1996; Manglik 
and Bergles, 1998), the classical Sieder and Tate (1936) viscosity-
ratio correction is used in Eq. (11). Whether the complex interplate 
channel flow requires a different factor is unclear; though for many 
practical applications this is a second-order refinement. In any 
case, additional data over an extended range of plate-surface 
characteristics (b, A, <j>, and 0) and flow conditions (Re, Pr, and 
Q) would be needed to develop more generalized Nu and / 
predictive correlations. 

While the increased effective surface area and swirl flows gen
erated in the interplate flow passages of chevron plates enhance the 
heat transfer, a large pressure drop penalty is also incurred. Bergles 
(1998), Webb (1994), and Kays and London (1984), among others, 
have outlined several figures of merit to evaluate the net enhance
ment in heat exchangers for different applications. A particularly 
useful criterion is to assess the heat transfer gains on the basis of 
equal pumping power and fixed surface geometry, relative to an 
equivalent flat-plate pack. This can be expressed as 

{qJqPP) = [Nurt/Nu,,,,]^ (13) 

where the chevron-plate and flat parallel-plate Reynolds numbers 
are linked by the equal pumping-power constraint as 

C/"Re3)t,,= ( fReV (14) 

Equation (14) requires that, for a given Ret.„, Rew must be higher, 
thereby accounting for the higher/in chevron-plate channels. The 
enhanced performance of chevron plates according to this criterion 
is shown in Fig. 10. Here, the Nurt data have been reduced to a 
projected area basis in order to account for enlargement factor </>, 
so that both chevron-plate and parallel-plate channels have the 
same heat transfer area. Inspection of this plot indicates that the 
heat transfer in corrugated chevron plates is enhanced by 1.5 to 2.9 
times that in parallel-plate channels of same geometry at equal 
pumping power. Also, higher )3 and Re promote the better perfor
mance. 

Another useful criterion is to evaluate the reduction of heat 
transfer surface area (or heat exchanger size), when compared with 
an equivalent flat-plate pack, based on the constraint of fixed heat 
duty and pressure drop, i.e., 

(AJApp) = [Nu^/NUp,,],,,,,^,,. (15) 

Once again, the specified Ap gives the interdependent Reynolds 
numbers in the chevron-plate and flat-plate channels according to 

( / R e 2 ) c „ = ( / - R e V (16) 

The consequent enhancement due to chevron plates in laminar 
flows, as measured by the criterion of Eq. (15), is also depicted in 
Fig. 10. The relatively less area requirement for same heat duty 
and pressure drop, which makes the PHE a more compact and 
economical heat exchanger, is clearly evident. Depending upon the 
flow rate and |3, up to 48 percent reduction in heat transfer surface 
area is obtainable with chevron plates; the largest reduction, of 
course, is obtained with the higher chevron angle j3. Furthermore, 
as seen in Fig. 10 for the performance criteria described by both 
Eqs. (13) and (15), there appears to be no significant advantage in 
using a mixed-plate arrangement over a symmetric arrangement. 
This is contrary to the previous observations of Marriott (1977) 
that mixed plates promote relatively higher heat transfer coeffi
cients with a much smaller pressure-drop penalty. The results in 
Fig. 10 are further supported by those reported by Heavner et al. 
(1993), and Muley and Manglik (1997, 1999). Nevertheless, 
mixed-plate arrangements have the advantage of providing an 
intermediate performance (between the symmetric high and low-/3 
plate arrangements) without requiring new plates for the interme
diate value of ^. 

Conclusions 
Experimental Nu and isothermal / data for cooling of hot veg

etable oil (130 < Pr < 290) flows in the laminar regime (2 < Re < 
400) in a single-pass PHE are presented. Three different chevron-
plate arrangements were used (symmetric arrangements with j3 = 
30 deg/30 deg and 60 deg/60 deg plates, and a mixed-plate 
arrangement with j3 = 30 deg/60 deg). Up to three times higher Nu 
is obtained with chevron plates when compared with an equivalent 
flat-plate pack at the same flow conditions, though the correspond
ing isothermal / is 6.6 times higher. The enhanced thermal-
hydraulic performance is influenced by the chevron angle j3, cor
rugation aspect ratio y, and fluid flow parameters Re, Pr, and 
(fx//j,„). Specifically, increasing )3 (and/or y) is seen to increase 
both Nu and/in chevron plate PHEs. The experimental data for 30 
deg < /3 £ 60 deg, y = 0.56 and cfr = 1.29 are represented within 
±10 percent by Eq. (11) for Nu and Eq. (12) for/. However, in 
order to develop more generalized Nu and/correlations, additional 
data for plates with different values of surface geometry variables 
such as 7 or 4> (b and A) along with /3 would be needed. Further
more, the heat transfer enhancement, that is produced primarily by 
the larger effective area of the corrugated surface and swirl flow 
mixing in the interplate passages, is quantified on the basis of two 
different criteria. For the constraint of fixed surface geometry and 
constant pumping power, and depending upon Re and /3, the heat 
transfer is enhanced by up to 2.9 times that in fiat-plate channels. 
Likewise, for the constraint of fixed heat duty and pressure drop, 
there is as much as 48 percent less heat transfer area required by 
using chevron plates instead of flat plates in a PHE. 
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Performance of Dehumidifying 
Heat Exchangers With and 
Without Wetting Coatings 
Limited previous work has shown that use of special hydrophilic coatings will provide 
lower air pressure drop in finned tube heat exchangers operated under dehumidifying 
conditions. However, no detailed work has been reported on the effect of different coating 
types, or different fin surface geometries on the wet pressure drop. In this study, wind 
tunnel tests were performed on three different fin geometries (wavy, lanced, and louver) 
under wet and dry conditions. All dehumidification tests were done for fully wet surface 
conditions. For each geometry, the tests were performed on uncoated and coated heat 
exchangers. For all three fin geometries, the wet-to-dry pressure drop ratio was 1.2 at 2.5 
m/s frontal air velocity. The coatings have no influence on the wet or dry heat transfer 
coefficient. However, the wet surface heat transfer coefficient was 10 to 30 percent less 
than the dry heat transfer coefficient, depending on the particular fin geometry. The effect 
of the fin press oil on wet pressure drop was also studied. If the oil contains a surfactant, 
good temporary wetting can be obtained on an uncoated surface; however, this effect is 
quickly degraded as the oil is washed from the surface during wet operation. This work 
also provides a critical assessment of data reduction methods for wet surface operation, 
including calculation of the fin efficiency. 

Introduction 
Most previous dehumidifying heat exchanger experiments on 

uncoated fins were primarily concerned with the air-side heat 
transfer coefficient and the pressure drop. The wet pressure drops 
under wet condition were reported as 1.5 to 2.0 times higher than 
that of the dry condition, depending upon the fin geometry and the 
condensation load. The only reported work on hydrophilic coated 
heat exchangers is that of Mimaki (1987). He found that the wet 
pressure drop of the coils was reduced up to 40 to 50 percent using 
hydrophilic coated fins. He also claimed that the air-side heat 
transfer coefficient of the coated core was increased by two to 
three percent. Mimaki (1987) did not describe the fin geometry 
tested, nor did he provide details of the operating conditions and 
data reduction method. 

There is controversy regarding the repotted air-side heat transfer 
coefficients under wet conditions. For instance, McQuiston 
(1978a) claimed that the air-side heat transfer under wet conditions 
was lower than that of the dry condition, while Eckels and Rabas 
(1987) came to the opposite conclusion. Careful study of the 
literature on operation with dehumidification suggests that the 
differing answers may be because: (1) incorrect equations were 
used to calculate the wet-surface fin efficiency, (2) the fins were 
not fully wet, or (3) steady state was not achieved during the test. 
Further, some authors have used the enthalpy driving potential and 
others have used the specific humidity driving potential to define 
the wet surface heat transfer coefficient. The enthalpy driving 
potential includes small approximations not involved in use of the 
specific humidity driving potential. Threlkeld (1970) justified that 
the approximations were negligible if the fins are fully wet. 

Because of the differing methods used by the several authors 
reporting wet surface data, and the lack of detailed information, 
there is considerable uncertainty in the literature. This work seeks 
to perform the dehumidification tests under fully wet conditions, 
and uses the specific humidity driving potential for the data reduc-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF HEAT 
TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, June 16,1998; revision 
received, Apr. 1, 1999. Keywords: Coatings, Convection, Dehumidification, Experi
mental, Heat Transfer, Heat Exchangers. Associate Technical Editor: M. Kaviany. 

tion. The purpose of this work was to assess the effect of hydro
philic coatings on the performance of three different enhanced fin 
geometries. The wet surface tests were run under fully wet surface 
conditions. Appendices A and B provide the detailed methodology 
for reducing wet surface heat transfer data. This description is 
provided for use of either the specific humidity or the enthalpy 
driving potentials. 

Experimental Program 
A wind tunnel test was conducted to assess the thermal perfor

mance of the coils having Aqua-Shed and Sama coated fins. 
Aqua-Shed and Sama are commercial hydrophilic coating brand 
names produced by Alcoa and Sama companies, respectively. The 
details on the coatings are described in Appendix B of Hong 
(1996). Heat exchangers having uncoated fins of the same geom
etry were also tested to provide a comparison base. The three-row 
coils have wavy or lanced fins 472 fins/m (12 fins/in.) on 9.5-mm 
tubes, while two-row coils have louver fins 670 fins/m (17 fins/in.) 
on 7-mm tubes. The three different fin geometries are shown in 
Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c). The heat exchangers tested are listed in 
Table 1. 

The water circuiting pattern for three row coils and two row 
coils is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Three row coils have four 
passes and the two row coils have two passes, respectively. 

Wind Tunnel Apparatus Setup. The wind tunnel has a 305 
mm X 476 mm (12 in. X 18 J in.) cross section and is shown in 
Fig. 3(a). A humidifier was installed upstream from the extended 
duct (Fig. 3(b)) to humidify the incoming air. To remove nonuni-
formity in temperature and humidity, two of 2.44-m (8-ft) long 
ducts, having a 381 mm X 559 mm (15 in. X 22 in.) cross section 
(Fig. 3(b)), were placed upstream of the heat exchanger. Two 
steam bars were installed at the front of the extended duct in which 
a 305-mm (12-in.) diameter stationary propeller fan was installed. 
This fan helped mix the air with injected steam. The fan was 
framed with rectangular shaped plywood (381 mm X 559 mm) 
whose center has a 305 mm hole for a fan installation. Also, two 
mixing devices were inserted between the extended ducts as shown 
in Fig. 3(b). These mixing devices were made by following 
ASHRAE 41.1 instructions as in Fig. 3(c). To have uniform flow 
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through the duct, different sizes of honey combs were positioned 
in the second duct. To overcome the cross section size difference 
between the extended ducts and the Plexiglas part of the wind 
tunnel, the linking box was made of smooth curved thin stainless 
steel panels. Two wire meshes were installed at each end of this 
box. An observation box was installed downstream from the test 
section (Fig. 3(c)); it was used to observe and measure the water 
carryover. A refrigeration system (Fig. 4) was installed to allow air 
cooling in the heat exchanger. This consists of a three-ton hermetic 
R-22 compressor, and a city water cooled condenser. This system 
cools the water circulating the heat exchanger. 

Two thermocouples were placed upstream of the test section to 
measure the incoming air temperature and a grid array of 24 
thermocouples were installed downstream of the test section for 
measuring the leaving air temperature. A Pitot tube, placed in the 

Fig, 1(c) 

Fig. 1 Fin geometries; (a) wavy {b) lanced, and (c) louver 

plexiglass section of the wind tunnel as in Fig. 3(a) connected to 
the precision manometer measured the incoming air velocity. 

To measure the cooled water mass flow rate, the volumetric flow 
meter (2.27 kg/s full-scale capacity) was set up before the cooled 
water goes to the heat exchanger. This flowmeter was calibrated by 

Nomenclature 

a = constant defined by Eq. (4) 
A = area, m2 

Afr = heat exchanger air side flow frontal 
area, m2 

bt = slope of the saturated air enthalpy 
versus temperature curve, kJ/ 
(kg-K) 

cp = specific heat at constant pressure, 
J/kgK 

D = tube diameter, m 
D,, = hydraulic diameter, m 

/ = fanning friction factor, dimension-
less 

h = convection heat transfer coefficient, 
W/m2K 

i = enthalpy of steam-air mixture, en
thalpy of saturated air at tube wall 
temperature (/sat), kJ/kg 

hfg = latent heat of vaporization of 
steam, kJ/kg 

/0 = modified Bessel function solution 
of the first kind, order 0 

/, = modified Bessel function solution 
of the first kind, order 1 

j = Colburn factor, dimensionless 
k = thermal conductivity, W/m-K 

K„, = mass transfer coefficient, kg/m2-s 
K0 = modified Bessel function solution 

of the second kind, order 0 
Kx = modified Bessel function solution 

of the second kind, order 1 
m = mass flow rate, kg/s 

NTU = number of heat transfer units, 
dimensionless 

Nu = Nusselt number, dimensionless 
Pr = Prandtl number, dimensionless 
q = heat flux, W/m2 

Q = heat transfer rate, W 
Re = Reynolds number, dimensionless 
Sc = Schmidt number, dimensionless 

t — tube wall thickness, m 
T = temperature, CC 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient, 

W/m2-K 
W = specific humidity at bulk air con

dition, specific humidity of satu
rated air at tube wall temperature 
(WJ), kg/kg 

Greek Letters 

a = thermal diffusivity, m2/s 
/3 = parameter defined as /3 = cv 

AP = pressure drop, Pa 
Arlm = logarithmic mean temperature 

difference, K 
4> = parameter defined by Eq. (B5) 

r\s = fin efficiency of the fin, dimen
sionless 

T)„ = surface efficiency for finned sur
face [=1 - (1 - T)f)Af/A], 
dimensionless 

JJL — fluid dynamic viscosity coeffi
cient, Pa-s 

v = kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
p = fluid density, kg/m3 

Subscripts 

air = evaluated at local bulk air condi
tion 

avg = average 
c = cross-sectional 

conv = convection 
D = diameter 

dry = dry surface condition 
eff = effective 

/ = f i n 
fr = frontal 
h = hydraulic 
i = inside tube 

in = inlet condition 
lat = latent 

max = maximum 
ma = moist air 

o = outside 
out = outlet condition 
sen = sensible 
tot = total 
w = water 

wet = wet surface condition 

Superscripts 

m = constant defined by Eq. (4) 
n = constant defined by Eq. (4) 
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Table 1 Heat exchangers tested 

Core 
number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Fins/m 
spacing 

472 
472 
472 
472 
670 
670 

Fin 
type 

Wavy 
Wavy 
Lanced 
Lanced 
Louver 
Louver 

Tube O.D. 
(mm) 

9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
7.0 
7.0 

s, 
(mm) 

25.4 
25.4 
25.4 
25.4 
25.4 
25.4 

St 
(mm) 

22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 

Surface 
treatment 

None 
Aqua-Shed 
None 
Aqua-Shed 
None 
Sama 

Tube 
type 

Smooth 
Smooth 
Micro-fin 
Micro-fin 
Micro-fin 
Micro-fin 

weighing the mass collected during a given period. The relation
ship between the mass flow rate in kg/s units and the percentage 
scale was found and the scale calibration curve was prepared. To 
measure the entering and leaving cooled water, reliable thermom
eters (0.15°C accuracy) were installed 1.0 m away from the heat 
exchanger. The 1-m length of pipe, between the thermistors and 
the heat exchanger was well insulated. A container was located 
below the heat exchanger to catch the condensate when the in
coming air was dehumidified. 

The wet-bulb temperature was measured inside the wind tunnel 
duct by inserting high-accuracy mercury thermometers (0.05°C 
division), which are 0.61 meter away upstream and downstream 
from the test section. The wet bulb temperature was used to 
determine the relative humidity, and enthalpy of the incoming and 
leaving air. To make certain that the fins are fully wet, the relative 
humidity was kept above 82 percent for which the leading edge fin 
tip was below the dew point of the inlet air. 

Heat Exchanger Preparation. Because the physical size of 
the testing heat exchangers was larger than the test section of the 
wind tunnel, the area outside the wind tunnel flow cross section 
was blocked by duct tape. The space between the fins was not 
filled. It is probable that a small amount of air bypassed into the fin 
region outside the wind tunnel cross section. The fin height outside 
the wind tunnel cross section is 14 percent of the total fin height. 
As discussed later, this may slightly increase the calculated heat 
transfer coefficient and reduce the pressure drop. However, this is 
not an important issue in the present work, because the issues of 
concern were the wet heat transfer and pressure drop of the coated 
coils, relative to the uncoated coils. 

Heat Transfer Coefficient Measurement. For the dry con
dition, the heat transfer rate (Q) is calculated as the average of the 
air and water-side values. For the wet condition, the sensible heat 
transfer rate is calculated from the gse„ = fitot - Q\„- The UA 
value was calculated using the effectiveness-NTU equation for 
unmixed-unmixed cross flow. The air-side sensible heat transfer 
coefficient was calculated by subtracting the water-side and the 
wall resistance from the total thermal resistance, assuming zero 
water-side fouling resistance. Thus, 

Afr 

Voh„A0 UA h,A, 

/\frt< •fr*w 

K'w^v. 
(1) 

For smooth tubes, the Petukhov (1970) correlation for turbulent 
flow in tubes was used to calculate the tube-side heat transfer 
coefficient because the Reynolds number of this work fell in the 
turbulent region (ReD/1 > 104). This equation is 

Nu = 

ReD Pr 

(2) 
1.07 + 12.7 (Pr 2 / 3 - 1) 

the friction factor is given by 

/ 
1 

(1.58 l n R e M - 3 . 2 8 ) 2 (3) 

For micro-finned tubes, the Brognaux et al. (1997) correlation 
for single-phase flow was used. They developed a correlation for 
the water-side heat transfer coefficient for the different helix 
angles of micro-finned tubes. Their correlations are of the form 

Nu„ a Re£, Pr" (4) 

where the constants "a," "m," and "n" were empirically deter
mined for different geometries of the micro-finned tubes. The ReD(, 
is the based on the tube inside diameter if the fins are melted and 
the metal is returned to the tube wall. 

The air-side sensible j factor is obtained using the following 
equation: 

h 

a-Afr 

Pr2 (5) 

The wet sensible ./-factor is obtained by using the wet sensible heat 
transfer coefficient /iW(J„ in place of h in Eq. (5). Appendix A shows 
the methodology to calculate the wet heat transfer coefficient. 

Water IN 

Air Flow 

Water OUT 

m 
1 Circuit 

Fig. 2(a) 

Water OUT 

Air Flow 

ky 

o o 

Water IN 

Fig. 2(b) 

Fig. 2 Water circuiting of the heat exchangers; (a) three rows (b) two 
rows 
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Fig. 3(a) Subsonic wind tunnel 
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Steam Bars Stationary 
Fan 

Steam 
Mixer 

Clear glass 

<3 Wire Screen 

Fig. 3(b) Extended duct section of wind tunnel to accommodate the steam mixer 

Fig. 3(c) Steam mixer 

Fin Efficiency Calculation. To obtain the heat transfer coef
ficient, it is necessary to find the fin efficiency. The fin efficiency 
of wavy fins was calculated using Eq. (B4) of Appendix B, which 
is based on the sector method using the equivalent circular fin area. 
The fin length for the wavy fins was based on the total profile 

length of the wave. This method probably overestimates the fin 
efficiency for the louver and lanced fins. This will result in under
estimating the sensible heat transfer of louver and lanced fin heat 
exchangers. 

For calculation of the wet surface fin efficiency, the C-parameter 
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Evaporator -* Cold Water 

Fig. 4 Refrigeration system to provide the cold water on the tube-side 

in the Hong and Webb equation is calculated as described by Wu 
and Bong (1994) as shown in Eq. (B3). Wu and Bong showed that 
the C-parameter defined by McQuiston and Parker (1994) is in
correct. More precisely, the McQuiston and Parker C-parameter is 
valid only for air in the bulk stream at 100 percent relative 
humidity. The authors have compared the calculated wet fin effi
ciency based on the Wu and Bong C-parameter with the equation 
proposed by Threlkeld (1970). Both methods give the same an
swer. However, the McQuiston and Parker (1994) method shows 
that wet fin efficiency is dependent on the air inlet humidity. We 
believe this incorrect calculation results from the erroneous defi
nition of the C-parameter. 

Air-Side Pressure Drop Measurement. A traveling well 
micro-manometer was used to measure the static pressure differ
ence across the heat exchanger. Piezio-stating rings consisting of 
four small taps (one in each duct wall) are used for measuring the 
pressure upstream and downstream of the heat exchanger. Data 
were taken for a range of increasing frontal air velocities between 
1 to 3 m/sec or up to a higher velocity at which carryover occurs. 

The dry condition was accomplished by supplying hot water 
(46CC) to the tube-side of the heat exchangers. The wet condition 
was established by circulating cold water. The driving potential for 
the wet condition is defined by the enthalpy driving potential (iairi„ 
— 'sat.wai in). To keep the driving potential constant, the entering 
water temperature was controlled to a fixed value. This was done 
by either controlling the R-22 temperature in the refrigeration 
system, or steam from the humidifier. 

The pressure drop test for the wet condition was conducted 
using the following procedure: 

1 Run the refrigeration system until the entering water tem
perature reaches 5°C. 

2 Turn on the wind tunnel with humidification of the incoming 
air. Start with low air velocity and be sure to have the level of 
incoming air humidity greater than 82 percent. 

3 Measure the air velocity and read the pressure drop across 
the heat exchanger after the steady state is reached. Here, steady 
state means that when the fluctuation of web bulb temperature of 
the incoming air and the water entering temperature is within 
0.1 °C for two minutes. 

4 Repeat the above procedures for each air velocity. 

To confirm that the coated and uncoated core were identical 
geometries, the isothermal condition pressure test was performed. 
Because the bottom of the pressure tap downstream from the test 
section was clogged by condensate for the dehumidifying test, the 
isothermal condition pressure test was also conducted without 
using the bottom tap. No difference was found whether three or 
four taps were used. 

Uncertainty Analysis. An uncertainty analysis was per
formed using the method of Kline (1965) and described in Holman 
(1989). Assuming accurate knowledge of the flow cross-sectional 
area, the results are given in Table 2. 

It was previously noted that the oversize coil was sandwiched 
between flanges. This allowed air to expand in the fin region at the 
top of the coil. This "bypass" effect introduced additional uncer
tainty in the flow cross section, and in the actual heat transfer/ 
friction surface area. It is expected that this acted to increase the 
heat transfer coefficient and reduce the pressure drop below the 
values that would exist if such bypass did not exist. In separate 
tests performed later, work was done to determine the magnitude 
of the error associated with this bypass effect. It was concluded 
that the additional error associated with the bypass are very small. 

The key purpose of these tests was to determine the effect of 
coatings on the wet heat transfer coefficient. Although the bypass 
effect may have a small affect on the absolute error of the data, it 
should have no effect on the relative effect of the coating on the 
wet and dry pressure drop. This is the key issue addressed in this 
work. 

Air 
velocity 

Low 
High 

Table 2 Results of uncertainty analysis 

(Based on known flow area) 

(%) 

1.0 
0.1 

h 
(dry) 

5.0 
3.0 

h 
(wet) 

14.0 
7.0 
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Fig. 5 Coating durability dry/wet cycle 

Results and Discussion 
The purpose of the wind tunnel test was to assess how the 

coating, and oil contamination, affected the wet surface heat trans
fer and pressure drop results. It was expected that the contact angle 
will influence the wet surface pressure drop results. The effect of 
coatings on contact angle is reported by Hong and Webb (1998). 

The present wind tunnel test results should be indicative of the 
first dry/wet cycle. Hence, it is suggested that the wind tunnel test 
results are related to the contact angles shown in Fig. 5 (Hong and 
Webb, 1999) for the first dry/wet cycle. It is probable that test 
results presented here are not indicative of the contact angle effects 
that will result after 1000 dry/wet cycles. 

Heat Transfer Coefficient and Pressure Drop. 

Dry Coil Performance. The dry heat transfer coefficients and 
pressure drop results for 472 fins/m (12 fins/in.) wavy, lanced fins 
and 670 fins/m (17 fins/in.) louver fin cores are shown in Fig. 6. 
This figure shows no coating effect on the dry coil performance. 
This is expected because the thickness of the coating is so small 

0.1 

0.01 

0.001 

Uncoated Core 

) factor f factor 

Coated Core 

j factor f factor 

472 fins/m (12 fpl) Wavy 

472 fins/m (12 fpi) Lanced 

670 lins/m(17fpi) Louver 

1000 

Re„, 

Fig. 7 Wet coil performance comparison 

(<1 jam) that the thermal resistance of the coating can be negli
gible. The lanced fin heat exchanger has the best thermal perfor
mance among the three fin geometries as well as showing the 
highest pressure drop. Because the fin efficiency was overesti
mated for both louver and lanced fin heat exchangers, the heat 
transfer performance will be higher than shown in Fig. 6. It is 
noted that the wavy fin efficiency equation was used for lanced and 
louver fins. 

Wet Coil Performance. The wet coil performance for 472 
fins/m (12 fins/in.) wavy, lanced fin and 670 fins/m (17 fins/in.) 
louver fin cores are presented in Fig. 7. The thermal performance 
(heat transfer coefficient) of the tested cores was expressed by the 
y'-factor as defined in Eq. (16) and the pressure drop characteristics 
by the friction factor. In general, the hydrophilic coating did not 
decrease the wet sensible heat transfer coefficients for three dif
ferent fin geometries compared with the uncoated heat exchangers. 
However, the ratio of the wet-to-dry heat transfer coefficients were 
0.8 to 0.9 for wavy and louver coils, and 0.7 for the lanced fin heat 
exchanger, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. It is believed that the 
low value of the h^,Jhirj ratio for the lanced fins (Fig. 8) occurs 
because the wet fin efficiency is less than that for the dry fin. This 
implies that if the actual wet surface fin efficiency of lanced fins is 

472 fins/m (12 fpi) Wavy 

. 472 fins/m(12fpi) Lanced 

670 fins/m (17fpi) Louver 

0.1 

0.01 

Uncoated 

j factor f factor 
Coated 
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Re„ 

Fig. 6 Dry coll performance comparison 
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Fig. 10 Pressure drop of 472 fins/m (12 fIns/In.) wavy core 

used in calculation of the wet sensible heat transfer coefficient, the 
heat transfer ratio (hmJh^) would be higher. 

The coating on the 670 fins/m (17 fins/in.) louver fin coil 
resulted in a 40 percent to 50 percent wet coil pressure drop 
reduction as in Fig. 9. This result is consistent with those shown by 
Mimaki (1987). He showed that the coated heat exchangers could 
provide a wet coil pressure drop reduction as large as 50 percent. 
It is believed that the contact angles of the uncoated and coated 
louver fins are 88 deg and 10 deg, respectively, as shown in Fig. 
5 which was shown in Hong (1998). This is based on the mea
surement of the contact angles on the samples dipped in the type 
"B" oil and was heated with a torch for 30 seconds to evaporate the 
oil. This is the same procedure used in the manufacturing process 
of the louvered fin heat exchanger. This supports the postulate that 
the lower contact angle will provide lower wet coil pressure drop. 

For 472 fins/m (12 fins/in.) wavy and lanced finned cores, type 
"A" fin press oil was used in the coil fabrication process. The 
characteristics of the fin press oil (Type "A") are totally different 
than that of the type "B" oil. Type "A" oil provided hydrophilicity 
on the surface because it contained a surfactant. However, type 
"B" oil, which did not contain a surfactant, did not enhance 
wetting, as shown in Fig. 5. The summary of the Fig. 5 is tabulated 
as shown in Table 3. 

The contact angle of oil "A" dipped uncoated aluminum is 16 
deg and that of oil "B" dipped coated one is 88 deg. This indicates 
that the oil "A" applied cores will provide wet pressure drop as low 
as the coated cores. However, this effect is believed to be tempo
rary and will exist until the surfactant is washed away by repeated 
wet/dry cycling. This is shown in Fig. 10 and the 472 fins/m (12 
fins/in.) lanced fin data in Fig. 9. Figure 10 demonstrated that the 

Table 3 Contact angle of the aluminum substrate 

Condition 
Initial contact 

angle 

Contact angle 
after 1000 
dry/wet 
cycles 

Bare Aluminum 85 deg 55 deg 
Hydrophilic Coated Aluminum 

w/o Oil Application <15 deg 55-to-65 deg 
Oil "A" 

Bare Aluminum 15 deg 65 deg 
Coated Aluminum <15 deg 55-to-80 deg 

Oil "B" 
Bare Aluminum Not Available Not Available 
Coated Aluminum 88 deg Not Available 

wet coil pressure drop of oil "A" contaminated uncoated wavy 
core was the same as that of the coated one. To make oil free fin 
surfaces, the uncoated wavy core was steam cleaned with steam 
cleaning compound (1:20 volume ratio) for ten minutes. The 
cleaned cores were retested after the confirmation that the un
coated fin surface was oil free. This was done by observation that 
the sprayed water made bridges between the fins. The effect of the 
steam cleaning is to increase the wet surface pressure drop of the 
uncoated coil approximately 16 percent, relative to the uncleaned 
test. A dehumidification test for a cleaned, uncoated core was 
repeated and the original results were reproduced as in Fig. 10. 

The hydrophilic coating on the 472 fins/m (12 fins/in.) wavy fin 
provides only 15 percent wet pressure drop reduction at 2.5 m/s 
frontal air velocity, whereas the coating on the 670 fins/m (17 
fins/in.) louver fin gives 40 percent wet pressure drop reduction at 
the same air velocity. This is because of the difference in the wet 
to dry pressure drop ratio (AP„JAPily) of the uncoated cores and 
the fin spacing (12 fins/in. versus 17 fins/in.). At 2.5 m/s frontal 
velocity, the A_Pwel/APdry of the uncoated louver fin core was 2.4 as 
compared to 1.42 for the wavy fins for the louver fins and. Thus the 
coating had more impact on the louver fin core than the wavy fin 
core. However, the ratio of the wet to dry pressure drop (APwet/ 
APiry) for the coated cores were both 1.2 at the same frontal air 
velocity. 

For a coating having approximately 10-deg contact angle, the 
coating will provide only a 20 percent pressure drop increase 
(relative to the dry value) at 2.5 m/s frontal air velocity, regardless 
of the fin geometry, fin spacing, and tube layout. The associated 
wet pressure drop reductions, relative to the uncoated values, will 
be greatest when applied to high-density lanced or louver fin 
geometries; without the hydrophilic coating, these fins typically 
have 100 percent pressure drop increase under wet conditions. 

We note that the present wind tunnel results do not prove 
durability of coatings in providing low wet pressure drop over 
many wet/dry cycles. Previous work of Hong and Webb (1999) has 
shown that the contact angle increases with number of wet/dry 
cycles. Hence, further work is desired to obtain wet pressure drop 
wind tunnel data on coils for increasing numbers of wet/dry cycles. 

Conclusions 
Hydrophilic coatings will reduce the wet pressure drop without 

decreasing the wet sensible heat transfer coefficient. The present 
test results do not establish that the wet pressure drop reduction 
will be maintained with increasing number of wet/dry cycles. 
Further testing is required to investigate this. The itemized con
clusions obtained from this study are as follows: 
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1 For wet coils the hydrophilic coating applied on the louver 
and wavy fin reduces the wet pressure drop to 45 percent, and 15, 
respectively at 2.5 m/s frontal air velocity. 

2 Fin press oil can influence the test results. If the oil contains 
a surfactant, it will provide temporary wet pressure drop reduction 
on uncoated coils. However, the surfactant is easily washed off. 

3 The coating has no effect on the dry and wet sensible heat 
transfer coefficient for all fin geometries tested. 

4 The ratio of the wet to dry sensible heat transfer coefficient 
was 0.85 to 0.90 for the wavy and louver fin heat exchangers. The 
apparent ratio was smaller for lanced fin exchangers. This is 
because the fin efficiency of the wet surface is overestimated. 

5 Wet surface fin efficiency should be calculated using the Wu 
and Bong (1994) C-parameter (for specific humidity driving po
tential) or the Threlkeld (1970) equation for enthalpy driving 
potential. The McQuiston and Parker (1994) C-parameter will 
yield incorrect results for air humidity less than 100 percent and is 
not recommended. 
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A P P E N D I X A 

Wet Surface Data Reduction 

Data Reduction Methods With Dehumidification. Two dif
ferent driving potentials have been used to define the wet, sensible 
heat transfer coefficient. These are specific humidity and enthalpy. 
It is important that the tests be run under fully wet conditions. Both 
methods are described below. 

Specific Humidity Driving Potential, The heat transfer rate 
under wet conditions is the sum of the sensible heat and the latent 
heat transfer rate. The latent heat transfer rate is proportional to the 
mass transfer coefficient and the specific humidity change 

q = V^Ah^T - T„k) + K,»hfg(Wak - Wj)]. (Al) 

From the experimental measurement, the total heat transfer rate 
and the sensible heat transfer rate are computed using Eqs. (A.2) 
and (A.3). 

t i tot ^airv'air.in 'air.otit/ \™-*-) 

lisen = w a i r c p ,a i rA^a i r ( A 3 ) 

The Qse„ is also given by Qsm = UA AT,„,, where 

Ar,„, = (ra i r ,in -̂ "wttter.out ) - (T'air.out - ^waler.in) 

In 
(A4) 

and 

1 1 J_ J_ 
UA r\„h0A0 kA„, hjA, ' 

(A5) 

The air-side thermal resistance is obtained from subtraction of 
the tube-side thermal resistance and the tube wall thermal resis
tance from the total thermal resistance. Thus, the wet sensible heat 
transfer coefficient is determined as 

1 1 

UA 
t 

kA„ 

1 
(A6) 

The wet surface fin efficiency (%WCI) is described in Appendix 
B. 

Enthalpy Potential. Threlkeld (1970) has shown that Eq. (Al) 
can be approximated as an air enthalpy difference given by 

q = 
' ' lo.wet'^wet"^ 

V^air ^sat/- (A7) 

by 
When one uses Eq. (A7), the wet surface fin efficiency is defined 

^/.wet : 
V.avg 

V-hase 
(A8) 

In this analysis, the water film thickness and temperature drop 
across the water film is assumed to be negligible. 

A P P E N D I X B 

Dry and Wet Surface Fin Efficiency Calculation 

Various equations have been proposed for calculation of the fin 
efficiency of plate and circular fins for dry and wet operating 
conditions. These are summarized in Table Bl. 

Wet fin efficiency equations for different fin geometries were 
tabulated in Table Bl. 

For a continuous plate fin, the following three methods have 
been used in literature publications: 

1 Schmidt Eq. (1945), 

Table Bl Summary of the fin efficiency equations 

Fin 
geometry 

Straight Fin 

Circular Fin 

Dry fin efficiency 
equation 

Threlkeld (1970) 
McQuiston (1975) 

Wu and Bong (1994) 

Schmidt (1945) 

Hong and Webb (1996) 

Wet fin efficiency equation 

Threlkeld (1970): I-Potential 
McQuiston (1975): W-

Potential 
Wu and Bong (1994): W-

Potential 

McQuiston and Parker 
(1994): W-Potential 

Hong and Webb (1996): 
W-Potential 
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2 sector method employing circular fin efficiency equation, and 
3 equivalent circular method employing circular fin efficiency 

equation. 

An analytical method to calculate the dry fin efficiency of lanced 
or louver fin geometries does not exist. Authors typically use the 
fin efficiency equation for a continuous plate fin equation. How
ever, the fin efficiency of slit fins will be overestimated using the 
fin efficiency equation for continuous fins. 

The fin efficiency of a wet fin is obtained using a modified form 
of the dry surface fin efficiency equation, where 

2r, 
Vf.wet ' 

where 

M(r2
0 

Kx(Mr,)h{Mr0) - K^Mr^I^Mn) 

K^MrJlMrt) + K0{Mri)h{Mro) 

M = 
hP 

k~A~r 
1 + C — 

The C-parameter is defined here as 

W/,tip _ W/.base 

c = 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

(B3) 
' / . t ip * /.base 

Because the Bessel functions are tedious to evaluate, an empir
ical curve fit solution to Eq. (Bl) was developed by Hong and 
Webb (1996). This is 

Vf.y, 
tanh (Mrt<f)) cos (0.1M/-;$) 

Mri4> 
(B4) 

where 4> is defined as 

4> 1 + 0 . 3 5 In (B5) 

Schmidt (1945) defined an alternate empirical equation for fin 
efficiency, which is given by 

% : 
tanh (mrjCJ)) 

mrj4> 
(B6) 

Equation (B6) may be used for wet surfaces if m is replaced by M 
as defined by Eq. (B2). Equation (B4) is accurate within nine 
percent, whereas Eq. (B6) is accurate within 18 percent, for 0 s 
m(r0 — r,) S 2.5. 

Both Wu and Bong (1994) and McQuiston (1975) have defined 
the C-parameter to be used in the fin efficiency equation. Wu and 
Bong (1994) defined the C-parameter per Eq. (B3), which is based 
on the fact that the specific humidity of the saturated air on the wet 
surface is a linear function of the local fin temperature. However, 
the McQuiston (1975) definition for the C-parameter is valid only 
for saturated air. Therefore, the authors have recommended use 
Wu and Bong (1994) C-parameter. 

One may also use Eq. (B4) to calculate the fin efficiency when 
using the enthalpy driving potential (Eq. (A7)). In this case, the 
parameter M is defined as 

M 
hP 

kAr 

b, 
(B7) 

where b, is the slope of the saturated air enthalpy, diJdT,. 
Note that the fins must be fully wet to use the wet surface fin 

efficiency equations. 
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Turbulent Convection in a 
Czochralski Silicon Melt 
The individual and combined effects of buoyancy, crystal rotation, and crucible rotation 
are reported in this paper for axisymmetrically averaged melt convection in a large 
Czochralski crystal growth system for silicon. These body force effects are characterized 
by the respective parameters of Grashof number, Gr, rotational Reynolds number, Re,, 
and the Marangoni number, Ma. The range investigated consists of 10s < Gr < 10'°, 
103 < Re ^ 3 X 104, and 103 < Ma s W, which is appropriate for the real Czochralski 
system. The studies are based on a multizone, adaptive, finite volume calculation. 
Validations of the numerical procedures are presented, including a grid convergence 
study. The effects of buoyancy and rotation on melt convection are discussed in detail. 
When the crystal and crucible both rotate at the same speed, but in opposite directions, 
without buoyancy, the effect of the crucible rotation is stronger. The rotation induces 
turbulence, contrary to what the literature suggests. For the combined effects, the intensity 
of turbulence and the average Nusselt number at the crucible wall are largest when 
buoyancy is slightly dominant over rotation. High rotation rates generate temperature 
oscillations in the presence of high Grashof numbers. Because of the consequence of 
oscillation for crystal quality, a dynamic adjustment of the rotation rate might be 
necessary in order to obtain desirable growth conditions. 

1 Introduction 
The problem of interest in this paper pertains to the melt 

convection in large-diameter silicon crystal growth, which plays a 
central role in the Czochralski (Cz) crystal growth process (Miiller 
and Ostrogorsky, 1994; Prasad et al., 1997). Some important 
process features, such as the crystal-melt interface shape, temper
ature distribution, and the stress field are quite sensitive to the melt 
flow. The melt flow also determines the distribution of oxygen or 
rejected species at the growth interface and hence the composition 
of the crystal (Prasad et al., 1997). The melt flow in a Cz system 
is driven by buoyancy, crystal and crucible rotation, and surface 
tension. These effects are characterized by the respective nondi-
mensional parameters: the Grashof number, Gr, rotational Reyn
olds number, Re„ and the Marangoni number, Ma. The Cz tech
nology has evolved from 25-50 mm (1-2 in.) diameter crystals to 
the current industry trend of 150-300 mm (6-12 in.) crystals. In 
systems with medium to large crystals (diameter > 150 mm), Gr 
has values in the range 109 < Gr < 3 X 1010, Re, values of 10" < 
Re, < 7 X 105, and Ma in the range 103 < Ma < 105. The flow 
in these systems is known to be turbulent (Ristorcelli and Lumley, 
1993; Zhang, T. et al., 1996). However, many numerical studies of 
crystal growth are set up for the laminar model. Kim and Langlois 
(1986), Anselmo et al. (1993), and Togawa et al. (1995) carried out 
time-dependent axisymmetric laminar simulations and showed 
multicellular flow structures that evolve in time. MihelciC and 
Wingerath (1989) performed three-dimensional time-dependent 
simulations for the buoyancy-driven flow in a 120-mm diameter 
crucible and predicted a three-dimensional time-dependent con
vection. However, these simulations do not reproduce the high-
frequency oscillations which have been observed in experiments 
on both the temperature fields and dopant striations (Elwell and 
Andersen, 1989; Iliev et al., 1991; Miiller and Ostrogorsky, 1994). 
It has been observed by Kobayashi et al. (1991), Ono et al. (1993), 
and the current authors (Zhang, T., et al., 1996) that the numerical 
simulations for Gr > 108 will not converge if a laminar model is 
used, unless an unacceptably large amount of numerical dissipa-
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tion is applied. The results obtained from laminar calculation also 
do not agree well with experimental observations (Kobayashi et 
al., 1991; Ono et al., 1993; Kinney and Brown, 1993). 

In principle, one could apply the direct numerical simulation 
(DNS) technique to calculate the turbulence during crystal growth. 
However, DNS requires very fine mesh in space and time, as well 
as special numerical schemes, and is therefore limited to low Gr 
and Re values and relatively simple geometries and boundary 
conditions. Further, although significant progress has been made in 
recent years (Germano et al., 1991), the large eddy simulation 
procedure, LES, has not matured to a state where it can be 
routinely used for the calculation of realistic engineering systems. 
Therefore, the use of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations 
(RANS) is perhaps the only feasible approach to analyze the Cz 
system, given the current state of turbulence and CFD technology. 
Kobayashi et al. (1991) and Kinney and Brown (1993) have 
calculated the Cz system with the standard kinetic energy-
turbulence dissipation (k-e) model. Ristorcelli and Lumley (1993) 
used a more complicated model based on the second moments of 
turbulence fluctuations. Their approach, however, requires the 
simultaneous solution of 17 coupled partial differential equations 
and 23 nonlinear algebraic equations. This is computationally 
expensive and will not be a choice for simulating the flow in a real 
Cz system. In a recent comparison study (Zhang, T., et al., 1996), 
the present authors have shown that, in comparison to many 
variations of the k-e model, the renormalization group (RNG) 
model, which is the one used to generate the results in this paper, 
gave the best overall performance for natural convection in a 
cavity. It does not introduce much complication or cost relative to 
the standard k-e model. Further work by the authors has confirmed 
the suitability of the RNG model for melt convection. 

Some interesting observations have been reported from the 
handful of studies on turbulent melt convection in crystal growth. 
Kobayashi et al. (1991) studied the effects of crucible rotation on 
the temperature fluctuation; Ristorcelli and Lumley (1993) re
ported on the effect of buoyancy and Kinney and Brown (1993) 
predicted temperature and interface shape, and the enhancement of 
heat and mass transfer with increasing crucible rotation. However, 
parametric studies of the crystal growth process that systematically 
investigate the individual and combined roles of the various driv
ing forces are rare. The results from simple systems have often 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the Czochralski process for growing single silicon 
crystals 

been used to explain the phenomena in the real, complicated 
system. For example, conclusions drawn from the studies of nat
ural convection in a cavity and the rotation of a disk in an infinite 
fluid layer have been used to explain the melt convection phenom
ena in the Cz system (Mtiller and Ostrogorsky, 1994), which is not 
accurate. The present work has been undertaken to address the 
aforementioned shortcomings through numerical simulation. The 
studies by Hurle (1983), Jones (1988), Kobayashi (1995), and 
Prasad et al. (1997) on the effects of the driving forces in a Cz 
system are relevant, as useful information was reported regarding 
the dependence of the flow structure on various combinations of 
the driving forces. However, these studies are limited to small 
systems, with small nondimensional parameters: Gr £ 107, Re =s 
104, Ma s 103. The convection is laminar, so that the effects of 
turbulence, which is important in industry-size Cz systems, were 
not taken into account. In addition, the important issue of the effect 

of the various driving forces on heat transfer was not addressed by 
the foregoing studies, even though the growth process and the final 
crystal quality are known to depend on them. These and various 
other issues are addressed in this paper. 

2 Mathematic Modeling 

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the physical system. The silicon 
melt is contained in a quartz crucible, which is heated to keep the 
melt in a molten state, with the crystal being slowly pulled verti
cally upwards from the melt. This paper focuses on the flow and 
heat transfer characteristics of the melt as they are affected by the 
combination of buoyancy, rotation, and surface tension. The heat 
conduction equation is also solved in the solid crystal, in a con
jugate thermal model. 

The equations governing the melt flow in the Cz system are 
those stating the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. 
The multidomain nature of the modeled system, together with the 
presence of multiple body force types necessitates that some 
simplifying assumptions be made. The Cz melt is modeled as a 
Newtonian, Boussinesq liquid with constant properties; the solid 
crystal is also assumed to have constant properties. The azimuth-
ally averaged (Dupret et al., 1998) RANS equations are used, with 
the dimensional form: 
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Nomenclature 

b = radius of crucible, characteristic 
length (m) 

C = turbulence model constant 
g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) 

Pb = production due to buoyancy (kg/ 
m-s 3 ) 

Gr = Grashof number with respect to 
crucible radius, gfib\T„ - Tf)lv

2 

Qth = Grashof number with respect to 
melt height, gph\T„ - Tf)/v

2 

h = height of the melt (m) 
k = turbulence kinetic energy (m2/s2) 

Ma = Marangoni number, dcr/dT(Tw — 
Tf)b/pva 

Nu = Nusselt number, (d®/dn*)|surfilc(, 
P = pressure (Pa) 
Pr = Prandtl number, via 
Pk = production of turbulent kinetic 

energy (kg/m • s3) 
Q = heat input (KW) 
r = radial coordinate (m) 

Re = rotational Reynolds number, a>b2/v 
S,j = strain rate tensor (s_I) 
T = mean temperature (K) 

T = temperature fluctuation (K) 
t = time (s) 
u = mean velocity in the axial direction 

(m/s) 
u' = fluctuating velocity in the axial di

rection (m/s) 
v = mean velocity in the radial direction 

(m/s) 
v' = fluctuating velocity in the radial 

direction (m/s) 
w = mean velocity in the azimuthal di

rection (m/s) 
w' = fluctuating of velocity in the azi

muthal direction (m/s) 
z = vertical coordinate (m) 

Greek Symbols 

a = thermal diffusivity (m2/s) 
/3 = volume expansion coefficient (K~') 
e = turbulence dissipation rate (m2/s3) 
7] = irreducible invariants 
7 = thermal conductivity (W/m • K) 
(Li = viscosity (kg/m • s) 
v, = turbulence kinematic viscosity 

(m2/s) 

v = kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
p = density (kg/m3) 
a = turbulence model constant 

duldT = thermocapillary coefficient (N/ 
m - K ) 

T,J = Reynolds stress tensor (N/m2) 
® = dimensionless temperature, 

(r - 7»/(r„ - Tf) 
0 - azimuthal coordinate (K) 
a) = angular velocity (s_1) 

Subscripts 

cry = crystal 
crb = crucible 

e = turbulence dissipation rate 
p, = viscosity 
/ = freezing temperature of silicon 
; = (th coordinate direction 
k = turbulence kinetic energy 
n = coordinate out-normal to a sur

face 
r = rotational 
/ = turbulent 

w = crucible side wall 
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where u, v, p, T are the mean quantities as defined in the 
Nomenclature, and Ty = u',u'j is the Reynolds stress tensor. An 
overbar indicates ensemble averaging and a prime indicates fluc
tuation relative to the averaging. The fluctuating temperature is 
denoted by V. For the parameter values used, the flow is probably 
three-dimensional, with baroclinic waves inclined to the (r, d) 
plane. However, the solutions to our model equations above rep
resent azimuthal averaging and Reynolds time-averaging over 
short time intervals. This way, the model can predict oscillations 
superimposed on the turbulence fluctuations. 

Concerning boundary conditions, constant temperature with a 
nondimensional value of 1 is assumed along the crucible side wall 
with a linear distribution decreasing to the value 0.7 on the bottom. 
No-slip velocity conditions are used at the solid walls: u = v = 0, 
w = Wwaii- At the free surface (Fig. 1), the stress tangential to the 
surface must balance the surface tension, which leads to 

d v 

dn 

du 

dr 

da dT 

~df~dn' 
(6) 

In this equation, n is the coordinate in the direction normal to the 
free surface, T in the tangential direction, and dcr/dT is the ther-
mocapillary coefficient. Radiative effects are included via the gray 
diffusive model (Zhang and Prasad, 1995). 

Note that the nondimensional form of the governing Eqs. (1) 
through (6) were computed by the computer program, with the 
scales for nondimensionalization: vlb for velocity, b2lv for time, 
and b for length. The nondimensional temperature is ® = {T — 
T/)/(T„ - Tf). The scale for the Stake's stream function is v. 

Details of the boundary conditions can be found in Zhang and 
Prasad (1995) and Zhang et al. (1996b). 

3 Turbulence Models 

The RANS equations contain the Reynolds stress tensor, TU = 
u'iii'j, where u\ is fluctuating velocity in the ith coordinate direc
tion. The turbulence heat flux u'X also appears, where 7" is 
fluctuating temperature. Models are needed for these terms in order 
to close the RANS equations. Several turbulence models have been 
tested, including the standard k-e model (SKM) (Jones and Laun
der, 1972), the low Reynolds number model (LRM) of Abe and 
Kondoh (1995), algebraic stress model (ASM) (Gatski and Spe-
ziale, 1993), and the Renormalization Group (RNG) k-e model 
(Yakhot et al., 1992). These models were used to calculate turbu
lent natural convection in a 5:1 cavity, using the conditions of the 
physical experiment by Cheesewright et al. (1986). Figure 2 shows 
the comparison of the predicted midplane velocity profiles with the 
measurements of Cheesewright (Zhang, T. et al., 1996). It can be 
seen that ASM and RNG yield very good predictions but the other 
two models do not. Studies by Noble (1993) have also reported a 
poor performance of the k-e model for natural convection. We 
subjected ASM and RNG to further studies, using the Cz system, 
and ASM was found to have a poorer convergence. This is prob
ably due to its nonlinearity with respect to the strain rate, which 
will tend to amplify errors. The RNG model has the same com
plexity as SKM in terms of implementation, its convergence rate is 
comparable to that of SKM, and it gives more accurate results. 
Hence the RNG k-e model has been adopted for the present work. 

E o.o <• 

0.4 0.6 
y/ Width 

Fig. 2 Comparison with the experiment of Cheesewright et al. for nat
ural convection in a 5:1 cavity: mean vertical velocity distribution at 
midheight 

In the RNG model, the Reynolds stresses T,J are modeled using 
the eddy-viscosity concept: 

2 k2 

Ty = 3 kdjj - 2v,Sij, v,= C^—. (7) 

Gradient transport model is assumed for the turbulent heat flux: 

v, dT 
u\T' — 

Pr, dXi (8) 

In these equations, k, v„ S,j, and Pr, are the turbulence kinetic 
energy, turbulence viscosity, the (i, j) component of strain rate 
tensor, and the turbulence Prandtl number, respectively (Pr, is set 
at 0.9 for these calculations). We use the axisymmetric form of 
RNG equations: 

drk drvk druk d / v,\ dk d ( v.\ dk + + = J „ + _ + r v + _ 
dt dr dz dr \ <Tk) dr dz \ akJ dz 

+ (rPk + rPB - re) (9) 

+ l {ClmrPk - C2ere) (10) 

where 

Py = - T , 
dlij 

li ~d~Xj 

dv 
2"Tr) +\~r) +\dz 

du du dv\ 

dr dz) 

' dw\2 I dw w\2 

dz) \ dr r) (11) 

and 
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Table 1 Grid convergence study 

Ymax 

Vmtn 

Vtmax 
Umax 

U m m 

Vmax 

^min 

21 x31 
0.00 

-795.33 
3.52 

18041.90 
-9220.99 
10004.30 

-21252.04 

42 X62 
8.41 

-752.50 
11.47 

19310.32 
-8748.89 
9774.65 

-20781.13 

84 x 124 
8.43 

-752.70 
11.48 

19309.83 
-8749.92 
9775.02 

-20780.81 

ip is the stream function. All quantities are nondimensional. 

dimensional flows. Therefore, these effects are not relevant to the 
present work, in which axisymmetrically averaged equations are 
used. In fact, the turbulence modeling difficulties associated with 
rotation by virtually all modelers fail to distinguish between the 
role of the Coriolis force and that of the other effects when flows 
are examined in the astrophysical frame of reference. Furthermore, 
we are not aware of any rotating flow models that are based on the 
inertial frame. A rotating flow issue relevant to the present work is 
centrifugal buoyancy (Ladeinde and Torrance, 1991), which pre
liminary work shows is not significant for the parameters used in 
this work. 

PE = "|3g 
v, ST 

<jk dz 
(12) 

are the production of kinetic energy by shear and buoyancy, 
respectively. In Eq. (10), 

T / ( l - T)/T]o) 

C, .= 1 . 4 2 - 1 + p t > 3 . V = Sk/e, 

S = (25y5y) "2, T/0 = 4 . 3 8 , 0 = 0.015, 

and the coefficients C„., ak, ae, C2l are 0.085, 0.7179, 0.7179, 
1.68, respectively. 

The present paper used the wall function approach for the k and 
e equations. At crucible walls and melt-crystal interface, zero 
value is specified for k. The value of e is specified at one grid point 
away from the solid walls: 

ep = CdK
MlKC^yp 

where the subscript p stands for the point one grid away from the 
wall and Cd = 1.0, K = 0.4187. The effective eddy-viscosity 
(veft = v + Vj) is calculated as follows: 

Meff : 

IJ^„= H if ^ + < 11.63 (13) 

fiy+/2.5 log (Ey+) if y+> 11.63, (14) 

where 

y c;'v 
2y/v 

and E = 9.793. 
The wall treatment for the k-e model does not calculate natural 

convection correctly (Noble, 1993), but it seems that the RNG 
version produces more accurate results, consistent with earlier 
studies (Zhang, T. et al., 1996). 

It is pointed out that the chosen turbulence model in this paper 
might not be appropriate for a full three-dimensional model of the 
Cz system because of the complicated rotational effects. These 
effects originate from gyroscopic torques which are a consequence 
of the Coriolis force, 2il X u, which exists only in three-

4 Numerical Procedure 

The numerical scheme used in this study is based on the mul-
tizone adaptive grid generation (MAGG) and curvilinear finite 
volume (CFV) discretization program developed by Zhang and 
Prasad (1995, 1997). The MASTRAPP (multizone adaptive 
scheme for transport and phase-change problems) scheme effi
ciently handles the multidomain environment of a Cz system, 
where the melt and the solid crystal have very different thermo-
physical properties. An efficient scheme is contained in this code 
for fast and accurate prediction of interface movement caused by 
phase change and flow oscillations, as well as for clustering grids 
in the interface regions. A semi-implicit solution scheme is used to 
solve a generic convective-diffusion equation with the SIMPLER 
method for pressure correction, power law for convection terms, 
and the momentum interpolation method to prevent pressure os
cillations. Details of the numerical schemes can be found in Zhang 
and Prasad (1995, 1997). 

The simulation of the melt flow in a Cz system is a formidable 
task. A typical run with a 42 X 62 mesh requires 5-15 hours CPU 
time on a single processor of the multiprocessor IBM SP/2. In 
addition, high parameter calculations have to be carried out in an 
incremental fashion, i.e., via the continuation process. 

5 Code Validation 
Earlier work on the laminar version of our code has subjected 

the code to very stringent tests to generate confidence in the results 
(Zhang et al, 1995). However, the code has been modified by the 
procedures reported in this paper and hence requires further vali
dation. As mentioned earlier, comparison with Cheesewright (Fig. 
2) shows that our code is quite capable of generating accurate 
turbulence results. The convergence (grid-independence) property 
of our code is shown in Table 1. Here three grids, with different 
levels of refinement (21 X 31, 42 X 62, 84 X 124) are used to 
compute natural convection in a Cz melt for Gr = 10'. The results 
in Table 1 clearly show grid independence beyond the 42 X 62 
refinement. The reader should be aware that convergence issues 
are important for rotating flows, not because of the physics of the 
Coriolis force per se, but because of the centrifugal force field, il 

Table 2 Experiments on laminar computations 

Ra 

vmax 
z {y = 

It-max 

y (z = 
Nu 
Nllraa, 
z (y = 

J' ^min 

z (y = 

0.5) 

0.5) 

0) 

0) 

1 
34.96 
0.856 
68.51 
0.063 
4.52 
7.963 

0.0793 
0.735 

0.9915 

10 
2 

35.02 
0.856 
68.66 
0.063 
4.53 
7.978 

0.0793 
0.739 

0.9915 

5 

3 
34.73 
0.855 
68.59 
0.066 
4.519 
7.717 
0.081 
0.729 

1.0 

4 
35.73 
0.857 
69.08 
0.067 
4.430 
7.626 

0.0825 
0.824 

0.9925 

1 
67.61 
0.856 
221.57 
0.039 
9.21 
19.08 

0.0354 
1.070 

0.9915 

106 

2 
66.76 
0.856 
220.84 
0.039 
9.03 
18.84 

0.0354 
1.052 

0.9915 

3 
64.63 
0.850 
217.36 
0.0379 
8.799 
17.925 
0.0378 
0.989 

1.0 

4 
68.81 
0.872 
221.8 
0.0375 
8.754 
17.872 
0.0375 
1.232 

0.9925 

Note: (1) Present solution with turbulence model; (2) present solution without turbulence model; (3) de Vahl 
Davis' solution (de Vahl Davis, 1983); Markatos' solution (Markatos and Pericleous, 1984). All velocities 
are nondimensionalized with K/D, and lengthes with D, where D is the cavity width, and « is the thermal 
diffusivity of air. 
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Table 3 Parameter values used In simulation 

Case 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

Subcase 

(a) 

(b) 

(<0 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

Gr 
108 

10" 
101U 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

10" 
10" 
10u 

Recry 

0 
0 
0 

103 

10" 
3 x 10" 

0 
0 
0 

10" 
10" 

3 x 10" 
10" 
10" 

3 x 10" 

RUcrb 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

103 

10" 
3 x 10" 

10" 
10" 

3 x 10" 
10" 
10" 

3 x 10" 

Ma 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

103 

10" 
10'1 

X H X r. The effect depends explicitly on the spatial coordinates, 
so that grid independence is relatively more difficult to obtain 
compared to nonrotating systems. Furthermore, different numeri
cal problems arise depending on whether a rotating flow problem 
is solved in the inertial or rotating frame of reference. Grid 
convergence may be better in the inertial frame. Finally, grid-
independent studies were carried out to establish convergence for 
the present simulations, which use inertial frame, with and without 
rotation of the crucible and crystal. 

A desirable feature of a turbulence code is that, when the 
averaged quantities, including the equations for k and e, are solved 
for laminar flows, it should produce the accurate laminar results, 
even though the equations were developed for turbulent flows. 
This requirement is very important because, in application, we are 
not always certain that a flow is turbulent or laminar until after 
some preliminary work. 

To demonstrate this interesting feature, which is absent in most 
commercial software packages, comparisons are made with the 
solutions of de Vahl Davis (1983) and Markatos and Pericleous 
(1984) for the laminar natural convection of air in a square cavity. 
Table 2 shows the results from the present work with and without 
RNG turbulence model, as well as the results of de Vahl Davis and 
Markatos. It can be seen that both our laminar and turbulence 
calculations agree very well with the other two solutions, indicat
ing that our RNG model is capable of accurate calculations even 
when the flow is laminar. 

6 Results and Discussion 
The Cz system considered in this study has a crystal to crucible 

diameter ratio of 0.4 and the ratio of melt height to crucible radius 
is 0.6. No interface movement is calculated in this paper. Table 3 
lists the set of parameter values used in our simulation, which have 
been grouped into five cases. Case I investigates the effects of 
buoyancy, assuming negligible effects of surface tension and ro
tation. This case provides a basis for evaluating the effects of 
rotation. The results for various Grashof number values are pre
sented. Case II studies the effects of pure crystal rotation without 
buoyancy and crucible rotation, by varying the rotational Reynolds 
number of the crystal. Case III examines the effects of crucible 
rotation without buoyancy and crystal rotation, by varying the 
rotational Reynolds number. Case IV investigates the combined 
effects of both crystal and crucible rotation. Since the rotational 
Reynolds number is evaluated with respect to the crucible radius, 
equal crucible and crystal rotational Reynolds number indicates 
that the crystal and crucible are rotating at the same rate, although 
in opposite directions. In Cases II through IV, Gr and Ma are all set 
to zero so that the effect of pure rotation can be evaluated. 
Studying the individual driving forces provides a basis for inter
preting results when all driving forces are present, as in a real 
process. Case V studies the combined effects of all the driving 
forces. The effects of the relative strength of rotation and buoyancy 

are reported, with the focus mainly on the turbulent flow regime. 
All the results in the tables and figures are in nondimensional units 
except when otherwise indicated. 

6.1 Natural Convection (Case I). In this section, the effect 
of buoyancy on melt flow and heat transfer across the melt is 
presented for the case without rotation. Note that Ma is set to zero 
when studying the individual effects but is set to its actual value 
when all the effects are combined to model the real process. Three 
subcases are studied: (a) Gr = 10s; (b) Gr = 105; (c) Gr = 10'°; 
all for Rer = 0 and Ma = 0. Figures 3(a) through 3(c) show the 
streamlines for the Stokes stream function, i//, corresponding to 
these three subcases. It can be seen that, for different Grashof 
numbers, the basic flow pattern is similar in the sense that the hot 
fluid rises along the crucible side wall and the cold fluid descends 
at the center region of the system, forming a circulation within the 
crucible. However, the intensity of the flows increases as Grashof 
number increases. A similar single cell structure caused by buoy
ancy has also been reported by Kinney and Brown (1993). For the 
Gr = 10'° case, streamlines with values less than -840 depart 
from the circular pattern. This shows an incipient separation of the 
vortex as the flow acquires larger kinetic energy with increasing 
Grashof number. The large values of turbulent viscosity results in 
Figs. 4(a) through 4(c) support this explanation. Note that when 
Gr < 10s (Fig. 4(a)), turbulence viscosity, which is an indicator of 
the extent of turbulence transport, is negligible compared to the 
physical viscosity of silicon melt, indicating that the flow is lam
inar. This result agrees with suggestions that the flow in silicon 
melt is laminar when Gr < 108 (Miiller and Ostrogorsky, 1994). 

When Gr > 108 (Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)), v, becomes significant 
compared to v, indicating significant turbulence. The tendency 
toward separation at the highest Grashof number can be ob
served in the turbulence viscosity contour map for this case. 
Since silicon growth is being simulated, with an assumed tem
perature difference of 50 K, the Grashof number is proportional 
to the cube of the characteristic convection length scale (in our 
case, the radius of the crucible). Therefore, and as expected, our 
results show that laminar flow exists only in small systems (the 
crucible diameter would be less than 120 mm when AT = 50 
K to keep Gr < 108). 

Figures 5(a) through 5(c) show that the shapes of the isotherms 
follow the convection pattern in Figs. 3(a) through 3(c), which 
implies that convective transport of heat is stronger than molecular 
transport. For silicon melt (Pr = 0.015), the effective diffusivity of 
temperature, ae(f, can be written as 

ac„= vUe.l + 1.1 ^ j (15) 

within our turbulence modeling framework. This shows enhanced 
thermal transport with increasing v, or Gr. 

Solidification takes place at the interface, which has been kept 
flat in our simulation in order to focus on the melt convection. 
However, our code can calculate, and has been used to dynami
cally calculate, the actual interface shape. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the effective local Nusselt 
number in terms of the nondimensional quantities: 

along the interface for the three subcases, where n* is the nondi
mensional coordinate normal to the interface, Kclystil| is the crystal 
thermal conductivity and Kmei, is the melt thermal conductivity, the 
subscript "melt" and "crystal" imply the melt and crystal side of 
the interface, respectively. Note that Kcrysla|/KmElc = 0.34. It can be 
seen that at the outer edge of the crystal (r > 0.3), the effective 
heat flux is high (>100 for the case where Gr = 1010), while close 
to the crystal center (r < 0.1), it is relatively small (about —3). 
The tri-junction position is governed by capillary effects (surface 
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Fig. 3 Effect of Grashof number, Gr, on melt flow In a nonrotating Cz Fig. 4 Effect of Grashof number, Gr, on melt flow in a nonrotatlng Cz 
system, showing the nondimensional Stokes stream function plot for (a) system, showing the turbulent viscosity (»»,/») for (a) Gr = 10°; (b) Gr = 
Gr = 108; (b) Gr = 10°; (c) Gr = 1010. Re, = 0 and Ma = 0. 109; (c) Gr = 10 . Re, = 0 and Ma = 0. 

The average Nusselt number (Nu) on the crucible is also calcu-
tension and wetting angle). The position of the tri-junction with lated as 
respect to the melt level (the free surface) has no real importance, 

N ^ 
1 d® 

dA* (17) while the position of the tri-junction with respect to the intersec
tion of the interface and the axis governs the melt-crystal interface " " A* | dn: 

convexity. The sharp increase in local Nusselt number with Gra
shof number implies serious difficulty in growing large diameter where A* is the total nondimensional area of the crucible wall, and 
silicon crystals. n* is the nondimensional coordinate normal to the wall; the 
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Fig. 5(a) 

Fig. 5 Effect of Grashof number, Gr, on melt flow in a nonrotating Cz 
system, showing the nondimensional isotherms for (a) Gr = 10s; (b) Gr = 
109; (c) Gr = 1<f°. Re, = 0 and Ma = 0. 

superscript "*" implies that the quantity is nondimensional. The 
heat flow rate from the crucible to the melt can then be estimated 
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Fig. 6 Effect of Grashof number, Gr, on the effective Nusselt number for 
Gr = 10°, 109, and 1010. Rer = 0, Ma = 0. The uppermost curve is for Gr 
= 1010. 

d® AT 

an* 
•b2dA* 

KfoATA*Nu (18) 

where A is the area of the crucible surface, AT is the temperature 
difference across the melt, and K is the thermal conductivity of 
silicon melt, which is 60 WrrTlK~'. The total heat flow rate to the 
system, 2 total, is estimated as Qab/03. Table 4 gives estimates for 
Q for the various cases investigated. 

6.2 Effects of Crystal and Crucible Rotation. During 
growth, the crystal and crucible are usually rotated to ensure 
thermal symmetry and uniformity. It has also been suggested that 
rotation could reduce the turbulence level and stabilize the flow. 
This section reports on the effects of crucible and crystal rotation 
on flow and heat transfer. Three cases are reported: (a) crystal 
rotation (Case II in Table 3), (b) crucible rotation (Case III in Table 
3), and (c) combined crystal and crucible rotation (Case IV in 
Table 3). To appreciate our results, the reader needs to be aware 
that rotation could have dual effects. Relative to a non-rotating 
system, rotation will normally introduce some non-axisymmetric 
modes of instability, which usually have the amplitude and growth 
rate advantage to dominate other modes and cause instability 
(Ladeinde and Torrance, 1991). On the other hand, finite amplitude 

Table 4 Maximum turbulent viscosity (I<,/I<) and heat transfer data 

fich • 
dT 

- K v" dA 
on 

Case 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

Subcase 
(a) 

(b) 
M 
(«) 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

Max vtjv 
0.0076 
10.90 
54.80 

9.0 x lO^3 

0.0014 
1.72 

0.003 
8.12 
25.32 
0.0096 
12.62 
36.62 
21.75 
100.43 
62.35 

Nu 
0.91 
1.65 
2.9 
0.27 
0.31 
0.35 
0.27 
0.29 
0.36 
0.27 
0.31 
0.39 
0.42 
1.48 
0.47 

Qtoial (KW) 
2.2 
12.1 
42.5 
2.0 
2.3 
2.6 
2.0 
2.1 
2.7 
2.0 
2.3 
2.9 
3.1 
11.0 
3.4 
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Fig. 7 Effect of crystal rotation on flow in a Cz melt, showing the 
nondlmensionai Stokes stream function plot for (a) Recry = 103; (b) Re„y 

= 10"; (c) Recry = 3 x 10". Gr = 0, Ma = 0, and Recf6 = 0. 

flows subjected to high levels of rotation are severely weakened in 
the direction of rotation, with wave-like manifestations. So the 
context is important. 

(a) Crystal Rotation (Case II). Figures 1(a) through 7(c) 
show the effects of crystal rotation on the stream function for 
Re„v = 10\ 104, and 3 X 104, where 

denotes the rotational Reynolds number associated with the rota
tion of the crystal. In terms of rotation, we have used Re,, to denote 
the crystal and/or crucible rotational Reynolds number, when no 
distinction needs to be made between the two types of rotation. It 
can be seen that the flow forms a circulating pattern, which is 
necessary to conserve mass. This flow pattern is different from the 
pattern seen in a rotating disk in an infinite liquid (Zandbergen and 
Dijkstra, 1987). In that case, there will be no circulation as there is 
an infinite mass to compensate for the moved fluid mass. The 
confinement of the crucible causes the circulation observed in 
present system. It can be seen, by comparing the streamline values 
in Figs. 1(a) through 7(c), that the flow strength increases with 
increasing Retr>,. This is simply because higher rotation rates 
provide higher centrifugal forces to drive the fluid radially. Note, 
however, that Figures 1(a) through 7(c) and Figs. 3(a) through 3(c) 
show that the flow driven by crystal rotation is much weaker than 
that due to natural convection. This might be related to the fact that 
the rotational modes are mostly perpendicular to the (r, z) plane, 
with weak components in that plane. On the other hand, the 
gravitational buoyancy modes are parallel to the (r, z) plane, with 
a direct conversion of internal energy to meridional circulation in 
that plane. Another observable feature in Figs. 1(a) through 7(c) is 
that, as Re„j increases, the convection cell becomes more dis
torted. The increase of centrifugal force with increasing Recry also 
causes the tendency for confinement of the flow towards the 
vertical wall, creating a more stagnant region at the center of the 
crucible. Note, however, that the cell center is approximately the 
same for Re„y = 104 and 3 X 104. The velocity gradient at the 
wall increases with increasing Re„)P, which is necessary, in Fig. 
7(c), to compensate for the reduced size at the right of the cell 
center, since mass must be conserved. 

The maximum values of turbulence viscosity (vjv) are reported 
in Table 4. Note that, for Rec„ < 10", the turbulence level is 
insignificant, while Re„y = 3 X 104 shows the tendency towards 
turbulence. However, for the parameters shown, crystal rotation 
alone does not lead to much turbulence. The distortion of the 
isotherms (not shown) is also consistent with the flow directions. 
Since the flow in the (r, z) plane generated by crystal rotation is 
very weak, the effect of increasing Recry on the isotherms is also 
weak. Nevertheless, these results do show that crystal rotation 
alone generates some motion of the melt under isothermal, non-
buoyant, conditions. 

(b) Crucible Rotation (Case III). Figures 8(a) through 8(c) 
show the effects of crucible rotation on the streamlines for Recrt = 
103, 104 and 3 X 104, from which it is evident that predominant 
circulation occurs under the crystal. The stagnation of the melt 
under the free surface indicates a flow close to rigid body rotation, 
which can be observed in the contour map of the azimuthal 
velocity in Figs. 9(a) through 9(c). The distortion of these contour 
lines under the crystal shows clearly that the presence of the solid 
crystal destroys rigid-body rotation. In fact, the boundary layer 
under the crystal and on the crucible bottom wall are manifestation 
of the Taylor-Proudman flow in the theory of rotating flows 
(Greenspan, 1969). The thickness of these layers can be observed 
to decrease with increasing angular velocity (or rotational Reyn
olds number), which is expected. 

The effect of crucible rotation on the turbulent viscosity (vjv) 
is shown in Table 4. It can be seen that for Re„ t S 104, the flow 
is turbulent. Again, it is interesting to note the effect of the solid 
crystal: instead of a rigid body rotation mode, which has no motion 
in the (r, z) plane, a complicated turbulent flow is seen because of 
the presence of the solid crystal. Our results also show that the 
turbulence level increases with increasing crucible rotation. This 
means that the idea of using rotation to "damp" turbulence, as is 
widely accepted in the crystal growth community, needs to be 
re-evaluated. We will discuss more about this in section 6.3 below. 
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Fig. 8 Effect of crucible rotation on flow in a Cz melt, showing the 
nondimensional Stokes stream function plot for (a) Re„„ = 103; (b) Recri, 
= 10"; (c) Re„ t = 3 x 104. Gr = 0, Ma = 0, and RecrtJ = 0. 
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Fig. 9 Effect of crucible rotation on flow in a Cz melt. Results are shown 
in this figure for the contours of azlmuthal velocity for (a) Re„6 = 103; (fa) 
Recrt, = 104; (c) Recrt = 3 x 10". Gr = 0, Ma = 0, and Re„6 = 0. 

Increasing Re„,, has little effect on the isotherms (not shown). This 
is because the rotation-induced flow in the r-z plane is very weak 
and the part under the free surface is very close to a rigid body 
rotation, so that heat transfer is mainly by conduction. 

(c) Combined Crystal and Crucible Rotation (Case IV). Fig
ures 10(a) through 10(c) show the streamlines for the flow driven 

by the combined rotations of the crystal and the crucible with 
values of the rotational Reynolds number of Re,. = 103, 104, and 
3 X 104, for both the crystal and crucible which are rotated in 
opposite directions. The fixed ratio of crucible to crystal rotation 
makes sense from application standpoint. It can be seen that the 
flow pattern is similar to that for Case III, i.e., a large cell under the 
crystal and a flow under the free surface that is close to rigid body 
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Fig. 10 Effect of combined crucible and crystal rotation on flow In a Cz 
melt, showing the nondimensional Stokes stream function for (a) Rer = 
103; (b) Rer = 10"; (c) Re, = 3 x 1 0 " . Crucible and crucible are rotating at 
the same speed but In opposite direction, and Gr = 0, Ma = 0. 

rotation. However, a small convection cell appears right under the 
crystal, which is a consequence of the crystal rotation. As ex
pected, the effect of the crucible rotation is more dominant when 
both the crystal and crucible have the same angular rotation rate. 
As Rer increases, the size of the upper cell becomes smaller (Fig. 
10(c)). The strength of the large cell is almost twice the value in 

0.5 

r 
Fig. 11(a) 

r 
Fig. 11(c) 

Fig. 11 Effect of combined crucible and crystal rotation on flow in a Cz 
melt, showing the nondimensional isotherms for (a) Rer = 103; (/>) Re, = 
10"; (c) Rer = 3 x 104. Crystal and crucible are rotating at the same speed 
but in opposite directions, and Gr = 0, Ma = 0. 

Case III, This is probably due to the stronger shear that results 
from rotating (shearing) the crystal and crucible in opposite direc
tions. Note that the cellular flow structure under the crystal may 
not be desirable for crystal growth because it could trap solute 
particles, causing high solutal concentration at the crystal center. 
However, it might prevent too much oxygen from being incorpo
rated into the grown crystal, which is desirable. 
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Fig. 12 Effect of combined crystal and crucible rotation on the effective 
local Nusseit number for Rer = 103,10", and 3 x 104. Gr = 0, Ma = 0. The 
uppermost curve at small r is for Rer = 103. 

The effect of the combined rotation on the turbulent viscosity 
(v,/v) is shown in Table 4. The turbulence level increases with 
increasing Rer and, compared with Cases II and III, the melt flow 
in this case has a larger turbulence transport level. This may be 
attributed to the higher shear from the counter-rotation of the 
crystal and crucible, which obviously acts as a source of produc
tion of turbulence kinetic energy. Figures 11(a) through 11(c) 
show the effects on the isotherms. Similar to Case III, the effect of 
convection on isotherms is less obvious due to the weak flow in the 
meridional plane. Heat is transferred across the melt mainly by 
conduction. 

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the Nusseit number along 
the interface. Compared to Case I, the spatial variation of the 
effective Nusseit number is more modest, which implies that the 
present case will result in a flatter interface shape. 

6.3 Combined Effects of Surface Tension, Natural Convec
tion, and Rotation (Case V). In this section, we study the 
combined effects of buoyancy, surface tension, and rotation. Three 
subcases are reported: (a) Gr = 108, Ma = 103 and Rer = 104; (b) 
Gr = 10", Ma = 104 and Rer = 104; and (c) Gr = 109, Ma = 104 

and Rer = 3 X 104. Rer denotes the rotational Reynolds number 
of both the crystal and crucible, although with rotations in opposite 
directions. Figures 13(a) through 13(c) show the streamlines for 
the three subcases. Generally, the flow pattern is different from the 
corresponding cases with only the individual driving forces, in that 
there are now multiple cells in the flow field. Similar multicellular 
flow structures can also be found in the results of Kinney and 
Brown (1993) and Ono et al. (1993). However, we do see a strong 
effect of crucible rotation in Fig. 13(a) in the large convection cell 
under the crystal and the relatively weak flow just beneath the free 
surface. The ratio Gr/,/ReJ, which is the Burgers number, is a 
measure of the relative strengths of the gravitational buoyancy 
force and the rotational (centrifugal) force. The value is 0.22 for 
Case (a), indicating the relative dominance of rotation. Note that, 
in spite of this, the buoyancy effect is still very important. The 
direction of flow of the cell in the vicinity of the vertical wall is 
that of gravitational buoyancy, while the smaller cells are produced 
by the interaction of buoyancy and rotation. There is also boundary 
layer flow along the crucible bottom and vertical walls, which is 
mainly driven by buoyancy. These features enhance the strength of 
the large cell by a factor of two (compared with Fig. 10(b)) and 
move the cell center downward. When Gr,,/Re,2 s= 2.2, as in Fig. 
13(b), the buoyancy force shows a stronger effect. The large flow 

0.8 -

r 
Fig. 13(c) 

Fig. 13 Combined effect of Grashof number, Gr, Marangoni number, Ma, 
and rotational Reynolds number, Rer, on the flow in a Cz melt, nondl-
menslonal Stokes stream function plot for (a) Gr = 10B, Rer = 10", and 
Ma = 103; (b) Gr = 109, Re, - 10", and Ma = 104; (c) Gr = 109, Re, = 3 x 
104, and Ma = 104 

cell on the right is basically a natural convection pattern. This is 
the cell closest to the vertical wall in Fig. 13(a). With increasing 
Gr (thus Grft), this cell grows larger, forcing the other two cells to 
lie under the crystal. When the rotation rate is further increased to 
Gr,,/Re2 = 0.22 (Fig. 13(c)), the rotation-driven cell grows larger, 
confining the other two cells to the vertical wall. However, in this 
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case we see a stronger boundary layer flow and a larger, buoyancy 
driven cell, than in Fig. 13(a). This is probably due to the fact that 
the Marangoni force is stronger (Ma is one order of magnitude 
higher), although we really do not have enough Ma cases to 
comment on its effect. 

Compared to flow driven solely by buoyancy (Figs. 3(a) and 
3(b)), weaker flows are observed in Figs. 13(a)-13(c). It can be 
seen that the turbulent viscosities in this case are higher than those 
due to pure rotation or buoyancy (Table 4), although the strength 
of the meridional flow is weaker. This may be attributed to the 
shear associated with the multicellular structures and the shear in 
the azimuthal direction. Note that, by comparing Subcase (a) with 
the pure buoyancy case with Gr = 108, it can be seen that adding 
rotation changes the flow from laminar to turbulent, in agreement 
with Ristorcelli and Lumley (1992) who suggested that large 
rotation rates could promote instability. 

Another interesting observation is that a lower level of turbulent 
viscosity occurs in Subcase (c) in comparison to Subcase (b). This 
implies that the turbulence transport in the Cz melt is higher when 
the buoyancy dominates the rotation force. This coincides with the 
commonly adopted notion in the crystal growth community that 
rotation will "stabilize" the flow or "damp" the melt turbulence. To 
explain this, note that when the effect of rotation dominates, the 
strength of flow in the meridional plane is greatly reduced, in 
accordance with the well-known Taylor-Proudman phenomenon. 
The main source of turbulence kinetic energy comes from the 
shear in the azimuthal plane, which is inefficiently converted into 
meridional circulation. As observed in Subcase (a) of Case V and 
in Case IV, further increase in the rotation rate increases the 
turbulence level. Kobayashi and co-workers (1991) observed de
creasing temperature fluctuations as the crucible rotation rate in
creased from 2 rpm to 5 rpm but increasing fluctuations when the 
crucible rotation was further increased to 10 rpm. This is consistent 
with the observation in the present work. 

The manifestation of the combined driving forces on the tem
perature field is shown in Figs. 14(a) through 14(c), from which 
can be seen a pattern similar to that for the case where there are 
only crystal and crucible rotations (not shown). This shows 
rotation-induced, mostly conductive transport of heat in the bulk of 
melt under the free surface. However, Fig. 14(b) shows a relatively 
strong effect of convection. The large flow cell on the right (in Fig. 
\3(b)) causes a distortion of the isotherms between @ = 0.8 and 
® = 0.95. The cell in the middle brings the hot fluid down to the 
crucible bottom and then drives it towards the crucible center 
region, causing the kind of distortion seen in the isotherm ® = 
0.5759. This cell, together with the cell in the center region, are 
responsible for the distortion of the isotherm © = 0.1518. 

Figure 15 shows the variation of the effective Nusselt number 
along the interface. It can be seen that for Subcases (a) and (c), the 
variations along the interface are relatively small (6-15), implying 
that a flat interface shape is expected for the real process. The 
Nusselt number at the crystal outer edge is higher for Subcase (c), 
showing a stronger buoyancy effect. Subcase (b) shows a doubly 
curved profile (concave towards the crystal for r < 0.25 and 
convex towards the melt for r > 0.25) due to the effect of the two 
cells under the crystal (Fig. 13(£>)), which may produce an inter
face with doubly curved shape as observed in some experiments 
(Prasad et al., 1997). Nu is high at the crystal edge because of the 
strong flow. 

Figures 16(a) through 16(c) show the time_ evolution of the 
average Nusselt number on the crucible wall, Nu. When rotation is 
dominant (Figs. 16(a) and 16(c)), Nu has much lower values 
(0.415 and 0.467 for (a) and (b), respectively) compared to the case 
when buoyancy is more dominant (1.147). The reason for this is 
that heat is transferred mainly by conduction in the melt volume 
under the free surface. The magnitude of the fluctuations in Figs. 
16(a) through 16(c) ranges from one to two percent of the mean 
value. The period of oscillation ranges from 150 sec for Subcase 
(a) to about 50 sec for Subcases (b) and (c), showing that increas
ing Gr increases the frequency of the oscillation. 
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Fig. 14 Combined effect of Grashof number, Gr, Marangoni number, Ma, 
and rotational Reynolds number, Ren on the flow In a Cz melt, showing 
nondimensional Isotherms for (a) Gr = 10", Rer = 104, and Ma = 103; (b) 
Gr = 109, Rer = 10", and Ma = 104; (c) Gr = 10°, Re, = 3 x 104, and Ma = 
104 

Figures 17(a) through 17(c) show the temporal evolution of the 
temperature at r = 0 near the melt-crystal interface. Considering 
that we have a temperature difference of 50 K across the melt, the 
amplitudes of these oscillations are: 0.03 K, 0.3 K, and 0.4 K, 
respectively. Case (a) shows very little oscillation. For Cases (b) 
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Fig. 15 Combined effect of Grashof number, Gr, Marangonl number, Ma, 
and rotation Reynolds number, Re„ on the effective local Nusselt num
ber at the interface. Results in this figure are shown for Gr = 10s, Ma = 
103, Re, = 104; Gr = 10", Re, = 104, Ma = 104; and Gr = 109, Re, = 3 x 
104, Ma = 104 (upper solid curve). 

and (c), where Gr = 109, increasing rotation rate raises the am
plitude of the oscillation but decreases the mean. 

The oscillations in Figs. 16 and 17 are physical and not an 
artifact of the numerical procedure. Grid refinement shows con
vergence of the results. Moreover, oscillations are a common part 
of high parameter natural convection systems, particularly when 
the systems also rotate. The results in the two figures show that the 
mean turbulence quantities are time-dependent. The flow oscilla
tions, which are captured by the model and whose period ranges 
from 50s to 150s, are superimposed on the turbulence fluctuations 
from which only the average effect is considered. The implication 
is that the mean flow equations used do not come from straight
forward time-averaging. Also, a spatial averaging procedure is 
inappropriate because of the inhomogeneous nature of the turbu
lence in crystal growth. Therefore, the only averaging procedure 
that makes sense is ensemble averaging or phase averaging. Ob
viously, this situation has to be considered in a posteriori sense, 
because the mean flow equations from different averaging proce
dures are similar, save the time-dependent terms. This similarity 
derives from the fact that the properties of the averaging process, 
such as fluctuating quantities having zero averages, commutativity 
of averaging and differentiation, etc., are usually assumed to be the 
same. 

7 Conclusion 

The individual and combined effects of buoyancy, crystal, and 
crucible rotations on the azimuthally averaged turbulent convec
tion and heat transfer in the Czochralski silicon melt growth are 
presented in this paper. Parameters typical of the real physical 
system are used. The main findings are as follows: 

1 The numerical results compare very well with Cheesewright 
turbulence measurements. The results also exhibit grid indepen
dence, as desired, and the numerical scheme is capable of calcu
lating both laminar and turbulent flows with the RNG k-e model 
turned on. 

2 For the parameters used, buoyancy alone generates strong 
convection with large heat transfer rates across the melt and causes 
large local heat flux at the edge of the crystal, which may results 
in a very high triple-phase point. The intensity of turbulence 
increases with the melt Grashof number. 

Time Step (dt=5 sec) 
Fig. 16(a) 

1.148 

Nu 

Time Step (dt = 2 sec) 
Fig. 16(6) 

Time Step (dt = 2 sec) 
Fig. 16(c) 

Fig. 16 Combined effect of Grashof number, Gr, Marangoni number, Ma, 
and rotational Reynolds number, Re„ on the averaged Nusselt number of 
the crucible wall in a Cz melt. Results in this figure are shown for (a) Gr = 
10s; Re, = 10", and Ma = 103; (b) Gr = 109, Re, = 104, and Ma = 104; (c) 
Gr = 109, Re, = 3 x 104, and Ma = 104. 

3 When both the crystal and the crucible rotate at the same 
speed without buoyancy, the effect of crucible rotation tends to 
dominate. A large but weak convection cell forms beneath the 
crystal and a flow close to rigid body rotation exists under the free 
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Time Step (dt = 5 sec) 
Fig. 17(a) 

Time Step (dt = 2 sec) 
Fig. 17(d) 

a "stable" condition in the vicinity of the solidification front. The 
small variation in the effective heat flux will enhance a flat inter
face, which is favorable as it reduces thermal stress and ensures 
radial uniformity. Turbulent transport is observed to increase with 
the rotation rate, contrary to what the literature suggests. Also note 
that the streamline and isotherm contours are based on the mean 
quantities. Since our results show that turbulence transport in
creases with increasing rotation rate, turbulence velocity and tem
perature fluctuations are also expected to increase, even if the 
mean quantities remain relatively constant. This situation is not a 
favorable one for crystal growth, because turbulence fluctuations 
lead to a higher increase in microdefect concentration (Kuroda et 
al., 1984). Finally, the small cell from crystal rotation could trap 
solutal particles, causing high concentrations at the crystal outer 
edge and radial segregation of impurity or oxygen. 

4 When all the driving forces are combined, as in a real 
production system, turbulent viscosity and the average Nusselt 
number at the crucible wall are highest when buoyancy is slightly 
dominant over rotation. A decrease in v, and Nu is observed when 
rotation dominates. However, further increase in rotation rate 
increases the magnitude of the temperature oscillation and the 
turbulence level. Since the actual Grashof number of the system 
depends on the melt height and the temperature difference across 
the melt, which change with time in a real system, the rotation rate 
of the system might also need to be adjusted dynamically during 
the growth process in order to obtain a desirable process. The 
oscillations refered to in this paper are superposed on the turbu
lence fluctuations. 
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Time Step (dt =2 sec) 
Fig. 17(e) 

Fig. 17 Combined effect of Grashof number, Gr, Marangonl number, Ma, 
and rotation Reynolds number, Rer, on the dlmensionless temperature 
under the center of the crystal in a Cz melt. Results In this figure are 
shown for (a) Gr = 10", Rer = 10 \ and Ma = 103; [b) Gr = 109, Re, = 10 \ 
and Ma = 10"; (c) Gr = 109, Re, = 3 x 104, and Ma = 104. 

surface. This flow structure prevents heat and mass from being 
effectively transferred across the melt, which is desirable as it 
promotes the flattening of the interface shape and prevents the 
transportation of impurities or oxygen from the crucible wall to the 
interface. Some of these observations could have important con
sequence for the crystal growth process. For example, the weak 
flow under the crystal may favor the growth process as it provides 
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Measurement of the Transient 
Glass Surface Deformation 
During Laser Heating 
The distinct transient geometry and material response of a deforming glass surface during 
CO2 laser heating are related to the temperature history and the thermal regimes resulting 
from different energy deposition and heating rates. The transient deformation is measured 
using a probing system based on the photo thermal deflection technique. The variation 
with temperature of the optical constants yields a variable reflection signal which 
ultimately decreases, corresponding to a permanent volume expansion. The transient 
deflection signal associated with the variable deformation results from the distinct 
physical mechanisms in three thermal regimes, i.e., the elastic behavior, the glass 
transition, and the viscous flow regimes. 

1 Introduction 
This work is a study of the modification of glass surfaces 

resulting from C02 laser heating. An application of this process is 
the reduction of friction during magnetic head-disk interaction, 
which is achieved by variable surface features depending on the 
specific laser energy deposited (see, e.g., the recent works of 
Miller and Bhushan (1996), Teng et al. (1996), Tarn et al. (1997), 
and Kuo et al. (1997)). Few attempts have been made to elucidate 
the physical mechanisms leading to the surface modification. Pre
vious experiments by Teng et al. (1996) on glass substrates showed 
a volume increase, implying that thermal expansion of the material 
during and after heating is an important factor in the formation of 
the bump. Tam et al. (1997) related qualitatively the volume 
expansion to the maximum temperature increase, assuming laser 
energy deposition with heat transfer by diffusion only. 

The present research proposes a mechanism to explain the 
formation of bumps caused by pulsed laser heating of glass. The 
semi-transparent characteristics of glass at the C02 laser wave
length (10.6 /urn) requires a coupled radiation and diffusion energy 
transport analysis. In general, the geometry and the transient 
behavior of the surface deformation are related to the temperature 
history resulting from the energy deposition and heating rate. 
When the maximum temperature induced by the laser heating is 
below the glass transition temperature, the glass material is elastic 
and linear elasticity predicts no permanent deformation after the 
temperature field restored. However, when the temperature reaches 
or exceeds the glass transition temperature and then cools, the 
structure of glass changes, resulting in a permanent net volume 
increase. The phenomena can be studied based on glass forming 
processes as described in Scherer (1986) and Varshneya (1994). 
During the cooling of glass, the liquid deviates from its equilib
rium state when the available thermal energy cannot provide 
atomic movements that are fast enough to attain equilibrium. The 
deviation from equilibrium can be characterized by the glass 
transition temperature. The beginning of the departure from equi
librium depends on the cooling rate. The faster the cooling, the less 
time available for structural rearrangement to attain equilibrium, 
and at higher temperatures, deviation from equilibrium occurs. 
During the pulsed laser heating of glass with a permanent defor
mation, the material is first brought to a temperature higher than 
the glass transition temperature. During the subsequent cooling the 
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characteristic cooling rate is about 106oC/sec which is related to 
the time needed for thermal diffusion to carry the heat away. This 
high cooling rate (in contrast to the typical 0.1°C/sec cooling rate 
for the manufacture of glass in a furnace) gives the laser-treated 
glass a less compact structure resulting in a net volume increase. 
The glass transition temperature here refers to the fast cooling rate 
induced by laser heating which is higher than the transition tem
perature corresponding to furnace heating and subsequent cooling. 
For higher energy deposition the temperature increases above the 
glass transition region and viscous flow becomes more important; 
this results in larger deformation and different topography. In the 
present work, we focus on the transient response of the heated 
material and its temperature dependence. The distinct behavior 
among three different temperature regimes is also of interest. 

In the current laser texturing process there is no provision to 
ensure the consistent quality of the generated surface features 
on-site. The probing system we developed, based on the photo-
thermal deflection (PTD) technique, provides the transient infor
mation and also establishes a means for industry to in-situ monitor 
the glass modification process. 

2 Experiment 

2.1 Apparatus. A schematic of the experimental system is 
shown in Fig. 1(a). A continuous-wave C02 laser of wavelength 
A = 10.6 (im is used because the target material, glass, has a strong 
Si-0 absorption band at this operating wavelength. An acousto-
optic modulator, controlled by a pulse generator, deflects the 
continuous-wave laser beam emitted from the laser aperture. The 
pulse generator was operated in single-pulse mode (square wave 
with fixed pulse width). These three components, combined with a 
shutter, produce a single C02 laser pulse with adjustable power 
and pulse width. This laser beam was then expanded three times, 
reflected by a mirror, and focused by a ZnSe lens (focal length = 
50 mm) on the surface of the target glass substrate with estimated 
1/e2 C02 beam diameter of 62 jam. Measuring the pulsed energy 
after the ZnSe lens, we found the fluctuation between pulses 
(defined as the ratio between their standard deviation and average) 
to be less than eight percent. A solid HgCdTe detector behind the 
ZnSe lens checked the transient characteristics of the C02 pulse 
arriving at the target. It was found that the pulse width remained 
the same as from the pulse generator, but with a delay of 200 ns. 
This delay was much smaller than the time scale of interest. 
Furthermore, a small portion (estimated less than seven percent) of 
the laser energy was delivered after the nominal end of the laser 
pulse. 

In our probing system, a 5 mW/polarized HeNe laser was 
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of C02 laser texturing and PTD measurement setup, (/>) beam-target 
interaction 

assembled with a 5-10X beam expander and a lens of 50 mm focal 
length. The outgoing laser beam from the assembly was focused 
with an incident angle of 27° on the region of the target surface 
illuminated by the focused C02 beam. The focused HeNe beam 
diameter was measured using knife-edge profiling and found to be 
7.6 jxm, with a 144 fxm confocal length. From atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) images as shown in Fig. 2, all the bumps had 
diameters ranging from 32 to 48 /xm and heights ranging from 27 
to 156 nm, implying that their side slopes are less than 0.4°. These 
dimensions are small compared with the HeNe beam's confocal 
length so that the HeNe beam is always focused on the surface. 
The polarization orientation (p-type) and the incident angle of the 
HeNe laser were chosen to maximize the reflection signal from 
glass; this is necessary because, otherwise, the signal would be 
weak due to the low reflectivity of glass at the HeNe operating 
wavelength (A = 632.8 nm). After reflection from the glass sur
face, the HeNe beam passed through two lenses to obtain a tight 
focus on the photodiode detector's effective detection area (1 
mm X 1 mm). The signal received by the photodiode detector was 
recorded with a digital oscilloscope triggered by the same pulse-

generator signal that produced the C02 pulse. For the photothermal 
deflection measurement a knife edge was added in the reflected 
beam path to block half of the beam (in terms of energy). The 
HeNe laser/beam expander/lens assembly was mounted on a two-
dimensional translation stage, with the jt-probing direction parallel 
to the HeNe laser's incident plane and the y-probing direction 
normal to it. The focus was not lost in the scanning due to the small 
characteristic dimension of interest. Nevertheless, simpler one-
dimensional probing (x-probing direction) through the central line 
of the bump was sufficient for the study since the pumping C0 2 

beam is axisymmetric, and so is the generated deformation as 
confirmed by the AFM images, e.g., Fig. 2. This was done as 
follows; at a fixed x-location, the maximum deflection signal was 
recorded with the upper half of the reflected HeNe beam blocked 
as the probing beam was scanned along the v-direction. It was 
established that the deflection normal to the plane of incidence was 
minimized as the probing beam was scanned along a bump diam
eter and that it reversed signs at diametrically symmetric positions. 

The glass substrates used in this investigation were soda-lime 
glass (72.15 percent Si02, 14.25 percent Na20, 6.25 percent CaO) 

Nomenclature 

A = wavelength 
x = probing direction/parallel to the inci

dent plane of the probing beam, /im 

normal to the incident plane of the 
probing beam, JLUTI 

W = watts 
US = micro second 
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Fig. 2 AFM images showing different bump topography 

of 1 mm thickness. The optical constants at room temperature and 
A = 10.6 /am are n = 2.224 and k = 0.102, respectively (Palik, 
1985). Due to the low reflectivity of the glass at the HeNe wave
length, there were severe multiple internal reflection effects. This 
was alleviated by roughening the bottom side of the glass sub
strate. 

3 Results and Discussion 
Three different signals have been recorded at every position 

along a bump diameter; the total reflection, and two deflection 
signals with opposite knife edge blocking directions. The total 
reflection signal records transient temperature-affected changes of 
the optical constants. There is no contribution from geometry 
change to this signal because it is collected and focused on a 

position-insensitive detector. The deflection signals, however, pri
marily show the transient geometrical change of the surface and 
are obtained by blocking, respectively, the top and the bottom half 
of the reflected HeNe beam before firing the C02 laser pulse. Any 
deflection either increases or decreases the energy received by the 
photodiode detector. These two signals are composed of one 
identical nongeometrically-induced part (half of the total reflection 
plus noise) and the other geometrically-induced part (pure deflec
tion) which should be equal but of opposite sign; both components 
can be obtained by adding or subtracting the two recorded signals. 
However, our results show that the deflection signal is always one 
order of magnitude higher than the reflection signal. Although the 
above procedure was used to verify the results, it provides little 
additional information than that obtained from the direct measure-
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Table 1 Measurements according to different laser parameters 

?ase 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

Laser Power (W) 

3 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Pulse Width (/AS) 

10 
6 
2 

20 
50 

Energy (/jj) 

30 
30 
10 

100 
250 

Maximum Temperature 

between strain point and 
glass transition temperature 

below glass transition range 
above full melting 

merits and therefore, in the following, we simply refer to reflection 
as the total reflection signal and to deflection as the signal obtained 
by blocking the top half of the reflected probing beam. 

Tests have been conducted over a range of laser parameters to 
study the material response induced by different temperatures. The 
tests are listed in Table 1. A two-dimensional semi-infinite axi-
symmetric analysis has been made with coupled radiation and 
diffusion. Constant properties are assumed with no phase change 
and no heat loss from the surface. Predicted maximum surface 
temperature histories are shown in Fig. 3; A and B reach surface 
temperatures that are at least 200°C above the typical glass tran
sition temperature of 525°C for the soda-lime glass. The value of 
the new glass transition temperature corresponding to the fast 
cooling following laser heating is unknown but is higher than the 
standard value for slow cooling. Case C corresponds to a small 
maximum temperature so that the glass material can be treated 
simply as an elastic solid. The last two cases, D and E, yield 
maximum temperatures in the full melting regime where the glass 
material is in viscous flow. Since the analysis omits viscous flow 
and assumes room-temperature properties, the predicted tempera
tures for these two cases should only be viewed as indications of 
the thermal region. 

Figures 4(a),(b) show that the reflection signals are almost 
identical at diametrically symmetric positions on a dome-shaped 
bump (case A). This symmetry indicates that the signal is not 
related to geometry change but to temperature-affected property 
change. As given in Fig. 4(c), regardless of pulse width, the glass 

reflectivity decreases rapidly during heating as the temperature 
increases, followed by a slow increase during cooling. Note that 
the reflectivity sustains a permanent decrease, indicating that the 
glass has experienced a change in optical properties accompanying 
the permanent volumetric expansion. 

In conventional PTD investigations, such as the works by Olm-
stead et al. (1983), and Zimmerman and Welsch (1994), the 
deflection signals correspond to the elastic behavior of the mate
rial. The present work determines the transient behavior of bump 
formation induced by a single pulse with a resulting permanently 
modified surface. The measurements were repeated and averaged. 
As explained in previous PTD studies, the change in slope has the 
largest effect on the signals and is confirmed in our results pre
sented in Fig. 5: The signal changes sign on opposite sides of the 
bumps (see Fig. 5(a, b, e, f) versus (c, d, g, h)). Also the signal 
increases (or decreases, depending on which side the signal was 
measured) rapidly during the pulse and reaches a maximum (or 
minimum) after the end of the pulse. There is some delay between 
the occurrence of the maximum (or minimum) and the end of the 
pulse for cases A and B. This can be explained from the charac
teristics of the laser pulse noted earlier: The surface temperature of 
the target continues to increase shortly after the nominal end of the 
pulse because there is still some diminishing laser energy incident 
on the surface that is greater than the energy losses and diffusion. 
During the cooling period, heat conduction is the dominant energy 
transport mechanism and the signal changes very slowly. After the 
signals become steady, a change exists in the magnitude of the 

(a) 

100 200 300 

Time (micro second) 

400 500 

Fig. 3 (a) Calculated maximum surface temperature histories for the cases in Table 1; (b) Note the 
difference between cases (A) and (B) which have the same total deposited energy 
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signals, indicating the formation of permanent surface modifica
tion, except for case C. In the following, we discuss and compare 
the phenomena. 

Cases A and B in Fig. 5(a)-(d) show smooth and clear deflec
tion responses as expected for dome shaped bumps. In addition to 
the trends mentioned in the previous paragraph, larger changes in 
magnitude occur for a ± 15 /xm offset (Fig. 5(a, d)) compared with 
those at ± 5 /xm offset (Fig. 5(b, c)). This indicates that a steeper 
slope of the bump profile appears at ± 15 jam offset, while the 
slope becomes flatter closer to the center of the bump. Another 
obvious tendency is the larger change in magnitude of the signal 
with higher energy deposition. The energy incident for the two 
cases A and B can be viewed as the reasonable working range for 
dome-shaped bumps in the current system. The above results are 
directly confirmed from AFM images as shown in Fig. 2(a, b). 

The difference in the transient behavior between cases A and B 
should be noted. Both cases have the same total deposited energy 
but different heating rates. The results show that both signals are 
comparable in magnitude, indicating a similar surface dimension. 
However, their growth rates are different and strongly related to 
the pulse width. A shallow dimple is formed at the center of the 
bump in case B, indicating the onset of the effect of viscous flow. 
The higher maximum temperature predicted in Fig. 3(£>) and the 
change in the glass transition region due to the different heating 
rates may both contribute to this result. 

Case C in Fig. 5(e)-(/i), with only very small energy deposited, 
shows elastic material response; the deflection vanishes eventually 
even at the hottest spot. The signals presented record the life of 
these bumps as they grow, shrink, and then eventually disappear. 

Cases D and E (Fig. 5(e)-(h)) represent high-energy depositions 
which change the surface deformation mechanism. The formation 
of a deep crater is clearly observed at the rear of these bumps (i.e., 
for positive x) and also confirmed in the AFM images in Fig. 2(c). 
For example, with a + 5 jam offset (Fig. 5(g)), the signal increases 
monotonically in the first 15 p,s, as also obtained in Fig. 5(c). 
However, after 15 /as, the signal drops dramatically indicating that 
the geometry has changed from a bump to a crater. The corre
sponding time of the peak deflection signal can ideally be viewed 

as an indication of the maximum threshold energy for the forma
tion of the dome shaped bumps. The above is concluded from the 
observation that, regardless of pulse width, this characteristic time 
is fixed at about 15 /as for 75 /AJ laser pulse energy. However, the 
accuracy of this observation is effected by the resolution limita
tions of the system. A separate AFM measurement shows that with 
the same laser power, a crater is already formed for a 10 /as laser 
pulse (with the predicted maximum temperature = 900°C the glass 
transition temperature). 

4 Conclusions 

The photothermal deflection technique has been applied in this 
work to measure both the transient reflection and the deflection 
signals during the C02 laser heating of glass surfaces. In the 
reflection measurement, the change in the temperature-affected 
material, reflectivity in particular, is presented. It is concluded that 
the decrease in reflectivity follows the transient temperature in
crease and vice versa. Moreover, the steady-state offset indicates 
that in addition to the geometry change, the material may have also 
experienced a permanent change in phase and properties. For 
different total energy depositions and heating rates, three different 
material responses and/or surface features are detected. Small 
energy input imparts elastic behavior resulting in complete recov
ery of the surface. When the deposited energy was sufficiently high 
to raise the surface temperature to within the glass transition range, 
permanent dome-shaped bumps were detected. The dimensions of 
the bumps increase as the deposited energy increase. However, 
different heating rates affect the behavior of the material and also 
result in differences in the geometry of the bumps, even for the 
same total amount of laser energy deposited. At large laser pulse 
energy, transition occurs from dome-shaped bumps to cavities, 
which is attributed to the stronger effect of viscous flow. In 
addition to the fundamental study of the transient surface behavior, 
the present highly sensitive technique can be incorporated into the 
laser texturing process to monitor on-line both the growth of the 
desired surface features and the repeatability of the produced 
bumps. 

(a) x = -5 micron (c) Reflection signals of different 
laser pulse width 

20 40 60 80 

Time (micro sec) 

0 20 40 60 80 

Time (micro sec) 

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) Reflection signals at ± 5 jum offset of a dome-shape bump, (c) reflection signals 
according to different laser pulse width at a fixed probing position 
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Fig. 5 Transient deflection signals at four different offset distance for case A and B: (a)-(cr), and for case C, D, E: (e)-(h) 
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Modeling of Fluid Flow and 
Heat Transfer in a 
Hydrothermal Crystal Growth 
System: Use of Fluid-
Superposed Porous Layer 
Theory 
Hydrothermal synthesis, which uses aqueous solvents under high pressure and relatively 
low temperature, is an important technique for difficult to grow crystalline materials. It is 
a replica of crystal growth under geological conditions. A hydrothermal growth system 
usually consists of finely divided particles of the nutrient, predetermined volume of a 
solvent and a suitably oriented crystal seed (Fig. 1) under very high pressures, generally 
several thousand bar. The nutrient dissolves at a higher temperature in the lower region, 
moves to the upper region due to buoyancy-induced convective flows, and deposits on the 
seed due to lower solubility if the seed region is maintained at a lower temperature. The 
system can be modeled as a composite fluid and porous layer using the Darcy-Brinkman-
Forchheimer flow model in the porous bed. Since the growth process is very slow, the 
process is considered quasi-steady and the effect of dissolution and growth is neglected. 
This first study on transport phenomena in a hydrothermal system therefore focuses on the 
flow and temperature fields without the presence of the seed and mass transfer. A 
three-dimensional algorithm is used to simulate the flow and heat transfer in a typical 
autoclave system. An axisymmetric flow pattern at low Grashof numbers becomes three-
dimensional at high Grashof numbers. A reduction in the porous bed height for fixed 
heated and cooled regions can result in oscillatory flows. These results, for the first time, 
depict the possible flow patterns in a hydrothermal system, that can have far reaching 
consequences on the growth process and crystal quality. 

Introduction 
The hydrothermal process, which imitates the crystal growth 

phenomena under geological conditions, has been widely used in 
crystal growth industry since the 1960s (Byrappa, 1994; Stern
berg, 1971; Laudise and Nielsen, 1961; Laudise, 1970; James and 
Kell, 1975; Larkin et al., 1993). High-quality single crystals of 
many materials, such as quartz, berlinite, malachite, bismuth sili
cate, and many other oxides, can be obtained by this technique. 
Among the hydrothermally grown crystals, quartz is the most 
popular and technologically the most important material. 

A typical hydrothermal system consists of finely divided parti
cles of the nutrient at the bottom, predetermined volume of a 
solvent, a suitably oriented crystal seed in the upper portion, and a 
metal baffle with holes above the porous bed (Fig. 1). The system 
is highly pressurized, e.g., to about 1,379 bar in the case of quartz 
growth. Using strap heaters on the cylindrical autoclave sidewall, 
a higher temperature condition is produced in the lower portion of 
the autoclave and a lower temperature in the upper portion, typi
cally 355-369°C and 350°C, respectively, for quartz. The poly-
crystalline quartz dissolves at this temperature in a mineralizer, 
e.g., about IN NaOH or Na2C03 solution, although the solubility 
is very low under these conditions, 2.30-2.35 wt% (Laudise and 
Nielsen, 1961). Due to the imposed temperature difference, a 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF HEAT 
TRANSFER and presented at '98 IMECE, Anaheim. Manuscript received by the Heat 
Transfer Division, Aug. 2, 1998; revision received, Feb. 9, 1999. Keywords: Crystal 
Growth, Heat Transfer, Modeling, Natural Convection, Porous Media. Associate 
Technical Editor: C. Beckermann. 

buoyancy-induced flow is established and the aqueous solution 
moves to the upper portion of the autoclave. Since the temperature 
in the upper region is lower, the solubility goes down, about 2.28 
wt%, and a part of dissolved nutrient is separated and deposited on 
the seed. The growth process is generally very slow and it takes 
several weeks to grow a full size crystal, say 38 mm in the 
transverse direction and 125-150 mm in the axial direction. The 
knowledge of growing crystals in a hydrothermal system is basi
cally an "art" developed through extensive trial and error experi
ments. 

In the absence of any good understanding of the flow pattern and 
temperature field, the height of the nutrient level, pressure inside 
the autoclave, and temperature differential on its wall are all 
prescribed based on the knowledge gained from experiments. It 
has been found that a porous baffle helps the growth process, 
although the mechanism by which it aids the hydrothermal syn
thesis is not clear. The presence of baffle, however, introduces 
several process control parameters. The present paper considers 
the flow and heat transfer in an autoclave system that is used for 
growing crystals which have positive temperature coefficient of 
solubility, such as quartz. 

The buoyancy-induced convective circulation in a hydrothermal 
system will depend on Grashof number. At small Grashof numbers 
the flow will be laminar, but the flow can become oscillatory or 
even turbulent when the Grashof number is high. The inner diam
eter of the autoclave varies from a few centimeters to as high as 65 
centimeters, indicating that the fluid Grashof number may change 
from 104 to 10". The reference length scale in defining Gr is also 
an issue and it is difficult to make a perfect choice between the 
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Fig. 1 A schematic of the autoclave with nutrient and seed plate, and 
speculated flow pattern as shown by Laudlse and Nielsen (1961) 

strength and thus suppress the oscillations when the Grashof 
number is high. 

A suitable convective circulation is necessary to transfer mate
rial from the nutrient zone to the seed zone. (It cannot be accom
plished by diffusion-controlled mass transfer.) However, the baffle 
can reduce the mass transfer between the nutrient zone and the 
growth zone, thus reducing the growth rate of the crystal. The 
baffle, therefore, plays a competing role between suppressing the 
flow strength and oscillations and reducing the mass transport. Its 
location, thickness, and porosity can all influence the process. 
Other parameters which can control the hydrothermal growth 
process are: the portions of the autoclave wall that are maintained 
at two different temperatures, height of the nutrient charge, aspect 
ratio of the autoclave, seed location, etc. 

Since the hydrothermal process involves very high pressures, it 
is difficult, if not impossible, to measure the temperature and 
velocity fields in such a system. Currently, we neither have any 
data available on the velocity, temperature, and concentration 
distributions nor do we know the growth rate as a function of time. 
The only information that has been reported is the overall growth, 
the total time taken, and the quality of the crystal. The primary 
objective of this paper is, therefore, to develop a transport model 
that can provide insights into the physics of the hydrothermal 
process. To develop a basic understanding of the transport mech
anisms, this study focuses on the flow and temperature fields in an 
autoclave without a baffle. Preliminary results are presented to 
analyze the flow pattern and temperature distribution. 

radius of the cylinder and its height. The value of Gr will increase 
substantially if the height is chosen to calculate Gr since the aspect 
ratio of these autoclaves is generally large, 2-20. In the present 
discussion, we ignore the buoyancy effect due to the variation in 
nutrient concentration since it is very low; although to predict the 
deposition rate it will be necessary to consider the concentration 
distribution. 

It is evident that the buoyancy flow will strongly influence the 
temperature distribution in the nutrient and growth regions. Since 
the solubility is a strong function of temperature, the knowledge of 
temperature distribution can help in estimating the supersaturation 
of the solution, the rate of dissolving in the nutrient zone, and the 
rate of growth of the seed. The actual temperature difference 
between the growth zone and the nutrient zone is certainly far less 
than the temperature difference imposed on the side wall of the 
autoclave, due to thermal resistance of the wall and convective 
flow in the fluid (Byrappa, 1994). If the temperature and flow fields 
become oscillatory when the Grashof number is high, inhomoge-
neities will appear in the grown crystal. A baffle between the 
growth zone and the nutrient zone may help in reducing the flow 

Mathematical Model 
It is evident that a hydrothermal system can be considered as a 

composite porous and fluid layer (Fig. 2). For modeling, the porous 
bed is considered homogeneous and isotropic, and saturated with 
a fluid which is in local thermodynamic equilibrium with the solid 
matrix. A higher temperature, TH, is applied on the lower portion 
of the cylindrical wall, 0 < x* < hH, and a lower temperature, Tc, 
is considered on the upper portion of the cylindrical wall, hH < x* 
< H. The ratio of the height of the wall at TH and the overall 
height is defined as 

AT = hH/H. 

The height of the wall where the temperature changes from TH to 
Tc is assumed as 8*. (A real system will not allow a step change 
in temperature.) The top and bottom of the cylinder are considered 
adiabatic. 

The Darcy-Brinkman-Forchheimer model is employed in the 
porous layer, while for the flow in the upper layer, Navier-Stokes 
equations are used with the assumption of incompressible flow and 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of a hydrothermal system for transport modeling 

the Boussinesq approximation (Bejan, 1984; Beckermann et al., 
1987; Prasad, 1991). The governing equations in porous and fluid 
layers can be combined by defining a binary parameter B, 

B 
0, in fluid layer 
1, in porous layer 

(la) 
(lb) 

and appropriately selecting the void fraction, e = 1 for the fluid 
layer and 0 < e < 1 for the porous layer (Prasad, 1991), which 
leads to 

d(ePf) 
-J¥-+V*.(Pja*) = S*„ (2) 

p, d u * a, uH 

e dt* e e 
= - V * / ? * - pfgk 

I Ur Orb 
+ V* • (;uerfV*u*) - B [~ + ~ (3) 

Table 1 Typical governing parameters for quartz-aqueous 
system 

Parameter Value 

Aspect ratio, Ar 
Initial dimensionless porous bed height, 17 
Prandtl number, Pr 
Grashof number, Gr 
Darcy number, Da 
Forchheimer number, Fs 
Viscosity ratio, A 
Specific heat ratio, Se 

Conductivity ratio, Rt 

2 - 2 0 
0.4 ~ 0.5 
1 ~ 2 
10" ~ 1013 

10 " ~ 10" 
10"' ~ 10~2 

1 ~ 2.5 
1 ~ 2 
1 ~ 1.4 

(pcX + (pc , ) / [ (u* • V*)T] = V* • (JtrffV*!), (4) 

where k is the unit vector in the x direction, b is the Forchheimer 
coefficient (Ergun, 1952), and K is the permeability of the nutrient 
bed. 

The following scales are used to nondimensionalize the govern
ing equations: length, R; velocity, vrIR\ time, R2/vf; pressure, 
PrvjlR1; and temperature, TH — Tc. The dimensionless parame
ters that govern the flow and heat transfer in a hydrothermal 
system under the conditions described earlier and their typical 
values are shown in Table 1. The nondimensional form of Eqs. 
(2)-(4) are then obtained as 

It + V • u = S,„ 

1 du 1 u 
- - T - + - 0 1 - V ) - : 
e dt e e 

~Vp + Gr6k 

+ V • A V u 
1 Fs 

B | D ^ + D a 

(5) 

| u , (6) 

se 
s,--+(„.v)e. 

Pr v-(^ve). (7) 

In Eq. (6), the Brinkman and Forchheimer terms can be easily 
neglected, if desired, by considering A = 0 and Fs = 0, respec
tively. Equations (5)-(7) can be solved together with the following 
boundary conditions: No slip and constant temperature conditions 
are applied on the vertical wall of the autoclave, 

N o m e n c l a t u r e ( c o n t . ) 

u, v, w = dimensionless velocities 
|«|max = maximum of u 

u*, v*, w* = velocities, m/s 
= dimensionless covariant 
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a = thermal diffusivity, m2/s 
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effective coefficient of diffusiv
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perature changes from TH to 
Tc, m (Fig. 2) 
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viscosity, kg/m • s 
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Subscripts and Superscripts 

C = cold 
e, w, t, b, n, s = east, west, top, bot

tom, north, and 
south faces of a 
control volume 

eff = effective, porous 
medium property 

E, W, T, B, N, S = east, west, top, bot
tom, north, and 
south neighbors of 
the grid point P 

f = fluid 
H = hot 
P = grid point P 

£, T), f = along curvilinear 
coordinate direc
tions 

0 = last time-step value 
. * = dimensional value 
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u = 0, 

0, x>0.5(AT + 8T) 
1 + cos [TT(JC - 0.5Ar + 0.5S,.)/Sr]1

 2 

(8a) 

(8fc) 

energy equation (<j) = 0). The covariant total fluxes (convection 
and diffusion) are given by 

= \ 
0 . 5 ( A r - 8T)<x<0.5(AT+ Sr), (8c) 

. 1 , x < 0 . 5 ( A r - 87) (8<i) 

where S7- is the dimensionless height of the wall where the tem
perature changes from 1 to 0 and chosen as 0.05 Ar for the present 
calculations. The top and bottom of the autoclave are considered 
adiabatic, and hence 

J( = du(4> -

Jv = duv4> ~ 

7£ = du(4> ' 

i â > 
"he

Ta!'H' 

1 d<t> 

1 d(j} 

' Fc
 r°!f a 7 ' 

86 

dx 

U = 0, 

= 0, at x = 0 and Ar. 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The curvature source term S^ arises from the nonorthogonal grids, 
and is given by 

S* = 

In the azimuthal direction, periodic boundary conditions are 
used for both the velocity and temperature. At the fluid and porous 
layer interface, the continuity of temperature, velocity, pressure, 
stress, and heat flux is required which is automatically satisfied by 
solving the combined equations in a single domain (Prasad, 1991). 

Three-Dimensional Finite Volume Solution Procedure 
A three-dimensional numerical algorithm is developed using the 

curvilinear coordinates (Karki and Patankar, 1988). The dis-
cretized form of the continuity Eq. (5) is then written as (Zhang 
and Moallemi, 1995; Zhang et al„ 1996; Chatterjee, 1998a, b): 

(13) 

Multiplying Eq. (10) by (d<$>)? and subtracting it from Eq. (12) 
yields 

{rfe°Ja°+ (c ~ d)e]n}P 

At tA&vW + («e).{tf«)« 

(e)P(Ja)P - (e°)f(Ja°)f 

At 
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+ {(avuv), ~ ( a ^ J A f A f + {(a£M{)„ - (a{M{)s}A£AT/ 

= {JaS,„ + W , A £ A T , A £ , (10) 

where the curvature source term SN0 has the following form: 

a a 

+ (S, - d5W04.),}AgAT,Af + 
Ar 

4>°A£Ar,A£. (14) 

^ (/3{«« + ?{«„) (11) 

The momentum Eq. (6) and energy Eq. (7) can be discretized as 
follows: 

(ceJa)f4>P - ( c V J a 0 ) , , ^ 

At 
A£AT)A£ + {(aj/e). 

(a{7f) J A T ) A C + {(a , / , ) , - ( a ^ J A ^ A f + { ( a ^ ) „ 

- (V f)JA£AT, = {Ja(Sc + S„<f>) + 5^,AfArjAf, (12) 

The discretization of total flux 7 in each control-volume face is 
performed as in Patankar (1980), 

Ue). - Fe4>„ = {DeA(\Pe\) + max [~F„ 0]}(<j>P - c/>£), • • • 

where the convection term Fe = (duj^ArjA^, De is the diffusion 
term, P„ is the Peclet number, and function A(|Pe|) is chosen by 
the power low scheme of differencing. The final discretized equa
tion is then obtained as 

aP4>p = aE4>E + aw(j)w + aT(j)T + aB<j>„ + aN4>N + as(j>s + b, 

(15) 

with the coefficients a's as described in Chatterjee (1998a) fol
lowing Patankar (1980), and a should be different here, 

where 

JaS„ + JadS,„ <xP = aE + aw + aT + aB + aN + as + 

de°Ja° + (c - d)eJa 

S, = { 

Gr0 

1 

Da ' Da 
0. 

-
dx 

dp 

3y ' 
dp 

dz' 

o, 
's 

)a 
U 

4> - u 

(f) = V 

<j> = w 

4 > = e 

, <j> = U, V, W 

(/) = e. 

+ dSN At 
A£AT,A£, 

b = 
(C°6°Ja0) 

j - t VP + (JaSc)P + (5+ ) , j A^Ar,Af. 

We define, c = 1/e2, rf = 1/e2, and reff = A for momentum 
equations (<j) — u, v, w); c = SJe, d = 1, and reff = i?<;/Pr for 

The power-law scheme is used for discretization and the solu
tions are obtained employing the SIMPLER method with pressure 
obtained on a nonstaggered grid system (Zhang et al., 1996; 
Chatterjee, 1998a, b). The numerical algorithm is verified by 
considering natural convection flow in a cubic enclosure with 
vertical fluid and porous layers. The two vertical sidewalls of the 
enclosure are applied constant but differential temperatures, and 
the vertical front and back walls and the horizontal walls are 
considered adiabatic. These boundary conditions reduce the prob
lem to two dimensions at least in the midplane, z = 0.5, the 
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Fig. 3 Predicted and experimental temperature profiles for a composite 
vertical fluid and porous layer for Ar = 1, rj = 0.5, e = 0.4, Pr = 6.97, Da = 
1.296 x 10"s, Gr = 4.344 x 106, C = 0.5648, Rk = 1.383 (Beckermann et 
al., 1987) 

two-dimensional configuration considered by Beckermann et al. 
(1987). The parameters are also chosen as in Beckermann et al. 
(1987), Ar = 1, T) = 0.5, e = 0.4, Pr = 6.97, Da = 1.296 X 
10~5, Gr = 4.344 X 10", C = 0.5648, Rt = 1.383. The 
temperature distribution and streamlines predicted here agree well 
with that reported by these authors (see Chen et al., 1998). In Fig. 
3, the temperature profiles at different heights are compared with 
the experimental data presented by Beckermann et al. In general, 
the agreement between the present temperature profiles and Beck
ermann's predictions is within five percent although some discrep
ancies exist between the predictions and experiments (Fig. 3). As 
noted by Beckermann et al. (1987), the discrepancies between the 
predicted and measured temperature profiles are possible due to 
the inaccuracies in determining the exact position of the movable 
thermocouple probe. The present model has been successfully 
tested for many other natural convection problems (Chatterjee, 
1998a, b; Chen et al., 1999). 

A grid independence test for the present hydrothermal problem 
has been carried out by obtaining several solutions for Ar — 3, 
TJ = 0.5, Da = 10~4, Gr = 105 (see Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)). Table 2 
presents the Nusselt number 

Nu = 
1 dT 

Rk~\r=ldx 

for four different sets of grids. As can be seen, the Nusselt number 
changes by less than 2.5 percent when the mesh size changes. 
Based on a series of trial runs, a grid of 31 X 20 X 39 nodal points 
in the axial, radial, and azimuthal directions, respectively, is used 
for the results presented in this paper. The nodal points are uni
formly distributed in the radial and azimuthal directions, while in 
the axial direction they are densely distributed near the fluid/ 
porous layer interface to ensure smooth changes of the properties 
across the interface. The grid overlaps in the azimuthal direction to 
implement the periodic boundary conditions and satisfy the con
tinuity and flux conditions. Because of singularity, special treat
ment is needed at the central axis, r = 0. The properties in the r = 
0 region are averaged as follows: 

Results and Discussion 

Typical Flow Pattern in a Hydrothermal System and 
Growth Mechanism. Since it has been impossible to observe 
the flow field in an autoclave, only intuitive attempts have been 
made to speculate the flow pattern in a hydrothermal system, as 
shown in Fig. 1 (Laudise and Nielsen, 1961). Since the vertical 
wall is differentially heated and cooled, the flow pattern is assumed 
to have two counter-rotating cells (in one-half of the autoclave); 
one in the upper region and the other in the lower region as 
depicted in Fig. 1. However, there are too many parameters to 
influence the flow pattern, such as the aspect ratio of the autoclave, 
portions of the wall at T„ and Tc, porous bed height, Darcy 
number, Grashof number, etc. Here we present some typical nu
merical solutions to reveal the basic structure of the flow and 
temperature fields in an autoclave. The porosity is chosen as e = 
0.4 with inertia coefficient C obtained as 0.5648, while other fixed 
parameters considered for this study are: Prandtl number, Pr = 1, 
viscosity ratio, A = 2.5, conductivity ratio, Rk = 1, and dimen-
sionless height of the heated portion, Ar = 0.5. 

Figure 4(a) shows a typical temperature field in a vertical cross 
section of the autoclave when Ar = 3, TJ = 0.5, Da = 10~6, Gr = 
107. It can be seen that the heat transfer in the porous bed is 
conduction-dominated while that in the fluid layer is strongly 
influenced by convection. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding 
flow field. The flow is almost invisible in the porous layer while 
there is a strong vortex in the fluid layer. With respect to the 
hydrothermal growth, if the flow in the charge is too weak, the 
nutrient will not convect to the growth zone and the mass transfer 
in bottom region will be diffusion-dominated. From a review of 
porous media literature, one can conclude that if the modified 
Grashof number, Gr* = Gr • Da, is small, the temperature and flow 
fields will approach similar solutions regardless of the values of 
the Darcy number and fluid Grashof number because of almost 
negligible effects of the Brinkman and Forchheimer's terms— 
Darcy flow regime in the porous layer. 

Figure 5(a) shows the temperature field in a vertical cross 
section of the autoclave when Gr = 106, Gr* = 10, (Da = 10~5), 
all other parameters remaining the same. The temperature field is 
slightly modified in both the fluid and porous regions. The recir
culating fluid brings more heat from the porous bed and dissipates 
in the cold portion of the autoclave wall. The flow field is modified 
accordingly and the solution can be seen rising along the heated 
portion of the side wall. Under axisymmetric (two-dimensional) 
flow conditions, two recirculating cells exist in one-half of the 
vertical plane, one weak recirculation in the porous region and the 
other very strong cell in the fluid region. The convective roll in the 
lower region feeds quartz-aqueous solution to the cell in the seed 
region, upward flow concentrated in the central region. It should be 
noted that even though the flow seems to be very strong in the 
upper region, the nutrient to crystallize on the seed can be brought 
by the solution only through a weak convective interaction be
tween the two cells directly under the seed and some diffusion 
along the fluid/porous layer interface. 

Figure 5(b) demonstrates the basic mechanism of transport of 
nutrient from the charge to the seed. It establishes the common 
belief of the hydrothermal crystal grower that the convective flow 
is essential for the seeds to grow. Without this direct transport of 
saturated solution towards the seed, the crystal will not grow since 
the diffusion-dominated mass transport can not bring solute to the 
seed in any appreciable quantity. In addition, there will be no 
special incentive for the separated solute to deposit only on the 
crystal seed. In fact, it can deposit anywhere on the autoclave wall. 

4>Uo = 4>\r=0*' 

Time steps used for the calculations strongly depend on the pa
rameters being considered. For example, a time step of 10~3 is 
employed when Gr = 105, Da = 10~3 and TJ = 0.5, which is 
reduced to 5 X 10 4 when TJ becomes 0.4. 

Table 2 Nusselt number as a function of mesh size for the 
case presented in Fig. 6 

Grids 31 X 16 X 39 31 X 20 X 39 41 X 20 X 39 51 X 25 x 39 
Nu 2.346 2.364 2.384 2.396 
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Fig. 4 Temperature distribution (a) and flow field (b) in a vertical cross section of the 
autoclave, Ar = 3, r| = 0.5, Pr = 1, Da = 1<T6, and Gr = 107 (Gr* = 10) 

Another important point to note is that the temperature variation in 
the fluid region is small, 8 = 0.15 to 0 = 0, indicating that most 
of the separation because of the decreased solubility takes place 
directly under the seed, and in the upper layer of the porous bed, 
not while the solution is moving from the central portion of the 
autoclave towards the side wall. 

There are a few other important features of this flow pattern that 
must be noted. First, the flow strength of the two vortices are very 
different, which cannot be understood clearly without conducting 
a thorough transport analysis of the system for a wide range of 
parameters. Secondly, the strong vertical flow directly under the 
seed can have negative effects on the growth process; it can wash 
away the solute from the seed surface. It is not surprising that the 
hydrothermal crystal growers have placed a porous baffle in the 

autoclave. Clearly, this can reduce the vertical flow velocity in the 
central portion to improve the flow conditions for the growth, 
although the growth rate will be reduced. Another critical issue 
that will determine the rate of growth is the role of kinetics of 
deposition and bonding versus the flow velocity in the seed region. 

Effect of Permeability of the Porous Bed. Figures 6(a) and 
6(b) show the temperature and flow fields for a high permeability 
porous bed, Da = 10 4, but for a lower Grashof number, Gr = 105 

(compared to Fig. 5). All other parameters remain the same. There 
is no appreciable change in the flow pattern and its strength in the 
porous region since the Darcy-modified Grashof number Gr* is 
identical in Figs. 5 and 6. However, the increased permeability 
changes the conditions near the fluid-porous layer interface. Also 
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Fig. 5 Temperature distribution (a) and flow field (b) for Ar = 3, r\ = 0.S, Pr = 1, Da = 10"5, and 
Gr = 106 (Gr* = 10) 
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Fig. 6 Temperature distribution (a) and fluid flow (b) in a vertical cross section of the autoclave, 
Ar = 3, i) = 0.4, Pr = 1, Da = 10"4, and Gr = 10s (Gr* = 10) 

with a reduction in Gr from 106 to 105 (between Figs. 5 and 6), the 
convective effects in the fluid layer have become weaker but the 
flow penetrates easily in the porous layer resulting in a stronger 
temperature gradient in the fluid region. 

Figures 7(a) and 1(b) present the temperature and flow fields for 
Gr = 105 and Gr* = 102 with all other parameters as in Fig. 6. 
Again, there exist two recirculating cells. With an increase in the 
Darcy-modified Grashof number from 10 to 102 (Figs. 6 and 7), the 
flow in the porous layer has become much more stronger because 
of the increased permeability. The temperature field is modified 
accordingly and the isotherms in the lower region have become 
somewhat parallel to the vertical wall rather than normal as in Fig. 
6(c). This represents a major shift in temperature field, and the 
temperature gradient in the central portion of the autoclave is now 

much weaker than that near the wall. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the 
axisymmetric nature of the flow has been destroyed. This can have 
negative effect on the growth process. Although Da = 1CT3 may be 
too high to achieve in a hydrothermal system, this result shows an 
upper limit on the permeability of the nutrient charge. 

The complex effect of the heating and cooling condition in a 
hydrothermal system also becomes evident at this point. Even 
though the temperature conditions in Figs. 4(a), 5(a), and 6(a) 
promote Benard-type convection in the porous bed (heated bottom 
and cold top) because of the resulting temperature field, the flow 
remains symmetric and steady because of the low permeability of 
the porous media. On the other hand, when the permeability 
increases, the thermal interaction between the porous bed and fluid 
layer becomes very complex in the region where the temperature 
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Fig. 7 Temperature distribution (a) and fluid flow (b) for Ar = 3, n) = 0.5, Pr = 1, Dr = 10~3, and 
Gr = 106 (Gr* = 100, Af = 10~3) 
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Fig. 8 Temperature distribution (a) and fluid flow (b) in a vertical cross section of the 
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decreases from 1 to 0, promoting stronger convective instability, 
which destroys the symmetry and two-dimensional nature of the 
flow and temperature fields. Probably, a much more gradual 
change in wall temperature is desirable. 

Effect of Porous Bed Height on the Flow Pattern. The 
influence of the height of the porous bed on transport phenomena 
in a hydrothermal system is investigated next. Since the hydro-
thermal growth is a very slow process, we can consider it quasi-
steady and analyze the flow and temperature fields for given 
porous bed height assuming steady-state condition. Note that the 
height of porous bed decreases as the polycrystalline charge dis
solves and the solute moves up for deposition on the seed. Evi
dently the flow and temperature patterns will change with the 
porous bed height. To examine the effect of decreasing height, 
keeping all other parameters as in Fig. 6, we have considered a 
case for -n = 0.4 (Fig. 8). It can be seen that the temperature and 
flow fields have changed significantly as compared to that in 
Fig. 6. 

A small portion of the hot surface now lies in the fluid region, 
which promotes a local recirculation at the bottom of the fluid 
domain because of the increased buoyancy effect in this region. 
The isotherm pattern is distorted accordingly even though in the 
central region of the system, the temperature field remains similar 
to that depicted in Fig. 6. The small cell now acts as a buffer 
restricting the fluid moving from the porous region to the fluid 
region. It gains fluid from both of the stronger cells and feeds back 
to them. When the Grashof number is low, the flow may show an 
axisymmetric pattern with two strong convective rolls and one 
weak cell. However as shown in Fig. 8(b), the axisymmetric nature 
of the flow field is completely destroyed at a higher Grashof 
number. A convective roll may then appear in the central region 
directly above the porous bed, and depending on its location the 
large convective rolls in the fluid region may shift. As can be 
expected, this does not influence the flow and temperature fields in 
the porous region in any appreciable manner as long as the Darcy 
number or permeability is low. From growth considerations, a 
change in flow pattern in the porous bed will have less impact. 
However, a major shift in flow characteristics in the fluid region 
can significantly change the growth dynamics and quality of the 
crystal. These issues need to be further investigated. 

To further elaborate on the effect of changing the porous bed 
height as the crystal grows, simulations have also been performed 

for 7] = 0.4, Gr = 105, and Gr* = 102 (Fig. 9). As can be expected, 
the flow in the porous layer strengthens with an increase in Gr*. 
This gives rise to strong distortions in the temperature field (com
pare Figs. 8(c) and 9(a)). The effect of decreasing height on the 
flow field can be seen in 9(b). An additional recirculating layer 
(including porous and part of fluid layers) has clearly emerged near 
the fluid-porous layer interface. In comparison with Fig. 7, the flow 
and temperature fields are now very complex because of a small 
portion (20 percent) of the fluid layer being in direct contact with 
the heated wall. Not only the axisymmetric nature of the temper
ature and flow fields is destroyed but they have become quite 
irregular and strongly three-dimensional. The oscillations have set 
in, even in the central region. Figure 9(c) shows the flow field in 
a horizontal plane at x = 1.5. 

Figure 9(d) shows the temperature fluctuations near the central 
axis (r = 0) at various vertical positions, x = 0.4 Ar, 0.6 Ar, 0.8 
Ar, and Ar. These fluctuations will directly influence the solute 
transport and its rate of dissolving and separation. As a conse
quence, the growth rate and crystal quality will be greatly affected. 
Figure 9(e) shows the oscillation frequency domain of the temper
ature, a series of temperature at every time step dt = 5 X 10~4 

from t = 0 to 5 was used for the FFT analysis. 

Conclusions 
In this paper, a transport model based on the fluid-superposed 

porous layer theory has been developed to simulate the hydrother
mal crystal growth processes. The Darcy-Brinkman-Forchheimer 
formulation is used to model the flow in the nutrient bed. A 
three-dimensional algorithm based on curvilinear finite volume 
scheme is developed and verified by computing the flow and heat 
transfer in an enclosure consisting of vertical fluid and porous 
layers. The temperature and flow patterns for varying porous bed 
height, Darcy number (or permeability of the nutrient charge), and 
Grashof number are studied to examine the basic transport mech
anisms of a hydrothermal system. Although this is a preliminary 
study and the governing parameters are selected somewhat arbi
trarily, the numerical results show interesting features of the flow 
and heat transfer phenomena that can have direct influence on the 
solute transport, rates of nutrient dissolving and separation, growth 
kinetics, and crystal quality. 

The basic flow structure consists of a buoyancy-induced recir-
culatory flow with one cell in the porous region and the other in the 
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Fig. 9 Thermal and flow fields at t = 1 for Ar = 3, TJ = 0.4, Pr = 1, Da = 10'3, and Gr = 108 (Gr* = 100, At = 5 x 10~4): (a) temperature field; (b) 
flow field; (c) flow field in horizontal plan at x = 1.5; (ef) temperature oscillations near the axis r = 0 at various vertical positions x = 0.4 Ar, 0.6 
Ar, 0.8 Ar, and Ar, (e) frequency analysis 

fluid region. At low Darcy-modified Grashof number (Gr • Da), the 
flow in the porous region is weak and temperature field is 
diffusion-dominated, indicating that the mass transfer of nutrient 
will be controlled by diffusion. Even though it is weak, the 
convective cell in the porous bed brings the solute to the interface 
region. The recirculation in the fluid region shows strong vertical 
flow along the axis and downward flow along the autoclave wall. 
The flow pattern therefore allows to carry the nutrient to the 
interface region, and deposit on the crystal seed. 

An increase in permeability of the nutrient bed can signifi
cantly change the flow and temperature fields in the lower 
region. A very high permeability enhances the convective in
stability and destroys the axisymmetric nature of the flow. At 
high Darcy and/or Grashof number the flow becomes three-

dimensional and produces a layer of convective rolls sand
wiched between the large recirculatory flows in the fluid and 
porous regions. A reduction in the height of the porous bed also 
complicates the flow structure and temperature field if the 
portions of the wall that are maintained at higher and lower 
temperatures are not changed. Again the flow and temperature 
fields become three-dimensional and oscillatory. 

Although the present study has been conducted only for a 
small range of parameters, it successfully reveals the basic 
transport mechanism of the hydrothermal synthesis. Further 
investigations are necessary to examine the effect of other 
parameters. In particular, the effect of autoclave height and 
baffle can change the flow patterns and temperature field sig
nificantly (Chen et al., 1999). 
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Transient Heat Transfer for 
Layered Ceramic Insulation and 
Stainless Foil Fire Barriers 
Time-varying flame boundaries to heat transfer applications is a common application 
in energy and safety related systems. Many such systems could be tested and analyzed; 
however, the number of thermophysical parameters involved and the possibilities of 
boundary conditions are endless. Many papers have justified numerical and analytical 
models based on computational efficiency, with the objective of eventually applying 
those efficient techniques to real problems. There are, however, a number of standard 
test situations related to such systems that may be readily studied. The purpose of this 
study is to be able to optimize a coarse numerical model and range of thermophysical 
parameters that represent the physics of the real problem in a standard test situation. 
The applied thermal problem involves fire barrier safety in the design of buildings, 
such as hospitals and schools. Public buildings are often primarily constructed of 
concrete with significant gaps between sections to allow the concrete to expand and 
contract, due to climate changes or transients. In seismically active regions of the 
world, gaps may be up to several meters across, requiring some type of thermal fire 
barrier designed to prevent a fire from spreading for some time. A radiative/ 
conductive fire barrier is first tested with an ASTM standard fire. A numerical model 
is then applied, which is an optimally coarse finite difference/finite volume formula
tion applied to the standard transient conduction energy equation with radiative heat 
flux (Ozisik, 1973) and to the radiative transfer equation (Su, 1993). The numerical 
model is able to predict thermal performance of the test system, illustrating the utility 
of the coarse grid model in engineering applications. 

Introduction 
One standard test method used for transient temperature of 

concrete expansion joint fire barriers is specified in ASTM Stan
dard E 119, "Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Building Con
struction and Materials" (1983). The test standard prescribes a fire 
of given severity and extent, but is written primarily for full, 
non-loadbearing walls. This standard gives a prescribed minimum 
ambient (fire side) temperature as a function of time outside the 
first boundary of the fire barrier. In a slab geometry, a thermal 
performance criteria is then established at the opposite unexposed 
boundary of the barrier. The barrier is then rated as satisfying the 
standard for some stated period of time. Standard prescribes a fire 
of given severity and extent, but is written primarily for full, 
non-load bearing walls. The specification is necessary to ensure 
that the fire-resistive properties of materials and assemblies are 
measured according to some common standard, and that it can be 
applied in a variety of cases. 

One of the conditions of test acceptance is that the fire barrier 
not allow passage of the flame or hot gases, sufficient to ignite a 
cotton sample. A second condition is that the transmission of heat 
be limited so as not to allow the unexposed barrier surface tem
perature to be raised more than 139CC (250°F) above its initial 
temperature. Also, the sample must maintain its structural integrity 
throughout the experiment. A performance rating is then given as 
"j-h," "1-h," or "2-h" according to how long, in hours, the sample 
continues to meet all of the conditions of acceptance. 

As in many high-temperature and combustion applications, ce
ramic fiber insulation is often used, because it can withstand the 
high temperatures involved in such situations. For structural sup-
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port and for radiative shielding, thin layers of foil are placed on the 
outside of the ceramic fiber blanket and sometimes between layers 
of insulation. Aluminum foil would work very well for this pur
pose in terms of reflectivity, but it cannot withstand the high 
temperatures. Therefore, layers of stainless steel foil are used as a 
radiative shield. Since the primary modes of heat transfer in 
high-performance insulations are radiation and convection, the foil 
layers also serve the purpose of blocking bulk transport (and 
convection) of hot gases passing through the porous insulation in 
the barrier. 

Once a candidate fire barrier has been proposed, a detailed heat 
transfer analysis is performed to calculate the transient tempera
tures within the barrier. In the analysis, one must look at all modes 
of heat transfer, including conduction, convection, and radiation. 
Even though the sample can be modeled as a one-dimensional slab, 
obtaining an analytical solution for even simplified cases is very 
difficult. Convection, conduction, and radiation are all considered 
at the outside boundaries, while only conduction and radiation are 
used within the slab; the boundary exposed to the fire is termed the 
exposed boundary, while the boundary opposite the fire is termed 
unexposed. To solve this problem numerically, accurate finite 
difference representations of transient conduction and radiative 
heat transfer must be determined. Then, an iteration between the 
radiation and the conduction at each time-step is converged at each 
grid location. Once the temperature calculations at one time-step 
are complete, new solutions are found for the next time-step. These 
steps are repeated for a specified amount of time. A coarse grid 
numerical technique (optimized for the minimum grid resolution) 
is incorporated here to model the conduction and radiation in a 
one-dimensional slab, built up of successive layers of foil and 
insulation, in which the variable direction is perpendicular to the 
plane of the slab boundaries (and the fire). 

The ASTM Standard E 119 test setup was used as an experi
mental validation of the numerical analysis presented here. Al
though the standard was followed as closely as possible, some of 
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the test conditions could not exactly match the standard. The actual 
furnace temperatures, while measured with relatively small uncer
tainty, could not be controlled exactly according to the standard. 
Therefore, the furnace temperature was controlled to always be 
greater than the standard, anywhere from 1 to 168 K (2 to 297 R). 
This led to a conservative analysis of the fire barrier temperatures, 
relative to the standard. A second variance is that the standard is 
based on testing a full wall (cross-sectional area not less than 9 
m2); the actual test area exposed to the fire, however, was only 
0.36 m2, with dimensions 0.6 X 0.6 m. The aspect ratio (sample 
width to thickness) for the tests was greater than 20 for all tests; 
this is well within the one-dimensional slab assumption based on 
prior research (Saboonchi, 1988). 

Literature Review 
Many investigators have studied combined conduction and 

radiation heat transfer, especially as it applies to thermal insu
lation. King (1978) developed a model for the heat transfer 
through fibrous insulating materials that could be used to esti
mate the apparent thermal conductivity as well as heat losses 
and temperature profiles. Barker (1984, 1985) developed a 
numerical code, based on exact transient and steady-state solu
tions of the combined conduction and radiation heat transfer for 
a gray medium, heated by separate external sources; he also 
presented (1984) an extensive review of the related literature up 
to that time. His analysis showed that as the conduction to 
radiation ratio decreased, the medium reached steady state 
faster. Experimental and analytical results for transient total 
heat transfer through fiberglass insulation, applied to residential 
attics, were compared by Rish and Roux (1987). The results 
showed that the addition of a radiant foil barrier reduced the 
total heat transfer by up to 42 percent. Su (1993) also calculated 
the transient heat transfer through an electromagnetic window 
with varying system parameters. Using constant values for 
specific heat, thermal conductivity, and density proved to have 
little effect on the results, compared to temperature-dependent 
properties. 

Since fibrous insulation material properties are affected by 
the size, distribution, and orientation of the fibers, Tong and 
Tien (1983) and Tong et al. (1983) performed analytical and 
experimental studies, respectively, on insulation heat transfer. 
In the analytical study, the mean fiber radius was found to have 
a greater effect than the type of size distribution or the chemical 
composition of the fibers. In the experimental analysis, extinc
tion coefficients, radiant heat fluxes, and total heat fluxes were 
measured. The results agreed with the analytical study only 
qualitatively, due to the nongray and nonuniform characteristics 
of the insulation. Saboonchi et al. (1988) developed a technique 
for determining the scattering coefficient and mass extinction 
coefficient of insulation, and Kumar and White (1995) devel
oped a simple model to account for the interaction between 
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup 

scattered radiation for the individual fibers. It was found that as 
the fiber separation decreased and the absorption index in
creased, the scattering efficiency increased. 

The effects of natural and forced convection on the heat transfer 
in insulation materials have also been studied. Bankvall (1978) 
found that as the aspect ratio (height/depth of insulation) was 
increased, indicating a longer sample, the heat transfer decreased. 
Silberstein et al. (1991) related various experimental studies to find 
that the thermal properties of the insulation were not significantly 
affected by forced convection, except in cases where poor work
manship allowed multiple air entry paths. 

The focus of this study is to analyze the combined conduction 
and radiation heat transfer of a one-dimensional gray medium, 
modeling an expansion joint fire barrier. A parametric study of 
time/temperature profiles was made for various thicknesses, num
bers of layers, and material properties. For validation, the numer
ical results were compared with experimental data. 

Experimental Apparatus 

Experimental measurements of fire barrier temperature were 
obtained as a basis for validating the numerical results. The ex
perimental apparatus can be divided into three major components. 
These include the test specimen or the fire barrier, the furnace 
which served to simulate the standard fire, and the temperature 
measurement and data acquisition equipment. Figure 1 shows an 
illustration of the apparatus used in this experiment. The experi
mental setup was built and tests performed at the University of 
Oklahoma, Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, North campus 
test cell facility. 

The test specimen was composed of seven thin layers (0.32 cm 
ea., uncompressed) of insulation with eight layers of foil placed 
between the insulation gaps and on the outer boundaries. Thermo-

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = 
C, = 
Fo = 

A. = 

h2 = 

k 
L 

y cond 

cross-sectional area of slab 
specific heat 
Fourier number 
convective heat transfer coeffi
cient at fire boundary 
convective heat transfer coeffi
cient at unexposed boundary 

= radiative intensity and radiative 
intensity at node i, with n being 
the last node 

= thermal conductivity 
= slab thickness 
= conductive heat transfer 

qr, q\ = radiative heat transfer and 
radiative heat transfer at node 
i 

S, S, = radiative source function 
t = time 

Tavg = control volume-averaged 
nodal temperature 

T,, To j = temperature and temperature 
from previous time-step at 
node i 

Txl, T„2 = fire temperature and unex
posed side ambient tempera
ture 

V = control volume 

At. 

Pi 

x = slab position 
a = thermal diffusivity 

|3, co = mass extinction coefficient and 
scattering albedo 

AJC = time-step and control volume 
length increments 

ju = cosine of the radiative propa
gation angle, d 

p = density (without subscript) 
p2 = reflectivity at 1st, 2nd, and 

successive boundaries 
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
T = optical thickness 
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couples were located on the outsides of the insulation, just inside 
the foil boundaries of layers, and as close as possible to the center 
(in the area dimension). The insulation material was a ceramic 
fiber blanket called Durablanket® S, manufactured by Carborun
dum Company. This material was selected specifically because of 
its ability to withstand the extreme fire temperatures, low heat 
capacity, and resistance to thermal shock. 

As previously noted, layers of mirror finish, stainless steel foil 
were used between layers and on the outer boundary to reflect 
thermal radiation from the fire and to add structural stability to the 
fire barrier. The thickness of each layer of foil was 0.0076 cm. 

The furnace to simulate the fire in a building, as given in ASTM 
E 119, was constructed of standard sheet steel and angle iron, with 
outer dimensions of 82.0 X 82.0 X 82.0 cm. The four side walls 
and bottom of the furnace were heavily insulated, leaving inside 
dimensions of 60.0 X 60.0 X 70.0 cm. A 60.0 X 60.0 cm exposed 
opening was left at the top, on which the test specimen could be 
fixed. Steel bars and fire bricks fixed the horizontal sample in 
place. Care was taken not to compress the insulation within the 
exposed area opening. In order to avoid secondary heat loss 
effects, no structural support, other than the foil, supported the 
sample from the lower (fire) side. However, in avoiding compres
sion of the sample, some minor "bagging" expansion of the insu
lation may have occurred at higher temperatures. To account for 
this observed structural behavior, sensitivity calculations on the 
position of thermocouples in the thickness dimension were made. 
The associated systematic uncertainties to thermocouple position 
are estimated and discussed later. 

The furnace of the test setup was manually controlled. An inlet 
on one side was used to pipe natural gas into the system. A blower 
forced combustion air was forced into the furnace. Combustion 
products were allowed to escape through a manually position flue 
vent. The gas was turned on, then a sparking device was used to 
ignite the flame. The gas was adjusted, manually, to best match the 
theoretical temperatures. Openings were also left for thermowells, 
to measure the flame temperature. The thermowells were extended 
32.0 and 42.0 cm into the furnace so the flame temperature 
measurements could be taken at two locations and averaged. The 
thermowells were made of 1.8-cm diameter standard black steel 
piping and end caps. 

Finally, temperature measurement and data acquisition equip
ment were used to obtain the temperatures of the oven and the 
sample. Twenty-gage, type K thermocouples from Omega were 
located within the thermowells. Data acquisition was done using a 
standard Dell 386 SX-16 computer, with a Keithley Metrabyte 
DAS-8 data acquisition card and a Keithley EXP-16 I/O expansion 
board. The thermocouples within the sample were 30-gage, type K, 
glass insulated, that were placed inside the sample and on the 
unexposed surface. In the following section, the uncertainties 
involved in the experiment and the experimental results will be 
discussed. 

Experimental Results 
Since the furnace system was controlled manually, a number of 

preliminary tests were made to give the proper static gas and air 
setting used; since this was set for the entire time, only the outlet 
vent damper was varied slowly in small increments to control the 
furnace temperature (quicker variation would not be compatible 
with the response of the thermowells). Thus the temperature of the 
fire was controlled to stay above that of ASTM Standard E 119 
(1983). Since the control in varying the furnace temperature was 
purposely bounded below by the standard, the actual oven tem
perature remained from 1 to 168 K above the standard temperature 
throughout the experiment as shown in the results. 

As discussed earlier, vertical thermocouple position in the hor
izontal unsupported sample was an area of uncertainty. Since 
20-gage thermocouples were used for portions of the test, an 
assumed uncertainty for all measurement locations (even those 

Experimental 

ASTM E 119 ! 

Time, h 

Fig. 2 Comparison of experimental flame temperature versus ASTM 
flame curve 

with 30 gage) was taken as ±0.089 cm, and sensitivity calculations 
performed within that range. 

Finally, the experiment was performed only once for a given set 
of conditions with this level of instrumentation. The reported 
uncertainty therefore notes only the system bias (without random 
error) of the measurement system relative to fixed ice bath and 
boiling water standards. 

The data acquisition system consisted of a DOS-based PC with 
a Keithley/Metrabyte DAS-08 A/D converter and a Keithley/ 
Metrabyte EXP-16 MUX board. The EXP-16 was wired to a SMP 
plug harness by 183 cm of special limits of error, transmission 
grade, type K thermocouple wire (OMEGA). Individual internal 
sample measurements were by commercial SMP male terminated, 
30-gage, glass insulated, type K thermocouples of the same man
ufacture, connected to the harness. Figure 2 illustrates the exper
imental flame temperature compared to the ASTM standard. Error 
bars on the measured temperature are estimated by linear extrap
olation, point by point, based on the water standard noted above. 
For example, the plotted error bars are for uncertainty estimated to 
be +11.4 K and -6 .1 K on a temperature of 1394.8 K after three 
hours of heating. 

Another uncertainty, not accounted for in the model, was the 
thermal degradation by partial oxidation of the reflectivity of the 
outer stainless foil layer during the test. Also, the effective density 
used in the analysis was most likely too low, because it did not 
specifically take into account the foil density (although composite 
system was varied). 

Again in Fig. 2, comparison of the experimental flame temper
ature and the ASTM standard flame curve as a function of time is 
given. For the first five minutes, the actual flame temperature 
matched the standard almost exactly, and stayed close for the first 
20 minutes. The largest temperature difference occurred after 
about 40 minutes, with the measured flame temperature staying 
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Fig. 3 Experimental temperatures at unexposed boundary, seven layer 
sample 

close to 1350 K for the rest of the time. The temperature difference 
was 40 K after three hours. 

The experimental temperatures at the unexposed boundary are 
given in Fig. 3. These are the values measured on the outer foil 
layer of the seven layer fire barrier sample. From the figure there 
appears to be a 10 to 15-minute time period before the outer 
boundary temperatures began to rise significantly. For the next 45 
minutes, the temperature increase was close to linear, from 320 to 
560 K. The temperature increased to 650 K after two hours and 
685 K after three. Over the last one-half hour, the temperature 
increase was somewhat smaller. 

Thermal Analysis 
In order to determine the heat transmission and temperatures 

though the sample, a thermal analysis was performed. The ceramic 
fiber sample was considered a one-dimensional slab medium of 
thickness L. The one-dimensional assumption was taken since the 
cross-sectional dimensions were much larger than the thickness 
(24:1). The slab was assumed to be an isotropic, homogenous, 
absorbing, emitting, and scattering medium. Thermal, physical, 
and radiative properties of the materials involved were taken to be 
constant. Su (1993) showed that there was very little effect in the 
results of combined radiation and conduction analysis when the 
properties were allowed to change with temperature. The convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient was varied with temperature differ
ence between the surface and the ambient air outside (model taken 
as a hot plate facing up, or cold plate facing down with hLIk = 
c(GrL Pr)"3) through the Grashof number. 

When using the energy equation and radiative transfer equation 
it is important that the boundary conditions be properly described. 
In this case, one boundary was heated by a flame, while the other 
boundary was exposed to a constant ambient temperature. The 
boundary nearest the flame will be referred to as the fire side 
boundary, and the boundary on the opposite side of the flame will 
be referred to as the unexposed boundary. For the fire side, natural 
convection, radiation, and conduction from the oven were consid
ered. On the unexposed boundary, radiation, conduction, and con
vection were again considered. Within the barrier, only conduction 
and radiation were analyzed. Convection was neglected inside the 
porous slab since the fiber insulation (and foil layers when used) 
prevented air inside the barrier from moving freely. The foil layers, 

located on both the fire side and unexposed boundaries, as well as 
between layers, were only considered for their reflective proper
ties. Using a lumped system analysis, according to (Ozisik, 1985, 
p. 103), it was found that the entire layer of foil would reach 96.4 
percent of the fire temperature within 0.01 hours (due to the small 
thickness). Therefore for the analysis, the foil was assumed to have 
the temperature of the adjacent insulation. 

The energy equation was applied to this problem by dividing the 
slab into coarse grid multiple control volumes, using a finite 
difference approximation. For the cases in which only one layer of 
insulation was used, the thickness was divided into five control 
volumes and six equally spaced nodal locations. Five volumes was 
determined to give accuracy within thermocouple tolerances by 
successively reducing the number of control volume which would 
reproduce benchmark results with the model (approximately 20) 
when compared to published exact solutions (Barker). When mul
tiple layers were used, each layer was again divided into five 
control volumes. Visual illustrations of the thermal energy balance 
on the fire side boundary, the interior nodes, and the unexposed 
boundary, from Caplinger (1997), are given in the Appendix, using 
simplified heat transfer coefficients for free convection on a hor
izontal plate (hot plate facing up or cold surface facing down, 
(Ozisik, 1985, p. 437). 

The transient conduction energy equation includes conduction 
and radiation; the development of the analytical form of the 
equation may be found in Ozisik (1973, Chapter 12). The finite 
difference model derivation from the analytical statement of the 
problem used here may be found in Su (1993). Here, we simply 
state the physical basis of the control volume model. For the 
flame-side first finite difference volume, a half volume of the slab 
includes the flame side boundary. The sum of the rate heat transfer 
coming in from the left and right of the control volume equal the 
energy storage inside. The rate of heat being added from the left 
combines the convection and radiation from the fire. The rate of 
heat being added from the right side includes both internal con
duction and radiation (no convection). The rate of energy storage 
is equal to the sum of these terms. This energy rate balance can be 
described mathematically as 

hxA(Tm] - T,) + (1 - p,)o-A(7t, - T\) + kA 
(T2 - T1 

Ax 

(<7l + <il) , „ r , (Fays ~ ?Oavg) 
2 A = pCpV ^ (1) 

where V = A Ax/ 2, and T and To refer to the temperatures at the 
present and previous time-steps. 

To evaluate the energy storage term in this coarse grid, space-
averaged temperatures were needed for the present and previous 
time-steps. This is essential for a coarse grid model. Therefore, the 
storage term was given as follows: 

PC„V 
.(Tn TomR) 

At 

pC„A 
Ax 

37, + 7*2 3To, + To2 

At 
(2) 

The radiation term was given by the difference of the fourth 
powers of the fire temperature and boundary temperature. To use 
a tridiagonal matrix solver for the temperatures in the energy 
equation, it was necessary to linearize the radiation term as fol
lows: 

( r i , - T?) = {Tolx + To])(To^ + T0l)(Txl - r , ) . (3) 

Because of the number of time-steps taken (and resulting small 
temperature changes) and the successive iteration between radia
tion and temperature solutions, this linearization has negligible 
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effect on the results. The tridiagonal solver, however, greatly 
accelerates the computation speed. 

The interior nodal equations are identical, except for the nodal 
references. The heat being added from the right and left both 
included conduction and radiation. The energy storage term was 
similar to that used in the first boundary, and the energy balance is 
best described by the following equation: 

(7V, - 7",) {qU + « ; ) , „ ( r m " T,) 
kA -. + A + kA Ax Ax 

. ( « m + « 0 _ , . . (T, ~ To,) 
A j = Pc?AAx ^ ' ( 4 ) 

After the interior and fire side boundary equations have been 
formulated, the unexposed boundary equation was determined. It 
was much the same as the fire-side boundary equation, except for 
the nodal designations and an ambient temperature that remains 
constant. An equation for the energy balance on the unexposed 
boundary is given as follows: 

h2A(T„ - T„2) - (1 - p 2 ) o v t ( 7 t 2 - r j ) + kA 
(r,-, - T„) 

Ax 

, (<?»-. + <?,.) , „ , . (ravg - Tomg) 
+ 2 A = pC„V ^ (5) 

Sutton and Kamath (1986), was used to calculate boundary 
intensities 

/ , - - / r + i . IT + /r+i s, + sl+l 
A T 

; p, > 0 (9a) 

; ix. > 0 . (9(3) 

An initial guess was made for the source term that considers only 
the emission term 

S, = (1 - to) 
oT? 

(10) 

Then, after the intensity for the first iteration was calculated, the 
in-scattering integral could be evaluated. Both terms for the source 
function were then used for the following iterations: 

<TT . o) 
S, = (l-a>) + T | Idp.. ( l l ) 

Once the intensities had been calculated, the radiative heat 
transfer could be determined. The radiative heat transfer perpen
dicular to the plane of the slab was defined as follows: 

where n indicates the last node and T„s was defined in a similar 
manner to the first boundary. 

To calculate the radiative heat transfer values in the energy 
equation it was necessary to numerically determine the radiative 
heat transfer at each nodal location. For the radiation analysis a 
combination of finite difference and a variation of discrete ordi-
nates was used. Radiative intensity was determined from the 
formulation of the radiative transfer equation, found in Ozisik 
(1973, Ch. 8), which is given as 

3I(r, p.) 
ix dr + / ( T , H) 

(1 - a>)Ih[T] + 7 ( T , n')dn' (6) 

where Ib[T\ = n2(TT*lTT (assuming refractive index n — 1), a> — 
a/j3, dr = pjidx, p = cos 0, and 0 is defined as the angle of 
radiation propagation with respect to the surface normal of the 
material. The right-hand side of the equation is called the source 
function S ( T ) . Therefore, the radiative transfer equation can be 
simplified to 

W ( T , II) 
P - — ^ + / ( T , p ) = 5 ( T ) 

OT 
(7) 

where p, > 0 for radiative intensity from the positive direction 
relative to planes perpendicular to T ( p = 0) and p, < 0 for 
intensity from the negative direction. 

The boundary intensities in the insulation are given physically 
by the effective emitted intensity plus reflected incident intensities 
from the stainless steel foil into that direction 

/ + (0, p ) = ( l 
aT\ 

P i ) — + P i / " ( 0 , 

<rTt 

-ix); IX>0 (8a) 

/ - ( T 0 , - p ) = 0 ~ p2)~^r+ P2l + (r0, ix); j a > 0 (8fc) 

where T0 is the optical thickness of the slab, and —pi has been used 
to make all directions /x > 0. 

The radiative transfer equation for the insulation was then put 
in discretized form, and a form of discrete ordinates, found in 

77 j 277 

q' = I I cos 0 sin 8d<j)dd 

0=0 ^ (/,=() 

(12) 

where ja = cos 6 and —dix = sin 6d6. This may be resolved in 
terms of positive and negative intensities as in Ozisik (1973) 

«( = 2ir ixljdix ixl j dix (13) 

Sensitivity Analysis and Results 
The numerical computations were made for many different 

cases to determine how changing barrier characteristics and 
material properties affected the temperature distribution. Com
parisons were made to published pure conduction, pure radia
tion, and combined results in Barker (1984) with agreement 
within the convergence tolerance. The two most important cases 
were for varying the thickness of insulation, to try to find an 
optimum thickness and changing the number of layers of foil 
between insulation layers. Other material properties that were 
varied include density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat. 
The convergence criteria used in the computer code was AT < 
0.01 (between iterations for conduction and radiation) and 
AS < 1.0 X 1 0 - 5 (between iterations for radiation). The 
following is a list of default properties used in the numerical 
code, unless otherwise specified: Ar = 0.01 h, Ax = thickness/ 
number of control volumes, j3 = 38 m2/kg, T = 4864 * thick
ness, p , and p2 = 0.6, p = 128 kg/m3 , k = 6.20 X 1(T2 W/(m 
°C), and C„ = 1 1 7 0 J/(kg °C). Variations of this code have 
been used in a number of cases, such as Su (1993) and Barker 
(1984), in which the results agreed with published data. 

The most critical factor that determines the effectiveness of a 
fire barrier is the thickness of insulation. In Fig. 4, a single-layer 
sample with foil only on the outer boundaries was examined. All 
of the material properties were held constant while the material 
thickness was varied from 0.318 to 5.08 cm by multiples of two. 
As expected, when the thickness was increased, the temperatures 
for the entire three-hour time period decreased. For the thinner 
material cases, the curves were not as steep over the first 1.5 hours, 
but then become close to parallel. One important fact from these 
curves is that as the insulation thickness was doubled, the benefits 
of decreased temperature became additive rather than doubling. 
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Fig. 4 Unexposed boundary temperatures for varying insulation thick
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Fig. 6 Transient temperature chart for various densities 

The second factor examined was the number of foil layers 
between insulation layers. It is important to know how many layers 
of foil are necessary to provide the greatest benefit in blocking the 
thermal radiation. For this case, each sample was taken to be 
2.54-cm thick with foil located on the outer boundaries in every 
case. The material properties were held constant and the sample 
was divided in halves, twice; giving one, two, and four-layer 
samples, with foil between each. Figure 5 shows the temperature 
distribution, in these cases, for the unexposed boundary. The 
difference between the two and four-layer cases was nearly indis
tinguishable, while the one-layer cases varied less than 5 K. The 
profiles show that the multiple foil layer cases did not perform 
much better than the single-layer case, indicating the need for foil 
only on the boundaries. Additional foil layers are only necessary if 
the outer layer were to break down over time or to physically 
preserve the model conditions (no convective flow through and 
dimensional stability). 
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Fig. 5 Unexposed boundary temperatures for 2.54 cm sample 

The next series of figures shows the effects of changing 
material properties while maintaining a constant thickness and 
number of layers. Three charts are given for variations in 
effective density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat, re
spectively, for a 2.54-cm thick slab with only one layer of 
insulation. These results track trends of the pure conduction 
case, except for density; this is due to the fact that density also 
changes the optical thickness for the radiation in a nonlinear 
fashion. Figure 6 shows temperature profiles for a three-hour 
time period with densities of 64, 128, and 256 kg/m3. The most 
significant trend evident in these curves is that as the density 
increased, the slope of the curve decreased. After 3.0 hours, the 
temperature of the 256 kg/m3 case was 35 K less than the 128 
kg/m3 case and 85 K less than the 56 kg/m3 case. As density was 
increased, the heat transmission was less and it reached steady 
state earlier. The transient temperatures for thermal conductiv
ities of 4.04 X 10~\ 6.20 X 10~\ and 8.36 X 10~2 W/(m K) are 
given in Fig. 7. From these curves it was determined that as 
thermal conductivity increased, the temperatures for the entire 
time period increased. As expected, higher thermal conductivity 
allowed more heat to pass through the barrier. In Fig. 8, 
temperature curves are given for three different specific heat 
values of 1.17, 2.01, and 2.85 kJ/(kg K). Specific heat appears 
to play a role only for the initial times. As it was increased, the 
heat transmission over the first hour was slower. 

It was necessary to compare the numerical results with those 
obtained experimentally to determine a correlation. Since the 
experimental case contained seven layers of insulation sepa
rated by foil, this was used in the numerical computation. The 
material properties were optimized over a limited range to find 
the best fit to the experimental time-temperature curve. The 
optimization was done systematically, by holding two of the 
thermal properties constant and finding the best match for the 
other property. This was done until the best match was found 
for all three properties. The property values that brought about 
the best match to the experimental results were: density = 256 
kg/m3, thermal conductivity = 7.93 X 10~2 W/(m K), and 
specific heat = 2.93 X 103 J/(kg K). The temperature position 
was offset by 0.089 cm inside the boundary to account for 
possible thermocouple position uncertainty that might be due to 
vertical "bagging" of the unsupported horizontal sample or due 
to the finite size of the thermocouple wire junction (single 
AWG 30 wire is 0.0254 cm in diameter). 
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Fig. 9 Experimental versus best numerical approximate unexposed 
boundary temperatures 

The plot of the experimental and computed temperature pro
files at the unexposed boundary is given in Fig. 9. The exper
imental flame temperature curve (Fig. 2) was used as input data 
to the numerical model. The figure shows that for the first 1.5 
hours the numerical solution matched the experimental data 
very closely, overestimating the temperatures from 2-50 K. The 
curves then cross, and for the next 1.5 hours the temperatures 
were underestimated. After 3.0 hours, the temperature differ
ence was 27 K. The numerical solution came to a steadier 
upward trend faster than the measured temperatures. Note that 
as in many heavily insulated systems, with active heat rate 
addition, no steady state is achieved; the process ultimately 
would end in destruction of the sample. 

The better experimental fit by increased density can be ex
plained by the fact that the foil was not explicitly taken into 
account in the conduction energy equation. Including the foil 
would increase the effective density and thermal conductivity of 
the composite system. The conductivity was increased slightly to 

Fig. 8 Transient temperature chart for various specific heats 

match the test data. Since there was such a large range of temper
atures estimating a constant specific heat was difficult. The specific 
heat had to be increased significantly, which could also be due to 
a low mean temperature value, initial moisture in the sample, or 
transient response of the furnace walls. 

Conclusions 

In this study, transient thermal analysis was studied relative 
to an experiment for foil and insulation fire. The transient 
temperature profile of ASTM E119-1983 was used as a basis for 
the experiment and validation of the numerical code. The ex
perimental fire barrier was composed of seven layers of ceramic 
fiber insulation material, with layers of stainless steel foil 
placed between each layer and at the outer boundaries. Interior 
sample and unexposed boundary temperature measurements 
were made in five-minute intervals (to match the standard) for 
a period of three hours at two locations within the furnace and 
on the outer boundary of the test sample. The furnace temper
atures were found to be consistently higher than the standard 
curve, which was necessary for a conservative analysis. A 
numerical model was developed based on the transient conduc
tion energy equation for the fire barrier. The one-dimensional 
slab was divided into six nodes per layer of insulation (includ
ing the boundaries), and temperatures were calculated for vary
ing conditions over a three hour period, according to the stan
dard ASTM fire. From these calculations, it was found that as 
the insulation thickness was doubled, there was an additive (but 
diminishing) benefit of decreased boundary temperatures. When 
the number of foil layers was varied, there was very little 
difference in the calculated temperature profiles. In order to get 
the best match of numerical to experimental values, the density, 
thermal conductivity, and specific heat were all increased. 

With the small changes noted above (foil not being considered 
in the effective density, the use of constant properties, and other 
factors) the numerical model agreed well in predicting the exper
imental trend in temperature through a three-hour test of a real fire 
barrier. 
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Hysteresis of Thermochromic Liquid 
Crystal Temperature Measurement 
Based on Hue 

J. W. Baughn,14 M. R. Anderson,34 

J. E. Mayhew,25 and J. D. Wolf34 

Nomenclature 
Bi = Biot number for copper plate (hcLc/k) 
H = hue matrix, Eqs. (1) or (2) 
hc = heat transfer coefficient from copper plate 
k = thermal conductivity of copper plate 

Lc = thickness of copper plate 
R, G, B = matrices of red, green, and blue components, respec

tively 
Sh = standard deviation in hue 
ST = precision limit in temperature 

SEE = standard error of estimate 
UT = uncertainty in temperature 
AT = bandwidth of useful temperature range 

Introduction 
This paper presents detailed hue-temperature calibration data for 

a microencapsulated thermochromic liquid crystal (TLC) with a 
useful range of 26-31°C. A significant hysteresis is observed in 
the hue-calibration data (i.e., the data during cooling is different 
than that during heating). If heated to 55°C, the temperature for a 
particular hue during cooling may differ by as much as 1°C (20 
percent of the useful range) from the heating value; however, if the 
temperature never exceeds 35°C the hysteresis is less than 0.1°C. 

For more than two decades TLC's have proven to be a powerful 
tool for the investigation of convective heat transfer (e.g., see 
Cooper, 1975). When coated on a surface (usually in the form of 
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microcapsules) their reflected color can be calibrated to determine 
the surface temperature distribution. The first author was intro
duced to TLC's by the team under Prof. Terry Jones at Oxford 
University (e.g., see Jones and Ireland, 1985) more than a decade 
ago and collaborated with them on both transient and heated-
coating methods (Baughn et al., 1989). This early work was done 
using a narrow-band TLC to measure a single isotherm on a 
surface (using yellow, which is an easy color to identify). Since 
then, we have used narrow-band TLC's extensively at UC Davis 
and at the USAF Academy (Baughn, 1994). 

Many investigators have contributed to the development and 
application of TLC's for the study of heat transfer, and space does 
not allow adequate recognition of these investigators and their 
contributions. Some who have been particularly influential in 
studies which lead up to the present study include (in alphabetical 
order): Professor Camci and student Kim at Pennsylvania State 
University (e.g., Camci et al., 1992), Hippensteele and Poinsatte at 
NASA Lewis Research Center (e.g., Hippensteele et al, 1983), 
Professor Hollingsworth and his students at the University of 
Houston (e.g., Hay and Hollingsworth, 1996), Professor Jones and 
his students at Oxford University including Ireland and Wang 
(e.g., Jones and Ireland, 1985; Wang et al., 1995), Professors 
Moffat and Eaton and their students at Stanford University includ
ing Simonich and Farina (e.g., Simonich and Moffat, 1985; Farina 
et al., 1993), and Professor Owen at the University of Bath (e.g., 
Wilson et al , 1993). 

Recent work with TLC's has concentrated on methods for using 
broadband TLC's to determine multiple isotherms. These methods 
take advantage of the fact that the reflectivity of a TLC has a 
dominant peak, which occurs at a wavelength that varies with 
temperature. In one early study (Zharkova, 1980) the peak wave
length at one location was identified using a spectrometer to 
measure the spectral intensity of the scattered light from the TLC. 
Another method involves using a set of sharp band-pass optical 
filters, one for each peak wavelength and corresponding isotherm 
(Akino et al., 1989; Rau 1998). This method provides one isotherm 
for each filter. Akino (1989) used 18 interferential filters. 

Currently the most common method for converting the TLC 
color (peak wavelength) into temperature is to use a hue technique 
(Camci et al, 1992). With this technique an image of a surface is 
captured (typically in 24-bit color) and image processing is used to 
convert the color into a hue-saturation-value domain. The hue is 
calibrated against temperature. Camci et al. (1992) do an initial 
investigation of the nature of this calibration curve including the 
effects of light source distance, effect of illumination angle, uni
formity, and repeatability. Further investigations of hue-
temperature calibrations were done by Farina et al. (1993) and by 
Hay and Hollingsworth (1996). Farina et al. (1993) suggest an 
on-axis lighting/viewing system with crossed-polarizers to elimi
nate the need for in-situ calibration. Hay and Hollingsworth (1996) 
do calibrations of three different TLC's using three different hue 
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definitions. They suggest a dimensionless temperature to collapse 
their results from three different TLC's onto one curve, suggesting 
a similar behavior for different TLC's. They recommend a partic
ular hue definition and provide detailed information on the stan
dard error of estimate (SEE) of their calibration curves and on the 
standard deviation from pixel to pixel of their hue values. 

The peak wavelength was shown by Dixon and Scala (1970) to 
have a significant hysteresis (for several different TLC mixtures). 
This hysteresis was characterized by a shift in the peak wavelength 
toward higher wavelengths at a particular temperature when 
cooled rather than heated. This hysteresis in peak wavelength 
should translate directly into a hysteresis in the hue temperature 
calibration. Jones (1990) points out "when a liquid crystal that 
does have a cholesteric mesophase is cooled from the isotropic 
state to this mesophase often its preferred texture is the focal-conic 
texture. When heated from the smectic state the preferred texture 
is grandjean. The texture obviously has great influence on the 
optical properties of the liquid crystal. . . ." 

In most previous studies of hue calibration, it has been assumed 
or stated that there is no hysteresis in the hue-temperature behav
ior, (i.e., the hue behaves the same during heating as it does during 
cooling). For example, Farina et al. (1993) describe TLC's as 
"repeatable and reversible." Wang (1998), while at Oxford Uni
versity working with Professor Jones, observed some shift in the 
calibration of a liquid crystal during cooling but did not investigate 
this shift. Kenning and Yan (1996) observed a systematic differ
ence between their heating and cooling calibrations, but attribute 
this hysteresis to a lack of equilibrium in their apparatus. More 
recently, Birrell and Eaton (1998) observed some hysteresis in 
their hue calibrations however they advise caution since their 
uncertainty bounds were on the order of the hysteresis. 

Hue Characteristics of Liquid Crystals 
The reflected light from liquid crystals is dependent on the 

spectral intensity of the incident light and contains a peak whose 
wavelength depends (inversely) on the temperature. Although we 
assign a "color" to this reflection, it should be noted that "color" 
involves a human perception or response to light. As pointed out 
in Jain (1989), "The human eye cannot resolve the components of 
a color mixture . . . i.e., the eye cannot resolve the wavelengths of 
a color." In fact the human eye operates very much like a video 
camera in that it has three types of cones in the retina with different 
sensitivity curves (i.e., one each for R, G, and B). In a similar way, 
color CCD cameras generally use three filters to determine the R, 
G, and B components of light. These R, G, and B components 
then provide a unique solution for the "color" of the source, but not 
necessarily the peak wavelength. The color or stimulus will depend 
on the light source, the object (the TLC with its binder and 
background), and the receiver (human eye or CCD). The R, G, and 
B components can be converted into a variety of representations 
for color or color "spaces." Hue, saturation, and value is one such 

representation. Camci et al. (1992) suggest that hue alone can be 
used to represent the peak wavelength or temperature of the TLC. 
There are many different definitions for hue (given R, G, and B). 
Farina et al. (1993) suggest a particular definition while Hay and 
Hollingsworth (1996) examine three definitions (including the one 
by Farina). Hay and Hollingsworth recommend 

H = arctan 
J3(G - B) 

2R B 
(1) 

This is slightly different than the more computationally efficient 
MATLAB algorithm (RGB2HSV) which is used in the present 
study. MATLAB's (RGB2HSV) function uses the basic algorithm 

if R>G &R> B H = 

else if G > B 

B 

else 

H = 

H 

6(R - min (RGB)) 
2 + B - R 

6(G - min (RGB)) 
4 + R- G 

6(B - min (RGB)) ' 
(2) 

A comparison over the full range by the authors showed that the 
MATLAB definition for hue compares within 0.003 to Eq. (1), on 
a hue scale of 0 -1 . 

Hue Calibration Apparatus 

A diagram of the experimental apparatus used in the present 
study is shown in Fig. 1. 

A 19-mm thick (210 mm X 125 mm) copper plate was chosen 
for this application to obtain a uniform plate temperature. The 
upper surface of the copper plate was coated with Hallcrest BBG-1 
black paint using an airbrush. A microencapsulated TLC (Hallcrest 
BM/R24C10W/C17-10) was then airbrushed over the black paint. 
This liquid crystal has a red start temperature of 24°C, with a 
bandwidth of 10°C. The copper plate is positioned directly on top 
of a heater (a 200-mm diameter household table range), controlled 
by a variac. The plate is shielded from room light and room air 
currents using a thick black felt curtain draped over the four sides 
of a support structure as shown in Fig. 1. The plate thus receives 
only incident light emitted from the light source mounted inside 
the enclosure. 

The light source used for this series of tests is a standard 2-ft. 
GE Cool White fluorescent lamp (20 W T12-0.61 m). This lamp 
has a color temperature of 4100 K and a spectral distribution that 
is high in the yellow-green range, typical of Cool White fluores
cent lights. A Spectrum EB-74 UV sleeve filter is mounted on the 
light. This filter blocks 100 percent of the wavelengths below 380 
nm (i.e., 100 percent UV blockage), and reduces the transmission 
of the yellow-green wavelengths resulting in a relatively flat over
all spectral distribution. It is well known that UV radiation dam
ages TLC's. The light is supported 300 mm above, and 45 deg 
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from the plate normal. Because the authors noted some variations 
in the light output during the first four to five minutes of operation, 
the light is allowed to warm up and reach steady state for five 
minutes prior to the start of data collection. The light remains on 
for the duration of a calibration run. 

A thermistor was inserted 38 mm into the side of the plate (near 
the center of the plate). The hole was filled with silicone heat sink 
compound to aid in thermal contact between the thermistor and the 
copper. In this arrangement, the time constant was measured to be 
approximately 0.8 s. The thermistor was calibrated against a plat
inum resistance thermometer in the temperature range of the 
measurements (i.e., 20-60°C). The resistance is measured with a 
HP 3455A DVM driven by Labview. During a run, the tempera
ture is read simultaneously with the capture of each digital image 
of the TLC coated surface. The thermistor/voltmeter combination 
provides a resolution in temperature measurement of 0.001°C. 

A typical heating run begins with the plate at approximately 
23°C and heated at a maximum rate of 0.005°C/sec. This ensures 
that the copper plate and thermistor remain within 0.01°C of each 
other. Images are captured at 0.2°C to 0.5CC intervals with the 
CCD camera and framegrabber. When the copper plate has been 
heated to the end of the useful color-play range, the variac is either 
turned off (to cool from 35 °C) or output is increased to heat the 
plate to 45 °C or 55 °C in preparation for cool down runs from 
higher initial temperatures. During cooling, cool air is used on the 
backside of the plate to assist in bringing the plate down to the 
useful temperature range for data collection. Upon reaching 32°C, 
the rate of change of temperature is slowed to no more than 
0.005°C/sec and data are collected down through 23°C. 

Great care was taken to ensure that temperature variations, both 
across the plate and between the plate and the temperature sensor, 
were small. The transient response of the copper block, which had 
a Biot number of approximately 0.0063, was investigated. If the 
rate of change of plate temperature was kept below 0.005°C/sec, 
then the maximum difference in plate temperature between the top 
surface and bottom surface would be less than 0.01 °C. The tem
perature sensors are located midway between the top and bottom 
of the plate and, therefore, the temperature difference between the 
liquid crystal surface and temperature sensor is less than 0.005 °C. 
Plate uniformity was tested by using three different temperature 
sensors (two thermistors, and one PRT) located at three approxi
mately equidistant points around the plate. Each sensor was coated 
with silicone heat sink compound and embedded approximately 40 
mm into the plate. During a heating run at 0.005°C/sec, tempera
tures from the three sensors were recorded, yielding temperatures 
within 0.01CC of one another. Subsequent testing, therefore, re
quired only a single thermistor for temperature measurement. With 
a time constant of 0.8 seconds the thermistor lag was approxi
mately 0.004°C. 

Image Capture 

Positioned directly over the copper plate is a three-chip Sony 
XC003 CCD camera, which is connected to a Matrox Meteor RGB 
framegrabber card installed in a Micron 166 MHz PC with 128 
MB of RAM. Each image is captured as a three-dimensional 
matrix of red, green, and blue values. The image size is 480 X 640 
pixels, thus the matrix is 480 X 640 X 3 (approximately 0.9 MB). 

A Macbeth ColorChecker color rendition chart was used to 
adjust the balance of the color rendition system used in these 
experiments. To perform this adjustment, several of the Color-
Checker's gray squares were captured using the default settings on 
the RGB camera. Then, the red and blue gains were adjusted 
(green cannot be adjusted) so that the red and blue components 
(averaged) for each square were equal to the respective green 
component for each square (any true gray has equal amounts of R, 
G, and B). These settings, Red -22 , Blue +26, were used 
throughout all test runs. The same light was also used for all 
measurements. Finally the overall gain of the camera was adjusted 
to produce peak R, G, or B values near 200 (255 is maximum for 
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eight bits). This gain setting (+06) was also kept the same for all 
test runs. 

Image Processing 

Image processing was done using MATLAB 5.1 and its Image 
Processing Toolbox. Image processing begins with a captured 
image for the entire copper plate which is 480 X 640 pixels. 
Although the design of the apparatus produces a very uniform 
temperature throughout the copper plate the light angle and inten
sity vary slightly across the plate. Furthermore, the airbrushed 
TLC is not completely uniform across the plate. In order to 
eliminate these effects a small section on the plate was selected for 
processing (see Fig. 2). 

The section used is a rectangular area of 10 X 100 pixels 
(providing a large population size of 1000 pixels), and is the same 
for all data presented here. This region was selected with the long 
edge parallel to the light source to minimize angle effects and to 
achieve relatively uniform illumination intensity throughout the 
region. 

The data from the section is first processed using a 5 X 5 median 
filter (Medfilt2 in MATLAB) on each of the R, G, and B image 
components separately. This median filter replaces the value of R, 
G, and B in each pixel with the median of the values within the 
surrounding block. The resulting RGB image is then converted to 
a hue, saturation, and value (HSV) three-dimensional matrix. The 
hue, saturation, and value are then averaged over the 10 X 100-
pixel area. Note that it is possible to do the median filter on the hue 
matrix instead of the R, G, and B matrices separately, but this 
requires care due to the discontinuity in hue values between 0 and 
1. 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

Calibrations were performed on the liquid crystals by both 
heating them from below the useful color-play range and cooling 
them from above the useful color-play range. 

Heating Results. Figure 3 shows the individual components 
of red, green, and blue versus temperature for three separate 
heating runs, all starting below the useful color-play range. Each 
data point is an area average (see Fig. 2) after using a 5 X 5 median 
filter. This shows that the heating data is highly repeatable. The 
fact that the bottom of each curve does not go to zero is due to the 
background reflection of the surface. Although not shown on these 
graphs, the blue component peaks at about 35CC and drops off to 
the background level at approximately 49°C. 

Figure 4 shows the hue-temperature calibration curve for these 
three heating runs. The hues are determined in this figure by using 
a 5 X 5 median filter on the RGB data, calculating the hue matrix 
(using Eq. (2)), and then determining the mean value for the 1000 
pixels. Figure 4 also shows the excellent repeatability of the hue 
versus temperature curves over the useful calibration range of 
26°C to 31°C. It appears that when heating liquid crystals from 
below the start of their useful color-play temperature range, highly 
repeatable calibration data can be obtained. This figure has a 
fifth-order polynomial regression curve of the heating data along 
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Fig. 3 RGB components of images from three different heating runs 

with ±2 SEE (standard error of estimate) bands superimposed (the 
SEE is 0.075°C). 

Uncertainty. The uncertainty in the temperature using a hue 
calibration of this TLC can be determined by following the ap
proach of Hay and Hollingsworth (1996). They suggest determin
ing the uncertainty in temperature using a root-sum-square of the 
SEE for the calibration curve and the precision error associated 
with the standard deviation of the hue from pixel to pixel. Using a 
coverage factor of 2 (to provide a standard 95 percent confidence 
level) the uncertainty in temperature is given by 
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Fig. 4 Hue-temperature calibration with regression curve for three heat
ing runs showing SEE 
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where the precision limit is determined by 
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This method of calculating the uncertainty is not entirely rigor
ous since the SEE is the result of a regression and not necessarily 
a bias or precision error (Coleman and Steele, 1989; Coleman and 
Steele, 1995). However, if we view the source of the SEE as one 
elemental precision error and the pixel to pixel standard deviation 
as another elemental precision error, the root-sum-square should 
be a first approximation of the combined uncertainty. In the limit 
of one term (SEE or ST) being much larger than the other the 
uncertainty given by Eq. (5) approaches either 2*SEE or 2*ST. 
The first limit suggests that ±2*SEE is a 95 percent "confidence 
interval." Schenck (1979) proposes this viewpoint. However, 
Coleman and Steele (1989) point out that "this can be considered 
reasonable only for a case in which the bias contribution to the 
uncertainty is negligible." If the calibration curve is going to be 
used with an in-situ calibration (i.e., same lighting, camera, etc.) 
this is a valid viewpoint. 

The bias error is already embodied in S,, and SEE. We are using 
eight-bit resolution for each of the R, G, and B components. The 
digital bias error in R, G, and B is { part in 255. 

Using the standard deviation in hue and the sensitivity coeffi
cients from the fifth-order polynomial regression, the precision 
limit for the temperature due to the pixel to pixel variation in hue 
is calculated. 

The uncertainty in temperature can now be found by combining 
this precision limit with the regression SEE using Eq. (5). The SEE 
for the heating data regression (shown in row 1 of Table 1) is 
0.075°C. The average Sr is approximately 0.054°C. This results in 
an overall uncertainty of 0.186°C, which is 3.7 percent of the 
useful range of 5°C. This is approximately half the uncertainty that 
has been previously reported (Hay and Hollingsworth, 1996). This 
improvement is largely a consequence of using a median filter on 
the RGB data before calculating the hue. 

Cooling (Hysteresis) Results. Figure 5 shows the red, green, 
and blue components versus temperature for liquid crystals when 
cooled from approximately 35, 45, and 55°C. A representative 
heating curve for each of the components is superimposed to show 
the differences in heating versus cooling (see Fig. 3). The values of 
the red, green, and blue components clearly decrease as the peak 
temperature prior to cooling increases (the incident light levels 
were the same). The blue component is relatively unchanged when 
cooled from the lower temperatures of 35°C and 45°C but shows 
a significant effect when cooling from 55°C. There also appears to 
be a variation in the temperature at which the peak values in R and 
G occur. As the crystals are cooled from higher temperatures, the 
peak initially shifts to a higher temperature. For higher initial 
heating temperatures it seems to shift back to lower temperatures. 

The corresponding hue calibration for the cooling data is shown 
in Fig. 6. Again, a representative heating curve (from Fig. 4) is 
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superimposed to show the differences in heating versus cooling. 
The hysteresis in hue when cooled from temperatures above the 
color-play is clear. The most noticeable hysteresis is observed after 
heating to 55°C, which results in a temperature offset of up to 
1.0°C. Cooling from 45°C and 35°C also show signs of hysteresis, 
although not as significant. Changing heating and cooling direction 
within the useful color-play temperature range did not show any 
significant hysteresis effect. This was established by reversing 
direction near the middle of the useful temperature range and is 
also evident in the cooling from 35°C (see Fig. 6). It is not known 
whether or not there is a rate dependence since the present mea
surements were all done relatively slowly to ensure uniform tem
perature and to minimize thermal lag. 

The effect of the hysteresis on the uncertainty in temperature 
can be calculated by using a common regression for both the 
heating and cooling data. Table 1 shows the SEE for single curve 
regressions using various combinations of heating and cooling 
data. This, of course, is what one would do if unaware of the 
hysteresis. If aware of the hysteresis it would be far better to use 
separate regressions for heating and cooling. The ST for each 
image remains approximately the same for both heating and cool
ing data. The uncertainty, (77, is calculated using Eq. (5), and is 
summarized in Table 1 as well. UTlkT represents the overall 
uncertainty over the useful range, AT = 5°C. 

From Table 1 we see that if the cooling occurs from 35CC 
(just above the useful color-play) the effect on the SEE of a 
common heating and cooling curve is small as is the effect on 
uncertainty. However, when cooling data from 45°C is included 
the uncertainty increases to 5.7 percent. When data from 55°C 
is included the uncertainty increases to 19 percent. The actual 
SEE's and uncertainties will depend on how many data points 
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Fig. 6 Hue calibration with cooling data showing hysteresis effect 

are used from each heating and cooling curve and the number of 
runs. 

Conclusions 
The hue-temperature behavior of one particular microencap

sulated TLC has been examined in detail. The hue-temperature 
behavior was found to contain a significant hysteresis if the 
TLC was heated much above its useful color-play range (i.e., 
the hue-temperature behavior during cooling is significantly 
different than during heating). This hysteresis does not appear 
if the direction of heating and cooling is changed within the 
useful temperature range (the initial temperature sets the be
havior). After cooling below the useful color-play start temper
ature the TLC seems to reset (i.e., the heating curve is repeat-
able even after a previous heating to 55°C). Since completion of 
this work, the authors have observed similar behavior in several 
other microencapsulated TLC's. 

The authors have carefully examined the question of whether 
thermal lag or nonuniform temperature in the calibration block 
could have influenced these results. The hysteresis is far greater 
than the uncertainty caused by these effects. Furthermore, one of 
the characteristics of the observed hysteresis was a reduction in the 
R, G, and B values, which cannot be explained by thermal lag or 
other experimental errors. 

Based on these observations the authors make the following 
recommendations: 

1 If a single temperature-hue regression is to be used for both 
heating and cooling the maximum temperature of the TLC should 
be limited. 

2 If the temperature of the TLC will exceed the useful color-
play range it is best to use separate hue-temperature regressions for 
heating and cooling. This may be especially important for re
searchers doing transient experiments with preheated models. 
When using the regressions, it is important to recognize that, 
depending on the high and low temperatures used, there may be 
hysteresis effects. 

3 The authors strongly suggest in-situ calibration (data not 
used in this report suggest that the hue-temperature calibration 
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regressions depend heavily on a great many factors, including 
reproducibility of the lighting, angles of lighting, and viewing, 
and even the time since application of the TLC). We further 
recommend hue-temperature calibrations of TLC's be done 
immediately before and after an experiment. 

Zharkova, G. M., Khachaturyan, V. M., Vostokov, L. A., and Alekseev, M. M., 
1980, "Study of Liquid Thermoindicators," Advances in Liquid Crystal Research and 
Applications, Vol. 2, L. Bata, ed., Pergamon Press, Oxford, pp. 1221-1239. 
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The Time Delay for a Perceptible 
Thermal Disturbance in a Slab 

M. G. Davies1 

If a thermal disturbance such as a step change in temperature is 
applied at each surface of a homogeneous slab of thickness 2L, the 
effect of cooling at x = +L at first has no effect at x = — L but 
is clearly evident after a time described by a Fourier number 
F0 = XtlpcpL of around 0.2. To establish the time of a percep
tible change the minimum value of </>, — (cf>l + (f>2) is sought, 
where </>, is the flux into a semi-infinite solid and d>, and t/>2 are the 
first and second eigenfunction contributions to the solution for a 
slab of finite thickness. Cooling throughout the slab is determined 
virtually by the first eigenfunction alone after F0 = 0.22. For a 
fluid-cooled slab these values are larger. 

Nomenclature 
Bi = aLIX (Biot number) nondimensional semi-

thickness of the finite thickness slab 
F0 = \tl{pcpL

2), (Fourier number) time nondimen-
sionalized to describe stages of cooling within 
the slab 

F, = at/(pcpL), time nondimensionalized to de
scribe cooling of a core 

F2 = a2t/(\pcp), time nondimensionalized to ex
press cooling curves 

L = semi-thickness of the finite thickness slab 
t = time lapse following a step change in surface 

or fluid temperature at the exposed surface(s) 
T — temperature 
Uj = eigenvalue of eigen number;' 
x = the distance from the central plane of a finite 

thickness slab 
A, p, cp = conductivity, density, and specific heat of the 

conducting material, supposed constant 
a = heat transfer coefficient between the slab sur

face and the fluid 
8 = nondimensionalized temperature 

di = temperature at the surface of a semi-infinite 
slab 

6f = temperature at the surface of a finite slab 
6j = eigenfunction components of 9fj = 1 , 2 , . . . 

(j>, dji, </>/, 4>j = similarly nondimensionalized heat flows 

Subscripts 

/ = initial value 
(' = value at the surface of an infinitely thick slab 

' School of Architecture and Building Engineering, The University, Liverpool L69 
3BX, UK. 
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regressions depend heavily on a great many factors, including 
reproducibility of the lighting, angles of lighting, and viewing, 
and even the time since application of the TLC). We further 
recommend hue-temperature calibrations of TLC's be done 
immediately before and after an experiment. 
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The Time Delay for a Perceptible 
Thermal Disturbance in a Slab 

M. G. Davies1 

If a thermal disturbance such as a step change in temperature is 
applied at each surface of a homogeneous slab of thickness 2L, the 
effect of cooling at x = +L at first has no effect at x = — L but 
is clearly evident after a time described by a Fourier number 
F0 = XtlpcpL of around 0.2. To establish the time of a percep
tible change the minimum value of </>, — (cf>l + (f>2) is sought, 
where </>, is the flux into a semi-infinite solid and d>, and t/>2 are the 
first and second eigenfunction contributions to the solution for a 
slab of finite thickness. Cooling throughout the slab is determined 
virtually by the first eigenfunction alone after F0 = 0.22. For a 
fluid-cooled slab these values are larger. 

Nomenclature 
Bi = aLIX (Biot number) nondimensional semi-

thickness of the finite thickness slab 
F0 = \tl{pcpL

2), (Fourier number) time nondimen-
sionalized to describe stages of cooling within 
the slab 

F, = at/(pcpL), time nondimensionalized to de
scribe cooling of a core 

F2 = a2t/(\pcp), time nondimensionalized to ex
press cooling curves 

L = semi-thickness of the finite thickness slab 
t = time lapse following a step change in surface 

or fluid temperature at the exposed surface(s) 
T — temperature 
Uj = eigenvalue of eigen number;' 
x = the distance from the central plane of a finite 

thickness slab 
A, p, cp = conductivity, density, and specific heat of the 

conducting material, supposed constant 
a = heat transfer coefficient between the slab sur

face and the fluid 
8 = nondimensionalized temperature 

di = temperature at the surface of a semi-infinite 
slab 

6f = temperature at the surface of a finite slab 
6j = eigenfunction components of 9fj = 1 , 2 , . . . 

(j>, dji, </>/, 4>j = similarly nondimensionalized heat flows 

Subscripts 

/ = initial value 
(' = value at the surface of an infinitely thick slab 

' School of Architecture and Building Engineering, The University, Liverpool L69 
3BX, UK. 
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/ = value at the surface of a finite thickness slab 
j = eigen number 

1 Introduction 
It is a matter of experience that, following excitation of some 

sort at the surface of a homogeneous slab, initially at uniform 
temperature say, there is some delay before any perceptible 
change, however defined, is apparent in the temperature at the 
other surface. The handle of a silver teaspoon when immersed in 
hot water warms up faster than that of a stainless steel teaspoon 
and it is commonly remarked that a diurnal temperature wave 
passes through a 30-cm masonry wall in about ten hours. It is to be 
shown that although no exact value for the delay can be stated, an 
approximation can be found through use of two solutions to the 
classical Fourier continuity equation, 

d2T(x, t) 

dp PCP 
dT(x, t) 

dt (1) 

They are the solution when a step in temperature is applied at the 
surface of a semi-infinite slab, expressed in terms of an error 
function, and the solution for a finite thickness slab, which in
volves eigenfunctions. 

2 The Surface-Cooled Slab 
Consider a layer of material of thickness 2L, (— L < x < +L), 

initially at the uniform temperature T, and from f = 0 onward, 
T(-L, t) = T(+L, t) = 0. The solution T{x, t) is given in 
Carslaw and Jaeger (1959a). 

T(x, t) i x ( ; - i 

2/ 

x exp 
TT2(2j 

(2j- D-n-x 
2L 

- I ) 2 

The heat flow q from the x 
less form as 

. 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . » (2) 

-L surface is given in dimension-

q(-L, i)-L 
= £2 exp 

«ra(2/ - 1) 

= 01 + 02 + 03 + • • •</>; + (3) 

where <£; is the jth eigenfunction contribution to dpf. 
If the material is semi-infinite, the surface heat flux (Carslaw 

and Jaeger, 1959b), nondimensionalized, is 

0 ; = (TTFB) ' (4) 

Now it is obvious on physical grounds that in the early stages of 
cooling, </>/ and <f>, should be nearly equal. This proves to be the 
case through 0 , -0 / is found to be finite, if vanishingly small, for 
small values of t. 

However, the cooling imposed at the x = +L slab surface leads 
to an additional loss of heat from the slab so that in due course the 
flux 4>f at x = — L becomes substantially less than <j>(, Figure 1 
shows in detail the development of <f>r (= 4>, + 4>2 + 03 + • • •) 
from its asymptotic value of $, during early cooling, through the 
period when >̂; values higher than c/>, are decaying rapidly with 
time, to its late cooling asymptotic value of (j>, alone. (The con
tributions of (f>2 and higher terms for low values of F0 are omitted 
from the figure so as not to complicate it. They total $,.) 

It is clear that </>,—0i has a minimum value, readily found to fall 
a tF 0 = 0.2094, when <£,• = 1.233 and </>, = 1.193, a difference 
of 0.040 or 3.2 percent. As a first approximation, cooling at 
x = —L could be said to proceed unaffected by cooling at x = +L 
for a time given by Fa of about 0.2, that is, determined by Eq. (4), 
and thereafter by the first term in Eq. (3). (In building applications, 
the value of A is strongly affected by water content and so is 

0.9 

Fig. 1 Cooling curve for a double-sided slab, initially at uniform tem
perature whose surfaces themselves are at zero temperature from ( = 0. 
Vertical axis: nondimensionalized heat flux <j> = qLIT/X; horizontal axis, 
nondimensionalized time F0 = XtlpcpLl. The figure shows the develop
ment of the surface flux </>, from the value </>/ for a semi-infinite solid, to 
the value <f>1, the first eigenvalue component. 

uncertain. Further, quoted Values c,, for concrete say vary between 
800 and 1000 J/kgK. Thus the value of F0 is uncertain and an error 
3.2 percent would not be important here.) 

The estimate is coarse, however, since by now <j>; is quite 
perceptibly less than <£,•. dcj>f/dF0 is correspondingly greater than 
d4>,/dF0 and the difference in this region changes uniformly with 
F0. d2(4>j — 4>/)/dFl, however, shows a weak maximum at 
F0 = 0.1 81, which gives some qualitative measure of the region 
in which (pf departs from 0/. A more conservative estimate of the 
duration of early cooling is given by the time when 4>i — (4>, + </>2) 
has its minimum. This is found at F0 = 0.124, when $, = 1.602 and 
</>, - ((f), + $2) = 0.0023, a deviation now of only 0.14 percent. 

At F0 = 0.2, the second eigenfunction 02 still contributes 
significantly to 4>f as Fig. 1 shows, but in due course it becomes 
effectively zero. We cannot assign any nonarbitrary value to F0 to 
indicate when this is so, since </>2/0/ never becomes strictly zero. 

An estimate, however, can be arrived by noting that in steady-
state conditions the heat flow in one dimension is everywhere 
constant, so d2qldtdx = 0. Now d2q/dtdx is proportional to 
d2T/dt2, so d2T/dt2 is a measure of departure from steady condi
tions, (though it is not a sufficient condition for steady state.) 
Within the slab under discussion, the amplitude of temperature of 
the second eigenfunction, T2 say, is at all times less than T, but 
initially d2T2/dt2 is greater and latterly less than d2T,ldt2. When 
they are equal, their respective departures from steady conditions 
are equal. Thus this condition denotes a time after which T2 and so 
4>2 are becoming negligible compared with the first eigenvalue 
quantities. 

The condition that d2T2/dt2 should equal d2TJdt2 just within the 
surface of the slab readily gives a value of F0 = ln(81)/27r2 = 0.223 
so that we expect that shortly after this <j>2 will be negligible compared 
with $,. In the late phase of cooling, the rate of cooling is fractionally 
speaking the same everywhere in the slab and is fastest at the centre. 

Thus by taking account of the first two eigenfunction contribu
tions to 4>f we should expect <j>f to depart from its early asymptotic 
form of 0, some time after a value of F0 of about 0.12 and to have 
assumed its late asymptotic form of 0, shortly after an F0 value of 
0.22. From Fig. 1 these values, estimated by eye, appear to be 
about 0.15 and 0.26. In the following section this analysis will be 
applied to the case where cooling takes place through a resistive 
layer. 

3 The Fluid-Cooled Slab 
If the slab is cooled through a film of transmittance a at both 

surfaces, two new variables are introduced: the Biot number 
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Table 1 Deviation of the 0j envelope from 0, 

1.0 
0.0000 

0.9 
0.0022 

0.8 
0.0043 

0.7 
0.0060 

0.6 
0.0073 

0.5 
0.0081 

0.4 
0.0083 

0.3 
0.0075 

0.2 
0.0058 

0.1 
0.0032 

Bi = aL/A, which is a nondimensional form of slab thickness, and 
F2 = a2f/Apc,„ another form of dimensionless time, and unlike 
F0, independent of slab thickness. 

Consider the problem: A slab of thickness 2L is initially at a 
constant temperature T, throughout. At time t = 0, the tempera
ture of the fluid is reduced to and thereafter held at zero. The initial 
condition, together with the boundary conditions that aT = 
±\dT/dx at the two exposed surfaces and the Fourier equation, 
Eq. (1), lead to the temperature T(x, t) at a distance x from the 
centreline and at time t (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959c): 

T(x, t) 

T, 
= 6(x/L, F2) 

= 2 
2 Bi cos (ujx/L) 

Bi2 + Bi + u2 • exp Bi2 (5) 

where the eigenvalues u} satisfy the relation Uj tan us = Bi. 
j = 1, 2, . . . oo. (They have the property that X (1/H?) = 
1/Bi + I) 

This relation, due to Groeber (1925), appears in many standard 
texts on heat transfer and might be regarded as the classical 
equation for transient response since it includes finite values of L, 
a and A. (If A = °o; Eq. (5) reduces to T(t)IT, = exp(-af/ 
pcpL) = exp( - F,), a well-known form. If a = oo it reduces to Eq. 
(2). If L = oo t numerical solutions are obtainable using Eq. (7) 
below and if both a. and L are infinite, T(x, t)IT, = erf (~\/(pcpx

2l 
4Ar); (see Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959d).) The expression provides 
cooling curves and the forms given by Groeber himself, by Heisler 
(1947) and by Bachmann (1938) are often quoted in texts. 

It is commonly remarked that the contributions of the higher 
eigenfunctions die away quickly. As in the previous section, when 
consideration is taken of the first two eigenfunctions (J — 1 and 2) 
certain stages in the cooling at the surface can be distinguished. 

Since the surface temperatures remain finite, it is more conve
nient to work in terms of temperature rather than of flux as 
previously. The temperature of the finite thickness slab at x = —L 

T(-L,t) „ 2Bi / 

T, = e / = ^ B i 2 + Bi + „J- e XH 

= 0i + 02 + 03 + . . . . 

uJF2 

B i 2 , 

(6) 

This is to be compared with the temperature at the surface of a 
semi-infinite medium (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959e): 

0,. = exp(f2) erfc (V> 2 ) . (7) 

As in the previous section, at some time during cooling the value 
of 0, is found to be very little less than 0,. To demonstrate this, we 
first note that for a slab where Bi is small, 0i is initially almost 
unity, but falls rapidly with F2. For a slab having a larger value of 
Bi, 0, is initially less than unity but falls away less rapidly. Thus 
the 61, F2 characteristic for Bi (moderate) must cross over that for 
Bi (small). In general, the 6U F2 characteristics cross each other to 
form an envelope which is determined by the condition 

dOJdu, = 0. (8) 

This leads to a time F0 (written as [F0]e, subscript e for envelope) 
when the first eigenfunction component 0, touches the envelope of 
0! values, given by 

1 /Bi 2 + B i - « 2 

[ F ° ] c ~ 2 w 2 \ B i 2 + Bi + w2 (9) 

Values are included in Table 2. The value of 0, itself at this time 
is 

2 Bi 

Bi2 + Bi + u 
exp(-K2[F0L) (10) 

Values of 0le in relation to 0; values are shown in Table 1. (A 
value of Bi was selected and the value of [F0]e found from Eq. (9), 
from which F2 = F0 Bi2.) With this value of F2, 0, was found 
from Eq. (7). The Bi values were so chosen as to give values of 
0, = 0.9, 0.8, etc. du follows from Eq. (10); hence 0, - 0„. 

It will be seen that over the full range of dimensionless slab 
thicknesses, the envelope of the first eigenfunction characteristics 
lies only very little below the semi-infinite value 0,. Since 8f for 
some specific value of Bi must initially follow 0, and latterly 0, 
this demonstrates that there can only be a small transitional range 
of 0/ between these asymptotic conditions. 

The corresponding time [F0]c could be taken as a crude measure 
of the transition from early to late cooling. Following the argu
ments of the last section, however, a more conservative estimate of 
time is that when 0, — (0, + 02) has its minimum value. Values 
are listed as [F0]d in Table 2. (d denotes "departure" from early 
cooling at the surface of finite thickness slab.) 

Again, following the argument of Section 2, an estimate can be 
made of the time [F0]f after which the surface temperature 6f is 
virtually determined as di alone. It is given by the condition that 

d2e2/dt2 = d2e,/dt2 

and leads to a value 

[F0\ I / ' In 
(4(Bi2+ Bi+ ul) 

w?(Bi2 + Bi + u\) 

(ID 

(12) 

See Table 2. It will be seen that although the Biot numbers cover 
a fractional range of 5000, the times describing the stages reached 
in cooling, expressed as a Fourier number, vary over quite a small 
range. It will be noted too that the values of F0 for Bi = oo are 
those already found for the surface-cooled slab: A large value of Bi 
implies that in effect the surfaces themselves are brought to near 
zero at t = 0. 

It is easy to write down a value for [F0]f for the central plane of 
a double-sided slab. The values are similar to, though a little 
smaller than, the surface values. We cannot write down values for 
[F0]d and [F0]e, however. Temperature at the central plane re
mains undisturbed for a while after excitation, but cooling even
tually takes place due to excitation from both sides equally. Nor, it 
seems, can use be made of the eigenfunction contributions: Their 

Table 2 Values of F„ = Xt/pc^L1 at three stages of cooling 

Bi 

0.01 
0.1 
1 
10 
50 
CO 

IF „h 

0.155 
0.155 
0.154 
0.140 
0.129 
0.124 

IF „h 

0.333 
0.330 
0.311 
0.236 
0.210 
0.203 

[Foh 

1.002 
0.541 
0.356 
0.259 
0.231 
0.223 

Subscript definitions: 
d, the approximate time of departure from early cooling at the slab surface 

given by the minimum of 6, - (9, + 82) 
e, the time at which the 8, characteristic for Bi touches the envelope of all 

0i characteristics 
/, the time after which cooling is dominated by the first eigenfunction alone 
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Table 3 Surface cooling curve for a fluid-cooled slab, initially at unit temperature, Bi = 1 

6f 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 
F2 0 9.27 „? 4.46 ,„2 1.24m' 2.7 

values are alternatively positive and negative with increasing j . We 
may note, however, that in the initial stage of cooling, the cooling 
rate is largest at the surface and in the final stage it is largest at the 
midplane. 

4 Applications 
The foregoing argument leads to the conclusion that there will 

be a delay of about F0 = 0.2 before a perceptible signal is 
propagated, that is a time of about 0.2pc,,L2/A. Taking standard 
values for silver and steel the time to travel the 6 cm of a spoon are 
about 4 and 60 seconds, respectively, readily checked by a prac
tical test. The rule of thumb in the building field—passage of a 
wave through a 30-cm brick wall in about 10 hours—is largely 
confirmed by this analysis: a step change in external excitation 
should be apparent after about eight hours. 

The argument also confirms one of Bachmann's charts. Results 
for the fluid-cooled slab were first evaluated by Groeber but the 
curves are difficult to interpret. He encouraged Bachmann (1938) 
to replot them with nondimensionalized temperature 8 as ordinate 
(as previously) but with F2 = oc2t/Xpcp (independent of slab 
thickness) as abscissa and with Bi = aLI\ (independent of time) 
as parameter, thereby separating time and thickness. The results 
for the surface of a plane slab show an envelope of curves, (given 
in fact by Eq. (7)), from which curves for Bi = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 . . . 5, 
etc., diverge. The points of divergence are not easy to judge by eye 
but are mostly between F0 = 0.1 and 0.3 (for Bi = 0.2, F0 = 0.5) 
while F2 varies by a factor of 5000. These roughly accord with the 
[Fa],i values in Table 2. 

The author once witnessed a test to find how long it would take 
before the heat generated by failure of a gland on a rapidly rotating 
steel shaft would be felt at the roller bearing some distance from 
the gland. It involved the destruction of some expensive and 
laboriously assembled equipment. No one responsible for the tests 
at the time had any real idea of what time delay might be expected 
and knowledge of the above simple relation would have gone some 
way to allay fears. 

The principal application of these ideas, however, relates to 
cooling curves for surface temperatures. Consider the case for 
example for Bi = 1.0. For this choice, F0 and F2 are numerically 
the same so according to Table 2, early cooling should proceed up 
to F2 = 0.154 and late or exponential cooling should proceed 
after F2 = 0.356. Direct calculation of 9f using Eq. (6) gives the 
values in Table 3. 

It is easily checked that the values of (F2, Q,) down to Q{ = 0.7 
are in fact given by the relation for a semi-infinite slab (Eq. (7)) 
and those from 6f = 0.5 derive from the first term of Eq. (6) alone; 
only the values of Qf = 0.65 and 0.60 lie in the transitional range; 
they could be found by interpolation between the limiting rela
tions. It will be found that for slabs where Bi is less than about 
0.05, virtually the whole cooling process takes place in a state of 
late (exponential) cooling and so can be estimated in a simple way 
without summation of series. Further, for slabs where Bi is greater 
than about 50, the surface temperature (of more general impor
tance than at locations within the slab) is determined down to a 
value of Bf of 0.05 by the semi-infinite value of 0, = exp(F2) • erfc 
( V ^ ) (Davies, 1978). Table 4 of that paper presents a set of 
values structured to show the ranges of early and late cooling for 
Bi between 0.001 and 1000. 

Journal of Heat Transfer 

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 
5.12,o' 8.13K,1 1.20 1.75 2.68 

The "response time," "decay time," or "time constant," tr is 
defined as the time taken for a system, initially in steady-state 
conditions, to complete (1 - lie) or 63.2 percent of its total 
change to a new steady state, following some step excitation. In the 
present case, t, is the time taken for TfIT, to equal lie = 0.368. 
Since «, is near enough equal to VBi for thin slabs, it readily 
follows that the response time F2r is equal to Bi itself. This 
necessarily holds up to a value of Bi of about 0.05, and it continues 
to hold (to about two percent) up to Bi = 0.5. (This is useful in a 
building connection.) From Bi = 3.2 upward, the condition that 
TfIT, should equal lie is reached in early cooling and 
F2r = 1.562. 

Conventionally, a denotes a single physical process— 
convection (or radiation in Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). It can be 
generalized, however, to comprise a number of physical processes 
together with step changes either at the surface itself or at any of 
the intermediate nodes. The author has used it in this way to 
estimate the response to the switching on and off of the classroom 
lights in a passive solar-heated school, and in this application a 
was made up of internal convective and radiative exchanges, 
together with the effect of ventilation and an external mixed 
convection/radiation loss, five links in all, variously acting in 
series and parallel. Furthermore, a step in heat input rather than of 
temperature can be taken to be input at any of the temperature 
nodes between that of the slab surface, which is the real dependent 
variable, and ambient temperature Ta which is assumed constant. 
This could be for example at the node representing the room mean 
air temperature, where the convective component of the heat input 
acts. The matrix formulation needed to handle the thermal circuit 
is presented in Davies (1986), Section 3.12. 

According to solutions to the parabolic Fourier continuity equa
tion (which assumes a continuous distribution of matter), the effect 
of a thermal signal applied in a solid is instantaneously transmitted 
to finite distances though with vanishingly small effect. In recent 
years the continuity equation has been extended to take account of 
the atomic structure of materials (Tzou, 1997) and this leads to 
propagation of a signal at a speed of order of sound velocity. These 
developments have no bearing on the process discussed here, 
where time delays for perceptible changes through building walls 
are of order hours, not milliseconds. 
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A Residual-Based Fuzzy Logic 
Algorithm for Control of Convergence 
in a Computational Fluid Dynamic 
Simulation 

J. Ryoo,1 D. Kaminski,1 and Z. Dragojlovic1 

Introduction 
In heat transfer and fluid dynamic simulations, stabilizing the 

computation and achieving convergence can be very difficult, 
especially in highly nonlinear cases. In an attempt to promote 
convergence, user-specified parameters such as relaxation factor 
have often been used. However, specifying these values can be 
difficult. The user chooses them from experience and adjusts them 
when the simulation diverges or fails to converge in a reasonable 
amount of time. In this work, a rule-based fuzzy logic algorithm 
was applied to control the relaxation factors of a common CFD 
algorithm. Relaxation factors were adjusted automatically during 
code execution based on the behavior of residuals. 

There have been efforts to accelerate convergence in CFD 
analysis via multigrid acceleration (Brandt, 1977), generalized 
minimum residual algorithms (Saad and Schultz, 1986), or various 
preconditionings. While these are mainly focused on solving a 
system of linear equations iteratively, the current work is focused 
on how to linearize nonlinear equations to be solved by such 
methods. 

Little work has been reported in using soft computing methods 
such as fuzzy logic to aid in CFD simulations. Cort et al. (1982) 
performed a one-dimensional finite element heat transfer simula
tion with radiative boundary conditions. They used a simple feed
back control method to adjust the relaxation factors. Iida et al. 
(1994) recently published a study in which wobbling adaptive 
control was applied to a CFD simulation of the Benard problem. 

Ryoo et al. (1998) developed a fuzzy algorithm to control an 
under-relaxed CFD computation. The algorithm used the behavior 
of the dependent variables and their iterative errors as inputs. 
However, the values of the dependent variables are not necessarily 
the best indicators of convergence. In the present work, residuals 
were chosen as the input variables, resulting in a simpler rule set 
and faster convergence. 

The well-known SIMPLER algorithm (Patankar, 1980) was 
used in the present work. Three different benchmark problems 
were simulated and the same rule set was applied to all three 
benchmark cases to test the generality of the control algorithm. 

Analysis 
In all cases, the flow was assumed to be Newtonian, incom: 

pressible laminar, and two-dimensional. Viscous dissipation was 
neglected. All thermophysical properties were assumed constant, 
except for the density, which was treated using the Boussinesq 
approximation. The conservation equations for mass, momentum, 
and energy are given in Patankar (1980). 

The conservation equations were discretized by a finite volume 
approach as 

ap$P = X anb<S>nb + b (1) 
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Table 1 Relaxation factor control rules 

Local 

control 

Global 

control 

P/ 

Aa 

ps 
Aa 

NB 

NB 

PB 

NB 

NM 

NS 

PM 

NS 

LU 

PS 

PS 

PS 

GU 

PS 

PM 

NS 

PB 

NB 

where ap is a coefficient for the point P under consideration, a„b's 
are the coefficients of neighboring grid points, <pp is the value of 
the dependent variable for the equation under consideration, 4>„b's 
are the values of the neighboring gird points and b is the source 
term. The generic variable (p is used to represent u, v, and T. 

On each iteration, the assumed values of the solution vector 
were updated with under-relaxed values according to 

<£* =</>„_, + « ( < / > „ - 4>„_,) (2 ) 

where a is a relaxation factor. The relaxation factor can be varied 
from iteration to iteration and from point to point in the solution 
domain without affecting the final converged solution. The goal of 
the current work is to design a controller that will adjust values of 
a to enable or accelerate convergence. 

Most control systems are designed to reach target values of the 
controlled variables. In this work, the target values for the resid
uals are zero, so the residuals themselves are useful inputs. The 
discretized equation for the residual is given by 

r=^a„b(j)nh + b-ap(l)l>. (3) 

The residual was normalized by the value of the coefficient ap in 
the discretized equation to obtain the displacement, d, which is 
defined as 

2 anb<\>nb + b - ap4>p 
d = . (4) 

The goal of the controller is, then, to force the displacement to 
zero. 

Two different control strategies were developed. One, a local 
controller, adjusted the relaxation factor at every control volume in 
the domain on every iteration. The second strategy used a global 
controller, which picked a representative value for relaxation fac
tor on each iteration. 

In the current work, a local tuning index similar to one used by 
Bare et al. (1990) was defined as 

P, = - ^ (5) 

where dn+l and dn are displacements on two consecutive iterations. 
The tuning index was used to indicate whether the convergence is 
linear and to moderate the rate of convergence. If \p,\ was much 
bigger than one, then the controller decreased the relaxation factor 
and if \p,\ was near one, the relaxation factor was increased. 

For the global controller, the 2-norm of the displacement was 
used as a representative value. 

Ml = V I > (6) 
A tuning index based on this quantity was defined as 

Control Rules and Membership Functions. Fuzzy logic 
(Zade, 1965) was applied to control the relaxation factors. The 
relaxation factor control rules are presented in Table 1. For the p, 
input in the local control algorithm, six membership functions 
were used to fuzzify, and for the global control algorithm, three 
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Table 3 (a) Membership functions for global control antecedent, (to) 
membership function for local and global consequent 

p* 

a 

b 

c 

d 

PS 

0 

0 

0 

1 

PM 

1.5 

1.5 

0.4 

0.4 

PB 

2.5 

OO 

1 

0 

Act 

a 

b 

c 

d 

NB 

-0.4 

-0.4 

0 

0.5 

NS 

-0.25 

-0.25 

0 

0.5 

PS 

0.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0 

Fig. 1 Trapezoidal membership function model 
(a) (b) 

membership functions were used. Defuzzification of the relaxation 
factors used three consequent membership functions. 

If the tuning index, p,, is large in magnitude, i.e., either negative big 
(NB) or positive big (PB), then the current displacement is bigger in 
absolute value than the previous displacement. Since this is an indi
cator of possible divergence, the rule set acts to reduce a by invoking 
the negative big (NB) rule for Aa. This is shown in Table 1. If p, is 
near one, greater than unity (GU) or less than unity (LU), the positive 
small (PS) rale in the consequent is invoked to speed up the compu
tation. The attempt to increase the relaxation factor by a large amount 
was abandoned because it usually destabilizes the iteration. The same 
line of reasoning was applied to the global controller, except that there 
is no need for a rule to monitor negative values. 

Usual triangle or trapezoidal shape membership functions were 
used for the antecedent, and right triangle membership functions were 
used for the consequent. The membership functions can be general
ized by a trapezoidal model as shown in Fig. 1. Tables 2 and 3 specify 
the geometric parameters for each membership function. A center of 
gravity method was used for defuzzification. After defuzzification, the 
relaxation factors were updated as follows: 

[1 + Aa)a, . (8) 

The relaxation factors were restricted to take on values between 
zero and one. 

Application to Benchmark Problems. Three benchmark prob
lems were examined to test the utility of the controller. In each case, 
fluid properties were assumed constant and the no-slip condition was 
applied to all surfaces. The convergence criterion was given by 

max \4>„ — 4>n-i 
max \cj)„\ • a„ 

< 10 (9) 

Here, the maximum error in the domain was divided by the 
maximum function value in the domain. The maximum value was 
multiplied by the relaxation factor to avoid the illusion of conver
gence from heavy relaxation factors. 

The controller was used to relax the two components of velocity 
and the temperature field. The relaxation factor for each variable 
was independently controlled. The pressure and pressure correc
tion were not under-relaxed, since little benefit resulted for the 
cases examined. 

Two different methods of applying the control algorithm to the 
benchmark problems were used, a local method and a global 

Table 2 Membership functions for local control antecedent 

Pi 

a 

b 

c 

d 

NB 

— O O 

-3 

0 

2 

NM 

-2 

-2 

2 

2 

LU 

0.7 

1 

0.3 

0 

GU 

1 

1 

0 

0.3 

PM 

4 

4 

2.5 

2.5 

PB 

5 

oo 

2 

0 

method. In the local method, every control volume in the domain 
was controlled separately, and therefore every control volume was 
assigned a different relaxation factor. In the global method, the 
2-norm of the displacements from the domain was used as a 
representative value to select a relaxation factor for the entire 
domain. In the global approach, there were only three different 
relaxation factors, one for the horizontal velocity, one for the 
vertical velocity, and the third for the temperature. For compari
son, fixed relaxation factor cases were also tested. 

The first case is a two-dimensional steady state buoyancy driven 
flow in a square cavity (Elder, 1965). The cavity is closed and 
filled with a constant property fluid. The left and right sides are 
isothermal at two different temperatures and the horizontal sides 
are insulated. Because of heat transfer from the hot wall, a 
buoyancy-driven recirculation pattern appears in the cavity. The 
problem is nondimensionalized and characterized by a Rayleigh 
number, Ra = p1gfiLTLi Pr//x2. 

As a second model problem, a cavity with a lid which moves 
horizontally with constant velocity U was simulated (Schreiber and 
Keller, 1983). The energy equation was not solved since the flow is 
assumed isothermal. The problem was nondimensionalized and char
acterized by a Reynolds number which is based on the lid speed. 

The third case involves a two-dimensional flow in a channel 
with a sudden expansion (Blackwell and Armaly, 1993). The inlet 
flow temperature is the same as the temperature of the left straight 
wall. The step in the right part of the channel is insulated and the 
straight part of the right wall is at a higher temperature than the 
inlet. The inlet flow enters the domain in parabolic profile (Black-
well and Armaly, 1993). The Reynolds number, Re = us/n, was 
set at 100 and the Peclet number, Pe = us/a, was set at 70. The 
problem was nondimensionalized and simulated as a mixed con
vection flow as well as a forced convection flow with Gr = 0 and 
Gr = 1000. 

Table 4 Iterations required to converge for various fixed relaxation 
factor and controlled cases 

Buoyancy-driven Cavity 

Ra 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

0.2 

3024 

5704 

4009 

3407 

2482 

0.4 
1301 

2278 

1583 

1323 

1034 

0.6 

683 

1101 

754 

627 

521 

0.8 

328 

477 

322 

275 

238 

Local 
301 

280 

202 

261 

489 

Global 

252 

289 

136 

141 

270 

Lid-driven Cavity 

Re 

102 

103 

0.2 

2346 

1641 

0.4 

921 

640 

0.6 

437 

300 

0.8 

187 

120 

Local 

250 

206 

Global 

143 

285 

Backward Facing Step Channel 

Gr 

0 

103 

0.2 

4123 

3158 

0.4 

1598 

1235 

0.6 

743 

582 

0.8 

304 

244 

Local 

379 

397 

Global 

292 

253 
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Fig. 2 Iterations required in buoyancy-driven cavity at Ra = 10 5 

Results and Discussion 
The solutions from the relaxation-factor-controlled computation 

and the fixed relaxation factor computation were compared with 
published results (Blackwell and Armaly, 1993; Elder, 1965; 
Schreiber and Keller, 1983). The results from the controlled and 
the uncontrolled cases are almost identically the same and match 
the published results well. 

The controller achieved convergence for all cases tested. A 
summary of the number of iterations required for convergence 
using various constant relaxation factors is compared to that re
quired using fuzzy control in Table 4. In general, the number of 
iterations using the controller was lower than that for most of the 
constant relaxation factor cases. A plot of the iterations required 
for convergence vrs. the relaxation factor for a Rayleigh number of 
105 is shown in Fig. 2. 

Although it is possible for the user to select a constant relaxation 
factor that will outperform the controlled algorithm, it is generally 
not easy to do so especially in highly nonlinear cases. Furthermore, 
the danger of divergence is always present if relaxation factors are 
set too high, and the user may need to manually restart the code 
more than once with new lower relaxation factors. The results 
show that the locally-controlled case is sometimes better and 
sometimes worse than the globally controlled case. 

There is a major disadvantage of the local controller in that it 
requires a substantial amount of CPU time to apply the rule set to 
every node on every iteration. Table 5 gives the CPU times for the 
buoyancy-driven case with Gr = 106. The local controller requires 

Table 5 CPU time in Gr = 10° buoyancy-driven case 

relaxation factor 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

Global 

Local 

CPU time 

857.13 

357.69 

180.89 

82.76 

54.45 

2643.95 

more than ten times the CPU time for the global case is thus not 
practical. 

This work can potentially be extended to the simulation of 
turbulence, radiation, or two-phase flow. Also, further study is 
needed to design a more optimal controller such as a neuro-fuzzy 
algorithm or a fuzzy controller optimized by a genetic algorithm. 
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1 Introduction 
The present investigation is concerned with a new method of an 

analysis and improved solution for the extended Graetz problem of 
heat transfer in a conduit. It is well known that the extended Graetz 
problem is defined when the axial heat conduction is included in 
the analysis and its effect becomes important at small Peclet 
numbers. For example, heat transfer in liquid metals: in general, 
the Graetz problem with axial conduction is treated by separating 
the domain of the conduit into two semi-infinite regions, an up
stream region ( - oo < ^ < 0) and downstream region (0 < x < 
+ QO). The temperature field is then determined in both regions and 
the two solutions are matched at x = 0 where heating (or cooling) 
starts. Previous studies dealing with the extended Graetz problem 
have clearly shown that this type of problem is related to the 
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the danger of divergence is always present if relaxation factors are 
set too high, and the user may need to manually restart the code 
more than once with new lower relaxation factors. The results 
show that the locally-controlled case is sometimes better and 
sometimes worse than the globally controlled case. 

There is a major disadvantage of the local controller in that it 
requires a substantial amount of CPU time to apply the rule set to 
every node on every iteration. Table 5 gives the CPU times for the 
buoyancy-driven case with Gr = 106. The local controller requires 
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more than ten times the CPU time for the global case is thus not 
practical. 

This work can potentially be extended to the simulation of 
turbulence, radiation, or two-phase flow. Also, further study is 
needed to design a more optimal controller such as a neuro-fuzzy 
algorithm or a fuzzy controller optimized by a genetic algorithm. 
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determination of the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of a 
Sturm-Liouville non-self-adjoint operator. So, the eigenfunctions 
are not orthogonal and are difficult to obtain. Consequently, a 
simple determination of the related expansion coefficients of the 
solution by classical methods fails. In order to remedy these 
difficulties, various elaborate mathematical techniques have been 
used to analyze the extended Graetz problem, such as Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization, asymptotic approach methods, collo
cation and variational methods, numerical methods, and the func
tional analysis method. An extensive list of contributions related to 
this problem may be found in the papers of Papoutsakis et al. 
(1980) and Liou and Wang (1990). 

However, none of these previous studies give any explicit 
form of the exact nonorthogonal eigenfunctions and the related 
expansion coefficients. Furthermore, even for laminar condi
tions, no precise solution has hitherto been reported on the 
values of the local Nusselt number in the important thermal 
entrance region, precisely in the immediate neighborhood of 
x = 0. The main difficulty in the analysis comes from a 
singularity which exists for the conduit wall temperature at x = 
0, which in general cause a problem for the numerical modelers. 
So, an analytical solution near the entrance is required to 
resolve the singularity. 

In this paper we give the solution to the Graetz problem with 
axial conduction by the method of separation of variables with 
Dirichlet wall boundary conditions. Although the eigenfunc
tions are not orthogonal, we present a new general procedure 
for the direct determination of the expansion coefficients in 
their explicit forms and in terms of eigenfunctions with an 
arbitrary given fully developed velocity profile. The solution 
will be made for a cylindrical conduit and a parallel-plate 
channel and the results are obtained for the two geometries in 
the case of Hagen-Poiseuille flow. In this case, the eigenfunc
tions correspond to a confluent hypergeometric functions, 
which can be represented successfully by Tricomi's formula 
(1953). In addition, we show that the analytical solution pro
posed efficiently resolves the singularity and this methodology 
allows extension to other problems such as the Hartmann flow 
(Lahjomri et a l , 1999), conjugated problems (Fithen and 
Anand, 1988) and other boundary conditions. 

2 Mathematical Formulation and General Form of the 
Solution for Given Developed Velocity Profile 

Consider a long cylindrical conduit and/or parallel-plate chan
nel, and more precisely the part of the conduit for which the flow 
is laminar and fully developed with arbitrary velocity ux(r) (r 
tranverse coordinate from center of conduit). The physical prop
erties of the fluid are supposed to be constant. Viscous dissipation 
and free convection are negligible. The fluid enters with uniform 
temperature profile T0 at abscissa x = — °° and attains a uniform 
temperature Tf at x = + °°. The wall temperature is T0 for x < 0 
and Tf for x > 0. The dimensionless energy equation governing 
the field temperature is given by 

Pe M(TI) 
dX 

1 3 

r\p
 3TJ 3TJ 

320; 

3X" 

for 
(( = 1, - o o < X < 0 ) 
(i = 2, 0 < X < +oo) and (0 < TJ < 1), (1) 

where p denotes the plane (p = 0) or cylindrical (p = 1) 
geometry of a conduit and £/,„„ is the velocity in the center of the 
conduit. R is a radius of cylindrical or half-thickness between 
parallel-plate channels; Pe is the Peclet number, where a is the 
thermal diffusivity. The boundary conditions associated with (1) 
are well known: 

30, 
= 0 if TJ = 0 (i = 1, 2) 

3TJ 

0, = 1 if TJ = 1 V X < 0 

02 = O if TJ = 1 V X > 0 

9, = 1 if X -* -oo V 0 s Tj< 1 

92 = 0 if X - ^ + o o V 0 < TJ < 1 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

= 02 and 
30, 
3X 

302 

3X 
if X = 0 V 0 < T) < 1. (7) 

The general solution of elliptic Eq. (1) in the upstream and 
downstream region verifying the conditions (3), (4) and (5), (6), 
respectively, at the wall and atX—» —» or X -^ + » can be 
represented by an infinite series of eigenfunctions given by 

0,(X, TJ) = 1 + X A„/„(TJ) exp( kl —1 for X < 0 (8a) 

e2(X, V) = X Bng„(v) exp - 0 Pe 
for X > 0, (8b) 

where A„ and /3„ designate the real eigenvalues associated with, 
respectively, the eigenfunctions /„ and g„. A„ and B„ are the 
constants of integration. The eigenfunctions/,, and g„ are solutions 
of the following differential equations: 

(9) £(*-£H 
d ( dg„\ 

_p£2 - « W _ 

" J 3 J I 
^ 2 + "(17) 

V"fn 

Vp8„ 

satisfying the boundary conditions 

/!,(0) = 0 and /„(!) = 0 

0, 

g!,(0) = 0 and g„(l) = 0. 

(10) 

(11a) 

(Ub) 

The fundamental problem is then to determine the eigenvalues A„, 
/3„ and the coefficients A„, B„. From the boundary condition (11) 
the eigenvalues A„ and 0„ must be roots of the characteristics 
equations/„(1) = 0 and g„(l) = 0. Substituting the solutions 
(8a), (8fo) into Eqs. (7), which represent the continuity of temper
ature and its first derivative at the junction X = 0, we obtain the 
following equations, with unknown constants A„ and B„: 

1 + YJAJn{r>) = ^B . s J r , ) (12a) 

in which the dimensionless variables and parameters are defined as 
follows: X A^„/„(T7) = - X PlB„Sn(v)- (12A) 

X = 
R' 

«(T?) 

* > = * ' 

ux(r) 

T0~T/ 

Pe = 

The eigenfunctions/,, and g„ defined by the Eqs. (9)-(ll) are 
not mutually orthogonal by referring to the standard Sturm-
Liouville problem since the eigenvalues occur nonlinearly in (9) 
and (10). However, if Eq. (12a) is multiplied by [(j3^,/Pe2) + 
«(T))]T)''g,„ and integrated from 0 to 1 with respect to TJ, then 
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Pi 
Pe 2 + « ( l ? ) f\"gmdl\ = Bn 

Pi 
Pe 2 + "(l?) ypgmdr} p ^ 2 - M ( T ? ) T ) ' / . ^ = - A „ 

Pe2 «(TJ) V / ^ I 

+ 2 A» Pe 2 - " ( l l ) r\pgj„df) + D B„f,„.n. (18) 

+ 2 *„ 
n = l 

(B#M) * 0 

j^2 + "(l7) Vpgmg«dri- (!3) 

Using the fact that the function g„ satisfies the following property: 

Pe2 " (TJ ) 
=0 if ft, # ft, 

i ^ s ^ U o if ft. = p., (14) 

obtained easily from the differential Eq. (10) and boundary con
dition. (1 lb), the integral in the last term of second member of Eq. 
(13) can be rewritten and Eq. (13) becomes 

Pi 
Pe 2 + «(•»)) VPgmdV = B„ p^2 + «(19) VPgmd-q 

+ S A , 
P_£ 
Pe 

2 - M(TJ) VpgJ*dv 

It is easy to show that the integrals F„m and F„,„ are zero for any 
m and n. Indeed, if we consider two solutions/„ and gm of the Eqs. 
(9) and (10) and multiply the first by gm and the second b y / „ , and 
then subtracting and integrating by parts, we obtain 

gmWfnH) -fMg'M) + (A2 + Pl)F„,„, = 0, (19) 

and in the same way, we can show that 

g„WM) -fM)g'„W + a l + Pl)Fm,n = 0. (20) 

All of this shows that by using the boundary conditions (11a) and 
(lib), the integrals F„,m and F„,„ vanish for any n and m. Finally, 
from (17) and (18) we obtain the expressions of the constants A„ 
and B„ as ratios of two integrals: 

Pe •2 - " ( 1 7 ) Yfndl) 

A „ = -
2A2 

P ? ~ " ( T ) ) 

<3/„U) 

v'ftfv dk 

(21a) 

1 Bn 
£1 
Pe2 

2 r 1 

Vpgmgndr). (15) 

And from Eq. (12b), by multiplying both terms by (rfgJVe?) and 
integrating from 0 to 1 with respect to TJ we have 

A Pi f1 v A* -f' 
~2y fi« 512 V"gmgnd-n = L An 5T2 T]PgJndj). (16) pg2 I 'I bmbn**'l £j **n p„2 

J 0 »=1 J o 

After some manipulation, Eq. (15) takes the following form by 
using (16): 

B2 

Pe 2 + "(Tj) Vpgmdv = 5„ 
2/31 

Pe 2 " + "(Tj) Vpgldv 

+ X ^«.m> d7) 
n = l 

with F„,„, = J i [(A„2 - /32)/Pe2 - M C T J ) ] ^ ^ . ^ . The previous 
technique can be used, by multiplying this time Eq. (12a) by 
[(kfJPe2) - u(r])]ril'fm and also using the similar property to (14) 
verified by the functions/„. We can obtain a second equation in Am 

and B • 

Pi 
p^2 + "(Tj) 1)Pgndl) 

B„ = 
2Pl 
-^f+ " (TJ ) 

?„(1) 
Tj'S.dTJ dP 

(21b) 

The dimensionless bulk temperature 9bj(X) and the local Nus-
selt number Nu,(X) (constructed by hydraulic radius) can now be 
defined and obtained: 

eb,(x) = 

rjpu(rj)d,dri 

7)pu('q)d'q 

NU; = - -

92-p 1 

M - ^ ( T ) = 1) 
a = 1,2). (22) 

Substituting Eq. (&b) into Eqs. (22) by using Eq. (10), we can 
deduct the expression of the local Nusselt number Nu2(X) = 
Nu(X) in the downstream region for the two geometries: 

23~" 2 B„g'n(l) exp -Bl 

Nu(X) = 

X 

Pe 

(p+ l ) ( p + 3) 2 B „ e x p l - P l ~ \ 
g'nW Pl_ 

Pi Pe2 Vpg,Xv)dtl 

if X > 0 . (23) 
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3 Application to Hagen-Poiseuille Flow 
In the case of Hagen-Poiseuille flow, the velocity profile is 

parabolic, M(T)) = 1 - r/2. The eigenfunctions/,, andg,, solutions 
of Eqs, (9), (10) can be expressed in terms of the confluent 
hypergeometric functions 4>(a, b; z) as follows: 

g„(V) = exp( - ^ - J <&(«„, c; / W ) , (24a) 

!'A„T) 
/„(TJ) = expl 2~~l$(a„, c; iA„r/2) (24A) 

with = (c/2) - (P./4) - (|3,V4Pe2), = (c/2) 
(jA„/4) + (j'A.iMPe") and c = (1 + p)/2; (j2 = - 1 ) . Using 
Tricomi's formula each of the eigenfunctions /„ and g„ can be 
represented explicitly in the entire complex plane by a uniformly 
convergent infinite series expansions in terms of Bessel functions: 

by the so-called WKB approximations which give good results for 
n a 5. However, the asymptotic eigenvalues could not be ob
tained explicitly as in the case of no axial conduction because the 
characteristic Eqs. (11a), (lib) remain transcendental for the finite 
value of the Peclet number. Such asymptotic formulas were not 
used in this present study, since computation times needed for 
evaluating the more general expressions were reasonably small. 

4 Results and Discussion 

The eigenvalues A„, |3„ and the important constants have been 
numerically computed with very high accuracy. Note that the 
infinite series (8a) and (8£>) converge very slowly near X = 0 and 
require a very high number of terms, especially for low values of 
Peclet number. This difficulty is due to a slow decrease of the 
expansion coefficients A„ and B„ of the series. In this study, we 
have calculated the temperature profiles and the local Nusselt 
number using 1000 terms in Eqs. (8a), (8£), and (23). This allows 
a satisfactory convergence and a good matching at X = 0 for the 
temperature and its longitudinal gradient between upstream and 

A \ <m'2' 
r ( c ) ( U ) ( l " " 2 S £ » V " + 1 " ( j f Jc-^ml2^hX„r,] i f |A„ |>Pe 

/„(*)) = 

2c-'r x^'W'J 

r(c)(-/a„) (1-c) ,2S W + 1 

m = 0 

C+ V 
(c-D/2 

A \ ( ' " ' 2 ' 

~4ft 

Kv2 

7C_I+,„[2V-M„T)] if |A„| < Pe 

if |A„| = Pe 

(25) 

m = 0 

{mil) 

V 0„ (26) 

with h„ = i({c/2) — a„), k„ = (c/2) — a„, where T(x) is the 
gamma function, 7„ and lv are, respectively, the Bessel function 
and modified Bessel function of the first kind. The coefficients E,„ 
and Dm verify the following recurrence relations: 

E0= l . £ , = 0, £ 2 = - : 

(m + l)Em+l = - (m + c - l)Em 2h„E„, (27a) 

(m=2, 3, 4, ) and 

Da= 1, D, = 0, D2 = 

(m + !)£>,„+, = (m + c - l)D„, 2k„D„, (21b) 

(m=2, 3 , 4 . . . . ) . 

downstream region where their comparison can be used as con
vergence verification. For example, for a parallel-plate channel at 
X = 0, the relative error between temperature in the upstream and 
downstream region is of the order of 0.04 percent at T; = 0; 0.24 
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PARAMETER: Pe 
ri=0.95, p=0. 
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Note that for sufficiently large values of the eigenvalues, the F | g 1 A x | a | p r o ) j | e s of d i m e n s i o n l e s s t e m p e r a t u r e fo r va r |0us values of 
asymptotic eigenfunctions and the temperature derivative at the peclet number in the case of a parallel-plate channel (p = 0) at radial 
wall also exist as in the classical Graetz problem and may be given position rj = 0.95 
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Fig. 2 Effect of different truncation orders N on the accuracy of a local 
Nusselt number for Pe = 5, in the case of a cylindrical conduit (p = 1) and 
a parallel-plate channel (p = 0) and comparison with the results of Ku 
and Hadziavramidis (1984) 

percent at t) — 0.5 and 0.8 percent at 17 = 0.95 for Pe = 5, with 
1000 eigenvalues. These relative errors increase markedly and 
show poor matching if only a few terms are considered (e.g., for 20 
terms, relative errors are: 1.68 percent at TJ = 0; 2.6 percent at TJ = 
0.5, and 28 percent at r\ = 0.95). Note that when Peclet number 
increases the relative errors decrease more and more, and the 
matching processes improved with the same number of terms. 
Therefore, to obtain an improved solution, we must take into 
account a higher number of eigenvalues, especially for the lower 
Peclet numbers. Figure 1 represents the axial dimensionless tem
perature profiles (computed with 1000 eigenvalues) for a parallel-
plate channel at TJ = 0.95 close to a discontinuity of the temper
ature at the wall, for three values of the Peclet number Pe = 5, 10, 
and 20. It clearly shows that the profiles in the upstream and 
downstream regions match each other very well at X = 0 (near 
singularity) and our analytical solution proves to be efficient in 
resolving singularity. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the local 
Nusselt number versus the axial distance X/Pe, for a cylindrical 
conduit (p = 1) and for a parallel-plate channel (p = 0) and Pe = 
5. This figure illustrates the effect of different truncation orders N 
of the series in Eq. (23) on the accuracy of local Nusselt number. 
The curves of different values of N indicate the improved conver
gence level of the local Nusselt number. Clearly, the accuracy or 
relative error of Nusselt number is improved and convergence is 
achieved with a very high number of terms and requiring an 
increasing in N as X/Pe is decreased (i.e., N *» 950 terms around 
X/Pe = 10 "4 for Pe = 5). Relative errors (between curve 5 and 
curves 1-4) are, for example, for the cylindrical conduit, around 
X/Pe = 10 ~4, of the order of four percent for N = 900, 31 percent 
for AT = 500, and 96 percent for the choice of N = 20 terms. 
Similar trends can be observed for the parallel-plate channel. The 
choice of 20 terms, for example, in evaluating the Graetz series, 
causes considerable error and yields erroneous results in the pre
diction of local Nusselt number near X = 0, and this choice is 
therefore recommended only for axial distance great than 10~2. For 
increasing X/Pe the error drops down markedly and all curves 
merge together for X/Pe > 10~2. Figure 2 also shows a comparison 
of the local Nusselt number, obtained in the present work with 
results of Ku and Hadziavramidis (1984), for the cylindrical con
duit, obtained numerically from Chebyshev element method and 
given only for X/Pe > 10~2. Clearly our results are in agreement 

with data of these authors in this region of axial distances. The data 
of the literature were given only for X/Pe > 10~\ (for example, 
Verhoff and Fisher (1973) and others). 

Notice that for very large values of the Peclet number, recently 
Housiadas et al. (1999) treated the particular case of the problem 
without axial conduction (classical Graetz problem) for the cylin
drical conduit. These authors used a combination of two formulas 
for evaluating the eigenfunctions nonasymptotically in the interval 
0 < 17 < l, up to order N = 40: series expansions in terms of 
Bessel functions over the interval 0 < TJ £ 0.863; series expan
sions in terms of the power of TJ over the interval 0.863 < 17 < 1 
and used the asymptotic formula for large values of N (40 < N r£ 
125). The series expansions in terms of Bessel functions used by 
Housiadas et al. correspond to a particular case (p = 1 or c = 1 
and Pe —> 00) 0f Tricomi's formula given by Eq. (26). The 
numerical experiment shows that this formula becomes inaccurate, 
especially for large values of order N (N a 25). This is in 
agreement with Housiadas et al. 

However, there exists another (second) Tricomi's formula 
(1953) which is more appropriate for a large Peclet number and 
large N. This formula has the advantage to represent the eigen
functions in the whole interval 0 s TJ r~ 1 without using the 
asymptotic formula, while Housiadas et al. used a combination of 
three formulas for evaluating their eigenfunctions in this interval. 

The results obtained for the local Nusselt number computed 
from the second Tricomi's formula in the case of the Graetz 
problem without axial conduction (for cylindrical conduit), are 
given in Fig. 3. This figure shows the effect of different truncation 
orders (N = 20, 50, 100, and 200) of the series on the accuracy 
of the local Nusselt number. It is clear that with increasing N the 
accuracy of the calculation increases, and only 50 terms are re
quired for attaining convergence around X/Pe = 10"4 and 100 
terms around 10~5 (curves 3 and 4). In Fig. 3 the local Nusselt 
numbers are compared with those of Kays and Crawford (1980) 
and are in agreement in the interval given by these authors {XI 
Pe > 10~2). 

5 Conclusion 
The solution presented here has the advantage over numerical 

methods by efficiently resolving singularity. This is clearly dem
onstrated by our results obtained in the neighborhood of X = 0 
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Fig. 3 Effect of different truncation orders N on the accuracy of a local 
Nusselt number for a cylindrical conduit in the case of a classical Graetz 
problem and comparison with the data of Kays and Crawford (1980) 
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(Figs. 1-3) where singularity causes a big problem (Gibbs oscil
lations) lor numerical modelers when evaluating the axial temper
ature derivatives (Ku and Hatziavramidis, 1984). Furthermore, the 
method can be applied to other problems, such as the Hartmann 
flow of liquid metal in magnetohydrodynamics with a prescribed a 
external uniform magnetic field. In this situation the eigenfunc-
tions correspond to Mathieu's functions (Lahjomri et al., 1999). 
The treatment is given here for the Dirichlet wall boundary con
dition, but it can be extended easily to other boundary conditions, 
such as the Neumann or Robin boundary conditions. In these cases 
the explicit form of the expansion coefficients can be also ob
tained. 
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Nusselt Numbers in Rectangular Ducts 
With Laminar Viscous Dissipation 

and that the corresponding Nusselt numbers do not depend on the 
Brinkman number. 

Nomenclature 
a, b 

Br 
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Dh 

h 
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m, n 
Nu 

P 
P 

Pe 
q 

T(.) 
«(.) 
V(.) 

w 
x, y, z 

= longer and shorter sides, respectively, of the rectangu
lar cross section, m 

= Brinkman number referred to the wall linear power 
p,W2/qw 

= specific heat, J/kgK 
= hydraulic diameter of the duct 2ab/(a + b), m 
= heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K 
= fluid thermal conductivity, W/mK 
= summation integer indices 
= Nusselt number hDlk 
= pressure, Pa 
= dimensionless heated perimeter 
= Peclet number WD/a 
= total thermal power per unit length, W/m 
= thermal power per unit length generated by viscous 

dissipation, W/m 
= thermal power per unit length transferred to the walls, 

W/m 
= dimensionless fluid temperature 
= fluid velocity, m/s 
= dimensionless fluid velocity 
= fluid average velocity, m/s 
= dimensionless Cartesian coordinate 

Greek Symbols 

fluid thermal diffusivity, m2/s 
aspect ratio bla < 1 

= eigenvalue 
dimensionless function defined by Eq. (5) 
fluid viscosity, Pa s 
eigenfunction 
fluid density, kg/m3 

fluid temperature, K 
Cartesian coordinate, m &,% 

a 
P 
A 

\Jr 

P 
0(.) 

C 
Subscripts 

b = bulk quantity 
w = evaluated to the wall 

G. L. Morini1 and M. Spiga2 

In this paper, the steady temperature distribution and the Nusselt 
numbers are analytically determined for a Newtonian incompress
ible fluid in a rectangular duct, in fully developed laminar flow 
with viscous dissipation, for any combination of heated and adi-
abatic sides of the duct, in HI boundary condition, and neglecting 
the axial heat conduction in the fluid. The Navier-Stokes and the 
energy balance equations are solved using the technique of the 
finite integral transforms. For a duct with four uniformly heated 
sides (4 version), the temperature distribution and the Nusselt 
numbers are obtained as a function of the aspect ratio and of the 
Brinkman number and presented in graphs and tables. Finally it is 
proved that the temperature field in a fully developed T boundary 
condition can be obtained as a particular case of the HI problem 
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Introduction 

The need for high thermal performance has stimulated the use of 
rectangular ducts in a wide variety of compact heat exchangers, 
mainly in tube-fin and plate-fin exchangers, in order to obtain an 
enhancement in heat transfer, with the same cross-sectional area of 
the duct. The small hydraulic diameter and the use of viscous 
liquids make the flow laminar and fully developed in many indus
trial applications. Laminar fully developed flow through rectangu
lar ducts has been extensively investigated in the last decades as 
reviewed by Shah and London (1978). Compared to the circular 
pipe flow, the theoretical analysis of rectangular geometry requires 
a complicated two-dimensional approach. The thermal boundary 
conditions, too, are complex, because there are many combinations 
for imposing different temperatures or heat fluxes on the four 
wetted sides (Shah and London, 1974). The most common bound
ary conditions, for practical applications, are the well-known T and 
HI conditions. For the former, the wall temperature is constant 
both peripherally and axially. This situation occurs in many prac
tical applications, such as condensers, evaporators, and automotive 
radiators with high liquid flow rates, with negligible wall thermal 
resistance. On the other hand, in heated ducts with highly conduc
tive materials (e.g., copper, aluminium) it is more appropriate to 
consider the HI condition (constant axial wall heat flux and 
constant wall temperature on the cross section). Moreover, many 
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(Figs. 1-3) where singularity causes a big problem (Gibbs oscil
lations) lor numerical modelers when evaluating the axial temper
ature derivatives (Ku and Hatziavramidis, 1984). Furthermore, the 
method can be applied to other problems, such as the Hartmann 
flow of liquid metal in magnetohydrodynamics with a prescribed a 
external uniform magnetic field. In this situation the eigenfunc-
tions correspond to Mathieu's functions (Lahjomri et al., 1999). 
The treatment is given here for the Dirichlet wall boundary con
dition, but it can be extended easily to other boundary conditions, 
such as the Neumann or Robin boundary conditions. In these cases 
the explicit form of the expansion coefficients can be also ob
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p,W2/qw 

= specific heat, J/kgK 
= hydraulic diameter of the duct 2ab/(a + b), m 
= heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K 
= fluid thermal conductivity, W/mK 
= summation integer indices 
= Nusselt number hDlk 
= pressure, Pa 
= dimensionless heated perimeter 
= Peclet number WD/a 
= total thermal power per unit length, W/m 
= thermal power per unit length generated by viscous 

dissipation, W/m 
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= dimensionless fluid temperature 
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In this paper, the steady temperature distribution and the Nusselt 
numbers are analytically determined for a Newtonian incompress
ible fluid in a rectangular duct, in fully developed laminar flow 
with viscous dissipation, for any combination of heated and adi-
abatic sides of the duct, in HI boundary condition, and neglecting 
the axial heat conduction in the fluid. The Navier-Stokes and the 
energy balance equations are solved using the technique of the 
finite integral transforms. For a duct with four uniformly heated 
sides (4 version), the temperature distribution and the Nusselt 
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Introduction 

The need for high thermal performance has stimulated the use of 
rectangular ducts in a wide variety of compact heat exchangers, 
mainly in tube-fin and plate-fin exchangers, in order to obtain an 
enhancement in heat transfer, with the same cross-sectional area of 
the duct. The small hydraulic diameter and the use of viscous 
liquids make the flow laminar and fully developed in many indus
trial applications. Laminar fully developed flow through rectangu
lar ducts has been extensively investigated in the last decades as 
reviewed by Shah and London (1978). Compared to the circular 
pipe flow, the theoretical analysis of rectangular geometry requires 
a complicated two-dimensional approach. The thermal boundary 
conditions, too, are complex, because there are many combinations 
for imposing different temperatures or heat fluxes on the four 
wetted sides (Shah and London, 1974). The most common bound
ary conditions, for practical applications, are the well-known T and 
HI conditions. For the former, the wall temperature is constant 
both peripherally and axially. This situation occurs in many prac
tical applications, such as condensers, evaporators, and automotive 
radiators with high liquid flow rates, with negligible wall thermal 
resistance. On the other hand, in heated ducts with highly conduc
tive materials (e.g., copper, aluminium) it is more appropriate to 
consider the HI condition (constant axial wall heat flux and 
constant wall temperature on the cross section). Moreover, many 
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Table 1 Eigenvalues and elgenfunctions for any version of the H1 problem 

Version 
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different situations can be considered, assuming different condi
tions for every side of the rectangle; in the literature, eight classic 
thermal versions are proposed for the T, HI problems. For any 
boundary condition, extensive numerical, analytical, and experi
mental studies have been carried out by many authors (Chandru-
patla et al„ 1977; Schmidt and Newell, 1967; Marco and Han, 
1955) but always neglecting the effect of the viscous dissipation. 
In fact, the shear stresses can induce a relevant power generation 
due to viscous dissipation. This phenomenon is particularly im
portant in flows in microtubes in the polymer industry (in extrusion 
and injection processes), and also in radiator design where the 
working fluid are highly viscous oils. The effects of viscous 
dissipation in laminar flows have not yet been deeply investigated; 
some papers analyse T and HI boundary conditions for circular 
ducts (Basu and Roy, 1985; Ou and Cheng, 1973; Zanchini, 1997) 
and cylindrical tubes with elliptic, rectangular, and triangular 
cross-section (Tyagi, 1966; Ikryannikov, 1966). In a recent work, 
Morini et al. (1998) obtained the fluid temperature distribution in 
the presence of energy dissipation for a rectangular duct with four 
sides uniformly heated with HI boundary conditions. The aim of 

Table 2 <1>* as function of the duct aspect ratio 

p 
1 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

< J > * 

28.40 

28.55 

29.06 

30.12 

31.95 

P 
0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

c £ > * 

34.94 

40.13 

49.32 

68.60 

127.97 

the present paper is to determine the temperature field and the 
Nusselt numbers in a rectangular duct in HI boundary conditions 
for any combination of heated and adiabatic sides with viscous 
dissipation. In particular, the present work points out cases in 
which the effect of viscous dissipation on the fully developed 
temperature distribution cannot be neglected. The general solution 
for the HI boundary condition allows us to obtain, as a particular 
case, the solution to the same problem with T conditions. The 
solution in the T boundary condition case offers the opportunity to 
extend to rectangular ducts some interesting conclusions recently 
published for circular ducts. In fact, for circular tubes, some 
authors have proved that, with T boundary conditions, the fully 
developed Nusselt number is dependent on neither the thermo-
physical properties nor the mean velocity of the fluid. The asymp
totic value assumed by the Nusselt number in a circular duct is 
very different if one considers or neglects the effect of the viscous 
dissipation in the energy equation. Neglecting the viscous dissipa
tion the fully developed Nusselt number should assume the well-
known value of 3.6567935; however, it assumes the value 48/9 = 
9.6 if the viscous dissipation is accounted for (Basu and Roy, 
1985; Zanchini, 1997). Hence, for a circular duct in T boundary 
condition, the hypothesis of negligible viscous dissipation effects 
leads to incorrect results, for any value of the fluid viscosity. The 
present analysis will confirm the same result for rectangular ducts 
and will provide the Nusselt numbers for any aspect ratio, in T 
boundary condition. 

Theoretical Model, HI Boundary Condition 

Consider a Newtonian incompressible fluid in hydrodynami-
cally developed laminar flow in a rectangular duct with constant 
peripheral wall temperature on the cross section and constant axial 
heat transfer rate (HI condition). The origin of the £, TJ, f Cartesian 
coordinate system is the bottom left corner of the duct, with the 
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Table 3 Test of convergence of the proposed procedure to calculate the Nusselt numbers 
under T boundary condition 

N 

3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 

NUT 

3=1 
7.952 
7.940 
7.939 
7.938 
7.938 
7.938 
7.938 

3=0.75 
8.141 
8.128 
8.126 
8.125 
8.125 
8.125 
8.125 

0=0.5 
8.994 
8.973 
8.970 
8.969 
8.968 
8.968 
8.968 

3=0.25 
11.498 
11.439 
11.425 
11.420 
11.418 
11.417 
11.416 

flow direction along the £-axis. The following dimensionless vari
ables and the Brinkman number are introduced: 

V = 

i 
a ' 

rr_o-ew 

D, Pe ' 

ULW2 

w qjk (1) 

The fluid in the duct receives a linear power qg (generated by 
viscous dissipation) and qw (transferred at the walls). Under the 
usual no-slip condition, the Navier-Stokes equation has been 
solved by using to the finite Fourier transform by Spiga and Morini 
(1994), as a sum of trigonometric functions 

V(x, y) = 1 1 
n= l.odd m~l,odd 

(irnm)2(j82«2 + m2) 

2 2 
N=l,ocld m= l.odd 

sin (nirx) sin (miry/p) 

mn((i2n2 + m2 (2) 

while the temperature distribution is the solution to the energy 
balance equation 

d26 826 /i 1 90 
«(£, v,). (3) 

In dimensionless form the Eq. (3) can be written as 

d2T d2T 

dx2 dy 
+ Br 

svy fdv^2 

JxJ + \dy 
V(x, y) 

+ BrO*(|3)) (4) 

where the dimensionless viscous-energy-dissipation function is 
defined as 

$*(j3) = 
dV 

dx 
dxdy. (5) 

An energy balance along the f-axis provides the well-known HI 
condition 

d6 dt 

d£ d£ d£ pabWcp 
(6) 

which implies dT/dz = 0. By applying the Gauss theorem to the 
energy Eq. (4), the relation between the total linear heat flux (q), 
the power transferred to the wall (q„), and the power due by 
viscous dissipation (qg) is obtained: 

+ q, = qw + (iff2 

= <?„,(! +Br<D*(j3)). 

dV 

dx Jy~) dxdy 

(7) 

When the temperature distribution is known, the fluid bulk tem
perature is easily obtained as 

nm T(x, y)V(x, y)dxdy 

and the Nusselt number is equal to 

N u = -
2$ 

(1 + j3) PTh(P) 

(8) 

(9) 

The value assumed by the heated perimeter P depends on the 
heated sides of the duct. 

A general solution is achieved considering any of the eight 
versions proposed in literature for the HI condition in rectangular 
ducts, namely 4 (four constant wall temperature), 3L (three con
stant wall temperature and one adiabatic short side), 3S (three 
constant wall temperature and one adiabatic long side), 2L (two 
constant wall temperature and two adiabatic short sides), 2S (two 
constant wall temperature and two adiabatic long sides), 2C or 
corner version (one short and one long constant wall temperature), 
1L (one constant wall temperature long side), and IS (one constant 
wall temperature short side). 

The differential problem defined by Eq. (4) is linear and its 
solution can be tackled by the finite-integral transform technique 
(Tranter, 1962). The appropriate eigenvalue problem is 

di 
+ A2„^,„ = 0 

dutyi,M + d2i-~f-\ = 0 
ai 10 

(10) 

dutyiAS) + d*i 
dtpi,n 

= 0 with 8 
1 if ( = x 
P ifi=y 

Table 4 Coefficients of the Eq. (22) to determine the Nusselt numbers In 
rectangular ducts (4 version) 

3=1 
3=0.75 
3=0.5 

J3=0.25 

Si 
0.1281 
0.1277 
0.1249 
0.1003 

R2 
0.5501 
0.5548 
0.5717 
0.5704 

S3 
0.0355 
0.0345 
0.0303 
0.0188 

where *' is equal to x or y and n is the order of the general 
eigenvalue (A) and of the general eigenfunction (i//) that fulfills the 
Sturm-Liouville problem (10). 

The coefficients dm can assume the values 0 or ± 1 and depend 
on the specified combination of heated and adiabatic walls, im
posed by the boundary conditions. In heat conduction problems the 
infinite series of eigenvalues A, „ and the related eigenfunctions \\>iK 

are frequently used and they can be found in several textbooks on 
heat conduction (Ozisik, 1989). For the sake of completeness, 
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T = -
1 

2 ) 

v n,m 

Br 

Fig. 1 Nusselt numbers in HI boundary conditions versus the Brinkman 
number, 4 version, for the circular duct and different aspect ratios 

Table 1 shows the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions generated by 
Eq. (10) for the eight versions considered in the HI problems. 

Using the appropriate eigenfunctions, the unknown temperature 
field is sought as the sum of a linear function in z and a double 
series in x and y: 

'<J>*(j3)V„,„ 
+ Br ( -r-^ - [«„,,„ + bKJ, 

where the coefficients a„,„,, b„m, and V„,m are 

dV 
dy | dx\ — I ipx,n<py,,„ 

dV\2 

dy I dx\ — I t//„i//,,„, 
0 •> 0 

K,,„ = I dy dxV(x, y)ijjx,„ilty. 

(13) 

(14) 

T(X, y) = Y, 2 Bn,m^X,n<Py, (ID 

The integrals appearing in this procedure can be easily solved 
exactly, because the eigenfunctions are simple trigonometric func
tions and also the velocity profile is expressed as a sum of trigo
nometric functions. The final step in the solution procedure con
sists of the inversion of the transformed temperature TnM 

In fact, the HI boundary condition states that the wall temperature 
6w(z) is uniform on the heated length of a rectangular perimeter 
and that it increases linearly with the longitudinal coordinate z 
(Marco and Han, 1955). Hence, the temperature distribution T is 
defined apart from the additive constant T„(z). It is suitable to 
define the twofold transformed temperature: 

T(x, y) = ^2 
N N 

n m 

where iV,,,, is the normalization coefficient 

*\>xAy. 

m iplndi. 

(15) 

(16) 

T(x, y)^x,Ay,mdxdy (12) 

By multiplying each term of the Eq. (4) by i//, „, i//y „, and inte
grating over x and y, in the range [0,1] and [0, j8], respectively, an 
algebraic equation is obtained, whose the solution is 

Using the proposed procedure, the temperature field is univocally 
determined for any thermal version considered of the HI problem. 

The T Boundary Condition 
In this section the temperature distribution in a rectangular duct 

under the T boundary condition is obtained as a particular case of 

Table 5 The Nusselt numbers In T boundary condition for the 4 version: with viscous 
dissipation (Nur) and without viscous dissipation (Nur) 

o 
Circular duct 

• 
Square duct 

(3=1) 

] 

1 

1 

1 I 
Rectangular duct 

(3=0.75) 

| | 

Rectangular duct 
(3=0.5) 

Rectangular duct 
(3=0.25) 

NUT 

9.6 

7.938 

8.125 

8.968 

11.415 

NuT* 

3.656 

2.976 

3.042 

3.391 

4.439 

A(%) 

+162.6 

+166.7 

+167.1 

+164.5 

+157.2 
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the solution for the HI boundary condition. A similar procedure 
has been carried out by Zanchini (1997) to determine the asymp
totic behavior of the temperature distribution in circular ducts. 
Considering a hydrodynamically developed flow, the governing 
equations are the Navier-Stokes (which solution is quoted in Eq. 
(2)) and the energy balance (Eq. (3)). Integrating any term of Eq. 
(3) over the cross section of the rectangular duct, the following 
equation is obtained: 

qM) + jaW2<J>*(j3) = pcpW-
D, 1 + j8 

d£ 
(17) 

where the heat flux at the wall, in the T boundary condition, is 

q„ = hD, AA 
2/3 P(Ow-d„). (18) 

Under the hypothesis of constant wall temperature (T boundary 
condition), Eqs. (17) and (18) give 

Br(z) 
+ d>*(/3) 

IP 

d 

dz~ 

1 

NuBr 
(19) 

In the fully developed region the local Nusselt number tends to a 
constant value Nur and hence Eq. (19) allows one to obtain the 
Brinkman number variation along the thermally fully developed 
region of the duct 

Br (z) = 
1 

C exp1 IP Nu7 

Try 
(20) 

- $*(/3) 

where C is an integration constant. The asymptotic value that the 
Brinkman number assumes in the fully developed region for T 
boundary condition is obtained with a passage to limit of z —> °°: 

Brr = lim Br (z) 
1 

**(/3) 
(21) 

This is consistent with the conclusions of Zanchini (1997) for 
circular tubes, where <S>* = 8TT. For rectangular ducts, the fully 
developed Nusselt number in the T boundary condition is therefore 
given by Eq. (9) with Br = -l/4>*(0). 

In Table 2 the values of <J>* are shown as function of the aspect 
ratio of the rectangular duct. 

Results and Conclusions 
The proposed solution gives the temperature distribution and the 

Nusselt numbers in rectangular ducts, for any version of the HI 
boundary condition. In this method the Nusselt number and the 
temperature distribution are obtained as a series; only a few terms 
of these series are permitted to obtain a high precision on the 
Nusselt number; this fact is underlined by the results quoted in 
Table 3. It is interesting to note that, if the aspect ratio of the 
rectangular duct decreases, the numerical convergence is slower. 
The expression of the Nusselt number for the HI boundary con
dition can be easily simplified in a numerical form, more attractive 
for designers, 

Nu„, = 
8i 

82 Br + g3 
(22) 

where the coefficients g, depend on the version and the aspect 
ratio. Table 4 shows the coefficients g, for some aspect ratios, in 
the 4 version. For the sake of brevity, only the Nusselt numbers in 
this version are presented in Fig. 1, as function of the Brinkman 
number, for different aspect ratios of the ducts. The dotted line 
related to the circular duct is used as a benchmark. For any 
geometry, the Nusselt number decreases with the Brinkman num
ber. For inviscid fluids in rectangular geometry it is well known 
that the highest Nusselt numbers are obtained in ducts with small 
aspect ratios. The graphs in Fig. 1 confirm this result, but they 
show a new interesting feature. For large Brinkman numbers 
(approximately Br > 0.1) the square duct presents higher Nusselt 
numbers than for rectangular ducts. In the T boundary condition, 
the results can be obtained by the general solution, imposing Br = 
—1/4>*(/3). The temperature distribution for the square duct is 
quite close to the profile presented by Ikryannikov (1966), the 
Nusselt numbers depend only on the aspect ratio (do not depend on 
the fluid viscosity) and are very much larger than the Nusselt 
numbers of inviscid flows in rectangular ducts, for any geometry 
the increase is approximately 160 percent. In Table 5 the Nusselt 
numbers in T boundary conditions are presented for the circular 
duct and for some aspect ratios of rectangular ducts, for viscid and 
inviscid flows. 
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Experimental Investigation of 
Marangoni Convection in Aqueous 
LiBr Solution With Additives 

Y. T. Kang,1'2 A. Akisawa,1 and 
T. Kashiwagi1 

Nomenclature 
add 

D 
0 
T 
w 

w/o 
X 

a 
0"l 

a2 

o-3 

= additive 
= Decanol 
= Octanol 
= temperature (°C) 
= with 
= without 
= concentration (percent) 
= surface tension (mN/m) 
= surface tension of aqueous 

(mN/m) 
LiBr solution with additive 

= surface tension of additive (mN/m) 
= interfacial tension between 

additive (mN/m) 
aqueous LiBr solution and 

Introduction 
The most crucial and expensive component in commercial ab

sorption machines is the absorber where the refrigerant vapor is 
absorbed into the absorbent solution. The absorption performance 
can be improved by mechanical or chemical means. As the me
chanical means, efficient heat transfer mechanisms, such as falling 
film or bubble-type modes, are suggested by using enhanced 
surfaces (Kang et al., 1999). As the chemical means, the perfor
mance of heat and mass transfer has been significantly enhanced 
by adding heat transfer additives to the working solution pairs. A 
small addition of heat transfer additives causes interfacial turbu
lence by the Marangoni effect, leading to a higher heat and mass 
transfer performance. It is generally known that Marangoni con
vection is caused by the surface tension gradient that is originated 
from the concentration and temperature dependence of the surface 
tension. Some literature has been found on mechanism of Ma
rangoni convection. Kashiwagi (1988) suggested that the induce
ment of Marangoni convection be strongly affected not only by the 
presence of additive droplets on the surface but also by the mag
nitude of the interfacial tension. However, Hozawa et al. (1991) 
reported that the presence of additive droplets is not a necessary 
condition to initiate Marangoni convection. They suggested that 
Marangoni convection be initiated by the "salting-out" phenome
non, which is explained in the next subsection. Hihara and Saito 
(1993) adopted the hypothesis of the salting-out phenomenon to 
explain the inducement of Marangoni convection. Kim et al. 
(1996) reported that Marangoni convection was initiated by the 
surface tension gradients by not only LiBr concentration but also 
additive concentration and solution temperature. Recently Daiguji 
et al. (1997) investigated Marangoni convection using a linear 
stability analysis based on the salting-out effect. They reported that 
it was difficult to explain the Marangoni instability only by the 
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*LiBr 

Fig. 1 Typical surface tension gradient of LiBr aqueous solution with 
respect to LiBr concentration 

salting-out effect after the solubility limit. As described above, the 
criterion for inducement of Marangoni convection differs with 
each model. Therefore, it is desirable to establish a general model 
which can be applied for the best heat transfer additive selection in 
aqueous LiBr solution. 

The primary objective of this paper is to establish a general model 
on the onset of Marangoni convection based on experimental results. 
The experimental data of the surface tension and interfacial tension of 
aqueous LiBr solution with heat transfer additives are provided. The 
effects of the LiBr concentration, the additive concentration, and the 
solution temperature on the surface tension and interfacial tension 
gradients are studied and compared quantitatively. 

Models 

Kashiwagi Model (Kashiwagi, 1988). This model proposed 
that the presence of droplets on the surface is required for induce
ment of Marangoni convection, and the imbalance of surface 
tensions be the initial cause of violent Marangoni convection. The 
droplets of heat transfer additives appear on the solution surface 
after the solubility. Before water vapor absorption, three tension 
forces IT,, cr2, and o-3 are balanced well on the surface. After water 
vapor absorption starts, imbalance of the surface tension and the 
interfacial tension occurs due to the rapid increase of the surface 
tension near the droplets. As a result, Marangoni convection oc
curs on the solution surface. 

Salting-Out Model (Hozawa et al., 1991; Kim et al., 1996; 
Daiguji et al., 1997). When the heat transfer additives are intro
duced, a part of the additive molecules is dissolved in the bulk 
solution, and the other molecules are adsorbed on the surface. If 
the LiBr molecules are added to the solution, water molecules are 
to bind electrolyte ions, Li+ and Br~ because the hydration force 
with electrolyte ions is stronger than the bonding force with 
additives. As a result, some additive molecules are segregated 
from the bulk solution and move to the solution surface. This 
phenomenon is so called "salting-out." The surface tension of the 
solution decreases by the salting-out effect in surface-active ma
terials such as LiBr. In the surface-active materials, the surface 
tension gradient with respect to its concentration is negative in the 
case with additives while the gradient is positive in the case 
without additives as shown in Fig. 1. This model proposed that the 
salting-out effect be the initial cause of Marangoni convection. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures. Experiments were 
conducted to measure the surface tension and the interfacial tension 
for various heat transfer additives such as n-Octanol, 2-Octanol, 
3-Octanol, 4-Octanol, n-Decanol, 2-Decanol, 3-Decanol and 2-ethly-
1-hexanol (2E1H). Figure 2 shows the experimental apparatus for the 
surface tension and the interfacial tension measurements. The exper
imental setup consists of a sample stage, a detecting platinum plate, a 
balance rod, a sensor, a motor, a temperature controller, a central 
processing unit (CPU), and a terminal printer. The solution tempera
ture was controlled by the temperature controller with the PID control 
method. The surface tension was measured by the high-performance 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus 

Wilhelmy plate method (Chavepeyer et al., 1995) with a microcom
puter. The surface tension could be measured in fully automatic 
operation to minimize the human error. As the detecting platinum 
plate is slowly contacted with the liquid surface, the surface tension of 
the solution takes the detecting plate into the solution, and the balance 
rod gets the stress by the surface tension. The stress is detected in the 
sensor, and converted into the surface tension or the interfacial tension 
in the CPU. The surface tension is then displayed in digital at real time 
and printed out. Initially, aqueous LiBr solution was made from 
distilled water and LiBr with LiBr concentration of 40, 50, 55, and 60 
percent in mass. The solution was carefully prepared to avoid the 
effect of the hand oil which would give a crucial effect on the 
experimental results. A digital micro pipette was used to make the 
solution with additives in the ranges between 0 and 1000 ppm. Prior 
to every measurement, the platinum plate was cleaned at a high 
temperature of 700°C with an alcohol lamp to remove the experimen
tal error by the impurities of the plate. The cleaned plate was prewet-
ted with the solution to remove the liquid repelling problem with a 
dried surface. The cleaned prewetted plate was then slowly contacted 
with the surface and dipped into the solution in automatic operation. 
Finally, the surface tension was measured by the principle of the 
Wilhelmy plate method. The measurement ranges of the surface 
tension were from 0 to 199.9 mN/m. The surface tension and the 
interfacial tension could be measured in the solution temperature 
ranges between 10°C and 100°C. The additive amount could be 
measured in the ranges of 2 to 10 /xl. Experimental errors in the 

measurements of the solution temperature and the additive amount 
were ±0.1°C and ±0.01 /xl, respectively. The experimental error was 
±0.2 mN/m in measurements of the surface tension and the interfacial 
tension. Experimental uncertainties were estimated as 2.5 percent, 0.5 
percent, 0.7 percent, and 2.41 percent in measurements of additive 
concentration, solution temperature, surface tension, and interfacial 
tension, respectively. 

Results and Discussion 
Figure 3 shows the effects of the LiBr concentration on the surface 

tension (cr,) for the cases with and without the additives. The surface 
tensions were measured at 100 ppm of each additive concentration. In 
Fig. 3, Y and N represent "observation" and "no-observation" of 
Marangoni convection from the visualization tests, respectively. In the 
cases without the heat transfer additives, the surface tension of aque
ous LiBr solution increased with increasing the LiBr concentration. 
Yao et al. (1991) and Uemura and Hasaba (1964) also obtained the 
same results from their experiments. In the cases with heat transfer 
additives, the surface tension of aqueous LiBr solution decreased with 
increasing the LiBr concentration for 2E1H, n-Octanol, 2-Octanol, 
and 2-Decanol. However, the surface tension gradient was not de
creased with increasing the LiBr concentration for 3-Octanol, 
4-Octanol, n-Decanol, and 3-Decanol. The experimental results show 
that the salting-out model agreed with the results from Kashiwagi 
model except n-Decanol. Marangoni convection was observed for 
n-Decanol by experiments (Beutler et al., 1996) even if n-Decanol has 
not the negative surface tension gradient. Violent Marangoni convec
tion was also observed for n-Decanol after the solubility limit by 
Kashiwagi (1988). From the experimental results, it was concluded 
that the salting-out model could not be a general criterion for induce
ment of Marangoni convection. Based on the instability analysis, 
Daiguji et al. (1997) also reported that it was difficult to explain the 
Marangoni instability only by the salting-out effect when the additive 
concentration exceeds the solubility limit. 

Figure 4 shows the effects of LiBr concentration on the inter
facial tension (<T3) for the cases of n-Octanol, 2-Octanol, 
3-Octanol, n-Decanol, and 3-Decanol. As can be seen clearly, the 
same trend of concentration gradients of the interfacial tension was 
found for all cases (except n-Decanol) even though Marangoni 
convection was not observed for 3-Octanol and 3-Decanol. There
fore, it should be concluded that the concentration gradient of the 
interfacial tension is not a trigger to induce Marangoni convection. 
It could be noted from Fig. 4 "that the magnitude of the interfacial 
tension played an important role for Marangoni convection induce
ment. Marangoni convection was observed for low values of the 
interfacial tension (o-3 for n-Octanol, 2-Octanol, and n-Decanol) 
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Fig. 4 The interfacial tension between aqueous LiBr solution (50 per
cent of LiBr) and additives 

after the solubility while it was not for high values (for 3-Octanol 
and 3-Decanol). Therefore, recognizing that surface tensions of 
Octanol and Decanol isomers (cr2) are nearly same (about 25 
mN/m), it could be concluded that the imbalance of the surface 
tension and the interfacial tension (cr, > <r2 + CT3) is a criterion for 
inducement of Marangoni convection after the additive solubility. 

Comparisons of Experimental Results With Existing Model. 
Table 1 shows the summary of the experimental results from the 
present paper. The surface tension and the interfacial tension gradients 
with respect to LiBr concentration and solution temperature were 
presented for eight different heat transfer additives. The experimental 
results show that the salting-out model gives different result from the 
Kashiwagi model for the n-Decanol case. Marangoni convection was 
experimentally observed for n-Decanol which has not a negative 

gradient of the surface tension (criterion by the salting-out model). 
Based on the comparisons, a new model is proposed here: Marangoni 
convection occurs before (for example, n-Octanol) or after (for ex
ample, n-Decanol) the solubility. The negative concentration gradient 
of the surface tension is a trigger for inducement of Marangoni 
convection before the additive solubility while the imbalance of the 
surface tension and the interfacial tension is a trigger after the solu
bility limit. The new model is called "solubility model" in this paper. 
A promising additive in aqueous LiBr solution can be selected by 
checking the inducement criterion of the solubility model which is 
summarized in Table 2. An additive candidate with the negative 
concentration gradient of the surface tension is considered promising 
by the criterion of the salting-out model. However, an additive can
didate without the negative gradient is also considered promising if it 
has the criterion of the surface tension imbalance (a, > a2 + <x3). The 
solubility model includes both criteria of the negative concentration 
gradient and the imbalance of the tension forces. In other words, the 
salting-out model is not a sufficient condition but a necessary condi
tion for Marangoni convection inducement, while the solubility model 
is a necessary and sufficient condition, which is a general model in 
aqueous LiBr solution. Table 1 also show that the temperature gra
dients of the surface tension and the interfacial tension cannot be an 
initial cause for inducement of Marangoni convection. Regardless of 
the trend of temperature gradients of the surface tension and the 
interfacial tension, Marangoni convection was observed for 2E1H, 
n-Octanol, and n-Decanol while it was not for 3-Octanol. 

Conclusions 
This paper proposed a new model for inducement of Marangoni 

convection in an aqueous LiBr solution, called the solubility model. It 
was found first by the experiments that the salting-out model could 
not be a general criterion for inducement of Marangoni convection. It 
was also found that the temperature gradients of the surface tension 
and the interfacial tension could not be an initial cause for inducement 
of Marangoni convection. However, the magnitude of the interfacial 
tension played an important role for inducement of Marangoni con-
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vection. The main conclusion from this study is that the negative 
concentration gradient of the surface tension is a trigger for induce
ment of Marangoni convection before the additive solubility, while 
the imbalance of the surface tension and the interfacial tension is a 
trigger after the solubility limit. 
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TL = temperature of the fluid far away from the plate 
t' = time 
tR = reference time 
u = velocity of the fluid 

UD = reference velocity 
at' = frequency 
X,, = distance of the transition point from the leading edge 
|3 = coefficient of volume expansion 
p = density 
e = amplitude (constant) 
9 = nondimensional temperature 
u = nondimensional velocity 
i = y - i 

1 Introduction 
Transient laminar-free convection flow past an infinite vertical 

plate under different plate conditions was studied by many re
searchers. The first closed-form solutions for Prandtl number Pr = 
1.0 in case of a step change in wall temperature with time was 
derived by Illingworth (1950) and for Pr # 1.0, he derived the 
solution in integral form. Siegel (1958) studied the unsteady free-
convection flow past a semi-infinite vertical plate under step-
change in wall temperature or surface heat flux by employing the 
momentum integral method. Experimental evidence for such a 
situation was presented by Goldstein and Eckert (1960). For a 
semi-infinite vertical plate, unsteady free-convection flow was 
studied analytically by Chung and Anderson (1961), Sparrow and 
Gregg (1960), and Heliums and Churchill (1961, 1962) under 
boundary layer assumptions. Siegel (1958) first pointed out that the 
initial behavior of the temperature and velocity fields for a semi-
infinite vertical flat plate is the same for the doubly infinite vertical 
flat plate, i.e., in the case of a temperature field it is the same as a 
solution of an unsteady one-dimensional heat conduction problem. 
The transition from conduction to convection begins only when 
some effect from the leading edge has propagated up the plate as 
a wave, to the particular point in question. Before this time, the 
fluid in this region effectively does not know that the plate has a 
leading edge. Hence, Goldstein and Briggs (1964) studied analyt
ically the problem of transient free-convection flow past an infinite 
isothermal plate and introduced the idea of leading edge effect. 
Because of the importance of these problems, Gebhart et al. (1988) 
discussed this problem in their book. Jaluria and Gebhart (1974) 
also studied the transition mechanisms of vertical natural convec
tion flow. 

In all these papers, the plate was assumed to be maintained at a 
constant temperature TL, which is also the temperature of the 
surrounding stationary fluid. But in industrial applications, quite 
often the plate temperature starts oscillating about a nonzero mean 
temperature. Under these physical conditions, how transient free-
convection past an infinite vertical plate is affected? This has not 
been studied in the literature. Hence, it is now proposed to study 
the behavior of transient free-convective flow when the mean plate 
temperature is superposed by periodic plate temperature with 
frequency to'. In many engineering applications, transient free-
convection flow occurs as such a flow acts as a cooling device. 
However, free-convection flow is enhanced by superimposing 
oscillatory temperature on the mean plate temperature. Again 
transient natural convection is of interest in the early stages of 
melting adjacent to a heated surface or in transient heating of 
insulating air gaps by heat input at the start-up of furnaces. In 
Section 2 the mathematical formulation of the problem is pre
sented, along with its solution by the Laplace transform technique 
and in Section 3 the conclusions are summarized. 

2 Mathematical Analysis 
Consider the infinite vertical plate held in infinite mass of fluid, 

the temperature of both being assumed at TL initially. At time t' > 
0, the plate temperature is raised to T'„ and a periodic temperature 
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vection. The main conclusion from this study is that the negative 
concentration gradient of the surface tension is a trigger for induce
ment of Marangoni convection before the additive solubility, while 
the imbalance of the surface tension and the interfacial tension is a 
trigger after the solubility limit. 
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TL = temperature of the fluid far away from the plate 
t' = time 
tR = reference time 
u = velocity of the fluid 

UD = reference velocity 
at' = frequency 
X,, = distance of the transition point from the leading edge 
|3 = coefficient of volume expansion 
p = density 
e = amplitude (constant) 
9 = nondimensional temperature 
u = nondimensional velocity 
i = y - i 

1 Introduction 
Transient laminar-free convection flow past an infinite vertical 

plate under different plate conditions was studied by many re
searchers. The first closed-form solutions for Prandtl number Pr = 
1.0 in case of a step change in wall temperature with time was 
derived by Illingworth (1950) and for Pr # 1.0, he derived the 
solution in integral form. Siegel (1958) studied the unsteady free-
convection flow past a semi-infinite vertical plate under step-
change in wall temperature or surface heat flux by employing the 
momentum integral method. Experimental evidence for such a 
situation was presented by Goldstein and Eckert (1960). For a 
semi-infinite vertical plate, unsteady free-convection flow was 
studied analytically by Chung and Anderson (1961), Sparrow and 
Gregg (1960), and Heliums and Churchill (1961, 1962) under 
boundary layer assumptions. Siegel (1958) first pointed out that the 
initial behavior of the temperature and velocity fields for a semi-
infinite vertical flat plate is the same for the doubly infinite vertical 
flat plate, i.e., in the case of a temperature field it is the same as a 
solution of an unsteady one-dimensional heat conduction problem. 
The transition from conduction to convection begins only when 
some effect from the leading edge has propagated up the plate as 
a wave, to the particular point in question. Before this time, the 
fluid in this region effectively does not know that the plate has a 
leading edge. Hence, Goldstein and Briggs (1964) studied analyt
ically the problem of transient free-convection flow past an infinite 
isothermal plate and introduced the idea of leading edge effect. 
Because of the importance of these problems, Gebhart et al. (1988) 
discussed this problem in their book. Jaluria and Gebhart (1974) 
also studied the transition mechanisms of vertical natural convec
tion flow. 

In all these papers, the plate was assumed to be maintained at a 
constant temperature TL, which is also the temperature of the 
surrounding stationary fluid. But in industrial applications, quite 
often the plate temperature starts oscillating about a nonzero mean 
temperature. Under these physical conditions, how transient free-
convection past an infinite vertical plate is affected? This has not 
been studied in the literature. Hence, it is now proposed to study 
the behavior of transient free-convective flow when the mean plate 
temperature is superposed by periodic plate temperature with 
frequency to'. In many engineering applications, transient free-
convection flow occurs as such a flow acts as a cooling device. 
However, free-convection flow is enhanced by superimposing 
oscillatory temperature on the mean plate temperature. Again 
transient natural convection is of interest in the early stages of 
melting adjacent to a heated surface or in transient heating of 
insulating air gaps by heat input at the start-up of furnaces. In 
Section 2 the mathematical formulation of the problem is pre
sented, along with its solution by the Laplace transform technique 
and in Section 3 the conclusions are summarized. 

2 Mathematical Analysis 
Consider the infinite vertical plate held in infinite mass of fluid, 

the temperature of both being assumed at TL initially. At time t' > 
0, the plate temperature is raised to T'„ and a periodic temperature 
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is assumed to be superimposed on this mean constant temperature 
of the plate. Then neglecting viscous dissipation and assuming 
variation of density in the body force term (Boussinesq's approx
imation), the problem can be shown to be governed by the fol
lowing set of equations: 

0-2 

0 1-0 T] 2-0 

Fig. 3 Velocity profiles <ot = w/6, f = 0.2 

UR={vg^T)U\ LR = (gflAT/v2)"\ 

/ s = ( g 0 A 7 r 2 ' V « (4) 

Then Eqs. (l)-(3) reduce to following nondimensional form: 

du d2u 

du' d2u' dt dy2 

dt' ~ " dy'2 gp(r - TL) 

ar 
Jt7 PCp—=K 

d2r 

W2 

(i) 

(2) 

Pr 
50 826 

W2 

(5) 

(6) 

with following initial and boundary conditions: 

' «' = 0, r = TL for all y', t' < 0 

u' = 0, T' = T'„ + e(T'w - T'„) cos w'f' at y' = 0, t' > 0 

with following initial and boundary conditions: 

» = 0, 0 = 0 for all y, t < 0 

u = 0, 0 = 1 + e cos (ut at y = 0, • r > 0 

K -» 0, 0 -* 0 as y -* °°, f > 0. (7) 

o, r 71 as a>, t' > 0. (3) 

The temperature distribution is independent of the flow and heat 
transfer is by conduction alone. This is true for fluids in the initial 
stage due to absence of convective heat transfer or at small 
Grashof number Gr flow (Gr < 1). 

All the physical variables are defined in the Nomenclature. 
Because the plate is infinite in nature, the physical variables are 
functions of y' and t' only as the flow is fully developed. 

We now introduce the following nondimensional quantities in 
Eqs. (l)-(3). 

Pr = id,Cp/K, t = t'ltR, o) = tRw', y - y'ILR, 

u = u'/uR, e = (r - TL)/(K - n), Ar = rw - n, 

The solutions of these coupled linear Eqs. (5) and (6) satisfying 
the initial and boundary conditions (7) are derived by the Laplace 
transform technique and are as follows: 

0 = erfc ( V P r ) + J fe( VPr> wi) + g^Pt, ~<oi)} (8) 

1 
( P r - 1) 

- g(ri, -<oi)} + 
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• {g(Tj/Pr. G») 

ux10 

2w(Pr - 1) 

- g(r,JPr, - W i ) } . (9) 

When t = TT/2, the plate is isothermal and the solutions reduce to 

0 = erfc (TJ/PT) (10) 

1 
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In order to gain physical insight into the problem, we have 
computed numerical values of 6 and u for e = 1.0 and these are 
shown graphically. However, the argument of the complementary 
error function is imaginary. So during computation, we have 
separated the real and imaginary parts by using the formula 

erf (a + ib) = erf (a) + ~— {1 - cos lab + i sin lab] 
lira 

le~ 

n H 4a 
I {/;,(«. b) + ign(a, b)} + e(a, b) 

where 

/„(a, b) = 2a — 2a cosh (nb) cos lab + n sinh (nb) sin lab 

g„(a, b) = la cosh {nb) sin lab + n sinh {nb) cos 2ab 

|e(a, fo)|< lCr16|erf (a + ifc)|. (12) 

The temperature profiles for Pr = 0.71 (air) and 7.0 (water) are 
shown on Fig. 1 and we observe that there is a fall in temperature 
due to an increase in the Prandtl number of the fluid. Temperature 
also falls owing to an increase in the value of tot. The effect of cot 
on the velocity profiles for to = 10.0 are shown on Fig. 2 for both 
air and water. In case of both air and water, the velocity is found 
to decrease with increasing tot and the Prandtl number Pr. Velocity 
profiles are shown for different values of the frequency to on Fig. 
3 for both air and water when tot = TT/6 and t = 0.2. It is 
interesting to note that the transient velocity is observed to de
crease with increasing the frequency w. The effect of time on the 
transient velocity can be seen on Fig. 4 and it is found that the 
transient velocity increases with increasing time. 

Initially, the heat is transferred through the plate by conduction. 
But at a little later stage, convection currents start flowing near the 
plate. Hence it is necessary to know the position of a point on the 
plate where conduction mechanism changes to convection mech
anism. In scientific literature, this is studied as a leading edge 
effect. The distance of this point of transition from conduction to 
convection is given by 

(13) X„ = u{y, t)dt 

or in terms of the Laplace transform and its inverse, we have 

1 
X„ = L- • L{u{y, t)} (14) 

Substituting for L{u{y, t)} from (9) and carrying out the 
simplification we have 

,0 -0 =u>t 
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Fig. 5 Penetration distance <o = 10.0, f = 0.2 

0 0-5 1-0 *} 1-5 2-0 

Fig. 6 Penetration distance <at = m/6, f = 0.2 

1 
Xp" Pr - 1 MTI) - 2^2 {g{y, i<») + g{-r), -««)} 

e 

2^2 /i(T)/Pr) + ^ {g(r)/Pr, iw) + g( V P r , -«'w)} 

(15) x -2 erfc (T)/Pr) 

where 

f{a) = t\ (1 +la2) erfc (a) - 2 
J* 

g{a, b) = — {e2aJb' erfc (a + Jbt) + e"2"-7*' erfc (a - Jbt)} 

t at" 
h{a) = j / ( a ) 3-

^ 
- a{\ 4- 2a2) + 

1 -a2 

2e 

2a erfc (a) 

where a = 17 or a = "n/Pr and b = iw or b = - iw . 
Numerical values of Xp are computed by using (15) and are 

plotted on Figs. 5 to 7. On Fig. 5 the effects of cot on Xp are shown 
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and we observe that the penetration distance is more for Pr = 0.71 
(air) as compared to that in case for Pr = 7.0 (water), but it 
decreases with an increase in cot. On Fig. 6, the penetration 
distance is shown for different values of the frequency co. It is seen 
from this figure that the penetration distance decreases with in
creasing the frequency to for both air and water. However, the 
decrease in Xp is more prominent when w increases from 5 to 10 
and Xp is less affected when co increases from 10 onwards or at 
large values of co. Hence we conclude that the penetration distance 
is more influenced at small values of the frequency co and less 
influenced at large values of frequency co. On Fig. 7, the penetra
tion distance is shown for different values of time t when cot and 
co are held constant and it is seen that the penetration distance 
decreases with increasing the Prandtl number Pr. 

3 Conclusion 

1. Transient velocity decreases with increasing cot, co, or Pr. 
2. The penetration distance is also found to decrease with 

increasing cot, co, or Pr, but the penetration distance is more 
affected in case of fluids with small Prandtl number. 
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1 Introduction 

Thermoconvective stability of a porous medium is important in 
thermal insulation problems and geothermal energy problems. For 
a porous layer heated from below, heat transfer is through con
duction only until a critical Rayleigh number Rc is reached. Above 
this critical value convection starts and the heat transfer is in
creased dramatically. See, e.g., Cheng (1978) and Gebhart et al. 
(1988) for a review. 

For a homogeneous unbounded porous layer under isothermal 
conditions, Horton and Rogers (1945) found Rc to be 4TT2. The 
case of two different porous layers was studied by Gheorghitza 
(1961) and Masuoka et al. (1978) who found incipient convection 
may be confined to a specific layer. The multiple porous layers 
case was considered by McKibbin and O'Sullivan (1980). They 
concluded that large permeability differences are required to alter 
the basic homogeneous incipient mode. The case of one porous 
layer overlying a solid layer is important in seafloor hydrothermal 
systems (Rosenberg et al., 1993). The first analysis of the effect of 
the solid layer was done by Donaldson (1962) and extended by 
McKibbin (1983). 

All the above references considered constant temperature bot
tom heating. Few papers addressed the constant flux bottom heat
ing. This situation occurs, for example, when the heat source is an 
exothermic chemical reaction. In thermal insulation problems, the 
heat source may be electric heating elements. Nield (1968) and 
Ribando and Torrance (1976) considered the constant flux heating 
of an infinite porous layer, and concluded the critical Rayleigh 
number is lowered to 27.1. Wang (1998) studied case where the 
porous layer is constrained by a cylindrical enclosure, showing Rc 

is increased from 27.0976, but not monotonically, as the radius is 
decreased. The present paper considers the case of a porous layer 
overlying a solid layer which is bottom heated by constant flux. 
The results would complement those of McKibbin (1983) which is 
bottom heated by constant temperature. 

2 Formulation 
Figure 1 shows a porous layer of thickness H overlying a solid 

layer of thickness cH. Let the bottom of the system be heated with 
constant flux q and the top be kept at constant temperature Ta. The 
Darcy-Boussinesq equation for the porous layer is 

K 
u' = - - p'x. (1) 

w' = -~to- + Posli ~ s(r, - r0)]}. (2) 

Here (« ' , w') are velocity components in the directions (x', z'), 
respectively, K is the permeability, p. is the viscosity, p' is the 
pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, 8 is the fluid coeffi
cient of thermal expansion, T\ is the temperature of the porous 
layer, and p0 is the fluid density at the top temperature Ta. The 
energy equation is 

U'T\, + W'T\, = KX{T\X., + T\,,) (3) 
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and we observe that the penetration distance is more for Pr = 0.71 
(air) as compared to that in case for Pr = 7.0 (water), but it 
decreases with an increase in cot. On Fig. 6, the penetration 
distance is shown for different values of the frequency co. It is seen 
from this figure that the penetration distance decreases with in
creasing the frequency to for both air and water. However, the 
decrease in Xp is more prominent when w increases from 5 to 10 
and Xp is less affected when co increases from 10 onwards or at 
large values of co. Hence we conclude that the penetration distance 
is more influenced at small values of the frequency co and less 
influenced at large values of frequency co. On Fig. 7, the penetra
tion distance is shown for different values of time t when cot and 
co are held constant and it is seen that the penetration distance 
decreases with increasing the Prandtl number Pr. 

3 Conclusion 

1. Transient velocity decreases with increasing cot, co, or Pr. 
2. The penetration distance is also found to decrease with 

increasing cot, co, or Pr, but the penetration distance is more 
affected in case of fluids with small Prandtl number. 
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1 Introduction 

Thermoconvective stability of a porous medium is important in 
thermal insulation problems and geothermal energy problems. For 
a porous layer heated from below, heat transfer is through con
duction only until a critical Rayleigh number Rc is reached. Above 
this critical value convection starts and the heat transfer is in
creased dramatically. See, e.g., Cheng (1978) and Gebhart et al. 
(1988) for a review. 

For a homogeneous unbounded porous layer under isothermal 
conditions, Horton and Rogers (1945) found Rc to be 4TT2. The 
case of two different porous layers was studied by Gheorghitza 
(1961) and Masuoka et al. (1978) who found incipient convection 
may be confined to a specific layer. The multiple porous layers 
case was considered by McKibbin and O'Sullivan (1980). They 
concluded that large permeability differences are required to alter 
the basic homogeneous incipient mode. The case of one porous 
layer overlying a solid layer is important in seafloor hydrothermal 
systems (Rosenberg et al., 1993). The first analysis of the effect of 
the solid layer was done by Donaldson (1962) and extended by 
McKibbin (1983). 

All the above references considered constant temperature bot
tom heating. Few papers addressed the constant flux bottom heat
ing. This situation occurs, for example, when the heat source is an 
exothermic chemical reaction. In thermal insulation problems, the 
heat source may be electric heating elements. Nield (1968) and 
Ribando and Torrance (1976) considered the constant flux heating 
of an infinite porous layer, and concluded the critical Rayleigh 
number is lowered to 27.1. Wang (1998) studied case where the 
porous layer is constrained by a cylindrical enclosure, showing Rc 

is increased from 27.0976, but not monotonically, as the radius is 
decreased. The present paper considers the case of a porous layer 
overlying a solid layer which is bottom heated by constant flux. 
The results would complement those of McKibbin (1983) which is 
bottom heated by constant temperature. 

2 Formulation 
Figure 1 shows a porous layer of thickness H overlying a solid 

layer of thickness cH. Let the bottom of the system be heated with 
constant flux q and the top be kept at constant temperature Ta. The 
Darcy-Boussinesq equation for the porous layer is 

K 
u' = - - p'x. (1) 

w' = -~to- + Posli ~ s(r, - r0)]}. (2) 

Here (« ' , w') are velocity components in the directions (x', z'), 
respectively, K is the permeability, p. is the viscosity, p' is the 
pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, 8 is the fluid coeffi
cient of thermal expansion, T\ is the temperature of the porous 
layer, and p0 is the fluid density at the top temperature Ta. The 
energy equation is 

U'T\, + W'T\, = KX{T\X., + T\,,) (3) 
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On the top the temperature perturbation is zero 

T\(x, 1) = 0 (1 

plus either zero flow or constant pressure on the top. For the zero 
flow case, Eqs. (8), (16) give 

T,«(JC, 1) = 0. (17) 

For constant pressure Eqs. (1), (4), (8) give ux = 0 or 

TUxz(x, \) + TUu(x, 1) = 0. (18) 

We seek minimum R such that Eqs. (10)—(18) yield nontrivial 
solutions. 

3 The Case of Impermeable Top 
In this case convection is prevented to leave the porous layer 

due to an impermeable top surface. Periodic solutions in x 
are sought. The general solution satisfying Eqs. (10), (16), (17) 
is 

10 15 20 

Fig. 2 Critical Rayleigh number Rc and corresponding frequency a 
versus A, impermeable top; c = » 

where K, is the thermal diffusivity of the matrix. Continuity gives 

u'x. + w[. = 0. (4) 

For the solid layer of the heat conduction equation is 

n , v + T'w = 0 (5) 

where T'2 is the temperature. In the absence of convection the heat 
flux q is uniform everywhere. We perturb from this state 

T, (x, z) = sin (ax)\ A, sinh [fr,(z - 1)] 

/ s i n h [ b 2 ( z - 1)], a> ft 
+ A*\sm[b2(z-m a<ft 

Here a, Au A2 are constants and 

bt = ft(a + ft), b2 = {laio^ft) 

Equation (15) then yields 

/ sinh b2 
A2{ sin b2 

A, sinh b, 

T\ = r„ 
qH 

( z - i - r . ) 

qH I z 

(6) 

(7) 

Here all lengths are normalized by H, ku k2 are the thermal 
conductivities of the two layers, A = k2/ku and Tu T2 are the 
perturbation temperatures normalized by qHlkx. Linearization of 
Eq. (3) gives 

The solution to Eqs. (11), (12) is 

T2{x, z) = sin (ax)Ai cosh [a(z + c)]. 

Then Eqs. (13), (14) yield the characteristic equation 

F{a, R) = 2Aa tanh {ac) + b, coth fc, 

/ coth b2 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

+ Hco tZ , 2 J=° - »3) 

For given A, c, the minimum R with respect to all a is sought. In 
general, we find a < Vw and the lower form is used. 

w= - v 2 r , = -(r ,„ + r l a) (8) 

where velocities are normalized by K,/H. Eliminating pressure 
from Eqs. (1), (2) and using Eq. (4) give 

V2w = RTla (9) 

where R is the Rayleigh number for the porous layer qKpaqbH2l 
I^Kiki. Thus the governing equations are 

40r A = 50 

V T , + RTlx, = 0 

V27\ = 0 

(10) 

(ID 

with the following boundary conditions. On the bottom the per
turbation flux is zero 

T2z(x, -c) = 0; (12) 

on the interface temperature, heat flux, and mass flux match. 

T2(x, 0) = r,(je, 0) (13) 

AT2z(x, 0) = Tit{x, 0) (14) 

r ,„ (x , 0) + Tu,(x, 0) = 0 (15) 
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Fig. 4 a versus c for various A, impermeable top 

Torrance (1976). When c = oo the solid layer is infinite. From Eq. 
(23) 

F, (a, R) = 2ka + bx coth b, + b2 cot b2 = 0. (25) 

Figure 2 shows the critical Rayleigh number R c as a function of 
A for the infinite solid thickness case. The corresponding opti
mum periodicity a is also shown. We see that R c increases with 
conductivity ratio A, starting with 27.098 at A = 0. The solution 
of Eq. (25) as A —» oo can be obtained as follows. Notice that the 
first and last terms of Eq. (25) are most important, giving b2 *= 
TT. Another condition is dR/da = 0 or F,„ = 0. Equation (25) 
yields 

2A + -77- (b2 cot b2) db2 

db2 

da 
= 0 (26) 

When c = 0 the solid layer is absent. Equation (23) reduces to 

bl coth bx + b2 cot b2 = 0. (24) 

The numerical solution is a = 2.326 with a critical Rayleigh 
number of 27.098. The latter agrees with the result of Ribando and 

or V/? ^ 2a. Therefore as A —» °°, Rc —> 4TT2 and a —» n. 
For general c and A, Eq. (23) is solved for minimum R. The 

results are shown in Figs. (3) and (4). Having obtained Rc and a, 
one can solve for the eigenvector (A,, A2, A3) and the temperature 
profile is given by Eqs. (19), (22). 

A = 50 

0.25 0.5 0.75 
c 

Fig. 5 Rc versus c for various A, constant pressure top 
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Fig. 6 a versus c for various A, constant pressure top 
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4 The Case of Constant Pressure Top 

In this case fluid is free to leave and enter the top surface of the 
porous layer. The temperature distribution for the solid layer is 
same as Eq. (22). For the porous layer we set 

T, (x, z) - sin (ax)- A, sinh [bx{z — 1)] 

/8inh[fc2(z-l)]\ . 
+ A\sm[b2(z-m) +^\cosh[bi(z-\)] 

(27) _ (cosh [b2(z- nr* 
{cosibiiz- I)] J 

Again the top form is used if a > V/J. The pressure condition, 
Eq. (18) yields 

Axb\ — A2b2 = 0 

while the impermeable condition Eq. (15) gives 

/ sinh b2 
-A, s i n h f c . + A ^ ^ ^ 

(28) 

+ A, 
cosh b-
cos b2 

= 0. (29) 

The matching conditions Eqs. (13), (14) yield the characteristic 
equation 

\a tanh (ac) 
I sinh b2\ b2 

\ sin b2 

I cos 
+ b2 

+ tanh b < 
cosh b: 

cos fc, + 
/ cosh b7 

\ cos £>2 
+ — tanh b] 

b\ 

cosh bx 

-- 0. (30) 
sinh b2 

sin £>2 

Again we find \/H > a and the lower form should be used. For 
c = 0 (or A = 0) the numerical solution is Rc = 17.654 at a = 
1.75. The critical Rayleigh numbers and corresponding frequen
cies for arbitrary c are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Note that a dips 
slightly below 1.75 at small c. 

5 Discussions 

In this paper we studied the constant flux heating of a porous layer 
supported by a solid layer. The results complements those of the 
constant temperature heating investigated by McKibbin (1983). Al
though the definitions of the Rayleigh numbers for constant flux and 
constant temperature are different, they are equivalent at subcritical 
Rayleigh numbers and thus can be compared. For the infinite solid 
layers (c = °°) the two cases are identical, and our numerical results 
are within three percent lower than those obtained by McKibbin 
(1983). However, for finite solid layer thicknesses the results differ 
completely. For example, at zero solid thickness c and impermeable 
top, Rc = 27.098 for constant flux bottom heating while Rc = 4TT2 for 

constant temperature bottom heating. In the present case Rc increases 
with c while the constant temperature case is opposite, i.e., Rc de
creases with thickness c. Similarly the trend is also opposite in the 
constant pressure top cases. Since heating in practice is somewhere 
between constant temperature and constant flux, we are not able to 
predict how Rc changes with thickness of the solid layer. However, we 
can say for certainty that the smallest Rc, i.e., 27.098 for the imper
meable top and 17.65 for the constant pressure top, is the value below 
which no convection would occur. 

In both impermeable top and constant pressure top cases the 
frequency a in general increases with A and c, again opposite to 
the constant temperature heating of McKibbin (1983). We find the 
constant pressure case has smaller a or larger period. The incipient 
streamlines, confined to the porous layer, are in alternate two-
dimensional rolls for the impermeable top and half rolls for the 
constant pressure top. This is similar to the constant temperature 
heating. The perturbation temperature, however, is quite different. 
While the constant temperature case would show closed isotherms 
spanning the two layers, the constant flux case shows isotherms 
ending at the bottom boundary. This, added to the linear unper
turbed temperature gradient, gives a local temperature maximum 
(hot spots) at periodic locations on the bottom surface. 

Lastly, we mention that although other boundary conditions may 
be considered (e.g., Nield, 1968), the cases studied here are the 
most natural for seafloor and insulation systems. 
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